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Abstract 

Arts, Leisure, and the Construction of “Gentlemanly” (shi 士) Identities in 7th–14th Century China 

Zachary Berge-Becker 

 

 Historians regularly conceive of “gentlemen” (shi 士) in 7th–14th century China as men 

belonging to an elite social stratum, defined by their study of the classical and literary canons, 

participation in the civil service examinations, officeholding in the imperial bureaucracy, 

engagement in various literary or intellectual undertakings, hereditary status from a patriline, or 

connection to certain marriage, kinship, or friendship networks. This dissertation seeks to expand 

as well as complicate this perception of “gentlemen” as a social category, by understanding the 

label as referring not to an elite social stratum but to an identity, internalized and enacted in a 

variety of ways by men in low and high social positions alike. Using this framework to analyze 

the construction of “gentlemanly” identities in various arts and activities that served as leisure for 

some and livelihoods for others, this dissertation reveals a significant expansion in the repertory 

of signals and strategies used to create and perform “gentlemanly” identities in these fields, 

reshaping what it meant to be a “gentleman” in middle period China. 

 Each chapter draws upon extensive source material from libraries, digital databases, and 

museums, to examine processes of identity construction and presentation in a series of different 

arts or activities in which both the “gentlemanly” and “non-gentlemanly” participated: painting, 

music making, practicing medicine, divining, farming and gardening, fishing and woodcutting, 

and playing the board game weiqi 圍棋 (also known as go). In each of these fields, between the 



 
 

7th and 14th centuries, new “gentlemanly” identity signals were constructed to distinguish the 

“gentlemanly” sort from social categories like “artisan” (gong 工) that they viewed as inferior. 

New kinds of “gentlemen” like the “qin-zither gentleman” (qinshi 琴士), “painting gentleman” 

(huashi 畫士), and “classicist physician” (ruyi 儒醫) emerged; older labels like “recluse” (yinshi 

隱士) expanded to encompass a wider variety of ways of living. New offices and titles at court 

were created that could signal membership in “gentlemanly” communities despite a close 

connection with arts like medicine or painting. And beyond these labels, men developed new 

“gentlemanly” identities through distinct modes of engagement in the respective field: the way 

one divined others’ fates, the strategies one used to win a board game, the metaphysical elements 

and ideals expressed in one’s art and discursive artistic judgments, the tools one didn’t use when 

fishing, and so on. These identity signals were situational, and each chapter draws upon 

examples of disagreement or doubt over the inclusion or exclusion of certain men as 

“gentlemen” to explore instances in which such signals were performed with varying degrees of 

efficacy. 

 In my conclusion, I discuss the connection between many of these “gentlemanly” identity 

signals and an emerging form of social snobbery that I call the “discourse of ‘gentlemanly’ 

expertise.” In the 7th century and earlier, if the “gentlemanly” sort compared themselves to 

“artisans,” it would almost certainly be based on what they did. However, around the 9th–13th 

centuries, the “gentlemanly” sort became more actively involved (or vocal about their 

involvement) in the arts, and started to contrast their own practice and appreciation of these arts 

more actively with the (ostensibly inferior) practice and appreciation of “non-gentlemanly” sorts. 

In doing so, they began to define and distinguish themselves not by what they did, but by how 

they did it. They did not stop with simply articulating “gentlemanly” practices as different but 



 
 

equally good; they asserted that their practices and products were superior, claiming expertise in 

these fields on the basis of their ethical values, cultural norms, aesthetic preferences, and abstract 

knowledge of the cosmos and the ineffable “Way” (Dao 道). I argue that, ironically, this 

snobbish discourse of social distinction actually made it increasingly possible for people earning 

a livelihood in various arts to enact “gentlemanly” identities, by associating symbolic capital 

with the demonstration or depiction of “gentlemanly” modes of engagement. 

 By focusing on the increasing number of ways in which “gentlemanly” identities were 

constructed and performed in 7th–14th century China, this dissertation offers insight into how 

individuals and groups made decisions of inclusion or exclusion, offered or obtained access to 

resources, and developed a sense of self and place in society. In doing so, it enriches our 

understandings of both the social forces shaping the middle period Chinese social world, and the 

individuals and groups who inhabited it. 
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Introduction: Reconsidering “Gentlemanly” (shi 士) Identities in 
7th–14th Century China 

 

 The question of what it meant to be a “gentleman” (shi 士) in 7th–14th century China has 

been the subject of ongoing discourse and debate since the 7th–14th centuries; attempts by 

premodern men to describe their identities and define their status, articulated in a rich corpus of 

extant texts, have been gradually replaced by the attempts of modern historians, who have also 

built up a rich corpus of extant texts on this subject over the past hundred years or so. In the 

process, the stakes of this discourse have shifted: for men of the past, it affected decisions of 

inclusion or exclusion from social groups, access to resources, and the construction and 

maintenance of one’s sense of self and place in society; for scholars of the present, it not only 

clarifies our understanding of historical social worlds, but also offers insight into processes of 

identity construction and maintenance, social mobility, and even social snobbery. 

 For a sense of the complexity of this question, let us briefly consider the lives of two very 

different men categorized as “gentlemen” in these centuries: one at the top of the social 

hierarchy, and the other near the bottom. At the top we find Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019–1086): 

born to a family of pedigree that, after falling to commoner status during Tang (618–907), began 

to re-establish itself when Sima’s grandfather passed the civil service examinations and became 

employed in a county-level post; Sima’s father managed to reach a slightly higher ranking 

position in the bureaucracy. Sima was thus born into a gentlemanly patriline valuing classical 
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education, examination success, and officeholding; he began his rigorous study of the classics at 

the age of six, and by age fifteen “there were no texts he didn’t penetrate. 書無所不通。”1 

 Around that time, Sima’s father was able to offer him entrance to officialdom through 

“protection privilege” (yinbu 蔭補), but in accordance with the moral values espoused in the 

classics, Sima deferred twice to older cousins before finally accepting a title. At twenty, he too 

passed the highest-level examination and began his rise to the very top of officialdom. Along the 

way, Sima was firmly enmeshed in socio-political networks at the court and beyond, regularly 

writing poems and prose to friends and acquaintances, attending banquets, and overseeing the 

composition of a grand historical work: A Comprehensive Mirror for Aiding Governance (Zizhi 

tongjian 資治通鑑). When factional conflicts at court led to his temporary retirement in 1071, he 

and many of his colleagues regrouped in the idyllic secondary capital Luoyang, where they spent 

their time writing poetry and enjoying the beautiful gardens Luoyang was famous for. When 

political winds next changed course, Sima was invited back to court as Grand Councilor (zai 

xiang 宰相):2 a position he held until his death in 1086.3 

 Sima’s life reflects all of the features social historians generally use to define 

“gentlemen” as a social stratum or status group: study of the classical and literary canons, 

participation in the civil service examinations, officeholding in the imperial bureaucracy, literary 

and/or intellectual endeavors, hereditary status from gentlemanly patrilines, and participation in 

 
1 Su Shi 蘇軾, Su wenzhong gong quan ji 蘇文忠公全集 (Ming cheng hua ben 明成化本), 36.1350. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
2 Where possible, and with the notable exception of the titles I translate as various arts “Attendants” throughout this 
dissertation, I draw my translations of official titles from: Charles Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial 
China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1985). 
 
3 For a longer narration of Sima Guang’s biography, see: Ji Xiao-bin. “‘Sung Biographies’ Supplementary 
Biography No. 3,” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies No. 28 (1998), 201-211. 
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certain marriage, kinship, and even friendship networks. Such features are insistent, appearing 

countless times in the biography chapters of official histories, in praise for the deceased in 

funerary inscriptions,4 in anecdote collections and premodern “novels” (xiaoshuo 小說), as a 

role-type in premodern dramas, and so on. They formed a blueprint for generations upon 

generations of premodern men – an archetypal “gentlemanly” social role – but as is the case with 

many such archetypes, the blueprint does not accurately reflect the lived experiences of most 

men who aspired to walk in those archetypal footsteps. 

 Take, for instance, Old Man Chen 陳翁, who is described by Lu You 陆游 (1125–1210) 

as follows: 

Old Man Chen, from south of the city wall, takes selling flowers as his occupation; he obtains 
cash and uses it all up in the winehouse. He cannot drink alone, so when he encounters others, 
he immediately encourages them to get drunk with him. One day I passed by his gate and 
[decided to] pay him a visit; his battered home had one room, his wife and children were 
hungry and cold, and the old man was already very drunk. He’s probably a recluse. 
城南陳翁以賣花為業，得錢悉供酒家，不能獨飲，逢人輒強與共醉。一日過其門訪

之，敗屋一間，妻子饑寒，此翁已大醉矣。殆隱者也。5 
 
 The difference between the lives of Sima Guang and Old Man Chen could hardly be 

greater, yet Lu You is ready to accept him as a “recluse” (yinshi 隱士; literally “hidden 

gentleman”): a subcategory of “gentlemen” archetypally referring to educated and morally 

virtuous men who avoid the world of politics and opt instead to enjoy a rustic life of farming, 

 
4 It is characteristic of funerary writings (muzhi ming 墓誌銘; shendao bei 神道碑; etc.) to say only good things 
about the deceased; these compliments are sometimes specific to the deceased as an individual (as in unique 
experiences or anecdotes), but often affirm the individual’s possession of character traits or conduct befitting the 
“gentlemanly” sort (as in claims about their possession of particular virtues like “humaneness” [ren 仁], their 
examination participation, the offices they held, their knowledge of the classical canon, and so on). For an example 
of the clear awareness of these conventions by authors of such texts, see Zeng Gong’s 曾鞏 (1019–1083) “Letter To 
Sir Ouyang 寄歐陽舍人書.” (Zeng Gong, Yuanfeng lei gao 元豐類稿 [Sibu congkan jing yuan ben 四部叢刊景元
本], 16.125. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
5 As collected in Sheng Ruzi 盛如梓, Shu zhai lao xue cong tan 庶齋老學叢談 (Qing zhibuzu zhai cong tan shu ben 
清知不足齋叢書本), 2b.24. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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gardening, reading, writing, self-cultivating, and untethered freedom. Lu You associates Old 

Man Chen with this label, interpreting his alcoholism, destitution, and familial neglect as forms 

of untethered or unrestrained living; he is even willing to incorporate Old Man Chen’s 

occupation as a “flower-seller” (maihua zhe 賣花者) as a component of reclusion, as he does in 

the following poem imagining himself as Old Man Chen: 

君不見，會稽城南賣花翁， Haven’t you seen the old man selling flowers south of Kuaiji  
City? 

以花為糧如蜜蜂。 I use flowers like [others use] grain [to make their living]; [I’m] like a   
  honeybee! 

朝賣一株紫， In the morning I sell purple flowers, 
暮賣一株紅。 In the evening I sell red flowers. 
屋破見青天， Through a crack in my room I see the clear sky, 
盎中米常空。 My rice bowl is often empty. 
賣花得錢付酒家， Selling flowers to obtain money to give to the winehouse; 
取酒盡時還賣花。 I obtain alcohol, and when it’s used up, I return to selling flowers. 
春春花開豈有極， Spring after spring, the flowers open wide; 
日日我醉終無涯。 Day after day, I’m endlessly drunk. 
亦不知天子殿前宣白麻， I don’t know the white hemp [clothing] of the Emperor’s court, 
亦不知相公門前築堤沙。 And don’t know about the buildings of officials. 
客來與語不能答， When the guest arrives and speaks, I cannot respond, 
但見醉發覆面白鬖髿。 He only sees a drunk with his face covered by wild, white hair!6 

 
 Despite extensive scholarship on reclusion, when the field of premodern Chinese history 

pictures a “gentleman” in 7th–14th century China, it does not readily imagine Old Man Chens 

who sell flowers for a living; instead, focus lies predominantly with examination participation, 

officeholding, social networks, and demonstrated literary or intellectual endeavors. This focus 

effectively equates the label “gentleman” with elite status, though the two are not the same: most 

elites were “gentlemen,” but some were Buddhist monks or Daoist priests, some were local 

heroes for defending communities from banditry, solving problems relating to water 

management, and so on. More pertinent to the issue at hand, many men accepted by others as 

 
6 Ibid. 
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“gentlemen” don’t reasonably qualify as elites, as they lacked disproportionate access to (or 

control over) resources with transferable value, and did not exercise disproportionate power or 

influence in society.7 Such men, like Old Man Chen, often exist only at the very margins of 

historical texts, as recipients of a single extant poem or the subject of a single extant anecdote; 

however, in these writings, they and their ways of living tend not be described as exceptions to 

norms or rare examples of deviation: they, too, can be accepted as fellow “gentlemen.” 

We will meet many similar men throughout this dissertation, who serve as reminders that 

only a minority of men seeking office ever passed the civil service examinations or obtained an 

official position. While some could retain social status through marriage or kinship connections, 

and others could live a leisured life with the support of their family’s resources, many other men 

would need to seek alternative livelihoods while simultaneously seeking to maintain the social 

esteem associated with the label “gentleman.” Some such livelihoods, like teaching or tutoring 

children, could be easily justified as connected to an education in the classics or examination 

preparation; others were, or overlapped with, the occupational domains of people generally 

 
7 Shamus Khan, “The Sociology of Elites,” Annual Review of Sociology Vol. 38 (2012), 362-363. 

Figure i. When historians picture a “gentleman,” the image is surely closer to the man on horseback (left) 
than the man selling flowers (right); however, flower sellers could be accepted as “gentlemen” too. Zhang Zeduan 張
擇端 (1085–1145), Details of Along the River During the Qingming Festival 清明上河圖, handscroll, ink and color 

on silk, 25.5cm x 525cm, Palace Museum, Beijing. Image from museum website. 
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regarded as lower-status, categorized with terms like “merchants” (shang 商), “farmers” (nong 

農), “medical artisans” (yigong 醫工), “painting artisans” (huagong 畫工), “qin-zither artisans” 

(qingong 琴工), and so on. A man accepted as a “gentleman” who pursued such livelihoods 

risked psychological discomfort, humiliation, shame, and even status loss, but some pursued 

them nonetheless: they possessed a genuine passion for their particular art or skill; they held a 

genuine disdain for officeholding; they lacked any feasible alternatives. 

 Alongside such men were those who found social success through more conventional 

means like officeholding, examination participation, or literary renown, but nonetheless spent 

their leisure hours engaged in the same activities so readily associated with lower-status 

categories: painting, music making, farming, fishing, practicing medicine, and so on. More than 

merely whiling or idling time away, these activities could be passions, expressive outlets, and 

essential components of their identity; as they participated in these various fields, they 

constructed discourses about them and their relationship to “gentlemanly” identities, drawing 

boundaries between the “gentlemanly” versions of such practices and the versions (as they 

imagined them) of lower-status occupational practitioners. 

  This dissertation is about the ways in which these men were (or were not) able to 

successfully construct identities as “gentlemen” and signal their identities through engagement – 

occupational or avocational – in a wide variety of fields traditionally associated more strongly 

with lower-status social categories: painting, music, medicine, divination, farming and 

gardening, fishing and woodcutting, and playing the board game weiqi 圍棋 (also known as go). 

In doing so, I offer a new approach to the study of “gentlemen” as a social category in 7th–14th 

century China, by understanding the label not as a reference to an elite social stratum or status 

group based in classical learning and/or service to the state, but as an identity: a repertory of 
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meanings that define the self when one is a member of a particular social group, an occupant of a 

certain social role, or making claims of unique characteristics identifying oneself as an 

individual.8 This approach can simultaneously account for a broader range of signals associated 

with an archetypal “gentlemanly” social role, and also move beyond these sets of norms and 

predictable patterns of behavior to deal with individual men and particular social situations in 

which these identities were performed with varying degrees of efficacy.9 

 In what remains of this introduction, I will expand upon the need for this alternative 

approach in contrast to the paradigmatic “state-local framework” and its view of “gentleman” as 

an elite social stratum, and then offer some preliminary remarks on the archetypal “gentlemanly” 

social role and its expansion in middle period China. The chapters that follow will then study a 

variety of signals used to perform “gentlemanly” identities in a variety of arts and activities 

shared by “non-gentlemanly” social categories, exploring the social situations and contexts in 

which certain signals were more likely to meet with success. In doing so, I hope to enlarge as 

well as complicate the field’s conception of “gentlemen” as a social category, and offer new 

insight into the construction and performance of identity in middle period China. 

 

 

 
8 Peter Burke and Jan Stets, Identity Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 1. 
 
9 My approach also draws inspiration from: Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction, trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1984); Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (Garden City: Doubleday, 
1959); Michèle Lamont, The Dignity of Working Men: Morality and the Boundaries of Race, Class, and 
Immigration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000); Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class (New 
York: Macmillan, 1899; New York: Penguin, 1994); David Morgan, Snobbery. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2019); Howard Becker, Art Worlds (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982); Howard Becker, 
Outsiders: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance (New York: Free Press, 2018); Gary Alan Fine. Everyday Genius: 
Self-Taught Art and the Culture of Authenticity (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2006); Nobert Elias, The 
History of Manners, translated by Edmund Jephcott (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978); Norbert Elias, The Court 
Society, translated by Edmund Jephcott (Oxford: Blackwell, 1983); Shamus Khan, Privilege: The Making of An 
Adolescent Elite at St. Paul’s School (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011). 
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One Hundred Years of Elite Studies in Middle Period China 

  It has been about one hundred years since the publication of Naitō Konan’s 内藤湖南 

paradigmatic argument for the beginnings of modernity of Song China; this major anniversary is 

as good a reason as any for using “A Comprehensive Look at the Tang-Song Period” 

(Gaikatsuteki Tō Sō jidai kan 概括的唐宋時代觀)10 as our entry point into modern 

historiography of middle period China (c. 750–c. 1550) and its “gentlemen.” Naitō has played a 

foundational role in the century of scholarship following him and the current paradigm of middle 

period social history, which owes much to his work, even as it has evolved away from his central 

thesis. 

 In contrast to contemporaneous views of dynastic China as stagnant and unchanging,11 

Naitō observed a series of major distinctions between Tang and Song, and argued on these bases 

that Tang represented the end of the “medieval era” (chūsei 中世)  while Song served as the start 

of the “modern” era (kinsei 近世). His work most famously describes a shift from an aristocratic 

government in Tang to a monarchical autocratic government in Song, and with it a shift in the 

nature of elite status from “aristocrats” (kizoku 貴族) to “bureaucrats” (kanri 官吏). He also 

incorporates a series of cultural, social, political, and economic developments in Song, such as 

the adoption of cash as alternative to grain or cloth as medium of exchange, and the revival of 

classical ideals in literary works, calligraphy, and painting. Collectively, his work posited a 

 
10 Naitō Konan 内藤湖南, “Gaikatsuteki Tō Sō jidai kan 概括的唐宋時代觀,” Rekishi to chiri 歴史と地理 No. 9.5 
(1922), 1-12. 
 
11 Perhaps the go-to Western example of this trend is Weber’s Konfuzianismus und Taoismus from 1915, or the 
passages on China in Wirtschaft und Gesellschaf from 1922, both of which are now recognized to suffer from the 
“serious methodological flaw” of using historical materials from Shang and Zhou to Qing China without any regard 
for proper chronological order, assuming Chinese civilization to be static and unchanging. The “myth” of the times, 
as Van Der Sprenkel phrases it, was that “Dynamism in history was the exclusive attribute of the West.” (Otto B. 
Van Der Sprenkel, “Max Weber on China,” History and Theory Vol. 3, No. 3 (1964), 350. 
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“Song modernity,” attempting to incorporate China into discourses of modernity that at the time 

counted only the West as modern.12 

 The nature of elite status remained tied to questions of periodization in Japan, as Naitō’s 

students in Kyoto faced competition from Tokyo scholars’ adaptation of Marxist historiography 

to claim that the “Tang-Song transition” was a transition from a slave society to a feudal serf 

society.13 Tanigawa Michio 谷川道雄 notes that this debate remained strong following World 

War II, but by the 1980s the stalemate between the two schools had caused scholarly interests to 

turn elsewhere.14 

 Post-World-War-II scholarship of social history in China broadly adopted a Marxist 

approach, suggesting that imperial China had been a “feudal society” (fengjian shehui 封建社會) 

until the fall of Qing; the prevalence of this viewpoint in the 1960s and 1970s was tied to the 

political goal of enacting cultural revolution, which in turn prevented Western scholars from 

travelling to mainland China to conduct their research, leading many to travel to Japan instead. 

Around that time, Shiba Yoshinobu’s 斯波義信 important work on Song economic history 

appeared and sidestepped the periodization debate: he demonstrated the development of regional 

and state-wide markets with private commerce and commercial capital, leading to the formation 

of a market economy, but would not then conclude that the market economy was a sign of 

 
12 On Naitō and the influence of his thesis, see Charles Hartman, “Sung Government and Politics,” in The 
Cambridge History of China: Volume 5, Part Two: Sung China, 960–1279, eds. John Chaffee and Denis Twitchett 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 19-21. 
 
13 The competition persisted for decades, with perhaps the most notable successor work being that of Miyazaki 
Ichisada 宮崎市定, which flipped Naitō’s attempt to fit Song China into a Western framework of “modernity” and 
claimed instead that it served as a “cultural renaissance of the East” predating the West and possibly inspiring the 
Western renaissance. For a brief summary of Ichisada, as well as the work of Shiba Yoshinobu 斯波義信, Robert 
Hartwell, and Mark Elvin discussed in the following paragraph, see: Richard Von Glahn, The Economic History of 
China: From Antiquity to the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2016), 1-4. 
14 Tanigawa Michio, “Problems Concerning the Japanese Periodization of Chinese History,” translated by Joshua 
Fogel, Journal of Asian History, Vol. 21, No. 2 (1987), 150-168. 
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modernity.15 His work was a major influence on Robert Hartwell’s study of the coal and iron 

industries in Song and their relationship to the state,16 as well as Mark Elvin’s The Pattern of the 

Chinese Past, which describes a “medieval economic revolution” from the 8th to 13th centuries 

with growth in agriculture, industry, technology, commerce, and urban living.17 

 In 1982, Hartwell produced a paradigm-altering article synthesizing much of this earlier 

work, covering social, political, and demographic shifts from 750 to 1550. In his discussion of 

the nature of elite status, Hartwell defines elites not as aristocrats or bureaucrats per se, but as 

individuals or families with local or national political position; he further uses the term “gentry” 

to refer to “families who have local economic or social position.” He then argues for a trend in 

which a semi-hereditary “professional elite” in Northern Song was slowly replaced by “local 

elite” gentry lineages (his basic unit for the local elite) in a Northern-Southern Song transition.18 

His “local elite” referred in large part to those with control over nominations for the examination 

system’s prefectural quotas; the expansion of the examination system thus enhanced their power 

at the local level, and this in turn encouraged their absorption of the “professional elite” through 

marriage connections over time. Many scholars following Hartwell have expanded upon this 

model; Peter Bol’s This Culture of Ours, for instance, develops a new argument about the 

 
15 See Shiba Yoshinobu, Commerce and Society in Sung China, translated by Mark Elvin (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan, Center for Chinese Studies, 1970). 
 
16 Robert Hartwell, “Markets, Technology, and the Structure of Enterprise in the Development of the Eleventh-
Century Chinese Iron and Steel Industry” The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 26, No. 1 (Mar., 1966), 29-58. 
 
17 Mark Elvin, The Pattern of the Chinese Past (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1973). 
 
18 Robert Hartwell, “Demographic, Political, and Social Transformations of China, 750–1550.” Harvard Journal of 
Asiatic Studies, Vol. 42, No. 2 (Dec., 1982), 365–442.  
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transition of elite intellectual culture from one grounded in literary accomplishment (c. 750) to 

one oriented toward the ethical concerns of Neo-Confucianism (c. 11th century).19 

 Robert Hymes, my own advisor, expanded upon Hartwell’s understanding of elite status 

in his 1986 Statesmen and Gentlemen, by adopting the originally Weberian trinity of wealth, 

power, and prestige, to construct a broader local elite out of officeholders, examination 

participants, contributors to temples and public works projects, men connected by friendship or 

shared membership in academic or poetic societies or cliques, and so on.20 In doing so, his work 

actually expands beyond Weber, incorporating a more anthropological focus on the strategies for 

maintaining elite status in society. 

 This effort was shared by contributors to 1990’s Chinese Local Elites and Patterns of 

Dominance; though contributors to this volume focus on the study of Ming to 20th century China, 

the work deserves mention here for its stated attempt to expand the definition of “local elite” 

beyond Marx and Weber, to incorporate “concepts used by anthropologists studying the practices 

of individuals within specific social structures.” By defining local elites as “individuals or 

families that exercised dominance within a local arena,”21 the contributors to this volume focus 

on practices like landholding, writing genealogical texts, and local military dominance, as valid 

strategies for status maintenance alongside the more conventionally-recognized practices of 

officeholding and examination success. 

 
19 Peter Bol, “This Culture of Ours”: Intellectual Transitions in T’ang and Sung China (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1992). 
 
20 Robert Hymes, Statesmen and Gentlemen: The Elite of Fu-chou, Chiang-hsi, in Northern and Southern Sung 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).  
 
21 Joseph Esherick and Mary Rankin, “Introduction,” in Chinese Local Elites and Patterns of Dominance, eds. 
Joseph Esherick and Mary Rankin (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), 10. 
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  The expansion of the “local elite” continued in The Song-Yuan-Ming Transition in 

Chinese History, a conference volume published in 2003.22 The contributors sought to connect 

earlier work on the “Tang-Song transition” and the “Northern-Southern Song transition” with 

work treating late-Ming and Qing as a singular historical era (c. 1550–1900), and thus defined 

“Song-Yuan-Ming” as a transition based around a “cycle of Han–non-Han relations”23 from the 

fall of Northern Song until early Ming. Many contributors focused on the southern region of 

Jiangnan 江南 as a case study, maintaining the “transitions” focus on the relationship between 

the state and local elite (called shi, shidafu, or “literati” throughout), but also tracking new 

developments in elite culture such as the rise of print culture, and elite participation in medicine24 

and drama. Much is made of the cancellation of the civil service examinations in Yuan, causing 

the shi or “literati” to focus on alternative practices of status formation or maintenance, from 

“learning” (xue 學) for its own sake to printing books, and even practicing medicine and writing 

dramas.25  

 
22 The Song-Yuan-Ming Transition in Chinese History, eds. Paul Jakov Smith and Richard von Glahn (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2003). 
 
23 Paul Jakov Smith, “Introduction: Problematizing the Song-Yuan-Ming Transition,” in The Song-Yuan-Ming 
Transition in Chinese History, eds. Paul Jakov Smith and Richard von Glahn (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia 
Center, 2003), 6. Smith also offers a similar historiographical review of previous studies of Tang-Song, Northern-
Southern Song, and Ming-Qing “transformations” on pages 2-7, touching upon many of the sources also cited in this 
section of my dissertation. 
 
24 It must be acknowledged that such work had been anticipated in Robert Hymes, “Not Quite Gentlemen? Doctors 
in Sung and Yuan,” Chinese Science Vol. 8 (Jan., 1987), 9-76. 
 
25 It should be noted, though, that later works following the Song-Yuan-Ming transition framework do not focus on 
such broad components of gentlemanly action or behavior; instead, the focus is overwhelmingly on investigating the 
local sources of power or influence for a local elite. See, for example: Du Yongtao, “Locality, Literati, and the 
Imagined Spatial Order: A Case of Huizhou, 1200-1550,” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies, Vol. 42 (2012), 407-444; 
Anne Gerritsen, Ji'an Literati and the Local in Song-Yuan-Ming China (Leiden: Brill, 2007); Sukhee Lee, 
Negotiated Power: The State, Elites, and Local Governance in Twelfth-to Fourteenth-Century China (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2014).  
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 Also in 2003, balancing this focus on south China, Li Xiaocong 李孝聰, Deng Xiaonan 

鄧小南, and Xiao Jun 筱君 collectively authored a preface for a collection of Shanxi and 

Shaanxi stone inscriptions about water supply issues, which argued that a “local elite” (difang 

jingying 地方精英) in north China could include both “common people” (minjian 民間; i.e. 

those without official status) and “officials” (guanfang 官方), extending so far as to include 

people lacking education or high-status family background, but who nonetheless were influential 

in their localities for their displays of bravery and success in dealing with water problems.26 

Wang Jinping’s 2018 book In the Wake of the Mongols builds upon this earlier work on the local 

elite of north China, arguing that in the transition from Jin to Yuan the “literati elite” with its 

dependence on officeholding largely disappeared, allowing for the emergence of new kinds of 

military, Daoist, and Buddhist local elites.27 

 As a final stop on our historiographical review, Hymes’s 2015 chapter for the Cambridge 

History of China offers an important update to the “Northern-Southern Song transition,” by 

suggesting that the shift from a “professional elite” to a “local elite” might be better 

characterized as a shift in the balance between court-oriented strategies of status maintenance 

and a “shi-oriented culture,” to the relative advantage of the latter. This transition is found in the 

relative weight of thoughts and actions of the elite from Northern to Southern Song, leading to a 

culture in which individual gentlemen were: 

…more and more celebrated for, and defined by, their acts as shi – scholars, founders of or 
contributors to institutions, performers of private charitable acts, charters of genealogy and 

 
26 Li Xiaocong, Deng Xiaonan, Xiao Jun, “Introduction 導言,” in Hongtong jiexiu shuili beike jilu 洪洞介休水利碑
刻輯録, by Huang Zhusan 黃竹三, Feng Junjie 馮俊傑 et. al. (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 2003), 36-
45. I was first made aware of this source and its importance in Luo Yinan, “A Study of the Changes in the Tang—
Song Transition Model,” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies No. 35 (2005), 121. 
 
27 Wang Jinping, In the Wake of the Mongols: The Making of a New Social Order in North China, 1200-1600 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2018). 
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organizers of lineages, leaders of society at large – as distinct from (though not necessarily to 
the exclusion of) their achievements as degreeholders or officeholders; and shi autonomy and 
authority came to be explicitly articulated and defended in a variety of ways. These are not 
only Way-Learning phenomena, but cross ideological lines among Southern Sung authors of 
commemorative inscriptions, epitaphs, and other normative texts. The gentleman as 
gentleman was more and more the focus of elite praise and concern.28 

 
 This methodological lineage continues to serve as the paradigmatic foundation for the 

study of middle period China in English. In 2005, Luo Yinan claimed that even though this 

model does not account for all of the complexities of Tang-Song society, “the state-local 

framework is the most important model for scholars to interpret the history of mid- to late 

imperial China.”29 And it continues to yield fruitful research, such as Nicolas Tackett’s 2014 

Geographic Information Systems and social network analysis work on the destruction of the 

Tang aristocracy,30 the major Conference on Tang-Song Transitions held at Princeton in 2022, 

and ongoing work in Harvard’s Historical Geographic Analysis projects mapping elite migration, 

examination participation data, and marriage networks. 

 Criticisms and correctives tend to come from within, as when different scholars articulate 

narrower or wider definitions of a “local elite,” or draw attention to previously overlooked 

aspects of elite identity and social life. A noteworthy challenge came from Beverly Bossler’s 

1998 study of high officials in Song, which argued that a shift from preferring court-based 

marriage connections to local marriage connections was more historiographic than historical.31 

 
28 Robert Hymes, “Sung Society and Social Change,” in The Cambridge History of China: Volume 5, Part Two: 
Sung China, 960–1279, eds. John Chaffee and Denis Twitchett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 
633. 
 
29 Luo, “A Study of the Changes in the Tang—Song Transition Model,” 127. 
 
30 Nicolas Tackett, The Destruction of the Medieval Chinese Aristocracy (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia 
Center, 2014). 
 
31 Beverly Bossler, Powerful Relations: Kinship, Status & the State in Sung China (960-1279) (Cambridge: Council 
on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1998). 
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Hymes has framed this research as “a disagreement over the relative importance of high office in 

status calculus,” and also between “seeing conscious strategies in social and cultural change, and 

seeing the passive impact of changed circumstances on strategies more broadly continuous;” 

Bossler’s work has been interpreted overall as a call for caution more than a call for the 

development of alternative frameworks.32 

 This dissertation is attempting to implement an alternative framework, but not as a 

replacement for ongoing and valuable work on elite status. Instead, I hope to simultaneously 

celebrate the continuing utility of this approach and offer to lessen the burden of some excess 

weight from its theoretical shoulders. Any good historical framework, like a telescopic lens 

facing the past, will help us see some things with striking clarity while blurring or obscuring 

things outside their focal length. I believe that the nature of “gentlemen” as a social category is 

one of the things obscured by this framework and ongoing scholarly focus on an “elite” stratum, 

as research on the “elite” has tended to define our understanding of “gentlemen” writ large: 

though the two categories overlap significantly, they are not the same.33  

 Take, for instance, the following definition of shi (“gentlemen”/“literati”/shidafu) from 

Peter Bol’s 2010 Neo-Confucianism in History, which is steeped in this scholarly lineage, and 

 
32 Hymes, “Sung Society and Social Change,” 628-632. 
 
33 It is generally accepted in anthropology that that both emic and etic perspectives in tandem are necessary to 
cultivate a richer understanding of peoples and their cultures. Thus, I strongly encourage the continued use of etic 
categories to study the “elite” of premodern society, and recognize that in some instances it is the most useful 
framework available – far more so than what I am articulating in this dissertation. For instance, Jeehee Hong’s work 
on middle period funerary culture adopts Hymes’s Statesmen and Gentlemen definition of an originally-Weberian 
“local elite,” which works brilliantly because it allows Hong to study a collection of lavish tombs which are clearly 
distinct from the simple tombs of “scholar-officials,” but costly enough to certainly belong to a socioeconomically 
elite stratum: “Although there is a visible connection between the size and sophistication of the tombs and the 
occupants’ wealth, the generic nature of tomb inscriptions in these burial places, when there are any at all, makes it 
difficult to define this social group with a single historical term.” (Jeehee Hong, Theater of the Dead: A Social Turn 
in Chinese Funerary Art, 1000-1400 [Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2016], 9). As much as I believe this to 
be an excellent application of an etic category for conducting social research, I also cannot help but feel that 
classifying all such tomb occupants together in the same social category is surely causing some of them to turn in 
their graves. 
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therefore associates shi/“gentlemen” in the eleventh century with possession of social, cultural, 

and/or political capital all tied most explicitly to officeholding or examination candidacy: 

Who were the elite? In their terms, they were the shi. The use of the term shi to refer to an 
upper stratum of society that played a leading role in political and cultural life was already 
1,500 years old in 1050. But what it meant to be a shi changed over time. In the mid-eleventh 
century, to be a shi in political terms meant to serve in government – to be a shidafu; in 
cultural terms, it meant having the education befitting someone serving in civil government 
(thus the translation of shi as “literatus”); and in social terms, it meant coming from a family 
in which previous generations had been educated and served the government.34 

 
 With this definition in mind, please think back to Old Man Chen and the concept of 

reclusion. Reclusion was relatively commonplace in both “gentlemanly” imaginations and their 

real social networks: one is hard-pressed to find an extant literary collection that doesn’t contain 

at least one piece written for or about a “recluse,” to say nothing of anecdote collections, 

playscripts, paintings, and more. In almost all cases, “recluses” are lauded for their lifestyle; 

many men lamented their own inability to be like them because of social or official obligations. 

The state also lauded reclusion, producing imperial edicts to ask local officials to recommend 

such men to the court to serve in office,35 which could grant prestige and legitimacy to the court 

by demonstrating its ability to attract morally virtuous conscientious objectors back to the 

political realm. Even those who refused to serve (or were never asked) are still praised by the 

state, with official dynastic histories regularly dedicating chapters to “recluse” biographies, 

always in praise of the virtues of these men. 

 
34 Peter Bol, Neo-Confucianism in History (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2008), 30. 
 
35 For example: “The civil examinations were already established, but there were still concerns that [the state] could 
not exhaustively reach all the talents under Heaven, some of which were hidden and felt it beneath them to advance 
[to the court]; [the emperor would] often order prefectures and counties to gather [these talented men], and high-
ranking officials would obtain them [at court] through recommendations.  科目既設，猶慮不能盡致天下之才，或
韜晦而不屑就也，往往命州郡搜羅，而公卿得以薦言。” (Songshi, edited by Tuotuo 脱脱 [Qing Qianlong 
wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本], 109.1656. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
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 The consistent and prominent presence of reclusion in premodern historiography is not 

mirrored in modern works of macro-level middle period social history. You will not find 

discussion of reclusion anywhere in the major scholarly works discussed above;36 the lengthy 

tomes of the Cambridge History of China volumes on Tang, Song, Jin, and Yuan, do not contain 

a single sentence on reclusion. This is not to say that some “recluses” couldn’t fit into Bol’s 

definition of a “gentleman” as one “having the education befitting someone serving in civil 

government,” as many certainly did possess this education (though many Buddhist monks could 

fit this definition too, and they certainly were not labeled “gentlemen”).37 To me, the cause of 

this historiographical discrepancy is simply that the label “recluse” was always a subcategory of 

“gentlemen,” but the men associated with that label were not always “elite:” some truly lived in 

abject poverty; some worked in alternative livelihoods, painting or performing music for others; 

some definitely did not possess the knowledge required to pass civil service examinations. Such 

men regularly slip through the nets cast by social historians because those nets were built to trawl 

for bigger fish: the elites whose lives adhered more closely to that of the archetypal 

“gentlemanly” social role; the clans and patrilines in possession of sociopolitical power and 

influence; the men with wealth, power, prestige, and social connections to others who also 

possessed such resources. 

 
36 This is true of all of the academic texts cited up to this point, including those only mentioned in the footnotes. 
 
37 For a brief example: the biography of a monk named Zhong Shu 仲殊 (11th century) begins as follows: “[he] at 
first was a gentleman, and once was recommended to take the village-level exams; [however], his wife used 
medicines to poison him, and thus he abandoned his home and became a monk. 初為士人，嘗與鄉薦，其妻以藥
毒之，遂棄家為僧。” The anecdote clearly emphasizes that he was perceived as a gentleman at first, but then 
became a “monk” (seng 僧), after which he is not labeled a gentleman any more. (Gong Mingzhi 龔明之, Zhongwu 
jiwen 中吳紀聞 [Qing Zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 4.33. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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 Liu Tingshi 劉庭式 (Northern Song) was definitely “elite:” he passed his civil service 

examinations and worked as an official for many years. His marriage, however, looks rather 

unorthodox when compared with scholarly understandings of “elite” marriage and kinship 

connections as sources of status or identity. Before Liu left home to take the exams, he became 

betrothed to a woman from an extremely poor family in his village, who became blind around 

the time Liu passed his exams. Others encouraged Liu to marry the youngest daughter of the 

family instead of his blind fiancée, but as the story goes, Liu smiled and said: “My heart already 

permits this [marriage] – how could I turn my back on my true feelings? 吾心已許之矣，豈可

負吾初心哉？”38 He married her, had children with her, mourned her, and refused to marry 

again for the rest of his life. And Wang Cheng 王稱 (Southern Song), who narrated this tale, 

proclaimed that because of Liu’s harmonious and heartfelt relationship: “This [man] can be 

called a gentleman! 斯可謂之士矣！”39 Liu’s marital life was valued enough to receive further 

commendation in the History of Song’s (Songshi 宋史) “Outstanding Conduct” (zhuoxing 卓行) 

chapter. His conduct is outstanding not because it is deviant or even necessarily because it is 

rare, but because it is taken to be ideal behavior, sufficient for Wang Cheng to see as a defining 

trait for a proper “gentleman.” But there is nothing “elite” about his “gentlemanly” marriage. 

 The story of Shi Manqing 石曼卿 (994–1041) and the “rich and powerful household” 

(haojia 豪家) in his neighborhood offers further evidence of the importance of drawing a 

distinction between “gentlemanly” identity and “elite” status. The household was undeniably 

 
38 Songshi, 459.4819. 
 
39 This line actually comes after lauding Liu Tingshi and two other men, each for a different kind of idealized act or 
conduct, and so in context it reads: “These [men] can be called gentlemen!” (Wang Cheng 王稱, Dongdu shilüe 東
都事略 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 117.588. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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rich, with dozens of servants who regularly passed by Manqing’s home; one day, Manqing asked 

a servant about the head of the household, and learned that it was a 20-year-old man surnamed 

Li, without any brothers, who filled his home with concubines. Manqing asked to meet Mr. Li, 

and was told:  

My Lord has never had contact with [even] a gentleman-official; others certainly are not to be 
seen. But he likes to drink wine, and he often says he’s heard you are a capable drinker, so I 
think he may wish to meet you too. I will ask him about it.  
郎君素未嚐接士大夫，他人必不可見。然喜飲酒，屢言聞學士能飲酒，意亦似欲相

見，待試之。40 
 
 Later, Mr. Li sent a servant to invite Manqing over, and Manqing immediately put his hat 

on and went to see him, only to be left waiting in the entrance hall for a long time. Eventually, 

Mr. Li appeared: “[He] wore a headscarf and a silk belt on his waist, without any [proper] 

clothes and hat.41 He saw Manqing, [but] had no knowledge whatsoever of the social etiquette of 

clasping hands together in greeting. 主人著頭巾，係勒帛，不具衣冠，見曼卿，全不知拱揖

之禮。” And after an awkward and extravagant banquet with food, wine, and performing 

concubines, Mr. Li “quietly left, without even bowing with cupped hands to his guest [to say 

goodbye]. Manqing walked out alone. 翩然而去，略不揖客。曼卿獨步而出。” When 

Manqing later tried to send his own servant to thank Mr. Li for the hospitality, he was refused at 

the gate; Mr. Li never sent another servant to follow up. Manqing later told people that Mr. Li 

 
40 Shen Kuo 沈括, Mengxi bitan 夢溪筆談 (Sibu congkan xu bian jingming ben 四部叢刊續編景明本), 9.40. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
41 The specific pairing of “clothes-and-hat” (yiguan 衣冠) is often reserved for “gentlemen” with official status, and 
sometimes contrasted with “plain-clothed” (buyi 布衣) to indicate a lack of trappings of office. Shi Manqing’s 
headscarf is stereotypical garb for an out-of-office “gentleman” or even a recluse; however, Mr. Li’s clothing is, to 
say the least, unconventional. For more on clothing, see: Liu Fusheng, “Apparel and Accessories,” in A Social 
History of Middle Period China: The Song, Liao, Western Xia, and Jin Dynasties, by Zhu Ruixin, Zhang Bangwei, 
Liu Fusheng, Cai Chongbang, and Wang Zengyu, translated by Bang Qian Zhu (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2016), 1-59. 
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was so ignorant and stupid that he was “unable to distinguish beans from wheat 不分菽麥;” the 

author of the anecdote, Manqing’s friend Shen Kuo 沈括 (1031–1095), proclaimed that Mr. Li 

was the sort of person the ancients would call a “moneyed idiot” (qian chi 錢癡).42 

 Both Shi Manqing and Shen Kuo clearly drew distinctions between themselves and the 

“rich and powerful” (hao 豪) Mr. Li, through their disdain for his lack of proper etiquette and 

even his lack of proper attire. Throughout this dissertation, we will meet many “recluses” who 

were similarly reluctant to speak with others, or were considered “unrestrained”43 in their 

drinking and sartorial selections, but beyond simply being accepted as “gentlemen,” they were 

respected and even lauded for such behavior. Mr. Li, at least according to Shi Manqing and Shen 

Kuo, simply doesn’t belong. 

 Note how low the bar is placed for acceptance as a “gentleman:” Mr. Li, denied 

acceptance despite his wealth and power, is effectively only a few articles of clothing and good 

manners away from serious consideration. The same is true in the trial of Hu Dafa 胡大發: a 

“bully” (haoheng 豪橫) in his village, Hu was employed as a “petty official” (yuguan 隅官) who 

“dared to sit in a sedan chair 敢抬轎呵殿” and exceed his station, who “menaced gate after gate, 

cheated [people] and obtained their assets 輪門恐嚇，騙取財物,” and who was thus brought to 

trial and apparently due for a sentencing of “one hundred [heavy rod] strikes 杖一百.” When he 

appeared before the official judging his case: 

Hu Dafa called [himself] a gentleman, and [claimed to have] studied poetry; thus he was 
given “Litigation Leading to Misfortune” as a topic for a poem as a test. Hu Dafa responded 
as follows: 
胡大發稱是士人，習詩賦，遂當廳出給訟終凶詩引試，據胡大發答： 

 
42 Shen, Mengxi bitan, 9.40. 
 
43 Some words translatable as “unrestrained” include: Fanglang 放浪; xiaoshu 蕭疏; titang 倜儻; kuangfang 狂放; 
etc. 
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天與水違訟， Heaven and the waters oppose litigation, 
分明萬象重。 They divide the 10,000 things repeatedly. 
始焉微不審， If at first small things not investigated, 
終也遂成凶。 In the end, there will be misfortune. 
有事須求直， In one’s affairs one must seek uprightness, 
無瑕不可攻。 If one is without flaws one cannot be accused! 
昏迷弗知返， Confused, not knowing the way back, 
悔吝乃相從。 Disasters follow one after another. 
中吉當能悟， I, Zhongji,44 am able to understand this, 
大賢何不容。 Great Virtuous [judge of my trial], how can you not be lenient?! 
聖行使無訟， The Sagely Emperor causes there not to be litigation, 
今日幸遭逢。 Today I am lucky to have encountered [such conditions for leniency].45 

 
 This is not a great poem: it lacks the imagery of Wang Wei 王維 (692–761); the ornate 

embellishment of Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠 (812–870); the rich allusions of Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅 

(1045–1105); the descriptive depth of Du Fu 杜甫 (712–770); the beautiful simplicity of Bai Juyi 

白居易 (772–846). Fortunately for Hu Dafa, he does not need to live up to these archetypal 

ideals; his poem does not need to be good – only good enough. And his trial official does declare 

that “[Hu] has a rough proficiency, [so] for the time being he will be exempt from the [original] 

judgment [of one hundred blows from a heavy rod], and be hit with the light rod twenty times. 粗

通，姑免勘斷，重究竹篦二十。”46 

The same official later oversaw the trial of Wu Minzhong 吳敏中, and tested him along 

similar lines, determining that he had “a rough understanding of literature and principle, and for 

the time being is exempt from the heavy rod, [with a punishment] changed to twenty hits of the 

 
44 Zhongji appears to be Hu Dafa’s zi or “courtesy name.” 
 
45 Ming gong shu pan Qingming ji 名公書判清明集, edited by Zhang Siwei 張四維 (Ming longqing sannian sheng 
shi xuan keben 明隆慶三年盛時選刻本), 11.196. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
46 Ibid. 
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light bamboo stick. 文理粗通，姑與免受大杖，改決竹篦二十。” In his summary of this latter 

case, the official notes: “the punishment was reduced so as to allow him to correct his mistakes, 

and not fail in ‘being a gentleman’ (weishi zhe 為士者). The intent is generous; it would be 

appropriate for him to exert himself! 徒降而樸，所以許其改過，而不失於為士者，意亦厚

矣，切宜自勉！” 47 Both Hu Dafa and Wu Minzhong successfully act out “gentlemanly” 

identities despite very “ungentlemanly” conduct, by convincing the official that they are capable 

of correcting their behavior, which the official believes to be the key to retaining acceptance. 

 These social categorizations matter; they not only serve as a means of understanding the 

world by segmenting it into boxes people could be sorted into – they actively constitute the 

world.48 While scholarly categories like “elite” or “lumpenliterati”49 can be effectively used to 

organize and clarify certain aspects of premodern social worlds, the people inhabiting those 

worlds did not think in those terms, and therefore their actions were not motivated by them. If we 

wish to better understand their social worlds, we need to better understand the emic categories 

which helped construct them: “gentleman,” “recluse,” “artisan” (gong 工), “merchant” (shang 

商), “filial son” (xiaozi 孝子), “father” (fu 父), “painting gentleman” (huashi 畫士), and so on. 

These are the social categories affecting and motivating social action; delineating which 

behaviors would be considered acceptable (or not) for who, and in what circumstances; 

informing decisions of inclusion or exclusion of certain peoples from certain social groups or 

 
47 Ming gong shu pan Qingming ji, 11.197. 
 
48 I owe my perspective on the power of categorization to: Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Star, Sorting Things Out: 
Classification and Its Consequences (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999). 
 
49 In his Cambridge History chapter, Hymes he describes the presence of a new social stratum of men who were 
“‘lower’ yet also in some degree ‘elite:’” the lumpenliterati – a play on the Marxist lumpenproletariat. These men 
were “plausible candidates to participate as members in shi circles” but may or may not have qualified: Hymes 
suggests that physicians, pettifoggers, rite-masters, and low-level clerks belonged to this social stratum in Song. 
(Hymes, “Sung Society and Social Change,” 651-652.) 
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resources; aiding in the construction of one’s own sense of self and place in society. Such 

categories were not static and unchanging: “gentlemanly” identities shifted over time, from one 

social group to another, and even from one individual to another. 

 We have already seen some descriptions of “gentlemen” as elites in the current scholarly 

paradigm; let us compare them now to Liu Qi’s 劉祁 (1203–1259) description of “gentlemen” in 

his own era: 

What are the many kinds of gentlemen born in this era? There are those who work as high 
officials and ministers, whose merits are passed on to later ages. There are those who, even 
though they reside in a lower positions and aren't used [by the state], are still able to make 
themselves known through their moral integrity and rightness. Further, there are those who 
float among village gates, responding to things [that stimulate them] and supporting 
themselves, establishing their names only by means of virtue and goodness. There are those 
unrestrained among mountains and trees, wearing straw clothes and eating from trees, who 
consider themselves lofty and pure. There are those who express their hearts through literature 
and history, gaining audience through their writings and their criticisms. There are those who 
are proficient in arts and skills such as yin and yang, medicine and pharmaceuticals, 
divination, calligraphy, and painting, and by these means make their name in the world. 
Further, there are those who drink excessively and sing without restraint, abandoning etiquette 
in order to please their [own] body. There are those who restrain emotions and expel desires, 
cultivating their bodies and controlling their qi in hopes of flying to the heavens [like an 
immortal]. In brief: each follows their passions, and [each] has their determined lot [in life] – 
how could these men all [leave] the same footprints?! 
士之生於世，何其多品邪？有為公卿、宰輔以事業、功名顯於後代者；有雖居下位不

得柄用，猶能以節義自著者；又有浮湛閭里，應物持身，但以德善立名者；有放浪山

林，草衣木食，以高潔自居者；有抒心文史，以著述吟諷有聞者；又有研精技藝，如

陰陽、醫藥、卜筮、字畫、繪畫以名世者；又有縱酒放歌，廢棄禮法以樂其形體者；

又有抑情去欲、煉身服氣以覬飛升者。要之各從所好，且有定數在，亦安能一其跡

邪？50 
 
 Liu offers a nice bit of foreshadowing for my upcoming chapters on men occupationally 

or avocationally “proficient in arts and skills;” of more immediate importance, his writing 

reveals that he saw many different ways of being a “gentleman” untethered to examinations, 

officeholding, marriage or kinship connections, wealth, sociopolitical influence, genealogical 

 
50 Liu Qi 劉祁, Gui qian zhi 歸潜志 (Qing wuying dian juzhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本), 12.78. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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records, and so on. I say “ways of being” because Liu’s focus is never on the possession of 

resources like hereditary status, wealth, titles, or social network connections, but on repertories 

of behaviors and values: bounded ways of interacting with the world. In this respect, the “kinds 

of gentlemen born in this era” might best be described as identities enacted at least in part 

through occupying certain social roles: parts to be played within a group, community, or society, 

defined by predictable patterns of behavior.51 

 Some recent Chinese-language scholarship has moved in the direction of understanding 

the “gentlemanly” social category as a social role. Deng Xiaonan’s 1995 article on friendship 

and social connections among elite “gentlemanly” (shiren 士人) families in Northern Song 

Suzhou briefly uses the word “role” (juese 角色) in defining “gentleman-officials” (shidafu 士大

夫) as those who “possess two kinds of roles: the literatus and the official. 兼具文人與官僚兩種

角色。”52 Tao Jinsheng’s 陶晋生 books from 2001 and 2013 both focus on “thought” (xiangfa 

想法) and “conduct” (xingwei 行為) as the principle means of defining “gentlemen” in Song 

China; he manifests this by focusing on studying as the core characteristic of “gentlemen:” 

“gentlemen are readers. 士人就是讀書人。”53 

 
51 It should be noted that Liu Qi writes this passage in Yuan, after having experienced the destructive effect of the 
Mongol conquest on the Jin elite social stratum in the north of China, and personally entering reclusion after a life 
lived in the capital. These circumstances undoubtedly influence Liu’s decision to write this list of ways of being a 
“gentleman,” but importantly, all of the examples Liu lists are drawn from precedents, archetypes, and cultural 
heroes from Tang and earlier: they are not unique to his historical circumstances. Several examples of these 
precedents will appear throughout this dissertation. 
 
52 Deng Xiaonan 鄧小南, “Friendship and Social Connections: A Case Study of the Life of the Elite Families in 
Suzhou during the Northern Song 北宋蘇州的士人家族交遊圏 – 以朱長文之交遊為核心的考察.” Guoxue yanjiu  
國學研究 No. 3 (1995), 474. 
 
53 Tao Jinsheng 陶晋生, Bei Song shizu: jiazu, hunyin, shenghuo 北宋士族—家族‧婚姻‧生活, (Taibei 台北, 
Zhongyang yanjiu yuan lishi yuyan yanjiu suo 中央研究院历史语言研究所, 2001), i-viii; 5-7; Tao Jinsheng, Song 
Liao Jin shi luncong 宋遼金史論叢 (Taibei 台北: Zhongyan yanjiu yuan 中央研究院, 2013), 242. 
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Guo Xuexin’s 郭学信 2017 A Study on Scholar-Bureaucrats’ Group Consciousness in 

[the] Song Dynasty (Songdai shidafu qunti yishi yanjiu 宋代士大夫群体意识研究) more 

directly describes the “gentleman-official” (scholar-bureaucrat) as a “social role” (shehui juese 

社會角色),54 and seeks to understand it by examining the group consciousness of those who 

enacted the role: this refers to the group’s “shared beliefs, aesthetic tastes, value orientations, 

psychological cognition, and so on. 所共同具有的信仰理念，审美趣味，价值取向和心理认

知等。”55 The following year, his Research on Gentlemanly Customs in Song (Songdai shifeng 

yanjiu 宋代士风研究) similarly defined “gentlemanly customs” as “an era’s literati’s and 

gentleman-officials’ essential ethos and manner of conduct. 一个时代文人士大夫的精神风貌

和行为方式。”56 Both books fundamentally link these shared beliefs and essential ethos to 

“classicist” (ru 儒) thought:57 for the “gentleman-official” social role it is further tied to the 

concept that it was their distinct responsibility to use their lofty thoughts to benefit society 

through service to the state.58 Beyond the importance of classicism, Guo points to new aesthetic 

tastes in Song in which “vulgarity” (su 俗) could be enjoyed as much as “elegance” (ya 雅), and 

 
54 Guo Xuexin 郭学信, A Study on Scholar-Bureaucrats’ Group Consciousness in Song Dynasty宋代士大夫群体
意识研究 (Beijing 北京: Zhongguo shehui kexue chuban she 中国社会科学出版社, 2017), 1. 
 
55 Guo, A Study on Scholar-Bureaucrats’ Group Consciousness in Song Dynasty, 32. 
 
56 Guo Xuexin, Research on Gentlemanly Customs in Song 宋代士风研究 (Beijing 北京: Zhongguo shehui kexue 
chubanshe 中国社会科学出版社, 2018), 1. 
 
57 Huang Kuanzhong 黃寬重 similarly ties “gentlemen” to “classicism” (ruye 儒業) and in turn the civil service 
examination system. See: Huang Kuanzhong, Politics in Art: Literati Cultural Activities and Social Relations in the 
Southern Song 藝文中的政治：南宋士大夫的文化活動與人際關係 (Xinbei shi 新北市: Taiwan shangwu 台灣商
務, 2019), 28. 
 
58 Guo, A Study on Scholar-Bureaucrats’ Group Consciousness in Song Dynasty, 114.  
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even briefly addresses the enjoyment of activities like qin-zither, weiqi, calligraphy, painting, 

banqueting, flower viewing, book collecting, and more, as components of “gentlemanly airs.”59  

Guo’s work can help us better understand the stereotypical gentlemanly social role 

occupied by men in Song China, but it continues the longstanding scholarly practice of using a 

comparatively elite subset of men to speak for the whole “gentlemanly” category. His work 

neglects many other kinds of men labeled “gentlemen,” as well as most contemporaneous social 

categories. As a result, his claim that activities like playing weiqi or the qin-zither were 

components of a gentlemanly social role does not account for the fact that such activities were 

not in any way restricted to the “gentlemanly” sort, and were in fact defining features of “non-

gentlemanly” social categories like “qin-zither artisans” (qingong 琴工) or “weiqi artisans” (qi 

gong 棋工).60 

 We are therefore still in need of a more social constructivist framework that accounts for 

how men embodied and performed “gentlemanly” identities in these and other fields of action, 

and acknowledges what Liu Qi had already articulated in the 13th century: there were many, 

many ways of being a “gentleman,” which do not leave the same footprints. 

 

The Archetypal “Gentlemanly” Social Role and Beyond 

 I should clearly state that the “gentlemanly” sort did not describe themselves as “enacting 

a social role:” this phrasing is tied to modern work in sociology and social psychology. However, 

I find this way of understanding social worlds to be remarkably close to the worldview already 

 
59 Guo, Research on Gentlemanly Customs in Song, 115.  
 
60 Some scholarship has described contrasts between “literati painting” and “professional painting,” or “literati 
medicine” and the work of “common physicians;” however, those works mostly discuss scholarly-constructed etic 
categories. This scholarship will be discussed in greater detail in later chapters of this dissertation. 
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present in the foundational texts of the classical canon, as elucidated by recent scholarship on 

Confucian and comparative philosophy. Take, for instance, the following line from The Analects 

(Lunyu 論語), in which Duke Jing of Qi asks Confucius about proper governance, and Confucius 

replies: “Let the ruler be a [proper] ruler, the minister a [proper] minister, the father a [proper] 

father, and the son a [proper] son. 君君，臣臣，父父，子子。”61 The proper ordering of the 

world relied upon its inhabitants adhering to the proper behaviors associated with their roles. 

Such roles were relational: defined by their positions relative to others in a network of social 

relationships. A classic example comes from Mencius (Mengzi 孟子), in the form of the five 

“human relationships” (renlun 人倫) which the sage king Shun wished to be taught to the world:  

Fathers and sons should have familial [affection], rulers and ministers should have rightness, 
husbands and wives should have distinctions, elder and younger should have a [proper] order, 
and friends should have trust. 
父子有親，君臣有義，夫婦有別，長幼有序，朋友有信。62 

 
 One role is defined relative to another, and each is associated with a particular value or 

way of behaving properly: Roger Ames calls this “Confucian role ethics.”63 A moral value like 

“filiality” (xiao 孝) provides a straightforward example of this form of ethics: a son is expected 

to fulfill his social role by acting with filiality toward his parents, just as a minister is expected 

to be “loyal” toward the ruler. The key virtue of “humaneness” (ren 仁) is likewise linked to a 

moral disposition toward caring for others, mitigated by the relational roles between self and 

 
61 Lunyu 論語, edited and annotated by He Yan 何晏 (Sibu congkan jing riben zhengping ben 四部叢刊景日本正平
本), 6.29 (Analects 12.11). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
62 Meng Ke 孟軻, Mengzi 孟子, compiled by Zhao Qi 趙岐 (Sibu congkan jing Song dazi ben 四部叢刊景宋大字
本), 5.42. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
63 Roger T. Ames, Confucian Role Ethics: A Vocabulary (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2011). 
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other: unlike a Mohist “universal love” or “impartial care” (jian’ai 兼愛), “humaneness” 

assumes that proper action involves treating a family member with greater care than a stranger. 

 The management of these social roles and the repertories of behaviors associated with 

them fell within the domain of the “the rectification of names” (zhengming 正名), which 

Confucius asserted would be his first priority should he be employed by the Duke of Wei, 

because: 

If names are not rectified, words will not accord [with reality]; if speech does not accord [with 
reality], affairs will not be successfully accomplished. If affairs are not successfully 
accomplished, ritual and music will not flourish; if ritual and music do not flourish, then 
punishments and penalties will miss the mark; if punishments and penalties miss the mark, 
then the people will not know what to do with themselves. 
名不正，則言不順；言不順，則事不成；事不成，則禮樂不興；禮樂不興，則刑罰不

中；刑罰不中，則民無所措手足。64 
 
 If two people cannot agree upon what a potato is, they’re going to have a hard time 

making French fries. Or, if one person’s French fries are another’s chips, which are in turn 

another’s crisps, there might be problems in the kitchen.65 It was considered essential for names 

to be rectified by according words with reality to prevent such confusion and disorder throughout 

society as a whole. Confucius used this process to introduce ritual and moral concerns into 

definitions of different social categories, as when he lamented that a military officer had been 

gifted the ability to “have a court with suspended music and chariot ornamentation [of feudal 

lords] 曲縣繁纓以朝” though he was not a lord.66 This same need for rectification fell upon 

 
64 Lunyu 7.31 (Analects 13.3). Translation slightly adapted from Confucius, Analects: With Selections from 
Traditional Commentaries, translated by Edward Slingerland (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 
2003), 139.  
 
65 For other, arguably better examples, see chapter 22 of Xunzi: “The Rectification of Names” (Zhengming 正名).  
(Xun Kuang 荀況, Xunzi 荀子, compiled and annotated by Yang Jing 楊倞 [Qing baojing tang congshu ben 清抱經
堂叢書本], 16.161-172. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
66 Chunqiu zhuan li zheng 春秋傳禮徵, compiled by Zhu Dashao 朱大韶 (Minguo shi yuan congshu ben 民國適園
叢書本) 7.147 (Second year of Duke Cheng). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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named social roles like “father,” “son,” “noble man” (junzi 君子), and so on; when King Xuan of 

Qi spoke with Mencius about the tyrannical King Zhou 紂 being killed by one of his subjects, he 

asked: “Can a minister murder his ruler? 臣弒其君可乎？” Mencius, in response, said: 

One who betrays humaneness is called a betrayer; one who betrays rightness is called a 
savage: people who are betrayers and savages are called [mere] men. I have heard about the 
decapitation of Zhou, but I haven’t heard [it was] the killing of a ruler. 
賊仁者謂之賊，賊義者謂之殘，殘賊之人謂之一夫。聞誅一夫紂矣，未聞弒君也。67 

 
 Because Zhou was an inhumane ruler, he was not a proper ruler, apparently to the extent 

that he is not fit to be called a “ruler” (jun 君). Names needed to be rectified so that there would 

not be confusion over what behaviors could or should be associated with a proper “ruler,” and so 

the behavior of future rulers would adhere to idealized standards and predictable patterns of 

virtuous actions.68 

 One’s sense of self and place in the world were therefore inextricably linked to the 

patterns of behaviors expected of the social categories with which one associated (or wished to 

be seen as fulfilling). Scholarship has further noted how instances of the “self” (ji 己) or the first-

person “I” or “me” (wu 吾) in the Analects do not emphasize unique attributes of an individual 

like one’s interests or personal experiences, but instead focus on a more interpersonal selfhood: a 

“relational self.”69 Even in moments of contrast, such as “learning for oneself” (wei ji zhi xue 為

己之學) versus “learning for others” (wei ren zhi xue 為人之學), the contrast is not between 

 
67 Meng, Mengzi, 2.14-15 (1B.15). 
 
68 For an alternate translation and commentary, see: Mencius, Mengzi: With Selections from Traditional 
Commentaries, translated by Bryan W. Van Norden (Indiana, Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 2008), 26. 
 
69 See: Kwong-loi Shun, “Conception of the Person in Early Confucian Thought,” in Confucian Ethics: A 
Comparative Study of Self, Autonomy, and Community, eds. Kwong-loi Shun and David Wong (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 183-199. See also: David Wong, “Relational and Autonomous Selves,” Journal 
of Chinese Philosophy Vol. 31, Iss. 4 (Dec. 2004), 419–432. 
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individual and group but between an external goal like good grades or impressing a teacher and 

the internal goal of sculpting or cultivating oneself into a “noble man,” who by virtue of his 

virtues is sensitive to the proper ways to behave and interact in society.70 

 What constituted the proper ways to behave? Here, premodern writers disagreed often, 

and offered their own versions of idealized social roles.71 But there was general agreement that 

society should be divided into clear roles, and one of the best-known manifestations of this is the 

“fourfold people” (si min 四民) classification scheme, which divided society into “gentlemen” 

(shi 士), “farmers” (nong 農), “artisans” (gong 工), and “merchants” (shang 商). Within this 

scheme, each kind of person is defined by what they do as distinct from the other kinds of 

person: only farmers farm, only merchants engage in commerce, and so on. The defining 

behaviors of proper “gentlemen” as one of the “fourfold people” shifted slightly from one text to 

the next: the Book of Han (Han shu 漢書) notes that “those who study in order to occupy 

positions [of rank] are called gentlemen 學以居位曰士;”72 Balanced Discourses (Lunheng 論衡) 

explains that “those who held official credentials, dealt with issues concerning household 

registers and territorial maps, respectfully upheld the king’s laws, and maintained the balance of 

ritual and rightness, are called gentlemen. 執契脩版圖, 奉聖王之法, 治禮義之中, 謂之士。”73 

What remained consistent was a sense that men should not move from one social role or group to 

 
70 Kirill O. Thompson, “Relational Self in Classical Confucianism: Lessons from Confucius’ ‘Analects’,” 
Philosophy East and West, Vol. 67, No. 3 (2017), 887-907. 
 
71 For some examples of how different texts produce distinct iterations of the ideal behaviors for different social 
roles like “father” or “minister,” see Hsü Dau-Lin, “The Myth of the ‘Five Human Relations’ of Confucius,” 
Monumenta Serica, Vol. 29 (1970-1971), 27-37. 
 
72 Hanshu 漢書, compiled by Ban Gu 班固 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben  清乾隆武英殿刻本), 24A.254. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
73 Xu Gan, Balanced Discourses, translated by John Makeham (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 160-161. 
I have slightly modified Makeham’s translation. 
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another;74 this is most famously articulated in Guanzi 管子, which was the most authoritative 

reference for “gentlemen” of later centuries wishing to discuss the “fourfold people:” 

Gentlemen, farmers, artisans, and merchants: these four peoples are the subjects of the state. 
[The ruler] cannot cause them to mix up their [proper] places; if they mix up their [proper] 
places, then their speech will be disorderly, and their affairs will be in chaos. For this reason, 
the sage ruler [ensures that] the position of the gentlemen is definitely at leisure, the position 
of the farmers is definitely in the fields, the position of the artisans is definitely in the [artisan] 
offices, and the position of the merchants is definitely in the marketplace. Today, the 
gentlemen gather and reside in prefectures; when they are at leisure, fathers speak to each 
other about rightness, sons speak to each other about filial piety, those who serve the ruler 
speak of respect, the elders speak of affection and the youth speak of brotherly affection… as 
children they practice this, their hearts come to rest in this, and they do not see unusual things 
that cause them to abandon this… For this reason, the sons of gentlemen will always become 
gentlemen. 
士農工商四民者，國之石民也。不可使雜處，雜處則其言哤。其事亂，是故聖王之處

士，必於閒燕。處農必就田墅。處工必就官府。處商必就市井。今夫士群萃而州處，

閒燕則父與父言義，子與子言孝，其事君者言敬，長者言愛，幼者言弟。。。 少而習
焉，其心安焉，不見異物而頡焉。。。夫是故士之子常為士。75 

 
 Within this worldview, people are understood to be the products of their environment, 

and since “gentlemen” were the only group with the leisure time necessary to learn ethical 

standards and ritual behaviors (and the access to an environment conducive to such learning), no 

one from other social groups was deemed fit to become a “gentleman.” Similarly, “[artisans] 

teach their arts to their sons, who then always become artisans, [工]以教其子弟，夫是故工之

子常為工，” as do farmers and merchants.76 A mixing of these groups was thought to cause 

 
74 “Each passed his occupation on to the next generation; they did not change their vocations. Having practiced their 
particular occupations from when they were young, their hearts became so at peace with those occupations that it 
was as if it was their nature to be so, and so they were unremitting in their efforts. Accordingly, they remained in 
those occupations. Because each group followed their clans in a particular occupation, the situation did not arise 
where one group tried to take over another’s occupation. 各世其事，毋遷其業。少而習之，其心安之，則若性
然而功不休也。故其處之也，各從其族，不使相奪。”  (Xu, Balanced Discourses, 162-163. Again, I have 
slightly altered Makeham’s translation.) 
 
75 Guan Zhong 管仲, Guanzi 管子, compiled and annotated by Fang Xuanling 房玄龄 (Sibu cong kan jing Song ben 
四部叢刊景宋本), 8.77 (Chapter 20). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
76 Ibid. 
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chaos because it displaced men with certain knowledge, skills, and conduct, from the social roles 

that matched their specialisms. The ideal society, therefore, was segregated. 

 There likely never was such a completely segregated society in premodern China, just as 

there were never only four kinds of people populating society; when men invoked the “fourfold 

people” and upheld it as an ideal, they did so to praise it, and to lament that the world around 

them did not live up to it. Yuan Xianwei 元顯魏 (486–525) blamed a lack of government 

prohibitions over the course of several centuries for the slow mixing of social groups, and 

reinforced the ideal of segregation: “this is why Confucius praised the beauty of a humane 

hamlet,77 and Mencius’ mother diligently set an example by moving three times!78 是以仲尼稱

里仁之美，孟母勤三徙之訓！”79 Yan Zhitui 顏之推 (531–591) likewise acknowledged 

upward social mobility as a social reality in his instructions left to his descendants; however, he 

did not write approvingly of it: his words were a means of encouraging his descendants to study 

hard and maintain their proper status, lest they lose their place in society to others on the rise.80 

 Beginning in Tang, those upholding the ideal of the “fourfold people” lamented that there 

were now more kinds of people than there used to be. Han Yu 韓愈 (768–824) complained about 

 
77 In the Analects, Confucius praises the beauty of a humane hamlet, and adds that “If one does not select a humane 
place for one’s residence, how could one obtain wisdom? 擇不處仁，焉得知？” (Lunyu 2.7; Analects 4.1). 
 
78 Mencius’ mother was said to have moved three times in order to find a suitable place to raise her son: the first 
time they lived near a cemetary, the second time they moved near a slaughterhouse, and then they finally settled near 
a school. (Liu Xiang 劉向, Gu lie nü zhuan 古列女傳 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben  四部叢刊景明本], 1.5 [“Zou 
Meng ke mu” 鄒孟軻母]. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
79 Zizhi tongjian 資治通鑑, compiled by Sima Guang 司馬光 (Sibu cong kan jing Song keben 四部叢刊景宋刻本), 
139.1521. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
80 Yan Zhitui 顏之推, Yanshi jiaxun 顔氏家訓 (Sibu cong kan Ming keben 四部叢刊景明本), A.12-13 (Chapter 8). 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
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Buddhists and Daoists causing there to be a sixfold people in his own day;81 Wang Yucheng 王

禹偁 (954–1001) noted the new presence of occupational soldiers and Buddhists;82 Chen Shunyu 

陳舜俞 (1026–1076) combined these lists and added “vagrants” (you shou 游手) as an eighth 

kind of person in Song.83 The River Luo’s True Calculations (He Luo zhen shu 河洛真數), 

attributed to Chen Tuan 陳摶 (871–989), lists eight peoples by adding Buddhists, Daoists, 

“diviners” (bu 卜) and “physicians” (yi 醫).84 These additions were far from exhaustive, and in 

Yuan they were utterly dwarfed by the social reality of a state-imposed household registration 

system covering dozens upon dozens of kinds of people, with a majority of households defined 

by their livelihood, as opposed to a metric like yearly household income.85  

 Though the “fourfold people” remained a conservative, classicist ideal throughout 7th–

14th century China, new perspectives on social mobility began to challenge this position. An 

 
81 “In antiquity there was the “fourfold people,” and today there is the “sixfold people.” In antiquity only one group 
were teachers; now there are three. For each farmer there are six people that consume his produce. For each artisan 
six use his products. For each merchant, there are six people who must live off his profits. Under such conditions, is 
it any wonder the people are impoverished and driven to brigandage? 古之爲民者四，今之爲民者六。古之教者
處其一，今之教者處其三。農之家一，而食粟之家六。工之家一，而用器之家六。賈之家一，而資焉之家

六。奈之何民不窮且盜也？” Han confirms in his essay that the two new groups are Buddhists and Daoists. (Han 
Yu 韓愈, Changji xiansheng wenji 昌黎先生文集 [Song Shu ben 宋蜀本], 11.80. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.)   
 
82 Wang Yucheng 王禹偁, “Yingzhao yan shi 應詔言事,” in Song wen jian 宋文鑒, edited by Lü Zuqian 呂祖謙 
(Sibu congkan jing Song kan ben 四部叢刊景宋刊本), 42.352. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
83 Chen Shunyu 陳舜俞, Du guan ji 都官集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 2.13. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
84 Chen Tuan 陳搏, He Luo zhen shu 河洛眞數, (Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本), yigua shiyi xiajing juan xia 易卦
釋義下經卷下.229. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
85 There are categories tied to ethnicities like Jurchen or Mongol, and those tied to religions or intellectual traditions 
like Daoism and Classicism, but a majority of household categories are clearly tied to livelihood. (I note also that 
classicism may also be considered a livelihood (as in ruye 儒業), and perhaps Daoism too, in this context.) For a 
summative chart of these households, see: Huang Qinglian 黃清連, Yuandai huji zhidu yanjiu 元代戶計制度研究 
(Taibei 台北: Guoli Taiwan daxue wenxue yuan 國立臺灣大學文學院, 1977), 197-215. 
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examination question from 1030 asked candidates to re-read the Guanzi passage on the “fourfold 

people,” consider some past examples of noteworthy officials who had come from merchant, 

artisan, or farmer backgrounds, and then write an essay on whether or not the exams should 

continue to prohibit the participation of these social groups.86 The question itself favored social 

mobility in its phrasing, and so did the answer of one of the successful candidates, Ouyang Xiu 

歐陽修 (1007–1072), who argued that the real purpose of examinations was to select men on the 

basis of “talent” (cai 才) and proper “conduct” (xing 行),87 and the examination system should 

recognize that such men might come from any social background.88 Both the question and the 

answer thus represent a previously unseen acceptance of upward social mobility, effectively 

 
86 “If they see ways to be good and change, what harm does this cause? Further, just like Duanmu’s engaging in 
trade, Jiao Ge’s fishery work, Ni Kuan’s carrying of textiles [to sell], Wang Meng’s selling of woven bamboo wares, 
[commoners] can take advantage of the times and the ten thousand changes: how could [one] limit them to a fixed 
societal position? Huang Xian [was once an] ox-physician, Hu Guang [was once] a farmer, Sang Yang [was once] a 
merchant, and Shu Ao [was once] a woodcutter: they carried on their fathers’ occupations by all means [despite also 
holding official positions in their lifetimes]. How could one criticize them for carrying out the occupations of their 
forefathers [before becoming officials]? Now, the system for civil service examination candidates has barriers for 
[people] of different social categories; even though this prohibition has been implemented for a long time, I suppose 
there hasn’t been [enough] time to elucidate it. What does the group of gentlemen who prefer the profound past, and 
are good at judging things, think [about this]? Don’t worry about being verbose. 見善而遷，茲亦何害？又如端木
之貨殖，膠鬲之魚鹽，倪寬之帶經，王猛之賣畚，乘時萬變，安可限其定居？黃憲之牛醫，胡廣之田畝，

桑羊之賈豎，叔敖之負薪，肯構百端 ，安可責其承世？今茲貢士之制，亦有異類之防，雖條禁之久行，諒
甄明之不暇。眾君子優於博古，長於辨宜，以為如何？無惜辭費。” (Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修, Ouyang wenzhong 
gong ji 歐陽文忠公集 [Sibu cong kan jing Yuan ben 四部叢刊景元本], waiji 外集 25.483. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
87 On the importance of conduct in performing a “gentlemanly” identity, see Wang Anshi’s 王安石 (1021–1086) 
comparison of two “gentlemen” named Zigu 子固 and Zhengzhi 正之 who, though they had never met each other, 
are both “alike” (xiangsi 相似). The reason, Wang explains, is that they are “virtuous people” (xianren 賢人) who 
“study [the Way of] Confucius: that’s it. 學聖人而已矣。” “The Sage [Confucius’] words and conduct [are 
standardized], how could there be a second [Way]? [These two gentlemen’s] similarities are [therefore] proper 聖人
之言行，豈有二哉？其相似也適然。” Wang Anshi’s emphasis on “words” (yan 言) and “conduct” (xing 行) will 
emerge many times throughout this dissertation from the brushes of others. (Wang Anshi 王安石, Linchuan ji 臨川
集 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖本], 71.431. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
88 Ouyang, Ouyang wenzhong gong ji, waiji 25.484. 
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altering the ideal of segregation to allow people to change social roles if they are able to occupy 

the new role correctly, and thus ensure that each man ends up in his proper place. 

 Downward social mobility, of course, remained undesirable. But here too one sees some 

changes occurring in Song: Lu You, for instance, accepted that his descendants’ “allotted talents 

will have [their distinct] limits 才分有限,” and nonetheless insisted that all learn to read and 

write, so that even “if they are poor, they [could] tutor children to have enough for food and 

clothing. 貧則教訓童稚，以給衣食。” Lu goes on to note: 

Employment as an official cannot be a constant; if not an official, then be a farmer, there is 
nothing regrettable [about that]. You only absolutely cannot, [even] under pressure for food 
and clothing [due to poverty], do the marketplace business of lesser men. Be warned! Be 
warned! 
仕宦不可常，不仕則農，無可憾也。但切不可迫於衣食，為市井小人事耳。戒之戒

之。89 
 
 Yuan Cai 袁采 (ca. 1140–1195) famously articulated this issue in his own precepts for 

his descendants: 

If the sons and younger brothers of gentleman-officials do not have a hereditary salary nor 
constant assets they can depend on, and desire to have resources to take care of their parents, 
then nothing is better than being a classicist. Among those with beautiful talents and essence 
that are able to study for the presented gentleman examinations, the best can take the civil 
service examinations and reach wealth and nobility, the next can open their gates and teach, in 
order to receive tuition as income. Among those who cannot study to pass the presented 
gentleman examinations, the best can make official documents their affairs, and the next can 
study punctuation and reading to become teachers of children. If they cannot become 
classicists, then medicine and divination, astrology, physiognomy, farming and gardening, 
commerce, and “techniques” all are acceptable [practices] for nourishing life without shaming 
one’s ancestors.  
士大夫之子弟，茍無世祿可守，無常產可依，而欲為仰事俯育之資，莫如為儒。其才

質之美，能習進士業者，上可以取科第致富貴，次可以開門教授，以受束修之奉。其

 
89 Lu You 陆游, Fang weng jiaxun 放翁家訓 (Qing zhibuzu zhai cong shu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 5. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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不能習進士業者，上可以事筆札，代箋簡之役，次可以習點讀，為童蒙之師。如不能

為儒，則醫卜、星相、農圃、商賈、使術，凡可以養生而不至於辱先者，皆可為也。90 
 
  This last set of livelihoods deemed “acceptable” (ke 可) by Yuan Cai were strongly 

associated with various categories lacking social esteem: “farmers,” “merchants,” “medical 

artisans” (yigong 醫工), “physiognomists” (xiangzhe 相者), and so on. Given that premodern 

writers traditionally categorized people based on predictable and distinctive patterns of behavior 

often tied to livelihood, sometimes advocated for social segregation on the basis of livelihood, 

and sometimes stated a classicist preference for rectifying names by matching words with reality, 

any shift in livelihood posed a real risk to one’s personal identity, perceived social role, and 

acceptance by certain groups or communities, as well as the risk of losing social esteem or access 

to resources. But unlike the strict segregation praised in the “fourfold people,” Yuan Cai doesn’t 

seem to believe that pursuing such alternative occupations necessarily meant a loss of status or 

“gentlemanly” identity for his descendants. Like Liu Qi in 13th century Jin, Yuan seemed to think 

it was possible for a man to engage in various arts and skills to “nourish life” (i.e. as one’s 

livelihood) and still be categorized as a “gentleman.” This was not an uncommon viewpoint in 

the 12th and 13th centuries, but men in the 7th century or earlier would not have agreed with it so 

readily. 

 This dissertation will show that between the 7th and 14th centuries, a significant expansion 

occurred in the repertories of actions, behaviors, symbols, and values associated with the label 

“gentleman,” which simultaneously increased the number of “acceptable” ways of performing a 

“gentlemanly” identity, and tightened boundaries of social distinction between “gentlemanly” 

 
90 Yuan Cai. Yuanshi jiaxun 袁氏世範 (Qing zhibuzu zhai cong shu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 2.26. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. Translation based on: Yuan Cai, Family and Property in Sung 
China: Yüan Tsʼai's Precepts for Social Life, translated by Patricia Ebrey (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1984), 207-208. 
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social groups and others who participated in the same fields of action. New kinds of “gentlemen” 

like the “qin-zither gentleman” (qinshi 琴士), “classicist physician” (ruyi 儒醫), and “painting 

gentleman” (huashi 畫士) emerged; older labels like “recluse” slowly expanded over centuries to 

encompass an ever-wider variety of ways of living. Centuries of institutional change led to the 

creation (and removal) of different offices at court which could signal membership to 

“gentlemanly” communities despite association with arts like medicine, music or painting. And 

beyond such labeling practices, men constructed new “gentlemanly” identities through new 

symbols and strategies based around modes of engagement in the arts: the values and ideals 

expressed in one’s art and discursive artistic judgments, the tools one didn’t use when fishing, 

the way one divined others’ fates, the strategies one used to win a board game, and many, many 

more. These signals became important components of the identities of men who engaged in these 

activities both occupationally and avocationally, and sought to maintain “gentlemanly” identities 

while doing so. 

 The seven chapters that follow explore the construction and performance of 

“gentlemanly” identities in the following fields: painting, music, medicine, divination, farming 

and gardening, fishing and woodcutting, and playing weiqi. Each chapter reveals how new 

identity signals were developed and performed in relation to historical precedents and 

contemporary circumstances, in occupational and avocational contexts, and in contrast with other 

social categories defined by their participation in those same fields of action. Beyond 

understanding the label “gentleman” as a relational category, I also emphasize the situational 

nature of different identity signals, exploring instances in which certain signals might be 

performed with varying degrees of efficacy, and drawing upon examples of disagreement or 

uncertainty over whether or not a man should be accepted or rejected as a “gentleman.” In doing 
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so, I further shed new light on processes of social mobility for exceptional men working in the 

arts who could sometimes leverage these signals to successfully gain acceptance as “gentlemen” 

in certain communities or situations. I will then conclude with some remarks about the insights 

gained through implementing this framework, enriching our understanding of social forces like 

identity construction and social distinction, and the effect of these forces on middle period 

Chinese society and its inhabitants.  

 With these goals in mind, let us first turn our attention to the portrayal of “gentlemanly” 

identities through painting.  
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Chapter 1: Painting 
 

For the “gentlemanly” sort in 7th–14th century China, painting could serve as a medium of 

self-expression and self-cultivation; it forged bonds of friendship and strengthened social ties; it 

brought life and spirit to drab walls and plain rooms; it offered pleasures in otherwise barren 

huts. A fondness for the arts of the brush – both calligraphy and painting – signaled 

“gentlemanly” identities, and frequently earned men praise in biographical texts, alongside civil 

service examination participation, mastery of the classical canon, skill in poetry and prose, and 

so on. 

Though painting was closely associated with “gentlemanly” sorts, it did not belong to 

them. People in many different social categories painted in premodern China: emperors, civil and 

military officials, wives, courtesans, Daoist priests, Buddhist monks, recluses, physicians, 

foreigners, and so on. However, among the many categories premodern men regularly invoked to 

organize and construct the world, painting was most fundamentally associated with the “artisan 

painter” (huagong 畫工); after all, a “gentleman” who did not paint could still be called a 

“gentleman,” but an “artisan painter” painted by definition, offering their products to others as a 

livelihood.91 “Artisan painters” might earn their salary from the court; they might earn wealth by 

 
91 In Dong Yu’s 董逌 (12th century) blunt phrasing: “artisan painters use [their] arts to obtain [works] to sell. 夫畫工
以技藝取售。” (Dong Yu 董逌, Guangchuan huaba 廣川畫跋 [Qing shiwan juan lou congshu ben 清十萬卷樓叢
書本], 3.21. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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selling copies of portraits of famous men92 and beautiful courtesans in the marketplace;93 they 

might produce unique works for private patrons. 

The “gentlemanly” sort who found pleasure and fulfillment in avocational painting 

thought it important to distinguish themselves from men in this lower-status category, who were 

regularly denigrated for selling their paintings in pursuit of profit: a supposedly ignoble reason to 

paint. If a painting were taken as an expression of the self – the external manifestation of the 

internal heart, and a supposedly noble reason to paint – then to sell a painting was akin to selling 

oneself; as Mi Fu 米芾 (1051–1107) put it: “For calligraphy and paintings one cannot discuss 

price, as gentlemen cannot be bought like commodities. 書畫不可論價，士人難以貨取。”94 

When treated in the aggregate as a social group or in the abstract as a social role, “artisan 

painters” were routinely insulted not only for pursuing profits but for being inferior painters to 

the “gentlemanly” sort: a vulgar mass to serve as foil for superior men and their superior art. 

Throughout the 7th–14th centuries, the most common and widespread criticism directed at 

“artisan painters” was that they were bad at painting, despite this being their area of expertise. 

Variations on this theme permeate poetry and prose: Yin Tun 尹焞 (1071–1142) praised the 

“authenticity” (zhen 真) of a portrait of Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033–1107) as “probably not what an 

 
92 For example, Wang Bizhi 王闢之 (b. 1031) notes that after Sima Guang’s 司馬光 (1019-1086) death, “The 
people of the capital all carved and painted his portrait; a shop was established and people from the four directions 
competed to buy [their portraits]. Among the artisan painters, some [became] extremely rich. [Sima Guang’s] merit 
and virtue were loved by the people to this extent. 京師民刻畫其像，家置一本，四方爭購之，畫工有致富者. 公
之功德為民愛如此。”   (Wang Bizhi 王闢之, Shengshui yan tan lu 澠水燕談録 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 
清知不足齋叢書本], 2.11. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
93 For example, in the Xuanhe period (1119-1125), there lived a famous courtesan named Qin Miaoguan 秦妙觀, 
and “many artisan painters painted her portrait, and sold them in the alleyways. 畫工多圖其貌，售於外方。” 
(Wang Mingqing 王明清, Yu zhao xin zhi 玉照新志 [Ming Shen Shilong deng keben 明沈士龍等刻本], 3.16. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
94 Mi Fu 米芾, Hua shi 畫史 (Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), 11. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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artisan painter would have been able to transmit [in a painting] 殆非畵工所能傳也;”95 Yuan 

Haowen 元好問 (1190–1257) praised the beauty of immortals as being beyond what the artisan 

painters of the world could produce;96 Liu Xueji 劉學箕 (12th–13th century) thought the beauty 

of Songjiang’s scenery was beyond what “artisan painters” could portray;97 Fang Hui 方回 

(1227–1305) wrote: “Famous paintings fundamentally do not come from artisan painters; good 

calligraphy is certainly not of the sort that scribes [write] 名畫元不出畫工, 善書決不屬書史;”98 

Zhu Derun 朱德潤 (1294–1365) remarked on an excursion in the mountains that “the lakes and 

mountains can be painted, but not by an artisan painter 湖山可畫，非畫工;”99 Yang Weizhen 楊

維楨 (1296–1370), writing about a “Jin Person’s Painting of Kickball 金人擊毬圖,” thought that 

“artisan painters’ vulgar brushes couldn’t copy [this]! 畫工俗筆不可摹！”100 

 
95 Yin Tun 尹焞, Hejing ji 和靖集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 3.18. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
96 “The heavenly immortals with jade for bones; in the mortal world, artisan painters can't paint it. 天上仙人玉爲
骨，人間畫工畫不岀。” Yuan Haowen 元好問, Yi shan ji 遺山集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming hongzhi ben 四部叢
刊景明弘治本), 6.53. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
97 “It is as if it is not of the human world; none of most skillful of artisan painters could portray it. 若非人世，極畫
工之巧所莫能形容。” (Liu Xueji 劉學箕, Fangshi xian jushi xiao gao 方是閑居士小稿 [Yuan zhizheng ke ben 元
至正刻本], B.39. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
98 Fang Hui 方回, Huangyuan fengya 皇元風雅 (Yuan jianyang Zhang shi meixi shu yuan keben 元建陽張氏梅溪
書院刻本), 30.186. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
99 Zhu Derun 朱德潤, Cunfu zhai xuji 存復齋續集 (Hanfen lou miji ben涵芬樓秘笈本), 29. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
100 Yang Weizhen 楊維楨, Yuefu bu 樂府補 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 2.7. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
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In most cases, such claims were made for the explicit purpose of complimenting a 

different painter as “gentlemanly,” as in Hu Zhiyu’s 胡祗遹 (1227–1295) “Colophon on Du 

Shenlao’s (1107–1164) Painting of Red Cliffs 跋杜莘老畫赤壁圖:” 

This Red Cliff painting has outstanding brushwork which is rarely seen. Gentlemen-officials 
by means of their moral virtues [establish] meritorious achievements, and consider it beneath 
them to be artisan painters; their hearts consider this vulgar and lowly, and they cannot do it. 
Only lofty men and outstanding gentlemen, who do not attain their ambitions in their time, all 
roam and play [with painting] and are able to exhaust their wondrousness. 
赤壁圖，少見絶筆。士大夫以道徳勲業，而不屑為畫工，胷次塵俗淺陋而不能為。惟

髙人勝士，不得志於世時，一游戯能盡其妙。101 
 
 The discursive boundaries drawn between the archetypal, occupational “artisan painter” 

and the archetypal “gentleman” who paints avocationally could not be clearer; they still serve as 

the fundamental basis for a social and stylistic divide upheld by modern art historians.102 Jerome 

Silbergeld has observed that “virtually every modern survey of Chinese painting tends to 

establish two overarching categories into which all paintings are expected to fit: literati and non-

literati;”103 the “non-literati” in this binary are usually either “court artists” or “academic 

painters” (also at court), or “professional painters” throughout society.104 In this divide, 

“gentlemen” (or “literati” or “scholar-amateurs”) are associated with comparatively abstract and 

 
101 Hu Zhiyu 胡祗遹, Zishan da quan ji 紫山大全集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 14.220. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
102 For a classic example, see the work of Susan Bush, especially: Susan Bush, The Chinese Literati on Painting: Su 
Shih (1037–1101) to Tung Ch’i-ch’ang (1555–1636). Second edition. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
2012); Susan Bush and Shih Hsiao-yen, Early Chinese Texts on Painting. Second edition. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2012). Though I frequently diverge from the translations and interpretations offered in these 
books, I acknowledge that they provided part of the foundation from which several sections of this chapter were 
constructed, and I remain grateful to these books for introducing early Chinese art theory in English.  
 
103 Jerome Silbergeld, “On the Origins of Literati Painting in the Song Dynasty,” in A Companion to Chinese Art, 
edited by Martin Powers and Katherine Tsiang (Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2016), 474. 
 
104 Though, of course, one might also see comparisons to an Emperor’s painting, Buddhist art, and so on. 
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expressive art, while the “artisans” are associated with more meticulous brushstrokes producing 

a greater degree of verisimilitude. 

 Craig Clunas has questioned this binary in his Art in China, noting that whether someone 

was a “court” or a “scholar” artist is “a question which may not admit of a simple answer, and in 

fact may simply be the wrong question.”105 Deborah Del Gais Muller similarly argued that “there 

was in actual practice no clearcut, self-imposed separation between the skilled, artisanlike, 

“professional” and “academic” painters and the “literati” artists of the Yuan period.”106 Maggie 

Bickford, though continuing to divide “scholar-amateurs” from “academic painters,” has 

similarly stated that “the visual evidence demands that we reject a neat, bipolar split between 

professional and scholar-amateur painting.”107 Foong Ping’s The Efficacious Landscape reminds 

readers that despite ongoing binaries of “spontaneous versus meticulous brushwork, [and] 

scholarly versus professional painting,” there were still scholars who found pleasure in 

meticulous brushwork;108 and there existed a sort of gradient scale between “professional” and 

“scholar-amateur” accounting for stylistic and even social overlap. 

 The consistent return to some version of this binary is not unique to English scholarship 

or even to modern scholarship; we may choose to trace it back to the popularity of Dong 

Qichang’s 董其昌 (1555–1636) influential history of painting, divided between a “Southern 

 
105 Craig Clunas, Art in China (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 143-144; 148. As seen in Silbergeld, “On 
the Origins of Literati Painting in the Song Dynasty,” 476. 
 
106 Deborah Del Gais Muller, “Hsia Wen-yen and His ‘T'u-hui pao-chien (Precious Mirror of Painting)’,” Ars 
Orientalis, Vol. 18 (1988), 139. As seen in Silbergeld, “On the Origins of Literati Painting in the Song Dynasty,” 
476. 
 
107 Maggie Bickford, “Visual Evidence is Evidence: Rehabilitating the Object,” in Bridges to Heaven: Essays on 
East Asian Art in Honor of Professor Wen C. Fong, Edited by Jerome Silbergeld, Dora C.Y. Ching, Judith G. Smith, 
and Alfreda Murck (Princeton: P.Y. and Kinmay W. Tang Center for East Asian Art, 2011), Vol. 1, 72.  
 
108 Foong Ping, The Efficacious Landscape: On the Authorities of Painting at the Northern Song Court (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2015), 4-5. 
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School” (nanzong hua 南宗畫) representing expressive “literati” (wenren 文人) art and a 

“Northern School” (beizong hua 北宗畫) defined by meticulous brushwork associated with 

professional painters and court aesthetic preferences.109  

 The problem, ultimately, is that this pervasive and insistent discourse of social distinction 

never accurately reflected the complicated social world of 7th–14th century China; this chapter 

will demonstrate that the etic categories like “scholar-amateur painters,” “professional painters,” 

“court painters,” and so on, do not map directly onto the emic categories upon which the 

premodern social world was constructed. Further, the discursive boundaries between the 

archetypal “artisan painter” role and the archetypal “gentleman” role do not reflect the social 

world in which men sought to occupy these roles, and adopt aspects of them as parts of their 

identity, with varying degrees of efficacy in different situations and contexts. Men labeled 

“artisan painters” were praised for “gentlemanly” qualities; men who made a living through 

painting both inside and outside the court were labeled “gentlemen;” aesthetic preferences 

relating to brushwork were rarely invoked in the construction and performance of gentlemanly 

identity. The overlap between “gentlemen” and “artisans” participating in the field of painting 

was sufficient to cause considerable anxiety for men who sought to engage in painting 

occupationally or avocationally while maintaining social esteem and reinforcing “gentlemanly” 

identities. 

 With this is in mind, let us begin with a review of this anxiety and its effect on the 

expansion and entrenchment of this discourse, as well as its influence on the emergence of 

 
109 On Dong Qichang’s painting history and aesthetics, see: The Century of Tung Ch’i-ch’ang, 1555-1636, edited by 
Wai-kam Ho (Kansas City: Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in association with the University of Washington Press, 
1992). 
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various signals used to indicate a “gentlemanly” identity while actively participating in the field 

of painting. 

 

1.1 “Gentlemanly” Identity Anxieties, and the Labels “Artisan Painter” and 
“Painting Master” 
 

 Men in 7th–14th century China inherited from their ancestors a horror over being 

categorized and treated as an “artisan painter.” Yan Zhitui left his descendants a collection of 

instructions for success in future endeavors; alongside chapters on proper conduct, familial 

responsibilities, studying the classics, and seeking officialdom as a proper “gentlemanly” goal, 

he included a section on “miscellaneous arts,” in which he warns his descendants against taking 

up the arts a “specialized occupation” (zhuanye 專業):110 such arts range from medicine and 

mathematics to calligraphy and painting. He believed his descendants should study calligraphy, 

for instance, but not to the point of “excessive proficiency” (guo jing 過精), lest one “always be 

made to work for others 常為人所役使.”111 As for painting, Yan believed: 

The practice of painting is also wondrous; since ancient times, many famous gentlemen have 
been able to do it… [but] if one’s office isn’t prominent, [one will] always be ordered [to 
paint] by the court and private [parties alike], and this likewise is lowly labor. 

 
110 This phrasing is applied specifically to mathematics (suanshu 算術): “you cannot make it your specialized 
occupation. 不可以專業。” Yan expresses similar sentiments for all the arts in this chapter. Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, 
B.43 (Chapter 19). 
 
111 Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.42 (Chapter 19). As an example, he alludes to “Wei Zhongjiang’s (179-253) warning for 
his descendants 韋仲將遺戒,” which as recorded in New Tales of the World (Shishuo xinyu 世說新語) reads: “Wei 
Zhongjing was capable with calligraphy. When Emperor Ming of Wei built a palace hall, he desired to have a 
nameplate on it, and caused Zhongjing to climb a [tall] ladder to inscribe it. When he came back down, his hair was 
bright white [with fear from the height]. Thus, he ordered his descendants not to practice calligraphy. 韋仲將能書。
魏明帝起殿，欲安榜，使仲將登梯題之。既下，頭鬢皓然。因敕兒孫勿復學書。” (Liu Yiqing 劉義慶, 
Shishuo xinyu 世說新語 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming Yuan shi Jiaqu tang ben 四部叢刊景明袁氏嘉趣堂本], 21.162. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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繪畫之工，亦為妙矣。自古名士多或能之。。。若官未通顯，每被公私使令，亦為猥

役 。112 
 
 Many men suffered the humiliation of being treated like an “artisan painter.” Yan lists 

three examples: Gu Shiduan 顾士端, his son Ting 庭, and Liu Yue 劉岳.113 The shame which 

befell these men was famously experienced by the high official Yan Liben 閻立本 (601–673) 

after being asked by Emperor Taizong 太宗 (r. 626–649) to paint a bird, and hearing his fellow 

officials call out for him as “painting master Yan Liben 畫師閻立本;” he later warned his son: 

When I was young, I was fond of reading books, and my prose was no less than my peers; 
now I am only known for painting, and doing the labor of a servant! As for you, I warn you 
not to practice [this art!]  
吾少讀書，文辭不減儕輩，今獨以畫見名，與廝役等，若曹慎毋習！114 

 
 This story repeats itself through history. Li Cheng 李成 (919–967) was asked to paint for 

a certain Mr. Sun, and angrily responded:  

Since ancient times the fourfold people have not changed their [proper] places. I am a 
classicist: though my heart-mind roams in artistic affairs, yet this is only to suit my own 
intentions. How could I be made by someone else to rest in an aristocrat’s guesthouse, 
grinding and licking paint pigments, alongside the artisan painters (huashi 畫史) and idle 
people? 
自古四民不相雜處，吾本儒生，雖游心藝事，然適意而已，奈何使人羈致入戚里賓

館，研吮丹粉而與畫史冗人同列乎？115 

 
112 Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.42-43 (Chapter 19). Translation based on Yan, Family Instructions for the Yan Clan, 423 
(XIX.7). 
 
113 Gu Shiduan 顾士端 and his son Ting 庭, when asked to paint by the emperor “felt embarrassed and resentful 每
怀羞恨;” the gentleman Liu Yue 劉岳, after suffering a military defeat, was forced by the victor to paint a temple 
wall and “reside among the various artisans and craftsmen. 與諸工巧雜處。” Yan notes: “if these three worthies all 
had not understood painting, and had stayed on track with their original occupations, how could they have been 
humiliated like this? 向使三賢都不曉畫，直運素業，豈見此恥乎？” (Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.43 [Chapter 19]. 
Translation based on Yan, Family Instructions for the Yan Clan, 425 [XIX.8].) 
 
114 Xin Tang Shu 新唐書, compiled by Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian ke ben 清乾隆武英殿刻
本), 25.921. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
115 Xuanhe huapu 宣和畫譜 (Ming jin mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), 11.44. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Wen Tong 文同 (1019–1079) was so often bothered by people bringing him silk and 

asking for paintings that he angrily proclaimed he would turn their silk into socks instead;116 Zhu 

Dunru 朱敦儒 (1081–1159) was once a recluse summoned to work at the imperial court as an 

official, but after quickly gaining a reputation for his painting abilities:  

[Zhu] and Mi Yuanzhang [Youren] (1074–1151) were often made to paint before the 
emperor. [Zhu] Xizhen [Dunru] was ashamed to make his name through painting [in this 
way], [so] he immediately withdrew [from the court].  
與米元暉對御輒畫，而希真恥以畫名，輒退避不居也。117 

 
 Though the men in these stories feel humiliated for being asked to paint on command, it 

is noteworthy that the intentions of those asking never seem to be to cause humiliation (except, 

perhaps, when Yan Liben’s fellow officials are mocking him). Mr. Sun does not want to insult Li 

Cheng: he wants a painting from him. We might say that these stories reflect distinct codes of 

etiquette among different social groups or even individuals: whereas Zhu Dunru was ashamed to 

be made to paint before the emperor, Mi Youren apparently was not. Mi’s life at court was 

defined by his painting and his connoisseurship; his father Mi Fu was employed as a “Painting 

Academician” (hua xueshi 畫學士) under Song Huizong,118 and Mi Youren apparently followed 

very willingly in his father’s footsteps. 

 Throughout this chapter we will see a variety of similar offices at Tang-Yuan courts, 

which created situations in which a man could paint occupationally and still retain a 

“gentlemanly” identity. Predictably, this sometimes created a lack of consensus over whether or 

 
116 “Wen Yuke [Tong] loathed this, and cast [the silk] onto the ground and angrily said: “I’ll make these into socks!” 
與可厭之，投諸地而罵曰：“吾將以為襪。”(Su Shi, Su wenzhong gong quan ji, 32.338.) 
 
117 Deng Chun 鄧椿, Huaji 畫繼 (Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), 3.10. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
118 On the life of Mi Fu, see: Peter Sturman, Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1997). 
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not someone should be considered an “artisan painter” or a “gentleman.” Looking back at the 

renowned Painting Attendant (hua daizhao 畫待詔) Wu Daozi 吳道子 (685–758), for instance, 

Liu Chang 劉敞 (1019–1068) saw an “artisan painter”119 and Bai Yuchan 白玉蟾 (1134-1229) 

saw a “recluse” (chushi 處士).120 A similar issue was recorded by Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠 (815–

877) in his Record of Famous Painters Through the Ages (Lidai minghua ji 歷代名畫記) about 

the Tang painter Qian Guoyang 錢國養: 

Qian Guoyang: in the Kaiyuan era (713-741) he was good at painting portraits, and all within 
the seas esteemed him. Mr. Dou said: “His clothing is vulgar – no different from the lowly 
[painting] artisans; [however,] his principles and decorum are lofty and bright, sufficient to 
make him stand out among the masses.” [I, Zhang] Yanyuan say: “Already saying that he is a 
lowly [painting] artisan, how could [one then say that] he had principles and decorum to stand 
out from the masses? Mr. Dou’s two sentences of commentary I take to be contradictory.” 
錢國養，開元中善寫貌，海內推服。竇云：“衣裳凡鄙，未離賤工；格律自高明，足

為出眾。”彥遠云：“既言凡鄙賤工，安得格律出眾？竇君兩句之評，自相矛盾。”
121 

 
 These two Tang men offer distinct perspectives on social categorization. For Mr. Dou, 

Qian’s clothing indicated his lowly status, but his “principles and decorum” (gelü 格律) – the 

morals and social rules he internalized and manifested in his conduct – caused him to stand out 

from the vulgar mass. Zhang Yanyuan agreed that an “artisan painter” could be identified by 

their clothing, but believed that such men by definition lacked proper principles and decorum; 

 
119 “Since ancient times, among the famous artisan painters, Mr. Wu and his spirits, Mr. Han [Gan] and his horses. 
古來畫工著名者，吳氏鬼神韓氏馬。” (Liu Chang 劉敞, Gongshi ji 公是集 [Qingwen yuan ge siku quanshu bu 
pei Qing wenjin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 17.121. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
120 Bai Yuchan 白玉蟾, Wuyi ji 武夷集 (Ming zhengtong Daozang ben 明正統道藏本), 1.4. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. Bai Yuchun’s labeling here may be tied to his inner alchemy 
practices, and a general understanding of Wu Daozi as a man who painted religious subjects, and had a considerable 
hagiography of his own by the time of Southern Song. 
 
121 Zhang Yanyuan 張彦遠, Lidai minghua ji 歷代名畫記 (Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), 9.62. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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therefore, Qian could not have simultaneously worn the lowly garb of an “artisan painter” and 

been a man of lofty conduct. Zhang’s understanding of archetypal social roles would not allow 

for such a contradiction, even if it might exist for Mr. Dou. 

 Upward and downward social mobility also created uncertainties about social labels and 

related identities. Sun Fang 孫魴 (10th century), whose father was categorized as an “artisan 

painter,”122 was able to befriend men of higher status and gain employment as an Officer of the 

Imperial Clan (zong zhenglang 宗正郎) in Southern Tang (937–975);123 Huang Benxuan 黃本軒 

(Southern Song), the “descendant of a classicist household 儒家裔苗,” ended up painting 

portraits for a living, with the label “artisan painter.”124 The following poem by Ouyang Xuan 歐

陽玄 (1283–1357) “Gifted to the Artisan painter Li Zhongjin, sobriquet Jade Mountain 贈畫工

黎仲瑾號碧山” suggests that Li had once lived a life of higher social status: 

… 
碧山畫欲入神品， Jade Mountain’s paintings will enter the “spirit” rank 
表裡神光碧瞳炯。 Inside and outside having spirit-brightness like twinkling jade eyes.125 
… 
碧山學士今為誰？ The Jade Mountain Scholar:126 Who are you now?! 
玉堂茆舍各有時。 The jade hall and thatched hut each have their [fated] times. 

 
122 Ji Yougong 計有功, Tang shi ji shi 唐詩紀事 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖本) 
71.569. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
123 Nan Tang shu 南唐書, compiled by Ma Ling 馬令 (Qing Jiaqing mohai jin hu ben 清嘉慶墨海金壺本), 13.54. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
124 Fang Dazong 方大琮 (1183–1247) wrote “A Preface for the Artisan painter Huang Benxuan 與畫工黃本軒序” 
in which he contextualized Huang’s practice as “Benxuan’s sojourning in the arts 本軒所游之藝,” and stated: 
“Benxuan is the descendant of a classicist household: he certainly will implicitly understand these words. 本軒儒家
裔苗，必將黙㑹於斯言。”  (Fang Dazong 方大琮, Tie’an ji 鐵庵集 [Ming zhengde banian fang liang jie keben 明
正德八年方良節刻本], 34.332. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
125 This refers to an earlier part of the text, in which Ouyang talks about a monk from the west named Fa Neng who 
“could cause his two jade-colored eyes to sparkle like crystals. 能令兩眼碧色晶熒熒。” 
 
126 Here I translate xueshi 學士 as scholar to distinguish the label as it appears in a sobriquet from the label as a 
proper title, “Academician,” at court. 
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煩君添我山下屋， I trouble you to add [paintings] to my home beneath the mountains, 
更看白雲相陸離。 Further seeing white clouds' diverse forms mixing.127 

 
 Perhaps Ouyang saw fit to label Li an “artisan painter” because he was at Ouyang’s home 

to paint for him; other men clearly distanced any “scholar” (xueshi 學士) from the label “artisan 

painter” regardless of their livelihood, seeking to avoid the social taboo which might humiliate 

their friends and fellows. 

 For these men, who were otherwise quite careful to avoid mislabeling out of a sense of 

social etiquette, the label “painting master” (huashi 畫師) posed an interesting problem: some 

exclusively associated this label with the “gentlemanly” sort, adhering to the discourse in which 

“artisan painters” were derided as inferior and therefore could not be masters; however, others 

associated the label only with “artisan painters,” describing them as working in marketplace 

shops128 and possessing inferior talent and ability to the “gentlemanly” sort. Thus, they might 

 
127 Ouyang Xuan 歐陽玄, Guizhai wen ji 圭齋文集 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming chenghua ben 四部叢刊景明成化本], 
4.19. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
128 Zhang Shizheng 張師正 (b. 1016), for instance, recorded an anecdote about “the Chengdu painting master 
surnamed Xu, [who] is good at transmitting spirit [in portraits] 成都畫師姓許，善傳神;” Xu had a shop in which 
he painted and sold paintings; one day, a poor person in tattered clothes, looking haggard, arrives and asks for a 
portrait, who later turns out to be an immortal. The immortal tells him: “If you set up a shop and pass on my portrait 
[to customers], you can earn up to 1,000 cash. 君傳吾象置肆中，有求售止取千錢。” However, he was greedy 
and wanted more money; thus, he was visited by the immortal in a dream, and some life was taken from him, 
causing him to awake with “slanted” cheeks; he then went by the sobriquet Xu Slanted Head 許偏頭.” (Zhang 
Shizheng 張師正, Kuo yi zhi 括異志 [Song chao ben 宋鈔本], 6.26-27. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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offer a compliment which reinforced “gentlemanly” identities by claiming that a painter was “not 

a painting master 非畫師,”129 or some variation on that theme.130 

 Wang Dang 王當 (Song) wrote a poem entitled “Elder Cousin Ding Xingzhi Made Me 

Paint a Landscape 表兄丁行之俾予作山水一軸,” which ends with a bit of self-deprecating 

humor over being forced to paint: “10,000 li of rivers and mountains, losing level distance; call 

out for the painting master Yan Liben! 萬里江山敗平遠，喚取畫師閻立本！”131 But where 

 
129 For example: Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019–1086) complimented a painting of a tiger by stating that “Mr. Sun is 
not a painting master! His inclinations are particularly unique and magnificent. 孫生非畫師，趣尚頗竒偉。” 
(Sima Guang 司馬光, Wenguo Wenzheng gong wenji 温國文正公文集 [Sibu cong kan jing Song Shaoxing ben 四
部叢刊景宋紹興本], 3.19. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) For another 
example: Su Zhou 蘇籀 (1091–1164) wrote: “The Sichuan lofty gentleman Sun Zhiwei used painting to obtain his 
reputation, but  he really wasn't a Painting Master. 蜀中有高士孫知微，以畫得名，然實非畫師也。” (Su Zhou 
蘇籀, Luancheng yi yan 欒城遺言 [Qing yueya tang cong shu ben 清粤雅堂叢書本], 5. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) One further example: Zhu Derun 朱德潤 (1294–1365) praised a 
horse painting of Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254-1322) by saying: “The scholar of Wuxing [Zhao Mengfu] is not a 
painting master, his yanteng paper painting has an authentic pampered form.吳興學士非畫師，剡藤繪岀真龍
姿！” (Zhu Derun 朱德潤, Cunfu zhai wenji 存復齋文集 [Ming keben 明刻本], 10.80. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
130 Zhao Bingwen 趙秉文 (1159–1232) also wrote about a “Su Shi ink play making trees and rocks 東坡戲墨作樹
石,” noting that “what a painting master finds difficult Sir [Su] finds easy; it isn’t necessarily the case that this 
painting is as lofty as that. 畫師所難公所易，未必此圗如此髙。” (Zhao Bingwen 趙秉文, Fushui ji 滏水集 [Sibu 
cong kan jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊景明鈔本], 9.84. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.) The line may be based on Huang Tingjian’s 黃庭堅 (1045–1105) “Poem on [Su] Dongpo’s Ink Play 東坡
居士墨戲賦,” which reads: “Probably what the Wayman [Su Shi] finds easy is what the artisan painter finds hard. 
蓋道人之所易，而畫工之所難。” (Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji 豫章黄先生文集 
[Sibu cong kan jing Song qiandao kan ben 四部叢刊景宋乾道刊本], 1.3. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) The monk Hui Hong 惠洪 (1071–1128) wrote: “I wonder whose distant thoughts reside 
in this meaning, certainly a lofty person and not a painting master! 知誰逸想寓此意，必也高人非畫師。” (Hui 
Hong 惠洪, Shimen wenzi chan 石門文字禪 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming jing shan si ben 四部叢刊景明徑山寺本], 
4.37. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Wang Ji 王寂 (1128-1194, Jin) wrote: 
“The monk brought out a painting of 16 Luohans; I observed that its brushwork was lofty and distant, and probably 
not what an average painting master can achieve. 僧出示畫十六羅漢像，予觀其筆意高遠，殆非尋常畫師所能
到。” (Wang Ji 王寂, Liaodong xingbu zhi 遼東行部志 [Qing Guangxu Ding shi zhu shu tang chao ben 清光緖丁
氏竹書堂鈔本], 4. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Zhao Bingwen also wrote a 
poem on a Wu Yuanzhi 武元直 painting in which he noted “Mr. Wu is not a painting master; he surpasses [them] 
with the contents of his chest. 武君非畫師，勝槩飽胸臆。” (Zhao, Fushui ji, 4.38.) 
 
131 Sheng hua ji 聲畫集, edited by Sun Shaoyuan 孫紹遠 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本), 4.53. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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one man finds humor, another (like Yan Liben himself) finds humiliation, or even psychological 

trama: Xie Huike 謝會可 was one such man, ready to cease occupational painting and change his 

livelihood when Zhao Wen 趙文 (1239–1315) wrote the following preface to encourage him to 

continue painting, beginning with some clever wordplay connecting the overlapping meanings of 

the character hua 畫 as both “painting” and “design,” in the sense of “planning:” 

People’s heart-minds are like painting masters. Gentlemen attain merit, renown, wealth, and 
nobility, through reading books and practicing letters; beneath them, the farmers, artisans, and 
merchants have their ten thousand methods of managing their livelihoods. All [livelihoods] 
arise from what one’s heart-mind establishes: [therefore], all are designs (hua 畫). Why must 
one play with brush and ink, and then [only] call that painting (hua 畫)?! 
人心如畫師。士自讀書為文，以至功名富貴，下至農工商賈，所以營其生者萬方。凡

出於其心之所建立者，皆畫也。豈必弄筆墨為戱，而後謂之畫哉？ 
Xie Huike paints plum blossoms and orchids, bamboo and rocks, shriveled trees, grasses and 
insects, and landscapes, [all] with great proficiency. With each painting he sends out [into the 
world], various officials and nobles compete to obtain it. Yet Huike always felt it beneath his 
dignity to paint for others; thus he [stopped and] took only examination preparation as [his] 
occupation, becoming a children’s teacher. I asked him about this, and he said: “That was 
[being an] artisan, and this is [being a] teacher. Teaching was Confucius and Mencius’s 
station! Thus, I’d be better off enduring poverty and only doing this [teaching].”  
謝會可畫梅蘭、竹石、枯木、草蟲、山水、精絶。每一紙出，諸公貴人争取之。然會

可每不屑為人作，乃獨以舉子業，為童子師。問之則曰：“彼工也，此師也。師孔孟

之位也。故吾寧忍窮而為此。” 
I said: “You’re wrong! With your talent, supposing you entered the examination hall and 
advanced to a high degree and then to a lucrative post, you’d [merely] be doing the duties that 
lie within a scribe’s lot, [when you could be doing more]. Now the flawed laws of Sui and 
Tang have been discarded and are not in use: do gentlemen not have means to establish 
themselves and enact their ambitions? If you’re not like me, old and without other abilities 
[beyond those of a scholar], then how can you perch in a rabbit garden [of children’s 
education] and merely hasten toward death [instead of striving for more]? A true man of 
bright and shining [talent], if he can’t bear to rot away like grasses and trees, will seize upon 
his [special] ability: how can he not deploy his name in his own time and pass it on to later 
generations? Now, for a gentleman there are things worthy of shame, these do not lie in being 
a painting master. Is [my thinking so] perverse? Are you, Huike, [filled with] sorrow? 
Although my words are what they are, what I give to you is also a “design” [from my heart-
mind]. I’ve heard that paintings without wine aren’t special, so let’s drink together! 
余曰：“子過矣。以子之才，使在科舉場屋，即髙科膴仕，亦書生分内事。今隋唐弊

法廢去不用，士無所發身以行其志？自非老無他能如我，寧當栖栖兔園，急就老死而

已? 丈夫負其耿耿，苟不忍草木俱腐，則挾其所能，豈不可以名一時而傳後世？蓋士有
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足恥者，而不在乎為畫師也，屈哉乎？會可悲哉乎？吾言雖然，吾與汝亦畫也。吾聞

畫非酒不竒，且相與飲酒！”132 
 
 Zhao’s preface reveals the shame that Xie Huike felt when he painted for others; he 

associated his label of “painting master” with “artisans” despite a clear psychological connection 

with a “gentlemanly” identity, and here therefore thought himself “better off enduring poverty寧

忍窮” as a teacher (thus we might surmise he was earning more as a painter). Though Xie 

thought it easier to occupy a “gentlemanly” social role by teaching for a living, Zhao disagreed, 

believing that it was still possible for Xie to be accepted as a “gentleman” through his painting. 

He believes that Xie is an exceptional painter, who should not devote himself entirely to seeking 

office or working as a children’s teacher, because it is through his unique talent for painting that 

Xie could become renowned as a “gentleman” for generations to come, as opposed to his 

teaching or potential for officeholding. 

 Differing interpretations of the label “painting master” could therefore cause a 

compliment to become an insult. An elderly Wang Wei, looking through a Buddhist lens, once 

casually suggested in a poem that “My previous self must have been a painting master! 前身應

畫師;”133 this became the source of a famous misunderstanding in Northern Song, when Su Shi 

 
132 Zhao Wen 趙文, Qing shan ji 青山集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本) 1.5. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
133 老來懶賦詩，Growing old, I write poems apathetically, 
惟有老相隨。With only old age as my companion. 
宿世謬詞客，In past life, absurd I’d be a man of letters. 
前身應畫師。My previous self must have been a painting master! 
不能捨餘習，I can’t discard these remnant habits, 
偶被世人知。[For which I’m] occasionally recognized by people of [this] age. 
名字本皆是，My name and zi are both [known] like this, 
此心還不知。But my heart-mind is still not known. 
(Wang Wei 王維, Wang youcheng ji jianzhu 王右丞集箋注, annotated by Zhao Diancheng 趙殿成 [Qing wenyuan 
ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 32.63. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) My translation is based on Paul Rouser’s and Christopher Nugent’s; they further note: “Wang Wei’s name 
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蘇軾 (1037–1101) wrote a poem for his friend Li Gonglin 李公麟 (1049–1106) claiming that 

“the painting master in a past life is now surnamed Li. 前世畫師今姓李。”134 The intended 

compliment was apparently understood by its recipient, but later, Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅 (1045–

1105) added a colophon to the scroll containing Su’s poem for Li, explaining that as the poem 

circulated, readers had missed the reference and thought it improper for Su to call Li a “painting 

master;” thus, Huang felt obligated to add a note insisting that Su’s words were not belittling, 

and were in fact those of a “true friend” (zhen xiang zhi 眞相知).135 

 Ironically, these competing interpretations of the label “painting master” left it well-

positioned to refer to men occupying a fuzzy border between “gentleman” and “artisan,” as in the 

following “Colophon for Zhao Chengrui’s Pearl Barley Painting 題趙丞瑞薏苡圖” by Lü 

Benzhong 吕本中 (1084–1145): 

… 
趙郎好事古亦無， Mr. Zhao's works -- the past had nothing like them!136 
俯拾傍觀盡圖畫。 Looking down, picking up, glancing from the side – I exhaust the   

painting! 
畫師不辭粉繪費， The painting master doesn't decline a fee for his painting, 
遇時亦得千金價。 Meeting [fortunate] times he'll also obtain a price of 1,000 gold. 
君不見，古來異瑞與奇祥， Don’t you see: the marvelous and strange things from the past, 
何曾不致南宮下。 How do they ever not reach the Southern Palace?!137 

 

 
(ming) and style (zi) together made up the Chinese name for the bodhisattva Vimalakīrti. Wang Wei suggests that 
Vimalakīrti’s actions seemout of place for a poet and painter.” (Wang Wei, The Poetry and Prose of Wang Wei, 
Volume 1, translated by Paul Rouser and Christopher Nugent [Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton, 2020], 169.) 
 
134 Su, Su wenzhong gong quanji, 2.1041. 
 
135 Huang, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, 27.235.  
 
136 The claim that an individual’s painting is “unique” (qi 奇), “new” (xin 新), distinct from past models and specific 
to the individual who painted it, is a key signal of “gentlemanly painting” (shiren hua 士人畫) as used by Su Shi 
and others; for more, see section 1.3 (pages 72-79) of this dissertation. 
 
137 Lü Benzhong 吕本中, Dong lai shi ji 東萊詩集 [Sibu cong kan xubian jing Song ben 四部叢刊續編景宋本], 
9.54. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Lü compliments Zhao Chengrui as he might a “gentlemanly” painter, noting the 

uniqueness of his work and its lack of precedent among the ancients,138 but also notes that he 

accepted money for his work. Lü does not disdain Zhao for this practice, just as Zhao Wen did 

not look down upon Xie Huike for his occupational painting. 

 The label “paint master” was thus applied to men also categorized as “gentlemen,” 

“artisan painters,”139 “Buddhists,”140 and men of ambiguous social background;141 it sometimes 

referred to a man with a talent for painting, and sometimes referred to an inferior painter unable 

to produce great art. It was not, to my knowledge, ever used in reference to a woman. The label 

was shameful for some and complimentary for others, and given its wide range of referents, one 

 
138 These signals of a “gentlemanly” identity in painting will be discussed later in this chapter. 
 
139 For an additional example, see Wang Yun 王惲 (1227-1304) in his poem “A Song on a Painting of Autumn 
Stream [Wang Yun] Writing Calligraphy, Gifted to Artisan Painter Zhang Renqing 秋澗著書圖歌贈畫工張仁卿,” 
which later in the poem labels him “Painting Master Zhang 張畫師.” (Wang Yun王惲, Qiujian ji 秋澗集 [Sibu 
cong kan jing Ming hongzhi ben 四部叢刊景明弘治本], 10.100.) 
 
140 See page 51, footnote #130, for example. 
 
141 Li Lü 李吕 (1122-1198), for example, wrote a poem “Gifted to the Painting Master Guo Shuzhan 贈畫師郭叔
詹” thanking him for his expert portrait: “Summoned to make a portrait of Yuntai, among the painters only you have 
wondrousness reaching the spiritual! 會當詔作雲臺像，畫手惟君妙入神！” (Li Lü 李吕, Tan xuan ji 澹軒集 
[Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全
書本], 2.19. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Another great example of an 
ambiguous figure is Yao Anren 姚安仁: Pu Daoyuan 蒲道源 (1260-1336) labeled Yao Anren a “painting master,” 
and recorded him as having said: “People say that painting landscapes is an easy affair, and none take it to be 
extremely bitter. But each time I paint a scroll, I certainly pace back-and-forth, striving in my chest, and after many 
days I dare to put the brush [down on the page]. This is likewise like a gentleman of letters obtaining a topic and 
thinking hard about it [before writing prose]. 人言畫山水易事，某甚以為苦。每作一幅必往來，胸中經營，累
日然後敢落筆，亦如文士得題而苦思也。” (Pu Daoyuan 蒲道源, Xianju cong gao 閑居叢稿 [Yuan zhizheng 
keben 元至正刻本], 10.81. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Hu Zhiyu had 
written a colophon on one of Yao Anren’s landscapes which reads: “As for Yao Anren’s painting: he may be called 
a ‘famous brush,’ but that isn’t reasonable; he may be called a ‘artisan painter,’ but that is too harsh. In the minutae 
[of his painting] you can obtain leisurely and distant inclinations, which is so-called ‘taking vulgar [technique] to 
make elegant [paintings]. 姚安仁畫，謂之名筆，則不情；謂之畫工，則太刻。細宻中得閒逺趣，所謂以俗為
雅者也。” (Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 14.221.) Thus, Yao seems to qualify as one of these liminal figures, for whom 
the label “painting master” is intended as praise. 
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can easily understand how Su Shi’s usage of the term to refer to Li Gonglin became a minor 

scandal among “curious sorts” (haoshizhe 好事者). 

 Such examples of category slippage are most often found in poetry, in which men found a 

bit ore room to maneuver around these labels. It was rare, but not impossible, for a man 

otherwise accepted as a “gentleman” or “Daoist” to be called an “artisan painter” in a 

complimentary or self-deprecating poem.142 It was another thing entirely, however, for these men 

to be treated like an “artisan” in real life. The lived experience of being asked to paint for others, 

or being offered money for a painting, caused some men to huff, scoff, and angrily protest about 

the “fourfold people” staying in their proper places; but these men all lived in a social world with 

boundaries far more porous than they might want to admit. 

 Rather than causing a wave of painters to abandon the art as a means of retaining social 

esteem, the anxiety, shame, and status loss suffered by those associated with the “artisan painter” 

category engendered and enabled a proliferation of signals and strategies for performing 

“gentlemanly” identities through painting (or talking about painting). Ke Jiusi 柯九思 (1290–

1343), an academician who enjoyed painting bamboo, wrote the following about Huang 

Gongwang 黃公望 (1269–1354):  

The Great Mad Wayman [Huang Gongwang] is a lofty gentleman of Wu: not only by means 
of his painting, but also by means of his character.143 As for his poetry, prose, and drunken 
bearing, he is very much like Gu [Kaizhi] Changkang (348-405) and is very worthy of esteem. 

 
142 For example: Huang Tao 黃滔 (840–911), in a poem for a Daoist named Hu Gong 壺公 wrote: “the artisan 
painter flies in a dream; the poet entrusts [himself] to the forest spring. 畫工飛夢寐， 詩客寄林泉。” (Huang Tao 
黃滔, Huang yu shi ji 黄御史集 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本], 4.30. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Yuan Haowen similarly wrote: “Resting on the path, the artisan 
painter's heart is alone and suffering, the person inscribing the poem is also white-haired! 休道畫工心獨苦，題詩
人也白頭生！” (Yuan, Yi shan ji, 11.106) 
 
143 Emphasis mine. 
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大癡道人，吳中高士也。不獨以畫，而以其人。至於詩文酒態，絶似顧長康尤足尚

也。144 
 
 Ke’s phrasing indicates that he believed painting to be a medium for presenting one’s 

“gentlemanly” identity in its own right – that even if one did not know Huang’s poems, prose, or 

personal conduct, one could still judge him to be a “lofty gentleman” through his painting. This 

belief was an extension of a “gentlemanly” worldview which accepted only certain 

understandings of painting as legitimate and certain aspects of painting as “gentlemanly;” from 

Tang onward, many of these aspects were increasingly contrasted with the supposedly-inferior 

products and practices of “artisan painters” to carve out new space for the construction and 

performance of “gentlemanly” identities in the field of painting. The sections that follow outline 

seven of these key identity signals, their history, and their efficacy in various social situations: 

1. Demonstrated Possession of a Proper Understanding of Painting 
2. The Labels “Gentlemanly Painting” (shiren hua 士人畫) and “Gentleman-Officials’ 

Painting (shidafu zhi hua 士大夫之畫) 
3. The Process of “Playing” (youxi 遊戲; xi 戲) with Ink 
4. Painting in an “Unrestrained” Fashion, With or Without Alcohol or Clothes 
5. Painting as a “Recluse” or a “Painting Gentleman” (huashi 畫士) 
6. Possession of Certain Official Titles Relating to Painting 
7. Calligraphic Brush Techniques and Formal Elements of Portraiture and Figure Painting 

 

1.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Demonstrated Possession of a Proper 
Understanding of Painting 
 

 Though “artisan painters” were specialists who dedicated their lives to their livelihood, 

honing skills with the brush over decades and generations, extant texts rarely acknowledge their 

possession of any proper understanding of their art. Men occupying a “gentlemanly” social role 

 
144 Ke Jiusi 柯九思, Dan qiu sheng ji 丹邱生集 [Qing Guangxu sanshisi nian ke feng shi keben 清光緖三十四年柯
逢時刻本], 4.40. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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believed the world to consist of both physical and metaphysical elements – the latter 

encompassing “spirit” (shen 神), qi 氣,145 “propensity” (shi 勢),146 “essence” (jing 精) and so on 

– and those with an interest in the arts believed that a proper painting required the successful 

incorporation of both kinds of elements. This worldview required knowledge of cosmology and 

the classical canon, was associated with a preference for aesthetic ideals discursively tied to 

metaphysical elements as opposed to ideals like “beauty” (mei 美) found in external, visible 

forms. As a result, discussing paintings in superficial terms of formal likeness alone was 

considered ungentlemanly, and so too was painting works interpreted as lacking in these 

essential features, as Li Cun 李存 (Yuan) once explained to the Daoist priest Zhao Yungu 周蘊

古: 

I argue that [good] painting resides in “spirit qi;” the ten thousand things all are like this, let 
alone dragons! Thus, I say: we should concentrate our spirit to convey [the dragon’s] spirit [in 
a painting]. To have form and spirit together is superior; having only form without spirit is 
inferior. Even on a small piece of silk, gazing at the dragon it seems formidable; approaching 
it, it seems intimidating; and when you peek at it, it seems vast. Otherwise, one is merely an 
artisan painter or a child.147 
吾論畫在神氣，萬物皆然，況龍乎？故曰：凝吾之神，以寫其神。形神備者上也，形

而不神下矣。雖盈尺之素，望而威如，薄而凜如，睨而益浩浩如。不然，殆畫工耳、

兒童耳 。148 
 

 
145 Qi may be broadly understood as a psychophysical energy or force permeating and constituting the universe. 
 
146 Also some translated sometimes as “kinetic force,” shi may be understood as a potential energy that may or may 
not actualize as a force, configuration, or position. See: François Jullien, The Propensity of Things: Toward a 
History of Efficacy in China, translated by Janet Lloyd (New York: Zone Books, 1995).  
 
147 A reference to Su Shi’s famous poetic couplet: “To discuss paintings in terms of formal likeness is to understand 
[painting] like a child would. 論畫以形似，見與兒童鄰。” (Su, Su wenzhong gong quanji, 16.179.) 
 
148 Li Cun 李存, Si’an ji 俟庵集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 21.114. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 The goal of conveying metaphysical phenomena through painting was already present in 

the earliest extant treatises on painting,149 and most famously articulated in Xie He’s 謝赫 (6th 

century) influential “Six Laws” (liufa 六法) of painting: 

一曰：氣韻生動 1. Qi consonance: engendering vitality.150 
二曰：骨法用筆 2. Bone-structure method: the use of the brush. 
三曰：應物象形是也 3. Correspondence with the subject: depicting form. 
四曰：隨類賦彩是也 4. Suitability to type: the application of color. 
五曰：經營位置是也 5. Planning: the arrangement [of the composition]. 
六曰：傳移模寫是也 6. Transmission: copying [patterns].151 

 
 A successful painting judged by these criteria not only achieves some visual 

verisimilitude to its subject, but also comes to life through the conveyance of a qi that resonates 

(or corresponds) with the painting’s subject: a consonant qi transmitted by the painter and 

 
149 Zong Bing’s 宗炳 (375-443) “Preface on Painting Landscapes” (hua shanshui xu 畫山水序) draws from 
Buddhism, classicism, and Daoism, to argue that a successful painting required producing an image with a common 
“nature” (lei 類) to the “spirit” (shen 神) of the landscape one is painting. This could be achieved through a process 
of stimulus-response, in which the painter’s “heart-mind” (xin 心) comes to an understanding of the spirit of the 
landscape, and is then able to produce a corresponding nature or “spirit” in his painting, such that the experience of 
looking at the painting mirrors the experience of being in that landscape. See: (Kiyohiko Munakata, “Concepts of 
Lei and Kan-lei in Early Chinese Art Theory” in Theories of the Arts in China, edited by Susan Bush and Christian 
Murck [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983], 105-131.) Gu Kaizhi’s 顧愷之 (345–406) ideal of “conveying 
spirit through form” (yixing xieshen 以形寫神) is another important example: “People have different heights, now 
that there is a fixed distance at which [one] is observing another, [the painter] cannot change their breadth or 
shortness, nor misplace their higher or lower [position in the painting]. People do not bow with hands clasped and 
eyes looking [outward] without [a person] opposite [them]. Conveying their spirit through form but taking away the 
[figure] they are facing would be remiss in [figure painting] and a loss of conveyed spirit. Leaving out [the figure] 
they are facing would be a major mistake; having a figure face an opposite [figure] but getting [the form] wrong is a 
minor mistake: one cannot overlook this. In evaluating the brightness or dullness of an image, one had best 
understand conveying spirit through [having a figure] face [an opposite figure]. 人有長短，今既定遠近以矚其
對，則不可改易闊促，錯置高下也。凡生人，亡有手揖眼視而前亡所對者，以形寫神而空其實對，荃生之

用乖，傳神之失矣。空其實對則大失，對而不正則小失，不可不不察也。一象之明昧，不若悟對之通神

也。” (Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, 5.41.) 
 
150 There are many, many translations of this particular line in English: Xia Wang collects nineteen Western 
translations while noting the existence of many more (Xia Wang, “Reception and Dissemination of Qiyun shendong 
in the Western Art Criticism,” Critical Arts, Vol. 34 (2020), 43-54.); my own translation is inevitably influenced by 
all of these. 
 
151 Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, 1.11. 
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appreciated by the appraiser.152 Consensus was not a requirement, and this approach to judging 

paintings did not create a definitive and unchanging canon of great painters.153 The stated 

preference for a successful transmission of physical forms and metaphysical elements in 

paintings was more consistent than the canon it created and re-created. 

 In Tang, this understanding of painting began to develop in new directions, as some men 

began to shift emphasis away from the “spirit” of the thing being represented and onto the heart-

mind of the painter. Wang Wei’s “Secrets of Landscapes” (shanshui jue 山水訣) expresses a 

preference for painters who can “play in samādhi” (youxi sanmei 遊戲三昧): a Buddhist state of 

meditation or concentration in which one is free from external distractions and fully immersed in 

a particular activity, which can yield understandings of the nature of things;154 such painters are 

contrasted with those who follow the standard “rules and techniques” (guiju 規矩) of the 

 
152 The extant entries for Xie’s Record of Classifications of Old Painters show Xie applying these Six Laws to his 
appraisal of painters with high social status: Emperor Ming of Jin晉明帝 (299–325) “though rough in his forms and 
[external] appearances, particularly obtained spirit qi 雖略於形色，頗得神氣；” Gu Junzhi’s 顧駿之 (5th century) 
“spirit consonance and qi strength do not reach [the level of the] former worthies. 神韻氣力，不逮前賢。” (Zhang, 
Lidai minghua ji, 5.36-37.) 
 
153 Somewhat ironically, Yao Zui’s 姚最 (ca. 6th century) “Continued Classification of Painters” (Xu huapin 續畫品) 
wrote of Xie He himself: “as for qi connection and essential efficacy, he does not exhaustively attain the 
engenderment of vitality [in his paintings]. 至於氣連精靈，未窮生動之致。” (Yao Zui 姚最, Xu huapin 續畫品 
[Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本], 2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
154 “In addition to [using] one’s hand with brush and inkstone, sometimes one should play in samādhi. After the 
years and months seem distant, one particularly explores the profound. For those with wondrous understandings 
there is not much more to say: for those good at studying, they can still follow the rules and techniques [of painting]. 
手親筆硯之餘，有時遊戲三昧。歲月遙永，頗探幽微。妙悟者不在多言，善學者還從規矩。” (Wang, Wang 
youcheng ji jianzhu, 28.424.) For more on “playing” with ink, see pages 80-87 of this dissertation. 
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brush.155 The recluse Fu Zai 符載 (d. ca. 806–820) described a similar process through a Daoist 

lens, noting how an official named Zhang Zao 張璪,156 prior to painting:  

[He] sat on a winnow basket and drummed up his qi; when his spirit and intentions began to 
emerge, [the way] he surprised the others was like lightning dashing across the sky… 
Observing Mr. Zhang’s art, [one sees that] it is not painting but the true Way!  
箕坐鼓氣，神機始發，其駭人也，若流電激空。。。觀夫張公之藝，非畫也，真道

也。157 
  

Unlike Wang, Fu Zai is not known as a painter or even a connoisseur of paintings; his 

expression of this understanding of painting reflects the presence of this discourse beyond 

painting treatises and collections of painters’ biographies. Bai Juyi, best known for his poetry 

and not particularly associated with the field of painting, reproduced these same ideals when 

describing paintings that Zhang Dunjian 張敦簡 had given him:  

[I] later realized that what one learns in the bones and marrow is an art obtained from one's 
own heart-mind, and skill comparable to Creation comes from harmony with Heaven. Zhang 
simply obtained in his heart-mind and transmitted with his hand, without consciously 
knowing it was so, it was so. … [as for] the [paintings] I have obtained today, I only feel that 

 
155 He labels such painters “those with a wondrous understanding” (miao wu zhe 妙悟者), and notes that they can 
produce profound works, contrasting them with and “those good at studying, who can still follow the [standard] 
rules and techniques [of the brush] 善學者還從規矩.” (Wang, Wang youcheng ji jianzhu, 28.424.) 
 
156 Zhang Zao is also praised in the Xuanhe Catalogue of Paintings: Xuanhe huapu, 10.41-42. 
 
157 “[Zhang Zao] the Outer Officer was in the middle [of the observing guests]; he sat on a winnow basket and 
drummed up his qi; when his spirit and intentions began to emerge, [the way] he surprised the others was like 
lightning dashing across the sky, a sudden whirlwind causing the sky to weep; destroying, obstructing, turning, 
pulling, splitting suddenly and then in a flash – in order! Ink flew from his brush, his hands clapped with a crack, 
dividing and combining in a flurry, suddenly creating strange shapes. When he finished, there were scaly and 
cracked pine trees, steep rocky cliffs, deep waters, and quietly elegant clouds. He threw down his brush and stood 
up, looked around at them on all sides, and it was as if the sky had cleared of thunder and rain, and the condition and 
nature of the ten thousand things could be seen. Observing Mr. Zhang’s art, [one sees that] it is not painting but the 
true Way! When he had a task [to perform], already knowing these lost techniques, his intents correspond to the 
process of creation, and the object [he paints] resides in the seat of his spirit, and not his eyes or ears. Thus, he 
obtained it in his heart-mind, and his hand responded [accordingly]. 員外居中箕坐鼓氣，神機始發，其駭人也，
若流電激空，驚飆戾天，摧挫斡掣，撝霍瞥列，毫飛墨噴，捽掌如裂，離合惝恍，忽生怪狀。及其終也，

則松鱗皴，石巉岩，水湛湛，雲窈眇。投筆而起，為之四顧，若雷雨之澄霽，見萬物之情性。觀夫張公之

藝，非畫也，真道也。當其有事，已知夫遺去機巧，意冥元化，而物在靈府，不在耳目。故得於心，應於

手。” (Quan Tang wen 全唐文, compiled by Dong Gao 董誥 [Qing Jiaqing neifu keben 清嘉慶內府刻本], 
690.7051. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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their forms are authentic and whole, their spirit harmonious and complete, manifest in 
dignified manner, as if emerging from the fore of the paintings! 
然後知學在骨髓者自心術得，工侔造化者由天和來，張但得於心，傳於手，亦不自知

其然而然也。。。今所得者，但覺其形真而圓，神和而全，炳然儼然，如出於圖之前

而已耳 。158 
 
 Thus far, this understanding of painting has been invoked only in appraising the works of 

painters with comparatively high social status, most of whom were associated with the label 

“gentleman;” however, in Tang, this understanding became more actively used as a tool of social 

distinction, to distinguish “gentlemen” from “artisan painters” and other low-status men. Zhang 

Yanyuan’s Record of Painters Through the Ages makes this distinction explicit, using Xie He’s 

“Six Laws” as a tool to distinguish the “gentlemanly” sort from low-status painters: 

Among ancient paintings, some are able to transmit formal likeness, and can be esteemed for 
their bone-structure qi; as for searching such paintings for [something] beyond formal 
likeness, this is difficult to discuss with vulgar people. Today’s paintings, even if they obtain 
formal likeness, do not have a living qi consonance; if you search such paintings for qi 
consonance, formal likeness is [all that’s] in them. …today’s painters are disordered and 
aimless: this is the mark of [painting] artisans. 
古之畫，或能遺其形似，而尚其骨氣，以形似之外求其畫，此難與俗人道也。今之

畫，縱得形似，而氣韻不生，以氣韻求其畫，則形似在其間矣。…今人之畫，錯亂而
無旨，眾工之跡是也。159 

 
 Zhang believes that “vulgar people” cannot appreciate paintings because they only 

understand formal likeness, and associates the archetypal “artisan” social role with a broader 

inability to produce paintings with qi consonance. He therefore concludes:  

Since ancient times, of those good at painting, none were not of official cloth and noble 
descent, recluses or lofty men, rousing marvels in their time and transmitting their fragrance 
for 1,000 years: this is not what the lowly and vulgar sorts of the village gates are able to do! 
自古善畫者，莫匪衣冠貴胄，逸士高人，振妙一時，傳芳千祀，非閭閻鄙賤之所能為

也 。160 

 
158 Bai Juyi 白居易, Bai shi changqing ji 白氏長慶集 [Sibu cong kan jing Riben fan Song dazi ben 四部叢刊景日
本翻宋大字本], 26.232. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
159 Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, 1.11. 
 
160 Ibid. 
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 Zhang does not believe that all “gentlemanly” painters produce great paintings, but he 

does believe that the greatest paintings can only be created by such men: aristocrats, officials, 

“recluses,” and other lofty sorts. This does not prevent Zhang from briefly acknowledging the 

renown of a select few “artisan painters” in his ninth chapter,161 or from praising the work of 

Buddhist monks and Daoist priests, but he does reserve his highest praise for the “gentlemanly” 

sort. The 1006 preface for Huang Xiufu’s 黃休復 (early Northern Song) Record of Renowned 

Painters of Yizhou (Yizhou minghua lu 益州名畫錄) also places focus on spirit and qi 

consonance, contrasting these ideals with the work of “artisan painters:” 

In general, people who observe paintings and [achieve] a spirit communion are rare; [most] 
merely look at formal likeness. Some understand [the paintings’] qi consonance, and can go. 
beyond [mere] clues: fine delicacy in the use of the brush they do not call merit; brilliant 
ornateness in the application of color they do not call beautiful. Only when one observes with 
respect to the image yet forgets the image, one's thoughts putting naturalness first, can one 
rank the painting artisans within the limits of their span, and bow to the painter sages from 
beyond this world. Having the mind of the Creator: only this gets it.  
大凡觀畫而神會者鮮矣。不過視其形似，其或洞達氣韻，超出端倪。用筆精致，不謂

之功，傅采炳縟，不謂之麗，觀乎象而忘象，意先自然，始可品繪工於彀中，揖畫聖

於方外，有造物者思，唯是得之。162 
 
 This rhetoric continues into the 11th century: the Painting Attendant Han Zhuo 韓拙 

(Northern Song) wrote The Collected [Notes] of [Han] Chunquan [Zhuo] on Landscapes 

(Shanshui chunquan ji 山水純全集), and cited Zhang Yanyuan as an authority in his own 

separation of “arts gentlemen” (shu shi 術士) from “artisans;”163 Zhang Huai 張懷 expanded 

upon this idea with several colorful adjectives: 

 
161 Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, 9.65. 
 
162 Huang Xiufu 黃休復, Yizhou minghua lu 益州名畫錄 (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 1991), 1. 
 
163 “Zhang Yanyuan of Tang said: “the arts of painting and calligraphy are not what the [lowly] sons of the village 
gates can study!” What can be done about those who study them today, always taking painting as a lofty occupation, 
considering the benefit [of painting] to be seeking gold, and personally descending to the customs of the nine 
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The wondrousness of landscapes is mostly particular to the talented and leisured sort, recluses 
and exiles, famous officials, and gentlemen far from home [as hermits]. Enlightened to the 
void and knowing the nature [of things], their understanding perfected and illuminating 
things, they obtain the flavors arising from paintings. Moreover, the profundity of mountains 
and waters and joy in forest springs: how could this be what common, crass, lowly, greedy, 
petty, or foolish fellows, let alone base and vulgar sorts do?! Is it that, with respect to 
landscapes, [painting] is indeed not easy to discuss?  
是以山水之妙，多專於才逸隠遯之流，名卿髙蹈之士。悟空識性，明了燭物，得其趣

者之所作也。況山水樂林泉之奧，豈庸魯賤隷貪懦鄙夫，至於麄俗者之所為也。豈其

畫於山水，誠未可以易言也？164 
 
 Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛 (11th century) went even further in developing the notion that only 

certain kinds of people can understand the nature of things and succeed in painting properly, as 

detailed in his commentary on Xie He’s “Six Laws,” titled “On the Unteachability of Qi 

Consonance 論氣韻非師:” 

The refined doctrine of the “Six Laws” is unchanging since time immemorial. Yet from 
“bone-structure method; using the brush” on down, five of them [laws] can be learned. As for 
qi consonance, it necessarily resides in innate knowledge. It certainly cannot be obtained 
through skill or secrets; nor can it be achieved over years and months [of practice]. It is a 
silent communion of ‘spirit;’ without knowing it is so, it is so. I have tried to discuss this, and 
have humbly observed that since ancient times, many uniquely [excellent works] were 
[painted by] talented worthies with high office, or high-level gentlemen of the cliffs and 
caves. Relying on humaneness and roaming in the arts, exploring the abstruse and seeking its 
depths, lofty and elegant sentiments: all [of these are] lodged in [their] paintings. If one’s 
character is already lofty, then one’s qi consonance must be lofty; if one’s qi consonance is 
already lofty, vitality cannot but be attained. This is what is meant by “in spirit beyond spirit, 
one is able to [discern] the essence [of things].” If a painting is certainly suffused with qi 
consonance, then it is called a treasure of the age. Otherwise, even if it exhausts skill and 
thought, it stops at the same level as the doings of a myriad [paint]-artisans. 
六法精論，萬古不移。然而骨法用筆以下，五法可學。如其氣韻，必在生知，固不可

以巧密得，復不可以歲月到。默契神會，不知然而然也。嘗試論之。竊觀自古奇迹，

多是軒冕才賢，巖穴上士。依仁遊藝，探賾鉤深，高雅之情，一寄於畫。人品既已高

 
tributaries [of the miscellaneous sorts] and not cultivating the style of an arts gentleman! Are they not disdaining 
their own art?! 唐張彥逺雲：書畫之術，非閭閻之子可學也。柰何今之學者，往往以畫髙業，以利為圖金，
自墜九流之風，不脩術士之體。豈不為自輕其術者哉。”  (Han Zhuo 韓拙, Shanshui chunquan ji 山水純全集 
[Qing han hai ben 清函海本], 9 [“Lun gujin xuezhe 論古今學者”]. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
164 Peiwen zhai shuhua pu 佩文齋書畫譜, compiled by Sun Yueban 孫岳頒 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本), 15.245. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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矣，氣韻不得不高；氣韻既已高矣，生動不得不至。所謂神之又神，而能精焉。凡畫

必周氣韻，方號世珍。不爾雖竭巧思，止同眾工之事。165 
 
 Guo’s voice joins the ever-growing series of men directly comparing “gentlemen” to 

“artisan painters,” and declaring the “gentlemanly” sort superior. Guo believes that the key to 

this distinction lies in one’s character: if a man is of good character, then like a Zhuangist sage, 

he will be able to discern the essence of things more profound than profound, allowing qi 

consonance to be lofty and the painting to be successful. Guo does not believe this stems from 

education: instead, it is innate and therefore unobtainable through study; he also believes that a 

man in possession of such innate ability is by definition a talented worthy or a “recluse.” 

 Even the single largest employer of “artisan painters” – the court – disdained them as a 

social category. The Xuanhe Catalogue of Paintings, compiled at the Northern Song court under 

Emperor Huizong, adheres to the notion that an ideal painting possesses both formal likeness and 

qi consonance,166 and that “artisan painters” are generally unable to attain the latter. “Artisan 

painters” are constantly referenced in the abstract, as a foil for high-status painters whose works 

 
165 Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛, Tuhua jianwen zhi 圖畫見聞志 (Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), 1.5. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
166 The best description of qi consonance and its relationship to formal likeness according to the anonymous 
compilers of the Xuanhe Catalogue can be found in the entry for “Remote and Dirty” Zhao趙邈齪 (Northern Song): 
“‘Remote and Dirty’ Zhao, whose name is lost, was a rustic without affairs or adornments; thus, people called him 
‘Remote and Dirty.’ It isn’t known where he came from. He was good at painting tigers, not only obtaining their 
formal likeness – the qi consonance was also wondrous. If the qi is complete but lacks formal likeness, then even if 
[the image] has vitality it will often [end up] with the form of a dog, contrary to its nature. If formal likeness is 
complete but qi consonance is lacking, even if it approaches reality, it will be feeble, and particularly like a creature 
of the underworld [i.e. lacking life]. Being good at formal likeness and qi consonance, and cause [one’s painting] to 
be realistic and with vitality: only “Remote and Dirty” was this [kind of] person! 趙邈齪，亡其名，朴野不事修
飾，故人以邈齪穪，不知何許人也。善畫虎，不惟得其形似，而氣韻俱妙。蓋氣全而失形似，則雖有生意

而徃往有反類狗之状。形似備而乏氣韻，則雖曰近是，奄奄特爲九泉下物耳。夫善形似而氣韻俱妙，能使

近是而有生意者，唯邈齪一人而已！” (Xuanhe huapu, 2.62.) 
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were held in the court’s collection: the text thus aims to enhance the prestige of its holdings as 

opposed to the reputations of many of its own employees.167 

 These texts served both to alter and reinforce this idealization of the metaphysical in 

paintings, collectively arguing that only a “gentleman” could produce or properly appreciate 

these elements. In the 13th and 14th centuries, this discourse continued through the writings of 

Liu Yin 劉因 (1249–1293),168 Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254–1322),169 “The Secrets of Landscape 

 
167 Some examples: Chang Can’s 常粲 (Tang) paintings were “not what artisan painters and those who specialize in 
studying formal likeness are able to attain. 此非畫工專形似之學者，所能及也。” (Xuanhe huapu, 2.8); Zhao 
Yan’s 趙嵓 (10th century) figure paintings’ “style and consonance was outstanding, and not what common artisan 
painters [can] attain! 格韻超絶，非尋常畫工所及！” (Xuanhe huapu, 6.25); Li Gonglin’s 李公麟 (1049-1106) 
works were “not like those of the vulgar artisan painters 非若世俗畫工” (Xuanhe huapu, 7.29); Guan Tong’s 闗仝 
(10th century) paintings were “unrestrained by brush and paper: the simpler his brushwork, the stronger his qi; the 
lesser his landscapes, the greater his thoughts. Profoundly developing ancient and calm [moods], like the poetry of 
Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 or the qin of Heruo [Bi] 賀若[弼]: this is not what a banal artisan painter could understand! 
其脫略毫楮，筆愈簡而氣愈壯，景愈少而意愈長也。而深造古淡，如詩中淵明，琴中賀若，非碌碌之畫工

所能知！” (Xuanhe huapu, 10.42). 
 
168 Liu Yin 劉因 combined Su Shi’s emphasis on the painter’s heart-mind with the depiction of qi consonance in his 
“Preface for Poems on Tian Jingyan’s Portraits 田景延寫眞詩序,” claiming that Tian’s portraits “not only have the 
utmost formal likeness, but further what [Su] Dongpo called "meaning" and what Zhu [Xi] Wengong called "style-
spirit and qi consonance," obtained naturally. 不惟極其形似，並與東坡所謂意思，朱文公所謂風神氣韻之天者
而得之。” “…Qingyuan's Tian Jingyan is good at authentic portraits; they not only have the utmost formal likeness, 
but further what [Su] Dongpo called "thought" and what Zhu [Xi] Wengong called "style-spirit and qi consonance", 
obtained from naturalness. Formal likeness can be sought through effort; thought and naturalness certainly can only 
be understood by the heart-mind after attaining the utmost formal likeness. 清苑田景延善寫真，不惟極其形似，
並與東坡所謂意思，朱文公所謂風神氣韻之天者而得之。夫畫形似可以力求，而意思與天者，必至於形似

之極，而後可以心會焉。非形似之外，又有所謂意思與天者也。” (Liu Yin 劉因, Jingxiu xiansheng wenji 靜
修先生文集 [Sibu cong kan jing Yuan ben 四部叢刊景元本], 19.120. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
169 Zhao diverged somewhat from somewhat from Su Shi’s (and Xie He’s) praise of “new meaning” (xinyi 新意) 
representing the uniqueness of the heart-mind from which they emerged, choosing instead to emphasize “ancient 
meaning” (guyi 古意), which reflected the painter’s internalization of the esteemed characteristics of utopian 
antiquity. “In painting one values having ancient meanings; if it doesn't have ancient meanings, even if it is skillful, 
it isn't good. Today's people only know to use the brush for details, transmitting color and richness, and then they 
further call themselves an "able hand." They really don't realize that if ancient meanings are deficient then the 
hundred faults emerge without restraint: how could that be worth looking at?! 作畫貴有古意，若無古意，雖工無
益。今人但知用筆纖細，傅色濃豔，便自謂能手，殊不知古意既虧，百病橫生，豈可觀也？” (Peiwen zhai 
shuhua pu, 16.350.) Predictably, Zhao is quoted as saying that archetypal “artisan painters” are incapable of 
conveying such meanings: “Among Tang people good at painting horses, Cao [Ba] and Han [Gan] were the best 
among the lot. Their [embedded] ideas were lofty and ancient, and did not seek formal likeness, which is why they 
are superior to the myriad [paint] artisans 唐人善畫馬者，甚眾而曹韓為之最。葢其命意高古，不求形似，所以
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Painting” (xie shanshui jue 寫山水訣) attributed to Huang Gongwang 黃公望 (1269–1354),170 

Wu Zhen 吳鎮 (1280–1354),171 Tang Hou’s 湯垕 (Yuan) Mirror of Painting (Hua jian 畫鑑),172 

 
出眾工之右耳。” (Tang Hou 湯垕, Hua jian 畫鑒 [Ming wanli Cheng shi cong keben 明萬曆程氏叢刻本], 3. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
170 This text distinguishes between gentlemen and artisan painters on the basis of a painting’s naturalness (or 
artifice): “In painting a boulder or a rock, one should be leisurely with ink and unrestrained, having the familiar air 
of a gentleman. As soon as one does too much, then one enters the class of artisan painters. 画一窠一石。當逸墨撇
脱。有士人家風。纔多便入畫工之流矣。” And, just as Zhang Yanyuan praised Gu Junzhi for climbing high 
buildings and painting at appropriate times to produce masterful paintings, “The Secrets of Landscape Painting” 
claims that “one should climb buildings, gaze at the vastness, and cause qi to be consonant… Li Cheng and Guo Xi 
both practiced this method; Guo painted rocks like clouds, and the ancients called these ‘paintings from Heaven.’ 登
樓望空闊處氣韻…李成郭煕，皆用此法。郭煕畫石如雲，古人云：天開園畫者是也。” (Nancun chuogeng lu 
南村輟耕録, compiled by Tao Zongyi 陶宗儀 [Sibu cong kan san bian jing Yuan ben 四部叢刊三編景元本], 8.55. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
171 Wu Zhen’s 吳鎮 (1280-1354) discussions of bamboo painting demonstrate an interest in proper form, such that 
he believed that one who “doesn’t follow standards [for painting forms] is wasting his effort, and in the end cannot 
complete a [successful] painting. 不由規矩，徒費工夫，終不能成畫。” (Wu Zhen 吳鎮, Meihua daoren yimo 梅
花道人遺墨 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文
津閣四庫全書本], B.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Naturalness and 
spontaneous expression were his keys to surpassing artisan painters and creating successful art: “Wen [Tong] 
Yuke’s bamboo generally emerged from naturalness, and didn’t seek formal likeness, not in the least mingling with 
experienced artisan painters. 與可之竹，大槩出於自然，不求形似，與老畫工略不相入。” (Wu, Meihua daoren 
yimo, B.11). “Although many [painted] ink-bamboo in the past and present, there is only one person of Huzhou who 
surpasses the commonplace and enters sagehood, escaping the qi of [paint] artisans: Song Zhiwen. 古今墨竹雖多，
而超凡入聖，脫去工匠氣者，惟宋之文湖州一人而已。” (Wu, Meihua daoren yimo, B.10). He further writes: 
“When I begin to paint I am not self-aware, and suddenly forget about the brush in my hand. If Cook Ding or 
Whelwright Pian were to return, would they not recognize this notion? 初畫不自知忽忘筆在手，庖丁及輪扁還，
識此意否？” (Wu, Meihua daoren yimo, A.3.) 
 
172 Tang offers his own version of “Six Laws” of painting: “In observing paintings, first observe qi consonance, then 
observe the brush conceptions, bone-structure methods, compositional arrangements, transmission of colors, and 
only then formal likeness. These are the six laws. 觀畫之法，先觀氣韻，次觀筆意，骨法，位置，傅染，然後
形似。此六法也。” (Tang, Hua jian, 16). He writes: “vulgar people discuss paintings [but] do not understand the 
spirit-wondrousness of brush methods and qi consonance, and only give precedence to pointing at formal likeness. 
俗人論畫，不知筆法氣韻之神妙，但先指形似者。” (Tang, Hua jian, 15). Accepting formal likeness as a 
necessary starting point, Tang notes: “As for [Li Gonglin] Boshi’s figure paintings, the only important [ones] after 
Wu Daozi, they still do not avoid flaws of formal likeness. [However,] their wondrousness lies in brush methods, qi 
consonance, and spirit: formal likeness comes last. [Su Shi] Dongpo had a poem saying: “One who discusses 
paintings in terms of formal likeness shows [himself] neighbor to a child; one who requires this poem to compose 
[their own] poem – you certainly know he is not a poet!” All my life, I have not only seen the laws of painting in 
this, but also the laws of poetry, and from this I have gained understanding [of the arts]. 如李伯時畫人物呉道子後
一人而已。猶未免於形似之失。葢其妙處在于筆法，氣韻，神彩，形似末也。東坡先生有詩云：論畫以形

似，見與兒童鄰。作詩必此詩，定知非詩人。僕平生不惟得看畫法於此，詩至于作詩之法，亦由此悟。” 
(Tang, Hua jian, 15.) Tang’s appraisals of painters focus on these key features of “brush methods” or “brush 
concepts,” “qi consonance,” and “spirit.” He praises Li Gonglin’s horses for their “spirit protruding from the silk 神
駿突出縑素” (Tang, Hua jian, 9); he claims Wang Wei’s “Wangchuan Villa Painting” (wangchuan tu 輞川圖) 
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Xia Wenyan’s 夏文彦 (Yuan) Treasured Mirror of Painting (Tuhui baojian 圖繪寳鑒),173 Yang 

Weizhen 楊維禎 (1296–1370),174 and so on. Even instructional painting manuals, which 

 
represents “the attainment of the unrestrained thoughts in his chest. When he lowered his brush [to paint], he was 
different from vulgar [painting] artisan! 葢其胸次蕭灑意之所至。落筆便與庸史不同！” (Tang, Hua jian, 2). 
Tang further follows Zhao Mengfu in valuing “ancient meanings” (guyi 古意) (Tang, Hua jian, 2, 3, 7, 10, 17), and 
follows Su Shi in complimenting painters who are “neither ancient nor modern 不今不古.” (Tang, Hua jian, 9). 
 
173 His work begins with Xie He’s “Six Laws,” followed by Liu Daochun’s “Six Essentials.” In explaining the value 
of qi consonance and spirit over formal likeness, Xia cites the following line from Tang Hou: “looking at paintings 
is like looking at a beautiful person. Their airs, spirit, and [internal] “bone form” lies beyond the [physical] body. 看
畫如看美人，其風神骨相有在肌體之外者。” （Xia Wenyan 夏文彦, Tuhui baojian 圖繪寳鑑 [Yuan zhizheng 
keben 元至正刻本], 1.2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.）Xia’s derision of 
“artisan painters” comes largely in the form of citing others, as in his entry for Zhao Yan 趙巖 which rephrases the 
Xuanhe Catalogue’s entry, and claims his work is “not what a common artisan painter could attain. 非尋常畫工所
及。” (Xia, Tuhui baojian, 2.16). Just as Liu’s collection included one music artisan – Di Yuanshen – Xia includes 
an “entertainer” (lingyou 伶優) from Yuan named Song Jiayue 宋嘉樂 whose paintings of monks and immortals 
had “[internal] bone form and bearing that no vulgar [paint] artisan attain! 骨格态度，俗工莫及！” (Xia, Tuhui 
baojian, 5.69.) Thus, even when complimenting an “artisan,” Xia continues to reinforce negative associations with 
the social role writ large. 
 
174 See his preface to Treasured Mirror of Painting: “Calligraphy and painting are the same: gentleman-officials 
skilled at painting are certainly skilled at calligraphy, and their painting methods have calligraphy methods within 
them. This being the case, how could [proper] painting [with these methods] be understood by vulgar people? When 
“Five Sacred Peaks Temple” temple was constructed in the Xuanhe era, a large group of the artisan painters Under 
Heaven were gathered and tested for selection like a “presented gentleman” (jinshi) examination; those responding 
to the imperial summons were one hundred in number, and most didn’t meet to the emperor’s expectations. Thus, 
we know that although there are manuals and models for the practice of painting, those of the “spirit” or “wondrous” 
rank come from [the painters’] innate qualities, and cannot be obtained from manuals or models. Therefore, a 
painting’s good or poor quality is connected to the high or low quality of its painter: no matter if they are aristocrats 
and nobles, officials and talented worthies, Buddhists and Daoists of the mountains and forests, or women of good 
families, as long as they have innate quality exceeding the common and entering sagacity, they can be the best in 
their times and renowned in later eras. …Thus, when judging a painting as lofty or lowly, there is transmitting form 
and transmitting spirit. For instance: the painting of a cat hung on the wall can stop rats; a [painting of a] 
Bodhisattva crossing the sea dispels the wind; a [painting of a] sage or god of war can respond when prayed to; 
portrait painters are able to seize [the subject’s] essential spirit. How could these not be qi consonance engendering 
vitality, with machinations competing with Creation [itself]?! 書與畫一耳，士大夫工畫者必工書，其畫法即書
法所在。然則，畫豈可以妄庸人得之乎？宣和中建五嶽觀，大集天下畫史，如進士科下題掄選，應詔者至

如百人，然多不稱上旨。則知畫之積習雖有譜格，而神妙之品出於天質者，殆不可以譜格而得也。故畫品

優劣關於人品之高下，無論侯王貴戚、軒冕才賢、山林道釋、世胄女婦，苟有天質超凡入聖，即可冠當代

而名後世矣。其不然者，或事模擬，雖入譜格，而自家所得於心傳神領者則蔑矣。故論畫之高下者，有傳

形，有傳神。傳神者，氣韻生動是也。如畫貓者，張壁而絕鼠。大士者，渡海而滅風。翊聖真武者，叩之

而響應。寫人真者，即能奪其精神。若此者，豈非氣韻生動、機奪造化者乎？” (Yang Weizhen 楊維禎, 
Dongwei zi wenji 東維子文集 [Sibu cong kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本], 11.83. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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characterically focus only on formal elements produced materially through brush and ink,175 

might still justify this focus as Wu Taisu 吳太素 (Yuan) did in his Plum Manual of Pine Study 

(Songzhai meipu 松齋梅譜):  

Gentleman-officials play with brush and ink, and their wondrousness lies in having sufficient 
meaning and not seeking formal likeness; although this is the case, it is difficult to abandon 
form and still have sufficient meaning [in one’s painting], and this is the reason [I have] 
composed this manual.  
士大夫游戲翰墨，妙在意足，不求形似；雖然，捨形而意足亦難矣，此譜之所由作

也。176 
 
 Since men first began to use this discourse to contrast “gentlemen” with “artisan 

painters” in Tang, metaphysical elements in paintings were consistently invoked as the lynchpin 

of proper paintings in 7th –14th century China. Below, I play the role of Frankenstein and present 

two monsters of my own construction, built from the parts of these various writings, to convey a 

general sense of the idealized painting process: 

#1 Successfully Conveying Metaphysical Elements of a Painting’s Subject 

 The painter first comes to a complete understanding of his subject: its “[external] 

patterns” (hua 華) and “[inner] substance” (shi 實); its “form” (xing 形) and “spirit” (shen 神); 

its qi 氣, “propensity” (shi 勢), “flavor” (qu 趣), “nature” (xing 性; lei 類; etc.), “condition” 

(qing 情), and so on. The subject of the painting need not exist in the real world (i.e. a landscape 

 
175 Song Boren’s 宋伯仁 (Song-Yuan) plum blossom painting manual mentions “spirit” only in its title, and does not 
discuss qi or “spirit” in other contexts (Song Boren 宋伯仁, Meihua xi shen pu 梅花喜神譜 [Qing zhibuzu zhai 
congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本]. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Li Kan’s 李
衎 (1245–1320) “Manual on Bamboo [Painting]” (Zhupu 竹譜) likewise has nothing to say about qi or spirit 
consonance; his focus is on teaching his reader the forms of bamboo painting, though he does appraise the works of 
others using the ideals of “spirit” and “naturalness.” See, for instance: “Mr. Huang’s [paintings] had spirit but not 
likeness, and Cuiwu’s [paintings] had likeness but no spirit; only Li had form and spirit together.  黄氏神而不似，
崔吴似而不神，惟李頗形神兼足法度該備。” (Li Kan 李衎, Zhupu 竹譜 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本], 1.2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
176 Wu Taisu 吳太素, Songzhai meipu (Shōsai baifu) 松齋梅譜, with explanation and annotation by Shimada 
Shūjirō 島田修二郎 (Hiroshima 広島: Hiroshima Shiritsu Chūō Toshokan 広島市立中央図書館, 1988), 43. 
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does not need to be based on a specific location), but it should be “authentic” (zhen 真) by 

capturing cultural understandings of what the subject should be like (e.g. painting a mythical 

creature that could still be recognized and categorized correctly). This understanding may be 

engendered in the “heart-mind” (xin 心) through a “communion of spirit” (shenhui 神會) 

between painter and subject, or through the painter’s heart-mind being affected by the subject 

and “responding” (ying 應) to it. The subject, now contained in the painter’s heart-mind, then 

emerges through the painter’s hand working in unison with the heart-mind, causing forms and 

energies to be “conveyed” (chuan 傳) or “lodged” (ji 寄) in the painting, ideally resulting in a 

painting possessing a “formal likeness” (xingsi 形似) to its subject and a consonance (yun 韻) 

with the metaphysical (or internal) elements of the subject.  

 A successful painting of this sort is one through which a “gentleman” observing it could 

claim to be able to experience a landscape as if really there; it is the basis for recognizing the 

“spirit” of a portrait’s subject as opposed that of the portrait’s painter. Such paintings speak to 

the talent, ability, and knowledge of the painter, and praising a painting in these terms was 

commonly reserved for those enacting “gentlemanly” identities and denied to those deemed 

“vulgar people” or “artisan painters,” who were stereotyped as lacking understanding of how to 

capture or recognize metaphysical elements in painting, and who only discuss (and paint) formal 

elements. 

#2 Successfully Conveying the Metaphysical Elements of the Painter’s Heart-Mind 

 An external stimulus affects the heart-mind of the painter, causing a response from his 

spirit or heart-mind in the form of a “meaning” (yi 意), “mood, flavor” (qu 趣), “emotion,” (qing 

情), “ambition” (zhi 志), and so on, to naturally and spontaneously emerge. His hand moves in 

unison with his heart-mind to “transmit” and “lodge” his spirit, or the contents of his heart-mind, 
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in his painting: this ideally affects both the formal elements of the painting and its metaphysical 

elements, such that it achieves consonance with the qi or spirit of the painter, or conveys the 

contents of his heart-mind as they existed in his heart-mind.  

 A successful painting of this sort is one in which a “gentleman” can claim to feel the 

presence of the painter by observing his painting, and to understand the contents of the painter’s 

heart-mind; emphasis may be placed on the uniqueness of the painter’s heart-mind through its 

“new meanings” (xin yi 新意) or the painter’s adherence to classicist ideals of antiquity through 

“ancient meanings” (gu yi 古意). This allowed men to judge the character of a painter, and in 

doing so accept or reject them as fellow “gentlemen,” as vulgar sorts and “artisan painters” were 

discursively denied the ability to properly incorporate these elements in their paintings. 

 We can all, I hope, relate to the feeling of being moved by art we like, and empathize 

with those who attempt the monumental task of explaining how that process of being moved, or 

moving the observer, works. In 7th–14th century China, however, the theories and understandings 

constituting a “gentlemanly” perspective on painting frequently exceeded this disinterested 

pursuit to belittle and denigrate painters in low social position, lacking social esteem, who 

practiced their art occupationally. Though anyone could be called a vulgar person, only those 

with sufficient social esteem were considered capable of manifesting or understanding 

metaphysical elements in painting: oftentimes, only “gentlemen” were considered capable.177 

 
177 Some exceptions to the rule do exist: Zhang Yanyuan briefly acknowledged the abilities of some men he labeled 
“artisan painters” (Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, 9.65.) Hu Zhiyu praised the painter of a “Three Poisons Painting” 
(sandu tu, 三毒圖) by saying: “The artisan painter established thoughts that are able to be new. 畫工立意亦能新。” 
(Hu Zhiyu, Zishan da quan ji, 7.111.)  Liu Minzhong 劉敏中 (1243–1318) wrote in his poem “Gifted to the 
Zhongshan artisan painter Li Xiaohua 贈中山畫工李肖岩:” 
传神得神神入笔，Transmitting spirit, obtaining spirt; spirit enters the brush, 
笔头神自心上出。At the tip of the brush, the spirit from the heart-mind comes forth! 
历观心得古无几，Observing the past, few ancients’ heart-minds obtained [this spirit]; 
肖岩李生今第一。[Li] Xiaoyan is the number one [painter] today! (Liu Minzhong 劉敏中, Zhong’an ji 中菴集 
[Qing chao ben 清鈔本], 21.240. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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Thus, this discourse served as an effective indicator of “gentlemanly” identities, for painters and 

appraisers alike. 

 

 

1.3 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: The Labels “Gentlemanly Painting” (shiren 
hua 士人畫)178 and “Gentleman-Officials’ Painting” (shidafu zhi hua 士大夫之畫) 
 

 Although men produced paintings as an extension and presentation of their 

“gentlemanly” identities throughout premodern Chinese history, they did not always produce 

“gentlemanly paintings;” such artistic objects were made up alongside the emergence of this new 

label in the 11th century.179 Before then, a painting might still have been described as having (or 

lacking) qi consonance or “spirit,” and by possessing such elements it might be said to signal 

“gentlemanly” identities, but the paintings themselves were not labeled “gentlemanly.” When 

some men did begin to use this label in Song, they drew from these pre-existing exemplars and 

understandings of painting to effectively create a new kind of object, which, though not 

commonly invoked in extant writings, nonetheless served as a highly effective indicator of 

“gentlemanly” identity. 

 
Other exceptions help confirm the rule: when Tang Hou compliments the “artisan painter” Chen Lin 陳琳 for his 
abilities transcending the vulgar, he wrote that “no artisan painter had his able hand 工人無此手也,” thus 
reinforcing stereotypes about “artisan painters” while praising one for being an exception (Tang, Hua jian, 13). Xia 
Wenyan does the same in his entry for the “music artisan” (yuegong 樂工) Song Jiayue 宋嘉樂, nothing that “vulgar 
[paint] artisans” (sugong, 俗工) cannot paint the bearing of monks and immortals like Song can (Xia, Tuhui baojian, 
5.69). By framing the achievements of these men as exceptions, Tang Hou and Xia Wenyan reinforce the 
widespread notion that occupational “artisan painters” were inferior to high-status sorts. 
 
178 The categories I include here are: shiren hua 士人畫; shifu hua 士夫畫; shiren zhi hua 士人之畫; shifu zhi hua 
士夫之畫; shihua 士畫; shi zhi hua 士之畫; wenrenhua 文人畫; wenren zhi hua 文人之畫. 
 
179 Here I draw inspiration from: Ian Hacking, Historical Ontology (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002), 
99-114 (“Making Up People”). 
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 The earliest extant appearance of the label comes from Su Shi, who used it in his second 

of two colophons on a landscape painting by Song Zifang 宋子房 (10th–11th century).180 His first 

colophon is an appraisal of Song’s painting relative to the landscapes of Wang Wei, Li Sixun 李

思訓 (653–716), and Fan Kuan 範寬 (c. 950–c. 1032); he reiterates Xie He’s ideal that a 

successful painting does not adhere to ancient or modern conventions, but is something new: this 

newness appears in the form of an “idea, meaning, conception” (yi 意) from the heart-mind of the 

painter.181 This emphasis on the contents of the painter’s heart-mind and the qi in his painting 

reappears in Su’s second colophon as the foundation for judging “gentlemanly paintings:” 

Observing “gentlemanly paintings” is like judging the [superior] horses Under Heaven: one 
selects [the ones whose] disposition is consummate. As for artisan painters, they usually can 
merely be selected [based on] the whip, the hair, the stable, the fodder, but [they] do not 
[even] have a speck of superiority; after looking at a few feet [of the scroll], one grows weary. 
觀士人畫，如閱天下馬，取其意氣所到。乃若畫工，往往只取鞭策皮毛槽櫪芻秣，無

一點俊發，看數尺許便卷。漢傑真士人畫也。182 
 

According to Su, “gentlemanly paintings” and “artisans’” paintings are not the same kind 

of object: they cannot even be judged by the same criteria. When looking at “gentlemanly 

paintings,” one must look for the contents of the painters’ heart-mind and evaluate it; when 

 
180 Note that in Tang Hou’s later Mirror of Painting, both Song Zifang and his uncle Song Di 宋迪 (1015–1080) are 
credited with producing the most beautiful “gentleman-officials’ paintings;” however, this family were not the only 
producers of such objects in Northern Song. (Tang, Hua jian, 12.) 
 
181 “Tang men like Wang [Wei] Mojie and Li Sixun painted mountains, rivers, peaks, and foothills, naturally 
completing their changing forms. Even though [their paintings] were peaceful and profound and exceeded the 
manner of the mundane world, the whole world took them as ‘ancestor’ and the conventions of these Tang men were 
exhausted; this is particularly the case for their clouds among [mountains]; painting floating clouds, deep and hazy; 
a lone goose in the setting sun, disappearing beyond the horizon. In recent years, only Fan Kuan has somewhat 
maintained these ancient methods, though [his paintings] possess slightly vulgar qi. This mountain [painting] of 
[Song Zifang] Hanjie is neither ancient nor modern, and is bringing forth new meanings;181 if he keeps doing this 
without end, he should paint colored mountains! 唐人王摩詰、李思訓之流，畫山川峰麓，自成變態。雖蕭然有
出塵之姿，然頗以雲物間之，作浮雲杳靄與孤鴻落照，滅沒於江天之外，舉世宗之，而唐人之典刑盡矣。

近歲惟範寬稍存古法，然微有俗氣。漢傑此山，不古不今，稍出新意，若為之不已，當作著色山也。 ” 
(Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 83.2138.) 
 
182 Deng, Hua ji, 3.8. 
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looking at “artisan painters’” works, one can only judge on the basis of formal likeness, which a 

“gentleman” grows bored of quite quickly. 

Zhao Dingchen’s 趙鼎臣 (b. 1068) “Colophon for Qian Fudao’s Painting 跋錢服道畫” 

includes Qian and Li Gonglin among the list of men associated with “gentlemanly painting” or 

“gentleman-officials’ painting.” Little is known about Qian, but Zhao’s colophon informs us that 

he is keen-eyed and at ease in his discussions, and often makes people laugh with his jokes, but 

“later I consider his words and nothing lacks flavor; now I observe his paintings, and know this 

[to be true of them as well]. Their fine points are beyond the commonplace. 已而徐考其言，未

始不有味也。今觀其畫乃知此，即佳處故自不凡。”183 

 Qian’s painting portrayed the famous story from New Tales of the World (shishuo xinyu 

世說新語) in which Wang Huizhi 王徽之 (338–386)184 awakens suddenly on a snowy night and 

suddenly thinks of his friend Dai Kui 戴逵 (c. 331–396), and spends the night on a boat 

travelling to Dai’s home; when he arrives at Dai’s gate, he suddenly turns around and goes home. 

When asked about this, Wang claimed: I originally had an inclination to go, and with that 

inclination exhausted I returned: what need was there to see Dai [Kui]? 吾本乘興而行，興盡而

返，何必見戴？”185 Zhao praised Qian’s painting of Wang’s boat in the snowy evening 

landscape, first describing Wang’s dangerous evening boat trip, and then noting: 

How could this not be an exaggeration by the narrator? Now, observing this painting of rivers 
and mountains exceedingly pure and of crisp qi would cause people even 1,000 li away to 
certainly order their carts [to go to Dai Kui’s home], let alone only being one day away! Petty 
people use vulgar sentiments to judge gentlemen [and doubt the veracity of such stories]; even 

 
183 Zhao Dingchen 趙鼎臣, Zhu yin ji shi ji 竹隱畸士集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本], 20.124. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
184 Wang Huizhi is the son of Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303–361). 
 
185 Liu, Shishuo xinyu, 23.172.  
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so, without you, this enjoyable gathering of [two] past worthies would be slandered by vulgar 
sorts!   
安得不盡以為書事者之過！今觀此畫溪山，清絶爽氣，逼人顧雖千里將必命駕，而况

一朝夕之頃哉！細人喜以俗情度量君子類皆如此。雖然，㣲服道，昔賢賞㑹將見詆于

俗子矣 。186 
 
 Zhao notes that Qian’s painting has captured the inclinations of Wang Huizhi’s heart-

mind, causing viewers to want to make the same journey that Wang had made. He further 

compliments Qian’s work by stating that he had wanted to climb Mt. Song 嵩 but his official 

responsibilities prevented him from doing so:  

Fortunately, [Qian] Fudao is my neighbor and doesn’t consider me lowly. For the time being, 
I can sometimes look at this painting and compensate myself. Perhaps my not obtaining my 
past heart-mind’s [desire] may yet be cured?! 幸服道與吾鄰，而不吾鄙也。姑將時閱此
畫，以自償。其不得往之心，庶猶愈乎？” 187 

 
 Qian has twice proven himself capable of producing paintings that succeed in conveying 

metaphysical elements: one makes the viewer feel the same inclinations to visit Dai Kui that 

Wang Huizhi once felt, and the other makes the view experience the mountain as if really there. 

Zhao then concludes his colophon as follows:  

Since the death of Li [Gonglin] Boshi, among gentleman-officials’ paintings, there has not yet 
been one who has surpassed the commonplace and exceeded the vulgar to be able to succeed 
[Li Gonglin]. As for my [friend Qian] Fudao, I’ve never seen him stop [in his progress].188 
自伯時父没，士大夫之畫未有超逸絶塵、能繼其後者；吾於服道，蓋未見其止也！189 

 
 Zhao, like Su Shi, believes not that all paintings produced by a gentleman will be good by 

default, but that they are a different category of thing meant to be judged using criteria drawn 

from the proper understanding of painting discussed in the previous section. Han Zhuo’s 

 
186 Zhao, Zhu yin ji shi ji, 20.124. 
 
187 Zhao, Zhu yin ji shi ji, 20.125. 
 
188 The reference here is to the Analects: “Confucius said of Yan Yuan: “Alas! I saw his advance, and never saw him 
stop [in his progress]. 子謂顏淵，曰：惜乎！吾見其進也，未見其止也。” (Lunyu 5.21 [Analects 9.21].) 
 
189 Zhao, Zhu yin ji shi ji, 20.125. 
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Collected [Notes] of [Han] Chunquan [Zhuo] on Landscapes takes a different approach to the 

label, contrasting contemporaneous gentleman-officials’ paintings with those of the past: 

Now there are renowned high officials’ and gentleman-officials’ paintings; when self-content 
in leisure and free time, they grab the brush and wet its tip, lowering the brush and having 
thoughts. Many seek simplicity and obtain purity and leisureliness, stemming from their 
“unaffected and spontaneous nature” (ziran zhi xing 自然之性), without a speck of vulgar qi; 
as for worldly [painting] standards, those lie in what [these painters] have never recognized. 
The ancient renowned sorts and gentleman-officials all followed standards [of painting]; since 
Southern Tang, Li Cheng, Guo Xi, Fan Kuan, Yan Su, Song Di, Li Gonglin, and Wang Shen 
were all like this: were they [not] indeed able to know [painting standards]?! 
今有名卿士大夫之畫，自得優游閒適之餘，握管濡毫，落筆有意，多求簡易而取清

逸，出於自然之性，無一點俗氣，以世之格法，在所勿識也。古之名流士大夫，皆從

格法，南唐以來，李成、郭熙、范寬、燕公穆、宋復古、李伯時、王晉卿亦然，信能

悉之於此乎？190 
 
 Han Zhuo describes a sea change in the style and technique of “gentleman-officials’ 

paintings;” for those in the 10th and 11th centuries, it was associated with certain standards or 

conventions of painting, even if the masterpieces transcended mere convention. However, such 

conventions were replaced in the early 12th century by a focus on simpler brush techniques, 

spontaneous expression of the heart-mind (or in this case inner “nature” [xing 性]), feelings of 

leisure and lack of restraint, and so on. This does not preclude the works of Guo Xi or Li 

Gonglin from being included in the definition of “gentleman-officials’ paintings;” instead, it 

recognizes changing compositional trends over time. 

 In Southern Song, Hu Zhiyu followed Han Zhuo in describing the style of “gentleman-

officials’ paintings” in his second of two “Colophons for a Painting by He Zhen 跋賀真畫.” 

Deng Chun’s Painting, Continued notes that He Zhen was “from a military background, and 

 
190 Foong Ping notes that this section of text is corrupted in the Wang family edition (Wangshi shuhua yuan ben 王
氏書畫苑本), and instead uses the Shuo fu edition (Shuo fu ben 說郛本) in Zhongguo hualun leibian 中國畫論類
編, edited by Yu Jianhua 俞劍華 (Beijing 北京: Zhongguo gudian yishu chubanshe 中國古典藝術出版社, 1957), 
Vol. 2, 676-77. I follow her use of this version of the passage, and my translation is adapted from: Foong, The 
Efficacious Landscape, 130. 
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specialized in landscapes 出自戎籍，專門山水,” and tells the story of his finishing a “Snowy 

Forest” (Xuelin 雪林) wall painting for the Treasured Truth Palace (Bao zhen gong 寶真宮) that 

awed the “artisan painters” working under him.191 Hu’s first colophon begins with some praise 

for He’s painting, but eventually concludes that it isn’t particularly good: 

He Zhen's painting is saturated with original qi; he has studied Li Cheng's cold peaks and 
thin-energy [brush method], and [also] studied Xu Daoning. Although [this painting] hasn’t 
been placed into one of the nine ranks of “spirit,” “wondrous,” or “able,” [Emperor] Huizong 
has inscribed its end. It probably should be treasured and not neglected. [Yet] it too is of the 
sort of Shang Xun, Zhou Zeng, and Li Mao, which has never been able to surpass the 
commonplace. 
賀真之畫，元氣淋漓，學李營丘寒峭瘦勁，學許道寧。雖不見收于神妙能之九列，而

徽宗題其端。盖可愛而不可忽。其亦商訓周曾李茂之流，未能絶俗耳。 192 
 
 Despite the painting possessing original qi, and Hu’s insistence that the painting can be 

treasured, he still concludes that the painting doesn’t surpass the commonplace. He notes that the 

painting has not yet been given an appropriate rank, and in his second colophon he decides to 

place it in the lower “able” rank; it is here that Hu provides us with his understanding of 

“gentleman-officials’ paintings:” 

Gentleman-officials’ paintings are like grass-script calligraphy: original qi saturates [them]; 
they seek the totality and omit tiny details. Artisan painters are not like this: they hold to 
established standards like a newlywed bride on her third day of marriage, focusing on the 
details; they don’t have complete qi. He Zhen’s painting of cliffs and trees – aged, congealed, 
cold – with rustic bridges in the level distance and a poor home hiding from [plain] sight: 
from within his heart-mind he naturally obtained the totality. The halls and pavilions painted 
with ruled-line are near the edge of the forest, and exhaust skillfulness in their details. 
[Overall,] this painting can be placed in the “able” category.  
士大夫之畫，如冩草字，元氣淋漓，求渾全而遺細宻。畫工則不然，守規導矩，拳拳

然如三日新婦，專事細宻而無渾全之氣。賀真畫巖樹，蒼老，固隂，沍寒，與夫野橋

平逺，塞門隐見，胸次自得之渾全。殿閣界畫，近林梢際盡細宻功夫之巧。置之能

品，可也。年月某觀。193      
 

 
191 Deng, Hua ji, 6.26. 
 
192 Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 14.220. 
 
193 Ibid. 
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 In prior centuries, both painting and calligraphy were understood to depict the contents of 

the heart-mind;194 here, Hu focuses specifically on grass-script calligraphy as representative of 

“gentleman-officials’ paintings.” Grass-script’s free-flowing brushwork and stylistic omission of 

precise strokes in favor of expressive twists and turns (see, for example, figure 1.1) calls to mind 

Han Zhuo’s comments about contemporaneous “gentlemanly-officials’ paintings” seeking 

simplicity and natural spontaneity; however, rather than compare this process to earlier 

generations, Hu Zhiyu compares it to “artisan painters” obsessing over details and missing the 

forest for the trees. Hu claims that He’s painting is suffused with original qi as a “gentleman-

officials’ painting” should be, and that in his heart-mind he obtained the “totality” that “artisan 

painters” cannot do. Nonetheless, he chooses to place this painting in the “able” rank – the 

lowest among the three categories – and clearly does not believe it to be a superior work of art. It 

is, instead, a distinct kind of art that can be compared to paintings by “artisan painters,” but is 

ultimately judged by a different set of criteria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
194 For instance: Mi Youren said: “Yang Xiong [Ziyun] took characters to be the heart-mind’s depictions; without 
exhausting principle he couldn’t have reached this [understanding]. As for speaking of paintings: they are also the 
depictions of the heart-mind. Since ancient times, all talents of their time were like this: how could vulgar sorts of 
the marketplace be able to understand it? 米友仁說：“子云以字為心畫，非窮理者不能至是。是畫之為說，亦
心畫也。自古莫非一世之英，乃悉為此，豈市井庸夫所能曉。” (Peiwen zhai huapu, 15.339.) 

Figure 1.1. Mi Fu 米芾 (1051–1107), Detail of Four Pages of Grass-Script 
Calligraphy 草書四帖, Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts, Osaka. Image from 
Osaka City Museum of Fine Arts webpage, Google Arts & Culture website: 
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/calligraphy-in-grass-script-mi-
fu/ogGIOttuMa2qZQ?hl=en 
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 Though few other instances of the label “gentlemanly painting” or “gentleman-officials’ 

paintings” are extent, one further anecdote preserved by Cao Zhao 曹昭 (Yuan-Ming) implies 

that the label had continued to make the rounds among some “gentlemanly” communities: 

Zhao [Mengfu] Zi’ang (1254–1322) asked Qian [Xuan] Shunyu (1235–1305): “What is 
gentlemanly painting?” [Qian] Shunyu replied: “It’s amateurish painting.” [Zhao] Zi’ang 
said: “That’s so! I’ve observed that Tang’s Wang Wei, and Song’s Li Cheng, Guo Xi, and Li 
[Gonglin] Boshi were all lofty and esteemed gentlemen: what they painted provided [the 
likeness of] things, transmitted spirit, and exhausted their wondrousness. [But] those in recent 
eras who paint gentlemanly paintings really misunderstand [this]! 
趙子昂問錢舜舉曰：如何是士夫畫？ 舜舉答曰：戾家畫也。 子昂曰：然。餘觀唐之王
維，宋之李成、郭熙、李伯時，皆高尚士夫，所畫與物傳神、盡其妙也。近世作士夫

畫者，謬甚也。 195 
 
 Here, again, we are presented with the notion that “gentlemanly paintings” aren’t 

necessarily good. The label  “amateurish” (lijia 戾家) is neither the opposite of “occupational” 

nor a compliment:196 it is a criticism of contemporaneous “gentlemanly paintings,” and the men 

who fail to understand what makes the works of Guo Xi or Li Gonglin so special. Zhao believes 

that those he considers “gentlemen” are not adhering as they should to the ideals outlined in the 

proper understanding of painting, and lack the connoisseurly understanding necessary to paint 

and discuss great works. Zhao still accepts such men as “gentlemen,” but believes them inferior 

to the ideals he associates with a “gentlemanly” social role. 

 
195 Cao Zhao 曹昭, Xin zeng ge gu yao lun 新增格古要論, with additions by Wang Zuo 王佐 (Qing xiyin xuan 
congshu ben 清惜陰軒叢書本), 5.66. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. My 
translation draws from: Cao Zhao, Chinese Connoisseurship – The Ko Ku Yao Lun, The Essential Criteria of 
Antiquities, translated by Sir Percival David (New York: Praeger, 1971), 16. 
 
196 Zhao Mengfu does not associate “amateurish” with the “gentlemanly” social category in a positive light. In his 
discussion of “variety drama” (zaju 雜劇), for instance, he notes that “theatre performed by the sons and younger 
brothers of good families is called a ‘connoisseurly livelihood,’ while theatre performed by courtesans and 
entertainers is called ‘amateurish tricks.’ 良家子弟所扮雜劇, 謂之行家生活， 娼優所扮, 謂之戾家把戲。” (Lun 
qu 論曲, compiled by Zang Maoxun 臧懋循 [Ming wanli keben 明萬曆刻本], 18. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0). 
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 In all cases, then, the labels “gentlemanly painting” or “gentleman-officials’ paintings” 

serve as an extremely effective identity markers for the painters that produced such objects. 

When constrasts are made between these and other paintings, the inferior work of “artisan 

painters” is constantly highlighted, instead of drawing even a single comparison to the paintings 

of monks, soldiers, farmers, women, or any other social category. However, this did not mean 

that all “gentlemanly paintings” were viewed as high art – only that “gentlemen” alone had the 

potential to create high art. 

 Han Zhuo’s association between these paintings and unrestrained brushwork, and Hu 

Zhiyu’s comparisons to grass-script calligraphy, are also features of “playing with ink,” which 

itself was another process for demonstrating a “gentlemanly” identity through painting. 

 

1.4 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #3: The Process of “Playing” (youxi 遊戲; xi 戲) 
with Ink 
The Layman [Su] Dongpo played with ink among brush and paper, painting old and withered 
trees, bamboo clusters and mountain segments, with brush strength unrestrained like winds and 
mists in an uninhabited realm. [This is what] a Way man could easily do, but an artisan painter 
would find difficult! 
東坡居士遊戲於管城子，楮先生之間，作枯槎夀木，叢篠斷山，筆力跌宕於風煙無人之

境。蓋道人之所易，而畫工之所難！ – Huang Tingjian197 
 
 In 7th–14th century China, “playing” with ink to compose paintings and calligraphic 

works of poetry and prose was more than merely “leisure” (xia 暇), or the opposite of working 

with it like an “artisan” or scribe might do: it referred to a process of composing in which one’s 

heart-mind is affected by external stimuli and responds naturally and spontaneously with the 

creation of an artwork. The archetypal “artisan painter” was characterized as subject to the 

desires of their client or the aesthetic demands of the marketplace, thus facing a burden of 

 
197 Huang, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, 1.3. 
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external influence on their work which denied them this opportunity for self-expression. As a 

result, the medium of “play” could serve as a strong status symbol even when the message – the 

contents of one’s heart-mind – were not perceived to live up to the archetypal ideals of the 

“gentlemanly” social role: 

Among gentleman-officials who read texts and establish [their own] words in their free time, 
many play with ink and brush, but there are few whose [calligraphy reflects] an outstanding 
endowment of qi [i.e. personal character]; [when] they lower their brush to the paper one 
hundred vulgarities emerge, not so distant from what petty clerks and the miscellaneous sort 
do. Yongnian’s Mr. Wang [Lu’an 鹿庵] is of lofty character, and his “heart-mind’s paintings” 
[i.e. calligraphic characters] walk alone in this dynasty; as our era doesn’t have Yang Ningshi 
楊凝式 (873–954),198 who would take my words to be false? 
士大夫讀書立言之暇，游戱翰墨者多，而氣禀拔俗者寡，放筆落紙凡鄙百出，去胥史

雜流為不逺。永年王先生人品髙邁，心畫當為本朝獨步，然世無楊凝式，孰以予言為

不妄？199 
 
 In this “Colophon on [Wang] Lu’an’s Characters 跋鹿庵字,” Hu Zhiyu 胡祗遹 (1227–

1295) praises Wang for displaying proper character, and thus adhering more strictly to the ideals 

of “gentlemanly” conduct than other men nonetheless accepted as “gentlemen;” however, Hu 

believes that “play” is a potential attribute of all “gentlemanly” calligraphy. The origins of “ink 

play” (moxi 墨戲) as a distinct category of paintings was already present in Tang, as Wang Wei 

once offered to gift one such painting to a friend.200 Elsewhere in Wang’s writings, he had 

 
198 Yang Ningshi is a gentleman known for his calligraphy. 
 
199 Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 14.218. 
 
200 “My friend Xue Wuyin is a Chang'an person. When young he had ambitions, and almost wore [an official's] cap 
but didn't return to the civil service examinations; he was renowned for his studies, and gentlemen from the 
Northwest all greatly esteemed him, drinking wine and chanting poems for pleasure, reciting one hundred per day 
without wearying, drinking one hundred liters of wine without getting drunk, and calling himself ‘Master Free and 
Untethered.’ Many times, he sought for me to play with ink [in a painting for him], and [after] thirteen years I 
agreed: at the moment of saying goodbye in Changsha, I painted a small handscroll ‘Scenery of Four Seasons,’ in 
order to fulfill his earlier hopes [for one of my paintings]. If there is a curious man in Chang’an, it is Wuyin. This 
painting can make a person full; it can make a person drunk. Just unroll it for a moment when you are hungry or dry, 
and you will have the proof! Wang Wei of Taiyuan. 吾友薛無隱，長安人。少有志操，既冠不復應舉，學行聲
名，西北士人甚高之，以飲酒吟詩為樂，日道千首而不勞，酒飲一石而不醉，自稱逍遙子。累求予戲墨，

十三年許之，長沙一見告行，掃之小軸，四時之景，以償前願。長安有好事者，無隱也。此畫能飽人矣，

能醉人矣，但飢渴時，聊展而有驗矣。太原王維。” (Wang, Wang youcheng ji jianzhu, 28.425.) 
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expressed a preference for “playing in samādhi”201 to produce ideal paintings through a mindful, 

meditative state of awareness without distraction, which could ideally offer intuition into the 

nature of things.202 This understanding was applied directly to “ink play” in Northern Song by 

Huang Tingjian: 

[In Su] Dongpo’s ink play, waters are alive and rocks are moist; together with today’s grass-
script samadhi, it is what is called “shutting oneself in to make a cart, then going out and 
[finding that it perfectly] fits the wheel-ruts [in the road].” 
東坡墨戲水活石潤，與今草書三昧，所謂閉戶造車，出門合撤。203 

 
 In Huang’s metaphor, the creator of the cart (or painting) shuts himself off from the 

outside world and turns inward, but nonetheless creates something suited to the external world. 

Samādhi appears often in conjunction with “ink play;”204 Zhang Yuan’gan 張元幹 (1091–1170) 

explains in a “Colophon on Mi [Youren] Yuanhui’s Landscape 䟦米元晖山水” how this process 

of composition was distinct from what “artisan painters” were capable of doing: 

Gentlemen's hearts have sorrows, lodged in objects that arouse their interest: rivers and 
mountains, clouds and qi-vapors, grasses and trees, winds and mists; when these thoughts 

 
201 Wang describes this as an ideal in his “Secrets of Studying Painting” (huaxue mijue 畫學秘訣). (Wang, Wang 
youcheng ji jianzhu, 28.424.)  
 
202 On this Buddhist concept and its application to painting, the monk Zhuchan 竹禅 (c. 1824-c. 1901) offers 
valuable insight in his book: Zhuchan 竹禅, Huajia san mei 畫家三昧 (Beijing 北京: Fa xing Beijing shi xin hua 
shu dian 發行北京市新華書店, 1983).  
 
203 Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅, Shangu bieji 山谷別集, [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 
11.88. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
204 Wu Zeli 吳則禮 (d. 1121) complimented his friend Wang Jinchang’s 王謹常 ink play thus: “Among my friends 
that compose in the field of brush and ink, achieving this samadhi is [Wang] Achang alone! 吾人著作翰墨場，得
此三昧惟阿常！” (Wu Zeli 吳則禮, Beihu ji 北湖集 [Hanfen lou miji ben 涵芬樓秘笈本], 2.12. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Achang is Wang Jinchang’s 王謹常 nickname; “Seeking Ink 
Play from Wang Jinchang 從王謹常求墨戱” opens with Wang’s nickname: “Achang.” (Wu, Beihu ji, 2.12.) Chen 
Yuyi 陳與義 (1090–1138) in his first of his “Two Poems on Ink Play 墨戲二首” wrote: “Merging the clear window 
and the samadhi hand, there’s no need to exhaust oneself reading “Encountering Sorrow!” 併入晴牕三昧手，不須
辛苦讀騷經。” (Chen Yuyi 陳與義, Jian zhai ji 簡齋集 [Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚
珍版叢書本], 15.73. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1301–1374) 
extended this application of samadhi in an inscription on Wu Zhen’s 吳鎮 (1280–1354) painting, to refer to the 
process of viewing paintings: “Playing in samadhi; I unfurl the painting at my pleasure. 逰戲入三昧，披圖聊我娯
。” (Shi gu tang shuhua hui kao 式古堂書畫彙考, compiled by Bian Yongyu 卞永譽 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 49.1737. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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arise, they always paint them. In a moment, they write out their heart-mind: this is what is 
called "playing in ink samadhi," and they cannot be classed the same as painting artisans.  
士人胷次灑落，寓物發興，江山、雲氣、草木、風煙，往往意到時為之。聊複寫懐，

是謂逰戲水墨三昧，不可與畫史同科也。205 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This colophon is fittingly attached to a landscape by Mi Youren, as Mi was among the 

earliest men actively label his own paintings explicitly as “ink play:”  “each [time he] personally 

inscribed his painting [with the characters] ‘ink play.’ 每自題其畵曰: 墨戱。”206 Mi’s Ink Play 

of Clouds and Mountains (Yunshan moxi tu 雲山墨戲圖; figure 1.2) unfurls to immediately 

reveal his calligraphy: “My ink play’s qi consonance is rather extraordinary; on future days, its 

measure [i.e. its great value] will not change. [Mi] Yuanzhang [Youren]. 余墨戲氣韻頗不凡，

 
205 Zhang Yuan’gan 張元幹, Luchuan gui lai ji 蘆川歸來集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本), 9.63. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
206 Deng, Hua ji, 3.9. 
 

Figure 1.2. Mi Youren 米友仁 (1074–1151), Detail of Ink Play of Clouds and 
Mountains 雲山墨戲圖, handscroll, ink on paper, 27.6 x 57cm, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York City. Image from museum website. 
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他日未易量也。元暉。”207 As one roams through Mi’s 195.8cm (roughly 6½ feet) scroll, 

following a riverside path snaking through forests and hills, over bridges, through half-hidden 

villages, past towering mountains and mists in the background, it becomes apparent Mi’s “play” 

is more than mere idle, thoughtless brushwork. His composition is deliberate in its use of 

multiple techniques: ink wash to mist his mountains, characteristic “Mi dots” (Mi dian 米點) 

blotting the scroll to create hills and rocks, and finer lines for buildings, all of which draw the 

viewer into an engaging experience of wandering through a misty landscape. 

Beyond the mindful state of samādhi, “playing” with ink was understood as a process of 

making the contents of the heart-mind manifest as external forms in paintings. The notion of first 

obtaining external forms in one’s heart-mind (or breast) and then producing them in paintings is 

described in detail in Su Shi’s record of Wen Tong’s approach to painting bamboo,208 and linked 

directly to “playing with ink” by gentlemen like Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130–1200)209 and Huang Zhen 

 
207 See Figure 1.2. See also: Shi gu tang shuhua hui kao, 43.1534. 
 
208 “In painting bamboo, one must first get the whole bamboo in one’s breast, then grasp the brush and concentrate 
one’s sight, thus observing what one wishes to paint; and quickly follow it, moving the brush to follow it directly, 
chasing what you see [as fast] as a buzzard descends when a rabbit jumps: if you hesitate it will be no more. 畫竹必
先得成竹於胸中，執筆熟視，乃見其所欲畫者，急起從之，振筆直遂，以追其所見，如兔起鶻落，少縱則

逝矣。” (Su, Su Wenzhong gong wenji, 32.338.) Huang Tingjian similarly writes of Su Shi’s painting: “In his breast 
he naturally has hills and valleys; thus he paints old trees coiling in the wind and frost. 胸中元自有丘壑，故作老
木蟠風霜。” (Huang, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wen ji, 5.34.) See also Chao Buzhi’s晁補之 (1053-1110) 
inscription on his own landscape painting: “In my breast I can swallow [all of] Yunmeng, in my cup, what obstacle 
to matching the sages and worthies? 胸中正可吞雲夢，盞裏何妨對聖賢。” (Deng, Hua ji, 3.7). 
 
209 Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) applied this to Yu Zheng’s 俞徵 “ink play:” “If not for one’s breast filled with hills 
and valleys, who would be able to lower his brush and spit forth clouds and mists? 不是胸中飽丘壑，誰能筆下吐
雲煙？” (Zhu Xi 朱熹, Hui’an ji 晦菴集 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖本], 9.118. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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黃震 (jinshi 1256).210 Ink play could also reflect moods and thoughts;211 in Wu Zhen’s 吳鎮 

(1280–1354) words: “Composing ink play is [what] gentleman-officials [do] in addition to 

literary compositions; they follow the stimulus or mood of a given moment. 墨戲之作，蓋士大

夫詞翰之餘，適一時之興趣。”212 And, as Wu Taisu notes in his painting manual’s subsection 

“A Discussion on the Essence of Composing Ink Plum [Paintings]” (momei jing lun 墨梅精論): 

The ancient and modern people who paint the noble plum each have their own style: not 
entering the [formal] painting categories, they are called “ink play.” Sending forth ink to 
complete the form, causing vitality to be flourishing, obtaining [the subject] in one’s heart-
mind and having the hand respond to it, thus completing the form of a plum. …essential spirit 
unrestrained, beyond [the level of] the vulgar world, this is a plum that obtains thoughts 
entering the spirit [rank]: is it not the virtuous gentleman-officials who are able to attain this?! 
古今寫梅君子，自出一家，非入畫科，名曰戲墨。發墨成形，動之於興，得之於心，

應之於手，方成梅格。…精神瀟灑，出世塵俗，此梅之得意入神，非賢士大夫其能至
於此哉 。213 

 

 
210 Huang Zhen’s 黃震 (jinshi 1256) “Colophon for Wang Wenqing’s Painting of Plums 跋汪文卿畫梅” 
specifically connects ink play and the painting of plums: “Yuefu-poems and ‘ink play’ paintings are both skills, 
always [using either] a brush or a word; as for ‘plum’ [as a topic], it immediately causes others’ thoughts to be 
despondent: how could plum be so easily understood?! Each uses a skill for their own pleasure; thus, some take 
plum to mean ‘purity,’ but in portraying it [in paintings] and chanting it [in poems], they don’t necessarily obtain 
likeness [to plums]. I’ve observed that plums are of merit [as a topic] for the arts, but the arts are not of merit to 
plums! Wang Wenqing is a poet in my group of gentlemen; he is particularly addicted to plums, and his discerning 
attitude is unique. His hands naturally paint them, and his hands further naturally write ci-lyrics [about them], 
causing others to unravel and unfurl [his scrolls] and look, sighing three times for each chanting, amazed at the 
spiritual transformation, as if he had made the plum and himself one. How much more so as it is one he got himself 
from within his breast! 樂府墨戲皆技耳，往往一筆一語，及於梅，輒使人之意也消然，梅亦豈易知！彼各以
技自慊，故或借梅以為清，描模詠思，未必得仿佛。吾見梅之有功於技，未見技之有功於梅也。汪文卿，

吾黨士之騷者也，嗜梅特甚，品別異態，手自圖之，複手自為之詞，使人披展注視，一唱三嘆，灑然神

化，猶將身與梅一。況文卿胸中之自得者乎？” (Huang Zhen 黃震, Huang shi ri chao 黄氏日鈔 [Yuan hou 
zhiyuan keben 元後至元刻本], 92.1530. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
211 Zhang Bochun 張伯淳 (1242–1302) inscribed a painting with the line: “The clouds contain the appearance of 
trees, indistinct, with some visible and some not: this is why the ink play is wondrous. If they were too clearly 
distinct [from each other], the wondrous conception would be lost, and even if it were so, it wouldn’t be a special 
painting. 雲容樹色，隠約有無，此墨戯所以妙；太分明，則妙意失矣。雖然，不特畫也。” (Zhang Bochun 
張伯淳, Yang meng wen ji 養蒙文集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 5.32. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
212 Shi gu tang shuhua hui kao, 45.1626. 
 
213 Wu Taisu, Songzhai meipu (Shōsai baifu), 50-51. 
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Tang Hou 湯垕 (14th century) similarly associates this process of painting with the 

“gentlemanly” sort in his Mirror on Painting (huajian 畫鑒): 

Playing with brush and ink, lofty people and superb gentlemen who entrust their inclinations 
and "write out" their conceptions truly cannot seek this through formal likeness. First observe 
the natural [i.e. unaffected], and then observe the conceptions and mood; when they match, 
[one] forgets about the traces of brush and ink, and then one can obtain the mood. 
遊戲筆墨，高人勝士寄興寫意者，慎不可以形似求之。先觀天真，次觀意趣，相對忘

筆墨之跡，方為得趣。214 
 
 The ideal of newness, already seen in Xie He, Su Shi, Zhao Mengfu, and so on, also 

appears in connection to “ink play.”215 However, what mattered to some men mattered less to 

others: newness was not a defining feature of all “ink play,” nor was Buddhist mindfulness. 

Some men claimed spontaneity in their “ink play” through encapsulating the spirit or essence of 

the subject of their painting; others were natural or spontaneous by getting drunk and removing 

inhibitions.216 What remained consistent was an understanding that “play” was a distinct process 

for creating artworks that was associated with avocational, leisurely painting (and calligraphy).  

 
214 Tang, Hua jian, 16. 
 
215 Liu Kezhuang’s 劉克莊 (1187–1269) “Further inscription for Zhao Kui’s 趙葵 (1186-1266, hao Xin’an) Ink 
Plum 再題信菴墨梅” notes: “[Zhao] Xin'an's ink play has no precedent; original qi saturates it, thus it may be 
considered unique! 信庵墨戲古無之，元氣淋漓爾許奇！” (Liu Kezhuang 劉克莊, Hou cun ji 後村集, [Sibu cong 
kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本], 41.391. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) Cheng Tinggui 成廷圭 (Yuan) similarly praised Ke Jingzhong’s 柯敬仲 bamboo painting as follows: “the 
immortal’s painting of bamboo brings forth new meanings; drunk, the ink flows on paper, soaking like autumn 
[rains]. 丹邱畫竹出新意，醉墨落紙秋淋漓。” (Cheng Tinggui 成廷圭, Ju zhu xuan shi ji 居竹軒詩集 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 2.32. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) Wang Yun 王惲 (1227-1304) in his “Inscription on Liu Dayong’s Handscroll of Grasses and Insects 題
劉大用畫草虫手卷” wrote: “[Su] Dongpo’s ink play brought forth new meanings; the “eight chants” are seen again 
in Heyang’s Liu [Dayong]. 東坡墨戯出新意, 八詠復見河陽劉。” (Wang Yun 王惲, Qiu jian ji 秋澗集 [Sibu cong 
kan jing Ming hongzhi ben 四部叢刊景明弘治本], 28.314. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) And Tang Hou explained in his Mirror on Painting: “As for Mr. [Su] Dongpo, his writings will shrine 
brightly through the ages. He was further able to leave his heart-mind in his brush and ink, playfully painting ink 
bamboo, taking Wen [Tong] Yuke as his teacher. His shrivelled trees and unique rocks sometimes brought forth new 
meanings. 東坡先生，文章翰墨，照耀千古。復能留心筆墨，戲作墨竹，師文與可。枯木奇石，時出新意。
東坡先生，文章翰墨，照耀千古。復能留心筆墨，戲作墨竹，師文與可。枯木奇石，時出新意。” (Tang, 
hua jian, 11.) 
 
216 For examples, see pages 88-94 of this dissertation. 
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 Many of these elements were associated with the label “gentlemanly painting” as well; 

however, unlike that category, “ink play” is occasionally associated with the works of other 

social categories. Wanyan Liang完顏亮 (r. 1150–1161), the fourth emperor of Jin, “once 

produced ink play 嘗作墨戲.”217 Hu Zi 胡仔 (1110–1170) wrote: “the monk Liaoyi is fond of 

ink play, lowering the brush and freely and easily [painting]. [He] composed a painting of [me,] 

The Fisherman Recluse of Tiaoxi. 僧了義，喜墨戯，落茟瀟洒。為余作苕溪漁隱圖。”218 It 

was even possibly, albeit extremely rare, for a man labeled “artisan painter” to be associated with 

“ink play:” Fang Hui wrote on a painting of drunk immortals that “the artisan painter plays with 

ink; his drunken bearing limping and dancing! 畫史遊戲，醉態蹁躚;”219 Liu Minzhong’s first 

of “Two Poems Gifted to the Artisan painter Fan Andao 贈畫工樊安道二首” opens with the 

lines: “Painting, playing – Fan Andao! I don’t seek peace, [but] Andao is at peace with himself! 

丹青遊戲樊安道, 身不求安道自安！”220  

 Such poems for men labeled “artisans” are rare, as are claims of emperors or even monks 

in Tang-Yuan China creating “ink play” paintings. These sources do not suggest that “ink play” 

was equally associated with these alternative social categories; on the contrary, they reveal that 

the label “ink play” and its associated discourse could be used to signal “gentlemanly” qualities 

 
217 Xia, Tuhui baojian, 4.60. 
 
218 In this same source, Hu Zi says of himself that he lived in Tiaoxi and “fished for my own pleasure, thus I call 
myself the Tiaoxi Fisherman-Recluse. 以漁釣自適，因自稱苕溪漁隱。” (Song shi shi yi 宋詩拾遺, edited by 
Chen Shilong 陳世隆 [Qing chao ben 清鈔本], 14.114. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
 
219 Fang Hui 方回, Dong jiang xu ji 桐江續集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 24.279. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
220 Liu, Zhong’an ji, 23.263. Liu had similarly written the following stanza for the “Artisan painter Li Xiaoyan 畫工
李肖岩:” “Transmitting spirit – obtaining spirit – spirit enters the brush; from the tip of the brush emerges the spirit 
of the heart-mind. 傳神得神神入筆，筆頭神自心上出。(Liu, Zhong’an ji, 21.240.) 
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even in men not fully accepted as “gentlemen.” “Playing with ink” was thus an effective signal 

for performing “gentlemanly” identities. 

 

1.5 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #4: Painting in an “Unrestrained” Fashion, With 
or Without Alcohol or Clothes 
Tang Xiya (10th century) was a Jiaxing man. He was wondrous at painting bamboo, and his 
painting of birds was likewise skillful… He was fond of painting bristles and brambles, and the 
mood of distant and wild rusticity; his qi consonance was unrestrained, such as could not be 
bound by the rules and standards of painters.  
唐希雅，嘉興人。妙于畫竹，作翎毛亦工。…喜作荊檟林棘，荒野幽尋之趣，氣韻蕭疏，
非畫家之繩墨所能拘也。221 
 
 As previously discussed, the archetypal “artisan” social role was restrained, not only by 

the limited use of formal techniques, but also by the desires of patrons or clients. Unrestrained 

painting was characterized as a loftier domain, like “ink play,” for those who could adhere to the 

proper understanding of painting by naturally and spontaneously using brush and ink to express 

the contents of their heart-minds, and successfully transfer metaphysical elements like qi or 

“spirit” into their artworks. This did not mean that one could not paint for others while adhering 

to a “gentlemanly” identity, but that it was only “gentlemanly” to do so on one’s own terms. Su 

Shi described Pu Yongsheng 蒲永升 as one such painter: 

In recent years there is a man from Chengdu named Pu Yongsheng, who is fond of alcohol 
and unrestrained, and whose nature is fond of painting… nobles and rich men would 
sometimes [attempt to] use their influence to employ him, but Yongsheng would immediately 
laugh and refuse them. When it happened that he wanted to paint, without choosing between 
noble and lowly [patrons], he would immediately complete [a painting for them]. 
近歲成都人蒲永升，嗜酒放浪，性與畫會… 王公富人或以勢力使之，永升輒嘻笑捨
去。遇其欲畫，不擇貴賤，頃刻而成。222 

 

 
221 Xuanhe huapu, 17.81. My translation is adapted from Xuanhe Catalogue of Paintings: An Annotated Translation 
with Introduction, translated by Amy McNair (Ithaca: Cornell University East Asia Program, 2019), 377. 
 
222 Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 23.248. 
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  The ideal of producing paintings in an unrestrained and spontaneous state was 

commonly associated with an anecdote from Zhuangzi 莊子, in which a painter arrives to work 

late, and leisurely returns to his quarters, where he is found seated naked on a winnowing basket: 

this state of affairs causes the ruler to declare: “All right, that’s a true painter! 可矣，是真畫者

也。”223 The phrase “disrobed on a winnowing basket” (jieyi banbo 解衣般礡) was a standard 

metaphor among middle period men like Fu Zai,224 Su Shi,225 and Guo Xi,226 to distinguish an 

artist as a true painter and thus not an “artisan.” The removal of at least some clothing was 

therefore considered acceptable, as it was interpreted as demonstrating a leisurely and 

unrestrained bearing: this was sometimes associated with the consumption of alcohol, which was 

also broadly accepted as a catalyst for unrestrained painting.227 The consumption of alcohol was 

 
223 “King Yuan of Song wished to have some pictures painted. The various staff (li 史) all arrived, received their 
instructions bowing with clasped hands, and then stood up (to begin); they licked their brushes and mixed in their 
ink, with half [their number still waiting] outside [the palace]. There was one staff member who arrived late, at 
leisure and unhurried, he [eventually] received his instructions but didn’t stand [in place], and instead went to his 
quarters. The duke caused someone to look in on him, and he was found having shed his garment and seated on a 
winnowing basket, naked. The ruler said: “All right, that’s a true painter!” 宋元君將畫圖。眾史皆至，受揖而
立；舐筆和墨，在外者半。有一史後至者，儃儃然不趨，受揖不立，因之舍。公使人視之，則解衣般礡，

臝。君曰：可矣，是真畫者也。” (Zhuang Zhou 莊周, Zhuangzi 莊子, annotated by Guo Xiang 郭象 [Sibu cong 
kan jing Ming shide tang kan ben 四部叢刊景明世德堂刊本], 21.153. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
224 This passage has been translated in this dissertation on page 61, footnote 157. 
 
225 Su Shi uses this line to compliment the painter Zhu Xiangxian 朱象先, who he also describes as “able in letters 
but doesn’t seek advancement; good at painting, but doesn’t seek to sell [his work] 能文而不求舉善畫而不求售.” 
(Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 23.251.) 
 
226 “People in the world only know that I lower my brush to paint paintings, yet they don’t realize that painting is not 
an easy affair. Zhuangzi spoke of an artisan painter ‘disrobed and sitting on a winnowing basket:’ this is truly the 
way to find a painter! People must cultivate leisureliness in their chests, with content and carefree ideas… 世人止知
吾落筆作畫，卻不知畫非易事。莊子說畫史解衣盤礴，此真得畫家之法。人須養得胸中寬快，意思悅

適。。。” (Guo Xi 郭熙, Lin quan gao zhi 林泉高致, annotated by Zhou Yuanbin 周远斌 [Jinan 濟南: Shandong 
huabao chubanshe 山東畫報出版社, 2010], 59 [“Huayi 畫意”].) 
 
227 The monk Hui Hong wrote a poem on “Pu Yuanheng’s fan painting of the four seasons 蒲元亨畫四時扇圖” 
which included the line: “Drunk, Pu sleeps and doesn’t answer when I call [to him]; I only see him disrobed and 
seated on a winnowing basket, naked. 醉蒲睡著呼不聞，但見解衣盤礴臝。” (Hui, Shimen wenzi chan, 2.13).  
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a leisure activity in its own right; but some men incorporated it into their painting process as a 

means of removing inhabitations that might otherwise restrain the expression of their heart-mind 

and the reflection of their authentic self:228 Wu Daozi, for instance, is described as being “fond of 

drinking to make his qi unrestrained: each time he wished to raise his brush, he would certainly 

have [already] drank his fill. 好酒使氣，每欲揮毫，必須酣飲。”229 

 The amount of alcohol needed for an unrestrained painting could vary: Xiao Zhao 蕭照 

(1131–1162) once famously consumed four dou 斗 of alcohol while completing a landscape 

painting for the emperor;230 Qian Xuan 錢選 (1239–1299) couldn’t paint if he became too drunk, 

 
 Li Peng’s 李彭 (Northern-Southern Song) “On Old Bao’s Tiger [Painting] 包虎行” doesn’t reference Zhuangzi 
directly but nonetheless associates disrobing and alcohol with ideal painting. (Li Peng 李彭, Rishe yuan ji 日涉園集 
[Minguo yuzhang congshu ben 民國豫章叢書本], 5.38. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.) 
 
228 Another example: Gong Xingzhi 貢性之 (Southern Song-Yuan) Mr. Yang [Zhao] is fond of painting: it has also 
become an obsession; drunk, ink pours from an unceasing brush. 楊生好畫亦成癖，醉墨淋漓不停筆。” (Gong 
Xingzhi貢性之, Nanhu ji 南湖集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], A.8. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.)  
 

229 Lidai minghua ji, 9.62. For more examples: after Su Shi got drunk at Guo Xiangzheng’s 祥正家 (1035–1113) home 
and painted bamboo and rocks on his wall, he wrote: “My empty stomach obtained wine and 'spear-sprouts’ emerged; 
in my liver and lungs they branched out, producing bamboo and stones. 空腸得酒芒角出，肝肺槎牙生竹石。” (Su, 
Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 14.148). Huang Tingjian once wrote on a bamboo painting: “Alcohol poured, and one’s 
chest cannot be still; it spits forth green bamboos, and the harvest is fine! 酒澆胷次不能平，吐出蒼竹歳崢嶸。” 

(Huang, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wen ji, 6.38). As for Wang Mo王默 (c. 734–805): “…after drinking to intoxication, 
he would first splash ink on the raw silk, and then lay his hands and feet on it, following the [abstract] forms [from 
the splashes], making mountains, waters, rocks, and trees; in an instant they were as if made by nature, and the ink 
blotches could no longer be seen [as mere blotches]. …酒酣之後，先以墨潑綃，脚踏手捫，隨其形象，為山為
水，為石為樹，倐忽造化，不見墨汚之䖏。” (Shiwen lei ju 事文類聚, compiled by Zhu Mu 祝穆  [Qing wenyuan 
ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], A40.561. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
 
230 “After being asked to paint, [Xiao] Zhao received his orders, and begged the emperor for four dou of alcohol. 
[He] muddleheadedly painted a lone mountain, and with each drumbeat [marking the passage of time] he drank one 
dou, and with each emptied dou he painted one wall until the painting was completed, on four walls. When the 
painting was finished, Xiao was drunk. The emperor arrived, and surveyed the walls, he sighed in admiration of 
them. Knowing it was [Xiao] Zhao who painted them, he gifted him with gold and silk. 照受命，即乞上方酒四斗
，昏出孤山，每一鼓即飲一斗，盡一斗則一堵已成畫，若此者四。畫成，蕭亦醉。聖駕至，則周行視壁

間，為之歎賞。知為照畫，賜以金帛。” (Ye Shaoweng 葉紹翁. Sichao wen jian lu 四朝聞見録 [Qing zhibuzu 
zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 3A.55. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
Similarly, The Daoist Niu Jian 牛戩 (Song) would get blackout drunk: “Each time he was in a wineshop and drank 
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and “only when he is nearly intoxicated are his heart-mind and hands in harmony 惟將醉醺醺

然, 心手調和.”231 In either case, alcohol played its role in helping to produce ideal art; Ni Zan 倪

瓒 (1301–1374) once noted that “Outer Officer Zhang is normally not good at painting, [but] his 

drunk ink play of long caves and strange rocks has a particular kind of leisurely resonance. 張外

史素不善畫，醉墨戲寫張洞竒石，頗有一種逸韻,” later noting in a poem that “His drunken 

ink is roughly like Mi dots! 醉墨依稀似米顛！”232 

 Ni Zan cites Mi Fu’s style as representative of natural and spontaneous painting, as could 

be recreated through drunkenness; in doing so, he seems to refer to a lack of precision or 

meticulousness in Mi’s ink dotting technique, used to create abstract impressions of landscapes. 

The association between drunkenness and abstraction is also found among Tang painters; Lu 

Gao 路臯 was known for:  

…painting camels, as well as ghosts and spirits. Each time he got drunk he would paint a 
camel without surpassing a few brushstrokes, grasping and piercing to complete it, which 
particularly completed its vitality. 
。。。畫橐駞，兼長鬼神。每醉則畫駞，不過數筆，捽擉而成，頗全生意。233 

 

 
one dou of alcohol, he would seek out a piece of paper and paint on it as collateral; after he woke up, he would 
certainly pay for his alcohol, destroy [his paintings], and then leave. 每於酒肆間飲至一斗，索紙一番，畫以為
質。及至醒後，必購而毀去之。” (Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 52.1250). 
 
231 “Wuxing's Qian Xuan is capable in painting and obsessed with alcohol; if he drinks and doesn't become drunk 
then he isn't able to paint, but if he is completely drunk, he cannot paint [either]. Only when he is [somewhat] 
intoxicated are his heart-mind and hands in harmony, and in that time he realized his ‘painting interests.’ When the 
painting is finished there is no time [for others] to fight over it, as it usually is taken away [at once] by a curious 
person. 吳興錢選能畫，嗜酒，酒不醉不能畫，然絶醉不可畫矣。惟將醉醺醺然,心手調和時是其畫趣，畫成
亦不暇計較，往往為好事者持去。” (Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 53.1271.) 
 
232 Ni Zan 倪瓚, Qingbi ge yigao 清閟閣遺稿 [Ming wanli keben 明萬曆刻本], 8.103. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
233 Deng Chun, Hua ji, 7.31. 
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 Importantly, it is the description of a painting process as unrestrained, as opposed to the 

actual stylistic features on the silk or paper, which were commonly invoked to signal 

“gentlemanly” identity. Ge Lifang 葛立方 (d. 1165) clarifies this connection in his description of 

another alcohol-associated painter, Xu Daoning 許道寧 (970–1052): 

Xu Daoning, through becoming drunk, had his paintings enter the “spirit” [rank]. This is 
[Huang Tingjian] Shangu’s so-called: “A chance encounter with drunk Xu [Daoning] in 
Chang'an; the Southern Stream and big inkstone, rubbed [to make] pines and mists" and 
"Drunk and grasping a withered brush, ink flows freely; vigorous like collapsing mountains, 
an unceasing hand!" The general meaning is that his calligraphy and painting were noble 
[because of] his heart-mind's being unobstructed; if [even] a few restraints [were present], 
then the so-called “spirit qi” would die. 
許道寧以醉，故畫入神，山谷所謂“往逢醉許在長安，蠻溪大硯摩松煙”，“醉拈枯筆
墨淋漓，勢若山崩不停手”是也。大抵書畫貴胸中無滯；小有所拘，則所謂神氣者逝

矣。234  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
234 Ge Lifang 葛立方, Yunyu yangqiu 韻語陽秋 [Song keben 宋刻本], 14.69. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 

Figure 1.3. Xu Daoning 許道寧 (970–1052), Detail of Fishermen’s Evening Song 漁
父圖, handscroll, ink and light color on silk, 48.26 x 225.4cm, The Nelson-Atkins 
Museum of Art, Kansas City. Image from museum website. 
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Though Xu’s ink-washed mountains are undoubtedly examples of abstract representation, 

the ripples in the water and detailed linework of the boats and boatmen in the foreground are a 

visual reminder that unrestrained painting was primarily conceived of as a process of expressing 

one’s heart-mind, as opposed to producing an abstract or messy visual style. Xu serves as an 

example of another important aspect of unrestrained painting currently overlooked by art 

historical scholarship: to be “unrestrained,” whether drunk or not (or clothed or not), was 

nonetheless subject to its own set of restraints: adherents to “gentlemanly” identities were 

expected to act natural and express themselves, but what was naturally expressed was expected 

to adhere to ideals of the archetypal “gentlemanly” social role. The Treasured Mirror on 

Painting notes that Xu: 

At first sold medicines by the city gates, and painted landscapes for a crowd of onlookers; 
thus, as a youth, his paintings were vulgar; reaching middle age, he shed his old practices and 
became somewhat self-restrained. He moved his brush with ease, and his bearing was 
increasingly notable.  
初賣藥都門，畫山水以聚觀者。故早年所畫俗惡，至中年脫去舊學，稍自檢束。行筆

簡易，風度益著。235 
 
 The Xuanhe Catalogue of Paintings and and Mirror on Painting tell a similar tale;236 

however, an anecdote by Zhang Bangji 張邦基 (Northern-Southern Song) gives much greater 

insight into Xu Daoning’s youth: 

Xu Daoning is a man of the capital; as a youth his livelihood was classicism, and his nature 
was particularly unrestrained. He painted landscapes taking Li Cheng as a model, and he 
alone could produce [Li’s] wondrousness and could compete with [Li Cheng] Yingqiu. He 
was also skilled at painting portraits: each time he saw someone sleeping in a vulgar manner, 
he would certainly playfully paint their appearance in the wineshop, and those who knew [the 
sleeper] would laugh, causing [the sleeper] to beat [Xu Daoning]. [Even] with ripped clothes 
and beaten face [Xu] still wouldn’t reform [his ways].  

 
235 Xia, Tuhui bao jian, 3.24.  
 
236 Xuanhe huapu, 11.46; Tang, Hua jian, 9. 
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許道寧京兆人，少亦業儒，性頗跌宕不羈。畫山水，法李成，獨造其妙，可與營丘抗

衡。亦工傳神，每見人寢陋者，必戲寫貌於酒肆，識者皆笑之，為其人毆擊之，碎衣

敗面而竟不悛。237 
 
 This behavior apparently continued until Xu painted a general named Du Qi 杜祁; Du 

angrily grabbed Xu, but Xu escaped. Someone suggested that Xu leave the city, and “at that time 

Zhong Shiyi was governing Huanzhou, so [Xu] Daoning went to seek refuge with his friend. 時

種師誼守環州，道寧乃往投誼。” In the end Du Qi magnanimously laughed off the 

incident,238 but it demonstrates how not all unrestrained conduct or painting is considered 

“gentlemanly;” Xu’s youth was unrestrained, but his landscapes were still taken to be vulgar 

works of the marketplace and his portraits were a form of social deviance. Ironically, it is only 

through “somewhat restraining himself 稍自檢束” that Xu Daoning came to be accepted as a 

“gentleman” through his unrestrained painting practices. 

 There was never anything uniquely “gentlemanly” about painting, drinking, disrobing, or 

departing from certain behavioral norms: “unrestrained” painting was primarily a signal of 

“gentlemanly” identity because even as the process of painting was described as natural and 

spontaneous, the values and characteristics emphasized discursively were consistently 

constrained to appropriate and acceptable elements of “gentlemanly” identities, and not applied 

to “artisan painters.”  This collectively served to ensure that “unrestrained” painting functioned 

as an effective means of performing “gentlemanly” identities. 

 
 

 
237 Zhang Bangji 張邦基, Mo Zhuang man lu 墨莊漫録 (Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊三編
景明鈔本), 3.21. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
238 Ibid. 
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1.6 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #5: Painting as a “Recluse” or a “Painting 
Gentleman” (huashi 畫士)  
 

Guo Ruoxu’s Record of Experiences of Paintings divides its 161 entries on recent painters 

(10th–11th centuries) into three categories:  

1. Aristocrats and gentleman-officials, who accord with humaneness and sojourn in the arts, 
and reach the utmost: thirteen people. 王公士大夫，依仁游藝，臻乎䑒極者一十三
人。 

2. Those lofty and esteemed in their affairs, using painting to amuse themselves: two 
people. 高尚其事，以畫自娛者二人。 

3. Those painting as an occupation, renowned in their times: one hundred and forty-six 
people. 業於繪事，馳名當代者一百四十六人。239 

 
 Such was the breadth and malleability of the archetypal “recluse” social category, and its 

close association with the art of painting, that men in all three categories were enacting it or 

presenting it as part of their self-image. Among the thirteen people in Guo’s first category240 we 

find Li Yu 李煜 (r. 961–975), also called Last Ruler Li (Li houzhu 李後主), who ruled Southern 

Tang (937-976) for a time; Mi Fu’s History of Painting (Huashi 畫史) notes that he inscribed all 

of his paintings as “the Recluse of Zhong [Mountain]” (Zhong yin 鍾隱).241 In Guo’s second 

category, both of the “lofty people” referenced are known to have lived leisured lives without 

 
239 Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, 2.18. 
 
240 Guo’s first category also includes Guo Zhongshu 郭忠恕 (10th century), who after an illustrious career in the civil 
service of Later Zhou and Song “secluded himself in painting; [after] demoted from office in Jiangdu, his 
whereabouts was unknown for over a decade. 隱於畫者，其謫官江都，踰旬失其所在。” (Xuanhe huapu, 8.33.) 
Seeking a life of painting after retirement (or banishment) from office was not uncommon among the “gentlemanly” 
sorts. 
 
241 “The White Lotus Layman of Brocade Peak, also known as the Zhong Peak Secluded One, also known as the 
Zhong Peak Recluse, are all sobriquets Li Zhongguang [Li Yu] gave himself, meaning that he lived as a recluse at 
Zhong mountain. Each time he himself painted [a painting], he would invariably inscribe it with: "The Brush of the 
Recluse of Zhong." 錦峰白蓮居士，又稱鍾峰隱居，又稱鍾峰隱者，皆李重光畫自題號，意是鍾山隱居耳。 
每自畫，必題曰：鍾隱筆。” (Mi, Hua shi, 5.) 
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bureaucratic office.242 For this sort, painting was a leisure activity: the resources necessary to 

sustain themselves instead came from family wealth, landholding, and so on. Others accepted as 

“recluses” turned to painting for a living, thus falling under Guo’s third and final category: those 

who “painted as an occupation 業於繪事.” Among this list of one hundred and forty six people 

is an entry for Recluse Zhao 趙隱士: 

The recluse Zhao Yunzi was good at painting Daoist images. In the Qingcheng Zhangren 
Temple he painted various immortals, which were extremely unique. Sun Taigu (10th–11th 
century) once privately had someone ask [Zhao] about his own painting, and Zhao said: 
“Although Sun’s painting is good, it isn’t well developed, and lacks delicate elegance.” Sun 
came to a realization from this. 
隱士趙雲子，善畫道像。於青城丈人觀畫諸仙，奇絕。孫太古嘗陰使人問已畫，趙

云：“孫畫雖善，而傷豐滿，乏清秀。”孫由是感悟。243 
 

Sun Taigu, zi Zhiwei 知微, is also listed among Guo’s occupational painters: like Zhao 

Yunzi, he lived and worked in Shu. Guo writes that he was “proficient at Huanglao [Daoist] 

studies, and good at painting Buddhist and Daoist [images]. 精黃老學，善佛道畫。”244 Sun 

was also categorized by some as a “recluse:” Huang Xiufu 黃休復 (Northern Song) called him 

“Recluse Sun 孫處士;”245 the “Garden of Paintings” (huayuan 畫苑) chapter of Extensive 

Records of Shu 蜀中廣記 similarly notes that “[Sun] Zhiwei was a Perfected Person of Huayang; 

 
242 Song Xie 宋澥 (10th century), whose brothers were officials while Song himself retained “lofty and pure bearing, 
and did not take pleasure in pursuing office. 姿度高潔，不樂從仕。” (Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, 3.20). Li Cheng is 
similarly described as a “gentleman” without office who “studied not for others but for his own pleasure. 學不為人
，自娛而已。” (Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, 3.20). Guo’s presentation of Li aligns with biographical writings insisting 
that he never held office, though some men believed he did (See: Foong, The Efficacious Landscape, 128-129). 
“Recluses” not known to have held office, who instead are renowned specifically for painting, are plentiful in extant 
Tang-Yuan sources; the names of such men sometimes appear in collected biographies of painters, and sometimes in 
poems and prose about them or their work. 
 
243 Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, 3.21. 
 
244 Ibid. 
 
245 Huang Xiufu 黃休復, Mao ting ke hua 茅亭客話 [Qing guangxu linglang mi shi congshu ben 清光緖琳琅秘室
叢書本], 10.37. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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he had respectful conduct, and entrusted his ideas to painting as a recluse. 知微，華陽真人，有

尊行，寓意於畫隱者也。”246 His status as a sort of Daoist “recluse” is implied in the Xuanhe 

Catalogue of Paintings, which notes that he was from a farming family, and also that he was 

“pure and clean, with few desires, airy like a perfected immortal. 清淨寡慾，飄飄然真神仙中

人。”247 

 Though Sun Zhiwei painted occupationally, he was not relegated to the category of 

“artisan painter.” Su Zhou 蘇籀 (c. 1091–1164) attempted to reframe Sun’s identity by claiming: 

“In Sichuan there was a lofty gentleman named Sun Zhiwei, who by means of painting obtained 

renown. However, he actually isn’t a painting master. 蜀中有髙士孫知㣲, 以畫得名. 然實非畫

師也。”248 The Xuanhe Catalogue also attempted to distinguish him by rhetorically asking: 

“how could [his wondrousness be what] a common painter could attain? 豈俗畫所能到也？”249 

 Guo Ruoxu’s list of occupational painters also includes Tong Renyi 童仁益 (10th 

century), a specialist in figures and portraits, who painted immortals on a temple wall in 

Chengdu at the end of the Chunhua era 淳化 (990–994). Huang Xiufu wrote a biography of 

“Recluse Tong 童處士” alongside the biography of Sun Zhiwei; though he writes his name only 

as Yi 益 instead of Renyi 仁益, and focuses on his Buddhist paintings instead of Daoist 

 
246 Shu zhong guang ji 蜀中廣記, edited by Cao Xuequan 曹學佺 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四
庫全書本), 108.1230. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
247 Xuanhe huapu, 4.15. 
 
248 Su, Luancheng yi yan, 5. 
 
249 Xuanhe huapu, 4.15. It is worth noting, also, that Zhao Yunzi found his abilities lacking, and Su Shi once referred 
to his brushwork as “the mere hand of a craftsman 工匠手耳.”  (Shao Bo 邵博, Wenjian hou lu 聞見後録 [Ming jin 
dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本], 27.107. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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paintings, it seems apparent that Huang and Guo are describing the same person.250 Zhao, Sun, 

and Tong were all labeled “recluses,” all lived and worked in Shu, and all found a clientele in 

temples and monasteries.251 

 Beyond working for religious institutions, painters labeled “recluses” could also make a 

living painting for the state: Wu Daozi was labeled a “recluse” on at least one occasion; 

Painting, Continued notes that Recluse Gou 勾處士 was made a Painting Attendant during the 

Xuanhe era (1119–1125).252 Outside the court, officials created additional opportunities for these 

men to produce paintings for them in exchange for some form of remuneration. Hedong 

Transport Commissioner Song 河東漕宋 once requested that Zhang Yuan 張遠, a man 

categorized as a “recluse,” paint him eight scrolls; when he received only six, he nonetheless 

attempted to compensate Zhang very generously. Zhang refused and returned to his hut – 

behavior associated with the refusal of profit befitting an archetypal “gentleman” or “recluse” 

social role – but the Commissioner’s attempt to pay him in the first place,253 and the general 

 
250 Huang, Mao ting ke hua, 10.40.  
 
251 Continuing through Guo’s list, the notion that occupational painters are all “artisan painters” quickly breaks 
down. Many named occupational painters are employed by the court as Attendants (see pages 109-117 of this 
dissertation); some men are identified as Daoists: notably, Li “Eight Masters” 李八師 and a certain Daoist Liu 劉道
士. Others are identified as Buddhists: Monk Yuan’ai 僧元靄 and Monk Weizhen 僧維真 are listed as occupational 
painters. In fact, no one in Guo Ruoxu’s list is actually labeled an “artisan painter,” despite the archetypal 
association between that social role and the act of painting for others for one’s livelihood. (Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, 
3.20-26.) 
 
252 Deng, Hua ji, 10.39. 
 
253 “Zhang Yuan, zi Xingzhi, is a person from Yuci in Taiyuan. He was a gentleman, living in seclusion among the 
mountains. In the Zhenghe era (1111–1118) there was a Hedong Transport Commissioner named Song, who 
personally visited his hut and invited him to the official residence, commanding him to paint eight scrolls. [Zhang] 
Yuan requested that [Song’s] employees be sent away, and to not have an audience [with Song]; he only discussed 
[the paintings] with his disciple, Chi Shi’an. He slept a deep sleep for several days, [then] suddenly awoke and put 
his brush down [to paint], particularly exhausting his natural talent. Two paintings did not meet his expectations; 
thereupon he burned them, and gave the [other] six to Song. Song was greatly pleased, and gifted him very 
generously [in exchange], [but Zhang] declined [the gifts] and returned to his hut. 張遠，字行之，太原榆次人。
本士人，隱居山間。政和中有河東漕宋姓者，親訪其廬，邀致公署，令畫絹八幅。遠請屏去左右，且約漕
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frequency with which men offered “recluse” painters some form of remuneration, implies that at 

least some would accept payment at least sometimes, or that this remuneration was an accepted 

practice among some “gentlemanly” social groups but not others. Due in part to the disdain held 

for merchants and marketplace activities, the collected writings of men who embodied and 

enacted “gentlemanly” identities do not contain receipts, contracts, or detailed records of 

transactions between themselves and painters; it is usually only the refusal of remuneration 

which is preserved in literary collections, given its interpretation as a moral stance.254 However, 

 
無相見，獨與弟子郝士安評議。酣寢數日，忽起下筆，頗窮天真。兩幅不如意，遂焚之，以六幅與宋。宋

大喜，贈送甚厚，高謝還廬。” (Deng, Hua ji, 4.16.) 
 
254 See, for instance, Fang Hui’s poem entitled “Layman Yang Gongyuan of Yequ ordered his son Yizhu, zi Sisun, 
to paint a portrait for me; I gift them with these long verses 野趣居士楊公逺令其子依竹似孫為予寫真贈以長句.” 
In it, he contrasts Yang Gongyuan’s landscape paintings with lowly flower paintings of “artisan painters,” noting 
that “the key is that within his breast lies wondrous principle 要自胸中有妙理,” before going on to write: 
舊與結交三十年，We first became friends thirty years ago, 
今老而歸識其子。Now I am old, and return to meet his son. 
是父是子皆詩人，This father, this son -- they are both poets! 
每一相逢佳句新。Each time we meet by chance, they've [composed] beautiful new verses. 
... 
自言畫是作詩法，I've said of painting that it is the [same] method of composing poems, 
狀貌之外觀精神。Beyond the form, observing essential spirit. 
忽似老夫對明鏡，Suddenly it is as if this old man is looking in a mirror! 
翛然雪鬢烏紗巾。Aloof, snow-white hair, and black headcovering. 
野態愁容本難畫，A rustic attitude, concerned countenance: these are fundamentally hard to paint! 
問言何得此奇怪。I ask how [Yang Yizhu] could have obtained this unique [ability]! 
... 
腰圍不用黃金帶，Around his waist, there's no need for a gold belt, 
象笏紫袍貧已賣。His elephant tablet and purple robes were already sold [due to his] poverty. 
只消結束作樵翁，Only ending up as an old woodcutter, 
看山獨立長松下。Observing the mountains under tall pines. 
大楊居士醉曰然，The Elder Yang Layman drunkenly says: "Just so!" 
小楊居士呼來前。The Younger Yang Layman cries: "Come here!" 
眉間更著[缺]毫一，Among the eyebrows, adding a hair, 
縹緲詩仙仍酒仙。Indistinct, the poetry immortal becomes a wine immortal! 
汝不逢我作郡年，You didn't encounter me in the years I was a county [official], 
此直當酬百萬錢。For this [portrait] I would have compensated you with one million coins! 
今既無此無可言，Now I don't have this [money], and there's nothing I can say; 
聊复贈之歌一篇。For the time being, I'll gift you this song. (Fang, Tong jiang xu ji, 16.173). 
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some details can be inferred from Kang Yuzhi’s 康與之 (d. 1158) anecdote about repainting a 

Temple of Laozi: 

At the beginning of the [Song] state, a Temple of Laozi was being reconstructed; the temple 
had a wall painting by Wu Daozi, on the topic of Du Fu’s stanza: “The jade-hung hats are all 
blooming; the banners are all flying.” The officials wanted to sell it, and there was a recluse 
who likewise was a skilled hand [at painting] who obtained it for three hundred strings of 
cash. Thus he closed his gate and did not emerge for three years, [when he left to] take the 
wall in a cart and submerge it in the Luo river. The Temple construction was finished [at that 
time], and the [new] walls needed to be repainted. The county requested the recluse [paint 
them], and the recluse did not refuse. There was an old artisan painter who had pulled strings 
in order to obtain [this job], and everyone discussed who should paint the east wall; the 
recluse was willing to let the artisan painter [do it], but the artisan painter didn’t dare to do so, 
refusing three times, thus the recluse approached the east wall and painted Heaven and Earth. 
The recluse began to lower his brush and paint two people in the [procession’s] vanguard; the 
[painting] artisan observed it, said nothing, and left. The [painting] artisan likewise painted 
two people in the vanguard, the recluse came to observe, and likewise said nothing and left. 
國初修老子廟，廟有道子畫壁，老杜所謂「冕旒俱秀發，旌旆盡飛揚」者也。官以其

壁募人買，有隱士亦妙手也，以三百千得之。于是閉門不出者三年，乃以車載壁沈之

洛河。廟亦落成矣，壁當再畫。郡以請隱士，隱土弗辭。有老畫工夤緣以至者，眾議

誰當畫東壁，隱士以讓畫工，畫工弗敢當，讓者再三，隱士遂就東壁畫天地。隱士初

落筆作前驅二人，工就視之，不語而去。工亦畫前驅二人，隱士往觀亦不語而去。255 
 
 The two men – one labeled a “recluse” and the other an “artisan painter” – each 

continued to paint their sections of the temple, until eventually the “artisan painter” declared the 

“recluse’s” work to be far superior; then, “the artisan painter left and personally destroyed his 

wall [painting], used his family’s assets to compensate [for the damage], and requested that the 

recluse finish his work. 工往自毀其壁，以家資償之，請隱士畢其事。”256 Kang Yuzhi seems 

to have recorded this tale primarily to praise the abilities of “gentlemanly” painters over “artisan 

painters,” but its context strongly suggests that neither of these two men were offering the state 

free labor. The “recluse” may have expected the state to contact him for repainting after he 

purchased the original Wu Daozi wall painting, and may even have sunk the original wall in a 

 
255 Kang Yuzhi 康與之, Zuo meng lu 昨夢錄 (Taibei 台北: yiwen yinshuguan藝文印書館, 1966), 9b-10a. 
 
256 Kang, Zuo meng lu 10a. 
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river to give himself an advantage over his competition. The “artisan painter,” his competition, 

was nonetheless able to “pull strings” (yinyuan 夤緣) to get the job, and so both men start doing 

the same work: painting a Daoist procession on different walls.257 This is precisely the kind of 

work that Zhao Yunzi, Sun Zhiwei, and Tong [Ren]yi were known to do when recorded by Guo 

Ruoxu as occupational painters, and by others as “recluses.” 

 In the twelfth century, a new label appeared as an alternative way to categorize men 

outside the court who painted for a livelihood while maintaining identities as gentlemen: 

“painting gentlemen” (huashi 畫士). Let us turn our attention to it now.  

 

“Painting Gentlemen” 

 The emergence of this new label in the 12th century reflects the emergence of a new kind 

of “gentleman,” and along with it a greater degree of recognition for painting as an alternative 

livelihood for the “gentlemanly” sort.258 The label was never applied to renowned men who 

painted avocationally as “gentlemen” – Su Shi, Mi Fu, Song Zifang, and so on – and was instead 

attached to men for whom we have have little to no extant biographical information, who left no 

extant writings of their own. The nature of this new kind of “gentleman” is clearly articulated by 

 
257 Men labeled “artisan painters” were certainly employed to paint temple walls, but not always by the temples 
themselves. Hong Mai 洪邁 recorded an anecdote about “the artisan painter Mr. Hu from Fuliang, who lived in the 
county marketplace; his craft was pretty average. A villager was repairing the city god’s shrine, and gave him 
money to have him paint two spirits on the gates. 浮梁畫工胡生，居於縣市，其技素平平。邑人葺城隍祠，付
以錢，使繪門衞二神。” The story is recorded because at first, Mr. Hu paints them only with ink and does not 
finish their clothing; the spirits then visit him in a dream and accuse him of impropriety; the next day he returns and 
paints them beautifully, even buying gold to apply. Later, when a plague struck, Mr. Hu’s family was spared. (Hong 
Mai 洪邁, Yi jian zhi zhi 夷堅支志 [Qing jing Song chao ben 清景宋鈔本], E10.245. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
258 See Hacking, Historical Ontology, 99-114 (“Making Up People”). 
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Liu Xueji in his “Preface for Painting Gentleman ‘Wayman Zhang’ 送畵士張道人序” from 

1217, though he does not seem to realize how new the label really was: 

Portraying the 10,000 things, wielding a writing brush and dying the silk: although this is the 
art of painters, yet there are eyes lacking proficiency in discernment, and hearts with vulgar 
qi; even if [their art] is meticulous, its base lowliness cannot escape a knowing gaze. [To paint 
like] this, exhausting one’s heart-mind in vain, should be sufficient to give people material to 
talk about, but it would [still] be better not to have painted [at all]. Now, observing the people 
of the past, [we see that those who] by means of their art made themselves manifest in the 
world were all men of letters and talented gentlemen: if they didn’t make their art manifest 
with human figures, landscapes, Buddhist figures, or ghosts and spirits, then they did so with 
buildings, flowers and bamboo, feathers, and animals. There isn’t a singular method for 
manifesting the 10,000 things [in painting], or storing sentiments in various genres and 
producing them all beautifully. Even Zhang Sengyou (b. 479), Wu Daozi, Yan Liben and 
other gentlemen couldn’t do this, let alone the tens of tens of thousands of others who can’t 
compare to them: could they say that they are able to do it?!  
侔揣萬類，揮翰染素，雖畫家一藝，然眸子無鑒裁之精，心胸有塵俗之氣，縱極工

妙，而鄙野村陋，不逃明眼。是徒窮思盡心，適足以資世之話靶，不若不畫之為愈。

今觀昔之人，以一藝彰彰自表於世，皆文人才士，非以人物、山川、佛像、鬼神著，

則以樓觀、花竹、翎毛、走獸顯，蓋未有獨任一見而得萬物之兼，情備諸體而擅眾作

之美，雖張僧繇、吳道子、閻立本諸公不能之，況萬萬不及比者，自謂能之可乎？ 
In the past the so-called “painting gentlemen” were all renowned in their times, they 
immersed themselves in the classics and histories, they were perspicacious and 
knowledgeable, magnanimous and unrestrained, with airy and elegant hopes; knowing they 
had the abundance of the Penglai Daoist Mountain, they thus sent forth their heroic ink, with 
thoughts and images leisurely and at ease [on the silk], causing others to treasure and enjoy 
[their paintings] and not put them down. Today’s “painting gentlemen” are merely those who 
work for others; looking at men of the past [in comparison], they are completely different. If 
you ask them: “Are you able to [paint] that?” They will say: “I can!” “Are you able to [paint] 
this?” “I can!”  But at the point of sucking on the brush and thinking [about the concept for 
their painting], they are confused and at a loss. Few don’t ‘carve’ niao-birds into ge-pigeons, 
or paint tigers like dogs; looking at the ancients’ spiritual uniqueness and proficient 
wondrousness [in comparison], none of [the modern painting gentlemen] can attain [that 
level]. The reason things are like this cannot completely be blamed on artisan painters 
[negatively influencing gentlemanly conduct]; although artisan painters’ ambitions are for 
money, there are likewise some that do not focus on money. 
古之所謂畫士，皆一時名勝，涵泳經史，見識高明，襟度灑落，望之飄然，知其有蓬

萊道山之豐俊，故其發為豪墨，意象蕭爽，使人寶玩不寘。今之畫士，只人役耳，視

古之人又萬萬不啻也。亦有迫於口體之不充，俯就世俗之所強。問之能彼乎？曰：能

之。能此乎？曰：能之。及其吮筆運思，茫昧失措，鮮不刻鳥成鴿、畫虎類狗，其視

古人神奇精妙，每不逮之。所以若然者，未可悉尤之畫工，畫工雖志阿堵，而亦有不

專在夫阿堵也。259 

 
259 Liu, Fangshi xian jushi xiaogao, B.33-34. 
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 In this first half of his preface, Liu heaps criticism upon the contemporary men he calls 

“painting gentlemen.” He notes that within the singular art of painting are a multiplicity of 

specialisms, and even the most talented “gentlemanly” painters of the past – Zhang Sengyou, Wu 

Daozi, and Yan Liben – only focused on a handful of genres at most; yet, “painting gentlemen” 

of the present willingly claim to be able to paint anything, only to falter when the time comes to 

pick up the brush and paint. “Painting gentlemen” of the past, Liu claims, were well-read and 

knowledgeable, of good character and of noble ambition; when they painted, they portrayed 

“meanings” (yi 意) and “images” (xiang 象) together in a leisurely manner; in the present, they 

“merely work for others” like “artisan painters” do. Liu then twists the knife: even though 

“artisan painters” are painting for profit, there are at least a few of them who aren’t focused on 

the money, implying that most men accepted as “painting gentlemen” have nonetheless 

abandoned the lofty and disinterested conduct of their predecessors by seeking profit. Wayman 

Zhang, of course, is not like this: 

Wayman Zhang paints tigers, exploring the profound and copying the forms: crouching, 
leaping, rampaging, and resting. [His tiger paintings] are not inferior [to those of] Bao Gui 包
貴 and his son [Ding 鼎], [so] he is known as “Painting-Tigers Zhang.” He came from afar to 
visit me, stayed for half a year, and painted tens of scrolls for me: tigers, flowers and trees, 
feathered [fowl], all suffused with unique charm. I have therefore considered the following: 
from Tang until the present there have been many renowned [painters], and [among them] 
those of the surname Zhang alone are uniquely many… seven out of ten come from among 
Daoist immortals or gentleman-officials, and none of them are of the vulgar sort. There are 
those skilled at Buddhist figures, feathered [fowl], winds and trees, waters and rocks: they all 
exhaust wondrousness and are transmitted to the present. Could Mister Zhang of the present 
day be their distant descendant? How could he be so capable otherwise, and furthermore 
combine their skills? One day he was departing and sought a poem from me; I was sick from 
endless drinking, and wrote a special preface. 
道人張生畫虎，探三昧，摹寫形狀，蹲踞出伏横行妥尾，不下包貴父子，世以”張畫
虎”目之。逺來訪予，留半嵗，為予作虎圖、花木、毛翎數十軸，綽有竒趣。予嘗為攷
之，自唐迄今，名流固多，而張其姓者獨不少。。。得十有七人出於神僊，出於大夫

士，俱非庸俗輩。工佛像者有之，翎毛者有之，風林水石者又有之，皆曲盡奥妙表表
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傳於今。今張生豈其逺裔歟？不然，何其多能？仍兼其伎也。一日辭去求詩於余，余

病酒不暇作特序。260 
 

Liu’s description of Zhang suggests that his livelihood involves travelling from place to 

place, lingering for a time to produce paintings, then obtaining poetry (or prefaces) and moving 

on. In this respect, the role of “painting gentleman” mirrors other new subcategories for 

classifying “gentlemen” in Song China to be discussed in later chapters, from the “classicist 

physician” (ruyi 儒醫) to the “qin gentleman” (qinshi 琴士). Like those other categories, the 

“painting gentleman” was described as spending sometimes significant time with patrons before 

moving on: Layman Zhang stayed with Liu Xueji for six months; He Menggui’s 何夢桂 (1229–

1303) poem “Gifted to Painting Gentleman Fang Yufeng 贈玉峯方畫士” portrays Fang as a sort 

of painter-in-residence at a Buddhist monastery: 

妙畫今無顧虎頭， A wondrous painting! Now there is no Tiger-head Gu [Kaizhi], 
休論韓馬戴松牛。 And I cease to discuss Han [Gan]’s horses and Dai Song’s oxen. 
玉峯住近山中寺， Yufeng resides in a nearby temple on a mountain. 
好畫維摩施比丘。 That fond-of-painting weimo-Buddhist bestows [paintings] to the 

monks.261 
 

Fang Yufeng is not described as one of the monks at this temple; the use of the term 

weimo 維摩 implies his lay status through reference to Vimalakirti (weimo jie pusa 維摩詰菩

薩): the ideal lay Buddhist practitioner.262 While Fang and Zhang had longer-term residencies, 

other men labeled “painting gentleman” may simply have produced a single work upon request, 

before moving on to another client. Yuan Shuoyou’s 袁説友 (1140–1204) “Colophon for 

 
260 Liu, Fangshi xian jushi xiaogao, B.34. 
261 He Menggui 何夢桂, Qian zhai ji 潜齋集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 3.44. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
262 Wang Wei, renowned for painting among other arts, also used the sobriquet “Layman mojie” (mojie jushi 摩詰居
士) in reference to Vimalakirti and his own status as a lay Buddhist. 
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Portrait-Painting Gentleman Jiang Yuankai 題寄顔畫士姜元愷” captures the moment of 

anticipation before Yuan received his portrait from Jiang: 

丹青以意不以色， Red-and-green [painting] by means of meaning – not by means of 
appearance. 

人不論形當論心。 People don’t discuss form; they should discuss the heart-mind. 
我有平生方寸地， All my life there has been a place for my heart-mind; 
煩君更向筆端尋。 I’m troubling you to use your brush to seek it out!263 

 
 Others were employed to produce different kinds of paintings. Wu Longhan’s 吴龙翰 

(1229–1293) poem titled “Autumn of the Xinyou Year, Painting Master Wu ‘Writes’ Spirit 辛酉

秋吳畫士寫神” suggests that Painting Master Wu is capturing the essence of reclusion that Wu 

Longhan is seeking: 

功名自有兜鍪輩， Merit and renown come from the helmeted sort, 
榮辱寧甘蓑笠翁。 Honor, shame – isn’t it better to be an old man in rustic rain-clothes? 
煩作田園秋興畫， Troubled by working the fields, autumn flourishes in the painting;  
短簷斜日稻花風。 A short hat, slanting sunlight, petals and leaves in the wind.264 

 
 All of these texts were gifted to the men labeled “painting gentleman” in exchange for at 

least one painting. Such texts could function as reminders of genuine social connections, as 

attestations to the efficacy and ability of the men receiving them, and as assurances to future 

readers that the recipient was a proper “gentleman;” thus, these texts could function as 

testimonials for future “gentlemanly” clientele who sought paintings from men like themselves 

who shared their values and were understood to be able to convey metaphysical elements in 

paintings. Such poems may even have been useful enough for men to accept them in lieu of 

 
263 Yuan Shuoyou 袁説友, Dong tang ji 東塘集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 6.60. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
264 Wu Longhan 吴龙翰, Gu mei yi gao 古梅遺稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 1.3. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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money, as suggested in Chen Zao’s 陳造 (1133–1203) “Gift for Painting Gentleman Master 

Gong 贈畫士龔子:”265 

古人論畫索畫外， The ancients discussed painting and sought what lay beyond the painting, 
世俗區區較形似。 The vulgar sort trifle over comparing formal likeness. 
眼明亦有可人者， With clear eyes one likewise can observe talent; 
龔子畫形兼畫意。 Master Gong paints form and also paints meaning! 
秋蘭春蕙相與芳， His autumn orchids and spring fragrant grasses are in good form and 

fragrant. 
梅花照景勝暗香。 His plum flowers are bright, with superb hidden fragrance. 
… 
暮年供給良易足， In my late years I surely have sufficient supplies, 
龔子惠我真絕俗。 Master Gong favors me with [paintings] truly beyond the vulgar. 
萬錢酬贈不頷頤， Ten thousand coins to repay you, [but you] don't nod [to accept it]. 
新詩渠能飽君腹。 A new poem -- how can that fill your stomach?! 
平生好事吾屢空， Throughout my life, in my affairs, I had been unfulfilled. 
龔子好事未後翁。 Master Gong’s [painting] affairs did not [come] too late for this old man! 
藏詩寶畫從人笑， Storing the poem, treasuring the painting, while retainers laugh [at us]. 
與子把玩無終窮。 With you, I can play endlessly!266 

 
 Ten thousand coins may have been an exaggerated sum for poetic effect, but the offer of 

payment attests to Liu Xueji’s claim that these men did paint according to the requirements of 

their patrons and sought to profit from their work, while still retaining a “gentlemanly” identity 

and the benefits attached to its successful performance: in this case, access to “gentlemanly” 

communities and clients.  

 Apart from the poems and prose gifted to these painters, little can be said about them. 

Most are named in only one extant text, leaving open the question of whether or not other men 

would also choose to categorize them as “painting gentlemen” instead of “artisan painters.” 

 
265 For readers who are currently thinking the same thing that I was just moments before writing this footnote: 
Master Gong cannot be Gong Kai 龔開 (1222–1307), as he was born after Chen Zao’s death. 
 
266 Chen Zao 陳造, Jianghu chang weng ji 江湖長翁集 (Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本), 10.105. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Multiple extant sources about a man named Jian Tianbi 簡天碧 suggest a variety of categories in 

which men might conceive of this kind of painter and classify him: 

1. Yu Ji 虞集 (1272–1348) wrote him two poems entitled “Gifted to the Painting Gentleman 
Jian Tianbi 贈簡天碧畫士”267 and “Gifted to Wayman Jian Tianbi, the Painting 
Gentleman 贈道人簡天碧畫士.”268 The overlap between “Wayman” and “Painting 
Gentleman” is also found in Liu Xueji’s preface for Wayman Zhang, though neither 
Zhang nor Jian specialized in Daoist paintings.269 

2. Fu Ruojin 傅若金 (1303–1342) wrote a “Colophon for the Incense Hall Monk’s stored 
Jian Tianbi Painting: A Pine and [Two]270 Junipers  題香室僧所藏簡天碧松檜圖,”271 
suggesting that Jian’s clientele may have expanded to include Buddhist monks, like Fang 
Yufeng. 

3. Wei Su 危素 (1303–1372) listed Jian Tianbi as one of the renowned painters of Cloud-
Forest Mountain (Yunlin shan 雲林山), alongside Wu Cheng 吳澄 (1249–1333), the 
Daoists Fang Huzi 方壺子 and Zhang Yanfu 張彦輔, and himself.272 

 
267 Yu Ji 虞集, Dao yuan yi gao 道園遺稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 2.28. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
268 Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 54.1307.    
 
269 This footnote seems as good a place as any to note that a man labeled a “Daoist priest” might also receive 
payment for a painting. The 10th century Daoist Li Guizhen 厲歸真 was unique for his love of painting and his 
decision not to wear Daoist robes and enact a more standard Daoist priest role: “In the time of Song Taizu he was 
summoned before the emperor as a Daoist priest, but he personally said that he [actually] sells paintings to earn 
money and buy alcohol until he is drunk, and has no other abilities. 宋太祖時以道士召對，自言售畫得錢，沽酒
竟醉，此外無能者。” (Xue Jixuan 薛季宣, Lang yu ji 浪語集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen 
jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 11.72. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
270 The poem talks about a “lone pine” (gu song 孤松) and a “pair of junipers” (shuang gui 雙檜).  
 
271 Fu Ruojin 傅若金, Fu Yuli shi ji 傅與礪詩集 (Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢書本), 3.33. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
272 “Cloud-Forest Mountain is to the east of Gold Creek County... Shu county's Jian Tianbi, and my guest Duke Wu 
Wenzheng [Wu Cheng 吳澄, 1249–1333], lived there, and painted the painting Cloud and Forest. The Daoist Fang 
Huzi likewise cherishes my mountain and lives [there] in seclusion, and has made many paintings [of it]. The 
Attained Person Zhang Yanfu has [painted it] for the Emperor on the Qintian Palace wall. Sometimes, when I was 
sitting on the classics mat [lecturing the emperor], I used Mi [Fu]’s method [of dot painting] to make my own 
painting of [Cloud-Forest Mountain], and the Hanlin Lecturer and Academician Master Yu once wrote a poem on it; 
renowned people within the seas continue to do this. 雲林山在金谿縣東。。。蜀郡簡君天碧，與予客吳文正公
所，爲作虞272林圖。道士方壺子亦愛予山居簡辭，數為之圖。張彦輔真人奉敕冩欽天殿壁。余時在經筵，

用米氏法爲余圖之，翰林侍講學士虞公嘗為賦詩，海内名人相繼有作於是。” (Wei Su 危素, Wei xueshi quan 
ji 危學士全集 [Qing qianlong ershisan nian keben 清乾隆二十三年刻本], 7.73. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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4. Ma Zuchang 馬祖常 (1279–1338) wrote a “Colophon for Jian Tianbi’s Painting of a 
Landscape 題簡天碧畫山水” which categorized Jian as a “recluse:” 

西江隠君簡天碧，Xijiang’s secluded gentleman Jian Tianbi, 
醉來畫水復畫石。Gets drunk and paints waters, then returns to paint rocks. 
春山秋樹緑更紅，Spring mountains with autumn trees, as green turns to red. 
木橋野屋横且直。A wooden bridge and a rustic home: one horizontal and one  

vertical.273 
 

 The above sources collectively demonstrate how a man defined by his practice as a 

painter might be labeled a “Wayman,” “painting gentleman,” “recluse,” or nothing at all. Any of 

these labels might assist a painter in advertising themselves to a clientele looking for 

“gentlemanly” art, or reinforce their personal identity as a fellow “gentleman” while occupying a 

less traditional social role. Though most examples offered here represent these men as painting 

for a livelihood outside the court, Recluse Gou and Wu Daozi serve as examples that these 

identity signals could be effective within the court as well. To better understanding how painting 

could serve as an avenue of social distinction and identity construction at court, let us now turn 

our attention to the offices at court related to painting, and some of their occupants. 

 
 
1.7 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #6: Possession of Certain Official Titles Relating 
to Painting 
 

 The “artisan painters” occupying various imperial “workshops” (zuo 作) were not the 

only people in 7th–14th century China who painted at court: a variety of ranked offices existed not 

only to oversee such men but also to join them in the task of painting. It is tempting to assume 

that bureaucratic rank was sufficient to distinguish between the categories of “gentleman” and 

 
273 Ma Zuchang 馬祖常, Shi tian wen ji 石田文集 (Yuan zhiyuan wunian Yangzhou lu ruxue keben 元至元五年揚
州路儒學刻本), 2.16. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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“artisan,” but this was not always the case: different titles, in different historical contexts, 

signalled gentlemanly identities with varying degrees of efficacy, and some did not signal it at 

all. The following pages survey several Attendants titles,274 Academicians (xueshi 學士), and 

additional posts at the Northern Song Painting School (huaxue 畫學), demonstrating the extent 

of the category overlap experienced by painters at court, and the role of official titles in 

clarifying and complicating this overlap.   

 

Attendants Titles 

 Attendants at the Tang and Song courts occupied a liminal space as “arts officials” (jishu 

guan 技術官) in the Hanlin Institute (Hanlin yuan 翰林院), in which they served the emperor 

and his court by producing art ranging from painting and calligraphy to qin music and weiqi 

games. They might be commanded to paint, or asked respectfully and treated reverently. As a 

result of the unique structuring of these positions at court, and the fact that men of many social 

backgrounds might fill these offices, an Attendant title was not in itself a strong signal of 

gentlemanly identity, though it did allow men to preserve an existing “gentlemanly” identity 

while painting at court. 

 Though the Attendant title “daizhao 待詔” had a history dating back to Han, it was not a 

mainstay of imperial courts until Tang Xuanzong 玄宗 (r. 713–758) established the Hanlin 

Institute (hanlin yuan 翰林院) with the intention of summoning people275 with artistic and 

 
274 Here, I focus on daizhao, 待詔; zhihou, 祗候; gongfeng, 供奉; yuqian, 御前. 
 
275 Summons and recommendations appear to be the most common means of recruitment: Chen Hong 陳閎 (act. c. 
712-756) was “good at painting the real and painting people, and [someone named] Bendao recommended him to 
the court. In the Kaiyuan era of Minghuang (713-741) he was summoned to be a gongfeng Attendant 善寫真及畫人
物士女，本道薦之於上國。明皇開元中召入供奉。” (Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 47.1101). For additional examples, 
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technical abilities to serve the emperor and court.276 Tang daizhao were not granted 

predetermined rank based on their title, and instead received nominal ranks from the emperor as 

a means of receiving salary and related benefits of official status, such as exemption from forced 

labor requirements; these nominal ranks thus varied from one daizhao to another.277 Further 

distinctions were drawn by clothing and accessories representing official status: namely, the 

“fish pendant” (yu dai 魚袋), and the “purple robes” (fu fei 服緋) of ranks 4 and 5. Most Tang 

daizhao did not receive these items, suggesting they were an additional status symbol meant only 

for a select few. 

  This structure of employing Attendants appears to have remained consistent until 

Northern Song, as Wang Yong 王栐 (Southern Song) explains: 

All arts officials may not line up alongside gentlemen-officials [as equals]; this is to identify 
them as lower. In the first month of the second year of the Zhidao era (996), these restrictions 
were expanded and made stricter; even though they were employed by the court, they obtained 
their ranks through Imperial Grace, and could not change to regular offices. These [officials], 
along with those in the Calligraphy Academy, Painting, Academy, Mathematics Academy, and 
Law Academy, are all different from those in the Civil and Military Academies. 
應伎術官不得與士大夫齒，賤之也。至道二年正月，申嚴其禁，雖見任京朝，遇慶澤隻

加勳階，不得擬常參官。此與書學、畫學、算學、律學並列，於文武兩學者異矣。278 
 

 
see: Li Wankang 李万康, “Tangdai Hanlin yuan hua daizhao renyong zhidu kaoshu 唐代翰林院画待诏任用制度考
述,” Gugong bowuyuan yuankan 故宮博物院院刊 No. 4 [2017], 47-48.) 
 
276 “Gentlemen of literary of arts, and beneath them Buddhists, Daoists, calligraphers, painters, qin players, weiqi 
players, and artisans of various techniques; all resided [in the Institute], and were called daizhao.  文章之士，下至
僧、道、書、畫、琴、棋、數術之工皆處之，謂之待詔。” (Zizhi tongjian, 217.2430.) 
 
277 Wu Daozi 吳道子 was granted the title Erudite of the Palace Music School (neijiao boshi 內教博士) with rank 
9b and later Peaceful Princely Companion (ning wang you 寧王友) with rank 5b, whereas Han Gan 韓幹 (706-783) 
received the titles Recorder for the Long-lived Prince (shouwang zhubu 壽王主簿) and Vice Minister of the 
Imperial Treasury (taifu sicheng 太府寺丞) (both rank 6a). (Li, “Tangdai Hanlin yuan hua daizhao renyong zhidu 
kaoshu,” 52; 55.) 
 
278 Wang Yong 王栐, Yan yi yi mou lu 燕翼貽謀録 (Ming lidai xiao shi ben 明歷代小史本), 1.7. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 However, in the 11th century, the “Hanlin Painting Institute” (hanlin tuhua yuan 翰林圖

畫院) began a process of bureaucratization, leaving less to the whims of the emperor and 

attempting to impose a more rigid structure with set limits of personnel.279 The responsibilities of 

Attendants also expanded to service the broader bureaucracy, sometimes leaving the court to 

paint and supervise “artisan painters” and “commoner” (baixing 百姓) painters working on 

imperial projects away from court.280 The informal process of recommendation and imperial 

summoning remained,281 with the emperor responsible for deciding who would become his 

Attendants;282 however, in 1069 the zhihou Attendant Du Yongde submitted a memorial 

 
279 Daizhao and other ranks in the old systems had no fixed personnel count, but now there are three daizhao, six 
Scholars of Arts, four zhihou, and forty students. In the past, 14 artisans were employed; now there are six. 待詔等
舊無定員，今待詔三人、藝學六人、祗候四人、學生四十人為額。舊工匠十四人，今六人。 (Song huiyao ji 
gao 宋會要輯稿, edited by Xu Song 徐松 [Gao ben稿本], zhiguan 職官 36.4048. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
280 “The current Institute has three daizhao, six Scholars of Arts, and forty students. Recently, various Palace 
Workshop sites have caused their subordinates to come down to the Institute to extract and assign daizhao and five-
to-seven students, or even ten or higher; they remain [on location] for months or years without being sent back to the 
Institute. I am deeply worried about [these] various Palace Workshop sites and about [the Institute personnel’s] 
activities for the emperor. I desire, henceforth: whenever these various places send subordinates to the Institute to 
extract and assign daizhao, students, and the others to go to outside sites to serve, I ask that in accordance with our 
own Institute’s regulations, we measure out and assign [only] one or two people to go there and calculate such 
number of painting-constructors as should be required) beyond their regular allotment, and direct the three 
departments [below the Hanlin Painting Institute] to pick out and assign commoner painters to work with [the 
aforementioned Hanlin group] to paint. If the request is for the construction of an Imperial Shrine away from court, 
then it is permissible to send the number of people requested. 至和元年十一月二十七日，勾當翰林圖畫院李從政
等言：當院額管待詔三人，藝學六人，學生四十人，近來諸處造作去處，使臣下院抽差待詔、學生等五七

人至十人以上，佔留動經歲月，未遣歸院，深慮有 諸處造作及御前生活。欲自今後應有諸處使臣赴院抽取
待詔、學生等往外處祗應，乞從本院相度，量差一二人往彼計料外，有合要畫造人數，令下三司抽差畫行

百姓同共畫造了當。若或內有製造神禦去處，即許依合要人數差撥應副。” (Song hui yao, zhiguan  36.4048.) 
 
281 Gao Yi 高益 (act. 10th century), for instance, “at first sold medicine to provide for himself, and each time he sold 
medicine he would certainly paint a ghost or spirit, or a dog or horse, on the paper [wrapper] 始貨藥以自給，每售
藥必畫鬼神或犬馬於紙上,” so that an imperial relative named Mr. Sun 孫 “invited him to the Painting School 請
為圖畫;” he later submitted his painting “Searching in Mountains” (sou shan tu 搜山圖) to Song Taizong, and “thus 
he was appointed a Hanlin daizhao. 遂授翰林待詔。 ” (Guo, Tuhua jianwen zhi, 3.21.) 
 
282 Dong Yu 董羽, a Hanlin Scholar of Arts (hanlin yixue 翰林藝學), was apparently never promoted to daizhao 
because “while the [emperor was] heir apparent and still young, he saw from afar [one of Dong Yu’s] wall paintings 
and was frightened to the point of crying out in tears, not daring to look [at it again]; the prime minister ordered [the 
painting] to be plastered over, and [Dong] Yu in the end didn’t receive reward. 皇子尚幼，遙見畫壁，驚畏呼哭，
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requesting changes to their system of ranks. Du’s memorial notes that “the daizhao and others 

originally could not change position [through promotion] 待詔等本不遞遷,” and asks for 

vacancies to be filled by students of the Hanlin Painting Institute, just as vacancies in the Scholar 

of Arts (yixue 藝學) position should be filled from among the zhihou. In order to determine who 

to promote, Du suggests that an examination should occur, reflecting an increasing reliance on 

examinations elsewhere in the Northern Song bureaucracy. Du wished for daizhao to nominate 

candidates and oversee painting exams based on predetermined topic categories;283 his requests 

were implemented, and these Painting Institute examinations are briefly described in Painting, 

Continued (huaji 畫繼): 

The Painting Institute summoned examinees from all directions; many were unsuitable and 
left. At the time a specialization in formal likeness was praised. If one painted for oneself, 
carefree and leisurely, then one was said to not be in accord with the rules [of good painting]. 
Some hadn’t [even] studied under a master, so what they painted stopped [at the level of 
paint] artisans’ business, and couldn’t be lofty. 

 
不敢視，丞令圬墁之，羽卒不獲賞。” (Xin diao huang chao lei yuan 新雕皇朝類苑, edited by Jiang Shaolu 江
少虞 [Riben yuanhe qinian huo zi yin ben 日本元和七年活字印本], 51.373. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
283 “‘The daizhao and others originally could not change position [through promotion]; I wish to beg to establish 
ranks for our Institute’s forty students: rank one and rank two each have ten, and rank three has twenty. When there 
is a vacancy, a student from the lower ranks can move up to fill the vacancy. As for zhihou, I beg that the four 
positions henceforth, after a vacancy occurs, be filled by students. The Scholars of Arts number six; henceforth, if 
there is a vacancy, fill it from among the zhihou. We had already received permission to establish these quotas as 
fixed, and if from now on there were vacancies, to [fill them] by promotion according to [this] pattern; [but] 
henceforth, [following this system], our Institute will not consider if [a candidate’s] artistic work is lofty or lowly, 
only looking at seniority in rank; this will leave us no means to encourage and exhort [candidates]. I beg, from now 
on, whenever there is a vacancy in our Institute from the daizhao down to the students, to select and test the artistic 
works’ loftiness or lowliness from the candidates in the lower rank, submit a report to obtain an imperial decree, and 
then fill the vacancy. Further as to the testing regulations decided on, always have the topic categories to be worked 
on announced in advance, command the daizhao et al. to offer up candidate names, and appoint one to oversee the 
examination. After the paintings are finished, then assign daizhao to decide high and low [quality], how many points 
of error there are [in each], whether each is in accord with norms, and compile them into ranks and grades.’ This 
was implemented. 待詔等本不遞遷，欲乞將本院學生四十人立定第一等、第二等各十人為額，第三等二十
人，遇有闕，即從上名下次挨排填闕。所有祗候，亦乞將今來四人為額，候有闕，於學生內撥填。其藝學

元額六人，今後有闕，亦於祗候內撥填。已曾蒙許立定為額，今後有闕，理為遞遷。後來本院不以藝業高

低，只以資次挨排，無以激勸。乞自今後將元額本院待詔已下至學生等有闕，即於以次等第內揀試藝業高

低，進呈取旨，充填入額。續定奪到揀試規矩，每預令供報所工科目，各給與印絹㡦工之孟切子，令待詔

等供到名件，點定一般監試。畫造至了當，即差待詔等定奪高下、差錯去處多少及合與不合格式，編類等

第。 從之。” (Song hui yao ji gao, zhiguan 36.4049.) 
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圖畫院，四方召試者源源而來。多有不合而去者，蓋一時所尚，專以形似。茍有自

得，不免放逸，則謂不合法度。或無師承，故所作止眾工之事，不能高也。284 
 
 The goal of these examinations was not to find additional men to employ as “artisan 

painters,” but to find men suitable for higher-level work in the Painting Institute. The distinction 

is made clearer by the daizhao Guo Xi, whose experience as an examiner is recorded in Lofty 

Record of Forests and Springs:  

When I was an examination official, I set the topic ‘Yao’s Subjects Hit the Earth;’ among the 
people [painted by candidates] were those wearing the head-coverings of modern people 
[instead of the ancients]. This is a flaw of not studying, and not knowing the original meaning 
behind the ancients’ study of painting!  
中間吾為試官，出堯民擊壤題，其間人物卻作今人巾幘。此不學之弊，不知古人學畫

之本意也。285 
 
 In this instance, Guo’s examinees were expected to have some degree of knowledge of 

ancient ideals, both in terms of visual representations and also the cultural reasons justifying 

those representations. One of Guo’s two extant criticisms of “artisan painters” was their lack of 

understanding of the noble intentions behind painting ancient emperors and sagely classicists, 

and therefore failing to fully capture such men in their paintings; even though “artisan painters” 

were permitted to sit these examinations,286 they were not likely to be the sort of candidate Guo 

was looking for. 

 
284 Deng, Hua ji, 10.39. 
 
285 Guo, Lin quan gao zhi, 105 (“huati 畫題”). 
 
286 The Song History’s  “Biographies of Filiality and Rightness” (xiaoyi zhuan 孝義傳) records the story of a man 
named Heng Gonghua 亨工畫, called Tai Heng 臺亨 in the Precious Mirror of Painting (Tuhui baojian, 3.40), who 
came to take one such examination: “In the Yuanfeng era (1078–1085), the court was restoring the Jingling Palace, 
and recruited all the artisan painters under heaven to come to the capital; among those selected for examination, the 
best would be made Hanlin daizhao, and conferred office and salary: [Tai] Heng came in first place. On account of 
his father’s old age he firmly refused [the position], and returned to take care of [his father]; the whole village 
considered him a virtuous person. 元豐中，朝廷修景靈宮，調天下畫工詣京師，選試其優者待詔翰林，畀以官
祿，亨名第一。以父老固辭歸養，閭里賢之。” (Songshi, 456.4789-4790). 
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 Even as the Northern Song court increasingly sought to place the “gentlemanly” sort in 

its ranked painting positions, there remained an understanding that Attendants might come from 

a variety of social backgrounds. Even the additional status markers of fish pendants were not 

fully functional symbols to distinguish “gentlemanly” Attendants from other sorts: in 1051, a 

complaint was lodged about how “even among men who are not gentlemen, those selected [as 

officials of the ‘Back Hall’] all wear [fish] pendants. 今雖非士人，選用皆佩之矣。” In 

response, Emperor Renzong 仁宗 (r. 1022–1063) declared:  

There was an ordinance in the old regulations that didn’t permit arts officials to automatically 
wear fish pendants, thus distinguishing them from the gentlemanly sort [in regular offices] 
and not causing [the two categories] to be mixed up: now we should respect and follow [this 
ordinance].  
舊條曾有條約，不許伎術官輒帶魚袋，所以區別士類，不令混淆，今宜遵守。287 

 
 Renzong is reacting to the fact that arts officials were already wearing fish pendants, and 

sought to use an older rule to keep two tracks of officials separate; if he succeeded, it did not last, 

as Deng Chun wrote that officials of the Painting Institute under Song Huizong had fish 

pendants.288  

 
287 Song hui yao ji gao, zhiguan 36.4052. See also: “The officials of the ‘Back Hall’ do not [automatically] obtain 
fish pendants; if gentlemen are selected and reach the rank of Superintendent of the Five Offices (tidian wufang 提
點五房), then they are permitted to [wear] a fish pendant in order to distinguish them [from others]. Nowadays, even 
if they aren’t gentlemen, those who are selected all wear [fish] pendants.  堂後官無得佩魚，若士人選用而至提點
五房，方許佩魚以示別也。今雖非士人，選用皆佩之矣。” (Wang, Yan yi yi mou lu, 1.18.) 
 
288 “In our [Song] dynasty's old system, those who advanced by means of the arts, though they could wear purple 
robes, did not obtain a fish pendant. From the Zhenghe to Xuanhe eras (1111–1125), only the Painting and 
Calligraphy Institutes' officials had fish pendants: these were outliers. The various daizhao had classes: the paint 
institute was first, then the calligraphy institute, and the Qin Institute, weiqi, Jade, and hundred artisans, were all 
beneath. 本朝舊制，凡以藝進者，雖服緋紫，不得佩魚。政、宣間獨許書畫院出職人佩魚，此異數也。又諸
待詔每立班，則畫院為首，書院次之，如琴院、棋、玉、百工，皆在下。” (Deng, Hua ji, 10.39.) 
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 After the fall of Northern Song, the process of bureaucratization reverted, and though 

many Attendants were able to “return to their [old] office” (fu guan 復官)289 in Southern Song, 

the structure of those offices was not resurrected. Examinations reverted to recommendations; 

the titles daizhao and zhihou, once clearly positioned in the Painting Institute hierarchy, appear 

to have become somewhat interchangeable;290 nominal ranks were offered to different 

Attendants, affecting their salaries and status.291 

 Though Yuan did not have a Hanlin Painting Institute, its Institute of Gathering Worthies 

(jixian yuan 集賢院) shared the feature of having access to the inner court,292 and its Attendants 

may have informally adopted the task of painting for the emperor. The title of Gathering 

Worthies Attendant (jixian daizhi 集賢待制), reminiscent of Wu Daozi’s title Gathering 

Worthies Attendant (jixian daizhao 集賢待詔) under Tang Xuanzong,293 was held by Zhao Yong 

 
289 Xia Wenyan uses this phrasing in his fourth chapter to refer to six men “returning to their [old] office” as 
painting “Attendants.” (Xia, Tuhui baojian, 4.50-51.) 
 
290 Xia Gui 夏圭 (1195-1224), for instance, is called a zhihou and a daizhao in different biographies; see: Peng 
Huiping 彭慧萍, Xuni de diantang: Nan Song huayuan zhi shengshe zhizhi yu houshi xiangxiang 虛擬的殿堂: 南宋
畫院之省舍職制與後世想像 (Beijing 北京: Beijing daxue chubanshe 北京大學出版社, 2018), 39-40. Fang 
Chunnian 方椿年 is recorded as having first been a daizhao painting landscapes and religious figures, before being 
promoted (sheng 陞) to zhihou. (Xia, Tuhui baojian, 4.53.) 
 
291 For example: Xia Gui was a rank 8a “Palace Courtier” (neidian chengzhi 內殿承制); Su Hanchen was a rank 9b 
“Attendant of the Three Ranks” (sanban jiezhi 三班借職). (Peng, Xini de diantang, 40; 125.) 
 
292 The Yuan History (Yuanshi 元史) notes that “In the 25th year of Zhiyuan (1288), an imperial edict was passed 
down seeking out worthies, with an official encouraging them to rise up and come to the court, to become daizhao in 
the Institute of Gathering Worthies. 至元二十五年，詔下求賢，有司強起之，至京師，待詔集賢院。” (Yuanshi 
元史, edited by Song Lian 宋濂 [Qing qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本], 190.2005. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
293 Taiping Guangji 太平廣記, compiled by Li Fang 李昉 (Min guo jing Ming jiajing tan kai keben 民國景明嘉靖
談愷刻本), 231.1015. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
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趙雍 (1289–1369) (the son of Zhao Mengfu),294 the calligrapher Ban Weizhi 班惟志 (act. c. 

1330), and others.295 Tang Di 唐棣 (1296–1364), who worked as a civil official, was 

recommended by Ma Xu 馬煦 to Yuan Renzong 仁宗 (r. 1311–1320) for his painting; he “once 

painted the Jiaxi Palace for the emperor 嘗畫嘉熈殿為上,”296 and was further employed as an 

Attendant in the Institute of Gathering Worthies,297 suggesting that painting for emperor and 

state may have been part of the official responsibilities of some Attendants. The overlap between 

this work at the Institute of Gathering Worthies and the work of “artisan painters” may also 

explain why Ma Zuchang’s poem for the Institute of Gathering Worthies Lecturer-Academician 

(jixian shi jiang xueshi 集賢侍講學士) Shang Qi 商琦 (d. 1324) opens with the line: “Caonan’s 

Mr. Shang298 is from a Classicist household; he personally rose to the [Institute of] Gathering 

Worthies but is not an artisan painter! 曹南商君儒家子，身登集賢非畫史！”299 Ma’s need to 

make this defensive declaration about Shang Qi indicates his sense that others might view Shang 

 
294 Liu yi zhi yi lu 六藝之一録, compiled by Ni Tao 倪濤 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本), 356.4645. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
295 Wuxing yi wen bu 吳興藝文補, edited by Dong Sizhang 董斯張 (Ming chongzhen liu nian keben 明崇禎六年刻
本), 27.599. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
296 Caotang ya ji 草堂雅集, compiled by Gu Ying 顧瑛 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 7.138. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
297 Gao Musen 高木森, “Tang Di qi ren qi hua 唐棣其人其畫,” National Palace Museum Quarterly 故宮季刊, Vol. 
8, No. 2 (Winter, 1973), 44.  
 
298 We may say with some certainty that Ma is referring to Shang Qi, as opposed to some other Mr. Shang, because 
Shang Qi’s extant painting of “Spring Mountains” (chunshan tu 春山圖) in the Beijing National Palace Museum has 
an inscription reading: “Caonan Shang Qi, [zi] Defu 曹南商琦德符.” (Shang Qi 商琦, Shang Qi chunshan tu 商琦
春山图卷, handscroll, ink and color on silk, 39.6 x 214.5cm, Palace Museum, Beijing. Image on museum website.) 
 
299 Ma, Shi tian wen ji, 5.74. 
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Qi as an “artisan painter,” further demonstrating the extent to which these two social categories 

could overlap at court. 

 Thus, from the implementation of the Hanlin Institute in Tang to the Institute of 

Gathering Worthies in Yuan, Attendant offices existed in a liminal space between the traditional 

social roles of “gentleman” and “artisan;” though many men who held these titles were broadly 

accepted as “gentlemen,” the titles themselves seem not to have entrenched or negated their 

identities as “gentlemen.” Other titles were more effective signals of a “gentlemanly” identity, 

like Painting Academicians and the Painting School Director (hua xuezheng 畫學正). 

 

Academicians and the Northern Song Painting School 

 For a brief period at the end of Northern Song, a Painting School (huaxue 畫學) was 

established under the purview of the Imperial Academy (guozijian 國子監), employing 

Academicians, Erudites (boshi 博士), and a Painting School Director to teach a series of students 

and prepare them for a different examination than the one used in the Hanlin Painting Institute. 

Unlike the Attendants titles in the Painting Institute, the Painting School titles were more closely 

associated with the archetypal “gentlemanly” social role, thus signalling the “gentlemanly” 

identity of men holding those positions. 

 The Painting School divided its students into two categories: “gentlemen” and “artisan 

painters:” 

[Students were] divided between the gentlemanly sort and the miscellaneous sort, and were 
housed in separate buildings. The gentlemanly sort also studied one major classic or one 
minor classic, while the miscellaneous sort recited a minor classic or read rhyme books. 
仍分士流、雜流，別其齋以居之。士流兼習一大經或一小經，雜流則誦小經或讀律。300 

 
300 All students were able to study various painting genres, from Buddhist and Daoist art to portraiture, birds and 
beasts, flowers and bamboo, and so on; they also studied the dictionaries Shuowen [jiezi] 說文[解字], Erya 爾雅, 
Fangyan 方言, and Mingshi 名釋. Shuowen was used to test seal script calligraphy and basic literacy, while the 
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 Deng Chun notes that “as in the [civil service] jinshi track, they set [the painting 

candidates] topics to select gentlemen [for office]; they further established erudites to test 

[candidates’] ability in the arts. 如進士科，下題取士，復立博士，考其藝能。”301 The 

examinees were required to create a painting based on a poem or a poetic stanza. Such stanzas, 

like “Wild waters without people crossing; a lone boat horizontal [to the dock] all day, 野水無人

渡，孤舟盡日橫，” seem not to have necessarily required a deep cultural reservoir of 

knowledge to decipher, lacking allusions and references to history, the classics, and so on.302 The 

Painting School’s dictionary-based curriculum would be sufficient for a superficial 

understanding of what to paint. However, the top-ranked candidates are described as 

demonstrating a deeper understanding of the aesthetic ideals appreciated by Erudites like Song 

 
others were used to prepare students to understand examination questions and test if they could understand the ideal 
“painting-meaning” (huayi 畫意) for their examination prompts. (Songshi xin bian 宋史新編, compiled by Ke 
Weiqi 柯維騏 [Ming jiajing sishisan nian Du Qingjiang keben 明嘉靖四十三年杜晴江刻本], 34.411-412. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Note that Guo Xi adopted similar criteria when 
he was an examiner for the Painting Institute; he too cared about “original meaning” (benyi 本意) motivating the 
ancients’ study of painting. (Guo, Lin quan gao zhi, 105 [“huati”].) 
 
301 Deng, Hua ji, 1.2. 
 
302 Ibid. 
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Zifang303 who oversaw their exam;304 the first place graduate, for instance, knew not to paint an 

empty boat but a boatman without travelers, playing a flute and enjoying his solitude.305 

Wang Daoheng’s 王道亨 examination success offers another example of the importance 

of cultural knowledge not covered in the Painting School curriculum. When he came for his 

examination during the Zhenghe era (1111–1118), and the various “artisan painters” were being 

tested, their topic was two lines of a Cui Tu 崔塗 (b. 854) poem, the first of which read: 

“Butterflies in a dream; home 10,000 li away. 胡蝶夢中家萬里。” While other candidates 

offered a “superficial” (qian 淺) understanding of this phrase, “only [Wang] Daoheng painted the 

[Han state diplomat to the Xiongnu 匈奴] Su Wu 蘇武 as a shepherd at Lake Baikal (beihai 北

 
303 The above examination prompt on “wild waters without people crossing” was used by Song Zifang. (Ibid.) See 
also: Alfreda Murck, Poetry and Painting in Song China: The Subtle Art of Dissent (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Asia Center, 2000), 43-44. 
 
304 Chen Shan 陳善 (12th century) records a similar anecdote, without specifying if the examination in question was 
for the Painting School or Painting Institute: “A Tang person's poem contains the line: "Tender green – a spot of red 
on the tips of the branches; spring colors don't have to be abundant to move people."  I've heard that in the past, this 
was once used to test painting artisans: the multitude of artisans competed to apply pigments of spring colors atop 
the [painted] flowers: none of them passed [the test]. Only one person [painted] a remote pavilion in a misty 
location, and painted a beautiful woman leaning on its fence, and was established [as the successful candidate]. The 
group of artisans thereupon admired this. It can be said that [this painting artisan] was good at giving form to the 
poet's idea! 唐人詩有嫩綠枝頭紅一點，動人春色不須多之句。聞舊時，嘗以此試畫工，衆工競於花卉上粧點
春色，皆不中選。惟一人於危亭縹緲隱映處畫一美婦人凭欄而立。衆工遂服此。可謂善體詩人之意

矣！”(Chen Shan 陳善, Men shi xin hua 捫蝨新話 [Min guo jiao ke ru xue jingwu ben 民國校刻儒學警悟本], 
A1.60. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
305 “The examination topics included [the following line from a Kou Zhun 寇準 (961–1023) poem]: “Wild waters 
without people crossing; a lone boat horizontal [to the dock] all day.” From the second-best graduate down, many 
[painted] an empty boat tied up at a riverbank, some had a perching heron on the boat, some had nesting crows on 
the back of the mat-roof [of the boat]: only the top graduate was different. He painted a boatman lying in the stern of 
the boat playing a flute; his idea being that it wasn't that there was no boatman, but merely that there were no 
travelers, and he therefore showed the boatman’s great relaxation. Another topic was [Emperor Huizong’s poem 
titled] “Chaotic Mountains Hiding an Ancient Temple,” for which the top graduate painted desolate mountains 
filling the scroll, and a Buddhist flagpole protruding above them, in order to show the [ideal painting] meaning of 
“hiding.” Some others displayed a pagoda’s top or ornamented eaves, while most displayed a temple hall, which did 
not render the meaning of “hiding.” 所試之題，如野水無人渡, 孤舟盡日橫，自第二人以下，多繫空舟岸側，
或拳鷺於舷間，或棲鴉於篷背，獨魁則不然。畫一舟人，臥於舟尾，橫一孤笛，其意以為非無舟人，止無

行人耳，且以見舟子之甚閑也。又如亂山藏古寺，魁則畫荒山滿幅，上出幡竿，以見藏意。餘人乃露塔尖

或鴟吻，往往有見殿堂者，則無復藏意矣。” (Deng, Hua ji, 1.2.) 
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海), lying down with his staff and coarse-fabric blanket, with two butterflies dancing in flight 

above him. In the desert wind and snow, with anguished countenance over being detained [away 

from his homeland], each element [of the composition] suited the others. 獨道亨作蘇屬國牧羊

北海上, 被氊杖節而臥。雙蝶飛舞其上。沙漠風雪羈棲愁苦之容。種種相稱。”306 Su Wu 

was famous for his unwavering devotion to Han despite his detainment by the Xiongnu and his 

exile to Lake Baikal; Wang’s choice to add a historical allusion recorded in the Book of Han 

(Hanshu 漢書) which perfectly fit the meaning of Cui Tu’s line of poetry helped earn him first 

place in the examinations.307 

 While it was thus possible to find men labeled “artisan painters” at the Painting School 

who were able to discern proper poetic meaning and portray it in their paintings, Wang is the 

only one among the group apparently able to do so: an exception to a general rule. Though the 

basic training offered to paint artisans at the Painting School was sufficient for all students to be 

able to read these poems and sit these exams, the level of cultural knowledge apparently required 

to earn first place was well beyond the Painting School curricula.308 

 
306 Hong Mai 洪邁, Yi jian zhi 夷堅志 (Qing shiwan juan lou congshu ben 清十萬卷樓叢書本),  B5.126. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
307 There is a slightly altered version of this anecdote still circulating in the Ming, which tells the tale of “Zhan 
Deheng, a Painting Institute Person 戰徳淳, 本畫院人,” and how he was tested on the same Cui Tu poem and 
painted an image of Su Wu. Without worrying about which name between the two is historically accurate, it is 
fascinating to see the social staying power of this anecdote. (Hua shi hui yao 畫史會要, compiled by Zhu Mouyin 
朱謀垔 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 2.61. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
308 It was even possible for the “artisan painters” at the Academy to earn a low-level title by passing their exams: 
“only [with regard to] the miscellaneous sort receiving office were limited to [the prestige title of] “Attendant of the 
Three Ranks” (sanban jiezhi 三班借職) and the three ranks [of office] below it. 惟雜流授官，止自三班借職以下
三等。” The Song History does not state what kinds of limitations were placed on successful candidates from within 
the “gentlemanly” sort. (Songshi 157.1673.) 
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 Alongside the Painting School and its Erudites were Painting Academicians whose work 

at court reflected their mastery of the proper understanding of painting. Two men in Northern 

Song are known to have held this title: Mi Fu309 and the jinshi graduate Lian Bu 廉布 (b. 

1092).310 Chen Yu 陳郁 (d. 1275) listed them alongside Su Shi as great “gentleman-officials of 

the present dynasty who play with brush and ink. 本朝士大夫遊戲筆墨者。”311 It is perhaps not 

a coincidence that all known men employed as painting Academicians or Erudites in Northern 

Song were elsewhere associated with the process of “playing with ink” or the production of 

“gentlemanly painting,” as these each served as ways for such men to maintain the performance 

of “gentlemanly” identities while painting at court for a livelihood. 

 Less can be said about the Painting School Director, as only one is named in extant 

sources: Chen Yaochen 陳堯臣. Chen was “a person from Wuzhou who was good at reds-and-

greens [i.e. painting] and proficient in human relations; he passed the examinations and became 

Director of the Painting School. 婺州人，善丹青，精人倫，登科為畫學正。”312 When 

Emperor Huizong was considering invading Liao, he heard from a spy that “[the Liao Emperor 

 
309 “The civil official Mi Fu, courtesy name Yuanzhang, first lived in Taiyuan and later became a Xianyang man, 
holding office up to the rank of Vice-Director of the Bureau of Rites. He was erudite and esteemed the past, but not 
fond of examination studies. His nature was pure, and people called him ‘obsessed with cleanliness.’ …he thus was 
employed as both a painting academician and a calligraphy academician, particularly loathing gentlemanly opinion. 
Mi was happy to take the job, considering it his personal responsibility. 文臣米芾，字元章，初居太原，後為襄
陽人。官至禮部員外郎。博聞尚古不喜科舉學。性好潔，世號水滛。。。  遂除書畫兩學博士，頗厭士論。
芾亦欣然就軄，自以為己任。” (Xuanhe shupu 宣和書譜 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本], 12.53-54. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
310 Gao Sisun 高似孫, (Jiading 嘉定) Shan lu 剡録 (Qing daoguang banian keben 清道光八年刻本), 7.54. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
311 Chen Yu 陳郁, Cang yi hua yu 藏一話腴 (Min guo shi yuan congshu ben 民國適園叢書本), 2B.26-27. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
312 Wang Mingqing, Hui chen lu 揮塵録 [Sibu cong kan jing Song chao ben 四部叢刊景宋鈔本], 4.77. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Tianzha’s countenance [makes it] seem like he will lose [his] state, 天祚貌有亡國之相，” 

prompting him to promote Chen Yaochen to a higher rank and send him as a diplomatic envoy to 

Liao, bringing with two “Painting School students” (huaxuesheng 畫學生). Their mission was to 

head to the Liao court, paint a portrait of Tianzha, and return home; upon their return, Chen 

Yaochen proclaimed: “The caitiff ruler doesn’t look like a Ruler of People; I have carefully 

drawn his countenance and present it. 虜主望之不似人君，臣謹寫其容以進。” Chen had 

“also depicted the topography [of Liao] and offered it to the emperor. The Emperor was greatly 

pleased, and promoted him to Right Remonstrance Officer (rank 7), granting him great [wealth]. 

並圖其山川險易以上。上大喜，即擢堯臣右司諫，賜予钜萬。” The rest of Chen’s story is a 

standard portrayal of the ups and downs of officialdom;313 it suggests that a Painting School 

Director was expected to be proficient in far more than simply painting, that at least some could 

be drawn from successful civil service examination graduates, and that, like Academicians and 

Erudites, the position allowed for further promotion within the standard civil service promotional 

track.  

 Though short lived, the Painting School offers examples of official titles relating to 

painting whose responsibilities were closely linked to knowledge and action considered 

“gentlemanly,” and therefore possession of such titles could signal and reinforce “gentlemanly” 

identities for their holders. In contrast, the Attendants occupied a more liminal and unstable 

position at court. On one hand, the presence of Attendants also labeled “artisans” or “Buddhist 

monks” distanced those titles from a more purely “gentlemanly” identity. On the other hand, the 

processes of recommending or examining candidates in search of characteristics or education of 

the sort an archetypal “gentleman” ought to receive, which was largely unavailable to the 

 
313 Wang, Hui chen lu, 4.77-78. 
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archetypal “artisan” even at the court, meant that men could hold such offices and retain a 

“gentlemanly” identity while doing so. 

 These various offices and their inhabitants reveal the extent to which men painted 

occupationally at court while being variously labeled “gentlemen” or “artisans.” The overlap 

between (or at least coexistence of) these social categories in certain court contexts could 

feasibly have engendered empathy for those in the “artisan” group, but predictably, it did not: 

Attendants Guo Xi and Han Zhuo both left extant texts critical of “artisan painters” writ large, 

and those writing about men serving as Academicians, Erudites, and even the Painting School 

Director, invoked other signals to further clarify their belonging to a “gentlemanly” group at 

court. Though the court employed men of various social backgrounds and identities to paint, the 

result was not a reconciliation between them: it instead led to increased reinforcement of painting 

as a medium of social distinction. 

 

1.8 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #7: Calligraphic Brush Techniques and Formal 
Elements of Portraiture and Figure Painting 
 

 When the field of art history discusses “literati painting” and its relationship to “literati 

art theory,” it is often defined as privileging spontaneity, rejecting the meticulous brushwork 

associated with court paintings, and using a more abstract approach to convey the contents of the 

artist’s heart-mind. Martin Powers notes that surviving paintings associated with this theory 

contain: 

1) Sudden departures from standard conventions for representing deep space such as 
multiple lines of sight in the same scene; 

2) A marked reduction in surface texture and shading; 
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3) An emphasis on brushwork such that every stroke remains visible to the naked eye.314 
 

This approach is vastly different from the one used by premodern men attempting to 

distinguish themselves as “gentlemen” in the field of painting, who broadly acknowledged in 

writing that “artisan painters” were equally capable of mastering formal elements of painting, 

and focused instead on metaphysical elements as the key features of paintings that only a 

“gentleman” could properly convey. Brush techniques were rarely, if ever, conceived of as a 

means of distinguishing the work of a “gentleman” from an “artisan.” A select few men did 

claim that calligraphic brushwork in painting could distinguish a painter as a “gentleman,” but 

their reasoning was predictably related to those same metaphysical elements. Zhang Yanyuan 

believed that many good painters were also good calligraphers because both were based in first 

“establishing thoughts” (li yi 立意) and then returning to the brush,315 as opposed to shared 

visual features. Yang Weizhen argued: 

Calligraphy and painting are the same: gentleman-officials skilled at painting are certainly 
skilled at calligraphy, and their painting methods have calligraphy methods within them. This 
being the case, how could [proper] painting [with these methods] be attained by vulgar 
people? 
書與畫一耳，士大夫工畫者必工書，其畫法即書法所在。然則，畫豈可以妄庸人得之

乎 ？316 
 
 Similarly, we have seen Hu Zhiyu define “gentleman-officials’ paintings” as being like 

“grass-script calligraphy” (caozi 草字) because “original qi saturates [them] 元氣淋漓;”317 

 
314 Martin Powers, “Artistic Status and Social Agency,” in A Companion to Chinese Art, edited by Martin Powers 
and Katherine Tsiang, 363. Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2016. I have adapted the formatting into a list. 
 
315 “The image of things certainly lies in formal likeness; formal likeness must be made whole through bone qi. 
Bone qi and formal likeness are both based in establishing thoughts [first] and then returning to the use of the brush. 
Thus, many of those good at painting are good at calligraphy [too].  夫象物必在於形似，形似須全其骨氣。骨氣
形似，皆本於立意而歸乎用筆。故工畫者多善書。”  (Zhang, Lidai minghua ji, 1.11.) 
 
316 Yang, Dongwei zi wenji, 11.83. 
 
317 Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 14.220. 
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neither Hu nor Yang is speaking about brush techniques in the sense of physically using a brush 

to apply ink to paper or silk, as both recognize calligraphy as another art which conveys the 

contents of the heart-mind and metaphysical elements like qi. Fei Gun’s 費衮 (jinshi c. 1190–

1194) “On Calligraphy and Painting” (lun shuhua 論書畫) offers another example, stating: 

In discussing calligraphy, one should discuss “moral integrity” (qijie 氣節); in discussing 
painting, one should discuss “flavor” (fengwei 風味). For all those who conduct themselves in 
an upright way, and serve the court with integrity, when they lower their brush to write 
calligraphy, the people who obtain their calligraphy will naturally respond with respect, let 
alone those who are skilled at calligraphy! As for those who have free time from scholarship 
and prose and write out “soundless poems” [i.e. paintings], playing leisurely with brush and 
ink, it is sufficient to visualize what kind of person they are: this can be treasured…. . If not 
for the character [of the creator], how could [a superficially beautiful work that is] only what 
artisan painters are capable of be worth treasuring?  
夫論書，當論氣節；論畫，當論風味。凡其人持身之端方，立朝之剛正，下筆爲書，

得之者自應生敬，況其字畫之工哉！至於學問文章之餘，寫出無聲之詩，玩其蕭然筆

墨間，足以想見其人，此乃可寶。。。。苟非其人，特一畫工所能，何足貴也！318 
 
 A classic example of “literati painting” is Su Shi’s Wood and Rock (mu shi tu 木石圖; 

also called Withered Tree and Strange Rock [ku mu guai shi tu 枯木怪石圖]; figure 1.4). It 

shares visual similarities with grass-script calligraphy in its fast, rough brushwork, which seems 

to visually represent the ideal of “unrestrained” and spontaneous painting. Swirls and spirals 

congeal into the abstract form of a rock; the tree emerges as if Su’s brush broke free of its orbit 

around the shape of the rock, and twists and turns in an unnatural and exaggerated form. Mi Fu 

understands these formal elements to be a direct reflection of Su’s heart-mind: “Su [Shi] Zichan 

painted dried-up trees with branches twisting and bending endlessly; [his] rocks are cracked and 

hard, and endlessly wondrous, as if they are the [emotional] knots in his breast. 子瞻作枯木，枝

榦虬屈無端，石皴硬亦怪怪奇奇無端，如其胸中盤鬱也。”319 In this case, too, Mi Fu is not 

 
318 Fei Gun 費衮, Liang xi man zhi 梁溪漫志 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 6.36-37. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
319 Mi, Hua shi, 9. 
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claiming that Su’s abstract, swirling brushstrokes are what give him the necessary creative 

freedom to reflect his heart-mind in his work; instead, because Mi believes Su’s heart-mind was 

twisted and knotted, it was natural for his tree to look the same way. 

 

 

 

 

 Instead of in stylistic elements, one finds the formal elements of paintings most readily 

used in social distinction by men in middle period China to be the clothing used in portraits and 

figure paintings. Multiple complaints about failures to follow sumptuary laws suggest that in the 

real world, people often wore whatever they wanted (and could afford);320 however, in the 

constructed realm of paintings, men did choose certain forms of clothing for themselves and 

others, and such choices reflected a sense of self-fashioning and identity construction. Su Shi 

demonstrates an awareness of such visual choices in his poem “A Portrait by He Chong, the 

Eminent Talent 寫真何充秀才:” 

問君何苦寫我真？ I ask you why you trouble to paint my portrait? 

 
320 Liu Fusheng. “Apparel and Accessories,” in A Social History of Middle-Period China: The Song, Liao, Western 
Xia, and Jin Dynasties, by Zhu Ruixin, Zhang Bangwei, Liu Fusheng, Cai Chongbang, and Wang Zengyu, translated 
by Bang Qian Zhu (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016). 

Figure 1.4. Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037–1101), Wood and Rock 木石圖, handscroll, ink on paper, 26.3 x 50cm, 
Private Collection. Image from Christie’s auction website: https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-su-shi-wood-
and-rock-6181139/?from=salesummery&intobjectid=6181139&sid=dfe53982-8aeb-46e4-bb5d-
165b7c38dbbc 
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君言好之聊自適。 You say that it's a pleasure, and suits you for the moment. 
黃冠野服山家容， With yellow cap and rustic clothes, a mountain person's appearance; 
意欲置我山岩中。 Your thoughts seek to situate me among the mountains and cliffs.321 

 
 Though Su seems content with this constructed image of himself as a “recluse,” he 

elsewhere complained about the widespread practice of portrait painters having people sit with 

official garb to emphasize their “gentlemanly” identities,322 insisting that what really mattered 

was a non-artificial representation which captured a person’s true nature. This same desire is also 

expressed in Wang Yi’s 王繹 (1333–1362) “Secrets of Portraiture” (xie xiang mijue 寫像秘

訣).323 Nonetheless, according to Leung Ge Yau’s research on Yuan portraiture, four styles of 

dress were particularly associated with “gentlemanly” identities in portraits: “rustic clothes” 

(yefu 野服), “concealing clothing” (shenyi 深衣; a shirt and skirt combined into one piece), a 

“bordered gown” (lanshan 襴衫), or “Wayman Clothes” (daofu 道服; daoyi 道衣).324 David 

Sensabaugh has similarly demonstrated the use of clothing in portraits of Yang Qian 楊謙 (b. 

1283) and Gu Dehui 顧德輝 (1310–1369) as a means of fashioning “gentlemanly” identities.325 

 
321 Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 6.62. 
 
322 “Desiring to obtain a person’s natural [state], one’s method should be to secretly observe them within a crowd. 
Nowadays, [painters] cause people to all sit with [official] clothes-and-hat, focusing their gaze on an object, 
[looking] in that direction with austere countenance and dignified [bearing]: how could one ever see their natural 
[state] again [in such a painting]? 欲得其人之天，法當於眾中陰察之。今乃使人具衣冠坐，注視一物，彼方斂
容自持，豈 復見其天乎！” (Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 12.1330.) 
 
323 “Vulgar [painting] artisans of recent eras [paint like] playing a se-zither with glued-down moveable bridges; they 
don’t understand the Way of changes, 近代俗工膠柱鼓瑟，不知變通之道，” and ultimately fail to capture their 
subjects because they paint them while unmoving “like a clay figure 如泥塑人.” (Peiwen zhai shuhua pu 14.322-
323.)  
 
324 Here, I differ from Leung’s translation as “Daoist clothes,” choosing instead to understand this outfit as 
representing self-cultivation and the following of a Way, as opposed to the clothing of a Daoist priest or the member 
of a religious order. (Leung Ge Yau, “Representing the Literatus: Portraiture and Identity in Yuan Figure Painting,” 
[M.Phil. Thesis, University of Hong Kong, 2016], 37-41.) 
 
325 David Sensabaugh, “Fashioning Identities in Yuan-dynasty Painting: Images of the Men of Culture,” Ars 
Orientalis, Vol. 37 (2009), 118-139. 
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 Though Yang and Gu’s portraits are believed to have been kept comparatively private, 

reinforcing their identity only among those who already knew them, other portraits could be 

comparatively public, such as those placed in shrines to honor living or deceased men. The 

History of Song notes that both Fan Zhongyan and Su Shi had such shrines established with 

portraits for all to see.326 The Northern Song portraits of the “Luoyang Septuagenarian Heroes 

Club”  (Luoyang qiying hui 洛陽耆英會) were put on display in a large hall labeled the 

“Septuagenarian Heroes Hall” (Qiying tang 耆英堂).327 Even without such grandiose display, 

portraits could still be viewed by broad audiences by being shown to others and transmitted to 

different owners over time: the Portraits of Five Elders of Suiyang (Suiyang wulao tu 睢陽五老

圖; figure 1.5) has extensive colophons by famous men throughout premodern China, each of 

whom was made further aware of the identity of these elders through their sartorial selections (as 

well as the countless colophons proclaiming their virtue and conduct).328 

 
326 Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹 was such a benevolent governor that “the people of Binzhou and Qingzhou all made 
portraits of him and established a shrine for the living to serve him [through worship and showing respect]. 邠、慶
二州之民與屬羌，皆畫像立生祠事之。” (Songshi, 314.3242.) As for Su Shi: “Within twenty years, [Su] Shi 
again became administrator of Hangzhou; he had virtue towards the people, and each household had a portrait of 
him: when eating or drinking they would certainly make an offering [to the portrait]. They further constructed a 
living shrine to repay him. 軾二十年間再蒞杭，有德於民，家有畫像，飲食必祝。又作生祠以報。” (Songshi, 
338.3507.) 
 
327 Shao Bowen 邵伯温, Wenjian qian lu 聞見前録 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
10.43. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
328 Leung, “Representing the Literatus,” 26. 
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Though formal elements of painting like styles of brushwork were not actively invoked in 

Tang–Yuan discourse as effective signals of social distinction (unless directly connected to a 

more metaphysical element judged to be present in the painting), clothing in portraiture and 

figure paintings could serve as visible forms of distinction and parts of one’s presentation of a 

“gentlemanly” identity. 

 

1.9 Conclusion 
 

 The paradigmatic frameworks of middle period Chinese art history and social history 

offer two different approaches for understanding the painters discussed in this chapter. Art 

history uses two contrasting categories – “literati/scholar-amateur painting” and 

Figure 1.5. Anonymous, Portrait of Du Yan, from 
the set Five Old Men of Suiyang 睢陽五老圖, album 
leaf, ink and color on silk, 40.3 x 31.4cm, Yale 
University Art Gallery, New Haven. Image from 
museum website. 
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“professional/court/academy painting” – to categorize the stylistic approach and social 

background of middle period painters; however, this division is ultimately a modern framework 

for understanding the past,329 as opposed to a framework used by men of the past to understand 

themselves. As such, these labels do not map directly onto the emic social categories of 

“gentleman” and “artisan,” which has in turn caused uncertainty about how to categorize men 

like Mi Youren who were painting at court, or how to understand Li Gonglin’s meticulous 

brushwork in his figure paintings given his unassailable categorization as a “literatus,” or even 

how Guo Xi’s son was able to pass the civil service examinations if his father was merely a 

“court painter.” 

The social history approach of recognizing “gentlemen” as an elite social stratum 

encounters similar challenges, as men like Sun Taigu or Wayman Zhang are clearly occupying a 

lower social position than men like Su Shi and Zhao Mengfu. Extant information about “painting 

gentlemen,” for instance, suggests that these men lacked strong ties to “gentlemanly” social 

networks, and are rarely referenced textually beyond the testimonial-like poems and prefaces 

gifted to them upon completion of their work. At best, it might position such men as liminal 

figures at the lower boundary of a “gentlemanly” stratum; however, none of the extant poems 

and prefaces treat these men as liminal, lesser, or exceptions to general rules: they can be labeled 

a “gentleman,” just like the Su Shis and Zhao Mengfus were. Jian Tianbi, separately labeled a 

“painting gentleman,” “wayman,” and “recluse,” was also included by Wei Su in a list of 

renowned painters in his region which otherwise included only avocational painters like Wei Su 

himself and Wu Cheng. 

 
329 Martin Powers offered his description of litearti art theory “analytically rather than as a period term,” and in 
doing so alluded to this very issue. (Powers, “Artistic Status and Social Agency,” 362.) 
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If we understand the label “gentleman” in reference to an identity, we gain access to a 

new set of analytical tools to help us understand premodern social worlds, seeing “gentlemanly” 

identities not only as something to be performed in different social situations but also 

internalized as a component of one’s sense of self and where one belonged in society. When 

well-established and renowned men like Li Cheng or Wen Tong were offended over being asked 

to paint, their feelings of anger and humiliation seem not to be directly connected to a loss of 

social esteem or status in any significant sense, as extant texts suggest these men continued to be 

just as respected as they were before, if not more. Their offense seems to have been the result of 

interpreting these requests as an affront to their sense of self as a “gentleman:” how they should 

act, and how they should be treated by others. If even men like Wen Tong could feel this way, 

painting only avocationally and remaining widely respected as a “gentleman” by other important 

and influential men, then the anxieties and psychological pain must have been all the worse for 

men like Xie Huike, who we are told felt immense shame from painting occupationally and 

wished instead to endure poverty as a children’s teacher, to better align with the ideals he 

associated with enacting a “gentlemanly” social role. 

 These examples reveal that ongoing negative stereotyping of the “painting artisan” social 

category had real implications for men who painted both avocationally and occupationally while 

seeking to preserve and perform a “gentlemanly” identity. For some, like Zhu Dunru, the 

solution was to stop painting (publicly) and withdraw from court and society. But for others, it 

was still possible to see oneself – and be seen – as a “gentleman” through continued engagement 

in the field of painting: different social groups and individuals had different senses of what it 

meant to perform a “gentlemanly” identity through painting. Just as we have no indication that 

the men asking Li Cheng and Wen Tong for paintings intended to offend them with their 
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requests, men like Zhao Wen were around to assure Xie Huike that he could still see himself as a 

“gentleman,” and be accepted that way by others, while painting occupationally.  

 As such, some cases of categorical overlap or confusion are inevitable, either because 

men possessed different information from each other or because they drew boundaries between 

categories in different ways. Liu Chang labeled “Wu Daozi” an “artisan painter,” but Bai Yuchan 

labeled him a “recluse;” Zhang Yanyuan disagreed with Mr. Dou about the identity of Qian 

Guoyang; Ouyang Xuan called Li Zhongjin an “artisan painter” and a “scholar” in the same text; 

Sheng Mou 盛懋 (d. 1360) is labeled a “artisan painter” (hui gong 繪工) by Tao Zongyi 陶宗儀 

(1329–1410),330 but broadly accepted as a member of a local “gentlemanly” community.331 Such 

decisions affected men’s social- and self-esteem, as well as the value (economic or symbolic) 

attached to their artwork, the ability for occupational painters to market themselves to certain 

kinds of patrons, and the way that other men presented their biographies for posterity (if they did 

so at all). 

 As painting increasingly became a site of identity negotiation and construction over the 

course of the 7th–14th centuries, a significant expansion of identity signals emerged, reflecting a 

changing and complex social world. More men discursively associated avocational painting with 

“gentlemanly” identities; more occupational painters inside and outside the court associated 

themselves with a “gentlemanly” label. The court actively tried to engage these men as painters, 

adopting examination infrastructure in the Painting Institute and the Northern Song Painting 

School designed to pass candidates knowledgeable in classical allusions and literary meanings 

behind painting certain subjects, effectively creating a barrier for men lacking such education. 

 
330 Nancong chuogeng lu, 17.135. 
 
331 See Sandra Jean Wetzel, “Sheng Mou: The Coalescence of Professional and Literati Painting in Late Yuan 
China,” Artibus Asiae, Vol. 56, No. 3/4 (1996), 263-289. 
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Just as Deng Chun notes that Painting Institute officials were being selected for their character, 

the poems and prose gifted to recluses and “painting gentlemen” suggests that men outside the 

court were increasingly selective of the kind of painter producing their portrait, decorating their 

home, providing new scrolls for their viewing pleasure, and so on.  

  The proper understanding of painting, once used primarily to appraise or describe works 

by men already accepted as “gentlemen,” became an active discourse of social distinction in 

Tang, when it was directly articulated for the first time as something no vulgar person or “artisan 

painter” could do or discuss: the metaphysical elements of “spirit,” consonant qi, or the heart-

mind of the painter, were to be found only among the paintings of loftier men, and of 

“gentlemen” in particular. The work of “artisans” was then derided as a foil and defined against 

these aesthetic, cosmological, and moral ideals: because their heart-minds were insufficient; 

because they suffered from external influences of their patrons which prevented the 

unadulterated conveyance of the contents of their heart-mind; because they (for the most part) 

could not very well get away with showing up to work drunk and disrobed. These elements, 

invoked discursively, signaled “gentlemanly” identities of painters and appraisers alike; 

proliferating in Song-Yuan China, they found a place not only in the writings of prestigious 

avocational painters and appraisers like Mi Fu and Zhao Mengfu, but also in the extant words of 

Painting Attendants like Han Zhuo and Guo Xi who sought to distinguish themselves from the 

“artisans” working around them. 

 One of the reasons that Han and Guo might be eager to invoke this discourse is that 

certain labels were more effective identity markers than others in certain social contexts: 

Attendants offices were filled by men of different social backgrounds, leaving Han and Guo in a 

position to need to articulate their identities in different ways in order to receive better treatment 
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at court and to feel a sense of continued belonging to “gentlemanly” communities.332 Painting 

Academicians and Erudites were titles apparently granted only to men accepted as “gentlemen” 

and tasked with conventional “gentlemanly” responsibilities, making them more effective 

identity signals for their holders than an Attendant title. Outside the court, different labels served 

as identity signals for men whose livelihoods were tied to painting: older labels like “recluse” 

gradually expanded to include both avocational and occupational painters; the newly emerging 

“painting gentleman” label became an effective signal for men who travelled from place to place 

seeking patrons and remuneration for their painting. 

 Beyond these signals associated with the painters themselves were those connected to 

their paintings or their painting process. Producing “gentlemanly painting” or “gentleman-

officials’ painting” was more demonstrative of a “gentlemanly identity” than it was a particular 

formal style or even a recognition of a work of art as good. The acts of “playing” with ink and 

painting in an unrestrained fashion were used in conjunction with various high-status painters 

otherwise categorized as emperors or monks, but most commonly associated with “gentlemen;” 

they effectively distanced certain men from the label “artisan,” reinforcing their identity and their 

status. 

 Words were not the only tool for signaling identity; paintings themselves were also 

accepted as valid signals in Tang–Yuan China. Clothing in portraits and figure paintings served 

to signal the identity of the person portrayed as an “official,” “recluse,” or other “gentlemanly” 

subtype. However, the metaphysical elements that lay “beyond” (wai 外) such forms were 

consistently the key features invoked in a discourse on painting as a form of social distinction 

 
332 On Guo Xi’s kinship ties to the “gentlemanly” Fan clan, see: Foong, The Efficacious Landscape, 178-179. Guo’s 
biography also strongly suggests how his “gentlemanly” social network propelled him to prominence at court: Guo, 
Lin quan gao zhi, 109-119 (“huaji 畫記”). 
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and identity construction, and from Tang onward, in a discourse of social snobbery which denied 

expertise to most of the men whose lives were dedicated to painting, and allocated authority over 

the field to men who discussed painting in these terms. 

 My conclusions in this chapter represent what I believe to be a fruitful direction for the 

continued study of middle period social history and art history in the future. By focusing on 

processes of identity construction, maintenance, negotiation, and social signalling, we stand to 

gain valuable insights into the art worlds of premodern China, even if we can never fully grasp 

their metaphysical “spirit.” 
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Chapter 2: Music 
 

 More than painting, the social world of 7th–14th century China was filled by the sounds of 

music: everyone, at every rung of the social ladder, could enjoy creating or listening to music in 

some form. Despite music’s ubiquity, there was no emic label as democratized as “musician” 

(yinyuejia 音樂家) is today:333 we may sometimes think of “musician” as implying a degree of 

specialization beyond the average shower-singer or whistle-walker, but we also recognize that 

objecting to a proud parent calling their toddler a musician is an act of social deviance. This 

willingness to accept anyone as a musician had no parallel within traditional schemes of social 

categorization, and so despite recognizing that everyone was capable of “musicking,”334 men 

constructing and acting out “gentlemanly” identities sought to distinguish themselves from other 

kinds of music makers: in particular, those who they denigrated as low-status occupational 

“music artisans” (yuegong 樂工) and “entertainers” (lingren 伶人). 

 This situation has much in common with the field of painting discussed in the previous 

chapter; however, in music, the social stakes were higher, because the stigma against “music 

artisans” and “entertainers” was far more severe. In Northern Wei (386–534), the court arranged 

for men who robbed and killed others to be beheaded, and for their wives and children to be 

formally registered as a “music household” (yuehu 樂戶) as an extension of the punishment; men 

 
333 The two closest terms, yuejia 樂家 and yueren 樂人, are generally associated with lower-status “artisans” (gong 
工), members of “music households” (yuehu 樂戶), and related associations indicating “non-gentlemanly” 
categories. Though these terms can appear to be used fairly neutrally in some texts, they are never directly applied to 
an emperor, a “gentleman-official,” and so on, while they may be applied directly to lower-status occupational 
performers. These conclusions based on my observations of 154 instances of yuejia in Song and 34 in Yuan, as well 
as 1,521 results for yueren in Song and 360 in Yuan, all gathered from the Airusheng guji ku database. 
 
334 Here I adopt Christopher Small’s term, and the associated idea of understanding music as a broad “process” 
instead of an object, with this process extending even to include people setting up a venue, checking tickets at the 
front door, and so on. (Christopher Small, Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening [Hanover, 
University of New England Press, 1998].) 
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who robbed substantially more would also be beheaded, with their wives and children becoming 

slaves instead;335 Northern Qi (550–577) had a similar law.336 Tang discontinued this practice, 

but continued to denigrate “music artisans” and “music households” at court, and attempt to 

prevent them from leaving their station. In the first year of his reign, Tang Gaozu 高祖 (r. 618–

626) passed an edict allowing a select few “Department of State Sacrifices musicians” (taichang 

yueren 太常樂人), including “some who had ancestors in officialdom or were sons or grandsons 

of high officials, 或有衣冠世緒，公卿子孫，” to be “able to obtain reprieve and be one with 

the common people 宜得蠲除，一同民例;” he ended his edict by noting that this will not apply 

to all musicians, as some were still need to pass on their musical knowledge at court, and that 

“those entering the ‘music household’ ranks from this first year of Wude (618) onward are not 

affected by this rule. 自武德元年以來配充樂戶者，不入此例。”337 Throughout this chapter, 

 
335 Wei Shou 魏收, Wei shu 魏書 (Qing qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本), 111.1299 (“Punishments 
#7 刑罰七”). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. For a translation, see: Li (Ally) 
Wang, The Peak Time of Entertainment in China: A Study of the Jiaofang During the Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD) 
(Newcastle upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2020), 14. 
 
336 “…Various thieves and murderers are beheaded; their wives and sons of the same registry are attached to music 
households. 。。。諸強盜殺人者斬；妻子同籍，配為樂戶。” (Ma Duanlin 馬端臨, Wenxian tongkao 文獻通
考 [Qing Zhejiang shuju ben 清浙江書局本], 168.2988. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.) See also: Wang, The Peak Time of Entertainment in China, 15. 
 
337 “The musicians of the Department of State Sacrifices now [include men who] have entered the office as a 
punishment, practiced their art, and inherit their [practice] from previous generations. Some had ancestors in 
officialdom, or were sons and grandsons of high officials; once ‘moistened’ by this role, later generations couldn't 
change [back]. As for marriage, it couldn't be with gentlemanly sorts, and their names were recorded differently. 
This was a great shame and a grave error, which can be pitied. ...[Now, I decree that] the various men in the Music 
Bureau and the [Office of] Drums and Winds, who have been there for a long time, from one generation to another, 
should be able to obtain redemption and be one with the common people. Only the music artisans whose studies are 
complete and pass on [their learning] to others cannot be deficient, so they will still hold their original offices as 
before. If they already served as an official they can enter that stream, then don’t change their bestowed titles, and 
follow the rank and salary of their post. Those who entered the “music household” ranks from the first year of Wude 
(618) onward are not affected by this rule. 太常樂人，今因罪謫入營署，習藝伶官，前代以來，轉相承襲。或
有衣冠世緒，公卿子孫，一沾此色，後世不改。婚姻絕於士類，名籍異於編。大恥深疵，良可哀湣。[朕君
臨區宇，思從寬惠，永言淪滯，義存刷蕩。]其大樂鼓吹諸舊人，年月已久，世代遷易，宜得蠲除，一同民
例。但音律之伎，積學所成，傳授之人，不可頓闕，仍依舊本司上下。若已仕官，見入班流，勿更追呼，
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we will continue to encounter examples of this negative treatment of “music artisans” and 

“entertainers,” which went far beyond the kind of denigration “painting artisans” faced. 

 This institutional bias reflected and reinforced a broader social bias against the categories 

of “music artisan” and “entertainer” throughout premodern China, causing anxiety for men who 

engaged in music occupationally or avocationally and wished to maintain a “gentlemanly” 

identity while doing so. This anxiety encouraged the entrenchment and emergence of different 

signals and strategies which allowed for the successful performance of “gentlemanly” identities 

in different social contexts. 

 Music historians have generally emphasized three areas in which “gentlemen/literati” 

distinguished themselves from lower-status music makers. The first is the binary division 

between “elegant music” (yayue 雅樂) and “vernacular music” (suyue 俗樂), with “gentlemen” 

asserting their authority over the former and denigrating the latter as the music of inferior sorts, 

or even of polities in a state of decline: scholarship on these categories focuses on court music 

systems.338 The second area looks beyond the court and into the semi-private spaces of 

“gentlemanly” engagement with the qin-zither 琴 (henceforth: qin), with discourses and 

performance practices reflecting an elite aesthetic and moral tradition that denied access to other 

kinds of qin players throughout society.339 The third area of scholarship examines theatrical 

 
各從品秩。自武德元年以來配充樂戶者，不入此例。” (Quan Tang wen, 1.10.) My translation is adapted from 
Wang, The Peak Time of Entertainment in China, 15-16. 
 
338 For some examples, see: Kenneth DeWoskin, A Song for One or Two: Music and the Concept of Art in Early 
China (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 1982); Kazu Nakaseko, “Symbolism in 
Ancient Chinese Music Theory,” Journal of Music Theory, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Nov., 1957), 147-180; Rulan Chao Pian, 
Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and their Interpretation. Repr. ed. (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 2003); 
Joseph Lam, “Huizong’s Dashengyue, a Musical Performance of Emperorship and Officialdom” in Emperor 
Huizong and Late Northern Song China: The Politics of Culture and the Culture of Politics, edited by Patricia Ebrey 
and Maggie Bickford (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014), 395-452. 
 
339 See: Zhang Yu 章瑜, “Ben juan bianzhe xu 本卷编者序,” in Qinxue xingshi yu neirong 琴學形式與內容, edited 
by Zhang Yu 章瑜, Vol. 7, Songdai yinyue yanjiu wenlun ji 宋代音樂研究文論集, edited by Qin Luo 洛秦, 1-6. 
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traditions in which only low-status “entertainers” (lingren 伶人) performed on stage, while 

Song-Jin-Yuan “gentlemen” served either as playwrights or connoisseurly audience members.340 

 These depictions of the middle period musicscape and its relationship to the broader 

social world tend to reflect certain elements of a “gentlemanly” discourse of socio-musical ideals 

more than the lived realities of men in these centuries; as was the case in the field of painting, 

boundaries between different kinds of music makers were not as clear-cut as many men wished, 

with many instances of social overlap and categorical uncertainty. As with the previous chapter, 

let us begin by familiarizing ourselves with these anxieties, before analyzing some of the identity 

signals invoked to maintain “gentlemanly” identities through engagement in the field of music. 

 

2.1 “Gentlemanly” Identity Anxieties and the Labels “Music Artisan” and 
“Entertainer” 
 

 The particularly strong disdain held for “music artisans” over other kinds of “artisans” in 

7th–14th century China was inherited from the sociocultural norms of previous centuries, as was a 

fear over being categorized as (and treated like) a “music artisan” or “entertainer.” As he did for 

the field of painting, Yan Zhitui left advice from the 6th century for his descendants interested in 

performing music: 

Although contemporary music has changed from the [music of the] past, it is still sufficient to 
cause one’s spirit and emotions to be at ease. But [you] must not allow yourself to be 
renowned for it, or you will [end up] serving the nobility, sitting in a lowly seat [in their 

 
For more examples: Robert Hans Van Gulik, The Lore of the Chinese Lute: An Essay in the Ideology of the Ch’in. 
New ed. (Tokyo: Sophia University, in cooperation with C. E. Tuttle Co., 1969); Zhang Huaying 章華英, Songdai 
guqin yinyue yanjiu 宋代古琴音樂研究 (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 2011). 
  
340 See in particular the work of Stephen West and Wilt Idema; for example: Stephen West and Wilt Idema, eds. and 
trans., with an introduction, Monks, Bandits, Lovers, and Immortals: Eleven Early Chinese Plays (Indianapolis: 
Hackett Pub. Co., 2010); Stephen West and Wilt Idema, eds. and trans., The Orphan of Zhao and Other Yuan Plays: 
The Earliest Known Versions (New York: Columbia University Press, 2014). 
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home], humiliated by taking their dregs and cold leftovers. Even Dai Andao suffered this [fate 
for his musical ability], let alone you boys! 
今世曲解，雖變於古，猶足以暢神情也。唯不可令有稱譽，見役勳貴，處之下坐，以

取殘杯冷炙之辱。戴安道猶遭之，況爾曹乎！341 
 
 Dai Andao 戴安道 (d. 396) is known for choosing to break his qin when the King of 

Wuling 武陵王 summoned him to play it, responding: “I, Dai Andao, cannot be an entertainer 

for the king’s home! 戴安道不能為王門伶人！”342 Such stories recur over time: when an 

emperor asked Mi Heng 禰衡 (173–198) to play the drums, “[Mi] Heng first removed his court 

clothing and [then] struck the drums while nude, saying: ‘I don’t dare treat the formal robes of 

the former kings as the garb of an entertainer! 衡先觧朝服, 露體而擊之, 云: ‘不敢以先王法服

為伶人之衣。’”343 And another story passed down with the title “Meritorious Officials Don’t 

Play the Qin 功臣不操琴” tells of Ji Shao 嵇紹 (253–304) refusing to perform when asked by 

the ruler Sima Jiong 司馬冏 (d. 303): 

Meritorious officials restore the state, they should regulate things and make rules, passing 
them down to later generations. Although I am lowly, I am [still] an official, with a seal-cord 
belt and an official hat, wearing ornamental jade in the court: how could I play silk-and-
bamboo [music], doing the work of an entertainer!  
功臣復社稷，當軌物作則，垂之於後。紹雖虛鄙，沗備常伯，腰紱冠冕，鳴玉殿省，

豈可操執絲竹，為伶人之事！”344 
 
 As was the case with men asking the “gentlemanly” sort for paintings, discussed in the 

previous chapter, these anecdotes tend not to give the impression that the various kings or 

 
341 Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.43-44. Translation adapted from Yan, Family Instructions for the Yan Clan and Other 
Works by Yan Zhitui (531–590s), 433 (XIX.16). 
 
342 Xue lin 學林, compiled by Wang Guanguo 王觀國 (Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍
版叢書本), 5.106. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
343 Jiu Tang shu 舊唐書, compiled by Liu Xu 劉昫 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本), 
62.1177. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
344 Shiwen lei ju, 22.1756, 
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emperors are trying to humiliate these men by asking them to perform. However, these requests 

could be more than simply an affront to their “gentlemanly” identity, as they might lead to real 

status loss through a demotion into a lowly role at court. In Northern Song, a civil official named 

Zhu Wei 朱維 was very knowledgeable about music and “especially skilled at playing the di-

flute; even the Conservatory [music makers] praised him, and this spread within the court, 而尤

工吹笛，雖教坊亦推之，流傳入禁中，” leading the emperor to make Zhu perform while a 

Conservatory artisan transcribed his music.345 Following this incident, Cai Xiang 蔡襄 (1012–

1067) and some other high ranking officials summoned Zhu and ordered him to sit adjacent to 

them and play the di-flute; Zhu refused three times, until Secretary Zheng 鄭樞密 solemnly said: 

“If you do not play [the di-flute] you will be violating an order! 公不吹當違制！” Zhu Wei “had 

no choice but to put effort into playing a piece in his court robes; the music artisans in the 

Conservatory all praised it, and thus Zhu was employed as a Music Official. 不得已，以朝服勉

為一曲，教坊樂工皆稱善，遂除維為典樂。”346 

 Even in slightly lower-stakes scenarios, it remained important for such men to avoid the 

humiliation of being made to perform music for others. Du Bin 杜彬 (Northern Song) suffered 

this fate while working as a deputy official under Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007–1072) during 

Ouyang’s tenure in Chuzhou; Du Bin was good at playing the pipa, and whenever Ouyang drank 

he made Du play for him.347 “Often [Ouyang’s] drunk conduct was thoughtless; thus, he wrote a 

 
345 Ye Mengde 葉夢得, Bishu lu hua 避暑録話 (Ming jin mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), A.32. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
346 Ye Mengde, Bishu lu hua, A.33. 
 
347 “When Ouyang Wenzhong [Xiu] was magistrate of Chuzhou, [a man named] Du Bin was good at the pipa; each 
time Ouyang drank, he certainly caused [Du] Bin to play it. 歐文忠在滁州通判，杜彬善彈琵琶，公每飲酒，必
使彬為之。” (Ye, Bishu lu hua, A.32.) 
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poem saying: ‘Sitting among drunk guests, who is most virtuous? Du Bin’s pipa has ‘leather’ 

strings!348 往往酒行遂無算筭，故有詩云：坐中醉客誰最賢，杜彬琵琶皮作弦！”349 At a 

glance, this poem does not seem particularly insulting, defamatory, or otherwise problematic: it 

certainly does not directly associate Du Bin with a denigrated label or insult his “gentlemanly” 

virtue. However, lacking additional context, it could be read as if Du Bin was a “music artisan” 

performing at the banquet, and so: “Du Bin was sick over it; [he] begged [Ouyang] to change his 

name [in the poem], but people had already circulated it, so in the end he couldn’t keep [his 

name] hidden. 彬頗病之，祈公改去姓名，而人已傳，卒不得諱。”350 

 Thus, if not carefully contextualized, displays of musical proficiency could be a source of 

humiliation, and so too could a lack of proficiency. An anecdote from Northern Song offers a 

perfectly reasonable – albeit rarely stated – perspective on why officials in earlier eras were 

willing to participate in dancing at court, but in Song they no longer would: 

When the ancients drank wine, they would all dance with each other; those wishing long life 
to their seniors would likewise always sing and dance… as for Tang Taizong, he also 
personally rose to dance with his officials. …Nowadays, dancers bend and twirl, adding to 
and exhausting the strange and wondrous, and those who have not received instruction are not 
to be observed [at court]; thus, gentlemen-officials no longer rise to dance [lest they be 
viewed as inferior dancers]. Some are good dancers, but because they would further seem like 
music artisans, they are always ashamed to do it.  

 
348 Ye Mengde states that various “aficionados” (haoshizhe 好事者) interpret this line to mean that Du Bin’s strings 
were literally made of leather, however, the reality is that when Du Bin’s method of plucking the strings was 
attempted by “music artisans,” all of their strings broke, leading Ouyang to quip to Du: “As for your strings, could it 
not be that they’re leather? 如公之弦，無乃皮為之耶？” However, it was just a joke, pointing to Du’s ability to 
play the pipa in a particular manner without breaking strings. (Ye, Bishu lu hua, A.32-33.) As an aside to this aside, 
Yang Yu 楊瑀 (1285–1361) wrote about an official in Yuan whose family for generations played a 20-string 
konghou-harp with copper strings, and “none of the music artisans could use it. 樂工皆不能用也。” (Yang Yu 楊
瑀, Shanju xin hua 山居新話 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 15. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
349 Ye, Bishu lu hua, A.32. 
 
350 Ibid. Another version of this anecdote specifies that after Ouyang composed his poem, “Du Bin was ashamed that 
[the story of] his skill was being circulated, and begged [Ouyang] to change [the poem]. 杜彬恥以技傳, 丐公爲
改。” (Cheng Dachang 程大昌, Yan fan lu 演繁露 [Qing xue jin tao yuan ben 清學津討原本], 12.82. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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古人飲酒，皆以舞相屬，獻壽尊者，亦往往歌舞。。。 至唐太宗，亦自起舞屬羣
臣。。。今時舞者，曲折益盡奇妙，非有師授，皆不可觀，故士大夫不復起舞矣。或

有善舞者，又以其似樂工，輙耻爲之。351 
 
 Only in exceptional circumstances would a man who considers himself a “gentleman” be 

willing to associate himself with the “music artisan” category. Wang Wei offers a good example: 

he was known as a good pipa player, and when he sought influential men to vouch for him 

before taking the civil service exams, Tang Xuanzong’s younger brother hatched a plan that 

made Wang appear to be an “entertainer.” Wang was first taken to the home of another imperial 

relative, then made to perform a pipa piece he composed before showing off some of his 

collected poetry; upon reading the poetry, the imperial relative declared: “This is no entertainer; 

he is a gentleman of letters! 此非伶人，乃能文之士！”352 This stunt helped Wang gain the 

social connections he needed to be able to sit for the exams, which he later passed in first 

place;353 his temporary risk yielded great reward. 

 This was an isolated, strategic gamble for Wang Wei; Feng Ji 馮吉 (919–963), on the 

other hand, was renowned for his consistent indifference to acting like and being treated like an 

“entertainer.” He had received various titles in Later Jin and Later Zhou through his father’s 

protection privilege, and was fond of studying and calligraphy, but “he had a clowning nature 

 
351 Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 19.134. 
 
352 Zhu Shengfei 朱勝非, Gan zhu ji 紺珠集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 7.125-
126. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
353 The anecdote ends: “Thus he made use of his influential connection, and that year he passed the exams in first 
place. 遂為夤縁，是年為舉首也。” (Zhu, Gan zhu ji, 7.126.) 
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and lacked proper conduct 然性滑稽無操行,”354 and his true passion lay in playing the pipa (or 

the huqin 胡琴, depending on which version of the story you read):355 

Each time the gentlemen at court had a banquet, even if he wasn’t summoned, [Feng] would 
always arrive of his own accord, get drunk, and play the pipa; after he finished playing, he 
would compose poems, and with the poems done would rise to dance.  
每朝士宴集，雖不召，亦常自至，酒酣即彈琵琶，彈罷賦詩，詩成起舞。356 

 
 He was apparently so good at his instrument that “the Conservatory granted him the 

[informal] title Famous Hand; no one else was able to attain [his level]. 教坊供奉號名手者亦莫

能及。”357 “His father, [Feng Dao,] always admonished him and commanded him not to 

practice, but Ji’s nature was to enjoy [the pipa], and he couldn’t change. 父常戒令勿習，吉性

所好，亦不能改。” One day, in an attempt to embarrass Feng Ji into changing his ways, his 

father held a banquet at their home, and: 

…commanded [him] to play the huqin; when the piece was finished, he gifted him a bundle of 
silk [as if paying an entertainer] in order to humiliate him. [Feng] Ji placed the silk on the 
nape of his neck, grasped his huqin in his left hand, put his right hand on his knee, and bowed 
and rose in the manner of an entertainer, so that the whole company laughed greatly.  
。。。命彈胡琴，曲終，賜之束帛以辱之。吉致帛於項，以左手抱琴，右手按膝，如

伶人拜起。舉家大笑。358  
 
 Despite his father’s admonishments, Feng Ji continued to enjoy getting drunk and 

performing at court banquets. This anecdote is unique among 7th–14th century stories of men 

labeled “gentlemen,” most of whom sought instead to maintain greater distance between 

 
354 Songshi, 439.4603. 
 
355 Ibid. In Wang Bizhi’s telling of the tale, Feng Ji was “especially proficient at the huqin 尢精胡琴” – a similar 
instrument to the pipa, used primarily in the north in Tang and Song. (Wang, Shengshui yan tan lu, 10.56.) 
 
356 Songshi, 439.4604. 
 
357 Songshi, 439.4603. 
 
358 Wang, Shengshui yan tan lu, 10.56. 
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themselves and the categories of “music artisan” or “entertainer” while musicking: talking about 

music, performing it, using it to express themselves or using it to earn a living, and so on. Over 

centuries, these men inherited, adapted, and developed repertories of identity signals within the 

field of music which allowed them to continue their musicking practices and their performance 

of “gentlemanly” identities with varying degrees of efficacy in different social situations, 

including: 

1. Use of the classical discourse of proper music (yue 樂 or yayue 雅樂) 
2. One’s choice of instrument and stated justifications for its selection 
3. Demonstrated engagement in the gentlemanly tradition of playing the qin 
4. The label “qin gentleman” (qinshi 琴士) and reclusion 
5. Possession of certain official titles relating to music 
6. Playwriting and performing a “gentlemanly” identity 

 

2.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Use of the Classical Discourse of Proper 
Music (yue 樂 or yayue 雅樂) 
 

 “Music artisans” and “entertainers” were undoubtedly talented and capable of 

understanding their art, just like “painting artisans” in the field of painting, though men 

performing “gentlemanly” identities rarely did them the courtesy of acknowledging this. At the 

same time, many of these men used the label “one who knows music” (zhiyin zhe 知音者) in 

reference to men like them who lacked the technical and embodied knowledge we nowadays 

associate with musical expertise. Li Zhao 李照, one such man who “knew music” during the 

reign of Song Renzong, once claimed that the sounds of court music were too high, and insisted 

upon a fundamental pitch so low that the “music artisans” couldn’t actually sing it.359 He further 

sought to remake the court’s instruments in accordance with his new music system:  

 
359 “[Li] Zhao’s determined huangzhong pitch was measured by others as extremely low, and when performers [tried 
to] sing its sound, they missed the mark. 照所定黃鐘，律人聲極下，樂工歌其韻，中無射倍聲。” (Yu hai 玉海, 
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At that time, the emperor was searching widely for any who knew music, [so he] listened to 
[Li] Zhao’s words. Even though the music officials360 and music artisans knew [his system] 
was impossible, they didn’t dare oppose it.  
上時博求知音者，聽照所言。音官、樂工雖知其不可，而不敢非之。361  

 
In the end, twelve kinds of instruments were recreated according to Li’s specifications, 

from se-zithers to di-flutes, but “none of them could be put to use 皆不可施用.”362 If Li’s 

acceptance as “one who knew music” seems strange given his apparent incompetence, it likely 

results from distinctions between modern assumptions about musical knowledge and the 

premodern, classicist approach to music in middle period China. As much as we may think of 

occupational “music artisans” as men who understood music, the classicist lens denies them this 

status: the “Record of Music” (Yueji 樂記) chapter of the Record of Rites (liji 禮記) is clear in its 

claim that the “common masses” (zhongshu 眾庶) are able to understand “sounds” (sheng 聲) 

and “tones” (yin 音), but “only the noble man is able to know music 唯君子為能知樂.”363 This 

discourse thus allowed men to claim authority over music on the basis of their understanding of 

cosmology and the moral ideals of the classical canon, making knowledge of proper music into a 

“gentlemanly” attribute. 

 Within this discourse, music is understood as a phenomenon of stimulus-response 

(ganying 感應); as in the field of painting, an external stimulus first affects the heart-mind and 

 
compiled by Wang Yinglin 王應麟 [Qing guangxu jiunian zhejiang shuju kan ben 清光緒九年浙江書局刊本], lüli 
律曆 7.149. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
360 On “music officials” not necessary referring to the “gentlemanly” sort, see pages 190-208 of this dissertation. 
 
361 Xu zizhi tongjian changbian 續資治通鑒長編, compiled by Li Tao 李燾 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本), 117.1379. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
362 Ibid. 
 
363 Li ji 禮記, commentary by Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 and annotations by Lu Deming 陸德明 (Sibu cong kan jing Song 
ben 四部叢刊景宋本), 11.217. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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moves it to produce a response: in this case, music.364 The Record of Rites explains: “music 

affected by a sorrowful heart sounds anxious and weak; music affected by a joyful heart sounds 

relaxed and gentle. 哀心感者，其聲噍以殺；其樂心感者，其聲嘽以緩。”365 As a stimulus 

could be a positive or negative influence, it was important for sage kings to be cautious about 

what affected their heart-minds and those of others; since music itself could be a stimulus for 

others, proper music became a path to social utopia, while improper music led to ruin. This 

proper music was associated with the Way (dao 道) and the “noble man,” while music designed 

merely to delight the senses and desires was associated with “lesser people” (xiaoren 小人).366 

 However, the question of what constituted proper music – what it was supposed to sound 

like – remained open to interpretation. There was general agreement that primacy would be 

granted to the “Five Notes” (wuyin, 五音) – gong 宮, shang 商, jue 角, zhi 徵, and yu 羽 – an 

anhemitonic pentatonic scale corresponding to do, re, mi, so, and la in modern solfège, and to a 

litany of planets, materials, directions, internal organs, colors, and so on, in the “Five Phases” 

(wuxing 五行) cosmological scheme.367 Two additional notes were commonly added to create a 

heptatonic scale: an “altered zhi” (bianzhi 變徵) and an “altered gong” (biangong 變宮), each 

dropping one pitch (approximately one semitone) below the zhi and gong pitches respectively, 

 
364 Li ji, 11.216. 
 
365 Ibid. 
 
366 Li ji, 11.223. 
 
367 For example: “The five tones in music are like the five stars in the sky, the five elements on earth, and the five 
virtues of humankind. 五聲之於樂，猶如五星之於天，五行之在地，五常之在人也。” (Chen Yang 陳暘, Yue 
shu 樂書 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 107.307. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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creating the “correct sound” (zhengsheng 正聲) scale.368 Selecting each of the twelve pitches as 

the fundamental note of a modal series beginning with each of the seven steps of the heptatonic 

scale would result in a total of eighty-four modes; however, recognizing the two “altered” notes 

as outside of the ideal “Five Notes,” Shen Kuo and others removed them from the process of 

generating modal species, thus creating only sixty modes.369 

Chen Yang 陳暘 (1064–1128) took this one step further, arguing that “the two altered 

[notes] arise from the Five Notes but they are excessive in relation to the Five Notes, 二變出乎

五聲，而淫於五聲，” and that “the two altered notes arise from foreign tones, and not from 

Chinese tones. 二變之聲出於夷 音，非華音也。”370 He was particularly against the use of 

altered gong: 

 The sky does not have two suns, and gentlemen do not have two rulers. Given that the gong 
note represents the ruler, to have an altered gong besides would be to have two rulers: among 
harms to the teaching [of the sages], nothing is greater than this. How could this be the 
intention of the former kings’ establishing music?  
天無二日，土無二君，宮既為君而又有變宮，是二君也，害教莫甚焉，豈先王制樂之

意哉？371 
 

 
368 Western musicians might recognize these notes as the Lydian mode; however, we tend to think of a piece of 
music in Lydian because of the relevant presence of a raised fourth, whereas the modes used in “elegant music” 
(yayue 雅樂) are defined more by the pitch collection and the note on which a piece of music ends. Further, we tend 
to think of Lydian in relation to the Ionian mode or major scale, understanding the raised fourth as the place of 
difference; however, “correct sound” was itself the standard for proper music. 
 
369 For more on these modes, see: Pian, Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and their Interpretation, 43-58. 
 
370 Chen, Yue shu, 107.307. 
 
371 Ibid. Chen Yang is a bit of a conservative extreme, in this case. Most gentlemen seem fine with adding four 
qingsheng notes, and most extant court music from Song and Yuan is heptatonic. See: Joseph Lam, “‘There is No 
Music in Chinese Music History’: Five Court Tunes from the Yuan Dynasty (AD 1271–1368),” Journal of the Royal 
Musical Association, Vol. 119, No. 2 (1994), 165-188.” It is also worth noting that the ritual music recorded by 
Jiang Kui 姜夔 (c. 1155-c. 1221) and Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) is largely heptatonic; see: Laurence Picken, 
“Twelve Ritual Melodies of the T’ang Dynasty,” in Studia Memoriae Belae Bartók Sacra (Budapest: Aedes 
Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 1956), 147-174; Laurence Picken, “Chiang K’uei’s ‘Nine Songs for Yueh,’” 
The Musical Quarterly, Vol. 43, No. 2 (Apr. 1957), 201-219. See also: Pian, Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and 
their Interpretation, 99-231. 
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 Chen’s opinion was particularly conservative; other men like Hu Yuan胡瑗 (933–1059) 

and Ruan Yi阮逸 (jinshi 1027), for instance, advocated for four “high pitches” (qing sheng 清

聲) to be used alongside the standard twelve pitches in their treatise on rectifying the court music 

system.372 Other men built upon the Record of Rites in their own ways: the text suggests that 

music be restricted to certain pitches and modes at certain times of year;373 Liu Bing 劉昺 

(Northern Song), for instance, cited the Record of Rites in his music treatise, and then added his 

own understanding about what happens when certain modes were used improperly: “if one uses 

yu mode there will be crime, and if one uses shang mode there will be war; thus in the summer 

[months] shang and yu are prohibited. 若用羽則刑，用商則戰，故夏禁商、羽。”374 Later 

men criticized Liu’s understanding of these modes and offered their own opinions, in an ongoing 

conversation about what proper music should be.375 

 To be a participant in this ongoing conversation, one needed to possess knowledge of 

cosmology and the classical canon, and to be able to demonstrate adherence to the classical 

ideals of what music was supposed to be. It was not so much a matter of knowing which notes to 

play and which to avoid; one needed to be able to articulate why, and to do so using a specific 

 
372 Ruan Yi 阮逸, Huangyou xin yue tuji 皇祐新樂圖記 [Qing chao ben 清鈔本], B.8 (Chapter 8). Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
373 For example, it associates the first month of winter with the yu mode and the yingzhong 應鐘 pitch; the first 
month of autumn with the shang mode and the yize 夷則 pitch; the first month of summer with the zhi mode and the 
zhonglü 中呂 pitch, and so on. (Li ji, 5.97.) Alternatively, Huan Tan 桓譚 (36 BCE–35 CE) associates the seasons 
with the “five notes:” spring corresponds to jue, summer to zhi, autumn to shang, and winter to yu, with gong in the 
center uniting them all. (Huan Tan 桓譚, Huan Tan Xin lun jiao zhu 桓譚新論校注, annotated by Bai Zhaolin 白兆
麟 [Hefei 合肥: Anhui guji congshu 安徽古籍叢書, 2017], 11.85.) For a translation, see: DeWoskin, A Song for 
One or Two, 69. 
 
374 Songshi, 129.1357. 
 
375 For examples, see: Lam, “Huizong’s Dashengyue,” 438-439. 
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conceptual vocabulary.376 And at the most abstract level, one needed to demonstrate 

understanding of “the Way” and possession of the moral values of the classicist tradition in order 

to claim that one’s music could stimulate the ideal response of moral transformation. Technical 

details of performance practices, such as finger placement on a given instrument or specialized 

knowledge of particular pieces, forms of notation, or melodies, are completely absent from the 

classicist understanding of proper music.377 Wang Bo 王柏 (1197–1274) states this rather bluntly 

in a comment about music written for the Classic of Poetry (shijing 詩經): 

…The music of the Classic of Poetry is already lost. Even though All Under Heaven still 
[possesses] ‘Deer Call’ in written form, with its intonation and pitches transmitted in 
collections of rites and music, it is still not what music artisans are able to understand.  
。。。三百篇之音調已亡。雖鹿鳴而天下篇，腔律具于儀禮集傳，又非樂工之所能通

識。378 
 
 This classicist lens thus made it possible for a man like Li Zhao to effectively convince 

the court to revamp the music system, granting him authority over the “music artisans” who 

knew his changes would not work. Beyond this function, it also served as a mechanism for 

judging what kind of person was producing music based on the qualities of music itself. We have 

 
376 For example, when Gao Yunxiang 高雲翔 (Song) was known for understanding music pitches and was good at 
the di-flute. Once, he and his brothers were drinking at a bar, and “nearby there were several old music artisans 
discussing music and pitch, and Yunxiang smiled slightly. 有數老樂工相近，談論音律，雲翔微笑。” He 
approached them and played a bit of di-flute, causing them to lose face and leave. (Zeng Minxing 曾敏行. Duxing 
zazhi 獨醒雜志 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 3.15. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
377 In fact, sheet music for ceremonial music is assumed to be for the benefit of “music artisans,” but it is up to 
“gentlemen of morality and status 有徳有位之士” to compose the pieces, and while working in music offices, 
ensure that the music is notated so that it is fixed and preserved for others’ use. (See: Xiong Penglai 熊朋來, Se pu 
瑟譜 [Qing zhi hai ben 清指海本], 5.31. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
378 Wang Bo 王柏, Lu zhai ji 魯齋集 (Min guo xu jin hua congshu ben 民國續金華叢書本), 5.56. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. Xiong Penglai 熊朋來 (1246–1323) similarly described ‘Deer 
Call’ as the only extant piece of music from the Classic of Poetry, and lamented a loss of knowledge about proper 
music which included the gentlemanly sort. He nevertheless believes that “classicists” would be more able to 
understand proper music than “music artisans:” “The rites from the Kaiyuan period of Tang passed on sheet music, 
but it is the case that those who study it are few. If classicists are not able to be good at this, how could music 
artisans?! 蓋唐開元禮所傳音譜，然肄者鮮矣。儒者猶不能好之，況樂工乎？” (Xiong, Se pu, 1.1.) 
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already seen men draw connections between art and artist in the field of painting, with discourses 

about paintings reflecting the heart-mind of their painter emerging in Tang; similar claims were 

already being made about music many centuries earlier. The Record of Rites, in explaining how 

music was a response to external stimuli, noted that the emotional state of one’s heart-mind 

affected the way one’s music sounded; therefore, it was possible to understand the contents of 

others’ heart-minds by listening to their music.379 

 This theory is given narrative form in the oft-referenced Warring States period (475–221 

BCE) anecdote of Bo Ya 伯牙 and Zhong Ziqi 鍾子期. The story as it appears in Liezi 列子 is as 

follows: 

Bo Ya was good at playing the qin, and Zhong Ziqi was good at listening. [When] Bo Ya 
played the qin, and the contents of his heart-mind resided in climbing tall mountains, Zhong 
Ziqi said: “Amazing! How lofty, like Mount Tai!” [When] the contents of Bo Ya’s heart-mind 
resided in flowing waters, Zhong Ziqi said: “Amazing! How vast, like rivers and lakes.” 
Whatever Bo Ya was thinking of, Zhong Ziqi would certainly obtain [in his own heart-mind]. 
Bo Ya was sojourning in the shade of Mount Tai when he suddenly encountered a torrential 
downpour, so he stopped under a precipice. His heart was sorrowful, so he took out his qin 
and played it, creating the sounds of collapsing mountains. With each piece he played, Zhong 
Ziqi at once completely understood his mood. Bo Ya then put his qin away and sighed, 
saying: “Amazing! Amazing! When you listen to the contents of [my] heart-mind [sent forth 
in my music], it is just like [it is in] my heart-mind. How could I separate it from [my] sound? 
伯牙善鼓琴，鍾子期善聽。伯牙鼓琴，志在登高山。鍾子期曰：“善哉！峨峨兮若泰

山！”志在流水。鍾子期曰：“善哉！洋洋兮若江河！”伯牙所念，鍾子期必得之。

伯牙游於泰山之陰，卒逢暴雨，止於巖下；心悲，乃援琴而鼓之。初為霖雨之操，更

造崩山之音，曲每奏，鍾子期輒窮其趣。伯牙乃舍琴而歎曰：“善哉善哉！子之聽夫

志，想象猶吾心也。吾於何逃聲哉？”380 
 

379 Note also that this discourse was also present in Warring States-Han times for the related field of poetry, as in the 
“Great Preface” (daxu 大序) of the Classic of Poetry: “Poetry is where the contents of the heart-mind go; within the 
heart-mind they are thoughts, and sent forth in language they are poems. Emotions are stirred within and given form 
in words; if words are insufficient, they are [given form in] sighs; if sighs are insufficient, they are [given form in] 
song; if singing is insufficient, then without realizing it, [they are given form through] the dancing of hands and 
tapping of feet. 詩者，志之所之也，在心為志，發言為詩。情動於中而形於言，言之不足故嗟嘆之，嗟嘆之
不足故永歌之，永歌之不足，不知手之舞之足之蹈之也。”  (Mao shi 毛詩, commentary by Mao Heng 毛亨, 
additional commentary by Zheng Xuan 鄭玄, annotation by Lu Deming 陸德明 [Sibu cong kan jing Song ben 四部
叢刊景宋本], 1.1. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
380 Lie Yukou 列禦寇, Liezi 列子, annotated by Zhang Zhan 張湛 (Sibu cong kan jing bei Song ben 四部叢刊景北
宋本), 8.45-46. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Later versions of the story note that after Zhong Ziqi died, Bo Ya no longer played the 

qin, feeling as though he had lost his one close friend that truly understood him:381 the “one who 

knows his tune” (zhiyin 知音). This label became commonplace in premodern China as a poetic 

reference to close, “inter-gentlemanly” friends;382 alongside these literary references, the 

classicist understanding of proper music became newly expressed in the emerging tradition of 

“elegant qin” (yaqin 雅琴): a musical tradition associated specifically with “gentlemanly” 

players. Ouyang Xiu succinctly illustrates the presence of this classicist lens in his poem 

“Playing the Qin in Imitation of Jia Dao’s (779–843) Style 彈琴效賈島體:” 

古人不可見， The ancients can no longer be seen, 
古人琴可彈。 [But] the ancients’ qin can be played. 
彈為古曲聲， Playing the music of the ancients, 
如與古人言。 Is like speaking with the ancients.383 

 
 This discourse could be used as a tool to claim that the “gentlemanly” sort were able to 

produce superior music, defining this superiority through abstract claims of understanding the 

minds of the ancients, or conveying morally-correct contents of the heart-mind in one’s sound. 

 
381 This common ending, absent in the Liezi version of the anecdote, first appears in the anecdote’s earliest extant 
written version: The Spring and Autumn Annals of Mr. Lü (lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋). In this text, the overall 
anecdote functions as a didactic metaphor encouraging the ruler of the state to be a good audience for his minister’s 
words as Zhong Ziqi was a good audience for Bo Ya’s music. (Lü Buwei 吕不韋, Lü shi chunqiu 呂氏春秋, 
annotated by Gao You 高誘 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming kan ben 四部叢刊景明刊本], 14.96. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0). 
 
382 By Han at the latest, the story ended consistently with Bo Ya putting away or breaking his qin over the sadness of 
losing the close friend who truly understood his music, and therefore his heart-mind. For instance, Du Fu 杜甫 (712-
770) wrote the following couplet after the death of his friend Li Yi 李嶧:  “This person I will never see again, just as 
I become old I have lost the ‘one who knows my tune.’ 斯人不重見，將老失知音。” (Du Fu 杜甫, Du shi jing 
quan 杜詩鏡銓 [Qing Qianlong wushiqi nian yang hu jiu bo shan fang ke ben 清乾隆五十七年陽湖九柏山房刻本
], 19.453. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
383 Ouyang, Ouyang Wenzhong gong ji, 4.21. 
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As Wu Cheng吳澄 (1249–1333) phrases it in his Ten Rules for Qin Playing” (qin yan shi ze 琴

言十則): 

When the ancients composed pieces, they sometimes expressed leisurely satisfaction, and 
sometimes melancholy feeling was transmitted from their heart-minds: one must know their 
meaning [in order to play their pieces]. If one gets only the sound, and the emotion is in 
conflict with the composition, how are the airs of the ancients to be found within the silk and 
paulownia wood [of the qin]?  
古人製曲，或怡情自適，或憂憤傳心，須知其意；若徒取聲，則情與製違，古人風調

何有於絲桐之間？384 
 
 This understanding of music was therefore primed to serve as an effective signal of a 

“gentlemanly” identity, offering a way of describing music and its performance which singled 

out the performer as a “noble man” or a “gentleman.” For an example of this process in action, 

consider the following poem by Wang Su 王素 (1007–1073) about an official named Zhao 

Yuedao 趙閲道 (1008–1084)385 playing the qin for an audience in a palace courtyard. Playing 

music for others, all the more so in a palace courtyard, was strongly associated with the “music 

artisan” and “entertainer” categories, and a source of humiliation for men like Du Bin. But by 

invoking this classicist discourse, Wang affirms Zhao’s identity as a fellow “gentleman” through 

his performance: 

聽運使閲道殿院撫琴 Listening to Commissioner Yuedao play the qin in the Palace 
Courtyard 

…  
從容取琴撫琴㺯， Leisurely taking up the qin and playing it. 
歛襟拱手斜耳聽。 Restrained; cupped hands; ears leaning in to listen. 
數按慢舉别得法， Frequently pressing [fingers to strings], then slowly lifting, departing 

from the transmitted method;386 
 

384 Wu Cheng 吳澄, Qin yan shi ze: Fu zhifa pu 琴言十則: 附指法譜 (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 
1985), 2-3. 
 
385 On Zhao Yuedao’s qin playing, see his short entry in: Zhu Changwen 朱長文, Qin shi 琴史 (Qing Kangxi lian 
ting cang shu shi’er zhong ben 清康熙楝亭藏書十二種本), 5.46. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
386 He is playing creatively here, changing the original melody in ways the audience does not expect. 
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盡出意外皆研精。 Completely unexpected, [yet] each [note] delves into the essence. 
曲名流水本宫調， The piece named “Flowing Waters” takes the Gong mode as 

fundamental. 
碧溜潄玉寒琤琤。 [With its] blue-green streams, and sounds of coldly-tinkling jade. 
坐中五月汗似雨， Sitting in the fifth month, sweating like rain, 
忽覺桐葉秋風生。 [We] suddenly feel the paulownia leaves create an autumn wind.387 
閱道學琴有高趣， Yue Dao studies the qin, and has lofty inclinations, 
心惡鄭衞方鏗鋐。 His heart-mind loathes [the licentious music of] Zheng and Wei: mere 

clanging of metal! 
惜滋南薰存舊譜， [He] cherishes the “Southern Grasses” preserved in old sheet music,388  
千載之下由分明。 For one thousand years, due to its distinctness. 
欲禆吾君踵舜德， I desire aid to My Ruler to follow Shun’s virtue,389 
追鑒古曲歸升平。 Seeking and reflecting upon ancient music to return to ascending 

peace.390 
 
 This excerpt of Wang’s poem practically sags from the weight of excess identity 

indicators. The title clarifies Zhao Yuedao’s position as distinct from a “music artisan;” Wang 

further indicates that Zhao “leisurely takes up his qin” to emphasize that he has not been asked or 

ordered to perform. Here, too, we see similarities to the field of painting, in which one could 

produce a painting for someone else while enacting a “gentlemanly” identity if one did so on 

one’s own terms. 

 Zhao Yuedao is further lauded for his internalization of the ideals of proper music, as 

conveyed in his performance: he deviates from the sheet music but nonetheless captures the 

“essence” (jing 精) of the music; his music reveals his “lofty inclinations” (gaoqu 高趣) which 

lesser men lack; and his music contains his heart-mind’s adherence to the classicist ideals of the 

 
387 Paulownia wood was used to craft qin; thus, this is referring to the music of the instrument. 
 
388 “Southern Grasses” refers to the Southern Airs: state ceremonial songs preserved as poetry in the Classic of 
Poetry. 
 
389 Shun is a semi-mythical sage king from antiquity. 
 
390 Chengdu wenlei 成都文類, edited by Cheng Yusun 程遇孫 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin 
ge siku quan shu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 11.93-94. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Classic of Poetry and disdain for the chaotic, licentious music of Zheng and Wei. His selection 

of the tune “Flowing Waters,” constantly associated with Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi, is a 

“gentlemanly” choice. And at the end of the poem, Wang Su notes that listening to Zhao’s music 

has had its positive “stimulus-response” effect, compelling Wang to assist in the process of 

sagely governance and the creation of a classicist utopia. 

 Thus, the classical discourse of proper music was not only a way of understanding what 

ideal music ought to be, but also a way of signalling the “gentlemanly” identity of a performer or 

a listener, even in contexts that might otherwise have been a source of humiliation or led to 

downward social mobility. We will return to this discourse as an identity signal later, to 

emphasize the situational nature of its efficacy at court; before doing so, let us first look further 

at how the decision to play the qin, and one’s justifications for doing so, served as strong signals 

of “gentlemanly” identities. 

 

 

2.3 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: One’s Choice of Instrument and Stated 
Justifications for Its Selection 
 
 The Rites of Zhou (Zhou li 周禮) notes that the eight kinds of instruments or sounds 

(bayin 八音) used to create the twelve pitches and “five notes” of proper music are as follows: 

“metal” (jin 金), “stone” (shi 石), “earth” (tu 土), “leather” (ge 革) “silk” (si 絲), “wood” (mu 

木), “gourd” (pao 匏), and “bamboo” (zhu 竹).391 Some of these instruments, like metal zhong-

bells 鍾 or qing-chime stones 磬, maintained their role as essential tools for the production of 

 
391 Zhou li 周禮, commentary by Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 and annotations by Lu Deming 陸德明 (Sibu cong kan Ming 
Fan Songyue shi ben 四部叢刊明翻宋岳氏本), 6.116. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
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proper music at court in Song-Yuan China,392 while others were perceived to have lost their 

connection to proper music. Sima Guang lamented the fall of the xiao-flute 簫: “the ancients who 

played the xiao-flute used it to be in harmony with the [proper] music of Yu and Shao; later 

generations no longer treasured it, and [now it is used to] sell sweets. 古人吹簫者，以和虞韶

聲。後世不復貴，給喪仍賣餳。”393  

 Any instrument placed into these eight categories could be connected to the production of 

proper music; however, doing so was also associated with court ritual music performance, and 

therefore with the “music artisan” social category. Thus, playing an instrument like the xun-

ocarina 塤, described as one of only a select few instruments with famous sagely inventors,394 

used by former kings, and considered by Zhou officials to have a “virtuous sound” (de yin德

音),395 ultimately did not function as a signal of “gentlemanly” identity in 7th–14th century China.  

The qin thus stands apart as a prominent exception to the general rule that one’s choice of 

instrument was not a strong reflection upon one’s identity. Even though the qin was played by 

men and women from many social backgrounds, occupying roles from “singing girls” (jinü 妓

女) to “qin monks” (qinseng 琴僧), no other instrument functioned as such a comprehensive 

symbol of “gentlemanly” identity and ideals, from the instrument as an object to the sounds of its 

music. The strength of the qin as an identity signal is largely derived from a shared 

 
392 See, for instance: Ruan, Huangyou xin yue tuji, passim. 
 
393 Sima, Wenguo Wenzheng gong wenji, 3.30. 
 
394 Ye Tinggui 葉廷珪 (jinshi 1115), for instance, writes: “Fu Xi made the qin, Shennong made the se-zither, Nüwa 
made the huang-reed [mouth organ], and Duke Xin of Bao made xun-ocarina music. 庖犧作琴，神農造瑟，女媧
製簧，暴辛公作塤樂也。” (Ye Tinggui 葉廷珪, Hai lu sui shi 海録碎事 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本], 16.653. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
395 Chen, Yueshu, 108.309. In Tang, Zheng Xiji 鄭希稷 wrote a “Rhapsody on the Ocarina” (xun fu 塤賦) in which 
he similarly refers to the xun-ocarina as an instrument treasured by the sages. (Quan Tang wen, 958.9935.) 
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understanding of, and allegiance to, a certain historical genealogy: a repertory of heroes, events, 

and of course music, which helped to build a strong gentlemanly attachment to the instrument.  

The qin was already considered a “gentlemanly” object to some degree when the classical 

canon was formed: the Record of Rites notes that “Gentlemen do not put away the qin or se-

zither without reason. 士無故不徹琴瑟。”396 The idea of playing the qin was tied to its use as a 

form of ritual or self-cultivating practice: the Zuozhuan 左傳 explained that “the noble man 

approaches the qin and se-zither for rites – not for pleasing his heart-mind! 君子之近琴瑟，以

儀節也，非以慆心也！”397 Huan Tan 桓譚 (36 BCE–35 CE) adds: “the qin is said to be 

‘suppressing,’ and the noble man holds to it in order to suppress himself… the ancient sages and 

worthies played the qin to cultivate their heart-minds. 琴之言禁也，君子守以自禁也。。。古

者聖賢，玩琴以養心。”398 The association with “suppressing” negative emotions and the 

cultivation of the heart-mind is found throughout premodern Chinese writings on the qin. 

 Once established as a tool to aid in the cultivation of “gentlemanly” selves, a list of 

“gentlemanly” qin-playing heroes began to be constructed, further solidifying the qin’s power as 

an identity signal. Ji Kang 嵇康 (223–262), one of the famed Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, 

 
396 Liji, 1.21. 
 
397 Chunqiu zuozhuan du zhu 春秋左傳杜注, annotated by Yao Peiqian 姚培謙 (Qing Qianlong shiyi nian Lu shi 
xiao yulin keben 清乾隆十一年陸氏小鬱林刻本), 20.380. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
398 Huan, Huan Tan Xin lun jiao zhu, 16.110. This idea also famously expressed by Ban Gu 班固 (32-92): “the qin is 
‘restraining.’ What is restrains is evil, and it causes people’s heart-minds to be rectified. 琴者，禁也。 所以禁止于
邪，以正人心也.” (Ban Gu 班固, Bai hu tong de lun 白虎通德論 [Sibu cong kan jing Yuan dade fu Song jian ben 
四部叢刊景元大德覆宋監本], 2.13. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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believed that “only an attained person is fully able [to play the] elegant qin 能盡雅琴，唯至人

兮;”399 he was among the first to construct a list of men who qualified as such: 

…Bo Yi was honest with [the qin]; Yan Hui was humane with it; Bi Gan was loyal with it; 
Wei Sheng was trustworthy with it; Hui Shi was eloquent with it; Wang Shi was diligent with 
it. Others had respective strengths according to their nature, and what they brought about [in 
their qin playing] was not the same. Whether sharing the path or on a distinct path, whether 
through ornamentation or substance, [the qin] ties together the harmonious in order to unite 
continuous things: all use it daily without neglecting [it]. The qin’s [ability to] move people 
and things is indeed great! 
。。。伯夷以之廉，顏回以之仁，比干以之忠，尾生以之信。惠施以之辯給，萬石以

之訥慎。其餘觸類而長，所致非一。同歸殊途，或文或質。總中和以統物，咸日用而

不失。其感人動物，蓋亦弘矣！ 400 
 
 Through cosmological connections and mythologizing, the association of these renowned 

men and their “gentlemanly” virtues (also heard in their music) served to strengthen the power of 

the qin as an identity marker. Ji Kang himself became part of this genealogy, for his mastery of 

the piece “Guangling san” 廣陵散, and the story that he refused to transmit his version to 

posterity, choosing instead to play it one last time before is execution and have his music die 

with him.401 This anecdote proved powerful, justifying the inclusion of “Guangling san” in a 

repertory of music that embodied “gentlemanly” values, just as “Tall Mountains” and “Flowing 

Waters” did through association with Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi. 

 
399 Ji Kang 嵇康, Ji Zhongsan ji 嵇中散集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖本), 2.11. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
400 Ji Kang, Ji Zhongsan ji, 2.10. My translation is adapted from: R.H. Van Gulik, Hsi Kang and his Poetical Essay 
on the Lute (Tokyo: Sophia University, 1969), 116. 
 
401 “[My brother-in-law] Yuan Xiaoni once sought to learn this piece [from me], but I was firm in my refusal to 
teach him. Guangling san dies today [with me] 袁孝尼嘗請學此散，吾靳固不與。《廣陵散》於今絕矣.” (Liu, 
Shishuo xinyu, 6.83.) 
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 This tradition, which became formalized under the label “elegant qin” (yaqin 雅琴) as 

early as the 2nd century CE, is described by Zhu Changwen in his History of the Qin (Qinshi 琴

史) as follows:  

The music of the qin prospered under Emperors Yao and Shun, and during the Three 
Dynasties [Xia, Shang, and Zhou]. But since the beginning of the period of the Warring 
States, the accomplished tones decayed and lewd music arose: people liked meretricious and 
decadent notes and were averse to harmonious and serene music. …When the Han came to 
rule… Emperor Wen (r. 179-156 BCE) devoted time to the study of accomplished music. 
[Later in Han]… qin players like Mr. Zhi, Mr. Long, Mr. Zhao, and Mr. Shi for the first time 
used in their books on the qin the expression “elegant qin,” to distinguish it from vulgar 
music. Moreover, Huan Tan and Gong Yan collected qin melodies, and great Classicist 
scholars of the time, such as Ma Yong and Cai Yong, especially loved this art. Therefore all 
of the people of those times held the qin in high esteem. Thereafter Ruan Ji and Ji Kang 
promoted the qin. With the beginning of the Wei and Jin periods (222–420), famous 
gentlemen and high-minded scholars studied the qin in increasing numbers; I cannot set down 
here all their names which are recorded in history. 
琴之為樂，行於堯舜三代之時。至戰國時，雅音廢而淫樂興，尚鏗鏘墜靡之聲，而厭

和樂深靜之意。魏文侯，當時之賢君，猶云：“吾端冕而聽古樂則惟恐臥，況其下者
乎？”於是秦箏、羌笛、箜篌、琵琶之類迭興而並進，而琴亡矣。漢興，猶未暇復古，
由河間獻王留神雅樂，孝宣時，制氏、龍氏、趙氏、師氏之家，始於琴書，謂之“雅
琴”者，以別於俗樂也。又桓譚、孔衍皆集《琴操》，及馬融、蔡邕以大儒名當時，特
好斯藝，時人翕然宗尚。阮嗣宗、嵇叔夜紹而倡之，自魏及晉，名儒高士學者蓋多，

而史冊之間豈遑遍述。402 
 
 Here, Zhu Changwen effectively summarizes the historical narrative or genealogy, in 

which the qin gradually came to be differentiated from “vulgar music” and incorporated as a 

fetishized object indicative of “gentlemanly” identity. The strength of this narrative was such that 

even the mere possession of a qin was enough to indicate one’s identity as a “gentleman” to 

some degree: no man played a greater role in this than Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365–427). He 

ostensibly403 “didn’t understand music, but kept a stringless qin; each time he was suitably 

 
402 Zhu, Qin shi, 6.52. 
 
403 As others have noted in Tao’s defense, he did write other poems that suggest he owned a strung qin and did play 
it. See: Guo Ping 郭平, Guqin cong tan: xiuding ban 古琴叢談: 修訂版 (Jinan shi 济南市: Shandong huabao 
chubanshe 山東畫報出版社, 2006), 96-97. 
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drunk, he would play it in order to entrust his thoughts [to it]. 不解音律，而蓄無絃琴一張。毎

酒適，輙撫弄以寄其意。”404 Tao once claimed: “Only knowing the qin’s flavor [is enough]: 

why bother with the sounds of the strings! 但識琴中趣，何勞絃上聲！”405 The stringless qin, 

or the ability to obtain the “flavor” of the qin without actually playing it, became a constant 

component of “gentlemanly” qin ideals, invoked in countless works of poetry and prose like the 

following example by Ouyang Xiu for his friend Liu Chang 劉敞 (1019–1068): 

戲君此是伯牙曲， Playing with you, this is Bo Ya's piece; 
自古常嘆知音難。 Since ancient times, there have constantly been sighs about the difficulty 

of [losing] one who knows one’s tune. 
君雖不能琴，         Although you cannot play the qin, 
能得琴意斯為賢！ You are able to obtain the qin’s meaning: this is virtuous!”406 

 
 As was the case in the field of painting, metaphysical elements like moods, emotions, and 

meanings, are prioritized over concrete technical processes as musical ideals. At this stage of 

abstraction, the importance of the qin as an object capable of producing music could be wholly 

abandoned. Beyond missing strings, a qin might be completely broken, as in Su Shi’s “Broken 

qin” (po qin 破琴) poem: “although the broken qin has not yet been repaired, it still has ample 

‘qin meaning’ within it. 破琴雖未修，中有琴意足。”407 There need not even be a qin at all, as 

in the case of Huang Chang’s 黄裳 (1044–1130) “Qin Pavilion” (Qin xuan 琴軒): “Master 

Huang established a pavilion below the forest, and took ‘Qin’ as its name. There is no qin there; 

 
404 Xiao Tong’s 蕭統 (501-531) biography of Tao Yuanming, as recorded in: (Yongzheng) Jiangxi tong zhi (雍正）
江西通志, compiled by Xie Minxiu 謝旻修 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 92.2808. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
405 Jin shu 晉書, edited by Fang Xuanling 房玄齡 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本), 
94.1183. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
406 Ouyang, Ouyang wenzhong gong wen ji, 8.47. 
 
407 Su, Su wenzhong gong quan ji, houji 後集 1.405. 
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the qin is in his heart-mind, and he forgets the [physical] instrument. 黄子開軒于林下，以琴名

軒，琴不在焉。以琴為心，而忘其噐者也。”408 Nor did Xu Luqing 徐鹿卿 (1170–1249) 

need a qin to play with his guest, the “qin gentleman” Wang Mingyuan 翁明逺: 

我亦能琴妙不傳， I too can play the qin, but its wondrousness is not transmitted [to others]; 
無琴無譜併無絃。 No qin, no tablature, and no strings. 
客來問訊琴安在， The guest arrives and asks where my qin is, 
指似孤鴻落日邊。 [In response], my fingers [move] like a lone bird in the distant sunset.409 

 
 As a result of this collective understanding of the qin – its meanings, its ideals, its heroes, 

and its history – possession or performance of no other instrument was so strong an indicator of 

“gentlemanly” identity in 7th–14th century China. However, a handful of others deserve mention. 

The se-zither 瑟 had been associated with both the qin and “gentlemanly” players in the classical 

canon,410 and Zheng Qiao’s 鄭樵 (1104–1162) Comprehensive Records (Tongzhi 通志) kept the 

instruments together when noting: 

Most noble men, in relation to the world, do not succeed; most lesser people, in relation to the 
world, achieve their ambitions. Thus, when noble men play the qin and se, they draw from its 
sounds to express the [contents of their hearts]. 
君子之於世，多不遇。小人之於世，多得志。故君子之於琴瑟取其聲，而寫所寓焉。411 

 
 By the 12th century, the se had already fallen from popularity, with most “gentlemanly” 

zither-players opting for the qin instead. Xiong Penglai 熊朋來 (1246–1323) later attempted to 

revitalize interest in the se, reassociating it with “gentlemanly” identity by reminding his readers 

 
408 Huang Chang 黄裳, Yan shan ji 演山集 (Qing chao ben 清鈔本), 16.82. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
409 Xu Luqing 徐鹿卿, Qingzheng cun gao 清正存稿 (Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本), 6.105. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
410 As described on page 157 of this dissertation. 
 
411 Zheng Qiao 鄭樵, Tong zhi 通志 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 49.1208. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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that its music was connected to the singing of poems from the Classic of Poetry: “when the 

ancients sang poems, they certainly used the se [as accompaniment], 古者歌詩必以瑟，” and 

“the singing of poems was not passed on because the study of the se was discarded. 歌詩不傳, 

由瑟學廢也。”412 He accurately noted that “the Analects speaks of the se three times and does 

not speak of the qin, 論語三言瑟而不言琴，” and then lamented that classicists had lost interest 

in the instrument: “the Rites of the Kaiyuan Era of Tang transmitted written music [for the 

Classic of Poetry], but few people studied it. If even classicists couldn’t be fond of it, how could 

[mere] music artisans?! 盖唐開元禮所傳音譜，然肄者鮮矣。儒者猶不能好之，况樂工

乎？”413 Thus, Xiong set out to create his Se Manual (sepu 瑟譜) to revitalize the tradition of 

singing the poems of the Classic of Poetry and playing the se; unfortunately, he appears not to 

have succeeded, and the se remained a largely unplayed instrument in Song-Yuan times. 

 Unlike the se, the di-flute 笛 was intensely popular in Song and Yuan. It was not strongly 

tied to a “gentlemanly” identity in particular, as its players included men and women from many 

 
412 Xiong, Se pu, 1.1. Fan Chuyi 范處義 (jinshi 1156) similarly described “Elegantia se” (ya se 雅瑟) and “Eulogy 
se” (song se 頌瑟) as separate instruments used for different subcategories of Classic of Poetry poems. (Fan Chuyi 
范處義, Shi bu zhuan 詩補傳 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 20.191. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
413 Xiong, Se pu, 1.1. 
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social categories: “barbarians”414 and their children,415 “fishermen”416 and “woodcutters,”417 

“herdsmen,”418 women,419 “music artisans,”420 “entertainers,”421 and more. Though the 

instrument could hypothetically have served as a “gentlemanly” identity marker through 

association with the production of proper music or its close relationship to the pitch-pipes used to 

produce the “twelve pitches,” this did not occur; instead, men who wished to use the di to 

perform a “gentlemanly” identity limited their associations with it to situations involving 

reclusion or roaming in nature. Lu You wrote about returning home later in life, “sweeping clean 

the vestiges of marketplace and court 掃盡市朝陳,” and “entrusting [his] heart’s affairs to the 

 
414 See, for instance, Tang text Yuefu zalu 樂府雜録, which records the line: “the di-flute is the music of the Qiang-
people. 笛者羌樂也。” As seen in: Shilin guangji 詩林廣記, compiled by Cai Zhengsun 蔡正孫 (Qing wenyuan ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), qianji 前集 3.27. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
415 Gao Kuo 高适 (d. 765) has a line in a poem which reads: “The barbarian boy plays the di-flute in the frontier 
garrison building. 胡兒吹笛戍樓間。” As seen in: Wei Hu 韋糓, Cai diao ji 才調集 (Sibu cong kan jing Qing Qain 
Zengshu tu tang jing Song chao ben 四部叢刊景清錢曾述古堂景宋鈔本), 1.13. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
416 For an example, see footnote 1005 on page 365 of this dissertation.  
 
417 For example, Zhou Quan’s 周權 (1275–1343) poem notes: “Several sounds of a woodcutter’s di-flute, but where 
is the person [producing them?] 數聲樵笛人何處？” (Zhou Quan 周權, Cishan shi ji 此山詩集 [Qing wenyuan ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 10.38. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
 
418 Yuan Haowen poetically describes a “herdsman’s di-flute without sound in the painting. 牧笛無聲畫。” See: 
Yuan, Yi shan ji, 14.139. 
 
419 See Ke Jiusi’s “Colophon for Zhang Xuan’s painting of a gentlewoman playing the horizontal di-flute 題張萱畫
橫笛士女:” Ke, Dan qiu sheng ji, 3.17. 
 
420 For an example, see the story of Hua Rixin 花日新 on the pages 164-165 of this dissertation. 
 
421 See, for instance, the “entertainers” playing the “dragon flute” (long di 龍笛) in: Wu Zimu 吳自牧, Mengliang lu 
夢梁録 (Qing xue jin tao yuan ben 清學津討原本), 3.11. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
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horizontal di 心事付橫笛,”422 just as other men did with the qin. The Jin gentleman Li Junmin 

李俊民 (1176–1260) wrote about taking a rest from playing the di while perched in a lofty 

tower, observing the landscape:423 another context in which other men would play the qin. 

 The music of the di, like that of the qin, was accepted as a means of conveying 

“gentlemanly” identities by at least some men. On one of Su Shi’s birthdays, spent drinking with 

friends in a boat beneath the famous Red Cliffs, he and his friends suddenly heard the sound of a 

di float across the river; two of his guests who “knew music” claimed that that “this di sound has 

‘new meanings:’ it isn’t [the music of] a vulgar artisan! 笛聲有新意，非俗工也！”424 We have 

already seen Su Shi draw upon the phrase “new meaning” in his use of the label “gentlemanly 

painting” in the previous chapter, building upon an older usage by Xie He; here, it further affirms 

the group’s suspicions that this di player can be categorized as a “gentleman.” When someone 

was sent to find out who was playing, the player turned out to be the jinshi graduate Li Wei 李

委, who at the time was dressed in a “blue-green headpiece and a purple coat” (qing jin zi qiu 青

巾紫裘):425 clothing which indicated that he was in seclusion or sojourning far from office. 

The ability to hear the musician in his di music is also a feature of an anecdote about Liu 

Ji 劉幾 (1008–1088) and an “entertainer” named Hua Rixin 花日新 who worked under him at 

court and eventually became his friend: 

 
422 Lu You 陸游, Wei nan wen ji 渭南文集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming huo zi ben 四部叢刊景明活字本), 49.309. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
423 “A tall tower – entrusting words as I stop playing the di-flute 髙樓寄語休吹笛.” (Li Junmin 李俊民, Zhuang 
jing ji 莊靖集 [Jiu chao ben舊鈔本], 4.48. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
424 Su Shi, Su wenzhong gong quan ji, xuji 續集 2.1026. Note that “new meanings” are also an ideal Su Shi 
associates with “gentlemanly paintings.” 
 
425 Ibid. 
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Liu Ji and the entertainer Hua Rixin were good friends; his younger brother detested this, and 
ordered [Liu Ji] not to communicate [with Hua]. Ji warned Hua to [first] play the di outside 
his gate, and then he would come out to see him. [Liu’s] younger brother ordered [flutists] to 
play the di outside all day long, in order to cause confusion; however, when Hua blew once 
into [his] di, Liu knew it was his sound. 
劉幾與伶人花日新善，其弟厭之，令勿通。几戒花吹笛於門外，則出與相見。其弟又

令終日吹笛亂之。然花笛一吹，則劉識其音矣。426 
 
 We will later discuss the nature of Hua Rixin’s position at court as an Assistant 

Conservatory Commissioner (fu jiaofang shi 副教坊使); for now, it is worth noting that the 

anecdote affirms Liu Ji’s ability to distinguish the musician in his di music, just as Su Shi’s 

birthday companions could sense the social status of Li Wei. 

 Although the qin served as the primary instrument-of-choice for performing a 

“gentlemanly” identity, the above examples demonstrate how similar justifications for the 

selections of alternative instruments like the se and di could also serve as identity markers: we 

may therefore say that the stated justification behind the selection of a certain instrument was a 

stronger identity marker than the instrument chosen. The konghou-harp 箜篌 serves as an 

extreme example of this point: it was broadly disdained as an instrument befitting only 

“courtesans” and “singing girls,” as opposed to “gentlemen.”427 Zhu Changwen 朱長文 (1039–

1098) associated it with “licentious music” (yin yue 淫樂);428 Zeng Zao 曾慥 (d. 1155) wrote 

 
426 Zhuzi yulei 朱子語類, compiled by Li Jingde 黎靖德 (Ming chenghua jiunian chen wei keben 明成化九年陳煒
刻本), 92.1549. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
427 See, for example, Guo Bangyan’s 郭邦彦 (Southern Song) “Autumn Evening Listening to Kong-Hou 秋夜聞彈
箜篌”, in Zhongzhou ji 中州集, compiled by Yuan Haowen 元好問 (Sibu cong kan jing Yuan kan ben 四部叢刊景
元刊本), 7.210. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. See also: “Thirteen women 
using thumbs [to play] the konghou 十三女子擘箜篌” in Gu Ying 顧瑛, Yu shan pu gao 玉山璞稿 (Qing jiaqing 
wanwei bie zang ben wenyuan ge si ku bu 清嘉慶宛委别藏本文淵閣四庫補), 10. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. When Xue Jixuan wrote about playing the konghou-harp in a poem, he did so 
by using a female voice, imagining himself in the role of a wife “playing the konghou 弦箜篌” (Xue, Lang yu ji, 
12.78). 
 
428 Zhu, Qin shi, 6.52. 
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that “the konghou is the origin of the [chaotic] music of Zheng and Wei, and its sound is that of a 

fallen state; thus it is called the ‘Marquis (hou) of the Empty (kong) State.’ 箜篌，乃鄭衛之音

權輿也。以其亡國之聲，故號‘空國之侯。’”429 And yet, Liu E 劉鶚 (1290–1364) uses the 

instrument to enact a “gentlemanly” identity when he “loosens the saddle, obtains some wine, 

and plays the konghou 解鞍沽酒彈箜篌;”430 Zhou Bi’s 周弼 (1194–1255) “Song of Yellow-

Crane Tower” (黄鶴樓歌) achieves the same effect, as his poem describes him and his guests as 

“climbing the tower, facing each other with wine, and playing the konghou. 登樓對酒彈箜

篌。”431 

 The qin is therefore a major exception to a general rule: the stated justification for the 

selection of an instrument, and the context in which that instrument is performed, serve as 

stronger identity markers than the selection of instrument. With this in mind, let us turn our 

attention to some additional processes through which men performed “gentlemanly” identities on 

the qin. 

 

2.4 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #3: Demonstrated Engagement in the 
“Gentlemanly” Tradition of Playing the Qin 
 
 In the previous section, a robust tradition of “gentlemanly” qin playing was described as 

centered around a repertory of heroes, events, moral ideals, and musical works. For the most 

 
429 Lei shuo 類説, compiled by Zeng Gao 曾慥 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 16.206. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. For another example referring to the Konghou as 
the “Marquis of the empty state” (kongguo zhi hou 空國之侯), see: Ma, Wenxian tongkao, 137.2489, 2491. 
 
430 Liu E 劉鶚, Wei shi ji 惟實集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 6.40. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
431 Xia Song 夏竦, Wen Zhuang ji 文莊集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 30.209. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.  
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part, musical works on their own were not sufficient to successfully convince others of one’s 

identity as a “gentleman,” as other kinds of people regularly engaged with a similar repertory of 

pieces of music, and Tang-Yuan men did not directly claim that certain pieces of music were 

beyond the abilities of a “qin monk” or even a “qin artisan.” Nevertheless, the selection of music 

from with a particular repertory, the aesthetic ideals associated with that music, and the means 

through which that music was performed, could all indicate a “gentlemanly” identity to some 

degree. 

 Yu Yan 俞琰 (Southern Song-Yuan) offers us a glimpse of this “gentlemanly” musical 

repertory while describing his obsession with “using the qin to amuse [himself] 以琴自娛:” 

[My] qin obsession was a desire to use the six [yang]-pitches to rectify the Five Notes; I asked 
various qin masters about this, but none had an answer for me. I later obtained Ziyang’s Book 
of the Qin,432 the Nanxi Comprehensive Qin [Manual], and the Mysterious Sounds of Jade 
Manual, and I started to understand the method of changing [the pitch of] gong; thus, I wrote 
tablatures for “Zhou nan” and “Zhao nan” from the Classic of Poetry, as well as “Deer Call’ 
and “Huang hua” and other poems [also from the Classic of Poetry], playing them on [qin] 
strings and singing them. [Once] “Encountering Sorrow,” “The Nine Songs [of Chu],” the 
“Orchid Pavilion Poetry Preface,” “Returning Home,” “Record of the Drunk Old Man’s 
Pavilion,” and “Rhapsody on Red Cliffs” all had [correct] tablatures, my qin obsession was 
achieved. 
琴之癖欲以六律正五音，問諸琴師，皆無答。後得《紫陽琴書》、《南溪琴統》、

《奧音玉譜》，始知旋宮之法，乃作《周南》、《召南》詩譜，及《鹿鳴》、《皇

華》等詩，絃歌之。《離騷》、《九歌》、《蘭亭詩序》、《歸去來辭》、《醉翁亭

記》、《赤壁賦》皆有譜，琴之癖遂已。433 
 
 Yu Yan describes adjusting received sheet music based on his understanding of musical 

modes, and his own understanding of the qin; elsewhere, he discusses obtaining tablature for Tao 

Yuanming’s “Returning Home” and Wang Xizhi’s “Orchid Pavilion Poetry Preface,” and fixing 

 
432 It is possible that this refers to an essay by Zhu Xi, sometimes referred to as Master Ziyang 紫陽先生.  
 
433 Yu Yan俞琰, Xi shang fu tan 席上腐談 (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 1985), 23-24. 
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them so that they reflected the proper mode of the music.434 The melody for Ouyang Xiu’s 

“Record of the Drunk Old Man’s Pavilion” described by Yu Yan is likely a version of “Drunk 

Old Man’s Chant (zuiweng yin 醉翁吟),”435 a piece composed by the academician Shen Zun 沈

遵 (Northern Song) in honor of Ouyang and his writing; lyrics were later added by Ouyang 

himself after Shen played the piece for him.436 

 Neither Yu nor any other man identifying as a “gentleman” articulates the idea of a 

distinct “canon” of qin music, but Yu’s writing is reflective of an informal canon seen 

throughout such texts, comprised of musical pieces tied either to the classical canon (and the 

Classic of Poetry in particular)437 or to literary compositions by various men renowned as 

“gentlemen.” Alongside such pieces were those that reflected aspects of nature commonly 

appreciated for their aesthetic value in literary works; for instance, one can find pieces called 

 
434 “The old tablature for ‘Returning Home’ doesn’t have gong as the gong note [in its mode] and doesn’t have yu as 
the yu note [in its mode]. The qin gentleman Shang Bishan was sojourning in the north and sought me out to change 
[this mistake], thus I used the Zhonglü yu mode to write out the piece. I further wrote out tablature for ‘Orchid 
Pavilion’ using the Zhonglü yu mode. With this method, I first write a one-bar coda, and then write a one-bar 
prelude. These two lines were settled, and then the remaining ones all responded [accordingly] and were completed. 
This is ‘sound relying on chanting’ [i.e. lyrics written first, melody written second]. 《歸去來辭》舊譜，宫不宫，
羽不羽。琴士商碧山將北遊求予改，遂以中吕羽調作譜。又作蘭亭譜，亦用中吕羽調。其法先作結尾一

句，次作起頭一句，此二句定，則其餘皆應而成。此則聲依永也。” (Yu Yan 俞琰, Shu zhai ye hua 書齋夜話 
[Qing jiaqing wanwei bie cang ben 清嘉慶宛委别藏本], 3.16. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
435 Also called Zuiwen yin 醉翁引 and Zuiweng cao 醉翁操. 
 
436 Ouyang Xiu explains how Shen wrote this piece for him, even though he had never been a guest of the Drunk 
Old Man’s Pavilion before, in a poem “Gifted to Shen Zun 贈沈遵.” (Ouyang, Ouyang wenzhong gong ji, 6.34.) Su 
Shi also provides an account of the story in “A Poem on the ‘Drunk Old Man’s Song’ 醉翁操一首,” noting that 
“curious sorts” (haoshizhe 好事者) were largely responsible for spreading the sheet music around (Su Shi, Su 
Wenzhong gong quan ji, houji 8.483-484). An aside: Su writes that Shen “relied on the Songs of Chu to write the 
‘Drunk Old Man’s Chant’ 依楚辭作醉翁引;” though the relationship is unclear, this may further the notion of an 
informal gentlemanly canon of qin music that served as a particularly important source of inspiration for newer 
gentlemanly compositions. (Ibid.) 
 
437 Chen Shan 陳善 (Southern Song) argues that “The elegantia and eulogies from the Classic of Poetry are today’s 
qin pieces 詩之雅頌即今之琴操,” and lists several other Classic of Poetry poems that have been set to qin music. 
See: Chen, Men shi xin hua, 1.1. 
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“Flowing Waters” or “Clear Waters,” (lu shui 渌水), but not “Flash Flooding;” there are pieces 

about geese (yan 雁) and herons (lu 鷺) in flight, but nothing about bears or bees. 

 These images of nature are generally connected to experiences of reclusion or sojourning 

in nature, and appear further in prescriptive statements about where the qin should be played. Ji 

Kang suggested that one play: 

…[in a] tall pavilion or flying platform [in the sky]; [in a] spacious court or secluded room; on 
a winter’s night with crisp air; [under] a bright moon’s rays… [play] with a leisurely heart and 
nimble fingers. The touch and strike of the strings will respond to one’s will, signaling one’s 
meaning. 
。。。高軒飛觀，廣夏閑房；冬夜肅清，朗月垂光。新衣翠粲。。。 心閑手敏。觸批
如志，唯意所擬。438 

 
Centuries later, Wu Cheng codified these ideals in his “Ten Rules for Qin Playing:” 

Exhaust the rites in order to respect the Way: if there is wind and rain or one is in a 
marketplace, it is appropriate not to play [the qin]. If one has encountered “one who knows 
one’s tune,” has ascended a building or a pavilion by a spring, has climbed a mountain or 
[into] a ravine, is sitting atop a rock, or if the two qi are manifest, then in these flourishing 
conditions it is suitable to play the qin. On the contrary, facing vulgar people good at 
entertaining and filthy drunks: these would be bad conditions [for playing the qin]. 
盡禮以尊其道，如風雨市廛，不彈是也，至遇知音、升樓閣泉泉登山谷、坐石遊，值

二氣之清朗，皆際盛而宜於琴者；反是而對俗子善優與夫酒污塵，皆惡景也。439 
 
 In addition to drawing from an informal canon and playing only in certain contexts, this 

qin tradition was concerned with how the qin should be played: what the music should sound 

like. Many men strove to adhere closely to the classical ideal of “harmony” (he 和; zhonghe 中

和): not a “consonance” between notes in the Western musical sense, but a unity representing 

either the ideal of socio-political unity as contrasted with the chaotic and licentious music of 

 
438 Ji, Ji Zhongshan ji, 2.9. Translation adapted from Van Gulik, Hsi Kang and his Poetical Essay on the Lute, 96-
97. 
 
439 Wu, Qin yan shi ze, 3. 
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Zheng and Wei,440 or the ideal of cultivated calmness or inner peace for the individual.441 Cheng 

Yujian’s 成玉磵 (12th century) “Discourse on the Qin” (qinlun 琴論)442 similarly advocates for 

this aesthetic through melodies that are “simple but with flavor” (tan er you wei 淡而有味):443 

“correct tones are elegant and simple, and not what a vulgar ear would understand. 夫正音雅

淡，非俗耳所知也。”444 

 Wu Cheng suggests some physical attitudes associated with the successful production of 

this kind of music: playing the qin at a table while “sitting upright, facing the fifth hui-marker 身

坐正對五徽;”445 keeping one’s body upright and straight as if respectfully facing an elder, and 

maintaining a calm and contemplative disposition.446 As for the music itself: 

 
440 Li ji, 11.216-217 (Chapter 19); Chen, Yue shu, passim.  
 
441 “Thus listening to its harmonious sounds makes one content and joyful; listening to its sad sounds makes one 
leak tears and mucus: normal people are all like this, not just music knowers. 是故听其声之和，则欣悦喜跃，听
其声之悲，则蹙頞愁涕，此常人皆然，不待乎知音者也。” (Zhu, Qin shi, 6.49). For Kong Wenzhong 孔文仲 
(1038-1088), the meaning is closer to inner peace, as the qin player “harmonizes the pitches in order to imitate the 
wondrousness of yin and yang causes listener’s emotions to have a basis and return to harmony. 諧協律吕以擬隂陽
之妙用，使聽之者，喜怒哀樂，皆有以自，復于中和。” (Kong Wenzhong 孔文仲, Qingjiang san Kong ji 清江
三孔集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津
閣四庫全書本], 17.168-169. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) For more 
examples, see: Yu Ping 于平, “Liang Song lixuejia yuewu sixiang shulüe 两宋理学家乐舞思想述略,” in Yinyue 
sixiang yu chanshi 音樂思想與闡釋, edited by Yang Chengxiu 楊成秀, Vol. 7, Songdai yinyue yanjiu wenlun ji 宋
代音樂研究文論集, edited by Qin Luo 洛秦 (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai yinyue xueyuan chubanshe 上海音樂學院
出版社, 2016), 6-18. 
 
442 For the complete text, see: Qin shu da quan 琴書大全, compiled by Jiang Keqian 蔣克謙 (Beijing 北京: 
Zhonghua shu dian 中華書店, 2007), Vol. 6, 19A-25A. 
 
443 Qin shu da quan 琴書大全, Vol. 6, 19B. 
 
444 Qin shu da quan 琴書大全, Vol. 6, 22A. 
 
445 Wu, Qin yan shi ze, 1. The hui-markers on a qin are inlaid markers referring to the places where one may 
successfully produce overtones or harmonics on an open string. These markers are also used as reference points for 
the player in qin tablature, informing the player about the proper placement of their left hand.  
 
446 Ibid. 
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In extracting sounds, one wants plainness and naturalness;447 the wonder resides in the correct 
use of light and heavy [touches] and proper slowness or rapidity. When the finger technique is 
clumsy and wrong, the rhythm is [too] lax, and one [plays] skillfully with superfluous effects, 
then the qin’s sound will be disordered. To be able [to play] the qin suitably, one must be on 
guard for all of [these points]! 
取聲欲淡，欲自然，其妙在於輕重切當，緩急得；若若又指拙惡，節奏疏懶，巧多

端，皆琴之聲調繁雜。皆琴之能宜，不可不戒。448 
 
 Wu Cheng was clear in his belief that men seeking to adhere to the ideals of this qin 

tradition should not use fancy effects or add “decorated sounds” (rong sheng 容聲) in their 

playing.449 Xue Jixuan similarly wrote about speaking with Su Shi in a dream, in which Su told 

him: “A poet and a music artisan were speaking about music. The poet took out a qin and played 

it, and its sound was ‘soft chanting.’  The music artisan’s qin [sounded like] ‘heavy handed 

plucking.’ 有詩人與樂工言樂。詩人取琴鼓之，其聲咿嚶然；樂工之琴，弸抨然也。”450 

This simple, calm, and upright music reflects a classicist ideal of musical “harmony.” 

 In contrast to this peaceful ideal, other men were more willing to experiment with 

creative and ornate sounds in their qin music; these sounds could still be associated with a 

“gentlemanly” identity as long as they were connected to acceptable elements of nature. Yang 

Zuan 楊纘 (d. 1267) was labeled one of the great qin-playing “gentlemen” of his day, and was 

known for his theoretical work on musical pitches, his ability to catch and correct mistakes in 

 
447 This naturalness does not refer to the sounds of nature, but to sounds that are authentic and genuine to the piece 
or the performer. It is comparable to Cheng Yujian’s argument: “make sounds with excessive intentionality taboo, as 
this excessiveness loses authenticity. 取聲忌用意太過，太過則失真。”  (As seen in: Qin shu da quan 琴書大全, 
Vol. 6, 19A.) 
 
448 Wu, Qin yan shi ze, 1-2. My translation of this work is adapted from Robert Hans Van Gulik, The Lore of the 
Chinese Lute: An Essay in the Ideology of the Ch’in (Tokyo: Sophia University, in cooperation with C. E. Tuttle 
Co., 1969), 73-76. 
 
449 Wu, Qin yan shi ze, 2. 
 
450 Xue, Lang yu ji, 8.51. The context of this comment is a conversation about the general Yue Fei 岳飛 (1103-1142) 
and his actions for the Song state; dream-Su Shi criticized Yue Fei’s hot-headed approach as “heavy handed 
plucking” (peng ping ran 弸抨然), and then used the above quotation to explain to Xue what he meant by that term. 
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performance and written notation,451 his theory on the “Five Essentials” (wuyao 五要) of ci-

lyrics,452 and for composing music that embodied natural imagery in an impressionistic 

manner.453 Song Lian 宋濂 (1310–1381) adds: 

Among those who spoke of qin studies at the end of Song, many took Yang Zuan, the Vice 
Minister of the Court of Judicial Review, as their ancestor. Among people of the Chunyou 
(1241-1253) era, this Zuan knew the most about the qin. 
宋季言琴學者，多宗大理少卿楊公瓚。瓚者，淳裕中人，最知琴。454 

 
 However, Yang Zuan was not universally praised for his approach to qin playing. Some, 

like Dai Biaoyuan 戴表元 (1244–1310), were critical of Yang’s music because they interpreted 

its sounds as deviations from the ideals expressed in the classical discouse on proper music: 

 
451 From Yang’s biography: “He understood the musical pitches, and once personally composed 200 pieces. He 
further once said “On a single string of the qin, one can exhaust the various modes for a piece.” When numerous 
musicians played together, if one note was incorrect, he certainly would see it; thus, the state’s [music] artisans and 
music masters all sighed in admiration, thinking that in recent times those who knew music did not surpass him. He 
was employed as an Official of the Court Granary, and a military commander in Zhedong; because of his daughter’s 
selection as an imperial concubine, he was gifted [the title] Assistant-to-the-Ruler. 洞曉律呂，嘗自製琴曲二百
操。又常云： ‘琴一絃，可以盡曲中諸調。’ 當廣樂合奏，一字之誤，公必顧之。故國工樂師，無不嘆服，
以為近世知音無出其右者。 任至司農卿，浙東帥，以女選進淑妃，贈少師。” (Zhou Mi 周密, Haoran zhai ya 
tan 浩然齋雅談 [Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本], B.28-29. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) I thank John Thompson of the New York Qin Society for bringing 
Yang Zuan to my attention, and for sharing a wealth of qin knowledge on his website: www.silkqin.com.  
 
452 His “Five Essentials” are preserved in the Origins of Ci (Ci yuan 詞源), and include among them “establishing 
new meanings 立新意,” which aligns with the aesthetic ideals expressed by Xie He and later Su Shi in the field of 
painting. Yang elaborates: “If you use a previous person’s poetry as ci-lyrics [for your piece], this is [merely] 
following inherited [patterns] and insufficient to be considered special. One must write with words of a path others 
have not tread, sometimes [even] contrary to the conceptions of previous people, to start being able to surprise 
others. 若用前人詩詞句為之，此蹈襲無足奇也。須作不經人道語，或翻前人意，始能驚人。” (Zhang Yan 張
炎, Ci yuan 詞源 [Qing ci xue congshu ben 清詞學叢書本], B.17. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0.)  
 
453 For example, Zhou Mi once commented on visiting “Old Man Zixia 紫霞翁” (Yang Zuan) and hearing him play 
with “an ivory writing brush-tube, [making music which] truly had the meaning of still clouds and falling trees, 
which at its core was not music of the mortal world. 象管作數聲，真有駐雲落木之意，要非人間曲也。” (Zhou 
Mi 周密, Qi dong ye yu 齊東野語 [Ming zheng de keben 明正德刻本], 10.87. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
454 Song Lian 宋濂, Song xue shi quan ji 宋學士全集 (Yongkang 永康: Tuibu zhai cang ban 退補齋藏版, tongzhi 
同治 13 [1874]), juan 14.43a-b (“Later Colophon for Mr. Zheng’s Qin Manual” [ba Zheng sheng qinpu hou 拔鄭生
琴譜後]). Hathitrust. 
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People today who study the qin promote [the style of] Chief Minister of the Court of the 
National Granaries, Yang [Zuan]. Granary Official Yang's qin [playing] didn't use the 
[proper] pitches [as fundamental building blocks]; [instead,] he used his fingers to press and 
push among the strings [to obtain new sounds]. He obtained the sound of [something] 
snapping [apart], and transmitted it in the piece "White Clouds," saying: "This is the sound of 
breaking bamboo." He obtained the sound of cawing [crows], and transmitted it in the piece 
"Evening Crows" saying: "This sends forth the sounds of the forest." All of his pieces were 
like this. When a piece was finished, he would make a tablature to match it. [Only] later 
would he say: I treat such-and-such string as chief, to be [tuned to] such-and-such note, and 
[once tuned to] such-and-such note the qin will be ready. The qin of National Granaries 
Minister [Yang] is like the lai-music 籟 that Zhuangzi spoke about. How can these be the 
tones of [proper] music?! Isn’t National Granaries Minister [Yang] using sounds outside [the 
twelve] pitches instead of entrusting [proper] music to the qin? 
今人學琴者，推楊司農。司農之琴，不用律，以手指抑按絃間。得其碎然者，傳於白

雲之曲，曰：此折竹聲也。得其啞然者，傳於夜烏之曲，曰：此投林聲也。諸為曲皆

若是。曲成而合其譜，然後曰：某主某絃為某音，為某音而琴成。夫司農之琴，纔近

於莊生所言籟聲，而安得為樂音乎？將司農不以樂予琴，而用無律之音乎？455 
 
 In the above preface for Zhao Mengfu’s “Origins of the Qin and Outline of Pitches” (qin 

yuan lü lüe 琴原律畧), Dai accuses Yang Zuan of departing from the twelve pitches described in 

the classical canon in order to incorporate impressionistic sounds that, though reminiscent of 

nature, were not proper. Dai labels them the lai-music of Zhuangzi: the sounds in nature made by 

distinct natural patterns, natural for the thing itself, but not properly ordered by the sages and 

former kings.456 His argument thus echoes Yu Yan’s stated goal of correcting received sheet 

music to accord with the six yang-pitches and the “Five Notes;” Dai then claims that Zhao 

Mengfu’s book on qin pitches offers a corrective for the popular Yang Zuan style of playing, and 

in doing so, acknowledges just how popular Yang’s style had become: 

Until now, National Granaries Minister [Yang's] qin [music] has monopolized all under 
heaven, sending out the sounds of the forest and of breaking bamboo. Children and women 
listen to it and enjoy it, then smiling and laughter begin; children and women have long been 
used to it. Robed gentlemen who are at rest nearby, liking that its sounds are relying on an 

 
455 Dai Biaoyuan 戴表元, Shan yuan ji 剡源集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本), 19.196-197. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
456 Of course, from a Zhuangist perspective, this would include any sounds naturally produced by people (such as 
music), but clearly Dai just uses it to mean “nature sounds” to jab at Yang Zuan. 
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instrument of antiquity, accordingly practice it – alas! What need [then] is there for Zhao 
Zi'ang [Mengfu]? Although I'm stupid, how could I not grieve at this? However, although that 
I knew that one ought not to play the National Granaries Minister's qin [music], in the end I 
didn't know which qin [music] one ought to play, either. Although I knew that others' studies 
were wrong, I had nothing to tell people about instead. Now I have obtained Zhao Zi'ang's 
book, and for the first time have understood. I am able to be secure in my heart in considering 
that with respect to the qin, Zi’ang is not wrong.  
爾來司農琴擅天下，投林折竹之聲，兒童婦女聞而喻之，則吲然而笑始也。兒童婦女

習之乆也。縉紳大夫之安於近者，幸其聲之託諸古之器也。隨而習之，嗚呼！何必子

昻？雖余之愚豈不能悲之？然余雖知不當為司農琴竟，亦不知當為何琴。雖知人之學

之非，而自無以語人。今得子昻書始豁然。有以實於余心，以子昻之於琴，不誣也。

推之於他樂知其皆可徵也。457 
 
 The variance in playstyle and use of impressionistic sounds (or lack thereof) between 

Yang Zuan and Zhao Mengfu reflects the fact that there was not a singular approach to playing 

qin music which all agreed to reflect a “gentlemanly” identity: both approaches could be 

discursively or musically performed to demonstrate adherence to different sets of “gentlemanly” 

ideals and values. As such, different social groups and individuals could engage in either 

approach and associate it with a “gentlemanly” identity; though adherents to the other approach 

might disagree with their decision and call it improper, neither group were denied “gentlemanly” 

identities for their decision. 

While the answer to the question of how one played the qin was not a strong identity 

marker, the question of who one played for was comparatively strong. We have already seen Wu 

Cheng urge that one of the conditions or settings inappropriate for qin music was the wrong sort 

of companion or audience: vulgar people. Wu further wrote about the importance of playing the 

qin for an audience of oneself:  

Play the qin to cultivate your nature, and not for the sake of needing to be known by others. 
Thus, if one encounters a friend, it’s suitable to play; otherwise, one should put the qin in its 
case and [save it for] one’s own enjoyment.  

 
457 Dai, Shan yuan ji, 19.197. 
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彈琴養性，非取必於人知；故有好而邀者，宜為一鼓；不則囊琴自適而已。458 
 
 This idea of playing for an audience of one was also expressed in the writings of earlier 

men: in Tang, Bai Juyi wrote about “playing for myself and stopping for myself, not wanting 

others to hear 自弄還自罷，亦不要人聽;”459 and, “recently I’m increasingly pleased that no 

one hears [me play], the qin’s lofty or lowly character is [only] known in my heart-mind. 近來漸

喜無人聽，琴格高低心自知。” 460 In Song, Ouyang Xiu likewise described “only knowing a 

few small pieces, playing them for my own satisfaction. 不過數小調，弄足以自娛。”461 

Playing the qin for one’s own enjoyment, as a means of “suppressing” one’s negative emotions 

and cultivating one’s heart-mind, was maintained as something “gentlemen” did, in constrast to 

“music artisans” or “lesser men” who played the qin to to indulge in their emotions. 

 This tradition of “gentlemanly” qin playing, encompassing an informal canon of musical 

pieces, a wide variance in playstyles and aesthetic preferences, and a narrower performance 

practice ensuring that one did not play for a vulgar audience as an “entertainer” would, 

collectively created a repertory of signals which consciously or unconsciously signalled one’s 

“gentlemanly” identity to others. In the following section, we will see how important some of 

these signals could be for those who relied on the qin as an important component of their 

livelihood. 

 
 

 
458 Wu, Qin yan shi ze, 3-4. 
 
459 Bai, Bai shi changqing ji 白氏長慶集, 7.65. My translation is adapted from: Bell Yung, “An Audience of One: 
The Private Music of the Chinese Literati,” Ethnomusicology, Vol. 61, No. 3 (Fall 2017), 509. 
 
460 Bai, Bai shi changqing ji, 57.524. My translation is adapted from: Yung, “An Audience of One,” 510. 
 
461 Ouyang, Ouyang wenzhong gong ji, waiji 13.408. My translation is adapted from: Yung, “An Audience of One,” 
510. 
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2.5 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #4: The Label “Qin Gentleman” (qinshi 琴士) 
and Reclusion 
 
 Among the many instruments in 7th–14th century China, only the qin was associated with 

a “gentlemanly” label: “qin gentleman.”462 In its earliest extant usage from the 8th century, the 

label appears to have been synonymous with “gentleman who plays the qin” (quqin zhi shi 鼓琴

之士) or “gentleman good at the qin” (shanqin zhi shi 善琴之士);463 however, in the 12th 

 
462 In the modern western world, we often categorize instrumentalists by the instruments they play, with labels 
indicating their specialization: guitarist, pianist, oboist, and so on. These labels can be loaded with cultural meaning, 
leading laypeople to associate guitarists with popular music and oboists with art music, despite the presence of oboe 
in 20th and 21st century jazz and the ongoing tradition of classical guitar composition and performance. In Tang-
Yuan China, instrumentalists were similarly labeled by specialization, suffixing “person” (ren 人), “-ist” (zhe 者), or 
“specialist” (jia 家) to their instrument. Though the choice of instrument might be a weak indicator of social status 
in itself, these labels were not as indicative of status as the suffix “artisan” (gong 工), clearly referring to low-status 
occupational musicians. 
 
463 The earliest extant example of the label is found in Secrets of the Qin (qinjue 琴訣), by the Qin Attendant (qin 
daizhao 琴待詔) Xue Yijian 薛易簡 (active 742–756). In the following passage, preserved by Zhu Changwen, it is 
clear that his usage of the label is synonymous with any “gentleman” playing the qin: “As for gentlemen who play 
the qin, if their will is calm and their qi is correct, then listeners will easily discern it; if their heart is chaotic and 
their spirit impure, then the listeners will find it hard to understand. Ordinary people only look at using fingers 
lightly and precisely, obtaining sounds that are warm and round; that the reverberations aren’t cut short, that the 
duration of musical lines flow beautifully [into each other]; they only praise these abilities. They are particularly 
unaware of the fact that when a gentleman of ambition plays [the qin], the sounds and reverberations all contain that 
which he takes to be chief. If someone upright and brave listens [to his music] their robust qi will increase; if 
someone filial and of moral integrity listens [to his music], they will be moved [by it]; if someone destitute and 
alone listens to it, their face will be covered with tears and snivel; if someone wanton and excessive listens [to his 
music], they will be restrained and solemn. Thus, there is nothing more effective than the qin for moving the hearts 
of others and affecting their spirit. Its sound is upright and not chaotic; it is sufficient to prohibit evil and stop 
wantonness. Today's people often take miscellaneous sounds and [mere] enjoyment to be noble and look down upon 
the qin. A qin gentleman is not easy to find, and someone who knows music is even harder [to obtain]! 鼓琴之士，

志靜氣正，則聽者易分，心亂神濁，則聽者難辯矣。常人但見用指輕利，取聲溫潤、音韻不絕、句度流

美，但賞為能。殊不知志士彈之，聲韻皆有所主也。夫正直勇毅者聽之則壯氣益增，孝行節操者聽之則情

感傷，貧乏孤苦者聽之則流涕縱橫，便佞浮囂者聽之則斂容莊謹。是以動人心，感神膽者，無以加於琴。

閏其聲正而不亂，足以禁邪止淫也。今人多以雜音悅樂為貴，而琴見輕矣。夫琴士不易得，而知音亦難

也。” (Zhu, Qin shi, 4.40.) The official Liang Su 梁肅 (752–793) offered a similar description of “gentlemen good 
at the qin 善琴之士,” but with more emphasis on the political sphere. He tied the qin to self-regulation, the sages of 
antiquity, the Classic of Poetry, and the archetypal noble man: “where a noble man resides, there is a qin to the left 
and calligraphy to the right, and gentlemen do not put these away without reason. 君子所居，於是有左琴右書，
士無故不徹。” He believed that “the ‘elegance’ of the qin is its correctness; correctness means that it sends forth 
correct sounds and implements the correct Way. 琴樂之雅者也；雅者，正也；正者謂能宣正其聲，而行正
道。” And therefore, “if the Way of the qin is not implemented, then the Way of the noble man vanishes, and kingly 
beneficence is not passed down [to the people]. 若琴道不行，則君子之道消，而王澤不下。” (Tang wen cui 唐
文粹, compiled by Yao Xuan 姚鉉 [Sibu cong kan jing Yuan fan Song xiaozi ben 四部叢刊景元翻宋小字本], 
94.952-953. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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century, it became attached instead to a new kind of “gentleman” whose identity, if not 

livelihood, was associated with expertise in qin performance.  

As was the case with “painting gentlemen” in the previous chapter, this label was not 

applied to men in high social positions who played the qin avocationally and enacted a 

“gentlemanly” identity. What little can be said about these men comes almost exclusively from 

poems and prefaces that were gifted to them, serving as a form of testimonial to their identity as 

a “gentleman” and their ability as a qin performer. 

Alongside this label, extant poems and prefaces consistently associate these men with 

various components of proper music and “gentlemanly” qin playing discussed in the previous 

subsections of this chapter: playing “upright” music,464 music embodying idealized images of the 

 
464 Upright music is simultaneously an expression of certain aesthetics and morals, combining tranquility, antiquity, 
“harmony,” and a lack of excess, licentiousness, chaos, and wanton desire. For an example, see: “Preface Seeing Off 
Qin Gentleman Chen Yuanji Returning to Tiantai 送琴士陳元吉歸天台序” (Lü Pu 呂浦, Zhu xi gao 竹溪稿 [Min 
guo xu jin hua congshu ben 民國續金華叢書本], B.27. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.); see also Zhen Dexiu’s 真德秀 (1178–1235) “Preface Seeing off the Qin Gentleman Xiao Changfu送琴
士蕭長夫序.” (Shiwen lei ju, xuji續集 22.1758.) 
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natural world, 465 valuing metaphysical components like the meaning beyond the music466 and the 

conveyance of a performer’s thoughts and feelings, particularly in association with the label “one 

who knows one’s tune” or the tale of Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi.467  

 
465 Examples of gentlemanly “nature sounds” in qin gentleman performances include Cai Shen’s 蔡沈 (1167–1230) 
poem “Gifted to the qin gentleman Weng Mingyuan 贈琴士翁明逺” (Min shi lu 閩詩録, compiled by Zheng Jie 鄭
傑 [Qing xuantong sannian keben 清宣統三年刻本], 13.284. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.). Zhang Yu’s 張昱 (active c. 1330) “Gifted to a Qin Gentleman 贈琴士” praises the performance for 
imitating the sound of evening birdcalls (Zhang Yu 張昱, Zhang Guangbi shi ji 張光弼詩集 [Sibu cong kan xubian 
jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊續編景明鈔本], 3.24. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.). Lu Wengui 陸文圭 (1252–1336) wrote an “Inscription at Jade Spring for the qin gentleman Liu Bo 玉泉銘
為琴士劉伯賜作,” noting that the imagery of lone bamboo (guzhu 孤竹), empty mountains (kongshan 空山), the 
sound of springs (quansheng 泉聲), the cold wind (dufeng leng leng 度風泠泠), and the fish jumping from the water 
(you yu chu shui 游魚出水), were all “mistaken [for the real thing while] listening to the qin. 誤作琴聽。” (Lu 
Wengui 陸文圭, Qiang dong lei gao 牆東類稿 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 
10.106. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.). Lü Cheng 吕誠 (Yuan) similarly noted 
in his “Inscription for the Pine Pavilion qin gentleman Bianmian 題松亭琹士便面” that certain natural sounds made 
qin music redundant: “The sound of the pines in ten thousand ravines, autumnal like the sea; under the moon there is 
no need to play the jade qin. 松聲萬壑秋如海，月下瑶琹不用彈。” (Lü Cheng 吕誠, Lai he ting shi 來鶴亭詩 
[Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 6.27. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0.) See also Wang Zhen’s 汪珍 (active c. 1321) poem “Gifted to the Zhongshan Qin Gentleman 
Jiao Maoqing 贈中山琴士焦茂卿.” (Wang Zhen 汪珍, 宛陵群英集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本], 3.27. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
466 This is classically associated with the Tao Yuanming line “Only knowing the qin’s flavor [is enough]: why 
bother with the sound of the strings! 但識琴中趣，何勞絃上聲！” (see footnote 405 on page 160 of this 
dissertation). Wang Xishan 王義山 (1214–1287) wrote a poem “Gifted to Qin Gentleman Tao Xuechuan in Praise 
贈琴士陶雪窻贊,” describing how he was continuing the tradition of his ancestor Tao Yuanming: “Your ancestor 
[Tao] Yuanming, entrusted his inclinations [to the] stringless [qin]. The utmost of the strings is found in their 
absence, abstruse and abstruse again. Xuechuang’s qin has his nature within it. Within it is an absence of sound, and 
Heaven without impurity. 爾祖淵明，寄興無弦。弦至於無，玄之又玄。雪窻之琴，所性存焉。中有無聲，無
臭之天。” (Wang Xishan 王義山, Jia cun lei gao 稼村類稿 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin 
ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 9.43. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) See also the poem about the crane-feather fake nails on page 184-185 of this 
dissertation. Xu Luqing once wrote a poem for the qin gentleman Wang Mingyuan 琴士翁明逺 in which he took 
this one step further, removing not only the strings but the whole qin itself from the equation: “I too can play the qin, 
but its wondrousness is not transmitted [to others]; no qin, no tablature, and also no strings. The guest arrives and 
asks where my qin is; my fingers [move] like a lone bird in the distant sunset. 我亦能琴妙不傳，無琴無譜併無
絃。客來問訊琴安在。指似孤鴻落日邊。” (Xu, Qingzheng cun gao 6.105.) 
 
467 References to Bo Ya, Zhong Ziqi, and “one who knows one’s tune” are fairly common in poems for qin 
gentlemen. See, for example, Xu Luqing 徐鹿卿 (1170-1249), “A Gift for Qin Gentleman Weng Mingyuan 贈琴士
翁明逺:” Zhong [Zi]qi isn’t active, Bo Ya has passed away; the qin sunk into boundless mists. 鍾期不作伯牙死，
琴墮雲烟蒼莽中。” (Xu, Qingzheng cun gao, 6.105); Li Zengbai’s 李曾伯 (1198-1268) poem seeing off a “qin 
gentleman” references the story of Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi both through “flowing waters and tall mountains thus 
harmonized 流水髙山爾調” and the label “one who knows one’s tune.” (Li Zengbai 李曾伯, Ke zhai za gao 可齋雜
稿 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 27.237. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
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These signals are all applicable to avocational qin players enacting “gentlemanly” 

identities as well; however, others reveal the ways in which these men lived different lives, 

closely aligned with those of “painting gentlemen.” Men in both categories travelled to their 

patron’s residences to perform; Fang Hui’s 方回 (1227–1305) poem “Gifted to the Qin 

Gentleman Huilong 贈吳琴士會龍” notes: “Each time I see the moon in the deep pool, I invite 

you to bring your qin and visit me. 我每見之月在淵, 請君携琴詣我古。”468 Xu Luqing’s “A 

Gift for Qin Gentleman Weng Mingyuan 贈琴士翁明逺” includes the following couplet and 

addendum: “I’ve met you several times in front of the Jade Pavilion, the mountain winds blow us 

apart to the west and east. (Last year I roamed at the Jade Pavilion, [but] Mr. Weng’s qin had not 

yet arrived before I left.) 翠玉樓前幾識子，山風吹散又西東。(去歲遊翠玉，翁琴未至，予

先去)。”469 Gong Shitai’s 貢師泰 (1298–1362) poem “Gifted to a Qin Gentleman of Qiantang 

[Hangzhou] 贈錢塘琴士” wonders: “Alone with a lone paulownia [qin], where are you headed? 

The night’s darkness, the pellet moon, above clear skies. 獨抱孤桐向何處，夜深彈月上青

天。”470 

 
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Liu E’s poem “Presented to the Qin Gentleman Wang Xishou 贈琴士翁希疇二首” notes: 
“Tall Mountains and Flowing Waters, but few who know one’s tune; peacefully listening to you play, I’m deeply 
moved. Even if Zong Ziqi could be cast again, where would one obtain the gold [with which to recast him?]  髙山流
水幾知音，靜聽君彈感慨深。縱使鍾期如可鑄，更從何地得黄金。” (Liu, Wei shi ji, 7.55.) Wu Cheng’s 吳澄 
(1249-1333) poem “Inscription for the qin gentleman Dai Tiansheng 題琴士戴天聲贈言” notes: “My ears have not 
yet heard his qin, but I already know his sound. My eyes have not yet seen his person, but I already know his heart. 
耳未聞其琴，而已知其音。目未見其人，盖巳知其心。” (Wu Cheng 吳澄, Wu Wenzheng ji 吳文正集 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 91.678. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
468 Fang, Tong jiang xu ji, 21.228. 
 
469 Xu, Qingzheng cun gao, 6.105. 
 
470 Gong Shitai 貢師泰, Wan zhai ji 玩齋集 [Ming jiajing keben 明嘉靖刻本], 5.52. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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As was the case with some “painting gentlemen,” some “qin gentlemen” were closely 

associated with the “recluse” social category: these connections might be drawn indirectly 

through a reference to one’s home in the mountains,471 but might also be quite direct, as in Wang 

Zhen’s poem “Gifted to the Zhongshan Qin Gentleman Jiao Maoqing 贈中山琴士焦茂卿:” 

中山處士家軒轅， The Zhongshan recluse’s home is in Xuanyuan; 
譜法傳自軒丘仙。 His qin tablature is passed on from the immortal of Xuan hill. 
世人有耳但聴筝， People in this generation have ears that only listen to the zheng-zither; 
與笛何曽識君指。 How could it or the di know your fingers even once? 
下絃為我彈髙山， Lowering [one’s hand to] the strings – for me, you play “Tall 

Mountains.” 
天台泰華高連天。 Tiantai and Taihua [mountains] – so lofty they connect to Heaven.472 

 
 Note that Wang’s poem is explicit about Jiao Maoqing performing for him: their 

relationship, though apparently friendly, is also transactional. Chen Tai’s 陳泰 (1279–1320) 

poem “Gifted to Qin Gentleman Lü Zhonggu 贈琴士吕中谷” reveals a similar sense of 

camaraderie with various “qin gentlemen” who come to play for him: 

象環櫑具青綸巾， Ivory hoop, leiju-sword, blue-green silk headcover; 
路人喚作回仙人。 People on the road call [you] “Returning Immortal.” 
茅君洞裏醉千日， Mr. Mao [the immortal] has been drunk in his cave for 1,000 days, 
至今彈得華陽春。 To this day he [still] plays “Flowers in Warm Spring.” 
我貧無琴亦無酒， I am poor, without a qin and without wine too; 
提壺問字皆琴友。 Those who bring jugs [of wine] and ask for writing [from me] are all “qin 

friends.” 
三杯一曲墨淋漓， Three cups and one song, and [then my] ink pours forth, 
白雪花飛滿晴牖。 [While] white snow and flying petals fill the clear-sky window.473 

 

 
471 For example, Fu Ruojin’s poem “Seeing off Jinhua’s Qin Gentleman Wang, Returning to the Mountain 送金華
王琴士還山:” “My young guest from Jinhua, with his qin case, temporarily left the mountain 年少金華客, 囊琴暫
出山.” (Fu, Fu Yuli shi ji, 4.36.) 
 
472 Wang, Wanling qunying ji, 3.27. 
 
473 Chen Tai 陳泰, Suo’an yi ji 所安遺集 (Hanfen lou miji jing jiu chao ben 涵芬樓秘笈景舊鈔本), 2. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 As was the case with “painting gentlemen,” Chen’s poem reveals that many “qin 

gentlemen” performed in exchange for remuneration in the form of poems and prefaces, each of 

which attested to the “gentlemanly” identity of the performer, and often their talent for music as 

well. Such texts were often testimonials that these men adhered to “gentlemanly” musical 

standards in both their music and personal character, as in the case of Zhen Dexiu’s 真德秀 

(1178–1235) "Preface Seeing off the Qin Gentleman Xiao Changfu送琴士蕭長夫序:” 

…Three Mountain’s Xiao Changfu studied the qin for more than forty years. He is hungry and 
cold, wandering destitute, in dire straits with nothing to rely on, but he isn't willing to change 
[his music] and orient his sounds toward pleasing the vulgar [masses]. In the autumn of 
Jiading Bingzi year, I went with him to the east of Dajiang, climbed Zhong mountain, visiting 
the Ding forest’s Wine Cold Spring and caressing the lofty bamboo. Changfu was happily 
playing [the qin] repeatedly and harmoniously, his fragrant airs’ harmony was peaceful, his 
plucking orchid’s sereneness was untrammeled, but not sorrowful and not hateful. I trust 
Master One-of-Six's [Ouyang Xiu’s] words cannot be deceitful!474 
。。。三山蕭長夫學琴四十餘年，饑寒流落，困悴無憀，獨不肯遷，就其聲以悅俚

耳。嘉定丙子秋過予大江之東與之，登鍾山訪定林酌寒泉而撫修竹。長夫忻然，為鼓

一再行雍雍乎，其薰風之和愔愔乎，其采蘭之幽跌蕩，而不流悽惻而不怨。信六一居

士之言有不可欺者。475 
 
 Xiao Changfu is described as impoverished but stubborn in his insistence that he will 

adhere to “gentlemanly” ideals and not perform the qin for “vulgar” people. This selectivity may 

seem illogical if he has “nothing to rely on” but is a talented musician; however, it appears more 

meaningful to Xiao to be able to maintain his identity as a “gentleman” than to potentially earn 

greater profits by playing to “vulgar” crowds. At the same time, however, this claim appears to 

 
474 Ouyang Xiu wrote a famous “Preface Seeing off Yang Zhi 送楊寘序” encouraging his friend Yang Zhi to pick 
up the qin as a cure for his sickly body and distressed mind. Ouyang assures him that the qin was a cure for his own 
anxiety when no medicine had helped, and after Yang “did not achieve his ambitions” (bude zhi 不得志) and ended 
up with a lowly and remote post, Ouyang thought that the qin could help Yang as it had helped him. (Cao man lu 操
縵録, compiled by He Shi’an 胡世安 [Qing shunzhi ke xiu yan ji ben 清順治刻秀巖集本], 6.79. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) In the beginning of Zhen Dexiu’s preface, he quotes Ouyang’s 
“Preface Seeing Off Yang Zhi,” suggesting that playing the qin is a medicine or balm for Xiao Chanfu as well.  
 
475 Cao man lu, 6.81. 
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have been beneficial for “qin gentlemen” in attracting “gentlemanly” patrons, as these men 

apparently expected them to be distinct from “qin artisans” in this and other ways, and would 

likely seek out the music of a “qin gentleman” as a result. The ability to gain acceptance into one 

“gentlemanly” community, before moving on to the next one, helped these men earn a livelihood 

through their music, as we learn in Lü Pu’s 呂浦 (Southern Song-Yuan) “Preface Seeing Off Qin 

Gentleman Chen Yuanji Returning to Tiantai 送琴士陳元吉歸天台序:” 

Music was created by Heaven, and contains its echoes: from Fu Xi’s carving of paulownia 
into a qin to Yu’s creation of a five-string qin and singing the Southern Airs. Our Master 
[Confucius] likewise once roamed in Ziwei forest, sitting and singing by the Apricot altar 
[where he played the qin]:476 these three responses to one song contained echoes [of heaven]; 
why would the world have [both] new and old musics? [But] subsequently [people] 
abandoned ancient modes and took pleasure in new music: it was this way everywhere. Even 
qin [music] became excessive. Instead of restraining [wanton desires of] people’s hearts, it 
diluted their good hearts; used in this way, the qin’s art was lessened. Where were those who 
sought [the music] of pure antiquity and tranquility, with echoes [of Heaven]?  
樂由天作，而有遺音。自伏羲氏削桐爲琴，有虞氏作五絃，歌南風。吾夫子亦嘗遊緇

帷林，坐歌杏壇，皆一倡三歎有遺音者。柰世有今古聲音？隨之棄古調，娛新聲，往

往皆是。雖琴亦桑濮矣。將禁人邪心，反有蕩其良心。將焉用之是，則琴之技小矣。

其能求純古澹泊有遺音者，安在哉。 
Many of my family’s sons and younger brothers practice the qin. [And] Mr. Chen Yuanji of 
Tiantai is [both] able to play and carve qin. He examines the notes with certainty, and I’ve 
further heard that he’s able to read the Yellow Emperor’s Internal Classic (Huangdi neijing 黃
帝內經).  Because I recall that in Ouyang [Xiu’s] letter “Sending Off Yang Zhi” he said that 
the qin is able to cure illness, [I wonder:] if the qin can cure a person’s illness, can a lone 
person not cure the illness of the qin? Mr. Chen is certainly able to transfer his physician 
hands to the qin’s excessive sounds [and fix them]: how [then] could [the qin’s] art be lesser?!  
吾家子弟近多習琴者，天台陳君元吉來能琴且善斵。蓋必審於音者，又聞能讀岐黃

書。余因憶歐公有琴說送楊寘謂：琴能愈疾。琴能愈人之疾，人獨不能醫琴之病乎？

陳君其必能移醫人手醫琴中桑濮音矣。又豈可謂技之小者哉！ 
Now he is returning home. Many of the village gentlemen have gifted him poems, and 
Wushang’s Zhu Boqing has written a preface. He has likewise sought a poem from me, only I 
don’t know music and am not good at poetry. For the time being, I write this remembrance to 
give him my feelings as a present. 
其歸也，鄉之人士多贈以詩，烏傷朱君伯淸爲之序，亦求詩於余。余素不知音，且不

善詩，姑書所憶與所感者，以贈。477 

 
476 For Confucius’ playing the qin in Ziwei forest by the Apricot altar, see: Zhuang, Zhuangzi, 31.217. 
 
477 Lü, Zhu xi gao, B.27. 
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 Chen is both a travelling “qin gentleman” and a “physician” (the latter category will be 

discussed in the following chapter). The preface suggests that he travels from town to town, 

where he performs music and treats illnesses for “gentlemanly” communities, before eventually 

moving on to the next town; before he goes, the “village gentlemen” write him poems and prose, 

which he presumably will use as testimonials upon arrival in a new town. Such testimonials 

could also help these men promote books, as in the case of the “qin gentleman” Li Tianhe 李天

和 whose son brought Wu Cheng a copy of his book to edit. Wu then added a preface: 

Xin’gan’s Li Tianhe is a descendant of classicists and officials; when he was young he was 
unrestrained and chivalrous, becoming a guest of the four directions. When he arrived in 
Xianyang he made it his home. His leisure was roaming in the arts, entrusting traces [of 
himself] to the silk-and-paulownia [qin]. His son Songshou is eighteen years-old and already 
good at carrying on the threads of prominent cultural [talent]. His wisdom can be praised! In 
the 2nd year of Tianli (1328), in the autumn, he went from Xiangyang to Xin’gan, and in the 
second month of winter, he commanded his son to come to my home, and give me [his] book 
that discusses the uniqueness of the three cao 操 and investigates the harmony of the Five 
Strings, intending for it to be rectified by this wild old man. Arts and techniques have [their 
areas of] specialism: [Li] Tianhe’s specialty is in the qin. This old man is but a feeble 
classicist! I specifically investigate the names and methods of rites and music, but I do not 
practice the arts [themselves]. How could I comment on his book? I know that even if a craft-
master’s eyes are skillful, he must have the ability to use compass and square to make a circle. 
Even if a music master’s ears are quick, he must have the ability to take aid from the six 
pitches.  
新淦李天和，儒宦之裔，少倜儻任俠，客四方。即襄陽而家焉，㳺藝之暇，寄迹於絲

桐。子嵩夀年十八已善繼昭文之綸。蚤慧可尚已！天厯二年秋，自襄來淦，于冬之

仲，命其子造吾門貽書評三操之殊考，五絃之合，意若就正於野叟夫。術業有專攻，

天和於琴專業也。叟腐儒耳！頗究心禮樂之名數而非習於其藝者，烏足與議哉？叟之

所知，葢曰：匠師之目雖巧，而不能不資規矩以成方圓。樂師之耳雖聰，而不能不資

於六律。478 
 
 Wu notes that a man like himself, enacting a “gentlemanly” identity while playing the qin 

avocationally and even authoring the well-known “Ten Rules of Qin Playing,” is distinct from a 

 
478 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 24.201. 
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“qin gentleman” because his own musical knowledge is based in the classical canon, as opposed 

to the technical or embodied practices of performing the qin. He adds: 

As for scrutinizing [the correct sounds] with [one’s] ears and not taking aid from the six 
pitches, it is like [an artisan] relying on the skill of their eyes and not using compass and 
square and [still] being able to make a circle – this is not what I can do!  
若審之以耳，而不資於律，譬猶恃目力之巧，不用規矩而能成方員者，叟有所不能

也！479 
 
 It is telling that the closest comparison to a “qin gentleman” Wu can think of is that of an 

“artisan,” given the overlapping specializations shared by these two social categories. We gain a 

further sense of the embodied knowledge associated with “qin gentlemen” in a poem Yu Wenbao 

俞文豹 (Southern Song) preserved, which was apparently written by “a qin gentleman who took 

herb-boiled crane feathers as a substitute for [fake] silver nails 琴士以藥煮鸛羽代銀甲:” 

嶧陽孤桐鳴素絲， The lone paulownia of Yiyang, the crying of silk, 
玉為軫兮金為徽。 Jade for tuning pegs, gold for hui-markers. 
四珍合就已奇絕， These four treasures together are already most excellent, 
猶嫌指聲未清徹。 But I still dislike that the sounds of my fingers are not yet pure and 

penetrating. 
負金翅管長且尖， Trimming [crane] feathers to be long and pointed, 
剪成爪樣鸞膠粘。 Cut into a claw, with phoenix-paste to stick [them to my fingers]. 
輕弦入手剩超越， Soft strings beneath my hands, the sound [becomes] exceedingly great, 
卻笑彈箏後銀甲。 I only laugh at zheng-zither players who play after [attaching fake] silver 

nails. 
要知妙處豈在聲， Wanting to know the wondrous part – how could it be in the sound?! 
一撫一拍如淵明。 One stroke, one strike – like [Tao] Yuanming!  
勸君會此不須話， I encourage you, reader, [but you] need not speak of this [aloud], 
世不宜真只宜假。 In this world, truth is not suitable – only pretension!480 

 

 
479 Ibid. 
 
480 Yu Wenbao 俞文豹, Chui lian lu wai ji 吹劍録外集 (Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 29. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 The author of this poem guides the reader through various components of performance, 

from the physical to the metaphysical. He begins with a reference to a fancy qin,481 then moves 

to his own hands; his unique use of crane feathers invokes imagery of Daoist immortals and 

creates a tone closer to human fingernails than a metal nail might. As we cross into the realm of 

the metaphysical, the poet asserts his “gentlemanly” identity, explaining that the truly wondrous 

aspect of the qin is beyond the sound: something that Tao Yuanming was able to capture even 

without strings. And so, even a poem on the physical practice of using herb-boiled crane feathers 

as fake nails transcends technical and embodied knowledge, allowing the poet to assert a 

“gentlemanly” identity. 

 The label “qin gentleman” and associated signals of “gentlemanly” identity thus allowed 

men making a living by travelling from place to place and performing the qin to do so without 

suffering humiliation or even status loss. Importantly, this label was even effective at court: 

though most “qin gentlemen” apparently played only to private “gentlemanly” audiences outside 

the court, Xiang Chongjie 項崇節, who was labeled a “qin gentleman,” once performed at court 

for the prince and princess.482 Wang Yuanliang 汪元量 (1241–1317) was also labeled a “qin 

 
481 In fact, knowledge of the qin as an object was sometimes associated with the label “qin gentleman.” Zhao Xigu 
趙希鵠 (1170–1242) wrote that a qin can be produced from yin or yang materials, depending on whether or not the 
paulownia was growing facing sunlight or not; he further argues that you can test which wood is which by placing it 
in water, as the yin wood will float and the yang wood will sink (I cannot see how this could be true). He then adds: 
“there is a further test, [which] ancient and contemporary qin gentlemen have not once said [aloud]: ‘yang-material 
qins [sound] muddy in the morning and pure at night, muddy in clear weather and pure in the rain; yin-material qins 
[sound] clear in the morning and muddy in the evening, pure in clear weather and muddy in the rain.’ 古今琴士所未
嘗言：陽材琴，旦濁而暮清，晴濁而雨清。陰材琴，旦清而暮濁，晴清而雨濁。此乃靈物與造化同機，緘

非他物比也。” Zhao suggests that this knowledge of how different qin sound under different conditions was tacitly 
known by qin gentlemen, but not often shared; the implication of secrecy is shared in the poem recorded by Yu 
Wenbao above, in which the qin gentlemen asks the audience not to share knowledge of crane-feather fake nails 
broadly in the world. (Zhao Xigu 趙希鵠, Dong tian qing lu 洞天清録 [Qinghai shan xian guan congshu ben 清海
山仙館叢書本], 1. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
482 Song Jiong (1294–1346) wrote about the qin gentleman Xiang Chongjie 項崇節 having once performed for the 
Prince of Weishun (Weishun Wang 威順王, d. 1365) and the Princess of Lu (Lu guo Changzhu 魯國長主, d. 1365) 
while living in the capital city. (Song Jiong 宋褧, Yan shi ji 燕石集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing 
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gentleman,"483 and spent much of his live performing outside the court, but: “at the time of Song 

Duzong 度宗 (r. 1264-1274), because of his qin playing, [he] entered the imperial quarters 度宗

時, 以鼓琴, 見岀入宫掖”484 to play for members of the imperial family. Then, when Song fell, 

he travelled north as a “plain-clothed [person]” (buyi 布衣) and was granted the title of Imperial 

Attendant (shijin 侍禁) in Yuan:485 a position apparently parallel to the Attendant titles at the 

Yuan “Institute of Gathering Worthies” explored in the previous chapter. In this position, “[Yuan 

Emperor] Shizu (Khubilai Khan; r. 1264–1294) always ordered him to play the qin 世祖常命琴

奏;” however, like other Attendant positions, Wang seems not to have suffered any humiliation 

or loss of social esteem for performing. Eventually, when he wished to retire, he “begged to 

obtain a [Daoist] yellow cap and return to his hometown乞得黃冠還故鄉,”486 and the emperor 

approved, gifting him the title Yellow-Capped Master (huang guan shi 黄冠師) before Wang 

returned south. 

 
wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 6.38. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
483 See, for instance: “Seeing off the Qiantang Qin gentleman Wang [Yuanliang, zi] Waters-Clouds 送錢塘琴士汪
水雲”, which goes so far as to say: “After thirty years, the passing of the old man: [the best] qin [player] Under 
Heaven, Old Man Waters-Clouds! 三十年來䘮耆舊，天下彈琴水雲叟！” (Chen, Suo’an yi ji, 9.) 
 
484 Chen Ruqi 陳汝錡, Gan lu yuan duan shu 甘露園短書 (Ming Wanli ke Qing Kangxi chongxiu ben 明萬曆刻清
康熙重修本), 10.125. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
485 Liu Zhenweng’s 劉辰翁 (1232-1297) version of the story notes that Wang “crossed the Yi river into Beijing as a 
plain-clothed [person] carrying a qin, and was employed as an Imperial Attendant. 以布衣携琴渡易水, 上燕臺侍
禁.” (Song yimin lu 宋遺民録, compiled by Cheng Minzheng 程敏政 [Ming jiajing ernian zhi simian Cheng Wei 
deng keben 明嘉靖二年至四年程威等刻本], 11.61-62. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.) 
 
486 “Seeing off Waters-Clouds Wang, Returning to Wu 送水雲歸吳” by Weng Yishu 翁懿淑 (Southern Song-Yuan) 
notes that he “begged to obtain a [Daoist] yellow cap and return to his hometown. 乞得黃冠還故鄉。” (Song shi ji 
shi 宋詩紀事, compiled by Li E 厲鶚 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 84.1283. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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One final area of overlap between the categories “qin gentleman,” “recluse,” and 

“artisan” deserves mention: carving qin. We have already seen that Chen Yuanji both performed 

and carved qin while travelling from town to town, though it is unclear how many other men 

labeled “qin gentlemen” were engaging in this craft. It is clear, at least, that some men wished to 

play qin that were not made by “artisans.” Zhao Xigu’s 趙希鵠 (1170–1242) Pure Record of 

Paradise (Dongtian qing lu 洞天清錄) contains several detailed entries in the “Distinguishing 

Ancient Qin古琴辨” section, helping readers to learn about grain patterns in the wood, 

distinguishing real ancient qin from later forgeries, the materials used to make qin, and so on; he 

also includes a subsection expressing the importance of not relying on “vulgar artisans” (sugong 

俗工) to create qin: 

Artisans do the labor of axe and knife [i.e. cutting and carving wood]; as for using carpentry 
tools to measure chi-feet and cun-inches, thickness, thinness, and the [overall] shape [of a 
qin], it is necessary for a lofty gentleman good at the qin to manage it. Nor may one rush each 
and every step; as for the “belly,” “face,” and other parts of the qin, one finishes one thing and 
then moves on to deal with the next, and certainly considers [each step] very carefully. Once 
the wood has been carved, it can’t be put back! Measuring and fabricating a qin together with 
lacquering it it will certainly take three to six months to accomplish. For the bottom “face,” 
one must certainly apply paste-lacquer, as thin as skin or paper, and then place the qin on a 
table with thick, horizontal wood [planks] beneath the table, with bamboo in-between and silk 
binding everything together; [then] make a box following the [proper] methods, and after one 
month one may put the qin inside… Then, the hui-markers and strings are added to determine 
the [proper] sounds: one should put one’s thoughts into this [i.e. pay attention]! How could a 
vulgar artisan be able to do this?! The methods of manufacture have been fully recorded in 
various qin books; you should select a good one and use it as a reference.487 

 
487 One such book from Song is the anonymous Catalogue of Secrets to Carving Qin (Zhuo qin mijue mulu 斲琴秘
訣目錄), which includes entries on materials and methods for creating qin. The text appeals to “gentlemanly” 
readers from the start, opening its first chapter on “Selecting Materials” (xuancai 選材) as follows: “[I] say: The 
qin’s use is in understanding spiritual virtue and joining with the harmony of Heaven and Earth: thus, it is not what 
ordinary woods are able to accomplish! Therefore, it is necessary to record the long tong-paulownia tree of Yiyang, 
[as] Cai Yong certainly obtained excellent material [from it]. From this we can see that for a long time, materials 
needed to be [deliberately] selected. The ancient past is distant [now], and the paulownia wood of Yi mountain is not 
what people of this age are able to obtain. Therefore, lofty people and superior gentlemen must select particularly 
excellent materials to use [for making qin]! 論曰：夫琴之為器，通神明之德，合天地之和，故非凡木之所能成
也。是以必記嶧陽之孤桐，蔡邕必取奐中之爨材。由是觀之，材之不可不擇也久矣。去古既遠，嶧山之

桐，世人有所不能致。故高人上士持選奐中奇絕之材用之。” (Zhongguo gudai yinyue wenxian jicheng 中國古
代音樂文獻集成, edited by Wang Yaohua 王耀華 and Fang Baochuan 方寶川, 2nd ed., [Beijing 北京: Guojia tu 
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工人供斤削之役，若繩墨尺寸，厚薄方圓，必善琴高士主之。仍不得促辦每一事，如

槽腹、琴靣之類，一事畢方治一事，必相度審思之。既斵削去，則不復可增！度造一

琴並漆，必三月或半年方辦。合底靣必用膠漆，如皮紙厚，合訖置琴於卓上，橫厚木

於卓下，夾卓以篾絲縛之，依法匣訖，候一月方解。。。又，徽者繩也，凖繩墨以定

聲，尤宜留意。豈俗工所能哉。製造之法，諸琴書備載，宜擇其善者參用之。488 
 

 
Zhao thus argues that the task of carving, traditionally associated with “artisans,” is 

nonetheless an activity that only “lofty gentlemen” (of the sort depicted carving a qin in figure 

2.1) can properly do; he further claims that “artisans” cannot even pay close attention to exact 

measurements required for the placement of hui-markers and the tuning of strings. And some 

men labeled “gentlemen” did carve qin for themselves and others: Deng Wenyuan’s 鄧文原 

(1258–1328) epitaph for Yan Gong 嚴恭 (Yuan) describes in detail the Yan family’s “hereditary 

 
shu guan chu ban she 國家圖書館出版社, 2012], Vol. 11, 121-122.) Though this text does not single out low-status 
“artisans” or commoners to contrast with “gentlemen,” it often refers to “people of this age” (shiren 世人) as a foil 
to those who know (or are learning) the secrets of the qin contained within its pages;  given its consistent allusions to 
renowned gentlemen like Cai Yong and to “gentlemanly” cosmological and moral ideals, there is an implication that 
a select few “gentlemen” – and only “gentlemen” – will rise above all others and create fine qin. See: Zhongguo 
gudai yinyue wenxian jicheng, Vol. 11, 123, 133. 
 
488 Zhao, Dong tian qing lu, 2. 

Figure 2.1. Detail of Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (345–406), Song dynasty copy, Carving Qin Zithers 斲琴圖, handscroll, ink 
and color on silk, 29.40 x 130cm, Palace Museum, Beijing. Reproduced from Xu Bangda 徐邦达 and Xue 
Yongnian 薛永年, “Xu Bangda xiansheng tan shuhua jianding (zhi yi): Xue Yongnian biji  徐邦达先生谈书画鉴定
（之一）薛永年笔记” in Zi jin cheng 紫禁城, Issue 12 (2015), 92. Gu’s painting offers visual testimony that long 
before Tang-Yuan China, the “gentlemanly” sort were carving qin. 
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practice” (shixi 世習) of qin carving.489 Yan’s great-grandfather worked as a military official in 

Southern Song and became renowned for carving a special qin for Song Gaozong 高宗 (r. 1127–

1129); his grandfather Zhi 致 was an official who also made his own qin,490 and his father lived 

in reclusion (while, it is implied, making qin). Yan Gong followed in his father’s foosteps, and is 

categorized as a “recluse:” 

When the recluse was young, he learned his occupation from his family, and served no other 
art; as he grew older, he became increasingly proficient: like Wheelwright Pian’s making a 
wheel or Ziqing’s making a ju-bell [stand], it was what has been called “advancing towards 
the Way through skill.” When a eunuch from Song presented one of the recluse’s qin to [the 
emperor], Song Lizong desired to make him an official; however, he declined to accept the 
offer. He called himself “Ancient and Pure Old Man,” preferring to be unrestrained among the 
rivers and mountains until his death. The recluse was probably secluded in the qin. 
處士幼知業其家，不事它技，老益精敏，若扁之輪慶之鐻，所謂技進於道者邪。宋內

臣有以處士琴上進者，理宗欲官之，卒辭不受。自號古清翁，寕落魄湖山間終其身。

處士殆隱於琴者也。491 
 
 After two generations of qin carving as an avocation, and one generation without success 

in officialdom (in which carving qin may or may not have been a source of income), Yan Gong 

ends up in a position in which his hereditary practice becomes his “occupation” (ye 業). He is 

still able to maintain a “gentlemanly” identity, as well as his social esteem: the funerary 

inscription reveals that he was able to teach his son Yujing 與敬 both qin and the classics, 

 
489 “Although he carves qin-zithers as a hereditary practice, he has [his own] innate talent [for it]. 其斵琴雖世習，
亦天巧然也。” (Deng Wenyuan 鄧文元. Ba xi ji 巴西集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本], A.19. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
490 In this epitaph his grandfather is named Zhi 致; we know that he was a renowned qin maker because he is listed 
as such by Zhou Mi, albeit under a different name: Zun 樽. Zhou Mi wrote that “Yan Zun was Ancient and Pure 
[Old Man’s] grandfather 嚴樽, 古清之祖,” and the above funerary inscription confirms that “Ancient and Pure Old 
Man” (guqing weng 古清翁) is the sobriquet of Yan Gong. (Zhou Mi 周密, Yun yan guo yan lu 雲烟過眼録 [Min 
guo jing Ming baoyan tang miji ben 民國景明寳顔堂秘笈本], 4.25. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) I might also reasonably speculate that the qin carver Yan Gu 嚴古 from Tao Zongyi’s list of 
qin-zither carvers is another family member. (Nancun chuogeng lu, 29.232.)  
 
491 Deng. Ba xi ji, A.19. 
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leading to his “use of classicism to be promoted to the Anding Academy. 用儒先薦為安定書

院。”492 

 Thus, the label “recluse” and the label “qin gentleman” could serve as effective means of 

signaling and maintaining “gentlemanly” identities for men who made a living through 

specialization in qin performance or even carving qin, both inside and outside the court. Though 

they by no means guaranteed that all men would accept such qin performers as “gentlemanly,” 

these labels, commonly applied in texts written to see off these men after spending a period of 

time with them, confirm the successful performance of both their music and their “gentlemanly” 

identity. 

 

 

2.6 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #5: Possession of Certain Official Titles Relating 
to Music 
 
 The proper understanding of music meant that, as a component of both formal and 

informal court rituals and functions, it needed to be performed successfully for the sake of both 

court legitimacy and the moral transformation of its subjects: music was therefore deemed too 

important to be left wholly in the hands of men in the “music artisan” and “entertainer” 

categories. It was thus overseen by officials in the Ministry of Rites (libu 禮部) and the Court of 

Imperial Sacrifices (taichang si 太常寺); many centuries of precedence ensured that important 

decisions regarding the court music system were made by these “gentlemanly” officials.493 

Beneath them were a variety of lower-level music bureaus, from the Drums and Winds Bureau 

(guchuishu 鼓吹署) in Tang to the Great Splendor [Music] Bureau (dasheng fu 大晟府) in Song, 

 
492 Ibid. 
 
493 Lam, “Huizong’s Dashengyue,” passim. 
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or the Conservatory of Music and Dance (jiaofang 教坊) present in Tang, Song, Jin, and 

Yuan.494 These bureaus employed men that are variously categorized as “gentlemen,” “artisans,” 

or “entertainers,” and therefore created various situations in which categorical overlap occurred 

for men employed there, particularly in cases involving musical performance. 

 Some men believed that in an ideal state, performing at court could fall under the purview 

of an archetypal “gentlemanly” social role, but because these responsibilities had already been 

handed off to “artisans,” it would be shameful for the “gentlemanly” sort to engage in them.495 

Zhu Mu 祝穆 (Southern Song) saw the 8th century as a critical turning point, when licentious 

melodies and barbarian tunes were popular at court, and “talented gentlemen first began to rely 

on music artisans to make music, [and then] accompanied it with [their own] lyrics. 才士，始依

樂工拍擔之聲，被之以辭。”496 Fu Guang 輔廣 (13th century) wrote that rulers and ministers 

 
494 For a classic account of these bureaus alongside other elements of middle period music history, see: Yang Yinliu 
杨荫浏, Zhongguo gudai yinyue shigao 中國古代音樂史稿 (Beijing 北京: Renmin yinyue chubanshe 人民音乐出
版社, 1981), Vol. 1, 191-455; Vol 2., 459-744. 
 
495 There was also a sense that “music artisans” of utopian antiquity were somehow superior to “music artisans” of 
later eras, thus there wouldn’t have been reason to be ashamed in the past. For example, Song Xiang宋祁 (998–
1061) wrote: “I say, ‘The ancients who were workers were all proficient and smart people; later people who were 
workers were all lowly servants of carriages and washrooms. The ancients who were officials were talented and 
responsible in their duties; later people who are officials have high office but when they change music it doesn’t 
approach the ancients.’ 臣謂：古之所以為工者，皆精敏之人；後之所以為工者，皆輿厮之賤。古之所以總司
者，材堪責任；後之所以總司者，官達則遷樂不逮古。” (Song Xiang 宋祁, Jing wen ji 景文集 [Qing wuying 
dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本] 27.199. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
496 “Reaching the Kaiyuan and Tianbao eras, the ruler and ministers together did licentious music, and Minghuang 
[Xuanzong] was especially indulgent in barbarian music; all under heaven complied and turned vulgar. At that time, 
talented gentlemen began to rely on music artisans to produce music, and accompanied it with lyrics; the length of 
their phrases were each in accordance with the piece of music, slowly losing the ancient principles of ‘sound relying 
on chanting.’ 迄於開元、天寶間，君臣相與為淫樂，而明皇尤溺於夷音，天下薰然成俗，於時才士，始依樂
工拍擔之聲，被之以辭，句之長短，各隨曲度，而愈失古之聲依永之理也。” (Shiwen lei ju, xuji 24.1789-
1790.) 
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used to sing shi-poetry to each other as a sort of call-and-response, but in his own day there were 

“only music artisans singing on their behalf. 祇是樂工代歌。”497 Liu Ban 劉攽 (1022–1088) 

claimed that men in his own day were embarrassed to dance at court: for some, because it made 

them seem like “music artisans;” for others, because the specialist and virtuosic “artisans” made 

them look bad by comparison.498 

 Emphasis on keeping these two social categories separate at court was a recurring theme 

in middle period texts, reflecting the extent to which they were not, in the minds of many men, 

adequately distinguished from each other. In Tang, after Emperor Gaozu sought to offer some 

entertainers rank 5 titles upon his enthronement, Li Gang 李綱 (547–631) submitted a 

“Memorial Remonstrating [Against] Entertainers Becoming Imperial Chamberlains 諫伶人為近

侍䟽,” reminding the emperor that: 

According to the Rites of Zhou, [music] artisans and [low-level] music officers could not mix 
in the ranks of gentlemen;499 even if they were talented like Zi Ye (d. 542 BCE) or wondrous 
like Shi Rang (Warring States), for their whole lives and those of successive generations they 
did not change their occupation. 

 
497 “Shi-poems are today’s musical works. Although they are intended to be chanted call-and-response, only music 
artisans sing on behalf of others, and there aren’t rulers and ministers personally singing. 又曰：詩，即今之樂章。
雖有倡和之意，祇是樂工代歌，亦非是君臣自歌也。” (Fu Guang 輔廣, Shi tongzi wen 詩童子問 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], A.40. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
498 “When the ancients drank wine, they would all sing and dance with each other; those wishing long life to their 
seniors would likewise always sing and dance… as for Tang Taizong, he also personally rose to dance with his 
officials. …Nowadays, dancers bend and twirl, increasingly exhausting wondrousness, and those without instructors 
cannot be seen [at court]; thus, gentlemen-officials no longer rise to dance [lest they be viewed as inferior dancers]. 
Some are good dancers, but they further think that [dancing would be] imitating music artisans, so they are always 
ashamed to do it.  古人飲酒，皆以歌舞相屬，獻壽尊者，亦往往歌舞…至唐太宗，亦自起舞屬群臣。。。今
時舞者，曲折益盡奇妙，非有師授，皆不可觀，故士大夫不複起舞矣。或有善舞者，又以其似樂工，輙耻

為之。” (Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 19.134.) 
 
499 I note that in the context of the original Rites of Zhou, shiwu 士伍 might best be understood as the “ranks of 
soldiers;” however, since Li Gang’s usage is both anachronistic and the lens through which we are reading the Rites 
of Zhou passage, I will translate “shi” as “gentleman” here. 
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臣按《周禮》，均工樂胥，不得參士伍，雖復才如子野，妙等師襄，皆終身繼代，不

改其業。500 
 

 The Conservatory can serve as a useful case study in understanding the degree to which 

men of different social backgrounds worked alongside each other, and the extent to which certain 

signals of “gentlemanly” identity were only effective in certain situations. The Conservatory 

Commissioner (jiaofang shi 教坊使) was a title reflecting this categorical overlap: on the one 

hand, its holder was responsible for overseeing the Conservatory; on the other, they too were 

expected to perform alongside the “artisans” and “entertainers.” We do know that some of these 

men, in at least some cases, could be accepted as “gentlemen” and treated accordingly, but there 

was not always consensus about this treatment. For instance, Emperor Zhuangzong 莊宗 of Later 

Tang (r. 923–926) once promoted a Conservatory Commissioner named Chen Jun 陳俊 to the 

post of Prefect (cishi 刺史) in Jingzhou.501 Later, in the Kaibao 開寶 era (968–976) of Northern 

Song, Conservatory Commissioner Wei (Jiaofang shi Wei mou 教坊使魏某) cited this incident 

as a precedent when he sought a promotion to become a prefectural administrator,502 however: 

[Emperor] Taizu said: “Using an entertainer as a provincial governor – this is a chaotic affair! 
How could it be copied?!” The Grand Councilor planned to promote him to Assistant Prefect 
[but] Taizu said: “His kind should only be promoted within the music bureaus; promoting him 
to an assistant’s office cannot be lightly accepted.” Thus, he was appointed Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices’ Music Chief. 

 
500 Shiwen lei ju, qianji 前集 43.604.  
 
501 Xin wudai shi 新五代史, edited by Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian ke ben 清乾隆武英殿刻
本) 37.166. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. For another example of a 
Conservatory man gaining office: Zhou Qufei 周去非 (1135–1189) notes that “only Xunzhou’s Pingnan county, 
previously [called] Gongzhou, has the old Conservatory music [which is] extremely orderly. In a different time, 
there was a Conservatory [person] who gained office and in chaos fled to Pingnan, [where he] taught the locals 
harmonious music. Until today they are able to pass on his music. 唯潯州平南縣，係古龔州，有舊敎坊樂甚整。
異時，有以敎坊得官，亂離至平南，敎土人合樂。至今能傳其聲。” (Zhou Qufei 周去非, Ding wai dai da 嶺
外代答 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 7.45. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
502 Wang, Shengshui yan tan lu, 1.1. 
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太祖曰：“用伶人爲刺史，此亂世之事，豈可效耶！”宰相擬上州司馬。太祖曰：

“此輩只宜於樂部中遷轉，上佐官亦不可輕授。”乃除太常寺樂令。503  
 
 Though the Grand Councilor was willing to offer Mr. Wei a promotion into the regular 

civil service, he was stopped by the emperor, who wished instead to maintain a system of 

segregation in which music officials could only be promoted within a separate track of music 

offices, in accordance with their specialism. A man whom a Grand Councilor believed to be able 

to transition into an archetypal “gentlemanly” office was therefore denied because the emperor 

believed “his kind” (ci bei 此輩) should remain in their proper place as performers. 

 A similar scenario occurred in Jin, where Conservatory Commissioners were granted 

even higher rank than Song, and a regulation was temporarily enacted to allow them to be 

promoted to standard civil or military offices; however, Wang Weihan 王維翰 (jinshi 1188, d. 

1214), a Jin state official who had previously lived in Liao, memorialized against it. He insisted 

that “for entertainers and lowly [music] artisans to wear the clothing of gentlemen of office is not 

what causes a court to be respected, 伶優賤工，衣縉紳之服，非所以尊朝廷也，” and the 

regulation was dropped.504 And in the Yanyou 延祐 era (1314–1320) of Yuan, Zhang Gui 張珪 

(1264–1328) remonstrated against Conservatory Commissioner Cao Yaozhu’s 曹咬住 request 

for the honorary title“Minister for the Department of Rites (Libu shangshu 禮部尚書), claiming: 

“An entertainer becoming an official – how could this be shown to later generations [and not be 

shameful for us]?! 伶人為宗伯，何以示後世！”505 

 
503 Lei shuo, 19.250-251. 
 
504 Jinshi 金史, edited by Tuotuo 脱脱 (Baina ben jing yin Yuan zhizheng kan ben 百衲本景印元至正刊本), 
121.1125. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
505 “The Conservatory Commissioner Cao Yaozhu requested [the office of] Director of the Department of Rites, and 
[Zhang] Gui said: ‘An entertainer becoming an official, how could this be shown to later generations?!’ His 
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 The history of disagreement over whether or not to accept Conservatory Commissioners 

as “gentlemen” is difficult to dissect: in each case there appears to be one or more officials 

willing to accept these men and vouch for their promotion, and also a dissenting voice insisting 

that these men didn’t count. Ding Xianxian (丁仙現, 丁線見, 丁先現), who worked in the 

Conservatory for decades (c. 1068–1111) and eventually became its Commissioner, is an ideal 

example of how the men in this role represented an overlap between the archetypal 

characteristics of  the “gentleman” and “entertainer” social roles.506 Ye Mengde 葉夢得 (1077–

1148) describes him as of somewhat “gentlemanly” character: 

Ding Xianxian personally mentioned that he saw old music artisans from the previous court, 
and among them were great jesters and entertainers who [spoke] what others did not dare 
speak; not only were they humorous, but they also often expressed popular sentiment through 
[their jokes]. Thus, [Ding] Xianxian often imitated this practice, [but] when he was not 
performing, his countenance was dignified like a gentleman-official. 
丁仙現自言及見前朝老樂工，間有優諢及人所不敢言者，不徒為諧謔，往往因以達下

情，故仙現亦時時效之，非為優戲，則容貌儼然如士大夫。507 
 
 Ding is “like a gentleman:” similar, but different. His similarities extended beyond his 

countenance; he took advantage of his office to criticize Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021–1086) and 

his New Policies, which necessitated knowledge of contemporary policy and how to make it 

funny: 

 
powerful remonstration stopped it. 教坊使曹咬住拜禮部尚書，珪曰：‘伶人為宗伯，何以示後世！’ 力諫止
之。 ” (Yuanshi, 175.1876.) 
 
506 My understanding of Ding Xianxian is largely informed by the following sources: Feng Jiahua 丰家骅, “Songdai 
mingyou Ding Xianxian 宋代名優丁仙現,” in Yinyue renwu yu zhuanzhu 音樂人物與專著, edited by Zeng Meiyue 
曾美月, Vol. 6, Songdai yinyue yanjiu wenlun ji 宋代音樂研究文論集, edited by Qin Luo 洛秦, (Shanghai 上海: 
Shanghai yinyue xueyuan chubanshe 上海音樂學院出版社, 2016), 70-76; Kang Duanjun 康端軍, “Songdai 
jiaofang dashi Ding Xianxian qi ren qi shi  宋代教坊大使丁仙現其人其事,” in Yinyue renwu yu zhuanzhu 音樂人
物與專著, edited by Zeng Meiyue 曾美月, Vol. 6, Songdai yinyue yanjiu wenlun ji 宋代音樂研究文論集, edited 
by Qin Luo 洛秦, (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai yinyue xueyuan chubanshe 上海音樂學院出版社, 2016). 77-85. 
 
507 Ye, Bishu lu hua, B.72. 
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At the time [of the New Policies], among those who couldn’t passively obey the authority of 
Emperor and Minister, there was only one: the Conservatory Commissioner Ding Xianxian. 
Ding Xianxian at that time was colloquially referred to as Official Ding. When Official Ding 
encountered the implementation of Wang Anshi’s New Policies, he would invariably take the 
occasion of a banquet’s being held to put on performances that mocked [the policies]; [he 
was] wanton in his ridicule, and other people would always laugh and pass on [his jokes]. 
Wang Anshi couldn’t bear it, but there was nothing he could do; thus, he would become 
furious and certainly wanted to behead [Ding]… Thus, there was a saying at the time: 
“Having a senior official isn’t as good as an entertainment official!” 
當是時，以君相之威權而不能有所帖服者，獨一教坊使丁仙現爾。丁仙現時俗但呼之

曰丁使。丁使遇介甫法制適一行，必因燕設，於戲場中乃便作為嘲諢，肆其誚難，輒

有為人笑傳。介甫不堪然無如之何也，因遂發怒，必欲斬之。。。故一時諺語，有台

官不如伶官。508 
 
 Ding was familiar with both policy and policymakers: in one anecdote, he mocked 

gentleman-officials of his day who imitated Su Shi by wearing his iconic oversized hat, implying 

that they thought wearing his hat would make their writing as good as Su’s.509 He was also very 

knowledgeable about music, and provided input on changes to the court music system: 

In the Chongning era (1102–1106), Imperial Music was missing the zhi mode, and someone 
submitted a memorial asking to remedy this, and command the Conservatory banquet music 
to do this also. The Conservatory Commissioner Ding Xianxian said, “This music has already 
been lost for a long time, [reproducing it] isn't what music artisans are able to do; we cannot 
presumptuously add [missing music], only to be laughed at by later generations.”510 
崇寧初，大樂闕徵調，有獻議請補者，並以命教坊燕樂同為之。大使丁仙現云：“音已
久亡，非樂工所能為，不可以意妄增，徒為後人笑。”511 

 
508 Cai Tao 蔡絛, Tie wei shan congtan 鐵圍山叢談 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 3.36. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
509 “Gentleman-officials in recent years have been imitating Su Dongpo’s ‘Tall bucket hat with short eaves,’ which 
was named: Su Zidan [Shi] Style. I thus said this [to Su Shi], who laughed and said: ‘At a banquet with the 
emperor’s retinue at Sweet Wine Spring pavilion, some entertainers took officials exaggerating about their prose as 
[the subject of] a play. One was Ding Xianxian, who said: ‘My essays are not what you lot can attain!’ And the 
crowd asked: ‘Why?’ And Ding said: “Do you not see the Zidan[-Style Hat] Atop My Head?!” The emperor 
beamed, looking at me for a long time. 士大夫近年傚東坡桶高簷短，名帽曰子瞻樣。廌因言之。公笑曰：近扈
從燕醴泉觀，優人以相與自誇文章為戲者。一優丁仙現者。曰：吾之文章，汝輩不可及也。眾優曰：何

也？曰：汝不見吾頭上子瞻乎？上為解顏，顧公久之。” (Li Zhi 李廌, Shiyou tan ji 師友談記 [Song baichuan 
xue hai ben 宋百川學海本], 1. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
510 Despite Ding Xianxian’s suggestion that missing music cannot be presumptuously added, in the 8th month of 
1113, Huizong’s music bureau (dasheng fu) claimed to have fixed the problem of missing zhi mode music, as well 
as missing jue mode music. (Lam, “Huizong’s Dashengyue,” 437.) 
 
511 Ye, Bishu lu hua, A.19. 
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 Despite his rank, demeanor, and knowledge of politics and music, in extant anecdotes 

Ding Xianxian is only ever labeled an “artisan” or “entertainer” in extant anecdotes – and we see 

here that he is shown labeling himself in the same way. Predictably, the positions beneath him in 

the Conservatory were similarly associated with these denigrated social categories, much to the 

misfortune of Ding’s own Assistant Conservatory Commissioner (fu jiaofang shi 副教坊使), 

Ding Shi 丁石: 

Ding Shi passed the prefectural examination; he and Liu Shenlao were from the same village. 
When they were sent up [for the exam], Shenlao came first, and Ding came fourth: [thus] 
Ding was also a talent. Later, he lost the path [of officialdom] and resided in the 
Conservatory; when Shenlao became a Chief Councilor, [Ding Shi] and Ding Xianxian went 
to congratulate Shenlao together. Because they were old friends, Shenlao didn’t want to 
humiliate [Ding Shi] in the courtyard, thus he invited them into his [private] study, thanking 
Ding Shi three times for his visit. Ding Shi said: ‘I remember in the past we were sent up [for 
the examinations] together, now [we] are so far apart as noble and mean, and I simply don’t 
have face with which to see you. Further, I don’t dare to discard the court’s precedents, and 
this truly would cause me to sweat with embarrassment.” [Ding] Xianxian thus opened up to 
Shenlao, saying: “You left [Ding Shi] behind at the mouth of the Southern Alley [when your 
exam score was better], and to this day he [still] cannot catch up to you!” Liu laughed loudly. 
丁石，舉人也，與劉莘老同里。發貢，莘老第一，丁第四，丁亦才子也。後失途在教

坊中，莘老拜相，與丁線見同賀莘老。莘老以故，不欲廷辱之，乃引見於書室中，再

三慰勞丁石。丁石曰：“某憶昔與相公同貢，今貴賤相去如此，本無面見相公。又朝

廷故事，不敢廢，誠負慚汗。”線見因自啟相公曰：“石被相公南巷口頭擲下，至今

趕逐不上。”劉為大笑。512 
 
 Liu Shenlao is aware of his friend’s occupation, yet he continues to treat him as a fellow 

“gentleman,” saving him from public shame by inviting him into a private study, and thanking 

him three times for his visit as a sign of respect. Ding Shi’s emotional breakdown in response to 

his friend’s actions suggest the extent to which officials at court were not extending him similar 

courtesies and kindnesses: he was being denigrated like other men labeled “entertainers,” defined 

 
512 Fan Gongcheng 范公偁, Guo ting lu 過庭録 (Ming bai hai ben 明稗海本), 2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. The previous anecdote, on the same page, reveals Ding Shi’s title as “Assistant 
Conservatory Commissioner.” 
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by his occupational performance at court more than by his previous examination success, at least 

in the eyes of some men. 

 Occupational performance at court thus caused many men who otherwise possessed 

“gentlemanly” attributes to be categorized only as “entertainers,” and treated accordingly. Wang 

Ganhua 王感化 was one such “entertainer” in Northern Song, whom Yang Yi 楊億 (974–1020) 

describes as follows: “as a youth [he] was intelligent; before he had ever grasped a scroll. He was 

very knowledgeable, good at composing ci-lyrics, and was a nimble speaker and endless joker. 

少聰敏，未曾執卷而多識，善為詞，口諧捷急，滑稽無窮。”513 And we have already met 

Hua Rixin, whose friend Liu Ji was an official that was able to “know his sound” when Hua 

played the di; Hua nonetheless held the title “Pear Garden music artisan” (liyuan yuegong 梨園

樂工)514 prior to his promotion to Assistant Conservatory Commissioner, and Liu’s younger 

brother and the Zhuzi yulei 朱子語類 both saw fit to refer to Hua only as an “entertainer.”515 

 It is thus easy to see how some men could be willing to view these men as fellow 

“gentlemen” but others would categorize them only as “entertainers.” Almost no one uses both 

labels to refer to the same man: Qian Yi 錢易 (968–1026) is an extremely rare exception to this 

 
513 Yang Yi 楊億, Yang Wengong tan yuan 楊文公談苑 (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版
社, 1993), 20, 37. 
 
514 Li Zhiyi 李之儀, Guxi jushi ji 姑溪居士集 [Qing weyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], qianji 前
集 40.151. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0; on Hua’s conservatory title, see also: 
Songshi, 142.1509.  
 
515 For more on Hua Rixin and his contributions to court music, see: Kang Duanjun 康端軍, “Songdai jiaofang 
dashi Ding Xianxian qi ren qi shi  宋代教坊大使丁仙現其人其事,” in Yinyue renwu yu zhuanzhu 音樂人物與專
著, edited by Zeng Meiyue 曾美月, Vol. 6, Songdai yinyue yanjiu wenlun ji 宋代音樂研究文論集, edited by Qin 
Luo 洛秦 (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai yinyue xueyuan chubanshe 上海音樂學院出版社, 2016), 77-85. 
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rule, as he wrote about a “Conservatory Administrator (duzhi 都知)516 Mi 米 [who] is an 

entertainer; he is good at poetry, and is a gentleman in possession of the Way. 有米都知者，伶

人也。善骚雅，有道之士。”517 Mr. Mi does appear to have been accepted as a “gentleman” by 

others, as in the poem “Gifted to Conservatory Administrator Mi 贈米都知” by the official 

Liang Zhouhan 梁周翰 (929–1009): 

供奉三朝四十年， Respectfully serving three courts over forty years, 
聖時流落髮衰殘。 [When] sagely times were in decline, your hair [likewise] grew sparse. 
貪將樂府歌明代， You desired to sing your Music Bureau [lyrics] in a bright dynasty, 
不把清吟換好官。 And didn’t exchange your “pure chanting”518 for a good office.519 

 
 Liang portrays Mi as occupying a “recluse” role, hiding among the denigrated “artisans.” 

In an ideal world he sees Mi as occupying a higher office, but we are told that Mi opted instead 

to remain hidden through the tumultuous end of Tang and the Five Dynasties period, growing old 

in the process.520 Liang is willing to accept Mi’s “gentlemanly” identity despite his title in the 

Conservatory, not because of it. 

 
516 The History of Song notes that duzhi 都知 was a title in the Conservatory, which had an Assistant Administrator 
(fu duzhi 副都知) title beneath it; however, it is unclear if either title came with rank. The responsibilities of the 
position appear to include composing music for the court and being involved with its performance. See: Songshi, 
142.1506. 
 
517 Qian Yi 錢易, Nanbu xin shu 南部新書 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本) 10.72. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
518 I read this as a bit of wordplay. “Pure chanting” is often used in reference to recitation of the classical canon, and 
in this case, I think it carries this meaning alongside the chanting of Music Bureau lyrics and the other genres that 
Mi might have performed in the Conservatory. Thus, Mi did not exchange his music position for a higher office, and 
he did not “cash in” his education in the classics for a higher office. 
 
519 Qian, Nanbu xin shu, 10.72. 
 
520 The original paragraph by Qian Yi then moves on to discuss yet another Conservatory Administrator named 
Shang Xun 商訓: “Recently, there a Mr. Shang Xun who is good at playing the sheng-reed organ, who is also 
recorded [in the books of the] Conservatory as an Administrator. He can distinguish the five tones and know of good 
or bad fortunes. He further obtained the samadhis in his painting, and his landscapes are not inferior to Guan [Tong] 
or Li [Cheng]. 近有商訓者善吹笙，亦籍教坊，為都知。能別五音，知吉凶。復得畫之三昧，山水不下關、
李。” (Ibid.) 
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 Bias against Conservatory men continued in later centuries. In Yuan, for instance, Yang 

Yu wrote that civil and military officials continued to be privileged over music officials; among 

music officials, those in the Sacrificial Phoenix [Music] Bureau (Yifeng si 儀鳳司) were given 

precedence over Conservatory officials.521 There too, one finds performers occupying an 

overlapping space between the archetypal roles of “gentleman” and “artisan.” Yuan Mingshan 元

明善 (1269–1322) recorded a brief biography of one of the officials in this bureau, named Zhang 

Chun 張湻, who played the zhazheng-zither 軋箏.522 His father, Delu 德祿, was listed among the 

“records of music artisans” (yueji 樂籍), and passed away while Zhang Chun was still young. 

Zhang’s music was described as “wondrous to the point of spiritual 玄妙入神,” and he often 

played for high-level officials during banquets; “but if he wasn’t willing then he couldn’t be 

summoned. 然非其意不可召也。” Yuan Renzong 仁宗 (Ayurbarwada; r. 1311–1320) had him 

perform at his banquets, and would always provide him with gifts; when the Sacrificial Phoenix 

[Music] Bureau was founded, the emperor made him a Lesser Official of the Sacrificial Phoenix 

[Music] Bureau (Yifeng shaoqing 儀鳳少卿). Yuan notes:  

Each time he received a gift [from the emperor] he would refuse the great and accept the 
small. His qi did not overfill [with arrogance], and his countenance was respectful. A noble 
man probably has things to learn from Chun!  
淳每有遇賜，辭厚取薄。氣不盈而色懼。君子蓋有取於淳云。523 

 
521 “The Conservatory and the Sacrificial Phoenix [Music] Bureau had an old precedent: that [their officials] would 
be arrayed in the official order of precedence at audiences according to the rank they had received. The emperor 
Wendi’s court directed that these two bureaus’ officials stand behind the [court] officials. At the start of the 
Zhizheng 至正 era (1341–1370), the Sacrificial Phoenix [Music] Bureau returned to the old precedent, [but] to this 
day, the Conservatory [officials] are [still] not allowed to enter the [court official] ranks. 教坊司、儀鳳司，舊例依
所受品級，列於班行，文皇朝令二司官立於班後。至正初，儀鳳司復舊例，教坊司迄今不令入班。” Yang, 
Shanju xin hua, 17. 
 
522 The zhazheng-zither has seven strings like a qin, and seven bridges (zhu 柱) raising the strings like a zheng-zither 
箏. 
 
523 Yuan Mingshan 元明善, Qing he ji 清河集 [Qing guangxu ke ou xiang ling shi ben 清光緖刻藕香零拾本], 
7.59. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 As with other musical performers at court, Zhang occupies a liminal position in which 

some men might be inclined to label him as a “gentleman” and others might not. His biographer 

does appear to accept his “gentlemanly” identity, and treats him as a rare example of social 

mobility for someone whose social background was originally recorded as “artisan:” 

Alas! In previous dynasties whenever there was a worthy person, they would invariably 
receive advancement beyond the norm: it was not only Chun. But Chun? His treatment was 
special indeed! 
先朝凡一賢人，必蒙超擢，不止淳也。淳乎？其亦殊遇哉。524 

 
 There were clearly men at court labeled “entertainer” or “artisan” in possession of 

characteristics ascribed to the archetypal “gentlemanly” social role; we will see more examples 

in the upcoming subsection of this chapter. In the examples offered above, we see that it was 

very unlikely for any man performing occupationally at court in an unranked position as 

“artisan” or “entertainer” to successfully enact a “gentlemanly” identity, and it was even difficult 

for men in lower-level ranked offices. Even if these men were able to switch occupations and 

demonstrate these same “gentlemanly” characteristics in the context of a more traditionally 

“gentlemanly” job, they would still encounter challenges from men who insisted upon 

denigrating them for their social background. Hu Yongnian 胡永年 (Southern Song) is an ideal 

example: he was a pipa player at court,525 who received multiple promotions over time, 

eventually becoming a proper official (zhengshi 正使) with the rank of Master of Military Merit 

(Wugong dafu 武功大夫).526 In 1192, he sought to use the “appointment of sons” (renzi 任子) 

 
524 Ibid. 
 
525 Zhou Mi 周密, Wulin jiushi 武林舊事 [Min guo jing Ming bao yan tang miji ben 民國景明寳顔堂秘笈本], 
4.35, 4.41. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
526 Xu Zizhi tongjian 續資治通鑑, compiled by Bi Yuan 畢沅 [Qing Jiaqing liunian di keben 清嘉慶六年遞刻本], 
152.2034. 
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protection privilege to grant office to his son, but the Continued Comprehensive Mirror of 

Governance (Xu Zizhi tongjian 續資治通鑑) notes that this was blocked by a Department of 

Personnel official.527 The story is reproduced by Li Xinchuan 李心傳 (1166–1243) under the 

title “Those Born To Arts Families Cannot Appoint Sons [To Office] 雜藝出身不許任子:” 

At the beginning of the Shaoxing era (1131–1162),528 there was an entertainer named Hu 
Yongnian who had accumulated official [rank] reaching [that of] “Master of Military Merit.” 
At the occasion of the Imperial Suburb Sacrifice, he begged to be able to ‘appoint his son’ 
[through the protection privilege].  Zhao Zizhi was the top official in the Department of 
Personnel [at the time], and memorialized saying that: “[Hu] Yongnian was born to a musical 
arts [family], it would be difficult for him to ‘appoint his son’ [using the protection privilege]; 
I hope to establish this as a settled law: that from today on, people appointed to vacant 
positions in the arts not be permitted to memorialize the emperor for appointment to vacant 
positions.” This [memorial] was approved. 
紹興初，有伶人胡永年者，積官至武功大夫。遇郊，乞任子。趙子直為吏部尚書，

奏：“永年樂藝出身，難以任子，望立為定法。今後似此，雜藝補授之人，不許奏

補。” 從之。 
I say: if this kind of affair, had not met with a [Zhao] Zizhi, some other person would 
certainly have let it be approved, consequently making faulty law. Yet [Hu] Yongnian was 
originally an entertainer and has reached his maximum office as regular Commissioner, 
having been promoted on multiple occasions to fill vacancies, and no one said anything about 
it: isn’t this outrageous?! 
余謂：此等事，非遇子直，則他人必且放行，遂為弊法矣。但永年本伶倫而官極正

使，前後遷補，乃無論列之人，亦未可觀。529 
 
 Though Li Xinchuan is clearly in agreement with Zhao Ruyu 趙汝愚 (1140–1196, zi 

Zizhi 子直) that men of a music background should not be able to access the protection 

privilege, his anecdote tacitly acknowledges that many others in the bureaucracy had no apparent 

problem with Hu Yongnian’s multiple promotions over time, and if someone else had been the 

 
527 Ibid. 
 
528 Li Xinzhuan appears to have written the wrong reign era here; the Xu Zizhi Tongjian writes “third year of 
Shaoxi” (绍熙三年; 1192), which makes more sense to me given that a memorial by Cai Youxue 蔡幼學 (1154-
1217) asking for Hu Yongnian to be exiled also mentions the Shaoxi era, as will be discussed on the following page. 
 
529 Li Xinchuan 李心傳, Jianyan yilai chaoye zaji  建炎以來朝野雜記 (Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 
清武英殿聚珍版叢書本), B14.312. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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head of the Department of Personnel, Hu’s request may have been granted. We further learn that 

the reference to Hu’s background as an “entertainer” may not have been the real reason Zhao 

denied him protection privilege, as a memorial by Cai Youxue 蔡幼學 (1154–1217) reveals that 

Hu had allied himself with Zhao’s political rival, Han Tuozhou 韩侂胄 (1152–1207); it is thus 

possible that Zhao’s real problem with Hu’s promotion had less to do with his prior occupation 

and more to do with his goal of curtailing Han Tuozhou’s political faction.530 

  It may seem that occupational musical performance generally served as a detriment to 

the performance of a “gentlemanly” identity, but this could depend upon which title one held. 

Qin Attendants (qin daizhao 琴待詔) made a living through playing qin at court, as was the case 

for Painting Attendants discussed in the previous chapter. Though they might come from 

different social backgrounds, there was a clear preference for hiring men with “gentlemanly” 

characteristics and understandings of music for this position. From the beginning, in Han, the 

title was associated with “men who understood music and were good at playing the ‘elegant qin’ 

 
530 “Since the time of Han Tuozhou’s punishment, the bribe-taking disciples he had recruited have censured by the 
remonstrance bureau and dealt with one after another; those not yet touched by impeachment, such as Xing Ruji, Hu 
Yongnian, and others, have been banished at [the emperor’s] sole discretion … However, the crimes of these two 
people are: relying on powerful officials and making key connections, [they] wantonly made profits wickedly and 
harmed situations and principles. Yet, still setting them in a good spot among rivers and lakes: is this not a case of 
the punishment not fitting the crime [because they deserve to be exiled farther away]? … [Xing Ruji, another Master 
of Military Merit, offered medicine to the Empress that did not work; he should have been killed for this, but was 
not punished. As for] Hu Yongnian, although he accumulated ranks reaching Master of Military Merit, prior to the 
Shaoxi era (1190-1194) had undeservingly been [titled a] Prefect of a distant [prefecture], which arose from [Han] 
Tuozhou’s private scheming. His attachment to [Han’s] crimes is lesser than Ruji’s; I foolishly hope for [the 
emperor’s] Sagely understanding to exile Xing Ruji beyond the seas and confiscate his possessions. [Hu] Yongnian 
can be demoted to the position of Guangnan Prefectural military officer, never to return. In this way the punishment 
and the crime will match each other. 自韓侂冑竄殛以來，凡招權納賄之徒，皆因台諌有言，次第行遣; 其彈劾
之所未及者，如邢汝楫胡永年等，則斷自宸衷，並行斥逐。。。然而二人所坐之罪，既曰: 依附權臣，交通
關節，恣為奸利，情理蠧害。而尚置之江湖善地，無乃刑未當於罪乎？ 。。。胡永年者，雖累轉武功大
夫，在紹㷂以前而冒帶遙刺，亦出侂冑私意，其依附罪狀，亞於汝楫，臣愚慾望聖明，將邢汝楫流之海

外，籍沒家財，其胡永年改送廣南州軍編管，並永不放還，庶幾刑罪相當。” (Cai Youxue 蔡幼學, Yude tang 
zou yi 育德堂奏議 [Song keben 宋刻本], 2.17. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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知音善鼓雅琴者,”531 which we have already seen as a label specific to the “gentlemanly” 

tradition of qin playing and its associated ideals. Some of these ideals are reproduced in the Qin 

Attendant Xue Yijian’s 薛易簡 (active 742–756) Secrets of the Qin (Qinjue 琴訣), as preserved 

by Zhu Changwen in his History of the Qin: 

As for gentlemen who play the qin, if their will is calm and their qi is correct, then listeners 
will easily discern it; if their heart is chaotic and their spirit impure, then the listeners will find 
it hard to understand. Ordinary people only look at using fingers lightly and precisely, 
obtaining sounds that are warm and round; that the reverberations aren’t cut short, that the 
duration of musical lines flow beautifully [into each other]; they only praise these abilities. 
They are particularly unaware of the fact that when a gentleman of ambition plays [the qin], 
the sounds and reverberations all contain that which he takes to be chief. If someone upright 
and brave listens [to his music] their robust qi will increase; if someone filial and of moral 
integrity listens [to his music], they will be moved [by it]; if someone destitute and alone 
listens to it, their face will be covered with tears and snivel; if someone wanton and excessive 
listens [to his music], they will be restrained and solemn. Thus, there is nothing more 
effective than the qin for moving the hearts of others and affecting their spirit. Its sound is 
upright and not chaotic; it is sufficient to prohibit evil and stop wantonness. Today's people 
often take miscellaneous sounds and [mere] enjoyment to be noble and look down upon the 
qin. A qin gentleman is not easy to find, and someone who knows music is even harder [to 
obtain]! 
鼓琴之士，志靜氣正，則聽者易分，心亂神濁，則聽者難辯矣。常人但見用指輕利，

取聲溫潤、音韻不絕、句度流美，但賞為能。殊不知志士彈之，聲韻皆有所主也。夫

正直勇毅者聽之則壯氣益增，孝行節操者聽之則情感傷，貧乏孤苦者聽之則流涕縱

橫，便佞浮囂者聽之則斂容莊謹。是以動人心，感神膽者，無以加於琴。閏其聲正而

不亂，足以禁邪止淫也。今人多以雜音悅樂為貴，而琴見輕矣。夫琴士不易得，而知

音亦難也。532 
 
 Xue identifies as a “gentleman,” and signals his identity through stated adherence to 

various ideals of the “gentlemanly” qin tradition: emphasis on metaphysical elements in music, 

the performance of attributes like “moral integrity” and “uprightness,” and a distaste for chaotic 

and impure sounds. Other Qin Attendants displayed their adherence to such ideals in different 

ways: Zhu Wenji 朱文濟, a man described as man “not fond of honor or profit, [who] 

 
531 Han shu, 64B.986. 
 
532 Zhu, Qin shi, 4.40. 
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specialized in the qin for his own amusement, 不好榮利，專以絲桐自娛，”533 once refused to 

play a nine-string qin invented by Song Taizong 太宗 (r. 976–997) because he claimed not to 

want to alter the sounds of antiquity.534 When Taizong insisted that he play this qin, Zhu 

complied with passive-aggressive genius, performing “the ancient tune ‘Wind Entering Pines’ 古

曲風入松也,” which by virtue of its antiquity did not require the use of Taizong’s two new 

strings. For this stunt, Zhu was granted the red robes of fifth rank, and the nine-stringed qin did 

not become the new standard.535 

 In some cases, a Qin Attendant might be acknowledged as “gentlemanly” through 

association with other positions held within the bureaucracy. Luo Yan 駱偃 is known to have 

been a jinshi graduate in Song,536 who previously worked as a martial magistrate in Guang’an, 

and was working as a proof-reader at court prior to his employment as a Qin Attendant.537 In Jin, 

the Qin Attendant Miao Yanshi苗彥實 is known to have taken the jinshi exams at least twice 

before being recommended for his post;538 this serves as part of his presentation as 

“gentlemanly” in the writing of Yelü Chucai 耶律楚材 (1190–1244): 

 
533 Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 51.373. 
 
534 “Five strings already have the sounds of antiquity, and with two strings [already] added, there is nothing 
deficient. 五弦尚有遺音，而益以二弦，實無所闕.” (Ibid.) 
 
535 Ibid. 
 
536 “In our dynasty [Song], Luo Yan passed the jinshi 本朝駱偃登進士第.” ([Jiatai] Kuaiji zhi [嘉泰]會稽志, 
compiled by Shi Su 施宿 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 3.58. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
537 “In the fifth year of the Chunhua era (994), in the fifth month, Luo Yan – the former military magistrate of 
Guang’an and former proof-reader – became a Hanlin Qin Attendant. [Luo] Yan had made his name through the 
jinshi and was good at playing the qin, thus he accepted the position [of Attendant]. 淳化五年五月，以前廣安軍判
官，校書郎駱偃為翰林琴待詔。偃進士成名，雅善鼓琴，故授此職。” (Song huiyao ji gao, zhiguan 36.4051.) 
 
538 “Mr. Miao Yanshi is a Pingyang person. When he was young, he was recommended by Yi Junzhang to Mister 
Qiao Mengzhou, who commanded his son, the Hedong transport commissioner [Qiao] Derong, to study alongside 
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The “Old Man Perched on a Cliff” of Gutang is named Miao Xiushi, zi Yanshi; he has vast 
knowledge of past and present, and is especially good at the Book of Changes. He took [two] 
jinshi examinations, twice entering the imperial [exam] hall and not passing; thus, he brushed 
off his sleeves and left. He is good at the affairs of the qin, and is the best of the current age. 
He once roamed the capital city, and gentlemen-officials all admired his lofty wondrousness. 
In the Taihe era (1201–1208) [of Jin], the emperor summoned all those Under Heaven who 
were skilled at the qin, and the Vice Director Mr. Qiao recommended him to the court; he thus 
was an Attendant at the Palace Library. When I was young, I was deeply interested in the qin, 
and started to learn finger methods from the Attendant Mi Dayong; each time I obtained new 
sheet music, I would certainly discuss its wondrous meanings with ‘Perched on a Cliff ’ [Miao 
Yanshi], and only after would play the piece. The ruler and officials at court would invite 
Qiyan [to perform], and he had no free days. … [Later,] I sought out ‘Perched on a Cliff ’ in 
Nanjing and found him, but when I reached Fanyang he had already passed away. His son 
[Miao] Lan brought out his bequeathed sheet music, with more than 40 pieces in all. I 
checked them, and as expected they had an outstanding sound. The Grand Marshal Director 
Wei Zhongru transmitted them [by continuing to perform them]; I asked him to record them 
[in writing], in order to instruct later generations. 
古唐棲巖老人，苗公秀實其名，彥實其字，博通古今，尤長於易。應進士舉，兩入御

闈而不捷，乃拂袖去之。公善於琴事，為當今第一。嘗遊於京師，士大夫間皆服其高

妙。泰和中，詔天下工於琴者，侍郎喬君舉之於朝。公待詔於秘書監。予幼年 刻意於
琴，初受指於待詔弭大用，每得新譜，必與棲巖商榷 妙意，然後彈之。朝廷王公大人
邀請棲巖者無虛日。。。索棲巖於南京，得之，達范陽而棄世。其子蘭挈遺譜而來， 
凡四十餘曲。予按之，果為絕聲。大率署令衞宗儒之所傳也。予令錄之，以授後世。539 

 
 Miao is apparently in possession of many signs of “gentlemanly” identity: erudition in 

the classics, an elegant and serious personality, multiple examination attempts, a sobriquet 

associated with the “recluse” category, and even an ability to understand the “wondrous 

meanings” of qin music. 

 
him. Junzhang’s literary studies were erudite and he also understood music; he taught Yanshi and Derong the affairs 
of the qin. At first he taught finger techniques, and would pile coins on the back of their hands, forbidding [them to 
play] lightly or wantonly, such that they wouldn’t dare to rashly add or subtract a single sound. Yanshi was later 
renowned for his elegance and seriousness, which arose from this [qin training]. At capping age, he took the 
Illuminating the Classics examination, and three times went to court [to take the jinshi examinations].  彥實苗君，
平陽人。童丱中，為鄉先生喬孟州扆君章所器，命其子河東按察轉運使宇德容與同研席。君章文學深博，

兼通音律，教彥實與德容琴事。初授指法，累錢手背，以輕肆為禁，至一聲不敢妄增損。彥實後以雅重見

稱，有自來矣。弱冠應明經舉選，三赴廷試。” (Yuan, Yi shan ji, 36.352.) 
 
539 Yelü Chucai 耶律楚材, Zhanran jushi ji 湛然居士集 (Sibu cong kan jing Yuan chao ben 四部叢刊景元鈔本), 
8.64. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 These features also appear in descriptions of the Qin Attendant Zhu Yi 朱憶 by his 

grandson Zhu Changwen: 

My grandfather, Gentleman of the Department of State Affairs, taboo name Yi, zi Yannian, 
was a person from Shan county in Yuezhou. When he was young he had elegant inclinations, 
stored in the Way of the qin. He divined a place to live in Siming, and had an older sister who 
because of her warm conduct and graceful character was especially skilled at the qin and 
calligraphy: she was later bestowed the title Grand Master of Extensive Wisdom (Guanghui 
dafu 廣慧大夫). The King of Wuyue employed [her as a qin player]. In the first year of the 
Zhidao era (995), the Emperor commanded a messenger named Pei Yu to go to Liangzhe 
[Circuit] to seek paintings and books [for the imperial collections]. He heard [Grand Master 
of] Extensive Wisdom, who was renowned for her arts and her virtue, and by imperial order 
brought her back to the capital, where [Grand Master of] Extensive Wisdom entered the 
imperial palace. My grandfather was summoned [also] to play the qin, and Emperor Taizong 
was greatly pleased, causing him to be a daizhao-Attendant at the Hanlin Institute. Later he 
was employed in various assignments, many because of his talent. Although the emperor’s 
affairs were unceasing, he still [played] the qin as before. He studied hard, and although he 
was old he did not grow weary. In the second year of the Mingdao era (1033), by means of his 
[title] as a zhihou-Attendant in the Inner Palace, he was sent to work [as administrator] in 
Yongzhou. He passed away [there]. Because of his honor, salary, and nobleness, he was 
awarded [the posthumous title] Official of the Bureau of Punishments.  
先祖尚書公，諱億，字延年，越州剡縣人也。少有雅趣，邃扵琴道。卜居四明，有姊

以淑行婉質，尤工琴書，後賜號廣慧大夫者也。吳越王既納籍有司。至道元年，天子

命使者裴愈至二浙訪圖書。聞廣慧，既藝且賢以名聞，且命之至京師，廣慧既入宮

掖。尚書被召對鼓琴，太宗嘉悅，使待詔翰林。其後歷仕繁劇，多以才選。雖王事靡

盬，而絲桐不離扵前。篤好而精學，雖老無倦斁。明道二年，以内殿崇班閤門祇候，

知雝州，卒。以家君光祿貴，贈刑部尚書。540 
 
 It is very rare to see a brother and sister from the same family enter the court together to 

perform the qin, unless they are understood to be from a “music household.” And yet, Zhu 

Changwen insists that his grandfather maintained a “gentlemanly” identity through his “elegant 

inclinations;” later, at court, he was able to demonstrate other talents, and become employed in a 

standard civil service position. Thus, in comparison to other titles at court involving 

performance, the Qin Attendant title, like the Painting Attendant title, was relatively neutral, 

allowing for the successful expression of “gentlemanly” identity in at least some cases. 

 
540 Zhu, Qin shi, 5.44. 
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 This neutral status was still very useful, at least for its ability to prevent these men from 

being treated like “qin artisans.” For a sense of that treatment, let us briefly consider Wei 

Zhongru 衞宗儒, who held the title Grand Marshal Director in Jin, and was labeled a “qin 

artisan.” In an anecdote by Yuan Haowen, the emperor orders Wei to play the qin, but Wei’s qin 

produces no sound, because “there is a bitter cold from behind the mountains, and my hands are 

hard-pressed [to move]. 山後苦寒，手拮据耳。” In response to this, Wei is “at once gifted a 

sable covering, a fire was started before him, and he was made to play [the qin]. 即賜之貂鼠

帳，熾炭其前，使鼓之。”541 This is not so much a gift as it is a practical necessity if there was 

to be any music on this occasion; Wei Zhongru is made to play in the bitter cold with frozen 

hands, which seems a kind of cruel treatment that no Qin Attendants are subjected to in extant 

texts.  

 We may therefore conclude that among the many titles relating to occupational 

performance at court, some were were detrimental to the successful performance of 

“gentlemanly” identities, and some were not. Whereas a Qin Attendant risked little by 

performing the qin at court, a man like Ding Shi might suffer constant humiliation for his failure 

to convince others of his “gentlemanly” identity while entertaining occupationally, even though 

he had passed the civil service examinations. By employing various kinds of men in these 

positions, the court music bureaus became staffed with men labeled “gentlemen” who occupied 

an “entertainer” social role, and men labeled “entertainer” whose knowledge and even conduct 

adhered to a “gentlemanly” social role. For more on these “entertainers” and their “gentlemanly” 

knowledge, let us turn our attention to the world of the theater. 

 

 
541 Yuan, Yi shan ji, 36.352. 
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2.7 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #6: Playwriting and Performing a “Gentlemanly” 
Identity 
 
 The field of premodern Chinese history broadly associates demonstrated knowledge of 

the classical and literary canons with the “gentlemanly” sort, as few others in society are 

assumed to possess the necessary resources to properly engage with them and master them. 

However, a certain subset of men categorized as “entertainers” – those who performed for 

“gentlemanly” audiences – also possessed overlapping knowledge of literature and the classical 

canon: after all, it behooves a performer to know their audience. However, they performed this 

knowledge on stage, and in this performance context, it was not taken to be an indicator of 

adhering to a “gentlemanly” identity. It was only in the 13th century that it became possible to 

successfully demonstrate a “gentlemanly” identity while performing on stage. 

 Men categorized as “entertainers” in premodern China had a long history of criticizing 

contemporary governance in their performances, dating back at least as far as Entertainer Meng 

優孟 (fl. 590s BCE) influencing the ruler of Chu 楚, causing Sima Qian 司馬遷 (c. 145 BCE–c. 

86 BCE) to later write that “from this we know that [entertainers] can speak of [affairs of] the 

times. 此知可以言時矣。”542 Hong Mai’s 洪邁 (1123–1201) discussion of “Entertainer 

Admonition Plays” (youling xianxi 優伶箴戲) notes this longstanding history,543 and we have 

already seen Ding Xianxian criticize Wang Anshi’s New Policies while Wang was in the 

audience. Hong Mai offers another example of entertainers portraying Wang Anshi meeting with 

 
542 Sima Qian 司馬遷, Shi ji 史記 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本), 126.1201. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
543 “Actors and dwarf-buffoons are certainly the lowliest and most base among those who practice arts; yet they too 
are able to use theatrical words to admonish and criticize contemporary governance. If anything is in accord with the 
meaning of the ancient “blind reciters and artisan admonishers;” what our age has named “variety shows”  (zaju 雜
劇) are just this. 俳優侏儒，固伎之最下且賤者，然亦能因戲語而箴諷時政，有合於古蒙誦工諫之義，世目為
雜劇者是已。” (Hong, Yi jian zhi zhi, B4.66.) 
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Confucius, Yan Hui, and Mencius, talking amongst themselves about who should be seated 

beside Confucius in the Confucian Temple (kongmiao 孔廟): “at the time there was discussion of 

wanting to elevate [Wang] Anshi’s position above Mencius’s [in the Confucian Temple], but 

because of this [show] it all stopped. 時方議欲升安石於孟子之右，為此而止。”544 

 To criticize contemporary politics in this way required knowledge of contemporary 

politics. The men who performed these admonition plays not only possessed knowledge of the 

political realm, but also knew about the political and cultural figures they portrayed, whether 

contemporary politicians like Wang Anshi or historical figures like Confucius and Yan Hui. 

Hong also offers an example of men on stage portraying a “classicist,” “Daoist,” and “Buddhist” 

each comparing their teachings; the classicist describes the “Five Constants” (wu chang 五常), 

the Daoist explains the “Five Phases” (wu xing 五行), and the Buddhist speaks of the “Five 

Transformations” (wu hua 五化): a perfectly reasonable way to oversimplify these complex 

schools of thought for the sake of contrast.545 

 In some cases, this knowledge was drawn directly from texts. Yue Ke岳珂 (1183–1243) 

wrote in his Nightstand History (ting shi 桯史) that “in Sichuan, many entertainers are capable in 

prose-writing, and mixed in with their theatrical dialogue are [lines from] the classics and 

histories. 蜀伶多能文，俳語率雜以經史。”546 He offers an example from the Jiading era 

(1208–1224), in which a group of “entertainers” put on a show pretending to be candidates for 

 
544 This show was prompted by the Bureau of Military Affairs (shumi 樞宻) Commissioner Cai Bian 蔡卞 (1048–
1117), younger brother of Grand Councilor Cai Jing 蔡京 (1047-1126) and son-in-law of Wang Anshi, trying to 
grant Wang Anshi a place among the sages in the Confucian temple. (Hong, Yi jian zhi zhi, B4.66-67.) 
 
545 Hong, Yi jian zhi zhi, B4.67. 
 
546 Yue Ke岳珂, Ting shi 桯史 (Sibu cong kan xubian jing Yuan ben 四部叢刊續編景元本), 13.80. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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office, each using wordplay to link their character’s surname with a line in The Analects which 

could be misread as referring to their future office. Candidate Chang 常 proclaims: “You don’t 

know me! [I am] what the Analects refers to by ‘Attendant-Gentleman Chang is here!’ 子乃不我

知，《論語》所謂‘常從事於斯矣;’”547 Candidate Yu 於 adds: “[My name] is also in the 

Analects, ‘What difficulties does the Gentleman for Governmental Participation Yu have?’ 亦出

《論語》，‘於從政乎何有;’”548 Candidate Wu 吾 chimes in: “I too am the one chapter 

seventeen of The Analects refers to as ‘Court Gentleman for Ceremonial Service Wu.’ 某又《論

語》十七篇所謂‘吾將仕者。’”549 When someone points out that these names are not among 

the seventy disciples of Confucius, other entertainers playing the disciples Yan Hui 顏回 and 

Min Ziqian 閔子騫 and repurpose their dialogue from The Analects to mean now that the list of 

candidates’ names should not be altered.550 These puns are, in my opinion, excellent, and 

demonstrate a level of familiarity with the written text of the Analects far beyond what historians 

generally assume to be the case for men in Song not categorized as “gentlemen.” Yue himself 

notes that the show was excellent, and “to this day, those in attendance are [still] smiling [about 

it]. 聞者至今啟顏。”551 

 
547 The original line: “In the past, my friend once engaged in this [conduct] 昔者吾友嘗從事於斯矣.” (Lunyu 4.18; 
Analects 8.5.) 
 
548 The original line: “What difficulties would [Zhong You] have in being an official? 於從政乎何有?” (Lunyu 3.12; 
Analects 6.8.) 
 
549 The original line: “Good – I will serve [as an official] 諾。吾將仕矣。” (Lunyu 9.42; Analects 17.1.) 
 
550 The character Min Ziqian says “Why must it be altered? “如之何？何必改” (Lunyu 6.26; Analects 11.13), and 
Yan Hui says “Hui doesn’t alter [it] 回也不改,” which is originally in reference to Yan Hui not allowing his joy to 
be altered by his poverty: “[Yan] Hui’s pleasure wasn’t changed [i.e. spoiled] 回也不改其樂.” (Lunyu 3.12; 
Analects 6.11.)  
 
551 Yue, Ting shi, 13.80. 
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 These men could be similarly well-versed in the literary compositions of contemporaries 

broadly labeled “gentlemen.” “Artisans” actively requested ci-lyrics 詞 from Liu Yong 柳永 

(987–1053);552 “official courtesans” (guanji 官妓) were apparently able to learn a repertory of 

“gentlemanly” compositions to perform at banquets.553 These talented performers could be as 

versed in prose as they were in poetry; Su Shi was once present at a banquet with a performance, 

but was apparently unamused by the act, prompting one “entertainer” to appear on stage and 

berate his colleague: 

“The Academician isn’t laughing; can you still call yourself a good entertainer?” The other 
[entertainer] replied, “It’s not that he isn’t laughing; not-laughing is the means by which he 
laughs profoundly!” Su Shi laughed loudly. The entertainer had borrowed and twisted [a line 
from] Su Shi’s own “Discussion of the [Former] Kings Not Governing the Yi and Di 
Peoples,” [in which Su] wrote: “It’s not that they aren’t governing; their not-governing [in the 
same manner as the central states] is the means by which [the Yi and Di peoples] are 
profoundly governed.”554 
“內翰不笑，汝猶稱良優乎？”對曰：“非不笑也，不笑所以深笑之也。”坡遂大

笑。蓋優人用東坡《王者不治夷狄論》云：“非不治也，不治乃所以深治之也。”555 
 

 
552 “Each time the music artisans at the Conservatory obtained a new melody, they would certainly seek ci-lyrics [for 
it] from [Liu] Yong, and start to perform it to the age; thus, the sounds spread through the times. 教坊樂工每得新腔
，必求永為辭，始行於世，於是聲傳一時。” (Ye, Bishu lu hua, B.37.) 
 
553 Once, when Jia Changchao 賈昌朝 (997–1065) hosted a banquet for Ouyang Xiu, he instructed the official 
courtesans to prepare ci-lyrics in order to encourage the banquet guests to drink; Ouyang was apparently 
overencouraged by their singing, and drank a full cup of alcohol at the end of each song. “[Jia] further found this 
unusual and asked the courtesans about it, only to learn that they had been singing Ouyang’s own ci-lyrics for him. 
公復怪之，召問，所歌皆其詞也。” (Chen Shidao 陳師道, Hou shan tan cong 後山談叢 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 2.11. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) As 
seen in: Beverly Bossler, Courtesans, Concubines, and the Cult of Female Fidelity: Gender and Social Change in 
China, 1000–1400 (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2013), 32-33. Relatedly, The Green Bower 
Collection (Qinglou ji 青樓集) by Xia Tingzhi 夏庭芝 (d. 1375) includes several examples of courtesans from the 
13th and 14th centuries who served a gentlemanly clientele ranging from Grand Councilors and officials to “famous 
gentlemen” (mingshi 名士) who gifted them with poems and sometimes prose. See: Xia Tingzhi 夏庭芝, Qinglou ji 
青樓集 (Ming chao shuo ji ben 明鈔説集本), passim. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.  
 
554 This is also an acknowledgement of Su Shi’s political position; he was known at the time for preferring that the 
government govern less than it was under Wang Anshi’s New Policies. 
 
555 Yang Wanli 楊萬里, Cheng zhai ji 誠齋集 (Sibu cong kan jing Song xie ben 四部叢刊景宋寫本), 114.966. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
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 Though still denigrated as lowly, these sorts of “entertainers” clearly possessed 

knowledge of classics, poetry, and prose that are normally characteristic of the archetypal 

“gentlemanly” social role; this distinguished them from those that performed more exclusively in 

marketplaces, low-status urban theaters, brothels, and so on, whose work was described as 

morally reprehensible.556 Nonetheless, the social stigma against performing occupationally made 

it difficult for these men to transition into more “gentlemanly” livelihoods, even if they did 

possess the knowledge necessary to do so. We have already seen several examples in the 

previous subsection of this chapter; an “entertainer” (youren 優人) named Wang Xi 王喜 offers 

another, as he sought promotion into the position of rank 8b Audience Usher (gemen zhihou 閣

 
556 For an example of this kind of moral pearl-clutching: Chen Chun 陳淳 (1153–1217), disciple of Zhu Xi, was 
moved to complain about the “obscene shows” (yin xi 滛戱) put on by “entertainers” and various village heads 
“each autumn after the harvest 常秋收之後” because, among other ills, they caused people to neglect their work… 
after the harvest. Chen’s list of eight harms are as follows: 
1. The people will be unreasonably fleeced and have their resources wasted. 
一：無故，剝民膏爲妄費。 
2. The people will neglect their original occupation and [instead] be idle spectators. 
二：荒民本業事遊觀。 
3. The sons and younger brothers of praiseworthy families will become playboys, losing their respectful and sincere 
ambitions. 
三：鼔簧人家子弟玩物，䘮恭謹之志。 
4. Young women will be lured out from their private quarters and act upon impure thoughts. 
四：誘惑深閨，婦女出外，動邪僻之思。 
5. Covetous fellows will sprout the seeds of rape. 
五：貪夫萌搶奪之姦。 
6. The younger generation will become boastful and hateful. 
六：後生逞鬬毆之忿。 
7. Unmarried men and women who meet by chance will be lewdly disgraceful.  
七：曠夫怨女邂逅，爲滛奔之醜。 
8. The prefectures’ and counties’ courts will be filled with litigation. 
八：州縣一庭紛紛起獄訟之繁。 (Chen Chun 陳淳, Bei xi da quan ji 北溪大全集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 47.297-298. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. My translation is based on: Chinese Theories of Theater and Performance from Confucius to the Present, 
edited and translated by Faye Chunfang Fei, 31-32. Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1999.) 
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門祗候),557 but was hindered when a supporter of Zhu Xi’s classicism named Sun Fengji 孫逢吉 

(1135–1199) spoke up against it: 

This [person] is an entertainer! He once imitated Imperial Tutor Zhu [Xi]’s bearing [for a 
show] in the Inner Court. How could we muddy the pure selection [process by promoting] 
someone who makes classicism into mere theatre?! We should strive to remonstrate against 
[this], otherwise the Classics Mat [lecturers] will discuss it.  
此乃優伶，嘗於内庭效朱侍講容止。以儒為戯者，豈可以污清選？當抗疏力爭，否則

於經筵論之。558 
 
 Sun’s remonstrance, revealing a grudge he held against Wang Xi for mocking Zhu Xi on 

stage and making light of the serious subject of Zhu’s classicism, caused Wang Xi to be denied 

his promotion.559 He was thus only able to occupy a “gentlemanly” role on stage. 

 Such anecdotes collectively testify to a subset of the “entertainer” category which was 

associated with the possession, sometimes to shockingly sophisticated degrees, of the kind of 

knowledge traditionally tied to the archetypal “gentlemanly” social role; however, they do not 

explain in any detail how such men gained access to this knowledge in the first place. Some, we 

assume, were able to simply purchase printed editions of texts to study. A preface that Hu Zhiyu 

gifted to the “entertainer” Zhao Wenyi 趙文益560 offers further insight into how such men might 

obtain resources like “gentlemanly” prose, poetry, knowledge of contemporary politics, and so 

 
557 The History of Song version of this anecdote only states that “An envoy secretly announced that the entertainer 
Wang Xi [would be] employed in a Side-Gate Office 吏密報優人王喜除閣職” without mentioning the specific 
office. (Songshi, 163.4203.) The specific job title comes from: Lou Yue 樓鑰, Gong kui ji 攻媿集 (Qing wuying 
dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本), 96.875. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
558 Lou, Gong kui ji, 96.875. 
 
559 Han Tuozhou apparently took advantage of Sun Fengji’s remonstrance to to demote him for slander, and remove 
another supporter of Zhu Xi. Nonetheless, as a result of Sun’s words, “Wang Xi’s appointment was also put to rest. 
王喜之命亦寢。” (Lou, Gong kui ji, 96.876.) 
 
560 Hu also gifted two poems to Zhao Wenyi, in which he describes Zhao as an “entertainer” (lingren 伶人) and an 
actor (zuo xi ren 作戯人), who “wiped earth and applied ashes, filling his face with dirt 抹土塗灰滿面塵” to inhabit 
characters on stage. (Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 7.118.) 
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on. Hu begins his preface by explaining that humorous stage performances are ubiquitous, such 

that “even people in the mountains and forests 雖郊野山林之人” know the old jokes and 

performances; “entertainers” are thus faced with the pressure of constant innovation to satisfy 

their audiences.561 Hu then praises Zhao Wenyi for his innovation, and in doing so offers a 

glimpse of how men like him gained “gentlemanly” knowledge: 

The Zhao family has several brothers, among whom is one with the style name Wenyi who is 
especially fond of reading and knowledgeable about ancient and modern affairs. He hastens to 
serve noble gentlemen, and thus for his occupation he would be ashamed to follow the vulgar 
[ways]; [instead he] uses novelty and skill to replace what is clumsy, going beyond what the 
masses would expect. What the world has not yet seen or heard is what the viewers and 
listeners of the time often cherish and find pleasure in. When he encounters famous 
gentlemen, he certainly seeks [their] poems, prose, calligraphy, and paintings; he [further] 
seems to get something for himself out of what he studies. He is already proficient and seeks 
to become increasingly proficient, [from beginning to] end he does not dare to be self-
satisfied or arrogant [relative to] his peers. Ah, that a person like this is an entertainer, and 
still is able to advance daily without rest!!  
趙氏一門，昆季數人，有字文益者，頗喜讀，知古今，趨承士君子，故於所業，耻蹤

塵爛，以新巧而易拙，出於衆人之不意也。世俗之所未嘗見聞者，一時觀聽者多愛悦

焉。遇名士則必求詩文字畫，似於所學有所自得，已精而益求其精，終不敢自足驕其

同輩。噫，如斯人者，伶人也，尚能日進而不已。562 
 
 Hu suggests that Zhao’s interactions with renowned and noble “gentlemen”– his clientele 

– provide him with source material for his innovative and skillful performances. Zhao is literate, 

educated about the past and present, and actively seeks to further his education by seeking out 

“gentlemanly” sorts and requesting poetry, prose, calligraphy, and paintings to study, all of 

which helps him craft his performances to satisfy his audiences. Though Zhao is not described as 

 
561 From the opening of the preface: “Vinegar, salt, ginger, and cinnamon: when skillful people blend them, the 
[combined] flavor goes beyond sour, salty, spicy, or sweet. One makes it anew each day and doesn’t simply 
continue the old as is; thus, those who eat it don’t get tired of it! Comedy and humor are also like this. Clumsy 
[entertainers] rely on old habits and cannot adapt [their art] anew, causing their audiences to hate listening and get 
tired of watching. 醯鹽薑桂，巧者和之味，出於酸醎辛甘之外。日新而不襲故常，故食之者不厭。滑稽詼
諧，亦猶是也。拙者踵陳習舊不能變新，使觀聽者惡聞而厭見。” (Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 8.128.) 
 
562 Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 8.129. 
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using this knowledge to seek office like Hu Yongnian or Wang Xi, it is easy to imagine that he 

could do so with the support of an official like Hu Zhiyu.563  

 Prior to the 13th century, the only way for men like these to escape the “entertainer” 

categorization would be to stop entertaining occupationally; however, a dramatic change took 

place in the 13th century which allowed men to act on stage and still be accepted as a 

“gentleman.” Guan Hanqing 關漢卿 (c. 1220–c. 1300), Administrator of the Imperial Academy 

of Medicine (taiyi yuan yin 太醫院尹) and one of the most well-regarded playwrights of Yuan, 

is described in the Register of Ghosts (Lu gui bu 錄鬼簿) as actively involved in theatrical 

performance: “Guiding the Pear Garden [music artisans] as a leader, assembling the script 

writers as a master, directing a theatre troupe as its head 驅梨園領袖, 總編修師首, 捻雜劇班

頭.”564 And Zang Maoxun’s 臧懋循 (1550–1620) preface for his Ming anthology of Yuan 

dramas suggests that Guan and others even appeared on stage as actors: 

Yuan used qu-arias to select gentlemen, establishing two of ten exam tracks [to test qu-
songs],565 and Guan Hanqing and others strove to grasp their unique skill to make themselves 
seen, even personally walking upon the theater stage with faces made-up, holding that for 
their own livelihood they wouldn’t refuse to be entertainers [on stage] occasionally, perhaps 
adopting the mentality of the Western Jin Sages of the Bamboo Grove who forgot themselves 
in wine. 

 
563 The preface concludes with Hu lamenting that in the time of Later Tang Zhuangzong, the “reputations” (ming 名) 
of powerful officials did not match their “substance” (shi 實), and even in a world with such men deserving of blame 
and criticism, people only criticized entertainers: “Entertainers [practice a] lowly art, if their banter doesn’t hit the 
mark then the audience will all [indignantly] clap their hands and sneer at them, and if they repeatedly miss the mark 
the audience will not return. Everyone has a heart [that can distinguish] right from wrong; to blame the entertainers 
and not blame the “virtuous” people [whose reputations don’t match their substance] is laughable! It’s pitiable! 優伶
賤藝也，談諧一不中節，闔座皆爲之撫掌而嗤笑之，屢不中則不往觀焉。是非之心，人皆有之，責備優伶

而不責賢者，可笑也夫，可哀也夫! ” (Ibid.) 
 
564 Zhong Sicheng 鍾嗣成, Lu gui bu 録鬼簿 (Chao ben 鈔本), A.2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
565 Other sources do not corroborate this claim about Yuan examinations; however, we will soon encounter other 
sources that attest to the latter part of the passage, about Guan Hanqing and others acting on stage. 
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元以曲取士，設十有二科，而關漢卿輩爭挾長技自見，至躬踐排場，面傅粉墨，以為

我家生活偶倡優而不辭者，或西晉竹林諸賢托杯酒自放之意。566 
 
 Some of these men sought to enact a “gentlemanly” identity while performing on stage 

by distinguishing themselves discursively from “entertainers;” Zang Maoxun’s anthology of 

Discourses on Qu-Arias (lunqu 論曲) includes a passage by Zhao Mengfu revealing how Guan 

Hanqing and others like him maintained this social distinction: 

Theatre performed by the sons and younger brothers of good families is called “the 
connoisseurs’ life,” while theatre performed by courtesans and entertainers is called 
“amateurs’ playacting.” For when it comes from great classicists and learned gentlemen, 
composed by poets and ink guests, all of good families, how could those courtesans and 
entertainers manage this? Thus Guan Hanqing held: “It is not they who should be conducting 
this work, our life—they are merely performing the service of slaves, providing laughs and 
hard work as an offering to our sort. What [our] sons and younger brothers perform is the 
‘fine recreation’ of our sort!” Even if these are [only] playful words, they are extremely in 
accord with principle! 
良家子弟所扮雜劇，謂之行家生活，娼優所扮，謂之戾家把戲。 蓋出於鴻儒碩士，騷
人墨客所作，皆良家也。彼娼優，豈能辦此？故關漢卿以為非是他當行本事，我家生

活，他不過為奴隸之役，供笑獻勤，以奉我輩耳。子弟所扮，是我一家風月。雖復戲

言，甚合於理！567 
 
 Guan Hanqing, instead of raising acting writ large to a more socially respected level, 

decides to construct a discourse of distinction between the men on stage like him and those 

whom he dislikes. He seeks to to defend and distinguish the sons of good families who are able 

to properly embody the ideals of the literary and cultural tradition produced by great men 

gentlemen of past and present from those merely trying for laughs. Zhao Mengfu agrees, and 

associates theatre performed by these men of good background with “connoisseurship” (hangjia 

 
566 Zang Maoxun 臧懋循, Fubao tang wen xuan 負苞堂文選 (Ming tianqi yuan nian Zang Erbing keben 明天啓元
年臧爾炳刻本), 3.31-32. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
567 Lun qu, 18.  
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行家) as contrasted to the “amateurism” (lijia 戾家):568 an ironic take, given that the archetypal 

“entertainer” is undoubtedly the expert by virtue of his training and occupational performance. 

  Guan’s claim that men from “good families” were occupying the stage is also the plot of 

one of the oldest extant “southern plays” (nanxi 南戲), collectively written by the “Talents of 

Old Hangzhou” (guhang cairen 古杭才人) and preserved in the Yongle Dadian 永樂大典: “A 

Young Man from an Official Family Incorrectly Establishes Himself” (huanmen zidi cuo lishen 

宦門子弟錯立身). Yan Shouma 延壽馬 is the son of an official Jurchen family, with 

“successive generations of descendants decorated in official’s regalia 累代簪纓之裔;”569 

however, Yan wishes to become an entertainer and marry one of the women in the troupe he 

seeks to join. His father finds out about his acting, and laments that his son is choosing this path 

instead of becoming an official; the father tries to intervene, but fails to prevent his son from 

marrying an “entertainer” and later disowns him. However, the play is not too critical of Yan’s 

decision to pursue the theater, and the show ends with Yan’s father feeling moved after seeing 

Yan and his wife perform, and deciding to reunite the family.570 The play thus reflects a broader 

reluctance among those enacting “gentlemanly” identities to permit their sons to pursue the 

theater, while at the same time acknowledging that doing so need not be the source of 

humiliation that it once was. 

 
568 In the Painting chapter, we saw that Zhao Mengfu believes that “gentlemanly painting” is “amateur,” and treats 
this as a criticism of contemporary gentlemen not adhering to what he believed to be the ideals associated with 
proper painting. (See page 79 of this dissertation.) 
 
569 Yongle dadian xiwen san zhong 永樂大典戲文三種 (Chao ben 鈔本), 63. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
570 For a translation of the play, see “A Playboy from a Noble House Opts for the Wrong Career” in: Wilt Idema and 
Stephen West, Chinese Theater, 1100-1450 (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1982), 205-235. 
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 In another version of Zhao Mengfu’s passage, preserved by Zhu Quan 朱權 (1378–1448), 

Zhao also comments on the act of playwriting as distinctly “gentlemanly” in nature:  

Good people consider it noble to have shame, and thus few among them perform; now since 
few perform, on the contrary, it is the theatre of courtesans and entertainers that is called 
“connoisseurly,” but this is missing things by a mile… if not for our sort composing, how 
could the courtesans and entertainers have anything to perform?  
良人貴其恥，故扮者寡，今少矣，反以娼優扮者謂之行家，失之遠也。。。若非我輩

所作，娼優豈能扮乎？571 
 
 The role of playwright, denied to the myriad men who created their own innovative 

shows, was associated with the “gentlemanly” social role and shows which were imbued with the 

“fine recreation” (yuefeng 月風) of their sort. This same belief motivated the selection of 

playwrights included in Zhong Sicheng’s 鍾嗣成 (Yuan) Register of Ghosts, in which he divides 

his list into two categories: “renowned officials” (ming gong 名公) and “talented people” (cai 

ren 才人), with the latter referring to men without ranked office, including those working as 

clerks,572 booksellers,573 traditional “recluse” occupations like diviners574 and physicians,575 

those who came from classicist families,576 and those who “did not attain their ambitions” (bu de 

zhi 不得志),577 were “not selected to serve” (bu qu shi 不取仕),578 or were “not seeking renown” 

 
571 Taihe zhengyin pu 太和正音譜, compiled by Zhu Quan 朱權 (China: s.n., wu yin 戊寅 i.e. 1458), A.11a-b. 
Hathitrust. 
 
572 Zhong, Lu gui bu, B.15. (“Qian Jifu 錢吉甫”) 
 
573 Zhong, Lu gui bu, B.20. (“Gu Junze 顧君澤”) 
 
574 Zhong, Lu gui bu, B.19. (“Zhao Wenbao 趙文寳”) 
 
575 Zhong, Lu gui bu, B.21. (“Xiao Dexiang 蕭德祥”) 
 
576 Zhong, Lu gui bu, B.18 (“Zhou Zhongbin 周仲彬”) 
 
577 Zhong, Lu gui bu, B.16 (“Huang Derun 黃德潤”) 
 
578 Ibid. (“Shen Hongzhi 沈珙之”) 
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(bu qiu wen da 不求聞達) and were content to roam and sojourn with “gentlemanly” sorts.579 

Only one man in Zhong’s Register is described as coming from a merchant background, but he 

too is described as having many “gentlemanly” acquaintances and authoring a text titled Ancient 

and Modern Remarks on Poetry (gujin shihua 古今詩話), suggesting that his family’s 

generational occupation was not preventing him from adopting a more standard “gentlemanly” 

identity. Zhong’s preface to his collection implies that all of these men are worthy models for 

future generations of “gentlemen:” 

Because I have leisurely days, I think back to old friends of lowly backgrounds whose offices 
[were not great enough] to cause reverberations, but whose lofty talent and broad artistic 
[ability] is worth recording; however, through the long years and months, they have passed 
into oblivion, and thus I am recording the fundamentals and incidentals [of their lives], 
mourning them in song verse, and as for those who came before them, I [also] record their 
names and what they composed, hoping that gentlemen beginning their studies [will benefit 
from this] and be meticulous in their writings, causing their ice to be colder than the water [it 
comes from] and blue [dye] to be bluer than the indigo plant [it comes from]: if this happens it 
will be fortunate! 
餘因暇日，緬懷古人，門第卑微，職位不振，高才博藝，俱有可録，歲月彌久，湮沒

無聞，遂傳其本末，吊以樂章，複以前乎此者，敘其姓名，述其所作，冀乎初學之

士，刻意詞章，使冰寒乎水，青勝於藍，則有幸矣。580 
 
 In this respect, the 13th century marks a significant expansion of the “gentlemanly” social 

role. In prior centuries, as we have now seen, plenty of men acting on stage as “entertainers” 

possessed sufficient knowledge of the classics, politics, poetry, prose, moral values, and 

“gentlemanly” conduct, to be able to occupy a “gentlemanly” role off stage if they so wished; 

however, in order to meet with any degree of success, they had to change their occupation. From 

the 13th century onward, with men like Zhao Mengfu and Guan Hanqing championing 

“gentlemanly” acting on stage while Zhong Sicheng did the same for playwrights, the broader 

 
579 Ibid. (“Chen Cunfu 陳存父”) 
 
580 Zhong’s preface is not included in the database version of his text; see instead: Zhong Sicheng 仲嗣成, Lu gui bu 
錄鬼簿 (Shanghai 上海: Gudian wenxue chubanshe 古典文學出版社, 1957.), 2. 
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field of theatrical performance began to shift, as men with “gentlemanly” identities claimed 

authority over it, and even expertise over the “entertainer” and “artisan” categories of men who 

decided their entire lives to their art. 

 

 

2.8 Conclusion 
 

 One of the reasons we are nowadays so willing to refer to experts and amateurs alike as 

“musicians,” “actors,” or even “entertainers,” is that we view these social categories in a 

generally positive light, seeing value in the pleasure they can offer us. This was recognized in 

premodern China too: “Music is pleasure 樂者樂也”581 said the Record of Rites and the myriad 

men who quoted it. But these same men also associated music making with social categories 

they denigrated, and sought to distinguish themselves and “those who knew their music” from 

the “artisans” and “entertainers” who they claimed could not. As it was in the field of painting, 

persistent negative associations with these other social categories caused anxiety for men like Du 

Bin or Zhu Wei who wished to engage in music without occupying those roles, and maintain 

“gentlemanly” identities while doing so.  

 Previous research on the social history of music makers in middle period China has 

tended to treat “gentlemen” and “artisans” or “entertainers” as separate social groups or social 

strata, divided along lines like “elegant music” versus “vernacular music,” the “gentlemanly” 

tradition of qin playing and appreciation, or participation in the world of theater only as a 

playwright or connoisseurly audience member. Though these components were clearly aspects of 

 
581 Li ji, 11.23. 
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discourses of social distinction in the field of music, many of the music makers we have met in 

this chapter complicate the notion that these divisions accurately depicted socio-musical reality, 

as opposed to serving as signals or claims to “gentlemanly” identities which functioned to 

varying degrees of efficacy in different contexts. 

 In reality, many of these men variously labeled “gentlemen” or “entertainers” were more 

similar than some men knew or would admit. The similarities were shocking to the “recluse” Jian 

Baizi 堅白子, who lived without office, salary, family, or anyone who could loan him money, 

and one day met an “entertainer” at a river crossing: 

It is said that “He who goes 100 li will need one night’s worth of pounded grain, and he who 
goes 1000 li will need to gather three months’ worth of grain.”582 With my livelihood already 
lost, how could I obtain three months [of grain]? As I was travelling on the north side of the Ji 
River, there was a fellow traveler who likewise wanted to cross to the south of the great river, 
not carrying anything on his back or his shoulders. It was as if he had a surplus in his heart; he 
spoke frivolously, with a playful expression. I considered this strange and asked him about it, 
and he said: “I am an entertainer.” He further said, “[In a group of entertainers], everyone 
learns the same skills and practices, and obtains the same Way, and therefore we feel close to 
each other and are considerate of each other. This place has entertainers, that place has 
entertainers – why would I prepare grain?” As he finished talking, a look of pride fleeted 
across his face. Hearing this moved my heart. What makes people noble? Those who are 
gentlemen – where does their Way exist? Humaneness and rightness are the fundamentals of 
the Way. Humaneness in order to pacify others, rightness in order to benefit others: causing 
others to benefit and be at peace – feeling close and considerate approaches this! Entertainers 
are the players of the world, yet among them are these [kinds of people]? These [kinds of 
people]?!? 
傳曰: “適百里者宿舂糧，適千里者三月聚糧。”生業既失，安在其能三月也？行次濟

水之陽，有同途者，亦欲踰大河之南，不負不荷，若有餘齎，言語輕雜，容止狎玩。

怪而問之曰：“我優伶也.”且曰：“技同相習，道同相得，相習則相親焉，相得則相
恤焉。某處，某人優伶也。某地，某人亦優伶也。我奚以資糧為？” 言竟，自得之色
浮於面。聞之，有感於余心者。夫人之所貴乎？為士者，為其道存焉耳？仁義道之本

歟。仁以安人，義以利人。使人利而安之，相親相恤，者近焉。優伶，世之弄人也。

而有是哉！而有是哉！583 
 

 
582 This phrase is taken from Zhuang, Zhuangzi, 1.3. 
583 Yang Hongdao 楊宏道, Xiao heng ji小亨集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 6.49. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 In telling this anecdote, Yang Hongdao 楊宏道 (1189–1271) may or may not have 

embellished Jian Baizi’s tale to shame a “gentlemanly” audience lacking humane ways that even 

“lowly entertainers” could possess. But it is not really such a stretch to believe that these 

“entertainers” would have formal or informal communities which offered assistance to members, 

nor is it hard to imagine a man speaking in a “gentlemanly” register and sharing “gentlemanly” 

values who is nonetheless labeled an “entertainer” by virtue of his occupation. Men like Hu 

Yongnian, Ni Changnian 倪昌年 (Yuan),584 Ding Xianxian, and Zhao Wenyi were known to 

possess “gentlemanly” knowledge and adhere to “gentlemanly” values. It was even possible for 

such men to successfully perform “gentlemanly” identities an climb the social or bureaucratic 

latter, so long as they abandoned their musical occupation. Though the social stigma of their 

former occupation was sometimes invoked to prevent their advancement, as it had been for 

Conservatory Commissioner Wei, Cao Yaozhu, Wang Xi, and Hu Yongnian, to be nominated in 

 
584 We actually have not yet met Ni Changnian, but I offer his story here. In the village of Yuyao 餘姚 in Yuan, a 
music artisan named Ni Changnian 倪昌年 was praised for a successful act of filiality: to help his ailing mother, he 
produced an ornate, hand-made colored lantern and offered it to the spirits, leading to her recovery. Two “elder 
classicists” (laoru 老儒) named Gu Yingning 滑撄寕 and Song Yong’an 宋庸庵 wrote poems and prose in praise of 
this act, and asked Dai Liang 戴良 (1317–1383) to write a colophon for a scroll of their poems on the subject. Dai’s 
colophon leans heavily on the filial nature of this act to justify Gu’s and Song’s decision to write about a music 
artisan and an ornate object: “Alas! Music artisans [practice] a lowly art, and the beautiful flowered lantern is 
excessively crafted: these two things are not what noble gentlemen speak of! [But Gu] Yingning and [Song] 
Yong’an are ideal noble gentlemen, yet on the contrary, they speak of [Ni] Changnian [in praise] like this: is it not 
the case because they’ve found his filiality?! … [the History of Tang] has many commoners from the alleyway gates 
[showcasing filiality], and the Record of Rites says that “a lesser filiality is using strength,” thinking of parental love 
and forgetting one’s weariness. Now looking at [Ni] Changnian, [we see that] a music artisan’s art is indeed lowly! 
Yet how is he different from the lowly people in the alleyway gates? The lantern’s craftedness is indeed excessive, 
but when compared to a filiality that make one forget weariness [to serve one’s parents], how could it be a violation? 
The reason that [Gu] Yingning and [Song] Yong’an are happy to discuss this without rest is that it likewise achieves 
the ideas passed down by the writers of the History of [Tang] and the Record of Rites. I don’t know [Ni] Changnian, 
but I take the two gentlemen’s words as certainly trustworthy, thus I’ve extended their meaning to write this 
colophon. 嗟乎，樂工賤伎也，瓊花燈滛巧也，二者皆士君子所不道！攖寕庸庵，士君子之標的也，而扵昌
年，頋乃樂道之如此，豈非有取扵孝而然乎？ 。。。乃多閭巷之民，而禮記言小孝用力，蓋思慈愛以忘勞
也。以今昌年觀之，樂工之伎誠賤矣，其視閭巷之民庸有間乎？一燈之巧固滛矣，比之忘勞之孝又豈甚戾

乎？攖寕庸庵所為樂道而不置者，蓋亦得夫作史記禮者之遺意矣。餘不知昌年，然以二公之言為定信，故

申其意題諸後。” (Dai Liang 戴良, Jia ling shan fang ji 九靈山房集 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming zhengzhi ben 四部
叢刊景明正統本], 29.279. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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the first place required men to vouch for them and in doing so categorize them as fellow 

“gentlemen.”  

The stigma against the categories “artisan” and “entertainer” was therefore a formidable 

roadblock, but not impassable. Even in the case of performing for others for one’s livelihood, 

men like Conservatory Administrator Mi, Ding Shi, Qin Attendants from Luo Yan to Miao 

Yanshi, and “qin gentlemen” like Wang Yuanliang were able to successfully perform 

“gentlemanly” identities to those who wrote extant texts about them or for them. And from the 

13th century onward, even acting in variety shows or writing plays could be accepted as 

“gentlemanly,” thanks in part to the normalizing efforts of Guan Hanqing, Zhao Mengfu, and 

Zhong Sicheng. 

 The categorical overlap between “gentleman,” “artisan,” and “entertainer” within the 

field of music meant that in each new situation, participants would make their own decisions 

with the information available to them in determining what kind of person the other man was: the 

identity signals discussed in this chapter played an important part in the successful maintenance 

of “gentlemanly” identities, but were more effective in certain contexts than others. We may 

tentatively generalize as follows: 

1. Conversancy in the classical discourse of proper music, and claims to appreciate such 

music, were generally reliable indicators of “gentlemanly” identities, especially when 

contrasted with technical knowledge about music or embodied knowledge about 

performance associated instead with “artisans.” However, if one was already labeled an 

“artisan” or “entertainer,” or was working in a low-level official position relating to 

music, possession of “gentlemanly” musical knowledge and fluency in its discourse were 

not strong enough identity symbols to cause a man to be categorized (or recategorized) as 
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a “gentleman,” so long as they were still performing for a livelihood: even a civil service 

examination degree might not be sufficient. Nonetheless, this knowledge was surely a 

valuable resource for occupational performers who sought a new livelihood and needed 

other men to vouch for them or support their identity claims. 

2. With the exception of the qin, the instrument one chose to play was generally not a strong 

indicator of any particular identity or social role; however, the stated justifications 

informing the choice of instrument did serve as effective identity signals. A man who is 

sitting in the cold, playing the qin for the emperor until his fingers freeze, is not 

demonstrating a “gentlemanly” identity by virtue of his instrument; a man who plays 

“Flowing Waters” and thinks of “one who knows [his] music,” or who owns a rustic qin 

that he does not bother to string, is signaling a “gentlemanly” identity. It was ultimately 

the context of an instrument’s selection, performance, and occasionally even its 

construction, that served as the identity signal. Therefore, other instruments like the di or 

the se could also be performed in “gentlemanly” fashion; even the konghou-harp, largely 

derided as an inferior instrument, could be made into a “gentlemanly” instrument by 

being played atop a pavilion while sojourning and drinking with friends. 

3. The music one played or enjoyed was not a particularly strong identity indicator; 

however, the discursive justification behind one’s tastes were. The classical canon, and 

early histories like the Book of History and the Book of Han, offered a strong 

foundational sense of what proper music ought to be, and insofar as these texts valued 

certain notes and certain modes, and derided excess and ornamentation, the result could 

be heard in music. But other men were equally content to add such ornamentation to their 

music, which could still be justified with a vocabulary of “gentlemanly” aesthetic ideals 
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relating to nature, “new meanings” (xinyi 新意) in art, and the moral contents of their 

heart-mind. 

4. The strongest distinguishing factor between the “gentleman” and “artisan” or 

“entertainer” social categories was livelihood: the latter two performed occupationally, 

and the former did not. Thus, men like Ding Xianxian or even Ding Shi, who might 

otherwise have successfully performed “gentlemanly” identities, were denied this label 

due to their work in the Conservatory. However, other offices at court which involved 

performance, like that of Qin attendant, did not negate “gentlemanly” identity in the same 

way.  

5. Outside the court, from the 12th century onward, the label “qin gentleman” functioned 

like “painting gentleman” by allowing men the ability to perform the qin for a livelihood 

without suffering the humiliation of being excluded from “gentlemanly” communities 

and socially denied one’s identity as a “gentleman.”  

6. It was therefore possible for men to claim “gentlemanly” identities successfully while 

perfomring occupationally in certain situations; however, this appears not to have been 

the case for theater until the 13th century, when claims about acting as “fine recreation” 

with ties to the ideals of the classical canon emerged. The discourse of Guan Hanqing and 

the biographies collected by Zhong Sicheng further reinforced and normalized the ability 

of men to participate in the theater as a way of acting out “gentlemanly” identities. 

Though such men lived musical lives throughout premodern China, it is clear that the 7th–14th 

centuries (and the 12th–13th in particular) witnessed a significant expansion in the repertories of 

signals and strategies used to make identity claims within the field of music. This expansion was 

motivated in part by the increasing social overlap between different kinds of men playing music 
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avocationally or occupationally, both inside the court and throughout society. Such overlap could 

be motivated by macro-level changes, such as restructuring of the musical offices in the 

bureaucracy, or by micro-level changes, as when certain individuals pursued music as a means of 

self-expression, leisurely contentment, or livelihood, and in doing so served as a model for later 

men to emulate (or point to as a justification for their own actions). 

Similar patterns of identity construction and maintenance can be found in the field of 

medicine; let us turn our attention to it now. 
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Chapter 3: Medicine 

 In the modern western world, the practice of medicine is conceptualized as the domain of 

white coats and colored scrubs, doctors in examination rooms, and researchers in laboratories. 

We expect to see credentials from a medical school hanging on the sterile clinic wall, as we 

expect to see a stethoscope hanging around a practitioner’s neck; this level of professionalization 

leaves little room in our collective imagination to conceive that a parent of an ailing child, 

rushing to a 24-hour pharmacy for antacids and a ginger ale, is practicing medicine. In 

premodern China, though the domain of “medicine” (yi 醫) was most readily associated with the 

label “physician” (yi 醫), it was not professionalized to the same degree, and could be practiced 

by many different kinds of people: men or women,585 “gentlemen” or “artisans,” “Buddhist 

monks”586 or “Daoist priests,”587 “gentleman of occult arts” (fangshi 方士),588 and so on. 

The rich history of medicine in middle period China has attracted greater scholarly 

attention than the social history of its practitioners; those who have studied its practitioners have 

tended to focus on the newfound “gentlemanly” hobby of learning medicine as an intellectual 

 
585 It must be noted that women in this time frame could also be physicians: Shuxu zhinan 書叙指南 defines 
categories of physicians (e.x. “one who is called good at medicine is a ‘lofty physician’ 呼善醫人曰: 髙醫), and 
explains that “a woman who practices medicine is a ‘female physician’ 行醫婦人曰：女醫。” (Shuxu zhinan 書叙
指南, compiled by Ren Guang 任廣 [Qing meihai jinhu ben 清墨海金壼本], 20.114. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.). The term appears in Tang, Song, and Yuan sources; however, extant sources 
only offer enough information to attest to their existence, and little else can be said about them, which is truly 
unfortunate. 
 
586 Though the labels “monk” and “physician” were generally separate categories, overlap was possible in at least 
some cases. For example:  “The monk Feng Zhen from the Siming area was truly a great physician. 四明僧奉真，
良醫也。” (Shen, Mengxi bitan, 18.77.) 
 
587 For example, the Yuan “Medical Daoist 醫道士” named Xiao Wuwei 蕭無為 is described as practicing medicine 
through the Daoist lens of “effortless action” (wuwei 無為). (Zhao, Qing shan ji, 2.12.)  
 
588 “In the past and present, there were many gentlemen of occult arts who spoke of the Way of medicine. 古今方士
言醫道者多矣。” (Cheng Jiong 程迥, Yijing zheng ben shu 醫經正本書 [Qing wanli juan lou congshu ben 清十萬
卷樓叢書本], 1. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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avocation in Song, and on a supposed shift in the status of the occupational “physician” as an 

increasing percentage of  “physicians” were of “gentlemanly” background in Song-Yuan 

China.589 In making this claim, scholars have generally focused on the label “physician” first and 

foremost as an occupation; however, in Tang-Yuan China, there were many different kinds of 

“physician” whose social position was not necessarily strongly determined by their shared 

occupation. The men labeled “medical artisan” (yigong 醫工), “common/hereditary physician” 

 
589 Joseph Needham describes the evolution of physicians’ social status as a “passage from the wu 巫, a sort of 
technological servitor, to the shi 士, a particular kind of scholar, clad in the full dignity of the Confucian 
intellectual.” (Joseph Needham, “Medicine and Chinese Culture,” in Clerks and Craftsmen in China and the West: 
Lectures and Addresses on the History of Science & Technology [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970], 
265.) Robert Hymes, using Fuzhou in Jiangxi as a case study, describes a shift in which occupational physicians in 
Song were mostly of “low or middling” social status – “not quite gentlemen” – while in Yuan “about half the cases 
of Fuzhou doctors are from prominent elite families.” (Hymes, “Not Quite Gentlemen,” 16, 23, 66). Hymes later 
labeled these Song physicians as “lumpenliterati,” noting their newly-literate and educated status while 
acknowledging their general lack of “networks that would make them plausible candidates to participate as welcome 
members in gentlemanly circles” (Hymes, “Sung and Social Change,” 651). Chen Yuanpeng’s 陳元朋 book on 
“Classicist Physicians” (ruyi 儒醫) and “gentlemen who esteemed medicine” (shangyi shiren 尚醫士人) finds 
additional evidence for gentlemanly occupational physicians in Song China by using broader criteria than Hymes’ 
“Not Quite Gentlemen” article, as Hymes focused on men from “gentlemanly” and officeholding families in 
particular. Chen further notes the importance of print culture in spreading medical knowledge among gentlemen in 
Northern Song, creating a new gentlemanly medical culture (Chen Yuanpeng 陳元朋, Liang Song de “shangyi 
shiren” yu “ruyi”: jianlun qi zai Jin Yuan de liubian 兩宋的「尚醫士人」與「儒醫」: 兼論其在金元的流變. 
Taipei 台北: Guoli Taiwan daxue chuban weiyuanhui 國立台灣大學出版委員會, 1997.). Angela Leung builds 
upon Chen’s work by emphasizing three forces affecting gentlemanly medical culture: printing, the civil service 
examinations, and the emergence of Neo-Confucianism; she notes that lower-status physicians were considered 
“technicians,” essentially going through the motions of treating ailments, while gentlemen claimed for themselves 
the “intellectual sophistication” to truly understand and cure patients. (Angela Ki-che Leung, “Medical Learning 
from the Song to the Ming,” in The Song-Yuan-Ming Transition in Chinese History, eds. Paul Jakov Smith and 
Richard Von Glahn [Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2003], 384.) Asaf Goldschmidt, in seeking to 
explain why medical practice looked different in the 12th century than it did in the 10th, pointed both to emerging 
print culture and to the “revival of ancient medical theories” which had previously been out-of-print; he credits these 
developments to imperial interest in medicine, literati “medical activism,” socio-economic changes that compelled 
the state to provide relief, and the reinterpretation of old medical classics among literati (Asaf Goldschmidt, The 
Evolution of Chinese Medicine: Song Dynasty, 960-1200 [London: Routledge, 2009].) Stephen Boyanton, in his 
dissertation, disagrees with Goldschmidt’s claim that the Treatse on Cold Damage (Shanghan lun 傷寒論) had once 
fallen out of use or favor, but describes a newfound focus on it in Song alongside the rise of “literati-physician 
medicine,” while placing greater emphasis on a growing divide between literati practitioners and low-status and 
lumpenliterati occupational practitioners; Boyanton argues that a crisis in trust in the practices of “common 
physicians” (shiyi 世醫) further spurred elite interest in medicine (Stephen Boyanton, “The Treatise on Cold 
Damage and the Formation of Literati Medicine: Social, Epidemiological, and Medical Change in China, 1000-
1400” [Ph.D. Diss., Columbia University, 2015].) As will be elaborated in this chapter, I disagree with Boyanton’s 
claim that “common physicians” and their practices were broadly perceived as a major problem in these centuries, 
and see instead the overwhelming majority of dislike and distrust in medicine directed toward “vulgar physicians” 
(suyi 俗醫) and “quack physicians” (yongyi 庸醫). 
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(shiyi 世醫), “village physician” (cunyi 村醫; liyi 里醫), “vulgar physician” (suyi 俗醫), and 

especially “quack physician” (yongyi 庸醫) did not gain wealth, power, or prestige as other men 

encroached upon their occupational terrain and sought to make it increasingly “gentlemanly” as 

both avocation and occupation: if anything, they lost authority as this latter group increasingly 

claimed mastery of medicine for themselves. Such distinctions come into sharper focus when we 

pay greater attention to the emic categories used to constitute the social reality of middle period 

China. 

As was the case in the fields of painting and music, men in 7th–14th century China 

increasingly sought to construct and enact “gentlemanly” identities in the field of music by 

claiming authority and expertise over other kinds of practitioners: the categories “medical 

artisan,” “vulgar physician,” and “quack physician” served as foils against which the 

“gentlemanly” sort could position themselves as occupational or avocational practitioners. And 

yet, one does not get the impression that “common physicians” or “medical artisans” were 

treated poorly or looked down upon in the same way that, for instance, “music artisans” and 

“entertainers” were: respect could still be granted to men categorized in these groups if they were 

recognized as effective in their art and able to treat the sick. Additionally, unlike the fields of 

painting and music, in which men who saw themselves as “gentlemen” bristled at the thought of 

performing their art upon request, “gentlemanly” medical practitioners expressed no shame or 

humiliation for being asked to treat potential patients: as we will shortly see, this would go 

against the “gentlemanly” value of “humaneness” (ren 仁). 

Nonetheless, because “gentlemanly” identities in medicine were constructed in part 

through claims of superior medical knowledge and ability relative to these other kinds of 

practitioners, who were often described as failing to properly understand their art, there remained 
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a need for men wishing to present as “gentlemen” in the field of medicine consciously or 

unconsciously enact a variety of signals that distinguished them from the many other kinds of 

practitioners who were less commonly granted social esteem or trusted to be effective. The 

remainder of this chapter offers multiple examples of these characterizations of different kinds of 

practitioners alongside the key signals and strategies enacted to demonstrate “gentlemanly” 

identities as occupational or avocational practitioners: 

1) Practicing Medicine for the Proper Reasons 
2) Practicing Medicine for Oneself and One’s Close Relations 
3) Stating that One Practices Medicine as an Alternative to Officeholding 
4) Practicing Medicine as a “Recluse” 
5) The labels “Classicist Physician” (ruyi 儒醫) and “Medical Gentleman” (yishi 醫士) 
6) Possession of Certain Bureaucratic Titles Relating to Medicine  
7) Claims of Superior Medical Knowledge or Ability 

 

 3.1 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Practicing Medicine for Proper Reasons 
 

 From a classicist perspective, “profit” (li 利) is not a noble ambition. Confucius was 

rather blunt about this point: “the noble man speaks of rightness, and the petty man speaks of 

profit. 君子喻於義，小人喻於利。”590 Profit was associated with the marketplace, itself the 

domain of the “merchant” and “artisan” categories, association of medical practice with the 

pursuit of profit was quickly considered an act of “non-gentlemanly” physicians. 

Li Changling 李昌齡 (937–1008) saw physicians’ practice of charging patients for 

treatment as a form of extortion akin to highway robbery: “It’s said that bandits force people into 

danger and doctors take advantage of people’s danger; their actions kill others; they are alike 

crimes for wealth: both are a single thing. 傳曰：劫盗迫人於險，醫家乘人之危，其為殺人，

 
590 Lunyu 2.8; Analects 4.16. 
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同是為財罪，皆一也。”591 Fang Shao 方勺 (b. 1066) noted that “Some virtuous people of the 

past were among the physicians and diviners. [However] today’s physicians hasten after fame 

and profits, using dishonest means to rob the vulgar [commoners]. 古之賢人，或在醫卜之中。

今之醫者，急於聲利，率用詭道以劫流俗。”592 

Zhang Ji 張籍 (766–830) had complained that “in Chang’an there are many sick who 

lack the means to live; the medicine shops and physicians cause chaos in their search for money. 

長安多病無生計，藥鋪醫人亂索錢。”593 Pang Anshi 龐安時 (1042–1099) described the 

“quack physicians” of his day as careless in their practice and “covetous for bribes 貪冒貨賄,” 

which caused the “gentlemanly” sort to consider the practice of medicine a lowly affair;594 these 

physicians were also described by Wang Gui 王珪 (Yuan) as “rushing for influence and profits. 

急急於勢利。”595 Shi Daxin 釋大訢 (1284–1344) claimed to be living in an age of decline, 

 
591 He then goes on to describe various situations in which a physician may cause the death of a patient. (Li 
Changling 李昌齡, Taishang ganying pian 太上感應篇 [Ming zhengzhi daozang ben 明正統道藏本], 9.55. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
592 As recorded in: Zhang Gao張杲, Yi shuo 醫説 (Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本), 10.176. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
593 Zhang Ji 張籍, Zhang Wenchang wen ji 張文昌文集 (Xu gu yi congshu ben jing Song shu ben 續古逸叢書本景
宋蜀本), 2.15. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
594 “Many of those who practice medicine today are stupid and vulgar, careless with clothing and food, covetous for 
bribes… few have broad knowledge. Even if sometimes there are gentlemen-officials [among practitioners], they all 
consider practicing the techniques to be lowly. 今之為醫者，多是愚俗，苟且衣食，貪冒貨賄。。。鮮有多聞
博識者。雖時有之士大夫，咸鄙其為術。” (Pang Anshi 龐安時, Shanghan zongbing lun 傷寒總病論 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 6.72. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
595 Wang Gui specifically makes this claim of “quack physicians and vulgar [medical] artisan 庸醫粗工.” (Wang 
Gui 王珪, Tai ding yang sheng zhu lun 泰定養生主論 [Ming Zhengde keben 明正德刻本], 6.26. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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when physicians were no longer “gentlemanly” but instead were only “quack physicians aiming 

for profit. 庸醫射利。”596 

A “gentlemanly” identity signaled through medical practice was not so much related to a 

complete refusal of remuneration for services provided as it was the stated intent behind 

providing the service: whereas the archetypal “quack physician” and “vulgar physician” sought 

profit, the claim to be trying to help others became connected to the performance of 

“gentlemanly” identity. Li Xin 李新 (jinshi 1090) complimented Tang Gongyi 唐公翊 as “a 

classicist who grasped prescription texts and was able to [use them to] bring others back from the 

dead, 公翊，儒者，挾方書，能起危殆，” contrasting his noble practice to “vulgar physicians 

[who] concentrate on enriching their home, treating the illness of the noble as if treating their 

own parents: attentive, examining them ever more finely, because noble people have great 

wealth… vulgar physicians are greedy! 俗醫務肥其室，治貴人疾，如治其父母，用意益精

審，由貴人金多。。。俗醫貪婪！”597 Tao Gu 陶穀 (903-970) recorded the tale of a 

“classicist gentleman” (rushi 儒士) named Lin Xiu 林脩 who: 

…when he cured an illness didn’t seek recompense. When people gave him gifts, pitiably 
begging him again and again to accept them, he would leave them a hundred for every one 
that he kept for himself, which people at the time called ‘Cash for Reviving.’  
。。。治病不求報謝。人致饋，再三哀懇，則留百餘一，時人名為“返生錢。”598 

   

 
596 “The great gentlemen of the past who weren’t tested and used in their times hoped to become good physicians in 
order to implement their ambitions. This era is declining daily, as quack physicians aim for profits. 古之魁偉之士，
不試用于時，則願為良醫以行其志。世俗日降庸醫射利。” (Shi Daxin 釋大訢, Pu shi ji 蒲室集 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 7.38. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
597 Li Xin 李新, Kua ao ji 跨鼇集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 29.181. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
598 Tao Gu 陶穀, Qing yi lu 清異録 (Minguo jing Ming bao yan tang miji ben 民國景明寳顔堂秘笈本), 1.10. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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The related practice of charitable treatment of poor patients was not limited to men 

enacting “gentlemanly” identities through medicine, but was strongly associated with them 

nonetheless. Ye Mengde, in his discussion of “gentleman-officials” engaging in medicine, 

insisted that a person “poor to the point of being unable to obtain medicine 貧不可得藥” should 

nevertheless be treated.599 Dou Hanqing 竇漢卿 (1196–1280) praised Lu Ruxiu 陸汝修 for “first 

giving medicine to the poor 先與貧者服之” when the city experienced epidemic.600 Wang Jin 王

沂 (jinshi 1315) wrote that Zhang Huanwen 張煥文: 

…Inherited his occupation as a classicist, practiced medicine, and had gentlemanly ambitions, 
not for his own good but to benefit others: thus he worked hard at medicine and didn’t decline 
difficult [cases], he treated [patients] and didn’t require compensation; this too may be called 
rendering merit to the world. 
。。。世則儒業，則醫行，則士志，則不為獨善，欲以利人，以其故，為醫勞而不辭

難，施而不責報，亦可謂有功於世者矣。601 
 

One need not only treat the poor: claims of treating rich and poor alike – the noble and 

the lowly – served as another means of asserting that one’s true goal was not “profit.” This was 

not restricted to men labeled “gentlemen,” but at the very least signaled that a particular 

practitioner was adhering to “gentlemanly” ideals. For instance, the “medical man” (yiren 醫人) 

Chen Liangyou 陳良友, “in practicing medicine, didn’t select between rich and poor homes, and 

didn’t calculate if people had resources or not. 醫不擇家之富貧，不計貲之有無。”602 Wang 

 
599 He notes just prior that “gentleman-officials cannot speak lightly of medicine 士大夫固不可輕言醫.” (Ye, Bishu 
hua lu, A.12.) 
 
600 Dou Hanqing 竇漢卿, Chuang yang jing yan quan shu 瘡瘍經驗全書 [Ming longqing da xi tang keben 明隆慶
大酉堂刻本], 9.136. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
601 Wang Yi 王沂, Yi bin ji 伊濱集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 19.143. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
602 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 27.234. 
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Anshi wrote two poems mourning the death of Du Ying 杜嬰, a “physician’s son” (yijia zi 醫家

子) and a “plain-clothed” (buyi 布衣) man who “entrusted himself to medicine; without regard to 

rich or poor, [when] people requested [his treatment] and he would immediately go [to them]. 自

託於醫，無貴賤請之輙徃。”603 The “medical gentleman” (yishi 醫士) Luo Chuandao 婁傳道 

(Yuan) praised his father in these terms:604 

[Luo] Chuandao had said: I’ve heard that my father’s medicine took giving life to others as its 
heart. He was not like a man of the market streets, spying out [his patients’] wealth to take his 
price. To be a stickler for wealth and look at people [with this goal in mind]: that’s not what 
I’ve heard about my father. 
傳道曰：吾聞父師醫，以活人爲心，非若市道人，覘貨利而取其直也。苟規規於貨

利，是以貨利視其人，非吾所聞於父師者也。605 
 

 
603 Wang Anshi’s preface also notes that Du Ying was “adept at reading books. His words were robust, and his 
conduct was magnanimous and incorruptibly pure. 能讀書。其言近莊，其爲人曠逹而廉清。” (Wang Anshi 王
安石, Wang Jing gong shi zhu 王荊公詩注, annotated by Li Bi 李壁 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本], 24.171. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
604 An aside: It seems as if in most cases of hereditary medical practice, there is either complete praise of each 
practitioner in the family, or a general negative depiction of them all together. I can think of only one exception in 
which a family of physicians is divided between the good and the bad, as described by Wang Dechen 王得臣 
(1036–1116): “In Anlu there is a doctor named Song, who in treating illnesses doesn’t ask [payment] of his poor 
patients. He would bring millet and dates, and leave them for those lacking [food]. Song’s second son of was named 
Ying: he was good with his words, fond of gallivanting around, and able to treat people coldly or warmly [as he 
liked], thus many people feared him. He later became a Medical Academician, and if people coming to him for 
treatment were poor, he would refuse them and be unwilling to continue [treating them]. He suffered a wind illness 
and died before reaching sixty. He has three sons: the eldest was a bandit and was banished for it, but later returned 
and died in his hometown. The next started school and passed the ‘presented gentleman’ examination, was 
unrestrained, and daily roamed around the marketplace. Because he tried to stab a woman and missed, he fell into a 
well and died. The youngest son was cold and hungry all his life. [Song] Ying’s younger brother was named Xiao, 
who was cautious and had constants [to regulate his behavior], and he lived to over seventy. [Song Ying’s] one 
grandson studied medicine as a means of supporting himself.  安陸醫生宋氏，視疾不問貧殘，仍載粟棗，乏者
遺之。宋二子曰應，善論說，好馳騁上下，能冷熱人，人多畏之。後為醫博士，謁之者貧，則絕，蓋弗肯

繼矣，未六十，中風而卒。三子，長，犯盜，流他所，得還，卒於鄉；次，初學舉進士，自放不返，日遊

市井間。因刺一婦人不著，墜井死；幼者終於凍餒。應之弟曰效，畏謹有常，年逾七十而亡。一孫習醫自

足。 (Wang Dechen 王得臣, Zhu shi 麈史 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], B.38. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
605 Li Jiben 李繼本, Yi shan wen ji 一山文集 (Qing kangxi chao ben 清康熙鈔本), 4.47. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Unlike profit, the desire to “give life to others” (huoren 活人), to “save others” (jiuren 救

人),606 or to “help others” (jiren 濟人), was taken to be a proper reason to practice medicine. 

While this claim was not associated strictly with a “gentlemanly” label, it was not applied to men 

with the labels “medical artisan” or “vulgar physician,” and implied at the very least that a 

practitioner was engaging in medicine in a “gentlemanly” manner. Thus, when Wang Anshi 

recommended the “medical man” (yiren 醫人) Wu Shi’an 武世安 as suitable for a medical office 

at court, he reminded readers that “in ancient times, the sages took medicine and medicinal 

plants as a means of helping the people. 古者聖人爲醫藥以濟民。”607 And Mou Yan 牟巘 (c. 

1227–1311) praised the “hereditary physician” (shiyi 世醫) Fei Maoqing 費茂卿, who had just 

“become a Medical Academy Instructor 為醫學教授,” by saying that his his “ambition lay in 

helping others 志在濟人;” beyond treatment, this included spending “his leisure time collecting 

ancient and modern formulae 暇日博采古今明方,” he “unselfishly printed them to circulate in 

the world, causing those who transmit them to also be able to cause others to live. 不以自私將板

行於世，使傳之者，亦能用之以活法。”608 

In classicist terminology, this was also considered “humane” conduct. Fan Zhongyan 范

仲淹 supposedly wished to become a physician if he could not become a minister precisely 

 
606 Zhang Gao uses the alternate phrasing: “medicine which takes saving others as its heart 醫以救人為心.” (Zhang, 
Yi shuo, 10.178.) 
 
607 Wang, Linchuan ji, 55.321. 
 
608 Mou Yan 牟巘, Ling yang ji 陵陽集 (Minguo wuxing congshu ben 民國吳興叢書本), 13.94. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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because it was another way of “benefiting the people 利澤生民.”609 Chen Wenwei 陳文蔚 (12th–

13th century) praised this backup plan of becoming a physician by saying: “How humane, this 

heart! 仁哉，是心也！”610 Zhang Ruyu 章如愚 (Southern Song) wrote: “although [physicians 

and ministers] are different, in helping others, they are the same 雖不同而濟人則一也;”611 Chen 

Li 陳櫟 (1252–1334) wrote that good physicians and ministers alike “enact a humane art with a 

humane heart, effectively causing others to live. 以仁心行仁術，活人之功。”612 The “medical-

gentleman” (yishi 醫士) Gu Yanwen 頋彦文 (Yuan) went so far as to claim that physicians are 

better at helping others than officials: 

In recent times, [Gu’s] family has increasingly flourished, with many employed as classicists. 
As for my [Gu] Yanwen, he was born lofty, and when he had two tufts of hair atop his head, 
he was already magnanimous and thinking about how to help others. Moreover, he said: 
‘being employed [as an official]613 won’t be an attainment [of my ambitions, as I] couldn’t 
care for others; only medicine approaches [this ambition]!’ Thereupon he grasped ancient and 
modern medical texts, and went to his uncle Mr. Ge to study [medicine] from him.  

 
609 The importance of this anecdote about Fan Zhongyan will be discussed in greater detail on pages 245-246 of this 
dissertation. 
 
610 “Classicists only rest their heart in caring for others… [Fan Zhongyan’s] expression that [a gentleman] with 
attainment hopes to be a high official, and without hopes to be a good physician – Ah! How humane, this heart! 儒
者存心，惟在於愛人。。。 鉅公有言：“逹則願為卿相, 窮則願為良醫。”於戱！仁哉，是心也。” (Chen 
Wenwei 陳文蔚, Kezhai ji 克齋集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 10.64. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
611 “The previous generation once said that if they achieved their aims they would hope to be high ministers, and if 
not they would hope to be good physicians…. Although they are different, in helping others they are the same. 前輩
嘗謂達則願為卿相窮則願為良醫。。。雖不同而濟人則一也。” (Zhang Ruyu 章如愚, Shan tang kao suo 山堂
考索 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), xuji 續集 37.1847. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
612 Chen Li 陳櫟, Ding yu ji 定宇集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 2.15. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
613 In this instance, I read shi 士 as shi 仕. 
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近代家益濠者，多業儒。至我彦文，生而岐嶷，方丱角即慨然，思所以濟人。且曰：士

而未達，蔑以及物，惟醫其庶㡬乎！于是挟古今醫薬之書，往從舅氏葛先生學焉。614 
 
 In making such claims, men like Gu Yanwen developed a way of discussing medical 

practice closely associated with “gentlemanly” ideals and distanced from the archetypal social 

roles of “medical artisans” and “vulgar physicians,” which could then be used to signal 

adherence to “gentlemanly” values with varying degrees of efficacy: in some cases, it is clearly 

connected to a label like “gentlemanly physician,” (to be discussed shortly); in other cases, it 

serves to signal that a “medical man” is at least “gentlemanly” in his conduct or approach to 

treatment. This association predates middle period China to a limited degree: Yang Quan 杨泉 of 

Western Jin (266-420) wrote that “a physician without humaneness and compassion cannot be 

trusted; without intelligence and attained principle cannot be employed; without purity and 

goodness cannot be trusted. 醫者，非仁愛不可托也。非聰明理達不可任也，非廉潔淳良不

可信也。”615 However, this connection took on new relevance in Tang-Yuan China, as a means 

of distinguishing among different kinds of medical practitioners. 

 

 

 

 
614 Xie Yingfang 謝應芳, Gui chao gao 龜巢稿 (Sibu cong kan sanbian jing chao ben 四部叢刊三編景鈔本), 
14.258. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
615 Chu xue ji 初學記, compiled by Xu Jian 徐堅 (Qing guangxu Kong shi sanshisan wan juan tang ben 清光緒孔氏
三十三萬卷堂本), 20.418. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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3.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: Practicing Medicine for Oneself and One’s 
Close Relations 
“The great physicians of the past often, because of being personally ill or having a close relation 
with an illness, concentrated and thought repeatedly [about medicine], and thereupon became 
lofty physicians 古之大醫，往往因自病或親屬有疾，故究心積慮，遂為髙醫。”616 
 – Dong Ji 董汲 (Northern Song) 
 
 For men practicing medicine avocationally, limiting that practice to the treatment of 

oneself and one’s close relations could serve as an easy means of distinguishing themselves from 

the social categories for which such practices were archetypally occupational. This was not 

merely a passive indicator but an active one, as men presenting “gentlemanly” identities – even 

occupational practitioners – took care to tell others that this was an important original motivating 

factor behind their medical practice. 

 This identity signal predates the 7th–14th centuries. Just as he did for painting and music, 

Yan Zhitui warned his descendants that if they chose to engage in medicine, they should at most: 

…have a little understanding of the nature of medicinal herbs and a bit about how to mix them 
together; if there is an emergency at home, [that knowledge] is a good thing. Huangfu Mi and 
Yin Zhongkan were people like this.  
。。。微解药性，小小和合，居家得以救急，亦为胜事，皇甫谧、殷仲堪则其人也。
617 

 
 Huangfu Mi 皇甫謐 (215–282) was the great-grandson of a general, who wrote a medical 

text in addition to several histories; his interest in medicine is attributed to his own frequent 

illness.618 Yin Zhongkan 殷仲堪 (d. 399) was an official in Eastern Jin who studied medicine 

because of his father’s frequent illness; the medical text he authored is no longer extant. And in 

 
616 Dong Ji 董汲, Jiao qi zhifa zong yao 脚氣治法總要 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本), A.2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
617 Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.43. Translation adapted from Yan, Family Instructions for the Yan Clan and Other Works 
by Yan Zhitui (531-590s), 433. 
 
618 Jin shu, 50.658-664. 
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Chen Yanzhi’s 陳延之 (5th century) Short Treatise on Classic Formulae (Jingfang xiaopin 經方

小品), he wrote that his book was for those who “do not want to take the art of formulae as their 

[area of] study, and only want to prepare themselves for emergencies. 不欲以方術為學，但以

備身昉急者。”619  

 In Tang, the occupational practitioner Sun Simiao 孫思邈 (581–682) wrote that “if 

[one’s] ruler or parents are sick, to be unable to cure them is to deny loyalty or filiality. 君親有

疾，不能療之者，非忠孝也。”620 The New Tang History praised Zheng Quan 甄權 (541–643) 

for studying medical texts because of his mother’s illness, and eventually becoming a “lofty 

physician” (gaoyi 高醫), authoring his own Classic of Pulses (maijing 脈經) and a book on 

acupuncture; Zheng declined an offer of employment at the Sui court library, but later accepted 

an honorary title from Tang Taizong.621 Wang Tao 王燾 (670–755) wrote in his preface to his 

book Outer Censorate’s Secret Essential Prescriptions (Waitai mi yao fang 外臺祕要方) that 

“As a youth I was often sick; I grew up to be good at medical techniques. 余幼多疾病，長好醫

術。”622 Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 (772–842) was also frequently sick in his youth: 

Thus I followed the physicians of this era known as rich in technique, borrowed their books 
and read them. I obtained Small Medicinal Recipes (xiaopin fang 小品方), the oldest among 
the pharmacopeias. I further obtained Herb Pairs (Yao dui 藥對) and knew the origins of 
Materia Medica. I considered Basic Questions… it has been thirty years since then, and the 
techniques are sufficient to protect myself [from illness]. When by chance I practice 

 
619 Sanguo liang Jin Nanbeichao yixue zongji三國兩晉南北朝醫學總集, eds. Yan Shiyun and Li Qizhong (Beijing 
北京: Renmin weisheng chubanshe 人民衛生出版社), 785. As seen in: Boyanton, “The Treatise on Cold Damage 
and the Formation of Literati Medicine,” 28. 
 
620 Quan Tang wen, 158.1601. 
 
621 Xin Tang shu, 204.1842-1843. 
 
622 Quan Tang wen, 397.4036. 
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[medicine] within my gates, the illness is immediately cured. My boys have not once needed a 
physician called to cure them.  
遂從世醫號富於術者，借其書伏讀之。得《小品方》，於群方為最古。又得《藥

對》，知《本草》之所自出。考《素問》。。。爾來垂三十年，其術足以自衛。或行

乎門內，疾輒良已。家之嬰兒未嘗詣醫門求治者。 623 
 
 In Song, Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033–1107) was credited with the line: “entrusting someone 

sick in bed to a quack physician is like being uncompassionate and unfilial; in serving one’s 

family, one must not know medicine. 病臥於床，委之庸醫，比於不慈不孝。事親者，亦不

可不知醫。”624 Li Fu 李復 (b. 1052; jinshi 1079) wrote a Record of Medicines of Kuizhou 

(Kuizhou yao ji 夔州藥記) while serving as an official there, and explained his motives in this 

endeavor: in part to encourage locals to switch from “shamans” (wu 巫) to physicians, and in 

part because “when I was young I reposed my heart in medicine; when my family members were 

sick they didn’t once call for a physician, as I was for the most part able to cure them myself. 子

少亦留心於醫，家人軰疾病未嘗呼醫，率多自療。”625 

 Such comments recur consistently in later eras, either as a general statement about an 

ideal context for studying medicine or a statement of the noble intentions motivating an 

individual’s medical practice: these are never associated with men labeled “medical artisan,” 

“vulgar physician,” or “quack physician.” Fan Chengda 范成大 (1126–1193) wrote a “Rhapsody 

on Asking Heaven About Medicine 問天醫賦,” in which he explained that his constant sickness 

 
623 Quan Tang wen, 604.6087. 
 
624 Cheng Yi 程顥 and Cheng Hao 程頤, Er Cheng wai shu 二程外書 (Ming Hongzhi Chen Xuan keben 明弘治陳
宣刻本), 12.45. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
625 Li Fu 李復, Jue shui ji 潏水集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 6.53. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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as a youth led him to study medical texts like Sun Simiao’s Prescriptions Worth 1,000 in 

Gold.626 Li Junmin wrote that Wang Yi 王翼: 

 …at age eight was able to write prose, writing 1,000 words a day; he was selected for the 
presented-gentleman examination, but because he felt ill, he then reposed his thoughts in 
medicine, became friends with his famous contemporaries Zhang Quandao and Qiao Zihua, 
and researched the Classic of Difficulties, Basic Questions, and Materia Medica.  
。。。八嵗能屬文，既長，日記千言。應進士舉，因感疾，遂留意於醫。與名輩張全

道趙子華友，講究難，素，及本草。627  
 

Zhu Duanzhang 朱端章 (Southern Song) believed that “the ancients said that to be 

someone’s son and not study medicine is to be unfilial. 古人謂為人子而不學醫者，爲不

孝。”628 In Yuan, Wang Gui wrote that the purpose of studying medicine was not honor and 

fame, but to have no need to entrust one’s relatives to quacks.629  

 This oft-repeated justification for practicing medicine was not unique to men; a woman 

surnamed Wang 王 was praised in these terms by Han Qi 韓琦 (1008–1075):  

Once, when her elders and youngers [in the family] were sick, and there wasn’t a good 
physician around, she thereupon concentrated on pharmacopeias, studying and reciting day 
and night, and in the end understanding their general meaning. When someone was sick in her 
household, she would personally treat them and often cure them.  
甞以尊幼被疾，外無良醫。遂精意方書，晝夜研誦，卒通其大方。門內病者，或自治

之多獲痊已。630 
 

 
626 “When I was young my qi was weak; I always envied the robust health of my peers. When I was fourteen, I was 
very sick and almost died… for a further thirteen years, I was diseased, with not a moment without [sickness]. 余幼
而氣弱，常慕同隊兒之強壯，生十四年，大病瀕死。。。又十三年矣，疾痛疴癢，無時不有。” (Fan 
Chengda 范成大, Shihu jushi shi ji 石湖居士詩集, [Sibu cong kan jing Qing airu tang ben 四部叢刊景清愛汝堂
本], 34.213. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
627 Li, Zhuang jing ji, 9.109. 
 
628 Zhu Duanzhang 朱端章, Weisheng jia bao chan ke bei yao 衛生家寳産科備要 (Qing wanli juan lou congshu 
ben 清十萬卷樓叢書本), 3.17. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
629 Wang, Tai ding yang sheng zhu lun, 3.12 (“Suwen jie yao xu lun 素問節要叙論”). 
 
630 Han Qi 韓琦, Anyang ji 安陽集 (Ming Zhengde jiunian Zhang Shilong keben 明正德九年張士隆刻本), 48.252. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 In theory, one assumes that anyone in society might seek to learn about medicine when a 

relative fell ill; however, no extant texts associate this directly with the sorts of men labeled 

“medical artisans,” “common physicians,” or “vulgar physicians.” It is thus not the act itself 

which serves as an identity signal, but the claim, regularly used to describe the avocational 

practice of “gentlemanly” sorts or single out one’s “gentlemanly” identity as an occupational 

practitioner.  

 

 

3.3 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #3: Representing Medicine as an Alternative to 
Officeholding 
“Governing the people is like curing an illness. 治民如治病。”631 – Ouyang Xiu  

 Premodern men saw parallels between a physician curing the body and an official curing 

the body politic, using the verb zhi 治 for “governing” the state and “treating” an illness. In a 

Zhuangzi 莊子 passage, Yan Hui wishes to leave Confucius for the state of Wei, as he has heard 

Confucius say to “leave the well-governed state and go to the state in chaos, where there are 

many sick at the physician’s gate, 治國去之，亂國就之，醫門多疾，” and he wishes to “cure” 

(chou 瘳) the ills of Wei.632 Guoyu 國語 used the illness of Duke Jinping as a starting point for 

the discussion of proper conduct for rulers, noting that “the best physicians treat the state, and the 

next-best [treat] sick people. 上醫醫國，其次疾人。”633 The Salt and Iron Debates compared 

 
631 As seen in: Liu Zai 劉宰, Man tang wen ji 漫塘文集 (Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢書本), 
33.402. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
632 Zhuang, Zhuangzi, 4.32. 
 
633 Guoyu Weishi Jie 國語韋氏解, annotated by Wei Zhao 韋昭 (Shili ju congshu jing Song ben 士禮居叢書景宋
本), 14.146. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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good physicians (liang yi 良醫) to good officials (liang li 良吏);634 Shouyuan 說苑 compares 

good medicine (liang yi 良醫) for the sick with having a plan (jimou 計謀) for the state.635  

In later periods this rhetoric continued: Han Yu compared “those good at medicine 善醫

者” to “one who strategizes for Under Heaven 善計天下者” to argue for the importance of 

political principles (jigang 紀綱) in the long-term success of the state;636 Sima Guang used his 

medicinal herb garden as a metaphor for his statecraft: “I have yet to treat my own illness; how 

could I talk about curing the people’s ills? 身病尚未攻，何論療民瘼？”637 Yang Wanli 楊萬里 

(1127–1206) wrote that just as a physician’s efficacy is partially dependent upon the illness in 

question (some of which “cannot be cured” [buke yi 不可醫]), a gentleman’s efficacy in office is 

tied to the problems the state faces.638 Cao Yanyue 曹彦約 (1157–1228) wrote that “those who 

treat the sick before they are sick are called good physicians; those who worry about problems 

before they are problems are called Noble men. 夫未病治病，謂之良醫；先患慮患，謂之君

子。”639 

 
634 Huan Kuan 桓寛, Yan tie lun 鹽鐵論 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖本), 10.62 
(Chapter 56). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
635 Liu Xiang 劉向, Shuoyuan 説苑 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊景明鈔本), 13.90. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
636 Han, Changji xiansheng wenji, 11.85.  
 
637 Song bai jia shi cun 宋百家詩存, compiled by Cao Tingdong 曹庭棟 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書本), 5.93. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
638 Yang, Cheng zhai ji, 90.762-63. 
 
639 Cao Yanyue 曹彦約, Chang gu ji 昌谷集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 12.124. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 In all of these examples, medicine is not the primary subject of discussion, but a 

metaphor used to discuss officialdom and statecraft; however, this metaphorical relationship 

became increasingly multidirectional in Southern Song.640 At the center of this shift lay a story – 

true or not641 – about the famed Northern Song Grand Councilor Fan Zhongyan.642 In Wu Zeng’s 

吳曾 (12th century) telling, a young Fan goes to pray at an ancestral temple, hoping that he can 

grow up to be an official; otherwise, he “hopes to become a good physician 願為良醫.” After all, 

“being unable to benefit the people is contrary to the lifelong ambition of a great man. 夫不能利

澤生民，非大丈夫平生之志。”643 Anecdote-Fan believes that both physicians and officials 

fulfil the ancient ideal of “saving others 救人,” and that “among those who have a mind to save 

 
640 In fact, I would be tempted to say “in Southern Song texts” (without “increasingly”) were it not for the following 
passage in Sun Simiao, which appears to build on the Guoyu division between doctors treating the state and treating 
the people: “Among those good at medicine in the past, the best physicians treated the state, the middle physicians 
treated other people, and the lowest physicians treated illnesses. It is further said that the best physicians listen to 
sounds, the middle physicians look at appearances, and the lowest physicians check the pulse. It is further said that 
the best physician treats an illness before it becomes an illness, a middle physician treats an illness that is about to 
manifest as an illness, and the lowest physician treats illnesses that have already manifest as illnesses.  古之善為醫
者，上醫醫國，中醫醫人，下醫醫病。又曰上醫聽聲，中醫察色，下醫診脈。又曰上醫醫未病之病，中醫

醫欲病之病，下醫醫已病之病。” (Sun Simiao 孫思邈, Qian jin yao fang 千金要方 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 1.4 (Chapter 4). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) It seems as though his categorization didn’t really catch on; nevertheless, this is the first extant instance of a 
reference to “curing the state” planted firmly in the midst of an actual medical text discussing actual medical 
treatments. 
 
641 Fan Zhongyan’s extant writings don’t offer any evidence of this; however, people from Southern Song onward 
certainly take the truth of this anecdote for granted. See: Boyanton, “The Treatise on Cold Damage and the 
Formation of Literati Medicine,” 78-79. 
 
642 Wang Yun offers an example of how the Fan Zhongyan anecdote fits into this continuum of comparing 
physicians and ministers: “In the Past, Duke Changji [Han Yu] took medical masters as a metaphor for the 
occupation of minister. Fan Zhongyan [said that if he] couldn't be a minister he would hope to be a good physician. 
Physicians and doctors are certainly different in principle and application, but in helping [living] things they are the 
same. 昔昌黎公以毉師而喻相業，范文正不作相而願良醫。醫之與相體用固殊，其於濟物則一也。” (Wang, 
Qiu jian ji, 73.811.) 
 
643 Wu Zeng 吳曾, Neng gai zhai man lu 能改齋漫録 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
13.210. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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others and benefit things, none are as good as a good physician. 夫能行救人利物之心者，莫如

良醫。”644 

 The anecdote itself was rarely reproduced in full, but its core message became 

widespread in a pithy parallelism: if one cannot become a good minister, one hopes to become a 

good physician. Sometimes the line is directly associated with Fan Zhongyan,645 and sometimes 

it exists as an untethered cliché.646 Though the occupational practice of medicine continued to 

play second fiddle for officialdom,647 it was nonetheless given equal footing as an expression of 

“humaneness” (ren 仁) and a means of helping others.648 

 
644 Ibid. 
 
645 For example, Chen Li wrote: “In the past, Fan Wenzheng [Zhongyan] once said: If I attain my ambitions, I’ll 
hope to be a high minister; if not, I’ll hope to be a good physician. 昔范文正公嘗曰：達則願為良相。窮則願為良
醫。” (Chen, Ding yu ji, 2.22.) Chen Wenwei referred to Fan Zhongyan only by a respectful title, assuming his 
audience will know who he is referring to: The previous dynasty’s Great Duke [Fan Zhongyan] had a saying: ‘If I 
attain my ambitions, I’ll hope to be a high minister; if not, I’ll hope to be a good physician.’ Ah! This is the heart of 
humaneness! 先朝鉅公有言：逹則願為卿相，窮則願為良醫。於戱！仁哉，是心也。” (Chen, Kezhai ji, 
10.64.) 
 
646 For example, Zhang Ruyu simply attributes the line to the “previous generation” (qianbei 前輩). (Zhang, Shan 
tang kao suo, xuji 37.1847.) Yang Weizhen says: “When humane people can’t become good ministers, they hope to 
become good physicians, as among the arts of humaneness and saving others in the world, none are like medicine. 
仁人不得為良相，願為良醫，則伎之仁而善濟世者莫如醫也。” (Yang, Dongwei zi wenji, 27.242.)  
647 There are a few exceptions: for instance, Liu Chenweng 劉辰翁 (1232–1297) wrote: “As for gentlemen who do 
not hope to become ministers and hope to become physicians; from my point of view, at different times (in history) 
virtuous ministers sometimes recommend gentlemen who don't attain (office), sighing together, they could only be 
sad [about that]. Spending the days sitting and discussing government affairs, dealing with government documents, 
this isn't what their ambitions were, but it is the case that they cannot retire. 士不願為相，願為醫。自吾所見，異
時賢相或薦士不達，相與歎息，惟悴而止。盡日坐政事，堂署吏牘，無一如志。然不得退。” Liu believes 
that the actual job of being a minister isn’t at all as advertised, and understands why gentlemen would wish for an 
alternative occupation. (Liu Chenweng 劉辰翁, Xuxi ji 須溪集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本], 3.55. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
648 Thus, it could even expand beyond officialdom to other gentlemanly livelihoods. Yang Wanli wrote a letter to 
inform his teacher that he accepted a position as an instructor in Lin’an (臨安府教授), promising to apply what he 
learned, and to help “treat the mediocre students whose integrity had long ago deteriorated. 醫士俗於名節久頹之
後。” (Yang, Cheng zhai ji, 49.448-449.) 
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From Southern Song onward, this cliché became a tool for validating the “gentlemanly” 

identities of occupational physicians.649 Chen Li used the line in his “Preface Gifted to Medical 

Gentleman Cheng Yaosou 贈醫士程堯叟序;”650 Shi Daxin offered a slightly altered version in 

his preface gifted to the physician Feng Shanfu 馮善甫.651 In his preface seeing off Han Zixin 韓

子新, a medical instructor in Jining,652 Wang Xu 王旭 (13th century) wrote: “The power of a 

good physician and of a Grand Councilor are equal but the Grand Councilor’s is for governing 

All Under Heaven, while as to the good physician’s techniques, they are for curing one person’s 

body. 良醫之權與宰相等，而宰相所以治天下者，即良醫之術，所以治一人之身者也。”653 

In Xie Fangde’s 謝枋得 (1226–1289) poem “Gifted to Classicist Physician Chen Xiyan 贈儒醫

陳西岩,” he ends with the line:  “Don’t judge by visible failure or success; if you want to know a 

good minister: it’s a good doctor. 莫把眼前窮達論，要知良相即良醫。”654  

 
649 As an aside, Sun Simiao’s line about the “best doctor curing the state” also appears in Jin writings: See Li 
Junmin, “A Gift to the Classicist Physician Bu Yangzheng 贈儒醫卜養正” (Li, Zhuang jing ji, 1.10.) 
 
650 Chen, Ding yu ji, 2.22. 
 
651 “Thus, the great gentlemen of the past who couldn’t be used in their times hoped to be good physicians in order 
to enact their ambitions. 故古之魁偉之士，不試用于時，則願為良醫，以行其志。” (Shi, Pu shi ji, 7.38.) 
 
652 My friend, the Nobleman Han Zixin, by means of medical arts is an instructor in Jining. 吾友韓君子新，以醫術
教授濟寧。” (Wang Xu 王旭, Lan xuan ji 蘭軒集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quan shu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 11.100. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
653 Ibid. 
 
654 Xie Fangde 謝枋得, Die shan ji 曡山集 (Sibu cong kan xubian jing Ming ben 四部叢刊續編景明本), 1.2. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. Xie also uses a similar phrasing, “it’s good to see 
a good physician as a good minister! 好看良醫作良相!” in his poem  “Gifted to He Gumei, Studying Medicine 贈
何古梅學醫.” (Xie, Die shan ji, 3.10.) 
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This cliché was also applied to descendants of classicist families engaging in 

occupational medical practice, like Medical Master 醫師 Liu Benren劉本仁655 who “didn’t 

attain his ambitions” (bude zhi 不得志) and thus opened a drug shop (yaoshi 藥室); Yang 

Weizhen altered the expression to include the character “ren” (humaneness) from Liu Benren’s 

name (and also the name of his medicine room) to read: “When humane people can’t become 

good ministers, they hope to become good physicians, as among the arts of humaneness and 

saving others in the world, none are better than medicine. 仁人不得為良相，願為良醫，則伎

之仁而善濟世者莫如醫也。”656 The cliché might also be applied to the descendant of a 

physician family with a particular interest in classicism, such as Yang Daoxuan楊道玄 in Hu 

Xingjian’s 胡行簡 (jinshi 1342) “Record for Daoxuan’s Studio 道玄齋記:” 

The Yang family of Qingjiang for generations have been good medical masters, and the 
gentleman-officials all praise them. I don’t know how many generations it’s been till 
Daoxuan. Daoxuan is good at medicine, famous in his time, and particularly fond of classicist 
arts. He set up a small chamber and gathered Confucian books, all arranged to the left and 
right. When he has leisure time he sits upright [in the hall], criticizes ‘having fun,’ and 
investigates the utmost essentials. His ambitions are deep in this Way. Gentlemen of Official 
Garb call it “Daoxuan’s Hall.” …When one is unattained, one causes themselves to be good 
in solitude and holds to this Way; when attained one makes [All Under Heaven] good.657 As 
for helping [living] things, there is no second Way. Daoxuan’s studies are able to investigate 
the abstruse of this Way.658 The Way of medicine is in understanding sagacity and skill, is this 
not abstruse? The officials all respect Daoxuan by calling [his residence]: Abstruse Hall. 
清江楊氏世為良醫師，士大夫咸宗尚之。至於道玄，不知其幾世矣。道玄擅醫，名於

時，尤好儒術。闢丈室聚軒孔之書，咸列左右。暇則端坐，諷玩，研極㫖要。盖深有

志於兹道也。搢紳之士號之曰：道玄齋。。。窮而獨善，守此道也。達而兼善，推此

 
655 Described by Yang Weizhen as “the son of a classicist family 儒家子.” (Yang, Dongwei zi wenji, 27.242.) 
 
656 Ibid.  
 
657 A reference to Meng, Mengzi, 13.106 (7A.9): “When they did not achieve their intentions, their self-cultivation 
was evident to all in their era. When impoverished, they made themselves good on their own. When successful, they 
made the whole world good. 不得志，脩身見於世。窮則獨善其身，達則兼善天下。” (Translation by Van 
Norden from: Mencius, Mengzi, 173.) 
 
658 This is a bad pun on Daoxuan’s name. 
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為良相良醫。司乎濟物無二道也。道玄之學，能究斯道之玄矣。醫之道通乎神聖工

巧，獨非玄乎？搢紳之咸尊道玄曰：玄齋。659  
 
 One might expect this cliché to be able to put the occupational practice of medicine on 

equal footing with officialdom as a valid avenue of expressing “gentlemanly” identity, but this 

was not the case: as with other identity signals discussed above, this cliché was never used in 

reference to men categorized as “medical artisans” or “vulgar physicians.” When used alongside 

other signals of “gentlemanly” identity like “not attaining ambitions” in officeholding, or 

references to study of classic texts or enacting the moral ideals espoused in them, it served to 

distinguish certain medical practitioners as being “gentlemanly:” with some ultimately appearing 

more “gentlemanly” than others. 

 

 

3.4 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #4: Practicing Medicine as a “Recluse” 
 

 As was the case in the fields of painting and music, reclusion offered an avenue for men 

to practice the livelihood of medicine while still successfully presenting oneself as a 

“gentleman.” The archetypal recluse could be found anywhere: secluded deep in nature, hiding 

in the midst of a busy marketplace, or even in the one place a recluse is categorically not 

supposed to be – in office.660 In any of his habitats, the archetypal “recluse” was spotted by his 

dispassion for worldly affairs, his self-cultivation, and his self-contentment: a virtuous man in a 

sea of vice, a lofty man among the lowly. To be labeled a “recluse” was an acknowledgement of 

 
659 Hu Xingjian 胡行簡, Chu yin ji 樗隱集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 2.8-9. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
660 This is referred to by Bai Juyi as “middle reclusion” (zhongyin 中隱). See: Bai, Bai shi changqing ji, 52.465. 
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one’s “gentlemanly” identity, which reinforced the chasm between different kinds of people 

living in similar circumstances, such as practicing medicine occupationally in a marketplace. Sun 

Di 孫覿 (1081–1169) offers an example in his funerary inscription for Chen Jingdong 陳景東 

(1087–1160): 

I’ve heard that some ancient recluses were secluded in the mountains, and some in the 
marketplaces. Those secluded in the mountains resided in farming and fishing. Those 
secluded in the marketplaces resided in medicine and divination. All those in divination 
would read tens of people each day, obtain 100 coins – [which was] enough to take care of 
themselves – and then close the shop and lower the curtains, not doing further divining. All 
those in medicine would hear of others’ illness and want to go them, but not with ambitions 
for profit. From the Han dynasty onward, secluded people and recluses, cherishing their talent 
and guarding what is precious, bestride the world on high while deeply hidden in the 
marketplace. Floating among the fishermen, merchants, farmers, gardeners, and various sorts: 
taking these locales as their place and not being distinguished [from the commoners there]. 
Thus Sun Simiao took reclusion in Taibai Mountain, and the Dragon Lord handed over to him 
the jade cases of secret prescriptions as the cap worth a thousand in gold, Han (Kang 康) 
Boxiu (Eastern Han) sold medicinal plants in the Chang'an marketplace and never spoke two 
different prices (i.e. treated everyone equally)… Now Chen Jingdong of Jiahe is one such 
person. 
余聞古之處士，或隠於山，或隠於市。隠於山者，寓耕釣。而隠於市者，寓醫卜。均

之卜也：日閱數十人，得百錢足以自給，則閉肆下簾不更筮也。均之醫也：聞人疾

痛，欲去之如在已，而不志於利。由漢以来，逸民隠士，懐竒抱寳，髙蹈一世，深蔵

於市。汎然與漁商農圃雜，此土以處而莫辨也。然孫思邈隐太白山，而龍公授玉函秘

方為千金之冠，韓伯休賣藥長安市，口不二價。。。今嘉禾陳景東者其一人也。661 
 
 The association between reclusion and the practice of medicine thus predates the 7th–14th 

centuries, with various cultural heroes validating this alternative path for signalling 

“gentlemanly” identities. Sun Di turned to Han Kang as an example, and so did Huang 

Zhongyuan 黄仲元 (1231–1312) in his “Record on Fated Seclusion Hall 命隱室記: “[Han] 

Boxiu was secluded in medicine; [Yan] Junping (87BCE–6CE) was secluded in divination. 

 
661 Of note: this funerary inscription later goes on to talk about Chen Jingdong passing a jinshi examination, yet it is 
his life as a “recluse practicing medicine” that defines him. (Sun Di 孫覿, Hongqing jushi ji 鴻慶居士集 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 39.349-350. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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Those secluded in medicine cause others to live; those secluded in divination know what is 

naturally so. 伯休隱於醫，君平隱於卜。隱於醫者，活人。隱於卜者，知天然”662 Ge Lifang 

had his own list of references: 

Jia Yi 賈誼 (200BCE–168BCE) said: ‘The ancient sages, [if] not residing at court, were 
invariably among the physicians and diviners.’ Those who pursue the work of physicians and 
diviners cannot be taken lightly. Du Ying of the capital city was able to read books; while his 
words approached Zhuangzi’s, he was self-reliant in this. How could this be sufficient to fault 
Ying’s loftiness? Thus, Wang Anshi wrote a poem mourning him, saying: “Shudu was a 
physician’s son, Junping was an old man in a divining shop….” Mei Yaochen’s “Poem Gifted 
to Mountain Man He” likewise said: “I daily hear ancient men of virtue were invariably 
neighbors with physicians and diviners.” And Song Qi 宋祁 (998–1061) said: ”[As for] 
affairs of medicine and divination, if gentlemen and Noble men are able to do them, then they 
are not doctrinal, muddied, prideful, or mysterious; if petty people are able to do them, then 
they are doctrinal to the point of restraint, muddied without a clear direction, prideful and self-
aggrandizing, mysterious for the purpose of deceiving others.’ These truly are famous 
sayings! 
賈誼曰：古之聖人，不居朝廷，必在醫卜。則從事於醫卜者，未可輕也。京兆杜嬰，

能讀書，其言近莊子而自託於此。豈足以病嬰之高乎？故荊公有詩傷之，云：叔度醫

家子，君平卜肆翁。。。梅聖俞贈何山人詩亦云：日聞古賢哲，必與醫卜鄰。宋景文

云：醫卜之事，士君子能之，則不迂，不泥，不矜，不神；小人能之，則迂而入諸拘

礙，泥而弗通大方，矜以誇己，神以誣人。真名言哉！663 
 

To be called “secluded in medicine” (yin yu yi 隱於醫)664 or be a physician with “hidden 

virtue” (yinde 陰德)665 was as much an indicator of “gentlemanly” identity as the label “classicist 

 
662 Huang Zhongyuan 黄仲元, Siru ji 四如集 (Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Ming jiajing keben 四部叢刊三編景明嘉
靖刻本), 1.21. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. See also: Sima Guang’s seventh 
“Garden of Solitary Joy” (dule yuan 獨樂園) poem, which states: “I cherish Han Boxiu, picking herbs to sell in the 
city marketplace. 吾爱韩伯休，采药卖都市.” (Sima, Wenguo Wenzheng gong wenji, 4.36.) He Menggui also 
references Han Kang in his “Poem Gifted to Medical Gentleman ‘Empty-Valley’ Ni  贈虛谷倪醫士,” who is also 
selling medicinal plants. (He, Qian zhai ji, 3.44.) 
 
663 Li, Yunyu yangqiu, 17.85. 
 
664 One might also be a “recluse who is good at medicine,” as in the case of “the Tang Kaiyuan era recluse of Wu, 
Zhou Guang, who was good at medicine. 唐開元中吳隱士周廣，妙於醫。” ((Shaoding) Wu jun zhi（紹定）吳郡
志, compiled by Fan Chengda 范成大 [Ze shi ju congshu jing Song keben 擇是居叢書景宋刻本], 43.306. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.). 
 
665 For example: Guo Huiyan’s郭徽言 (Yuan) ancestors served in office, and had four generations of physicians 
treating ulcers. Wu Hai 吳海 (Yuan) wrote this preface to encourage the future generations of the Guo family in 
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physician:” a man labeled a “recluse” might be thought of as “a classicist who is secluded in 

medicine 儒而隱於醫者也;”666 a man labeled a “medical gentleman” might be described as “in 

seclusion” (yin 隱).667 And in instances where one’s label does not so blatantly suggest 

presentation of a “gentlemanly” identity, as with “Medical Master” (yishi 醫師) Fan Ziye范子和 

(Jin), being “secluded in medicine” could still serve to present him as a “gentlemanly” sort of 

“Medical Master,” alongside his “hunting through literature and histories 渉獵文史” and his 

“ambition toward ‘this culture of ours’ 有志於斯文.”668 

 This signal, in some cases, indicated that a man’s first choice of livelihood was 

officeholding, but that this did not work out for him. Ben Qingfu 奔清甫 (13th century), “a 

gentleman but secluded in medicine 士而隱於醫者,” had set his sights on the examinations and 

officialdom; however, fate was cruel to him: first Song fell to Yuan and the examinations were 

canceled, and then his mansion burned down. He thus decided to: 

 …obtain the [medical] books of Shennong and Huangdi and read them day and night; his 
heart understood through and through what Heaven had handed down and the gods had 
disposed, using them to take pulses and attend the sick, discussing life and death, vacuity and 
repletion, hot and cold; even those [who practiced medicine as a] hereditary occupation, could 
rarely surpass him.  

 
their pursuit of medicine, and reminded them that “I’ve heard that many good doctors have hidden virtue, 吾聞良醫
多陰德,” associating the family’s medical practice with reclusion. (Wu Hai 吳海, Wen guo zhai ji 聞過齋集 
[Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢書本], 1.6. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
666 See, for example: “A Record of Orange Day-Lily Hall” (Xuan tang ji 萱堂記), in: Tong Shu 同恕, Ju’an ji 榘庵
集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣
四庫全書本), 3.17. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
667 Huang Jie’s 黄玠 (Yuan) poem “Gifted to Medical Gentleman Ye Guzhai 贈毉士葉古齋” describes him as 
“hanging up his kettle, secluded in the eastern marketplace, ashamed to be an old man selling medicinal plants. 懸壺
隠東市，愧爾賣藥翁。” (Huang Jie 黄玠, Bianshan xiaoyin yin lu 弁山小隱吟録 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 1.7. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
668 Duan Keji 段克己, Er miao ji 二妙集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 1.1. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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取神農、黃帝之書，日夜讀之，心通理解，天授神設，以之察脈視疾，論生死、虛

實、寒熱，雖世業鮮能過之。669 
 
 However, being “secluded in medicine” did not require the presence of a prior, 

alternative livelihood. A preface for the “hereditary physician” (shiyi 世醫) Li Yiqing 李宜卿 

(Yuan) notes that: 

Li Yiqing’s medicine is classicist and hereditary. Because it is classicist, he comprehends 
principle, and because it is hereditary, he is practiced in putting them into effect in treatment. 
His grandfather and father had both been medical officials, and many officials and gentlemen 
from the four directions respected and were courteous to them. Coming to Yiqing’s time, he 
inherited and guarded their livelihood, added to and fulfilled their scholarship, but did not 
seek fame in his time. In recent years, someone came from the capital city with an Imperial 
Medical [Academy] order to award Yiqing a position as Medical Instruction Official. Yiqing 
declined it, saying: “I am fundamentally secluded in the marketplace, practicing medicine to 
enact my ambition! Am I doing it for fame?!” 
李宜卿，儒而世，其醫者也。以儒故明於理，以世故習於施治。祖若父皆嘗為醫官，

四方大夫士多敬禮之。至宜卿，嗣守先業，益充其學問，而不求聞於時。頃年有自京

師來者，以太醫檄授宜卿醫學官。宜卿謝不受，曰：“吾本隱於市，醫以行吾志耳！

奚以名為哉？”670 
 

At different historical moments, “seclusion in medicine” might be associated with 

different cultural heroes; the story of Dong Feng 董奉 (200–280) was known throughout middle 

period China, but only became a prominent identity signal in Yuan. Dong had lived in the 

mountains and treated the sick; he never asked for money, only asking the mildly ill to plant one 

apricot tree and the gravely ill to plant five, eventually resulting in a lush apricot orchard.671 His 

tale was often retold in Song texts, but only became a popular reference for “gentlemanly” 

 
669 Jie Xisi 揭傒斯, Wen’an ji 文安集 (Sibu cong kan jing chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本), 12.112. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
670 Fu, Fu Yuli wen ji, 5.28. 
 
671 Ge Hong 葛洪, Shenxian zhuan 神仙傳 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 10.40-42. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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physicians in Yuan, as he came to represent “a gentleman in possession of the Way yet secluded 

in medicine. 有道之士，而隐于醫者也。”672  

Zhao Chongyuan 趙沖逺 (Yuan), a physician who was “originally of a classicist family 

and sojourned in medicine 本儒家而游於醫,” owned a “Planting Apricots Hall 種杏堂.”673 Li 

Cun 李存 (Yuan) wrote about Zhao’s hall and its relationship to the story of Dong Feng, noting 

that “later generations esteem [Dong]; thus, those who take medicine as their occupation, when 

naming their buildings, often use the word ‘Apricot.’ 後世慕之，故業醫者，其稱號其扁室，

徃徃取於杏。”674 Apricots, whether a single tree or a full orchard, became a symbol of 

gentlemanly physicians in Yuan, used both by the physicians themselves and the men who gifted 

them with poetry.675 Ni Zan not only referenced apricots in his poem gifted to “Medical 

Gentleman Ding 丁醫士,”676 but also painted apricot trees in his painting gifted to “Medical 

Gentleman Pan Renzhong 潘仁仲醫士.”677 Apricots thus became one among many identity 

signals used by physicians and their clients to convey the “gentlemanly” qualities of the 

practitioner. 

 
672 Xie, Gui chao gao, 14.255. 
 
673 Li, Si’an ji, 26.151. 
 
674 Ibid. 
 
675 For examples, see the poems: “Gifted to Medical Gentleman Chen Zongzheng 贈醫士陳宗正” (Chen Gao 陳高, 
Bu ji chuan yu ji 不繫舟漁集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 7.45. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.); “Sent to Medical Gentleman Li Xingshan 寄醫士李性善” (Deng 
Ya 鄧雅, Yu sun ji 玉笥集 [Qing chao ben 清鈔本], 3.34. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.); “Gifted to Medical Gentleman Zheng 贈鄭醫士” (Gong Kui 貢奎, Yulin ji 雲林集 [Ming hongzhi 
sannian fan ji keben 明弘治三年范吉刻本], 3.25. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
 
676 “A lonely widower of seventy, without a home; planting apricots, and when spring comes, watching the petals 
fall. 孤鰥七十老無家，種杏春來看落花。” (Ni, Qingbi ge yi gao, 6.41.) 
 
677 Ni, Qingbi ge yi gao, 7.65. 
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Such signals were not only valuable in affirming men’s identities, but also in advertising 

their efficacy as medical practitioners: the “recluse” engaging in medicine is broadly understood 

to be good at it, and clientele may seek them out for that reason. As such, reference to reclusion 

was as much a form of marketing for practitioners wishing to attract a “gentlemanly” clientele as 

it was a recognition of one man’s identity by another. The connection between seclusion, 

efficacy, and trust is articulated succinctly by Wu Cheng in his preface gifted to “Medical 

Gentleman Bamboo Shade 竹隠醫士,” who “is one secluded in medicine 隠於醫者也:” 

In all directions there is a desire that he make his techniques well known. My thought is: I 
only fear that [then] his techniques won’t be ‘secluded.’ The more ‘secluded’ they are, the 
more noble; the more noble, the more valued; the more valued, the more trusted; the more 
trusted, the more used. And the more they are used, even if they take ‘secluded’ as their name, 
will they in the end be [truly] secluded?! 
四方是欲顯其術也。吾之意，唯恐其術之不隠。愈隠，則愈貴。愈貴，則愈重。愈

重，則愈信。愈信，則愈用。愈用，則雖以隠自名，而其名豈終於隠哉！678 
 
 In other words, men trusted “recluses,” making the label a valuable commodity for 

occupational practitioners. The same can be said of the labels “classicist physician” (ruyi 儒醫) 

and “medical gentlemen” (yishi 醫士); let us turn our attention to them now. 

 
 
 
3.5 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #5: The Labels “Classicist Physician” and 
“Medical Gentleman”  
 

 Examples from previous sections of this chapter have demonstrated the extent to which 

men engaged in the occupational practice of medicine while maintaining a “gentlemanly” 

identity long before the emergence of the labels “classicist physician” and “medical gentleman,” 

 
678 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 33.287. 
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which rose to prominence in the 12th century in reference to men whose identity and livelihood 

were strongly tied to medical practice.679 

 Prior to the 12th century, one can find the occasional reference to “medical gentlemen.” 

One instance in Sun Simiao’s Prescriptions Worth 1,000 in Gold (qianjin yaofang 千金要方) 

foreshadows its later usage: 

As to the Way of giving life to the people, there is none except through nurturing the small to 
become big. Except by dealing with the small, in the end it will not become big; thus the 
Classic of Changes speaks of building up the small so that it becomes big… But when 
children’s qi-momentum is feeble, the medical gentleman must concentrate his mind upon 
curing [them], accomplishing a meritorious act and removing the difficult [illness]. Many of 
today’s scholars don’t pay attention. Because the infant is inside the swaddling clothes, the 
ethers of milk become rotten; how would a doctor who maintains the conduct of a great man 
be willing to examine (it)? 
夫生民之道，莫不以養小為大。若無於小，卒不成大，故《易》稱積小以成大。。。

然小兒氣勢微弱，醫士欲留心救療，立功差難。今之學者，多不存意，良由嬰兒在於

襁褓之內，乳氣腥躁，醫者操行英雄，詎肯瞻視。680 
 
 There are countless justifications for treating sick children with concentration and care, 

from a genuine concern for the wellbeing of others to a fear of litigious parents, which are utterly 

unrelated to the classical canon. But Sun Simiao is writing for the “gentlemanly” sort: his 

audience is at once a “medical gentleman,” a “physician” (yizhe 醫者), and a “scholar” (xuezhe 

學者), and his rhetoric is aimed at a readership who might grumble to themselves: isn’t that line 

 
679 Not all “gentlemen” practicing occupationally were labeled in this way, of course. For example, Xu Ruoxu 徐若
虚 (Yuan), who is not labeled a “classicist physician” or “medical gentleman;” however, “at fifteen he passed the 
jinshi examination, but declined and returned home to make medicine his livelihood. 年十五舉進士，即謝歸業
醫。” (Jie, Wen’an ji, 8.64.) 
 
680 Sun, Qianjin yaofang, 8.96. 
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about ‘nurturing the small to become big’ actually from the Book of Han and not the Book of 

Changes?!681  

 This usage of the term “medical gentleman” is an outlier for its clarity:682 most pre-12th 

century appearances of the term are fairly ambiguous about how different a “medical gentleman” 

might be from a “medical artisan.”683 However, as the term “classicist physician” emerged in the 

12th century, “medical gentleman” became an alternative label to refer to the same kind of 

person. 

 “Classicist Physicians” in Southern Song and Yuan benefitted from pre-existing 

associations between classicism and the proper practice of medicine, which developed into a 

discourse claiming: “Classicism and medicine: two yet one, one yet two. 儒與毉，二而一，一

而二。”684 The combination of the two served to elevate medicine beyond the domain of the 

lowly sort, whose mere presence caused some gentlemen to be ashamed of studying medicine.685 

 
681 A reader of this opinion might have failed to find the line in the Classic of Changes, but found a very similar 
phrasing in: Han shu, 56.855 (“The masses from small become many; a stockpile from small attains largeness. 眾少
成多，積小致鉅。”) 
 
682 It is also an outlier as the only appearance of the term in Sun Simiao’s extant writings; however, just like 
“gentlemen’s paintings” appears only once in Su Shi’s extant writings, but reflects his broader stance on what 
distinguishes the paintings of the “gentlemanly” sort from others, the singular use of “medical gentleman” should 
not invalidate its relevance to Sun Simiao’s understanding of medical practice, and the “gentlemanly” audience his 
book is intended for. 
 
683 For example, the Extensive Records of the Taiping Era has a 9th century anecdote with a “Xu Zhitong of Tang, a 
medical gentleman from Chuzhou, 唐徐智通，楚州醫士也，” but the focus of the tale is on a conversation he 
happens to overhear, and the reader learns little else about Xu. (Taiping guangji, 394.1764.) Another anecdote tells 
the story of Liu Zuan 劉纂, the son of a Tang official, who found himself living in poverty in the capital city. His 
neighbor was a physician who worked as a retainer for the head of the Privy Council (oumi shi mentu 樞密使門徒); 
Liu treated him well and often loaned him money, and in return the physician tried to recommend Liu to a high 
official he was treating: in one sentence the physician is a “medical gentleman,” and in another he is a “medical 
artisan.” (Taiping guangji, 183.800.) 
 
684 Ju Jian 居簡. Bei jian wen ji 北磵文集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 5.52. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
685 For example: Pang Anshi described the physicians of his day as mostly foolish, careless, covetous, and lacking 
erudition, causing gentlemen-officials to think of medicine as a lowly art. “Many of those who practice medicine 
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Jia Xuanweng 家鉉翁 (1213–1297) was quite clear in his assertion that, in fact, medicine is not 

the domain of the lowly sort at all, as it is second only to pure classicism: 

Medicine is a Way of scholarship: it approaches classicism, and if it advances further then it 
becomes classicism. The hundred schools, the lowly sorts, the artisans, the merchants: each do 
their own affairs. They cannot be arrayed alongside medicine. This is why classicism is 
[most] noble, and medicine is the secondary Way. Although one is minor and one is major, 
though one is refined and one is coarse, yet they both accumulate merit and only then enter 
[the chamber of learning],686 not getting it by cleverness and wise scheming to skip over 
[steps]. This is the reason that they can be considered noble. Classicism operates through the 
heart; medicine also operates through the heart. The study of the classicist takes the heart as 
fundamental; advancing and attaining it, and at the level of attainment it culminates in 
“governing” [self or society] … As for the study of medicine, its study likewise takes the 
heart as fundamental; advancing and attaining it, and at the level of attainment it culminates in 
“curing.” … For this reason, medicine can become classicism.  
醫，學問之道也。近于儒，進則為儒矣。百家、末流、藝術、工賈，各事其事者也。

其不能以齒乎醫。是故儒為貴，醫次之道。雖有小大業，雖有精粗，然皆積功而後

入。非巧力智計躐而得之。是其所可貴耳。盖儒以心運，醫亦以心運。儒者之學，本

之心，推而致之。達之于治。。。而醫之學，其學亦本之一心。推而致之，達之于

療。。。是故醫可為儒。687 
 
 A wide variety of “gentlemanly” identity markers was thus associated with the labels 

“classicist physician” or “medical gentleman.” Such practitioners were described as erudite, 

 
today are stupid and vulgar, careless with clothing and food, covetous for bribes… few have broad knowledge. Even 
if sometimes there are gentlemen-officials [among practitioners], they all consider practicing the techniques to be 
lowly. 今之為醫者，多是愚俗，苟且衣食，貪冒貨賄。。。鮮有多聞博識者。雖時有之士大夫，咸鄙其為
術。” (Pang, Shanghan zongbing lun, 6.72.) Zhang Congzheng 張從正 (1156-1228) mourned that in the state of Jin, 
people saw the ancient sagely art of medicine as the domain of “slaves” (nu 奴): “thus the Way of medicine has 
gone to waste and gentlemen of ambition think it shameful and do not study it. 故醫之道廢，有志之士，耻而不
學。” (Zhang Congzheng 張從正, Rumen shi qin 儒門事親 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本], 7.108. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
686 This likely refers to the Analects: “Although Zilu has ascended to the hall, he has not yet entered the [inner] 
chamber, 由也升堂矣，未入於室也,” meaning that the disciple has yet to fully master his teachings (Lunyu 6.26; 
Analects 11.15. Translation adapted from Confucius, Analects, 116-117.) 
 
687 Jia Xuanweng 家鉉翁, Ze tang ji 則堂集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 3.47. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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having a talent for writing,688 “understanding the principles of heaven and earth 明天地之理,”689 

“understanding the meaning of the Six Books and the origins of the ten thousand things 通六籍

之義，明萬物之故，”690 “carrying a medicine basket in one hand and poems in the other, 半挑

藥籠半挑詩，”691 and so on. It was important not only to have read and understood classicist 

texts, but also to enact classicist conduct: in Jin, Duan Keji 段克已 (1196–1254) summed this up 

in a poem “Gifted to a Physician 贈醫者:” “In technique, you are known for your medicine; in 

conduct, for your classicism. 術以醫名行以儒。”692 Within this discourse, medicine was 

positioned as the domain of “gentlemanly” sorts in contrast to categories archetypally lacking 

knowledge in the classics, as: “A classicist without medical [knowledge] is not a penetrating 

 
688 For example: Li Guang 李光’s (1078–1159) colophon for Chu Yushi’s 初虞世 (1037–1100) Certainly Useful 
Prescriptions (Bi yong fang 必用方), which notes that “Duke Chu Hefu is a classicist physician of the present 
dynasty, erudite and able in prose, proficient in the medical arts, and his Certainly Useful Prescriptions is the most 
useful [work of its kind]. 初公和甫，本朝儒醫，博學能文，精通醫術，所著必用方，最為有用。” (Li Guang 
李光, Zhuang jian ji 莊簡集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 17.159. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) See also: “Seeing Off Medical Gentleman Li Wenzhong 
Returning to Yongfeng 送醫士李文中歸永豐,” which contains the line: “Mr. Li is fond of the immortals and still 
fond of studying; everywhere he writes poems and sells medicinal plants. 李君好仙仍好學，到處題詩兼賣藥。” 
(Deng, Yu sun ji, 2.22.) 
 
689 From Yang Shiying’s楊士瀛 (Southern Song) medical book: “Understanding heaven, earth, and man, is called 
‘classicism.’ How could the physician sort only cure illnesses? One must consider the phrase: ‘not understanding the 
principles of heaven and earth, one isn’t sufficient to be a medical artisan.’ 通天地人曰儒。醫家者流，豈止治疾
而已？當思其不 明天地之理，不足以為醫工之語。” (Yang Shiying楊士瀛, Renzhai zhi zhi 仁齋直指  [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 1.14. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) This usage of the term “medical artisan” here is an example of category slippage: it is exceedingly rare 
to see this label used in conjunction with classicism. 
 
690 For example: “Preface Gifted to the Classicist Gentleman Yan Cunxing 贈儒醫嚴存性序” (Fu, Fu Yuli wen ji, 
4.17.) See also: “Seeing Off Medical Gentleman Peng Biqing 別醫士彭碧清.” (Deng, Yu sun ji, 3.33-34.) 
 
691 “Gifted to Physician Wayman Hua 贈醫者花道人.” (Zhang Guanguang 張觀光, Bing yan xiao gao 屏巖小稿 
[Minguo xu jin hua congshu ben 民國續金華叢書本], 28-29. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) the context of this poem, I think “Daoren” should not be read as a Daoist practitioner, but rather as a 
sort of “recluse.” 
 
692 Duan, Er miao ji, 2.23. 
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classicist. A physician without classicism isn’t a good physician. 儒不醫，非通儒。醫不儒，

非良醫。”693 

 Such practitioners, as with those who performed “gentlemanly” identities in medicine 

through reclusion, sometimes only sought this work after failing to obtain office,694 but 

sometimes inherited their medical livelihood from multi-generational families of medical 

practitioners.695 Like “medical artisans” or other “non-gentlemanly” practitioners, they might be 

stationed in a medical shop696 or a small village,697 or they might travel from one place to 

another, practicing their art on the road.698 Unlike “non-gentlemanly” physicians, they were 

 
693 Hu Bingwen 胡炳文, Yun feng ji 雲峰集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 3.24. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
694 Zhou Shouzhong’s 周守忠 (13th century) collection of physician biographies calls Shen Daogong 沈道恭 (Later 
Zhou, 10th century) a “gentleman physician” who “as a youth practiced classicism as a livelihood; but he judged his 
own allotment [of talent] meagre, and he rested his heart in the medical arts. 幼習儒業，自量分薄，留心醫術。” 
(Lidai mingyi mengqiu 歷代名醫蒙求, edited by Zhou Shouzhong 周守忠 [Song keben 宋刻本], A.4. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
695 Xie Yuquan 謝與權, for instance, is a “generational classicist-physician. 有蘄人謝與權，世為儒醫。” (Hong, 
Yi jian zhi, A2.9.) See also Liu Minzhong’s funerary inscription for the “classicist physician” Wei Qiong 衛瓊: “In 
my hometown, Zhangbei, there is a good physician named Wei, taboo name Qiong, zi Tangqing. Tangqing's father 
was called Zhen, zi Xiandao. Xiandao's father was named Chen, Chen's father was named An, and An's father was 
named Dayong. From Dayong on, they have for generations all taken medicine as their inheritance and been 
renowned in the Liang-Song area. 吾鄉章㐀，有良醫焉曰衛君諱瓊，字唐卿。唐卿之父曰眞，字顯道。顯道
之父曰琛，琛之父曰安，安之父曰大用。由大用而上，又再世皆以醫相承，有聲梁宋間。” (Liu, Zhong’an 
ji, 11.107-108.) 
 
696 Lu You talked about a medical shop in Hangzhou established by “Fourth Generation Classicist Physician, 
Imperial Physician Lu四世儒醫陸太丞.” (Lu You 陸游, Lao xue’an biji 老學庵筆記 [Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津
逮秘書本], 8.53. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Fang Hui also includes the 
following line in a poem: “The nearby marketplace, summoning the medical gentleman 近市招醫士,” suggesting 
that such men might be based in marketplaces. (Fang, Tong jiang xu ji, 8.79.) 
 
697 For example, Wu Cheng wrote: “My village has a medical gentleman named Mr. Deng, who edited a new book 
on the [Five] Movements and [Six] Qi, close to [the old] but different in its subleties. I once wrote a preface for him. 
吾鄉有醫士鄧氏，所編運氣新書，相近而微不同。予嘗為之序。” (Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 17.150.) 
 
698 The movement of these men from one place to another is consistently demonstrated through the poems written to 
“see them off;” further, Wang Hui writes: “Xu Qingyi passed on his Way of medical studies for generations, 
assisting the people on the thoroughfare. 徐卿奕世傳醫學道，濟衢人。” (Wang, Qiu jian ji, 20.214.)  
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associated with knowledge of both medical classics and the classical canon, and more often than 

not were lauded as effective in their art.699 

 As medicine increasingly became an occupation for those identifiying as “gentlemen” in 

Song-Yuan China, the labels “classicist physician” and “medical gentleman” emerged; though 

“gentlemanly” sorts like “recluses” were clearly performing the same work prior to the 12th 

century, it is clear that the appearance of these labels helped to further normalize medical 

practice as a “gentlemanly” occupation, for those able to successfully signal it. 

 

 

3.6 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #6: The Possession of Certain Official Titles 
Relating to Medicine 
“The state by means of civil, military, and medicine brings men into office. 國家以文武醫入
官。”700 – Zhang Gao 張杲 (1149–1227) 
 
 The imperial bureaucracies of Tang, Song, Jin, and Yuan were the largest single 

employers of physicians from any social background, from those labeled “medical artisans” up to 

the Erudites (boshi 博士) overseeing medical affairs at court. As with other arts, medical bureaus 

and offices were established in all four states, with a limited number of “medical officials” 

(yiguan 醫官) granted ranks. However, unlike the Erudite above them and the “artisans” below, 

 
699 One major exception to this general rule comes from Liu Wenshu 劉温舒, who claims in his medical text that 
“Later generations of the ‘medical gentleman’ sort have muddled wisdom and shallow scholarship, not 
understanding the point and still speaking of subtle methods, this really can be scoffed at. 後世醫士之流，智識蒙
昧，為學偏淺，不悟其旨，猶言隱法，甚可叱也。” (Liu Wenshu 劉温舒, Suwen ru shi yunqi lun ao 素問入式
運氣論奥 [Minguo yu yuan congshu ben 民國芋園叢書本], B.25. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0). This criticism, in which contemporaneous “medical gentlemen” are viewed as inferior relative to 
those of the past, is discursively similar to Liu Xueji’s claim that most contemporaneous “painting gentlemen” are 
inferior to their predecessors (pages 101-104 of this dissertation). Just as Liu Xueji invokes this discourse to 
emphasize that Wayman Zhang is not an inferior “painting gentleman,” Liu Wenshu notes that there are still “great 
gentlemen of medicine” (dayi zhi shi 大醫之士) who excel at proper medical practice. (Liu, Suwen ru shi yunqi lun 
ao, B.23.) 
 
700 Zhang, Yi shuo, 2.25. 
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the identities of medical officials were comparatively untethered to the position they held and the 

rank associated with it, despite efforts by these courts to make medicine a more attractive 

practice for the “gentlemanly” sort through examinations designed to parallel those in the civil 

service. 

 In Tang, medical exams were implemented under the Imperial Medical Office (taiyi shu 

太醫署), which was led by an Imperial Physician (taiyi ling 太醫令) and a set of four “masters” 

(shi 師) for each field of medicine overseen by the bureau: “medical masters” (yishi 醫

師),“acupuncture masters” (zhen shi 針師), “massage therapy masters” (anmo shi 按摩師), and 

“masters of vanquishing charms” (zhoujin shi 呪禁師).701 It was the responsibility of Erudites to 

teach “the various medical students” (zhu shengyi 諸生醫), and test them to see if they qualified 

for advancement into “master” or a related position;702 the Six Institutes of Tang (Tang liudian 唐

六典) describes this process as “like the method [of examinations] in the Imperial College 如國

子監之法.”703 The various students studying for such positions would study the Materia Medica 

(Bencao 本草), “Fundamental Questions” (Suwen 素問) from the Inner Classic of the Yellow 

Emperor (Huangdi neijing 黃帝內經), the Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Acupuncture (Huangdi 

zhenjing 黃帝針經), and the Two-Section Classic of Arteries (jiayi maijing 甲乙脈經).704 

 Similar practices for testing students based on these fundamental medical classics 

continued in Song, though the state had reconceptualized which practices constituted 

 
701 Xin Tang shu, 48.537. 
 
702 Jiu Tang shu, 44.917. 
 
703 Tang liu dian 唐六典, compiled by Li Linfu 李林甫 (Ming keben 明刻本), 14.150. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
704 Tang liu dian, 14.150-151. 
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“medicine.” Students in the “Imperial Medical Service” (taiyi ju 太醫局), seeking examination, 

would need to prove that they had never committed a crime, and would need to show their 

“family [guarantee] certificate” (jia [bao]zhuang, 家[保]狀) for examination candidacy.705 

During Song Shenzong’s 神宗 (r. 1067–1085) reign, candidates had to write five answers to 

questions on the meaning of their three major classics; then, those studying pulse would answer 

two questions on the pulse, the others would answer three questions on the lesser classics, and all 

would have two further questions on the “five phases and six influences” system (yunqi 運氣);706 

finally, candidates would answer questions on the treatment of specific ailments.  

 A memorial from 1103 suggests that the Song Imperial Medical Service had intended to 

employ the “gentlemanly” sort through these examinations, but because there were insufficient 

means of further promotion, the right kind of man was not following this track: 

The medical artisans that we have don’t have a means of being rewarded or promoted. Their 
rank isn’t lofty, and gentlemen are embarrassed [to be of that rank]; thus no one of the pure 
sort or with lofty wisdom practices or esteems this [medical] work.  
所有醫工，未有獎進之法。蓋其 流品不高，士人所恥，故無高識清流習尚其事。707 

 
The solution for Song Huizong was to create a new Medical School (yixue 醫學) with 

three hundred students per year on three examination tracks: pulse specialty (fangmai ke 方脈

科), acupuncture specialty (zhen ke 針科), and ulcerative disease specialty (yang ke 瘍科). 

Students on the “pulse” track would study the Basic Questions (suwen 素問), the Classic of 

Difficulties (nanjing 難經) and the Classic of Pulse as their “major classics” (dajing 大經), and 

 
705 Cheng, Yijing zheng ben shu, 2. 
 
706 In this case, yunqi is an abbreviation of “wuyun liuqi 五運六氣.” 
 
707 Song huiyao ji gao, chongru崇儒 3.2274. 
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minor classics including the Thousand Gold Pharmacopeia (Qian jin yifang 千金翼方); students 

on the acupuncture and ulcerative disease exam tracks shared this curriculum, but read the Three 

Part Classic of Acupuncture and Moxibustion (San bu zhenjiu jing 三部針灸經) instead of the 

Classic of Pulse. Successful graduates could earn official positions in various medical bureaus 

through “appointment to a vacancy” (buguan 補官), and might also find employment as teacher 

in a prefectural medical school.708 

 To some degree, this new school appears to have succeeded in attracting the 

“gentlemanly” sort as its students. In 1117, another memorial: 

 …observed the court’s establishment of a Medical School,709 teaching and training the 
gentlemanly sort, so that those who practice the techniques of a classicist will thoroughly 
penetrate the Internal Classic of the Yellow Emperor and Basic Questions, will understand 
diagnosis and treatment, and will apply it to the sick: to be called ‘Classicist Physicians.’ This 
was a great beneficence. 
。。。伏觀朝廷興建醫學，教養士類，使習儒術者通黃素，明診療，而施於疾病，謂

之儒醫，甚大惠也。710  
 
 The phrasing of this memorial suggests that Huizong’s Medical School was somewhat 

successful; however, this did not last long. Yu Wenbao complained that in his own time medical 

affairs at court were insufficiently “gentlemanly:” the [Pharmacy] Bureau for Benefiting the 

People (Huimin ju 惠民局) had become so ineffectual and corrupt that it might as well be shut 

down; the “Medical Office” should be remodeled directly on the Historiography Office (taishi ju 

太史局) by bringing in the “gentlemanly” sort to give lectures; students needed to be examined 

by: 

…prefectural and court examination officials; for the time being, use court officials and 
governors to nominate classicist physicians, and obtain an imperial order to employ them, in 

 
708 Songshi, 157.1674. 
 
709 An expansion of the Medical Office (taiyi ju 太醫局). 
 
710 Song Huiyao ji gao, chongru 3.2779. 
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the hope that men will know their practice, and one doesn’t reach the point of using quack 
physicians who kill people. 
。。。其公試省試考官，則臨時委朝士及監司太守舉儒醫，取朝旨點差，庶幾人知習

學，不至以庸醫殺人。711  
 
 Less is certain about the situation in Jin and Yuan, but it is at least clear that Jin 

established its own Imperial Academy of Medicine (taiyi yuan 太醫院), offered rank 5 to its top 

officials,712 tested medical students once every three years (like civil service exams), and 

exempted them from forced labor.713 The Statutes and Precedents of the Yuan Dynasty (Yuan 

dianzhang 元典章) notes that Yuan also held Imperial Medical examinations “once every three 

years, testing in the Imperial Academy of Medicine on thirteen subjects including testing on the 

classics. 每三年一次，選試太毉，將十三科目，合試經論。”714 In a separate entry on 

“Prohibiting Quack Physicians” (jinzhi yongyi 禁治庸醫), the Statutes and Precedents also 

contains a memorial requesting that officials first set standards for medical practice and then hold 

examinations before a physician is permitted to practice medicine, even outside the court.715 

Yuan also exempted physicians from forced labor after testing them on the medical classics and 

granting successful candidates status as a “medical household” (yihu 醫戶).716 Jin and Yuan both 

 
711 Yu, Chui lian lu wai ji, 17. 
 
712 Jinshi, 56.538; Yuanshi, 13.134. 88.1058. 
 
713 See also: Huang Dunwei 黃敦為, “Paihuai yu yingli yu cishan zhi jian – lun huimin yaoju de xingqi yu moluo 徘
徊於營利與慈善之間–論惠民藥局的興起與沒落 (1072–1644).” (M.A. Thesis, National Chengchi University 國
立政治大學, 2011), 35. 
 
714 Yuan dianzhang 元典章 (Yuan ke ben 元刻本), Libu juan 3 zhang 9 吏部卷三典章九.145. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
715 Yuan dianzhang, Libu juan 5 zhang 32 禮部卷五典章三十二.554.  
 
716 Yuanshi, 88.1058; Yuan dianzhang, Libu juan 5 dianzhang 32 禮部卷五典章三十二.549. 
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offered protection privilege to the officials of their medical bureaus.717 It thus appears that Tang, 

Song, Jin, and Yuan all relied to some degree on a medical training and examination system as a 

means of “teaching and nurturing the gentlemanly sort” in the medical arts, though it seems this 

did not produce as many “gentlemanly” practitioners as expected. 

Like examinations, recommendations served as an important means for physicians to 

obtain a ranked office; the early years of Song, the emperor “was concerned that the Hanlin 

[Institute] didn’t have any good physicians, and ordered All Under Heaven and the high officials 

to recommend those capable in medicine. 念翰林無良醫，詔天下并大臣，各薦能醫者。”718 

Some men had a preference for recommending the “gentlemanly” sort: Liu Shizhong 劉適中 “at 

first made his living as a classicist, and was somewhat able in letters 初業儒稍能文詞,” but he 

“did not attain his ambition, and by means of medicine roamed the four directions 不得志以醫

遊四方;” this led him to the capital in 1092, when he met with an official who “recommended 

him to the Hanlin Institute as a medical official. 薦於朝入翰林為醫官。”719  

However, recommendations were no guarantee of employment. Zheng Shuxiong 鄭叔熊 

first received a recommendation letter for medical appointment from Wang Gui 王珪 (1019–

1085); this particular position would require him to “to proofread and correct medical texts 校正

醫書,”720 and Wang described Zheng as possessing “an understanding of medical texts” (tong 

 
717 Jinshi 53.498; Yuanshi 81.956. 
 
718 Zeng Gong 曾鞏, Long ping ji 隆平集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 6.50. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
719 Peng Ruli 彭汝礪, Poyang ji 鄱陽集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 4.34. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
720 Wang Gui 王珪, Huayang ji 華陽集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 8.47. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
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fangshu 通方書), and being “precise in his techniques” (qi shu jingmi 其術精密). Wang went on 

to say: “the world rarely sees a good doctor like Zheng Shuxiong, who was once at the Imperial 

Academy and who passed the jinshi examination. His medicine has a particular[ly good] grasp of 

theory. 世鮮良醫如叔熊者，少見倫比，兼甞在太學舉進士，其於醫尤有持論。”721 

However, Liu Ban notes that Zheng did not get the position right away; it was only after Zheng 

cured the illness of Imperial Censor722 Wu Zhongfu’s 吳中復 (1011–1079) concubine, and Wu 

offered an additional recommendation for Zheng, that Zheng was finally able to become a 

medical official.723 

In Northern Song, at least, it appears that the quickest way to become a medical official 

was to successfully treat a member of the imperial family. A “plain-clothed” (buyi 布衣) man 

named Sun Yonghe 孫用和 was recommended after treating Song Renzong; he was then made a 

Chief Steward of the Palace Medical Service (shangyao fengyu 尚藥奉御). “His two sons, Qi 

and Zhao, both passed the jinshi examination and became court officials, and were also good at 

medicine. 二子奇、兆，皆登進士第，為朝官，亦善醫。”724 This pathway, however, was not 

 
V7.0. This was a common task for at least some “medical officials,” such as the jinshi graduate Gao Ruona 高若訥 
(997-1055), his son Gao Baoheng 高保衡 and his son-in-law Lin Yi 林億 (see: Boyanton, “The Treatise on Cold 
Damage and the Formation of Literati Medicine,” 126-130.)  
 
721 Ibid. 
 
722 Of note: Liu Ban explains that “according to precedent, an Imperial Censor recommends gentlemen who did not 
have a noteworthy official position, 故事御史薦士無特授官者，” implying that Zheng was one such gentleman at 
the time of his recommendation. (Liu Ban 劉攽, Pengcheng ji 彭城集 [Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 
清武英殿聚珍版叢書本], 35.295. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
723 For an example moving in the opposite direction: Wang Jixian 王繼先 (12th century), who either became a 
medical official through imperial grace or the shadow privilege, was so infamous for his flattery and deceitfulness 
that he lost his office and ended up in the “Flattering Intimates” (ning xing 佞幸) section of the History of Song. 
(Songshi, 470.4921.) 
 
724 Shao, Wenjian qian lu, 2.7. 
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limited to men considered “gentlemen,” as it prioritized efficacy in treatment over social 

background or adherence to certain idealized patterns of conduct. So even an “old soldier named 

Wang Mahu 老兵王麻胡,” who was able to cure an empress when the imperial physician could 

not, was able to please the emperor, who then “appointed Mahu as a Hanlin Medical Official, 

gifting him gold and purple [robes], as well as gold silk, and several thousand strings of cash 上

喜，即除麻胡翰林醫官，賜金紫，仍賜金帛，直數千緡。”725  

 In some cases, a recommendation would lead to further examination: Shen Gou 沈遘 

(1025–1067) recorded the following imperial order that “commoner physician Wang Pengchen 

百姓醫生王逢辰”  be tested for medical office:  

Edict to So-and-So: You take medicine as a skill and serve My family. There have been words 
to the court, praising your ability and efficacy, wishing that you might be arrayed in the 
registers of gentlemen [at court].726 Thus, I confer an order upon you, in order to perform this 
grace. Be prudent in conducting your techniques so as not to disgrace your office. Approved.  
勑某：尔以醫為技，事我戚里，有言于朝，称厥能効，願得齒于士籍。故錫尔一命，

以為之㤙。其慎厥操術，無辱于官也。可。727 
 
 These examples collectively represent two often competing priorities for the Song court: 

to employ more “gentlemanly” men as physicians, and to employ physicians with proven 

efficacy (even if they were “artisans” or “commoners”). The result was that any given “medical 

official” might or might not be accepted as “gentlemanly.” The above imperial order conveyed 

the emperor’s will that Wang Pengchen be accepted among the “gentlemen” at court on 

 
725 Sima Guang 司馬光, Sushui ji wen 涑水記聞 (Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書
本), 14.111. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
726 An aside: when we compare this phrasing to Wang Yong’s claim that arts officials may not line up alongside 
gentleman-officials as equals (discussed on page 110 of this dissertation), it suggests that efforts were being made to 
combine “medical officials” (yiguan 醫官) with civil officials, though these efforts appear to have been largely 
unsuccessful. 
 
727 Shen Gou 沈遘, Xi xi ji 西溪集 (Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Ming fan Song keben 四部叢刊三編景明翻宋刻
本), 4.29. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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becoming a medical official, but would someone like Wang truly be accepted given his social 

background? 

The answer appears to be: sometimes. Take, for instance, the case of Xu Xi 許希, 

described as a Northern Song “acupuncture artisan” (zhengong 鍼工) who lived and worked in a 

marketplace in Kaifeng for thirty years.728 In 1034, Song Renzong fell ill, and his physicians 

could not cure him; however, Xu’s reputation had reached the ears of a princess, who  

recommended that Renzong seek treatment from Xu.729 Xu was able to cure the emperor with 

three acupuncture needles,730 and for this feat Renzong granted him the title Chief Steward of the 

Palace Medical Service (shangyao fengyu 尚藥奉御) along with gifts. 

Xu’s story has a few endings. In one, Xu turned down the offer, and instead turned to the 

west and bowed, explaining to the perplexed Renzong that “I’m paying respects to my first 

teacher, Bian Que. 臣拜本師扁鵲也。” The emperor admired his intentions, and gave him fifty 

thousand cash to build a shrine to the legendary Warring States physician Bian Que.731 In 

another, from that moment on, Xu Xi “didn’t practice medicine and practiced classicism 

 
728 Song wen jian, 16.135. The History of Song notably only says that “Xu Xi is a Kaifeng person, who took 
medicine as his occupation, and was employed in the Hanlin Medical Academy 許希, 開封人. 以醫為業, 補翰林醫
學.” (Songshi, 462.4842.) Elsewhere he is described as “someone good at using acupuncture needles 善用針者.” 
(Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 48.355.) 
 
729 History of Song notes that a princess recommended Xu Xi (Songshi, 462.4842); Fan Zhen 范鎭 (1007–1088) also 
wrote that a princess recommended him (Fan Zhen 范鎭, Dong zhai ji shi 東齋記事 [Qing shou shan ge congshu 
ben 清守山閣叢書本], 1.3. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) The Xin diao huang 
chao lei yuan simply says that “someone” (huo 或) recommended him (Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 48.355.) 
 
730 In the History of Song, the use of three needles isn’t specified; the Song wen jian and Xin diao huang chao lei 
yuan versions of the story both mention three needles (Song wen jian, 16.135; Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 
48.355.) 
 
731 Song wen jian, 16.135. The History of Song suggests that he was given money to renovate a pre-existing shrine. 
(Songshi, 462.4842.) 
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[instead] 不習醫而習儒.”732 And in the third, told in the History of Song, Xu accepted the 

position of Esteemed Medicinal Plant Attendant, and worked until his death as a medical 

instructor in the Hanlin Medical Institute, where he authored the Essentials of the Spirit-

Responding Classic of Acupuncture (Shenying zhenjing yaojue 神應針經要訣).733 Xu Xi, in two 

of the three endings, is granted the same title as the plain-clothed gentleman Sun Yonghe, whose 

sons both passed the jinshi exam. But the office, it seems, did not grant him as much upward 

social mobility as he might have wished. Xu made plans to marry his son into the imperial 

family; however, Wang Gongchen 王拱辰 (1012–1085) memorialized against this: 

 [I] say: ‘the Hanlin Medical Official Xu Xi is not of a gentlemanly lineage, yet his son is to 
be married to the emperor’s older brother Yunsheng’s daughter. One cannot disrupt the forms 
of the Imperial Family, and I ask that [the wedding] be stopped.’ The petition was approved.  
言：“翰林醫官許希非士族，而其子乃與皇兄弁升之女納婚，不可以亂宗室之制，請

罷之。”奏可。734  
 
 Wang’s memorial attests to a rejection of Xu Xi’s newfound “gentlemanly” status by at 

least some, demonstrating that the office of medical instructor in the Hanlin Medical Institute 

was not a strong signal of “gentlemanly” identity relative to offices like the medical “erudite.” 

Other medical practitioners at court, like Ding Fengji 丁逢吉 apparently did not: at first he “by 

means of medicine served [not-yet-emperor] Zhenzong in his princely estate, and as an official 

retired as Vice-Director of the Directorate for Palace Buildings 將作監丞致仕;” his son Ding Du 

丁度 was then able to use the protection privilege to obtain a title, and later pass the civil service 

examinations and serve as a magistrate.735 Cao Xiaozhong 曹孝忠 became a medical official 

 
732 Song wen jian, 16.135. 
 
733 Songshi, 462.4842. 
 
734 Xu Zizhi tongjian chang bian, 145.1755. 
 
735 Sima, Sushui ji wen, 10.75. 
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through imperial favor; then: “in the Zhenghe-Xuanhe era (1111–1125), his son went from being 

a Hanlin Medical Official to being a military official, and then suddenly changed again to a civil 

official, and was subsequently appointed to a post. 曹孝忠者，以醫得幸。政和、宣和間，其

子以翰林醫官換武官，俄又換文，遂除館職。”736  

However, when Cao Zhao 曹照737 tried to advance along similar lines, also during the era 

of Song Huizong, his advancement was blocked: 

In the first year of Daguan (1082), second month, sixth day, officials said: “The Kaifeng 
Military Commissioner Cao Zhao, although he has received the protection privilege, can only 
do medicine and cure [illness]; he previously through error changed office, advancing himself 
without reason; subsequently taking advantage of his [medical] arts he formed ties with 
influential people in order to scheme for [further] advancement. He practiced his [medical] art 
in the capital city, personally carrying his medicine box and collecting remuneration: he is not 
the gentleman’s sort, and strict uprightness cannot be demanded of him. Now he mixes into 
the array of gentlemen of [official] cloth, but the ‘name’ and ‘reality’ are not rectified, and 
gentlemanly opinion considers this an embarrassment. A Military Commissioner’s duties 
include reading the law and managing litigation, but Cao is also the Deputy [Chief] of the 
Medical Office, and the regulations don’t permit him to have both offices. Cause him to be an 
imperial physician and quit his Commissioner office, just as shamans, physicians, diviners, 
and physiognomists hold to their lot.” The emperor ordered Cao Zhao to quit his former 
office, but remain as the Deputy [Chief] of the Medical Office. 
大觀元年二月六日，臣僚言：“伏見開封府參軍曹照雖是門蔭，止有醫治，嘗以罪改

官，無因自進，遂假方伎，交結權要，為進取之謀。行術京師，以葯笥自隨，裒取遺

謝，非士人之比，不可責以廉隅。今預縉紳之列，名寔未正，士論恥之。參軍以議法

律、治獄訟為職，而照見兼太醫局丞，條禁與官不同。伏望還照太醫而罷其府官，庶

幾巫醫卜相之徒，亦安分守。”詔曹照罷前件差遣，依舊太醫局丞。738 
 
 Cao had clearly managed to use a combination of protection privilege, medical ability, 

and social networking to advance himself to a certain status within the bureaucracy; it is not a 

stretch to imagine that some of these “influential people” helping him advance saw him as a 

"gentlemanly” physician: we have already seen many examples suggesting that men who 

 
736 Lu, Lao xue’an biji, 3.21. 
 
737 Alternatively written as “Cao Zhao 曹炤.” 
 
738 Song huiyao ji gao, zhiguan 職官 22.3742-3743. 
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presented themselves as “gentlemen” often sought out “gentlemanly” physicians, claiming them 

to be more efficacious, trustworthy, and moral in their practice. However, those seeking to block 

his advancement wielded his medical practice as a weapon, casting him in a negative light by 

claiming he was not merely treating the sick but scheming for advancement with these influential 

sorts, and daring to seek remuneration for his services.739 Their criticism stuck, as it did for Xu 

Xi, and Cao was unable to advance further into officialdom as the son of Cao Xiaozhong had 

done after working as a Hanlin Medical Official.740 

 The support (or lack thereof) of influential officials thus played a critical role in the 

potential for such practitioners to achieve a degree of social mobility, either during life or after 

death. After the Song-Jin medical official named Qi Zai 祁宰 passed away, the Department of 

State Affairs official Li Bingjun 李秉鈞 memorialized the Jin Emperor Shizong 世宗 (r. 1161–

1189), requesting that he receive a posthumous title (shi 謚), though policy dictated that these 

titles be granted only to officials of rank three and above. Li argued: 

High officials and those receiving good salaries don’t do things for others, and are all afraid of 
committing an offense, so they don’t ever dare to stretch their necks out or draw up a strategy 
for state planning. In the end, gentlemen who establish reputations and have integrity-to-the-
death come from the physician-and-diviner sort, and this is a bit shameful [for the high 
officials].  
當時居高官食祿者。不為無人。皆畏罪淟涊。曾不敢申一喙。畫一策。以為社稷計。

卒使立名死節之士。顧出於醫卜之流，亦少愧矣。741 
 

 
739 On this being a not-very-“gentlemanly” thing to do, see section pages 231-238 of this dissertation. 
 
740 Robert Hymes has used this passage to argue that “some within the bureaucracy were determined that the line 
between medical officials and others – between doctors and ‘gentlemen’ – remain clear and sharp.” (Hymes, “Not 
Quite Gentlemen,” 46). I believe we agree in our reading of this passage; however, I want to emphasize the opposite 
side as well: how others within the bureaucracy were apparently much more willing to accept physicians as the 
“gentlemanly” sort, and even potentially support their promotion. 
 
741 Zhao, Fushui ji, 12.115-116. 
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 Collectively, these examples show that acceptance of medical practitioners at court as 

“gentlemanly” could vary from one individual, social group, or social context to the next, but 

what remained generally consistent was that the various medical offices between the “erudite” 

titles reserved for examination graduates and the “artisans” lacking any rank at all were not 

significant signals of “gentlemanly” identities. This seems to be the result of the court seeking to 

employ effective physicians, who had already demonstrated their ability to heal others with court 

connections; extant sources suggest that these men were not often considered “gentlemanly.”  

 

3.7 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #7: Claims of Superior Medical Knowledge and 
Ability 
 

 Not everybody was a “good physician” (liangyi 良醫), but a good physician could have 

been anybody: what mattered most was ability and efficacy. Though the label was often applied 

to the “gentlemanly” sort, it was not exclusive to them: “good physicians” might be monks,742 

village doctors with vulgar names like Tofu (Doufu 豆腐),743 “medical artisans” from the various 

counties being sent to the imperial court,744 or physicians capable of taking pulse and observing 

 
742 For example: “The Siming monk named Feng Zhen was a good physician 四明僧奉真良醫也.” (Shen, Mengxi 
bitan, 18.77.) 
 
743 “Dexing old town had an external [medicine] physician named Hong Tofu, 徳興古城村有外科醫曰洪豆腐，” 
who was able to treat a young boy suffering from a turtle-shaped swelling on his chest, and he was thereupon “called 
a good physician 名良醫.” (Hong, Yi jian zhi zhi, E5.221.) 
 
744 On the court summoning the “good medical artisans from various counties 詔諸郡訪醫工之良者,” see: Qian 
Ruoshui 錢若水, Taizong Huangdi shi lu 太宗皇帝實録 (Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Song chao ben 四部叢刊三編
景宋鈔本舊鈔本), 42.56. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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yin and yang in a patient, but unable to nourish life like a true “gentleman of the Way” (you dao 

zhi shi, 有道之士).745 Adding to this, the standard for medical efficacy could be quite low:746 

The physicians in this era all neglect studying the bigger picture. When a medical master from 
the alleyways treats illness, if he doesn’t kill the patient, then everyone points to him as a 
“good physician.” 
夫世之醫者，皆忽而不學大抵。從里閭俗師，其治病，苟不殺人，衆已指為良醫矣。747 

 
 Thus, we may say that not all “good physicians” earned the label through presenting a 

“gentlemanly” identity, though as a general rule, such men were labeled “good physicians” by 

others presenting as “gentlemen.” The same could not be said of the labels “quack physician” 

(yongyi 庸醫) and “vulgar physician” (suyi 俗醫), which were not applied to gentlemanly 

practitioners.748 These latter labels are associated with lowliness, both in terms of social position 

 
745 Hua Zhen 華鎭 (jinshi 1079) believed that “common physicians” focused on treatment methods like acupuncture 
and decoctions; “good physicians” checked pulses, yin and yang, colors and sounds, and so on; and “gentlemen of 
the Way” were truly able to nourish life; thus, “common physicians are not as good as good physicians 俗醫不若良
醫” and “good physicians are not as good as gentlemen of the Way 良醫不若有道之士.” (Hua Zhen 華鎭, Yunxi 
jushi ji 雲溪居士集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 16.81. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
746 Some men, of course, set the bar a little higher: “The ability to treat a patient or an illness is insufficient to be 
called a good physician; those who can treat that which cannot be treated [by others] are the good physicians Under 
Heaven 能醫人能醫之疾，不得謂之良醫；醫人所不能醫者，天下之良醫也。” (Shao Yong 邵雍, Huang ji 
jing shi shu 皇極經世書 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 14.956. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
747 Zhang Lei 張耒, Zhang Youshi wen ji 張右史文集 (Sibu cong kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本), 
58.343. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
748 Like all rules, there are exceptions. The “gentlemanly” sort could use “quack physician” to refer to themselves in 
a sort of self-deprecating way, like in Yang Kui’s 楊夔 (Tang) memorial to convince a prince to accept his advice to 
to fix the “illnesses” of the state and assist in “moral transformation” (jiaohua, 教化): “[Below], I will broadly cite 
precedents, hoping to be of assistance in this way, like a vulgar physician who doesn’t examine the illness, and just 
gathers his medicines together and mixes them all into one treatment, hoping that one among them will be effective 
夫廣引古事，以黷左右，蓋類庸醫，不審疾病，掊聚眾藥，合為一法，希有或中耳。” (Quan Tang wen, 
866.9062.) Another exception comes from Liu Kezhuang, who associates the term with reclusion: “…willing to 
accept the name of quack physician, thus hiding in the wilds, particularly self-content in a simple life. 。。。甘受
庸醫之名，因屏處扵空荒，頗自娛扵淡泊缺。” (Han yuan xin shu ji 翰苑新書集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben清文淵閣四庫全書本], xuji續集.31-1336. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0.) Fang Yue 方岳 (1199-1262) also self-deprecatingly joked that “this county is like a broken bow, the 
slacken string can’t be stretched. And we are like quack physicians, unable to distinguish between yin and yang! 此
郡如敗弓，一弛不可張。吾曹如庸醫，了未分陰陽！” (Fang Yue 方岳, Qiu ya ji 秋崖集 [Qing wenyuan ge 
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and medical ability: they either didn’t read,749 or didn’t understand what they had read,750 or only 

understood exactly what was on the page and nothing more;751 they practiced medicine in pursuit 

of profit;752 they didn’t treat the roots or origins of an illness;753 and they frequently killed 

 
siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 13.126. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Fang also uses the label “quack physician” for 
self-deprecation in a piece “On Behalf of Chief Minister Fan” (Dai fan chengxiang 代范丞相): Fang, Qiu ya ji, 
18.180. 
 
749 For example: “The common physicians don't rely on the classics and treatises and only directly use medicine. 俚
俗醫師，不由經論，直授方藥，以之療。” (Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 40.402.) 
 
750 For example: “The quack physicians in this age read formulae texts but don’t understand one ten-thousandth [of 
what they read], and consider this sufficient. This is indeed something that can be feared! 世之庸醫，學方書未知萬
一，自以為足。籲可懼哉!” (Hong, Yi jian zhi, B10.149); “Not understanding principle and not knowing texts, thus 
having the illness of a vulgar physician! 不明理，不知書，於是庸醫之病！” (Liu Yueshen 劉岳申, Shen zhai ji 申
齋集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 1.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0.). “Among the physicians of today, those that don’t know of the past’s having the Nanjing or 
Suwen number 8 or 9 out of 10… if someone is willing to be a physician they certainly read a lot of ancient books, 
and those who read a lot are certainly the gentlemen of mountains and forests. 今之醫不知古有難經素問者，十之
八九。。。倘肯為醫必多讀古書而多讀者必山林之士。” (Ouyang Shoudao 歐陽守道, Xuan zhai wen ji 巽齋文
集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 7.52. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) The Yuan Dianzhang also noted that “Year after year, those classed as ‘quack physicians’ don’t 
understand the Nanjing or Suwen, nor the principles of checking pulse 比年以來，一等庸毉，不通難素，不諳脈
理。” (Yuan dianzhang, libu juan 5 dian zhang 32 禮部卷五典章三十二.554.) 
 
751 For example: “This world’s quack physicians only know to seek formulae and don’t seek the principles. 慨世之
庸醫，但知求其方，而不求其理。” (Dou, Chuang yang jing yan quan shu, 8.124.) Ma Yongqing 馬永卿 (jinshi 
1109) also criticizes “common physicians” for prescribing medicines following the Shennong’s Classic 
Pharmacopia (Shennong bencao jing 神農本草經) classification of medicines from most to least efficacious, as this 
practice ignores that each medicine has a unique situation in which it is more effective than others. Ma thus 
concludes: “These common physicians thus take the Materia Medica’s recorded best medicines are Lord, middle 
medicines as Minister, and worse medicines as Assistant and Envoy, and this is laughable. 彼俗醫乃以《本草》所
錄上品藥為君，中品藥為臣，下品藥為佐使，可一笑也。” (Ma Yongqing 馬永卿, Lan Zhenzi 嬾眞子 [Ming 
bai hai ben 明稗海本], 4.25. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
752 “[Wang Benli] is not a commoner physician. Thus, he is particularly proficient in medicine. What the vulgar 
[masses] call physicians aren’t those who seek the essence of their art; they only show off their abilities in order to 
sell [their craft] to others and obtain the wealth of others. If they go to the extreme of killing someone with their 
medicine, they don’t care. 視其人非世俗之醫也。故特精於醫。世俗之所謂醫者，不求其藝之精，而惟務衒其
能以售於人，以得人之貨利。甚者以藥殺人，而不顧也。” (Li Qi 李祁, Yunyang ji 雲陽集 [Qing wenyuan ge 
siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 4.33. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
753 “Today’s vulgar physician sort only look at formulae and don’t know curing methods, nor do they recognize the 
origins of illnesses. This is distant from sagacity – can it not be feared? 今庸下之流止看諸方，不知治法，不識病
源去聖遠矣。可不恐歟？” (Liu Wansu 劉完素, Suwen bing ji qi yi bao ming ji 素問病機氣宜保命集 [Ming gujin 
yi tongzheng pai quan shu ben 明古今醫統正脈全書本], B.86. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
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people.754 The reputation of the “quack physician” in particular was so tarnished that “if a child 

is [having a medical] emergency and there’s no medicine [for it], it’s still better not to use a 

quack physician. 若小兒病緩急，無藥不如不用庸醫。”755 Or as Li Gang 李綱 (1083–1140) 

metaphorically stated in a memorial on military affairs: “How is [that] reasonable?! It’s like a 

quack physician curing an illness! 何理也？譬猶庸醫之療病！”756 

 Men writing about medicine or practicing it both sought to distance themselves from 

these social categories, professing their own knowledge and ability to be far superior. Medical 

practitioners have always disagreed with each other: arguments over diagnoses can be found in 

the Chunyu Yi 淳于意 (205BCE–150 BCE) biography in the Record of History (shiji 史記),757 

 
本古籍庫 V7.0.) Guo Yong 郭雍 (1106–1187), son of a “classicist” and “recluse” practicing medicine, wrote in a 
medical text that he was “afraid that cold damage is neglected by vulgar physicians, so [I] have no choice but to 
discuss the various origins [of cold damage] 恐傷寒爲庸醫所悞，則斑岀故不得不論耳。” (Guo Yong 郭雍, 
Shanghan bu wang lun 傷寒補亡論 [Qing daoguang xin taiping xuan keben 清道光心太平軒刻本], 14.106. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Xu Shuwei 許叔微 (jinshi 1132): “Vulgar 
physicians don’t ask of [an illness’] origins… hence, their medicines kill people. 庸醫不問源流。。。此乃醫殺之
也。”  (Xu Shuwei 許叔微, Lei zheng pu ji benshi fang xuji 類證普濟本事方續集 [Riben xiangbao shu lin xiang 
jing ba san lang keben [Nihon kyōho shorin Mukai Hachisaburō koku hon] 日本享保書林向井八三郎刻本], 6.31. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Lin Zhiqi’s 林之奇 (1112–1176) commentary 
on the Book of Documents (Shangshu 尚書) reads: “ “Vulgar physicians don’t know the origins and rashly promote 
seeking the external… 庸醫不知其所本，則妄推求之於外。。。” (Lin Zhiqi 林之奇, Shangshu quan jie 尚書全
解 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 21.321. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
754 For example: Zhang Congzheng claims: “many common physicians kill people! 世醫殺人多矣！” (Zhong, 
Rumen shi qin, 6.97.) Cheng Yi complains that the ancient laws punishing physicians for killing patients are still 
around but no longer being applied, “thus causing vulgar physicians to be careless and not have any fear of 
consequences, [thus they] kill people like scything flax … vulgar physicians should all know the fear of punishment, 
so they won’t dare to look lightly upon the lives of others 使庸醫輩肆其盲妄，無所忌憚，殺人如麻。。。庸醫
之輩皆知戒懼，不敢輕視人命。” (Cheng Yi 程顥 and Cheng Hao 程頤, Er Cheng wen ji 二程文集 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 10.99. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
755 Zhang, Rumen shi qin, 1.21. 
 
756 Li Gang 李綱, Liang xi ji 梁溪集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 42.276. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
757 On this, see: Elizabeth Hsu, “Mai and qi in the Western Han: Introduction,” in Innovation in Chinese Medicine, 
edited by Elisabeth Hsu (Cambridge: Cambride University Press, 2001) 16-17. 
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or Zhang Zhongjing’s 張仲景 (150–219) warning in the Treatise on Cold Damage (shanghan 

lun 傷寒論) about how physicians may not cure illnesses correctly without proper 

understanding.758 However, the practice of “gentlemanly” sorts regularly deriding lower-status 

“quack physicians” and “common physicians” in their medical opinions seems to have emerged 

in Tang:759 Sun Simiao and Wang Tao 王燾 (670–755) both complained about “the various petty 

quack physicians 諸小庸醫” not properly understanding illness or treatment, thus causing 

people’s deaths.760 The 10th century Old Book of Tang (jiu Tang shu 舊唐書) explained:  

Although medicines are the same people’s natures are different; quack physicians don’t attain 
[this knowledge], and when they use medicines, spring [drugs] and summer [drugs] miss their 
season, thus killing people. 
醫藥雖同，人性各異，庸醫不達，藥之行使，冬夏失節，因此殺人。761  

 

 
758 Zhang Ji 張機, Shanghan lun zhu shi 傷寒論注釋, compiled by Wang Shuhe 王叔和, annotated by Cheng Wuji 
成無已 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing Wang Jiming kan ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖汪濟明刊本), 2.28. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
759 However, it should be noted that Sun Simiao does credit Zhang Ji with having said: “To take one’s hundred years 
of long life, the most noble of treasured things, and entrust it to a quack physician to negligently take care of – ahh! 
One is already dead! 齎百年之壽命，將至貴之重器，委付庸醫，恣其所措。咄嗟暗悔，歎身已斃。” So 
maybe this does predate Tang, or maybe it’s a misattribution. (Quan Tang wen, 158.1601.) 
 
760 For example: Sun Simiao complained that “the various petty quack physicians all don’t know about [athlete’s 
foot 香港腳], 。。。諸小庸醫，皆不識此疾，謾作餘病治之，莫不盡斃。” (Sun, Qian jin yao fang, 22.186.) 
Relatedly, in Song, Liu Zhi 劉摯 (1030–1098) wrote a sacrificial essay for a deceased friend in which he noted that 
“He entrusted himself to a quack physician who said that it was athlete’s foot, and gave him a big dose of 
medicine… physicians without humaneness kill others. How can one change fate?! Although it is fixed, how can 
there not be justice?! Alas! 軀體付之庸醫，語為腳氣諸所毒藥連投大劑。。。醫乎不仁殺人何易數？雖有定
豈無寃者？嗚呼！” (Liu Zhi 劉摯, Zhong zhai ji 忠肅集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 14.139. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
761 This is from the Zhang Wenjing 张文仲 (d. 700) biography, which also notes that Zhang was employed as an 
imperial physician in Tang specializing in moxibustion and acupuncture, who wrote a Classic of Acupuncture 灸经 
among other texts. (Jiu Tang shu, 191.2558-2559.) 
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 These attitudes persisted in the medical texts of Song, Jin, and Yuan gentlemanly medical 

practitioners.762 Guo Yong 郭雍 (1106–1187)763 justified his writing about cold damage 

disorders by saying he was “afraid that cold damage is neglected by quack physicians, so [I] 

have no choice but to discuss its various origins 恐傷寒爲庸醫所悞, 則斑岀故不得不論耳.”764 

Xu Shuwei contrasted his medical knowledge with what was lacking in “quack physicians,” 

emphasizing that their techniques killed people while maintaining that his own techniques did 

not.765 Liu Fang’s 劉昉 (jinshi 1124) pediatrics text noted that “quack physicians don’t 

understand ancient meanings. 庸醫旣不曉古意。”766 Liu Wansu repeatedly denigrated the 

practice of “vulgar physicians” in his medical text,767 as did Zeng Shirong 曾世榮 (1252–

 
762 However, it should be noted that they are not found on every page or in every paragraph. They appear regularly, 
but usually aren’t the focus: the focus is on the medicine, and once in a while this rhetoric appears as a means of 
further persuading the reader of a medical text that this one is the best one. 
 
763 Guo came from a Classicist household. His father was a Zhouyi scholar and he continued his father’s scholarship; 
he was a “recluse” and studied medicine in reclusion. (Songshi, 459.4815-4816.) 
 
764 Guo Yong 郭雍, Shanghan bu wang lun 傷寒補亡論 (Qing daoguang xin taiping xuan keben 清道光心太平軒
刻本), 14.106. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
765 For some examples of Xu Shuwei’s use of “vulgar physicians” as foils for his own techniques in his medical 
writings, see: Xu Shuwei, Lei zheng pu ji benshi fang xuji, 1.1; 6.29; 6.31; Xu Shuwei 許叔微, Zhujie shanghan fa 
wei lun 注解傷寒發微論 (Qing shiwan juan lou congshu ben 清十萬卷樓叢書本), A.5. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
766 Liu Fang 劉昉, Youyou xin shu 幼幼新書 (Ming wanli Chen Fuduan keben 明萬曆陳履端刻本), 18.286. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
767 Liu Wansu 劉完素, Shanghan zhi ge fang 傷寒直格方 (Ming gujin yi tongzheng mai quan shu ben 明古今醫統
正脈全書本), B.31. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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1332),768 Wang Haogu 王好古 (c. 1200–1264),769 Wei Yilin 危亦林 (1277–1347),770 Wang Gui 

王珪 (Yuan),771 and many more. 

Alongside these claims about “common physicians” we find numerous comments 

distinguishing medicine as an art only the “gentlemanly” sort could undertake properly: we have 

already seen an example from Jia Xuanweng claiming that “artisans” are incapable of pursuing 

medicine because “medicine is a Way of scholarship, and it approaches classicism. 醫，學問之

道也，近于儒。”772 Wen Rengui 聞人規 (Southern Song), in his On Pustules and Rashes 

(Douzhen lun 痘疹論) believed that “If you are not a gentleman with understanding and 

knowledge, you are not worthy to speak of medicine. 非通達有識之士，不足以言醫。”773 Hu 

Bingwen believed that “a physician without classicism isn’t a good physician 醫不儒，非良

醫.”774 Ouyang Xuan argued that “The Way of Medicine comes from classicist texts. Those not 

 
768 Zeng Shirong 曾世榮, Huo you kou yi 活幼口議 (Riben wenzheng chao ben 日本文正鈔本), 12.47. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
769 He “feared quack physicians not knowing the nature of medicines and using them with great error 恐庸醫不知藥
性，用之大過.” (Wang Haogu 王好古, Yi lei yuan rong 醫壘元戎 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本], 4.60. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
770 “Vulgar physician’s don’t understand! 俗醫不曉.”  Wei Yilin 危亦林, Shi yi de xiao fang 世醫得效方 (Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 3.72. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
771 “…Quack physicians and the coarse [medical] artisans rushing for profits. 。。。庸醫粗工，急急於勢利。” 
(Wang, Tai ding yang sheng zhu lun, 6.26.) 
 
772 Jia, Ze tang ji, 3.47. 
 
773 Wen Rengui 聞人規, Douzhen lun 痘疹論 (Ming jiajing keben 明嘉靖刻本), 2.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. He also states: “If one is not a gentleman of attainment and understanding, one 
isn’t sufficient to speak of medicine. 非通達有識之士，不足以言醫。” (Ibid.) In a later section, he similarly 
wrote: “If you are not a disinterested gentleman, you’re not sufficient to speak of medicine! 非圓機之士，不足以
言醫！” (Wen, Douzhen lun, 4.37). 
 
774 Hu, Yun feng ji, 3.24. 
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proficient in rightness and principle cannot do it. To abandon classicism and speak of medicine is 

to be a common physician. 醫，道由儒書而岀。非精於義理者，不能。舍儒而言醫，世俗之

醫耳。”775 Deng Wenyuan wrote that “the people of the past and present are different, and their 

formulae and medicines are also different. Without being a gentleman of special talent, this 

cannot be investigated in depth. 古今人不同，而方藥廼異。宜此非瑰特士，莫能究詰。”776 

Ye Mengde wrote that the techniques of Zhang Zhongjing, as practiced by Dong Ji 董汲, Liu 

Yan 劉寅, and others, were “not comparable to the common [medical] artisans of Jiang and 

Huai. 非江淮以來俗工可比也。”777 Wu Cheng wrote a preface for Chen Jinghe in which he 

noted that “Medicine is an art. Jinghe embodies gentlemanly conduct, and [with] his gentlemanly 

conduct he grasps the medical arts. How could he be compared to a [lowly] arts master 

specializing in formulae? 醫者，伎也。景和有士行，躬士之行，執醫之伎。是豈専方伎家

所可等倫哉？”778 Wu Cheng also wrote about the Wang family of physicians: “The Wang 

family are hereditary physicians and classicist physicians. They are practiced in their arts and 

proficient in principles. It is clear that they are superior to vulgar physicians. 王氏，世醫也，儒

醫也。習于術而精于理。其表然，出乎俗醫之右也。”779 

 
775 Ouyang, Guizhai wen ji, 6.38. 
 
776 Deng, Ba xi ji, A.21. 
 
777 Ye, Bishu lu hua, A.9. 
 
778 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 33.288. 
 
779 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 27.227. 
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How did someone practice classicist medicine and thus demonstrate efficacy and 

“gentlemanly” identity? Ouyang Shoudao offers an example in his “Preface for Xiang Guoxiu’s 

Moxibustion Methods 項國秀灸法序:” 

Those who practiced medicine in the past had wisdom sufficient to attain [understanding of] 
the changes of heaven and earth, thus when they saw a single patient, from the outer they 
observed the inner, thus from the shadow they got the form. Today’s physicians, what wisdom 
do they have? I have said: Medicine without classicist studies won’t be understood. Today, 
sons of the marketplace don’t understand rightness and say they read medical texts. Those 
who read medical texts are many, let alone those who haven’t read them! The ancient saying 
is: “medicine is thought.” Today’s medicine – can it be called “thought?” What kind of 
thought is that kind of thought?! Guoxiu, consider this – in your work, you are more 
proficient than others. Keep advancing your studies. Through the wisdom of a great 
gentleman, Heaven and Earth are in a single person, and a single person is in Heaven and 
Earth. How could [only] moxibustion in particular be like this? This is studying! We 
classicists call it ‘investigating things.’ Thus, this book can be passed on. 
古之為醫者，智足以逹天地之變，故其視人一身，由表見裏，因影得形。今之醫，智

何如也？吾甞謂：醫非儒學不明。今也市人之子，義之不知而曰：讀醫書。讀醫書者

多矣，況未之讀乎？古語曰：醫意也。今之醫，則可謂意也？夫彼之意何如其意也？

國秀思之。君之業，精於他人多矣。益進於學，以大君之智，則天地一人也。一人天

地也，豈特灸法為然？是學也。吾儒謂之格物，因書以遺之。780 
 

The rationale constructed is as follows: one comes to learn rightness and related moral 

qualities through study of the classics, which also provide a path to understanding the 

cosmological workings of Heaven and Earth, and the wisdom required to properly practice 

medicine. Therefore, anyone specializing in medicine without knowledge of the classics was 

denied the potential to be considered wise, moral, and even efficacious in their practice. The 

anonymous Song medical text A Discussion of Prescriptions Encompassing the Finest Subtleties 

for Children’s Health  (Xiao’er weisheng zongwei lun fang 小兒衛生總微論方) similarly 

suggests that the key to successful classicist medical practice lies in understanding metaphysical 

principles: “The Way of Medicine is certainly in first being able to understand principle in order 

 
780 Ouyang, Xuan zhai wen ji, 11.78. 
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to exhaust techniques, and then use medicine in order to treat illness. 凡為醫之道，必先能明理

以盡術，而後能用藥以對病。”781 The work goes on to state that: 

 To be a physician, one’s nature must be warm and elegant, and one’s ambitions must be 
modest and respectful. Actions must have ritual propriety, conduct should be harmonious and 
soft, and neither arrogant nor self-aggrandizing. 
凡為醫者，性存溫雅。志必謙恭，動須禮節。舉止和柔，無自妄尊，不可矯飾。782 

 
It further emphasizes that one must “widely understand rightness and principle, 

illuminate the circulation of qi, understand yin and yang, be good at taking pulse, refined in 

examination, and discerning of truth and falsity. 博通義理，明運氣，曉陰陽，善診切，精察

視，辨真偽。” In short, it suggests that classicist behavior783 alongside medical knowledge 

creates the necessary conditions for effective medical practice, as opposed to discussing the 

importance of studying anatomy, techniques for mixing medicinal herbs, proper acupuncture 

points, and so on. It is perhaps ironic to see such claims open a text otherwise dedicated to 

formulas for children’s medicine, but often such discursive claims about classicist knowledge 

appear as identity signals meant to attract “gentlemanly” readers to a text by a “gentlemanly” 

author, more than they are meant to advocate a wholly new approach to treatment. 

 Perhaps commonalities in treatment, or a general ignorance about distinctions in 

treatment methods, can explain why the “gentlemanly” sort often did seek treatment from 

physicians they would later call “quacks.” Funerary inscriptions describing “death at the hands of 

 
781 Xiao’er weisheng zong wei lun fang 小兒衛生總微論方 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本), 1.1. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
782 Ibid. 
 
783 It also notes: “Whether noble and lowly, cause medicines not to be different [when treating people] 貴賤使藥無
別。” (Ibid.) 
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a quack physician 死於庸醫之手耶”784 or lamenting that “a quack physician used medicine 

erroneously, and in 1214, on the seventh day of the first month, he died in office, 庸醫誤用藥，

嘉定七年正月十七日，卒于官，”785 demonstrate that the “gentlemanly” sort were not always 

sufficiently able to distinguish such physicians at first meeting. Yuwen Zhonghui 宇文忠惠 

(Southern Song) was once told by a guest about a “quack physician” named Wang Jing 王涇 

(12th century) who had received a medical office, but was later beaten and exiled for his 

irresponsible medical mistakes.786 Zhonghui told the following story as a means of 

demonstrating that such men should be easy enough to spot: 

In the past there was a person who sold medicine for calloused feet in the marketplace, who 
always put up a sign on his gate saying, “Served the Emperor!” Someone laughed and thought 
this baseless, and told the emperor, who summoned him and punished him. But he was then 
forgiven for his foolishness, and when he was released, he increased it to four characters: 
“Once Summoned [by the Emperor]!” 
昔人有以胝足之藥售於市者，輒揭扁於門曰：“供御。”或笑其不根，聞於上，召而

罪之。既而宥其愚，及出，乃復增四字曰：“曾經宣喚。”787 
 
 Just as this medicine seller’s sign was likely able to fool somebody, it turned out that 

Yuwen Zhonghui was wrong about his own ability to determine whether or not Wang Jing was a 

“quack physician.” Yue Ke, who recorded all of the above, went on to explain that Zhonghui 

later decided to seek treatment from Wang Jing, and died as a result:  

 
784 Hu Zhirou 胡知柔, Xiang tai shou mo 象臺首末 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
1.10. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
785 Chen Mi 陳密, Longtu Chen gong wen ji 龍圖陳公文集 (Qing chao ben 清鈔本), 22.288. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
786 On this, see the anecdote “Two Medical Master Wangs” (liang Wang yishi 兩王醫師) in: Zhou Mi 周密, Guixin 
zazhi 癸辛雜識 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), bieji别集 A.110. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
787 Yue, Ting shi, 9.55.  
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[Wang] Jing, in fact, used worm poison to treat [his] foot illness, which reached the point of 
death. When the court learned of this, they again commanded that Jing’s returned office be 
revoked. He avoided a beating but was exiled to Yongxing.  
涇實用蠲毒瀉足疾，以致大故。朝廷知之，再命追涇所復官，免杖流永興.788 

 
 Zhonghui was not the only man who sought treatment from Wang Jing despite his 

reputation. Yue also recorded that Yao Zhoucheng 姚胄丞 had personally told him: “Imperial 

Physician Wang [Jing] gave me a second life, the lumps are gone and the phlegm is [merely] a 

few dou [in quantity]. Now I’m only weary; the rest [of me] is without illness. 王御醫實生我，

癖去矣，痰下者數鬥，今顧疲薾，他則無恙。” Upon hearing this, Yue claims to have been 

“secretly worried about it, saying [internally] that [the treatment] wouldn’t necessarily be 

successful, and within ten days he was indeed dead. Alas! 私憂之，謂未必能勝，未旬，果

卒。嗟夫！”789 

 As with some of the identity signals discussed previously in this chapter, claims of 

superior medical knowledge and efficacy were generally associated with “gentlemanly” 

practitioners, but not exclusively associated with them. The key distinction between a “good 

physician” and a “quack physician” was not, after all, social status, though some men did make 

claims along these lines. And without further context, claims of medical efficacy could be 

difficult to verify: one person’s “physician” could be another’s “quack physician.” Within the 

spectrum of claims regarding medical efficacy, the clearest identity signals thus emerge from 

references to classicism in one’s medical practice, and claims of possession of abstract 

knowledge that only the “gentlemanly” sort could possibly possess. 

 

 
788 Ibid. 
789 Ibid. 
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3.8 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #8: Clichés from the Classics as Compliments 
 

 The efficacy of “gentlemanly” medical practitioners was often expressed through pithy 

phrases drawn from the classical canon. Though such phrases never seem specific to any 

particular social group, their usage in gentlemanly texts is always found alongside other identity 

signals and labels confirming that the practitioner being complimented is accepted as 

“gentlemanly.” 

One such phrase, commonly appearing in Tang-Yuan texts, is: “medicine is thought 醫

者，意也，” attributed to Guo Yu 郭玉 (Eastern Han) in the Later Book of Han,790 and reprised 

by Sun Simiao as: “medicine is thought, and those who are good at using their mind are good 

physicians. 醫者意也，善於用意，即為良醫。”791 The phrase appears again and again in 

gentlemanly writings about medicine or on “gentlemanly” physicians,792 as a means of 

complimenting a practitioner for doing medicine well. Though it may sound esoteric at first, its 

meaning is not particularly abstract: in order to be a good physician, one cannot simply practice 

medicine by rote, and instead must always carefully consider the circumstances of a patient and 

the roots of their illness in order to properly treat them. Zheng Gangzhong 鄭剛中 (1088–1154) 

recorded an anecdote about Bian Que (c. 401BCE–310BCE) teaching two of his students: when 

the first asked “What is the Way of Medicine? 醫之道，若何？” he responded “Medicine is 

 
790 The original line is “To practice medicine is to enact one’s intentions 醫之為言意也.” (Hou Han shu 後漢書, 
edited by Fan Ye 范曄 [Bai na ben jing Song shaoxi keben 百衲本景宋紹熙刻本], 82.1116. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
791 Sun Simiao 孫思邈, Qian jin yi fang 千金翼方 (Yuan dade mei xi shuyuan ben 元大德梅溪書院本), 26.466. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
792 We have already seen it appear in Ouyang Shoudao’s “Preface for Xiang Guoxiu’s Moxibustion Methods” 
above. See also: Zhou, Qi dong ye yu, 14.116; Mou, Ling yang ji, 13.94; Lei shuo, 15.185; Yang, Renzhai zhi zhi, 
1.9; Zhang, Yi shuo, 2.20; Zheng, Huo you kou yi, 2.8; Yang, Dongwei zi wenji, 11.81; and many more. 
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[written] formulae 醫者，方也，” and when the second asked the same question, he responded 

“Medicine is thought 醫者，意也：” 

…Both students felt that Bian Que had taught them: for regular illnesses, if there is a standard 
written in [medical] texts, using formulae is best; for irregular illnesses, not recorded in texts, 
using one’s mind is best.  
。。。二人者，感秦越人教之曰：尋常之病，書之所常載者，則用方爲先，非常之

病，書之所不載者，則用意爲先。793 
 

As much as “thought” here may seem a matter of logic or reason, discursively it was 

applied only to identifying an effective physician as “gentlemanly,” with no extant examples of 

its application to men labeled a “common physician” or “vulgar physician.” The same is true of 

an expression from the Zuozhuan 左傳: “if they’ve broken their own arm three times, you know 

they are a good physician 三折肱,，知爲良醫。”794 (Though just an expression, premodern 

physicians must nonetheless have been grateful that this iteration is the one that caught on, as 

opposed to the line “breaking one’s arm nine times and thus becoming a physician 九折臂而成

醫兮” from the Songs of Chu [Chu ci 楚辭]!)795 Out of context, this could theoretically apply to 

any experienced physician; however, these expressions appear to be reserved for the 

“gentlemanly” sort.796 

 
793 Zheng Gangzhong 鄭剛中, Bei shan ji 北山集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 4.44. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
794 Chunqiu zuozhuan du zhu, 28.523. My translation is based more on how the expression appears in various Tang-
Yuan usages than its original Zuozhuan context. 
 
795 This does get used too, though less frequently it seems. For example, Lü, Dong lai shi ji, 17.104; Wen Tianxiang 
文天祥. Wen shan ji 文山集 (Sibu cong kan Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本), 9.197-198. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
796 And they are used alongside other indicators of “gentlemanly” identity, such as the label “medical gentleman.” 
See, for example, “Seeing off Medical Gentleman Wang Anzhong 送醫士王安重” (Gong, Wan zhai ji, 4.34.) 
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As medical knowledge was often passed down through a hereditary family line, the 

following expression from the Record of Rites was commonly invoked: “if a physician isn’t the 

third generation [at least], don’t take his medicines. 醫非三世，不服其藥。”797 The 

generational practice of medicine is regularly associated with the archetypal “common 

physician” as opposed to the “gentlemanly” sort; however, as a phrase used to compliment a 

practitioner, it is applied in extant texts only to hereditary physicians of the “gentlemanly” 

sort;798 Wang Hui 王惲 (1227–1304) even cited the line in his “Discussion on Prohibiting Quack 

Physicians from Practicing 論禁庸毉事狀” as if it somehow couldn’t apply to a “quack 

physician.”799 

 These cliché phrases were never strong signals of identity on their own, but were 

consistently paired with other signals when used to compliment a practitioner as “gentlemanly.” 

Thus, in the funerary inscription for Dou Xingchong 竇行沖, Su Tianjue 蘇天爵 (1294–1352) 

began with the Record of Rites line discussed above and an explanation that “the Dou family by 

means of their medical techniques have been renowned for over one hundred years竇氏以醫術

著名百餘年;” Su then adds: 

When Mr. Dou was young, he had studied the Classic of Poetry and Book of History as well 
as the teachings of Confucius and Mencius. Thus in his reading of medical classics and 
formulae books, he alone obtained their great origins and fundamentals, not like a hereditary 
person obtaining and copying formulae and methods without any understanding of them.  

 
797 Li ji, 1.25. 
 
798 For example, in the “Preface for the Hereditary Physician Li Yiqing 贈世醫李宜卿序,” which begins with this 
reference before going on to describe Li Yiqing’s ancestors as holding medical offices, and Li Yiqing himself as 
practicing medicine as a “recluse.” (Fu, Fu Yuli wen ji, 5.28). In the “Preface Seeing off Ma Zexian 送馬則賢序,” 
this reference is also found; it is further stated that Ma Zexian’s “family by means of classicism understood 
medicine, and passed this on to Zexian 家世以儒明醫, 傳至則賢.” (Huang Shu 黄樞, Houpu Huang xiansheng cun 
ji 後圃黄先生存集 [Ming jiajing keben 明嘉靖刻本], 4.28. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
799 Wang, Qiu jian ji, 86.946. 
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君少嘗講授詩書孔孟之説，故於醫經方書，獨得其大原大本。非若世人取効一方一

法，而無所通也。800 
 
 These small phrases, when appearing alongside other signals, were thus effective gestures 

towards the identity of a practitioner as “gentlemanly.” 

 

3.9 Conclusion 
 

 “Gentlemanly” engagement with medicine was not unique to 7th–14th century China, 

though this period did represent a considerable expansion in the number of “gentlemanly” 

occupational and avocational practitioners, who participated in the field alongside “artisans” and 

a variety of other categories for “common” or “vulgar” physicians. The desire to practice 

medicine while maintaining a distinct identity from “non-gentlemanly” practitioners motivated 

an expansion in available signals and strategies for enacting and expressing “gentlemanly” 

identities in the field of medicine, with varying degrees of efficacy. 

 Beyond any psychological benefits from being socially seen the way one saw oneself, 

acceptance as a “gentleman” in the field of medicine came with the benefits of a general 

assumption of moral and efficacious treatment, and therefore trust. Ouyang Xiu once wrote a 

letter to his friend Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣 (1002–1060) out of filial concern for the sickness of an 

elderly parent; in it, he reveals the extent to which he would prefer for his parent to be treated by 

the “gentlemanly” sort over other kinds of practitioners: 

My parent is old and has been sick for a long time: the sickness comes and goes suddenly, and 
medical artisans are not worth employing. Day and night I worry, not knowing what to do. In 
the capital city, the upper-echelon medical officials all have offices and should not be 
requested for other purposes; they are also arrogant, so when I do request them for another 
purpose I don’t get them. As for those in the lower-echelon, I don’t know who is worth hiring. 

 
800 Su Tianjue 蘇天爵, Zixi wen gao 滋溪文稿 (Minguo shi yuan ye shuben 民國適園叢書本), 19.170. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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When a parent is sick like this, without a medical person to dose them with medicines: being 
someone’s son, how could one not take this to heart?! I know few people in the capital, and 
don’t dare entrust [my parent to them]. I appeal to you, my elder brother, to inquire for me if 
among those who should be consulted there is any medical man who is not a [medical] 
official, perhaps such a person as a talented young scholar or a gentleman out of office who is 
good at medicine, and if you obtain one pray report back to me, and I will send someone with 
a letter to summon them. Please search broadly. 
為親老久疾，乍進乍退，醫工不可用，日夕憂迫，不知所為。蓋京師近上醫官皆有職

局，不可請他，兼亦傲然，請他不得。近下者又不知誰可用？親疾如此，無醫人下

藥，為人子何以為心！京師相知少，不敢托也。告吾兄與問當看有不系官醫人，或秀

才處士之類善醫者，得一人垂報，待差人齎書帛去請他，幸為博訪之。801 
 
 Men like Ouyang clearly preferred to receive medical treatment from those they would 

accept as “gentlemen,” who adhered to their ideals while practicing medicine occupationally or 

avocationally. The presence of such men as potential clientele meant that the successful 

presentation of a “gentlemanly” identity while working in medicine occupationally was a useful 

resource. Signals like the claim to practice medicine for proper reasons, for oneself and one’s 

close relations, or as an alternative to officeholding, were generally effective means of 

performing a “gentlemanly” identity, though the association of these signals with more 

ambiguous social categories like “medical man” or “medical master” suggests that sometimes 

they were more effective at demonstrating the “gentlemanly” character of a practitioner without 

suggesting that he had been fully accepted as a “gentleman.” This nonetheless had clear benefits, 

whether throughout society or at the court, because any association with “gentlemanly” identity 

was generally accepted as a sign of medical efficacy: all the more so for men labeled “recluses,” 

“medical gentlemen,” and “classicist physicians.” 

 Thus, it was beneficial for a man like Zhan Cuifeng 詹翠峯 (ca. 13th century), who 

owned a marketplace shop, to receive the following poem by Xiong He 熊禾 (1247–1312), 

which invokes a wide variety of identity signals discussed in this chapter to assure Zhan of his 

 
801 Ouyang, Ouyang Wenzhong gong ji, 6.1100-1101. 
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acceptance as a “gentleman,” and also assuage the concerns of future readers for whom the poem 

may serve as a testimonial: 

 

 
贈醫士詹翠峯 Presented to Medical Gentleman Zhan Cuifeng 
(熊禾)        (Poem by Xiong He) 
 
我觀卦氣先天圖，I contemplate the hexagrams and astrological charts, 
更參岐伯答問書。And further study the book of Qi Bo’s Questions [aka Basic Questions]. 
雖然三墳不可得，Although the oldest books cannot be obtained, 
此即造化陰陽樞。These are the pivot of yin and yang and the Creator! 
超然便可會大道，One who is untethered can understand the Great Way, 
學不至此應非儒。If one’s studies do not reach this, one is probably not a classicist. 
醫亦其中一事耳，Medicine is also one of these affairs, 
造妙直與神明俱。A wondrous attainment like that of the divine luminaries! 
… 
眾工庸技漫嘗試，The various [medical] artisans’ quack techniques are thoughtlessly tested, 
須藉良醫為宣節。There must be good physicians to regulate [medical techniques]! 
翠峰直是英傑士，Cuifeng, [you are] truly a heroic gentleman, 
家世箕裘素儒業。Whose family for generations have taken classicism as their occupation. 
… 
垂簾市肆心自閒，With shop curtains lowered, your heart rests at east, 
左右圖書恣怡悅。Books to the left and right – a happy disposition!  
… 
長歌為作儒醫行，This long song was written on the conduct of [this] classicist physician, 
德君之深望君切。I’m deeply grateful and earnest in my hopes for you! 
古稱良相即良醫，In the past it was said that a good minister is like a good physician, 
大化煩君更調燮。Fate has troubled you to take care of others [through medicine]!802 
 
 
 

 Examples of men like Xu Xi, Cao Zhao, Wang Jing, and others, demonstrate that there 

was not universal agreement of how certain men ought to be categorized; someone else walking 

 
802 Xiong He 熊禾, Wu xuan ji 勿軒集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 8.62. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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by Zhan Cuifeng’s marketplace shop might think lowly of him, interpreting the shop and its 

owner as pursuing profit, and moving on. Just as in the fields of painting and music, identity 

signals in the field of medicine created new ways of connecting the practitioner of an art with a 

patron who preferred certain kinds of practitioners, and in doing so, expanded the repertory of 

ways in which one could successfully perform “gentlemanly” identity in 7th–14th century China.  
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Chapter 4: Divination 
 

 The arts of supernormal knowledge in 7th–14th century China were as numerous as the 

kinds of people who engaged in them. These various arts and techniques (ji 技; shu 術; fa 法, 

etc.) included “physiognomy” (xiang 相), “numerology” (shu 數), “divination” (bu卜), trigram 

and hexagram interpretation using the Book of Changes, and many more; they were undertaken 

by men labeled “gentlemen,” “Buddhists,” “Daoists,” “sungazers” (rizhe 日者), “stargazers” 

(xingzhe 星者), “physiognomists” (xiangren 相人; xiangzhe 相者), “diviners” (buzhe 卜者.), 

“spirit mediums” (wu 巫), and so on. Like the “common physician” category discussed in the 

previous chapter, those labeled by their specialism made divination their livelihood; though they 

were not disliked or disparaged by the “gentlemanly” sort in the same way that “painting 

artisans” and “music artisans” were, they were nonetheless assoiated with a lowly social 

position, and considered distinct from the “gentlemanly” sort.  

 Divination was accepted as a potential avocation for “gentlemen,” with biographical texts 

noting their study of divination among other fields. It was a useful skill if one wished to find a 

good location for a new home or burial site;803 it was a charming social skill if one wished to 

pass an idle afternoon with friends by using the Classic of Changes to predict when a nearby 

 
803 For an example of recent research, Ouyang Xiumin’s 欧阳秀敏 recent dissertation discusses “gentlemen” who 
regularly participated in divination for a variety of purposes, and ultimately argues that over the course of Song 
China these practices were “secularized” (shisu hua 世俗化) through their participation. Ouyang Xiumin 欧阳秀敏, 
“Songdai zhanbu fengqi zhong de shiren xingwei yu xintai yanjiu 宋代占卜风气中的士人行为与心态研究,” 
(Ph.D. Diss., Fujian shifan daxue 福建师范大学, 2010.) See also: Yang Xiaohong 杨晓红, “Songdai zhanbu yu 
songdai shehui 宋代占卜与宋代社会,” Sichuan shifan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban) 四川师范大学学报(社会
科学版), Vol. 29, Issue 3 (2002), 94-99; Guo Youliang 郭友亮, “Songdai wenren shidafu zhanbu huodong tanxi 宋
代文人士大夫占卜活动探析,” Sheke zongheng 社科纵横, Vol. 23, Issue 3 (2008), 118-120. 
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peony would die.804 In these circumstances, men describe no anxiety over being confused for an 

occupational practitioner with lower social esteem, nor do they describe their practice as being 

superior relative to any particular “non-gentlemanly” social category. 

 However, there were still new “gentlemanly” identities being constructed in the field of 

divination in 7th–14th century China: this primarily occurred among those seeking to practice 

occupationally while presenting themselves as “gentlemen.” In an oversaturated market, with 

various kinds of diviners and various approaches to divination, it would be difficult to 

differentiate oneself: all the more so because, unlike the fields of painting and music, the 

“gentlemanly” sort were apparently just as willing to write poetry and prose to serve as 

testimonials for “non-gentlemanly” practitioners as they were for “gentlemanly” ones. Li 

Maoying’s 李昴英 (1201–1257) “Seeing off Physiognomist Zhu Ji 送相士朱杞” reveals that 

sometimes, men simply wanted to hear that their future was bright, and were willing to write 

poems as remuneration for it: 

The reason that the words that gentleman-officials gift to physiognomists are mostly praise is 
that they delight in [the physiognomists’] considering them [and their future] beautiful; the 
reason that the words that physiognomists direct to gentleman-officials are mostly flattery is 
that they hope for [the gentlemen] to cause them to profit: they are mutually giving pleasure 
to one another. 
士大夫贈相者之言，多譽喜其美已也；相者對士大夫之言，多佞望其利已也。彼此交

相悦。805 
 

 
804 Shao Yong famously did this: “Mr. Shao Yong in Luoyang once, with Sima Guang, was discussing divination 
with the Classic of Changes. He pointed to a poeny in the garden and said: “On such-and-such day and time, it 
should die.” On that day, Sima Guang ordered several guests to watch [the peony]. As the day approached noon, the 
flower was still flourishing, and the guests were very doubtful [of Shao’s claim]. At that moment, two horses kicked, 
broke free of their bridles, and entering from outside galloped over the [garden] fence; the flower was indeed 
destroyed [by them]. 康節邵先生尭夫，在洛中嘗與司馬温公論《易》數，推園中牡丹云：某日某時當毀。是
日，温公命数客以觀。日向午，花方穠盛，客頗疑之。斯湏，兩馬相踶，絶衘断轡，自外突入，馳驟欄

上，花果壊焉。” (Zhang Bangji 張邦基, Mo zhuang man lu 墨莊漫録 [Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Ming chao ben 
四部叢刊三編景明鈔本], 2.12. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
805 Li Maoying 李昴英, Wen xi ji 文溪集 (Qing yue shisan jia ji ben 清粤十三家集本), 12.58. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Li insists that Zhu Ji is not at all like those other “physiognomists,” as he is actually a 

capable practitioner, whose abilities at reading eyes are efficacious; in praising Zhu, however, Li 

does not describe him as particularly “gentlemanly.” The same is true of Chen Mi’s prose 

“Gifted to Physiognomist Zhu 贈朱相士;” despite the use of a label that might potentially be 

translated as “physiognomy gentleman” (xiangshi 相士), one finds no other signals of 

“gentlemanly” identity in Chen’s writing, and instead his focus is on efficacy: 

I and Qinxi’s Mr. Zhu Qi have known each other for twenty years. I’d observe his appraisals 
of people, and then, sharp or dull, things would be as he said. He once predicted [when] I 
would retire and wrote it in a book, in order to test if [his prediction] hit the mark or not. One 
day at Mount Lu, Zhu came to visit, and digging through his trunk he obtained the old book: 
his earlier words [of prediction] came to fruition! When we tested [his old prediction], I alone 
knew [it was correct], and Mr. Zhu did not. I asked him about [his old prediction] and he 
didn't change his statement: "About three years." Now, on account of my parents' old age, I 
have begged to quickly return home, and was awaiting the imperial order to be enacted. Mr. 
[Zhu] said: "After ten days, you will certainly change counties." Reaching that time, there was 
no change [from Zhu Qi's prediction]. When he saw me off, I told him: "The affairs are all [as 
you] determined!"  
僕與秦谿朱君杞相識廿年。觀其評論人物，後當利鈍率如其言。嘗預言某人退而書之

册，以驗其中否。一日在廬阜，朱來謁適搜篋中得故書，前言果。驗時某獨知之，朱

君不知也。扣之不變其説。盖三年矣。僕是時以親老丐歸甚急俟命即行。君曰：後十

日必易郡。及期不移相别告之曰：事皆定矣。806 
 
 Here, the long-term relationship between Zhu Qi and Chen Mi allowed for a test of Zhu’s 

predictive abilities; in most cases, the poem or prose piece serving as remuneration or testimonial 

was gifted long before the divined future event was supposed to transpire. One wonders: why 

would such testimonials be written before the practitioner had demonstrated his efficacy? Wen 

Tianxiang 文天祥 (1236–1283) offers two answers in some prose for the “astrologer” (xingshi 

星士) Zhu Yuanbing 朱元炳: he could ask a practitioner to divine something that Wen felt he 

 
806 Chen, Longtu Chen gong wen ji, 17.233. 
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already knew to be true, or he could simply write the letter anyway, taking pity on these men and 

their economic insecurity, knowing that his testimonial could help them obtain more patrons: 

I regularly accept a few “techniques people” [at home], and people of the rivers and lakes 
knock on my door each day endlessly. They genuinely seek food and warmth [i.e. work] from 
a single word [of recommendation] from me, and I genuinely pity their anxiety over food and 
clothing. So those who come I invariably praise, and therefore I don’t have the time to enquire 
after the authenticity of their techniques… [But] today I write this letter for an astrologer 
named Zhu Yuanbing; style name Big Dipper; sobriquet Moon Window. He is not like those 
previously referred to; he truly is selected [by me] for his techniques! Big Dipper is a person 
from Wenchang village in Jishui, 30 li from my hometown; he arose from the farming fields, 
discussing fate with great wondrousness and proficiency. He has completely topped his fellow 
[practitioners]; I've tested him by having him tell 110 people’s fates, and he responded 
fluently, and generally there was not the slightest difference [between their actual] personal 
character [and their allotment as predicted by Zhu]. How unique, his techniques! I’ve asked 
him which books he obtained [to master divination], and [he said that he] had waded in [the 
books] of tens of masters, but finally he encountered and gravitated to the theories of Li Jifu 
and Lin Kai. Many people have Jifu’s book, but because of its depth they cannot get to the 
heart of it; as for Lin Kai, no one had been able to acquire a copy. Big Dipper has combined 
the two into one, and further took what he obtained of things appearing here and there in the 
tens of masters’ [books] and verified it: this is the reason he walks alone. I have made 
corrections to the two books for him, and further written a poem in order to show my thoughts 
on his selections. 
某尋常於術者少所許可，而江湖之人登門者日不絕。彼誠求飽暖於吾徒之一言；吾徒

誠憫其衣食之皇皇，則來者必譽，是故不暇問其術之真何似也。。。。今是書之，作

為一星士，姓朱名元炳字斗南號月窓，則非前者之謂，是誠有取於其術矣。斗南吉水

文昌鄕人，去吾里三十，起田間，談命高玅精絕，盡奄同袍，試以百十命，應對如

流，而人品之大槩皆不差。異哉，術也！問其所得何書，則甞汗澷於十數家，而其末

也，㑹歸於李吉甫林開之說，吉甫之書，人多有之，以其深而不能詰。若林開則人未

有得其本者也。斗南㑹二為一，而又以所得於數十家者間出而證之，斯其所以獨歩

也。某旣與之訂正二書，又詩之以見意其剔也。807 
 
 Wen openly admits to writing recommendations for these men simply because he pities 

them and knows that his prose will help them gain further employment due to his renown; he 

then explains that Zhu Yuanbing is different from these other men, and this is not a fake 

testimonial: he really has personally vetted Zhu’s abilities and deemed them efficacious. He has 

 
807 Wen, Wen shan ji, 5.89. 
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further read the two books which form the basis of Zhu’s technique, and made corrections for 

Zhu. 

 In all three cases, Zhu Ji, Zhu Qi, and Zhu Yuanbing (relation unknown) are praised for 

only their efficacy: there is little else stated to suggest that these men identified as “gentlemen.” 

In comparison to the labels “medical gentleman,” “classicist physician,” “painting gentleman,” 

and “qin gentleman” discussed in previous chapters, labels for diviners suffixed with the 

character shi 士 are not necessarily paired with other indicators reinforcing “gentlemanly” 

identity, placing them in an overlapping position with labels like “Daoist priest” (daoshi 道士) or 

even “rites master” (fashi 法士) which do not appear to signal “gentlemanly” identity. Yet, there 

were men working occupationally as diviners who were associated with “gentlemanly” identity 

signals, which appears to have helped them gain “gentlemanly” patrons who were actively 

looking for such qualities in their diviner. The three most prominent signals of “gentlemanly” 

identity in 7th–14th century China are as follows: 

1) Possession of Certain Official Titles Relating to Divination 
2) Practicing Divination as a Recluse 
3) Practicing Divination through a Classicist Lens 

 

4.1 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Possession of Certain Official Titles Relating 
to Divination 
 

 Courts in 7th–14th century China employed a variety of men to perform divination 

services. As we have already seen in the fields of painting, music, and medicine, there were high 

ranking offices like the “divination” (bu 卜) and “physiognomy” (xiang 相) Erudites in Sui and 
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the civil route officials who oversaw Yinyang Schools (yinyang xue 陰陽學) in Yuan808 which 

were reserved for the “gentlemanly” sort, and there were unranked workers in bureaus like the 

Hanlin Astronomy Bureau (hanlin tianwen yuan 翰林天文院) in Song and the Astronomy 

Bureau (sitian 司天) in Jin who are not associated with “gentlemanly” identities; then, between 

these two extremes, there existed a variety of official positions that were sometimes occupied by 

the “gentlemanly” sort, but apparently not with enough frequency for possession of the title to 

become a signal of “gentlemanly” identity in itself, as was the case for Erudite positions. 

 Much of the extant information about men holding these positions comes from the 

“Methods and Skills” (fangji 方技) chapters of the official histories; the prefaces of these 

chapters associate divinatory arts with the “gentlemanly” sort more than other archetypal social 

categories, suggesting the goal of various courts to employ this kind of man for its divination 

needs. The New Book of Tang, though it includes Daoists and Buddhists in the chapter, 

nonetheless associates the divination arts with the “noble gentleman” (shi junzi 士君子) 

archetype in particular: 

Astrology and calendrics, divination, physiognomy, medicine, crafts: all are arts. Those who 
are able to become known in the world through their arts understand them innately: not 
through accumulated practice reaching the utmost. It is the case if that noble gentlemen are 
able to do this, they are not circuitous, muddied, boastful, or mysterious; if a petty man is able 
to do it, then they are circuitous to the point of being hindered, muddied and not reaching 
mastery, boastful in order to exaggerate to others, and mysterious in order to fool others. Thus 
the former sages didn't take these arts as their teachings, probably begrudging them. 
凡推步、卜、相、醫、巧，皆技也。能以技自顯地一世，亦悟之天，非積習致然。然

士君子能之，則不迂，不泥，不矜，不神；小人能之，則迂而入諸拘礙，泥而弗通大

方，矜以誇眾，神以誣人，故前聖不以為教，蓋吝之也。809 
 

 
808 On these yinyang schools and route officials, see Yuan-chu Lam, “The Civil-Recruitment Chapter in the Yuan 
History,” Monumenta Serica, Vol. 56 (2008), 309, 315, 361. 
 
809 Xin Tang shu, 203.1842. 
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 The Song History does not make such a direct association, but does refer to Yan Junping 

嚴君平, a recluse from Han who was known for taking divination as a livelihood, as an example 

of the kind of person whose biography might appear in the chapter. Like the New Book of Tang, 

the Song History mixes Daoists and Buddhists into the “Methods and Skills” chapter, but notes 

that they were originally conceived separately: 

The old history of Song had ‘Buddhists and Daoists’ and ‘Talismans’ sections, with many 
words on auspicious omens; it further had the ‘Methods and Skills’ chapter.  Now, to 
economize, the two sections are contained within the ‘Methods and Skills’ chapter.  
宋舊史有《老釋》、《符瑞》二志，又有《方技傳》，多言禨祥。今省二志，存《方

技傳》云.810 
 
 The Yuan History (Yuanshi 元史) also notes the inclusion of biographies of “Daoists and 

Buddhists 道流釋子” in the preface of its “Methods and Skills” section, but nonetheless begins 

by associating these practices with “gentlemanly” sorts:  

Since the flourishing of the Emperor, even the gentlemen of stargazing, calendrics, medicine, 
divination, techniques, and extraordinary abilities, all surpass others: their kind was not 
surpassed by later sorts, which is probably the will of Heaven. 
自昔帝王勃興，雖星曆醫卜方術異能之士，莫不過絕於人，類非後來所及，蓋天運

也。811 
 
 Thus, among these chapters we find biographies of men who are presented as adhering to 

a “gentlemanly” identity. The Song History describes Wang Chu’na 王處訥 (10th century) as a 

man who specialized in “astronomy and calendrics, and [astrological] divination studies 星歷、

占候之學;” he was eventually promoted into the position of Director of the Summer Office of 

the Bureau of Astronomy (sitian xiaguan zheng 司天夏官正), but for his separate expertise in 

the classical canon, worked concurrently in the Imperial Academy (guozi jian 國子監) as a Book 

 
810 Songshi, 461.4830. 
 
811 Yuanshi, 203.2096. 
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of Documents Erudite (shangshu boshi 尚書博士). His son then “learned his father’s occupation 

幼習父業” and worked as an Astronomy Supervisor (sitian shaojian 司天少監) in Song.812 

Zhou Jie 周杰 is also presented as a “gentlemanly” practitioner, having passed the jinshi 

examination in the 830s and studied calendrics and the Classic of Changes for divination; his 

grandson Zhou Keming 周克明 passed the jinshi exam in the Jingde era (1004–1007) and 

continued his grandfather’s methods as a Hanlin Astrologer (hanlin tianwen 翰林天文).813 Miao 

Shouxin 苗守信 was another Hanlin Astrologer in Song who also carried on his father’s 

studies.814 These examples indicate a pattern in which some of the officials employed by the 

court in divination-related offices were sons of civil officials who had engaged in these practices 

outside of their regular duties as an avocation or secondary office at court; this social background 

served as a signal to make these men more “gentlemanly” than some of their colleagues. 

 In Yuan, Kubilai Khan was known for his appreciation of divination, asking 

“gentlemanly” officials like Yelü Chucai 耶律楚材 (1189–1243) and Liu Bingzhong 劉秉忠 

 
812 Songshi, 461.4831. Note that at court, the “astronomy” bureau had duties split between what we would now 
consider astronomy and astrology, as at least some of the time their tasks involved finding which days of the year 
were auspicious, when certain ceremonies or sacrifices should occur, and discerning knowledge of the future. Even 
outside the court, there were men like “the gentleman Pang Zhongyuan who was able to use stargazing and 
calendrics to know others’ fortunes. 士人彭仲元，能以星曆知人禍福。” (Zeng, Duxing zazhi, 1.1.) 
 
813 Songshi, 461.4834-4835. 
 
814 Songshi, 461.4831-4832. The “Methods and Skills” chapters in the History of Jin and History of Yuan do not 
focus on the social background of court astrologers of rank, but continue to recognize “gentlemanly” practitioners 
throughout society. For example, the History of Jin mentions Hu Dexin 胡德新: a gentleman from “a Hebei 
gentlemanly clan 河北士族,” who was “fond of wine and unrestrained, and he told fortunes with surprising 
accuracy 嗜酒落魄不羈，言禍福有奇驗。” (Jinshi, 131.1202.) The History of Yuan lists civil office holders Tian 
Zhongliang 田忠良 (Jin-Yuan) and Zhang Kang 張康 (Southern Song-Yuan) who were particularly known for their 
divination practice, but didn’t receive divination-related positions in any bureaucracy (Yuanshi, 242.2042-2043, 
2045.) Outside of the Official Histories one still encounters people like Zhong Dezou 仲德奏, a minister who 
previously worked in the astrology bureau and “studied his father’s occupation and was proficient in divination. 習
父之業，精於占候。” (Wang E 王鶚, Runan yishi 汝南遺事 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本], 2.8. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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(1216–1274) to perform readings or divinations informally for him.815 Beyond these informal 

requests, he also employed men like Jin Dejin 靳德进  (1253–1311), whose grandfather had 

“made classicism his livelihood” (ye ru 業儒) and also studied astronomy and calendrics 

avocationally; at Liu Bingzhong’s recommendation, Jin was employed as Kubilai’s Court 

Astronomy Official (taishi guanshu 太史官属), overseeing “astrology, calendrics, and divination 

天文、星历、卜筮。”816 

 Lacking further sources, it is difficult to say whether or not the presence of these men in 

certain offices at court helped reinforce the notion that the titles themselves could serve as 

indicators of the “gentlemanly” identities of their holders. We may, at least, tentatively conclude 

that most of these offices were not strong signals of “gentlemanly” identity, beyond a few 

exceptional cases like the divination Erudites in Sui. 

 More can be said about the signals and strategies available to occupational practitioners 

outside the court; let us turn our attention to them now. 

 

4.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: Practicing Divination as a Recluse 
 

 Divination had long been paired with medicine: in Mr. Lü’s Spring and Autumn 

Annals,817 the “Methods and Skills” chapters of Official Histories, and in “gentlemanly” prose 

 
815 Leung, “Representing the Literatus,” 57. 
 
816 Yuanshi, 203.2098. 
 
817 “Wu Peng did medicine and Wu Xian did divination [for the Shang king]. 巫彭作医，巫咸作筮。” (Lü Buwei, 
Lüshi chunqiu, 17.140.) Wu Xian might be referenced by later gentlemen, but such a reference does not necessarily 
imply practicing divination as a “recluse.” See, for example: “I’ve heard that those in the past who were good at Arts 
of the Way like Wu Xian in divination and Bian Que in medicine all were able to judge others. 吾聞古之善道術
者，若巫咸之扵卜，扁鵲之扵醫，皆能相人。” (Dai, Shan yuan ji, 14.146.)  
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and poetry. Both arts theoretically required an understanding of the constitutive elements and 

forces of the universe, such as qi 氣, yin 陰 and yang 陽, and the “Five Phases” (wuxing 五

行);818 physicians and physiognomists in particular needed specific knowledge of the human 

body as well. For these reasons, the same man might practice both medicine and divination for a 

livelihood.819  

 Medicine and divination commonly appear in tandem as ideal livelihoods for “recluses” 

in the marketplace,820 with Yan Junping commonly cited as the locus classicus validating 

divination as an acceptable livelihood through divination821 alongside references to Han Kang 

validating medicine. Both appear in Huangfu Mi’s Biographies of Lofty Gentlemen (Gaoshi 

 
818 Some examples have been scattered throughout the medicine chapter in this dissertation. See also: Fang Hui’s 
“Preface Gifted to “Beginning Yang” Physiognomist Chen. 贈初陽陳相士序,” in which the physiognomist Chen Yi 
陳益 is complimented for his selection of the name “Beginning Yang” (初陽), which refers to the summer solstice 
and represents the origins of things. After explaining the cosmological significance of the name, Fang concludes “I 
call this ‘scholarship,’ and how could it be understood by trivial practitioners? 吾之謂學，而豈區區之術，所能識
哉？” (Fang, Tong jiang xu ji, 33.396.) 
 
819 For example: Wu Cheng’s “Preface Gifted to Physiognomist Wang 贈王相士序” notes that Wang Sheng 王生 
practices both medicine and physiognomy, and that “medicine and physiognomy are two techniques, but certainly 
can be understood as one. 醫與相二術，固可通為一也。” (Wu, Wu wenzheng ji, 33.286.) The Hao 郝 family of 
Lingchi 靈池 serve as another example: the “grandfather made medicine and divination his livelihood 祖父以醫卜
為業,” leading to one grandson opening a divination shop (busi 卜肆) in a marketplace, which also offered 
“medicinal services” (yiliao 醫療). (Huang, Mao ting ke hua, 8.31.) 
 
820 For a particularly clear and summative example, see Sun Di’s funerary inscription for Chen Jingdong, translated 
on page 250 of this dissertation. 
 
821 “[Han] Boxiu was secluded in medicine; [Yan] Junping (87BCE-6CE) was secluded in divination. Those 
secluded in medicine cause others to live; those secluded in divination know of nature. 伯休隱於醫，君平隱於
卜。隱於醫者，活人。隱於卜者，知天然。” Wang Anshi wrote that “Junping was a divination shop old man 君
平卜肆翁” in his poem for the physician Du Ying, discussed on page 235 of this dissertation. (Wang, Wang Jing 
gong shi zhu, 24.171.) Liu Kezhuang also referenced “Western Han’s Junping 西漢君平” in his poem “Techniques 
Gentleman Li is Good at Medicine and Divination 李術士善醫卜.” (Qian jia shi xuan 千家詩選, edited by Liu 
Kezhuang 劉克莊 [Qing Jiaqing wan wei bie zang ben 清嘉慶宛委别藏本], 22.120. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) References to Yan Junping even extend beyond the practice of divination: 
When Li Gonglin 李公麟 (1049-1106) “made paintings and gifted them to others, he often lightly displayed 
encouragement or admonitions within them, just as [Yan] Junping sold divinations in order to instruct people of 
their good of bad fortunes, causing them to share good ideas.  後作畫贈人，往往薄著勸戒於其間，與君平賣卜
諭人以禍福，使之爲善同意。” (Xuanhe huapu, 7.30.) 
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zhuan 高士傳), which describes Yan Junping as “living in seclusion and not serving, constantly 

selling divinations in the Chengdu marketplace 隱居不仕，常賣卜於成都市。”822 Like Han 

Kang for medicine, Yan thus provided an early template and exemplar which could serve as an 

effective justification for the “gentlemanly” sort to rely on divination as a livelihood while 

maintaining their identity through association with reclusion. Lin Xiyi’s 林希逸 (b. 1193) poem 

“Gifted to Physiognomist Sun Yuexi 贈月溪孫相士” contains the line: “Causing you to look 

through the broken Jade Flute Book; nurturing my health, I shall rely on Junping’s [i.e. your] 

divinations! 令君看破玉管書，養生聊借君平卜;” 823 Zhen Dexiu’s 真德秀 (1178–1235) poem 

“Gifted to Ye Ziren 贈葉子仁” reads: “Only now, whose arts are like [Yan] Junping? Only the 

person in Nanyang selling divinations. 只今誰似君平術，唯有南陽賣卜人。”824 

References to reclusive lifestyles might be highlighted in the poems and prose gifted to 

occupational practitioners as a means of distinguishing them from other kinds of diviners: 

compare Wen Tianxiang’s earlier text gifted to Zhu Yuanbing, emphasizing his efficacy after 

completing over one hundred readings of people’s fates, with the following poem Wen “Gifted 

to the Physiognomist Lü Qiu 贈閭丘相士:” 

急流勇退識真臞， Boldly retiring from a surging [official] career, a knowledgeable and 
attained emaciated [recluse]. 

昔有麻衣撥地爐。 In the past wearing the hemp clothes [of office], poking at the fire pit. 

 
822 Huangfu Mi皇甫謐, Gao shi zhuan 高士傳 (Ming gujin yi shi ben 明古今逸史本), B.17. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
823 Lin Xiyi 林希逸, Luzhai xuji 鬳齋續集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 4.39. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. As first seen in: Luo Zongtao 羅宗濤, “Songdai 
shiren zeng xiangshi shi tantao 宋代詩人贈相士詩探討,” Zhengda zhong wenxue bao 政大中文學報, Issue 18 
(2012), 215-216. 
 
824 Zhen Dexiu 真德秀, Xishan wen ji 西山文集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming zhengde kan ben 四部叢刊景明正德刊
本), 1.13. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. As first seen in: Luo Zongtao, 
“Songdai shiren zeng xiangshi shi tantao,” 220. 
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我亦愛君雲水趣， Your inclination toward clouds and waters is what I also cherish. 
莫言雷雨趄江湖。 Don’t speak of thunderstorms delaying [travel to] rivers and lakes!825 

 
 Wen’s short poem makes no reference at all to Lü Qiu’s efficacy, or even to his practice; 

instead, it focuses only on his identity as a “recluse” after retiring from officialdom. Wen is not 

alone in writing this kind of poem for diviners; Xue Yu 薛嵎’s (b. 1212, jinshi 1257) poem 

“Dian Mou the Physiognomist Sought a Poem 電眸相士索詩” is similarly focused on signaling 

Dian’s identity as a “recluse” as opposed to the efficacy of his practice: 

築室漁村五六年， You built a home in a fisherman’s village five or six years ago, 
湖光山色在吟邉。 The bright lake and mountain colors border your chanted [verse]. 
道人不作閒人看， A Way person doesn’t “do;” a leisurely person “observes,” 
浪説前程博酒錢。 Speaking candidly of the future to expand your “wine money.”826 

 
 The labels “Way person” and “leisurely person,” as well as the idyllic description of a life 

among mountains and waters, seeking only enough profit to pay for wine, collectively paint Dian 

Mou as a “gentlemanly” diviner. A poem of this sort could only serve as an effective gift or 

testimonial if it were meaningful for Dian to be presented as “gentlemanly:” it is likely that this 

presentation helped him gain more “gentlemanly” patrons in the same way that such men 

preferred to seek medical treatment from “gentlemanly” physicians, or preferred to listen to the 

qin performance of “qin gentlemen.” Many texts blend references to reclusion with claims of 

efficacy; Wu Cheng’s “Preface Gifted to the Physiognomist Wu Jingxing 贈相士吳景行序” 

notes Wu Jingxing’s ability to predict lifespan and fortune (or misfortune), and begins the 

preface by stating: 

 
825 Wen, Wen shan ji, 1.5. 
 
826 Xue Yu 薛嵎, Yun quan shi 雲泉詩 (Ji gu ge jing Song chao ben 汲古閣景宋鈔本), 10. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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The grandson of Mr. Wu of the Department of Personnel, Jingxing, has classicist techniques; 
his family for generations have all concerned themselves with officialdom, but he did not 
attain his ambitions and is thus secluded in a farming village.  
吏部吳公之裔孫景行儒術，世務俱優仕。不得志，乃隠田里。827 

 
 Chen Gao wrote three poems “Gifted to the Stargazer Chen Guangda 贈星士陳光大,” 

who is described in the first poem as wearing archetypal recluse clothing (“plain-clothes with a 

black headpiece 布衣紗帽烏”); the second describes his work in a shop and how his predictions 

amazed others: 

愛汝讀書不作吏， I cherish that you read books but don’t work as an official, 
少年蹉跎今老成。 Your youth was squandered, but now, in old age, you are accomplished! 
日日開簾肆中坐， Day after day you open the curtains and sit in your shop, 
髙談禍福使人驚。 Loftily chatting of good or bad fortune, surprising others!828 

 
 Like Zhan Cuifeng and other “gentlemanly” physicians working in marketplace shops, 

Chen Guangda is able to maintain a “gentlemanly” identity despite his livelihood; he is praised 

for his “reclusive” lifestyle as an alternative to officeholding. 

 Just as occupational pracititoners labeled by their specialism could be associated with 

“recluse” identity signals, men labeled “recluses” could be described as earning a living through 

divination. Wu Zhen 吳鎮 (1280–1354), now known as one of the “Four [Painting] Masters of 

Yuan” (yuan sijia 元四家), made a living through divining in the marketplace but was only 

labeled a “recluse” in the following 17th century preface of his work: 

The ancient lofty and secluded gentlemen in the recorded biographies, who “wash out their 
ears and seek refuge in the deep” [to avoid hearing of politics] and are the sorts of people who 
do not conform to customs, all didn’t attain their ambitions in their times… my county’s Mr. 
Wu Zhongjia [Zhen] was truly this kind of person. He lived at the end of Yuan, and moved by 

 
827 It was in that village that he learned of Xi Yi’s 希夷 “physiognomy studies” (fengjian zhi xue 風鑑之學), and 
became a practitioner himself. (Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 29.250.) 
 
828 Chen, Bu ji chuan yu ji, 9.53. 
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the filth of the times, went into reclusion and did not serve.829 Throughout his life he aimed 
for the essence of the principles of the Book of Changes, hanging [shop] curtains and selling 
divinations, morally upright and with especially heroic qi, occasionally overflowing into hills 
and streams, bamboos and rocks, passing on the present and past, determining what could be 
valued. 
古髙隠之士，若傳記所載投淵洗耳、疵俗激清類，皆不得志於時 。。。吾邑吳仲圭先
生真其人也。先生生於元季，感時稠濁，隠居不仕。生平躭精易理，垂簾賣卜，而孤

介英特之氣，時溢為山水竹石，流傳今古，爭寶惜之。830 
 
 Such associations with the archetypal “recluse” social role were thus reappropriated in 

the context of occupational divination, allowing for a new avenue to emerge in which men could 

successfully present themselves as “gentlemanly.” 

 

4.3 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #3: Practicing Physiognomy through a Classicist 
Lens 
 

 In classicist thought, there were different Ways of doing and being in the world; some 

were lesser than others. The Analects recorded Zixia 子夏 saying that “Although there are lesser 

Ways, there are certainly aspects worth attention [within them]; if carried out to the utmost there 

is a danger of being muddied, thus the noble man does not practice them. 子夏曰：雖小道，必

有可觀者焉；致遠恐泥，是以君子不為也。”831 Zhu Xi’s commentary defined “lesser Ways” 

 
829 Fang Xun 方熏 (1736–1799) wrote something very similar of Wu Zhen: “…if he was full he would read books, 
and if he was hungry he would sell divination.。。。飽則讀書，饑則賣卜。” (Fang Xun 方熏, Shan jing ju hua 
lun 山靜居畫論 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], B.15. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
830 Preface not available in digital edition; see instead: Wu Zhen 吳鎮. Meihua daoren yimo 梅花道人遺墨, in 
Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 文淵閣四庫全書 (Taibei 台北: Taiwan Shangwu yinshu guan 台灣商務印書館, 1983), 
Vol. 1215, 493A. 
 
831 Lunyu 10.47; Analects 19.4. (For an alternate translation, see Confucius, Analects, 222.) 
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as “farming, gardening, medicine, divination, and the like 農圃醫卜之屬;” he expanded upon his 

view of these lesser Ways in the following passage from the Zhuzi yulei:832 

The lesser Ways aren’t heterodox; they are also of the Way and principle, only they are lesser. 
For example, farming and gardening, medicine and divination, the hundred arts and so on, all 
have the Way and principle within them. If one only faces upward to seek the Way and 
principle, one will not [fully] understand them. 
小道不是異端，小道亦是道理，只是小。如農圃、醫卜、百工之類，卻有道理在。只

一向上面求道理，便不通了。833 
 
 These lesser ways were not to be scorned or ignored, nor were they deserving of one’s 

utmost attention; however, it was still permissible to be interested in these activities so long as 

one’s interests never shifted too far from the archetypal path of the “noble man.” Lu Jiuyuan 陸

九淵 (1139–1193) was of similar mind when he wrote a piece “Gifted to Zeng Youwen 贈曾友

文,” in an attempt to convince Zeng to not focus on his practice of physiognomy and instead 

focus on the classics:  

[The Record of Rites says:] “Mastering virtue is paramount; mastering arts is secondary.” 
Producing divinations and [Classic of Changes] readings, [and also] praising and speaking of 
the classics and histories: I see no contradiction. Yet only undertaking the arts of a 
physiognomist, even if you are proficient in them, is lower. …citing the words of Mencius: 
“do not because of what is small harm what is great, or by means of what is lowly harm what 
is noble.” Furthermore, you are still young: so abandon your old [practices] and renew 
[yourself]!  
“德成而上，藝成而下。” 生占辭論理，稱道經史，未見牴牾。乃獨業相人之術藝，藝
雖精，下矣。。。稱引孟子，無以小害大，無以賤害貴之言。年又尚少，則舎其舊而

新！834 

 
832 Zhu Xi explains himself a bit differently in the Analects section of Sishu huowen 四書或問. Someone asks: 
“Why do you say that the lesser Way is doing farming, gardening, medicine, divination, various crafts and the like? 
何以言小道之為農圃醫卜技巧之屬也?” In his reply, Zhu Xi explains that “rectifying the heart and cultivating the 
self in order to govern others: this is the greater Way. Specializing in an occupation that is governed by others is the 
lesser Way 正心修身以治人，道之大者也。專一家之業以治於人，道之小者也.” (Zhu Xi 朱熹, Sishu huo wen 
四書或問 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 論語或問 19.290-291. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
833 Zhuzi yulei, 49.791. 
 
834 Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵, Xiangshan ji 象山集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖本), 20.152. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Lu Jiuyuan’s condescending advice for Zeng Youwen was at least advice, as opposed to 

outright disdain. Zhen Dexiu, an adherent of Zhu Xi’s school and a leading “classicist” in his 

own right, wrote a “Preface Gifted to Physiognomist Hua 贈華相士序” in which he described 

the disdain that Hua Renzhong received for his practice, and also Hua’s retort: 

Hua Renzhong, through his physiognomy and weiqi-playing, roamed among the red-girdled [i.e. 
the officeholding class]. Someone ridiculed him, saying: “Those two things are lowly arts among 
arts, and lesser techniques among techniques. You are a scholar; how can you have these 
hobbies?” [Hua] Renzhong laughed and said: “You only know of the ‘lowliness’ of my 
techniques, but don’t yet know of the wondrousness of my methods! Moreover, you also know 
that the origins of [my arts] are the Zhu and Si rivers, [where Confucius lectured]. [The Analects 
says:] “As for others, examine where they rest [in order to understand them].” Mencius likewise 
says: “Look into the pupil of the eye [to understand a man’s character].” [The Discourses of the 
State (Guoyu 國語) says:] “His feet don’t step where he looks, his sights don’t match his self.” 
From this the ancients knew of [the duke of Jin’s] early death. In their air in grasping their jade 
[tablet of office], one was haughty, one was lowly; from this the ancients knew both were in 
danger. Is this not physiognomy? Thus, my physiognomy does not seek [those I judge] in their 
appearances, but seeks them in their hearts. I don’t peer into their forms but peer into their 
spirits. [Someone might be] happy with a slight smile, beautiful and amiable; only I observe their 
inhumaneness. [Someone might] walk with cupped hands, step back like a woman; only I 
appraise them as brave, [as I see beyond the surface]. By deduction from my methods, one can 
know others: not only know others, but also use others.” 
華仁仲以相與奕逰縉紳間，或誚之曰: 夫二者, 於工為賎工，於技為小技. 子書生也，而胡
此焉嗜？仁仲笑曰: “子徒知吾技之小，而未知吾法之妙也。且子亦識其所自起乎洙泗，於
人察其所安，孟氏亦云，眸子是觀。足不歩目，目不存體。昔人於此，知其將斃。執玉之

容一傲一卑。昔人於此，知其俱危。是非相法歟？！故吾之相也，不求諸貌，而求諸心，

不窺其形而窺其神、嬉怡㣲笑，娬媚可親，吾獨識其不仁，拱手行歩，退若䖏女，吾獨許

其孔武。推吾之法可以知人，不帷知人，可以用人。”835 
 
 Hua’s rhetoric contains strong parallels to “gentlemanly” discourses on music, painting, 

and medicine: his practice is described as going beyond superficial forms and directly accessing 

a truth found in the heart-mind or the spirit of the person he is judging. The references he makes 

to the classical canon offer no unique methods of divination practice, but instead are invoked as a 

justification of a practice that some saw as extending beyond the borders of classicism. Fang Hui 

 
835 Zhen, Xishan wen ji, 28.368-269. 
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went a step further in his “Preface for Poems [Gifted to] Yu Jian, the “Mountain Moon” 

Physiognomist 俞鑑山月相士詩序:” 

Among the methods of physiognomy, none are more proficient than those of Confucius and 
Mencius: “Where could a man hide [his character?!]” Confucius said that twice [in the 
Analects], and Mencius further said it [in Mencius]. Confucius’s three methods are called 
“seeing, observing, and investigating;” Mencius’s two methods are called “listening and 
observing.” Are today’s physiognomists able to do this? [No.] The forms of physiognomy are 
multifold. Yao had eight-colored eyebrows, some have crooked eyebrows and others straight 
eyebrows: this is eyebrow-physiognomy. Shun and Xiang Yu both had double-pupils, some 
have square pupils and others have eyes like a bee or a pig: this is eye physiognomy. Han 
Gaozu had a dragon-like nose bridge, some have a nose like cut bamboo-tubes, and some 
have a nose with mountains: this is nose physiognomy. Laozi had ear canals [large enough to 
grow] wheat, some have ears with hair, some have ears whiter than their face: this is ear 
physiognomy… “Mountain Moon,” Mr. Yu Jian, used to be proficient in mathematical 
studies, and now has changed his specialty to the [physiognomy] studies of Xu Fu… however, 
[as for] today’s physiognomists, how could they hold to a fixed and unchanging method? The 
methods of Confucius and Mencius are for judging if a person is a gentleman or a petty 
person: how could this be rarely understood? The gentlemen gifting poems each have their 
own words [on this subject], and this is the preface for them. 
相人之法莫精於孔孟。人焉廋哉，孔子兩言之，孟子申言之。曰視曰觀曰察，孔子有

三法，曰聽曰觀，孟子有二法。今之相人者能之乎？相形最多端，堯眉八彩，或曲眉

或長眉，相眉也，舜項羽皆重瞳子，或方瞳或蠭目或豕視，相眼也，漢祖隆準，或鼻

如截筒，或鼻有邱山，相鼻也，老子耳竅容麥，或耳有毫，或耳白於面，相耳

也。。。山月俞君鑑舊精數學，今改專許負之學。。。則今之相人者，又豈可執一定

不易之法哉，孔孟之法，以為君子小人之權衡者，又豈可不少知，贈君詩者，各有其

說，是為序。836 
 
 The “physiognomy” of Confucius and Mencius, used to determine whether a man was a 

“noble man” or a “lesser man,” is contrasted directly with the practice of other men who rely 

upon judgment of external forms: yet, beginning in Song China, both forms of judging people 

are found under the umbrella term “physiognomy” practiced by men labeled “physiognomists.” 

Wu Cheng’s “Preface Gifted to Physiognomy Master Liu 贈劉相師序” does the same thing:  

 
836 Fang, Tong jiang xu ji, 31.369-370. 
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‘See what he does, observe his reasons, and examine where he rests:’837 this was Confucius’ 
physiognomy method. ‘Listen to his words, and observe his pupils,’838 and also ‘observe his 
countenance and fullness in the back, as well as what is bestowed upon the four limbs:’839 this 
is Mencius’ physiognomy method. …Physiognomist Liu is good at physiognomy, and many 
of his judgments are extraordinary. I cherish his prime-of-life beauty and talent, and his 
clearly spoken words, but am apprehensive that he is limited to the [physiognomy] techniques 
promoted by Xu Fu in Tang, thus I am encouraging him to prioritize the physiognomy 
methods of the sages. 
視其所以，觀其所由，察其所安，夫子相人法也，聽其言也，觀其眸子，與夫見靣盎

背，施於四體，孟子相人法也。。。劉相士善相，所相多竒中，予愛其盛年美才，出

語楚楚，而慮或局於唐舉許負之說之術也，故舉聖賢所以相人者先焉。840 
 
 Wu Cheng, though he praises the efficacy of Physiognomist Liu’s techniques, 

nonetheless insists that he ought to prioritize the “physiognomy methods of the sages.” There is 

some irony in this constant reference to classicist physiognomy, not only because of the absence 

of such techniques in the Analects and Mencius, but also because of the condemnation of 

physiognomy in Xunzi 荀子. Xunzi dedicates the chapter titled “Against Physiognomy” (Fei 

xiang 非相) to arguing that the practice of observing external features in order to know 

someone’s fortunes, though “praised by vulgar people 世俗稱之,” was an incorrect practice: “the 

ancients didn’t embrace [it], and scholars didn’t [take it as their] Way. 古之人無有也，學者不

道也。”841 “Noble men” of the past came in all shapes and sizes, but shared humaneness and 

rightness in their hearts, “therefore judging [external] appearance is inferior to judging hearts… 

although one’s appearance is judged to be bad, if their heart’s course is good, then [their 

 
837 Lunyu 1.3; Analects 2.10. 
 
838 Meng, Mengzi 7.59; Mengzi 4A.15 (For Van Norden’s translation, see: Mencius, Mengzi, 97.) 
 
839 Meng, Mengzi 13.108; Mengzi 7A.21 (For Van Norden’s translation, see: Mencius, Mengzi, 176.) 
 
840 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 28.241. 
 
841 Xunzi 荀子 (Qing bao jing tang congshu ben 清抱經堂叢書本), 3.24 (Chapter 5). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. (Translation based on Xunzi, Xunzi: The Complete Text, translated by Eric L. 
Hutton (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 32.) 
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appearance] will not harm them becoming a noble man. 故相形不如論心… 形相雖惡而心術

善，無害為君子也。”842  

Xunzi thus condemns physiognomy and positions “judging hearts” as a different activity; 

this, however, does not prevent later gentlemen from referencing Xunzi as a way of praising 

“gentlemanly” physiognomists. Chen Zao’s poem for the physiognomist Shu Zhang 相士蜀張 

begins: “Distant antiquity also had many arts; judging appearances and thus judging hearts. 博古

亦多藝，相形仍論心。”843 Lou Yue’s 樓鑰 (1137–1213) poem “Gifted to Physiognomist Ding 

贈丁相士” notes: “Judging appearances, how could that be like judging hearts? The strength of 

your eyes can discern the shallow and the deep. 相形何似且論心，眼力工夫見淺深。”844 

Chen Gao wrote in his “Gift for Physiognomist Wang Boshan 贈相士王伯善” that: “I’ve heard 

that the ancients’ physiognomy had the Way; judging forms is not as good as judging hearts! 我

聞古人相有道，相形不如相心！”845 Deng Ya’s “Gift for Physiognomist Huang Yixian 贈相

士黄逸仙” notes that “Xunzi was particularly knowledgeable of the Way; in judging 

appearances, one prioritizes judging hearts. 荀子頗知道，相形先相心。”846 Wu Cheng’s 

“Preface Gifted to Physiognomist Wang 贈王相士序” noted that Wang Sheng 王生 practiced 

medicine and physiognomy, and praised Wang’s physiognomy by saying: 

I have heard that among the techniques of physiognomy, judging appearances is inferior to 
judging the heart… I am pleased that [Wang] Sheng’s ability to judge hearts is greater than 
those in the world who can only judge appearances.  

 
842 Ibid. 
 
843 Chen, Jianghu chang weng ji, 11.111. 
 
844 Lou, Gong kui ji, 9.100. 
 
845 Chen, Bu ji chuan yu ji, 4.27. 
 
846 Deng, Yu si ji, 1.5. 
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嘗聞相人之術，相形不如論心。。。故予喜生之能相心，愈於世之徒能相形者也。847 
 
 Given this focus on the hearts in opposition to the face, and the emphasis on judging 

someone’s character instead of their lifespan or future wealth, the “classicist” approach to 

physiognomy as articulated in Song-Yuan texts may be understood as a newly emergent form 

which appealed to the ideals of classicism despite the classical canon’s relative silence on the 

subject, and Xunzi’s outright rejection of it. This classicist lens nonetheless gave credibility to 

certain practitioners in Song-Yuan China by distinguishing them from other physiognomists, 

signaling not only their successful enacting of a  “gentlemanly” identity but also their ability to 

offer a “gentlemanly” serve that other kinds of physiognomists could not. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 
 

 The regular occupational practice of divination by a variety of kinds of men in lower 

social positions, and the belief among some “gentlemanly” patrons that “gentlemanly” 

practitioners were preferable to other sorts, motivated the development of identity signals within 

the field of divination that distinguished “gentlemanly” sorts from others. At court, the 

possession of some official titles might be sufficient, but in most cases “gentlemanly” 

practitioners were identified through other means, like their family background or familiarity 

with the classics. Outside the court, the practice of reclusion became an effective means of 

signaling “gentlemanly” identity through poems and prefaces serving as testimonials about what 

kind of diviner one was. And, beyond that, an emerging discourse in Song–Yuan China about 

using “classicist” techniques to divine and judge others on the basis of their heart and inner 

 
847 Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 33.286. 
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character as opposed to their outer appearance became an effective means of distinguishing some 

occupational practitioners as “gentlemanly.” 

 As was the case with medicine, there are clearly instances in which some practitioners 

were fully accepted as “gentlemen” in certain situations, others were not, and a third group were 

considered “gentlemanly” to some significant degree without clear indication of their overall 

acceptance as a fellow “gentleman:” Wu Cheng wrote about the “techniques master” (shushi 術

士) Peng Shiguan 彭時觀 as superior in esoteric knowledge to “the classicists who don’t 

understand Heaven, Earth, and Man, 儒而不通天地人者，” but doesn’t seem to want to 

actually classify Peng as a sort of classicist in the process.848 Even in such cases, it is clear that 

signals of “gentlemanly” identities functioned as a means for “gentlemanly” sorts to accept 

certain men as like them, and consider their abilities effective, without needing to resort to 

divination themselves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
848 For the curious: “Judging land, judging people: these two techniques are one technique. Moreover, the methods 
of calligraphy-judging, divination to judge good or bad fortune, and the technique of Five Phases [divination with] 
stalks [or] turtle shells, these were all passed on. The Preface of [The Book of Han] lists six varieties of divination, 
and Mr. Peng wades through three. Ah! How can he be so capable?! Those who are classicists but do not understand 
Heaven, Earth, and Man, how could they compare?! 相地，相人，二術一術也。並隸形法家，占筭以推吉凶，
則蓍龜五行之支，與流裔耳。漢儒序數術為六種，而彭生渉其三。吁！何其多能哉？彼儒而不通天地人

者，何如耶？” (Wu, Wu Wenzheng ji, 54.430.) 
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Chapter 5: Farming and Gardening 
 

 Farming and gardening were essential activities for the sustenance of self and state in 7th–

14th century China. Though a minority of people were able to survive without productive land by 

purchasing food from the marketplace, it is clear that a majority of the populace was involved 

with agriculture to some degree: whether as the owner of the land, doing the labor of cultivating 

plants, or both. Many men with “gentlemanly” identities owned such land: Zhou Hui 周煇 

(Northern-Southern Song) once remarked that that “after thirty years [of officialdom], not to 

have land to return to and plow in one’s old age, and for one’s food and clothing to be 

insufficient, is a meagre fortune! 三十年竟無尺土歸耕老，而衣食不足，福基淺薄！”849 

Yang Yi 楊億 (974–1020) stands out as an example of one such official of “meagre fortune,” as 

he “lacked good suburban farming and gardening land with which to provide sustenance, 無負郭

之田園，以供糊口，”850 and “only relied on official salary. 只仰俸緡。”851 

 The “gentlemanly” sort in middle period China broadly recognized the role of “farmer” 

as essential: some understood them to be the very foundation of the state;852 others were grateful 

 
849 Zhou Hui 周煇, Qing bo zazhi 清波雜志 (Zibu cong kan xubian jing Song ben 四部叢刊續編景宋本), 11.63. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
850 Yang Yi 楊億, Wuyi xin ji 武夷新集, (Ming ke ben 明刻本), 14.143. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
851 Yang, Wuyi xin ji, 14.151. 
 
852 For example: “Farming and sericulture are the foundations of the state. 農桑國之本。” (Wang Yucheng 王禹偁, 
Xiao xu ji 小畜集 [Sibu cong kan jing Song ben pei Lü Wutang chao ben 四部叢刊景宋本配吕無黨鈔本], 6.30. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.); “Farmers are the foundation of the state 夫農
者，國之本。” (Jiu Tang shu, 171.2224.)  
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to them for the food on their plate.853 Further respect was afforded to “farmers” in the abstract by 

men who viewed their role as an example of idealized rustic purity,854 as their lifestyle 

overlapped considerably with archetypal characteristics of reclusion. Due in part to the gratitude 

expressed towards this social category, the official histories did not discriminate against men we 

might call “first-generation gentlemen” from farming families, often taking the opposite 

approach and praising their achievements.855 And, as we have seen in the introduction to this 

 
853 For example, Huang Tingjian’s First of “Five Mealtime Observances for Gentleman-Officials” (士大夫食時五
觀) reads: “Number One: Consider the many contributions, and contemplate where these come from. This food was 
cultivated and harvested, the grain was pounded and milled, washed and cleaned, steamed and cooked; thereupon it 
was ready [to be eaten]. The contributions [to this process] are numerous, and all the more so when we slaughter 
living things to add flavor [to our meals]. One person’s meal is the labor of ten people. If you live at home, then you 
are eating from the mental and physical labors of your father and grandfather; even if this is already [your family’s] 
stuff, it is still taking advantage of their beneficence. If you work as an official then you eat from the fat and blood 
of the people: the seriousness of this cannot be conveyed in words. 一計功多少，量彼來處：此食墾植、收穫、
舂磑、淘汰、炊煑乃成，用功甚多。何况屠割生靈，為己滋味。一人之食，十人作勞。家居則食父祖心力

所營，雖是己財，亦承餘慶。仕宦則食民之膏血，大不可言。” (Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅, Shangu wai ji 山谷
外集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 9.114. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
854 For example: Lu Jiuyuan’s teacher Qiu Yuanshou 丘元壽 once said that “although farmers and gardeners do not 
know characters, we can take pleasure in their authentic nature 老農老圃雖不識字，喜其真情。” (Lu, Xiangshan 
ji, 34.261.) 
 
855 The civil official Sun Guangxian 孫光憲 (901–968) “came from generations whose occupation was farming; 
only Guangxian as a youth was fond of studying 世業農畝，惟光憲少好學。” (Songshi, 483.5054.) He Bu’s 何涉 
(11th century) “father and grandfather both made farming their livelihood; Bu first began to read books, 父祖皆業農
，涉始讀書，” and later passed the jinshi examination. (Songshi, 432.4518) Sun Bian’s 孫抃 (jinshi 1030) sixth-
generation ancestor collected books, but then his “sons and grandsons took the fields as their livelihood, until [Sun] 
Bian started to read books and write prose 子孫以田為業。至抃始讀書屬文。” (Songshi, 292.2992) The History 
of Song is even fairly neutral of its treatment of the “traitorous official” Liu Yu’s 劉豫 (1078–1143) family 
background: “generations made farming their livelihood, until [Liu] Yu was the first to pass the jinshi examination 
世業農，至豫始舉進士。” (Songshi 475.4974) The History of Yuan lauded Wang Sicheng 王思诚 (1291–1357) 
for transitioning from farming to officialdom in spite of his grandfather’s wishes: “His natural talents surpassed 
others, and at seven he studied the Classic of Filiality and the Analects from a teacher, and was able to recite them 
completely. The family’s fundamental livelihood was farming, and his grandfather, You, scolded his parents saying: 
“[Your] son is growing up and not being taught to work the fields, but on the contrary to be a long-winded 
classicist!” [But Wang] Sicheng increasingly applied himself without neglect, and later roamed after Cao Yuanyong 
from Wenyang, greatly improving his studies. In the first year of Zhizhi (1321) he passed his jinshi examination, was 
appointed magistrate of Guanzhou, and summoned to be an instructor at the Imperial Academy, later being 
transferred to compiling and editing official in the Hanlin Institute’s Official Histories department. 王思誠字致道，
兖州嵫陽人。天資過人，七歲，從師授孝經、論語，即能成誦。家本業農，其祖佑，詬家人曰：「兒大不

教力田，反教為迂儒邪！」思誠愈自力弗懈。後從汶陽曹元用游，學大進。中至治元年進士第，授管州判

官，召為國子助教，改翰林國史院編修官。” (Yuanshi, 183.1944) 
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dissertation, Lu You and Yuan Cai taught their descendants that if one was unable to find work 

in officialdom or education, becoming a “farmer” would not be shameful. 

 And yet, it is clear that the overwhelming majority of men enacting “gentlemanly” 

identities, even if they owned farmland and sometimes even took pleasure in cultivating a small 

field themselves, did not actually want to occupy the role of “farmer:” this required substantially 

more labor beyond cultivating crops for pleasure or self-sustenance, as one “farmer” would need 

to meet the food demands of anywhere from “ten” to “one hundred people.”856 Further, the 

gratitude expressed towards “farmers” in the abstract did not translate into degrees of social 

esteem or status anywhere comparable to what the “gentlemanly” sort afforded to each other. 

 Similarly, men who performed a “gentlemanly” identity often spoke of the pleasure they 

found in tending to their gardens, and it was important for such men to ensure a clear distinction 

between themselves or any “gentleman who operated a flower garden beside the outer city wall, 

and built a hall with two small rooms, which were especially pleasurable and beautiful, 士子於

附郭治花圃，創為一堂，前後兩廡，頗極爽麗，”857 and occupational “gardeners” (yuanding 

園丁; huagong 花工; etc.). The category “gardener” was associated with illiterate men who 

 
856 The idea that one farmer was responsible for making food for ten people was invoked in reference to their social 
role in Song times; for example, Chen Shunyu’s “On Farmers” (Shuo nong 說農) argues: “only one in one hundred 
is a farmer these days, and so a farmer has to feed 100 when he used to only need to feed three. 由是觀之天下之
民，百人而一農，農之人一，而食穀之人百。古以一農飬三民，猶患其不足。” (Chen, Du guan ji, 7.63.) See 
also: “The ancient peoples were four, and farmers were one of the four; today’s peoples are six, and those who 
abandon farming are five of the six…古之為民者四，而農其四之一也。今之為民者六，而舍農者六之五
也。。。” (Zhang, Shan tang kao suo, bieji别集 20.2253.) Relatedly, “For farming work to be harmed is the 
foundation of famine 農事傷，則飢之本也。” (Chen Fu 陳旉, Chen Fu Nong shu 陳旉農書 [Qing Zhibuzu 
congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], A.7. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
857 Zhuang Chuo 莊綽, Ji lei bian 鷄肋編 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), C.64.  
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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learned how to garden through mnemonic chants,858 profited from offering horticultural services 

to others,859 managed the private gardens of higher-status men860 and kept the gates locked so as 

“not to allow vulgar people to see [them] 不許俗人看,”861 or grew their own produce to sell in 

the marketplace.862 None of these characteristics were esteemed by the “gentlemanly” sort or 

associated with “gentlemanly” identities.863 

 
858 For example: “The gardener cannot yet read; oral secrets passed down [through generations]. 園丁初未讀，口訣
自相傳。” (Fang, Tong jiang xu ji, 19.211.) 
 
859 See, for instance, Ouyang Xiu’s Record of Peonies in Luoyang (Luoyang mudan ji 洛陽牡丹記), which describes 
“Gardener Men” (Men yuanzi 門園子) as such a popular gardener that “among the powerful households, none did 
not hire him.豪家無不邀之。” (Ouyang, Ouyang Wenzhong gong ji, 22.462. See also: Ronald Egan, The Problem 
of Beauty: Aesthetic Thought and Pursuits in Northern Song Dynasty China [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2008], 134.) 
 
860 For example, Xu Lun 許綸 (jinshi 1163) wrote in a poem about one of his pavilions: “The gardener picks 
seasonal fruits in sufficient quantity to provide for my addiction [to eating them]. 園丁採時果，足以供嗜好。” 
(Xu Lun 許綸, She zhai ji 涉齋集 [Minguo jing xiang lou congshu ben 民國敬鄉樓叢書本], 13.81. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) More examples to follow throughout the chapter.  
 
861 Hu Zhongyin 胡仲弓, Weihang man you gao 葦航漫遊稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本), 2.21. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
862 For example, the “Record of Oranges” (ju lu 橘録) states: “The gardener plants them, in order to sell them in the 
marketplace. 園丁種之，以鬻於市。” (Han Yanzhi 韓彦直, Ju lu 橘録 [Song baichuan xue hai ben 宋百川學海
本], B.4. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
863 The Song text Extensive Records of the Taiping Era preserved the story of Elder Zhang (Zhang lao 張老) from 
Liang (502–557), a gardener who lived next-door to a retired official named Wei Shu 韋恕. When Wei’s daughter 
came of age, Zhang sought to speak with the matchmaker and offer himself as a marriage candidate: “I am indeed 
aged, and irrigating gardens is my livelihood, but it is enough for food and clothing 某誠衰邁，灌園之業，亦可衣
食。” The matchmaker scoffs at the idea, asking: “why would children of an official household be willing to marry 
an old gardener? 豈有衣冠子女，肯嫁園叟耶？” Wei Shu eventually consents to the marriage if Zhang is able to 
give him five hundred strings of cash; to Wei’s surprise, he does so, and the marriage goes through. Wei’s daughter 
was not ashamed to do the cooking and washing for her new husband, but her family hated it, and over the years 
those who knew about the marriage criticized Wei Shu by saying: “Your home is truly poor; how could it be that 
there are no other [gentlemanly] poor descendants in the village, leaving you no choice but to marry your daughter 
to an old gardener? 君家誠貧，鄉里豈無貧子弟，奈何以女妻園叟。” In the end, Zhang is revealed to be an 
immortal (shenxian 神仙); though his surprising wealth was not enough to overcome the shame of the marriage for 
the Wei family, his status as an immortal apparently was. (Taiping guangji, 16.72-74.) See also: Sing-chen Lydia 
Chiang, “Daoist Transcendence and Tang Literati Identities in "Records of Mysterious Anomalies" by Niu Sengru 
(780-848),” Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR), Vol. 29 (Dec., 2007), 11-13. 
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To maintain a satisfactory degree of social distinction and the successful presentation of 

their own “gentlemanly” identities, men in 7th–14th century China who were actively engaged in 

farming or gardening invoked a repertory of signals which achieved this result to varying degrees 

of efficacy. These signals included: 

1. Association with Reclusion or Retirement from Officialdom 
2. Understanding Agriculture through the Classical Canon 
3. The Claim That One “Personally” (zi 自) Farms or Gardens 
4. The Claim That One is “Studying Farming” (xuejia 學稼) or “Studying Gardening” 

(xuepu 學圃) 
 

 

5.1 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Farming or Gardening as a Recluse or a 
Retiree from Officialdom  
 

Throughout premodern China, the reclusive lifestyle was regularly associated with 

farming or gardening, particularly when one was in reclusion outside of the city or marketplace, 

and not seeking a livelihood through alternative means like painting, performing music, 

practicing medicine or divination, and so on. Countless men took Tao Yuanming as a cultural 

hero worthy of emulation, “returning home” (guilai 歸來) to “fields and gardens” (tianyuan 田

園) to enjoy a quiet, rustic life. Though Tao had worked as an official for four decades prior to 

his eventual retirement at his country estate, his biographers consistently placed him in the 

“recluse” chapters of official histories, reflecting the extent to which retirement and reclusion 

overlapped in “gentlemanly” imaginations.864 

 
864 Tao Yuanming will continue to be discussed later in this chapter. For a more comprehensive summary, see: 
Wendy Swartz, Reading Tao Yuanming: Shifting Paradigms of Historical Reception (427–1900) (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2008.); Susan Nelson, “What I Do Today Is Right: Picturing Tao Yuanming’s 
Return,” Journal of Song-Yuan Studies, No. 28 (1998), 61-90. 
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The official Xu Shimin 徐師閔 (11th century) chose to “retire and grow old in his home, 

daily tending to his garden pavilion, amusing himself with letters and wine. 退老于家，日治園

亭，以文酒自娛樂。”865 As for Shen Kuo: “several li away from the city, he had a garden 

where he grew vegetables and trees, and cut small nets for [hunting] birds and beasts. 距城數里

為園囿，植采木、刻鳥獸綿絡其間。”866 Yang Qian 楊謙 (b. 1283) “cast aside officialdom, 

returned to discuss abstruse affairs, and built a garden, pond, and pavilions to amuse himself. 脫

去仕累，歸討幽事，稍為園池亭榭以自娛。”867 

Gardening became so entrenched in the lifestyle of “gentlemanly” reclusion and 

retirement that some men started to associate themselves with the label “gardener” as a means of 

emphasizing this livelihood. Bian Siyi 卞思義 (Yuan) wrote in a “colophon for Shu Xiushi’s 

Tilling in Reclusion 題舒秀實鉏隠:” “The mortal world and the imperial chariot and crown are 

not my affairs; an old gardener, nowadays, is what I want to be like. 紅塵軒冕非吾事，老圃如

今願已同。”868 Song Jiong 宋褧 (1294–1346) wrote a poem for a friend in which he 

proclaimed: 

老我菟裘何地， I grow old: in which place will I seclude myself? 
半世雨梗風萍。 Half my life: a branch in the rain, duckweed in the wind. 
後日拏舟相訪， Some later day I’ll take a boat to visit you, 
還須許作園丁。 And then you must permit me to be your gardener.869 

 

 
865 Song shi ji shi, 13.211. 
 
866 Songshi, 331.3427. 
 
867 Yang, Dongwei zi wenji, 19.163. 
 
868 Caotang ya ji, 13.228. 
 
869 Song, Yan shi ji, 10.80.  
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 Wang Li 王禮 (1314–1386) similarly wrote about a Mr. Hu 胡氏 of Yongyang, a relative 

through marriage, who: 

 …held a water jug and a hoe; there was nothing he didn’t plant. He was content in this, and 
thus he took being an old gardener as his path, and sought me out to write a record about it. 
Ah! Noble gentlemen who do not meet with their times, between beginning and end, 
flourishing and waning, is there a big difference? There is not… now surpassing seventy 
years-old, his eyes and ears are acute, and he is content to roam and grow old in his garden. 
How could this not be a blessing of heaven? 
。。。抱甕荷鋤靡所不植，而樂在其中，因以老圃自道，而索予記之。嗟夫！士君子

遭時不偶，始終盛衰之際，固有大異，不然者矣。。。今年踰七十耳目聪明，優㳺以

老于圃。豈非天之福善者耶？870 
 
 In none of these cases is there ever an implication that these men were occupying the 

more traditional “gardener” or “farmer” social role; each time, the label is invoked as a literary 

means of emphasizing the distinct lifestyle experienced by retired or reclusive “gentlemanly” 

sorts as opposed to the lifestyle of officialdom. This new use for the label “gardener” was 

commonly invoked in the self-fashioned “sobriquets” (hao 號) of the “gentlemanly” sort, who 

wished to present themselves as adhering to the ideals of this lifestyle, sometimes even while still 

serving as officials. Zhu Yu 朱彧 (Northern Song) had the sobriquet “Old Gardener of Pingzhou 

萍州老圃;”871 Hong Chu 洪芻 (jinshi 1094) titled one of his belles lettres collections the Old 

Gardener’s Collection (Laopu ji 老圃集);872 Shi Zhengzhi 史正志 (1119-1179), author of Mr. 

Shi’s Manual of Chrysanthemums (Shi shi ju pu 史氏菊譜), had a sobriquet “Old Gardener of 

the Wu Gate 吳門老圃;”873 Wang Feng 王逢 (Yuan) called himself the “Most Leisurely 

 
870 Wang Li 王禮, Linyuan wen ji 麟原文集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 7.123. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
871 Ma, Wenxian tongkao, 217.3545. 
 
872 Ma, Wenxian tongkao, 244.3843. 
 
873 Song shi jishi, 50.811. 
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Gardener 最閒園丁” in reclusion, and built a “Most Leisurely Garden 最閒園” in which to 

live;874 Li Gou 李覯 (1009–1059) wrote the following poem on his student “Fu Yi 傅翼 (jinshi 

1073), sobriquet ‘Willing Gardener’ (gan yuan,甘圃): 

老圃君何學， Old gardener, what do you study? 
中心切養親。 Your heart-mind is dedicated to taking care of your family.  
從來啜菽處， Starting by consuming beans, 
便作采蘭人。 Then becoming a plucker of orchids. 
百行當無愧， In all your actions you have a clear conscience. 
三牲未足珍。 The three sacrificial animals [for the court] aren't sufficiently valuable [for 
you]. 
孝㢘方察舉， An examination graduate offered up for office, 
勉勉詎長貧。 Working hard, how could you be poor?875 

 
 In most of these cases, the men presenting themselves as “gardeners” or as gardening in 

the context of rest, retirement or reclusion, were also signaling their “gentlemanly” identities 

through multiple alternative approaches at the same time. By highlighting retirement, for 

instance, they demonstrated previously having held office: a trait which effectively identified 

them as “gentlemen.” By claiming that they gardened “leisurely” (xian 閒), they emphasized that 

it was not a proper livelihood for them like it was for occupational “gardeners.” However, for 

some such men, the distinction between their reclusive lives and the life of an archetypal 

“farmer” or “gardener” was much blurrier; occupying a liminal space between these boundaries, 

these men were not always able to successfully convince others of their “gentlemanly” identity. 

 Wang Yucheng was particularly aware of the distinction between “gentlemanly” 

engagement in farming, and the work of “farmers.” Shao Bowen and Wang Cheng both note that 

 
874 Wang Feng 王逢, Wu xi ji 梧溪集 (Qing zhibuzu congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 5.160, 7.235. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
875 Li Gou 李覯, Zhijiang Li xiansheng wen ji 直講李先生文集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming chenghua ben 四部叢刊
景明成化本), 36.243. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Wang was originally from a farming family, but because he successfully demonstrated ability 

with poetry (or prose) around age nine to Bi Shi’an 畢士安 (938–1005), he was led along the 

path to officialdom.876 Wang owned land in Wuzhou 吳州 named Southern Garden (Nan yuan 

南園), which had formally been the garden of a Han dynasty prince;877 in poems he described 

growing gourds and medicinal herbs there, but also using the space to play weiqi and enjoy the 

qin.878 He found enough pleasure in gardening to write in his later years: “What affairs does the 

white-headed official have? He now plans to retire from officialdom and personally plant the 

fields! 白頭郎署成何事，見擬休官自種田！”879 

Despite the pleasure his garden brought him during retirement, Wang clearly did not want 

his descendants to become “farmers” again. He wrote a poem for his sons after meeting a man 

named Zheng Yu 鄭昱 at an inn, who “called himself Top-Rank Grandson 自稱一品孫,” and 

whose “air and appearance was not common. 氣貌不凡俗。” Wang “sat for a while, and asked 

about his genealogy; his clan was great and large in number. 坐久問家諜，其族大且繁。” That 

is, “until [Zheng] Yu, at the start of the sixth generation; a plain-clothed old man in rustic 

gardens. 至昱始六代，布衣老丘樊。”880   

 
876 Wang Cheng notes: “His family for generations were farmers, and at nine years-old he was able to sing poems; 
Bi Shi’an saw him and considered him unique, encouraging him to be diligent in his undertakings. When he grew up 
he was good at prose. 家世爲農，九嵗能爲歌詩，畢士安見而異之，勉以勤業。及長善屬文。” (Wang, 
Dongdu shilüe, 39.182. For similar comments about Wang’s farming family background, see: Shao, Wenjian qian 
lu, 7.25; Songshi, 293.2999.) 
 
877 Gong, Zhong Wu jiwen, 3.29. 
 
878 Wang, Xiao xu ji, 9.61. 
 
879 Wang, Xiao xu ji, 10.76. 
 
880 Wang, Xiao xu ji, 5.29-30. 
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 Regardless of this illustrious family background, a decline in fortune led Zheng to a 

lifestyle that Wang’s poem depicts as teetering dangerously close to the “farmer” social category. 

Wang writes, for example, that “agriculture and sericulture are the foundations of the state, 農桑

國之本，” thus associating Zheng with the “farmer” role, though in a complimentary and even 

consoling way. In the latter half of the poem, Wang reflects upon his own past:  

我亦起白屋， I also came from a poor home; 
兩朝直紫垣。 [but] in two dynasties I have erected purple walls [as an official]. 
蔭子有冠裳， My protection privilege has [given me] official garb 
賞延弟與昆。 To bestow upon my younger brothers and descendants. 
… 
唐賢尚消歇， Tang worthies can still fade away; 
我輩奚足言。 Who are we to speak of this? 
呼兒諷此詩， I call to my son to recite this poem, 
播在篪與塤。 And spread it to his brothers!881 

 Wang ends his poem with a warning for his descendants, hoping to use Zheng Yu as an 

example of how even great clans could decline in fortune, and men could end up in a liminal 

space between the categories of “recluse” and “farmer.” For some men, this space could be 

invoked lightly to portray oneself with a bit of self-deprecating humor, as in Lu You’s poetic 

couplet: “Half drunk, half awake – throughout all days; not a gentleman, not a farmer – an old 

man! 半醒半醉常終日，非士非農一老翁！”882 However, for men like Zheng Yu, it meant a 

degree of anxiety over whether or not a man like Wang Yucheng would accept him as a fellow 

“gentleman” or not. 

 
881 Wang, Xiao xu ji, 5.30. 
 
882 Lu You 陸遊, Jian nan shi gao 劍南詩稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 42.561. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Sun Su 孙溯 (1169–1234) offers another example of the benefits of being categorized as 

a “recluse” instead of a “farmer” or “gardener.” His funerary inscription notes that his great-

grandfather had once been employed as an official, but his grandfather and father had both been 

“recluses.” Addressing Sun Su in the second person, it goes on to describe how his family had 

reached the point of selling their produce for a living, but were nonetheless able to maintain 

“gentlemanly” identities: 

…Exhausting your strength irrigating the garden, the fruits and vegetables of your garden 
grew lush, and those grown by others couldn’t equal them; itinerant merchants contended 
with each other [for them]. When your care of your parents was thus fulfilled, you handed 
[the work] over to gardeners, and together with your elder brother wrapped up your books and 
entered school. At the time my older brother Master Gongjing was just then instructing in The 
Spring and Autumn Annals in the model local school in that neighborhood. You entered and 
prostrated yourself before his mat, wishing to become his disciple; you then removed your 
gardening outerwear and put on mountain rustic clothing, and furthermore in time surpassed 
your junior student [i.e. me]. 
。。。竭力灌園，園之果蔬暢茂它，植者莫及。負販者爭趨之，親養以充，乃授成園

丁。與兄束書入學時，吾兄恭靖先生，方以春秋教授鄉里表率庠序。君直入拜席下願

為弟子，而君方釋襏襫而來被服山野，且時過後學。883 
 
 Sun Su went on to pass the jinshi exam and find success in officialdom; however, his 

story reveals that after two generations of the patriline did not enter officialdom, the family came 

to rely upon profit from their garden as a livelihood. The funerary inscription suggests that they 

were fortunate enough to make sufficient profit to hire other “gardeners,” thus freeing Sun Su 

and his brother from their responsibilities and allowing them to begin to study at school. The 

“recluse” label undoubtedly played a role in the family’s continued presentation of 

“gentlemanly” identities, and may even have been a factor influencing Master Gongjing’s 

decision to accept the two brothers as students. 

 
883 Liu, Man tang wen ji, 31.372. 
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 There were clear benefits to the successful presentation of “gentlemanly” identities tied to 

farming or gardening in reclusion or retirement. However, some “recluses” are categorized as 

such for their preference to distance themselves from the presentation of “gentlemanly” 

identities, and live a private life away from “gentlemanly” social networks. A story recorded by 

Zhao Yushi 趙與時 (1172–1228), preserved in the Records of the Listener (Yi jian zhi 夷堅志), 

reveals how a man trying to avoid recognition as a “gentleman” is nonetheless categorized as one 

through perceived signals of a reclusive lifestyle: 

Hong Wenmin (Mai)’s Record of the Listener says: “Chen Yuanzhong, courtesy name 
Shaokui, was a man of Longxi in Pingzhou. He migrated to live in Nanhai, and once stopped 
in Nan’an on his way to take the civil service examinations. It was almost sunset, and he was 
still far from the city, so he spent the night at a rustic person’s home, with reeds for the 
rafters, and lush trees and bamboo to be admired. Although the elderly host wore hemp 
clothes and grass shoes, his bearing and his speech were like [that of] a gentleman, and on the 
table were documents scattered and in disorder; when he looked at them, they were all 
Classics and works of the [Warring States] masters. Chen asked: “Are you teaching your sons 
to read?” [And the elderly host] replied: “I plant the garden for a living, and that’s it.” [Chen 
asked:] “Do you also go to the marketplace?” He said: “For fifteen years I haven’t gone.” 
[Chen asked]: “What is the point of keeping [these] books?” “I happen to have them” He thus 
complicated his speech [to not speak plainly]. Soon later, there was a great rainstorm, and his 
two sons returned home with plow and hoes on their shoulders: the eldest, Ke, was eighteen 
or nineteen, and the youngest was fourteen or fifteen. Leaning on their plows, they greeted 
[Chen] with clasped hands; their bearing was apparent, and certainly were not the same kind 
[of person as] farmer’s sons. The elderly host gave Chen some bean congee to eat, but didn’t 
speak with him again until the next day when he saw Chen off. 
洪文敏《夷堅志》有云：陳元忠少魏，漳州龍溪人，客居南海，嘗赴省試過南安，會

日暮，趨城尚遠，投宿野人家，茅茨數椽，竹樹茂密可愛。主翁雖麻衫草履，而舉止

談對宛若士人，几案間有文籍散亂，視之皆經子也。陳叩之曰：“翁訓子讀書乎？”

曰：“種園為生耳。”“亦入城市乎？”曰：“十五年不出矣。”問：“藏書何

用？”曰：“偶有之。”因雜以它語。少焉暴風雨作，其二子荷蓑負鋤歸。大兒可十

八九，小兒十四五，倚鋤前揖，人物可觀，絕不類農家子。翁進豆羹享客，不復共

談，遲明陳別去。884 
 

 
884 Zhao Yushi 趙與時, Bin tui lu 賓退録 (Song chao ben 宋刻本), 4.33. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 From his bearing and his speech, the specific texts on his table, and his sons raised with 

knowledge of proper social conduct, Chen determines that his host is “gentlemanly,” whether or 

not his host would want to be seen that way. The reader of this anecdote later learns that this man 

had indeed been an official in the past: his eldest son was seized by a gate officer for not paying 

taxes on the congee and fruit he was selling, and was to be beaten; this prompted the elderly man 

to ask for the beating instead, as he could not live anyway if the beating caused his son to die. 

This, in turn, prompted the youngest son to wish to be beaten instead, displaying filiality, while 

the eldest son remained willing to accept the punishment for his own crimes. The three argued 

amongst themselves until the youngest son finally stepped away and told the official: 

My father originally was a Principal Gentleman holding an office, and in the Xuanhe period 
(1119–1125) he governed many prefectures and counties.” The old man quickly grabbed his 
clothing and pulled him back, saying: “My son is speaking madness!” The official asked 
whether an appointment edict existed, and the son said: “It was placed in a jar and buried 
beneath a mountain.” The official immediately sent a clerk to follow the son to unearth and 
recover the document, and they found it [just as he had said]. He then asked the elderly man 
to sit in the host’s seat [at his table], apologized, and released his son. The next day, he went 
to pay a respectful visit to the elderly man, but his home was already abandoned. 
“大人元係帶職正郎，宣和間累典州郡。”翁急拽其衣使退曰：“兒狂妄言。”守詢

誥敕在否兒曰：“見作一束置甕中，埋於山下。”守立遣吏隨兒發收，果得之。即延

翁上坐，謝而釋其子。次日枉駕訪之，室已虛矣。885 
 
 This anecdote not only reveals the legal leniency offered to retired officials, but also how 

the filial behavior of the elderly man’s sons was sufficient for the official to believe that their 

father was once an official, even as the father attempted to hide these signals. Both the official 

overseeing this case and Chen Yuanzhong thus undergo a process of realization, in which their 

categorization of the head of this ostensibly farming family shifts to “gentleman.” 

 Anecdotes like this, or the story of Zheng Yu, demonstrate how the value of the “recluse” 

label to those farming and gardening ranged considerably, from men of higher social position 

 
885 Zhao, Bin tui lu, 4.34. 
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looking to associate themselves with certain aesthetic and moral ideals tied to the tradition of 

reclusive living, to men of low social position seeking to maintain “gentlemanly” identities in 

difficult conditions. As a final example of this latter sort, Fang Yue’s 方岳 (1199–1262) “Record 

of My Plowing Hut” (gengshe ji 耕舍記) provides valuable insight into how men in this space 

might attempt to distinguish themselves from the “farmer” label: 

The plowing hut is the Autumn Cliff person’s [read: my] grass hut for ‘studying planting.’886 
On the first day, I used grass to fix it up. On the second day, I applied mud [to strengthen the 
walls]. On the third day, I [started] living there. In the hut, I continued [constructing] by using 
broken firewood to make a bed, and using [hemp and grass] clothing for cattle as a sleeping 
mat [atop the bed]. [My] woven raincoat hangs on the wall. To the left and right are hoes and 
plows, as well as everyday farming tools: all are used night and day, in hard work no better 
than a farmers’ or woodcutters’. The subjects of my conversations are only matters of sowing 
seeds, plowing, and harvesting affairs, and I am extremely self-content. However, a guest 
considered this lowly and said: “At first, I saw you in Nancong, with handscrolls atop your 
table. You rocked your knees and chanted like a restless spring bird or evening cicada [not 
stopping at night]! And I said: ‘This man is accomplished!’ [Passing] the civil service 
examinations [would be simply a matter of] plucking his mustache and being diligent in his 
work. Later I saw you at West Lake, wearing simple clothes, walking around and singing, 
observing the world tranquilly and simply, a layman truly without care in the world. I said: 
‘This man is accomplished!’ How can things have reached this [point] today? In the 
examination halls gentlemen advance through their studies. How can you now be a [mere] 
fieldhand who knows characters?! 
耕舍，秋崖人學稼之所茇也。一之日葺茨，二之日暨塗，三之日入此舍居。舍中續斷

薪為床，以牛衣藉。夫湏襏襫掛壁，左右耰鋤耒耜，與凡耕之具，皆在其朝夕相，勞

苦不過芸夫蕘子。而常所談道者，惟播種耕耨鎌穫之事，意自得甚。而客或陋之曰：

始吾見子于南忩橫巻案上。搖膝長吟，如春禽候䖝蚤夜不自休。予曰：是子也成！科

第如摘頷髭，勤于業矣。既又見子于西湖，葛屨布裘，且行且歌，視世間木，居士真

若不介介者。予曰：是子也成！豈直為今？場屋士進于學矣。廼今其識字田夫耶？887 
 
 Fang’s visitor describes him as having fallen far down the social ladder. The first time 

they met, he was an examination candidate certain to achieve success; the second time, he was 

living a respectable “recluse” lifestyle; now, he is labeled a “fieldhand who knows characters.” 

Though the visitor knows Fang and his past, it is likely that other men lacking such information 

 
886 On the use of the term “studying planting” (xue jia 學稼) as a symbol of gentlemanly status, see later subsection. 
 
887 Fang, Qiu ya ji, 36.377-378. 
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would readily categorize him as a “farmer.” Fang bristles at the accusation of being a mere 

“fieldhand,” but does not attempt to assert his identity as a “recluse;” instead, he pushes back by 

constructing a new, “gentlemanly” identity through farming, associating the practice with the 

ideals of antiquity: 

The Autumn Cliff person smiled and said, “Hah! In antiquity, there were no gentlemen who 
didn’t plow, and nowadays there are [even] farmers who don’t plow! You aren’t startled by 
the farmers who don’t plow, but consider lowly the gentlemen who do: you are wrong! My 
intent is to be a gentleman among the fields. In the past, it wasn’t only a single Yi Yin reading 
the Airs of Bin [to learn about farming and planting]. In the 7th month, observing the people 
encouraging each other to harvest, the atmosphere lush as the joy of the Spring Pavilion, as if 
drinking strong alcohol: without being truly called a gentleman, you cannot [experience this]! 
Each year there are gentlemen flourishing in the fields: “The south mountain has tai-plants; 
the north mountain has lai-plants.” How could I be with the mountain men in lacking homes?! 
I desire to change, to be in the fields like Yi Yin, aware that in doing my work I will not reach 
[the status of] Yao and Shun’s ministers. Thus ancient gentlemen arose from the fields, and 
the court would cause them to release their plow and don official’s clothing. Those who 
remained in the fields were able to be the ‘husbands plow and wives cook’ [sort], brewing 
their own pure customs. Ahh!  The world hasn’t seen this for hundreds of years. Yet, consider 
people wearing tall hats lofty-like, and official ornamental pendants flapping-like, when 
sitting, speaking as if Yao [in mannerism only], when advancing [into the imperial presence], 
marching as if Shun [in style only] – this kind, do you take to be gentlemen? If so, then the 
me in my Plowing Hut, how could you know not to be the me in Nancong or the me in West 
Lake?” Before he finished speaking, the Autumn Cliff person put on his hat, hung his scroll 
on an ox’s horn, and left, saying: “My ox is hungry. You can go [now]!” 
秋崖人笑曰：嘻！古者無不耕之士，而今世有不耕之農。子不駭農之不耕，而鄙士之

耕。子過矣！夫士而在畎畆之中，吾意。古不獨一伊尹讀豳。七月見其人勸相穡事，

氣象郁然如嬉春臺，如飲醇酎，非真謂士者不能爾！其歳時推擇興于甿者，不少。“南
山有臺, 北山有萊。”此豈與少室山人等伍，要亦幡然于畎畆如伊尹者，顧其事業不至
于堯舜君臣耳。故古之士起田萊，而巖廊釋鋤耒，而簮紱。而其在東阡西陌之間者，

猶能夫耕婦饁，以醸成醇風。噫! 天下不見是幾百年矣。而子以大冠峩如大佩，䄡如坐
而堯言進而舜趨。若是者，以為士與，然則耕舍之我，庸渠知非南忩西湖之我也。語

未。既秋崖人。戴蓬累笠。掛書牛角上，而出曰：吾牛飢矣。子且去！888 
 
 Fang is aware that his current state is somehow different from his time living in reclusion 

around West Lake in leisure; however, where other men would likely attempt to continue to 

present “gentlemanly” identities through signals of a reclusive lifestyle, Fang instead builds a 

 
888 Fang, Qiu ya ji, 36.378. 
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new image of an idealized “gentlemanly” social role through farming by attaching it to utopian 

antiquity, and contrasting it with the superficiality of officialdom and nobility. 

 These examples collectively demonstrate the power of presenting oneself as occupying a 

“recluse” role or as a retiree from officialdom as a means of maintaining “gentlemanly” identities 

while farming and gardening. Whether invoked casually by men already firmly established and 

accepted as enacting a “gentlemanly” identity regardless of their chosen sobriquet, or as an 

attempt for men in low social positions to gain or maintain access to certain social networks and 

associated resources or benefits, it is clear that the successful contextualization of one’s farming 

or gardening as tied to reclusion or retirement was an effective signal of “gentlemanly” identities 

– even for those not seeking to present themselves as “gentlemen.” 

 Fang Yue’s alternative approach, moving past the label “recluse” and focusing instead on 

ideal practices from ancient antiquity, was connected in part to a knowledge of agricultural 

practices drawn from the classical canon; let us turn our attention to that now. 

 

5.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: Understanding Agriculture through the 
Classical Canon 
 
 We have already seen that in the fields of painting, music, medicine, and divination, some 

men constructed “gentlemanly” identities through claims of expertise over “artisans” or other 

occupational practitioners, often based at least in part on their knowledge of the classical canon 

and its moral, cultural, and even aesthetic ideals. The same cannot quite be said of the fields of 

farming and gardening, as the “gentlemanly” sort were willing to grant that “farmers” and 

“gardeners” were the actual experts in farming and gardening. Such recognition of these social 

categories might come in the form of seeking advice or information (or merely signaling it 

poetically): Guo Tuochi 郭橐馳 (Tang) in his Book of Planting Trees (Zhongshu shu 種樹書) 
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was aware of specialist terms that “gardeners” used describe insect holes in peonies, and 

borrowed this knowledge for his entry on the flower without contradicting it or claiming superior 

knowledge on the subject;889 Li Chengsou 李澄叟 (Southern Song) wrote in his painting treatise: 

“Those who paint flowers and bamboo must inquire of gardeners, 畫花竹者，須訪問於老

圃，”890 to better understand the subjects they painted.  

Shen Zuozhe 沈作喆 (jinshi 1135) wrote about an “old gardener” (laopu 老圃) he knew 

while working as an official in Weiyang, who “one day came to offer me flowers and sell some 

wine 一日以花來獻予，售以斗酒;” Shen asks the gardener: “Others know how to appreciate 

flowers, but I wish to know about the roots of peonies. 人知賞花耳，吾欲知芍藥之根。” The 

gardener then proceeds to tell him a great deal about peonies, even noting that: 

When [a peony] obtains utmost yang qi, its color is white and it is good for healing, and 
physicians can use it to produce blood and stop pain; if the yang qi it receives is incomplete, 
then its color will be red and it will be good at causing flow. This inequality of efficacies is a 
natural principle. There is not yet any among physicians who can perceive this [distinction 
between red and white peonies.] 
蓋得至陽之氣則色白而善補，醫家用之以生血而止痛；其受陽氣不全者則色赤而善

瀉。功用不侔，自然之理也。醫家未有能知此者。891 
 
 In some cases, the recognition that an archetypal “gardener” knew more about gardening 

functioned as a signal relating to the “gentlemanly” pursuit of reclusion or retirement from 

officialdom: Fang Gan 方干 (809–886) wrote a poetic line for a friend, explaining: “I study 

gardening, [but] I don’t surpass the knowledge of the experienced gardener! 學圃無過老圃

 
889 Guo Tuochi 郭橐馳, Zhongshu shu 種樹書 (Ming yimen guang du ben 明夷門廣牘本). Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
890 Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 14.313. 
 
891 Shen Zuozhe 沈作喆, Yu jian 寓簡 (Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 10.50-51. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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知;”892 Cao Xun said: “I desire to follow the old gardener and study plowing 欲從老圃學犂

鋤;”893 Yang Gongyuan 楊公遠 (Southern Song-Yuan) said: “I hope to follow the old men of the 

fields and study plowing! 願隨田叟學耕耘！”894 Liu Shen 劉詵 (1101–1125) wrote about 

“seeking old gardeners and farmers to be teachers. 求老圃老農而為師。”895 Lu Wengui wrote 

in his “Record of Lingzhi-Mushrooms” (lingzhi ji 靈芝記) that he “hoped to study from an old 

gardener 願從老圃而受學焉” to learn more about medicinal plants and fungi.896 

In other cases, men’s claims about the expertise of farmers or gardeners were less poetic 

and more substantial; after Su Shi bought farmland and employed laborers to farm it, Sun Sheng 

孫升 (1038–1099) wrote a memorial arguing against the practice of officials trying to operate 

farms: 

Gentlemen, farmers, artisans, and merchants enact the techniques they specialize in and use 
what is suitable for them [to use]. Managing fertile soil and planting are the affairs of farmers 
and gardeners, and not what gentlemen study. When this era’s gentlemen-officials personally 
buy farmland property they exhaust themselves, often buying barren fields at a high price: the 
farmland is broad but the harvest is little. Why? Because [farming] isn’t what [gentlemen] are 
experienced in.  
夫士農工商，技有所長，用有所適。蓋辨墝肥、相種藝農圃之事，非士之所學也。世

之士大夫自買田業，非不悉心，往往價高而田薄，地廣而收鮮。何則？以其非所習

也。897 
 

 
892 Quan Tang shi 全唐詩, compiled by Cao Bin 曹寅 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
653.4474. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
893 Cao, Song yin ji, 14.73. 
 
894 Yang Gongyuan 楊公遠, Yequ you sheng hua 野趣有聲畫 (Qing chao ben 清鈔本), A.17. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
895 Liu Shen 劉詵, Gui yin wen ji 桂隱文集 (Qing chao ben 清鈔本), 4.70. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
896 Lu, Qiang dong lei gao, 8.90. 
 
897 Xu zizhi tongjian changbian, 397.5025.  
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 This is not to suggest that there are no instances in which the “gentlemanly” sort claimed 

superior knowledge to farmers, but it did not occur as it did in painting, music, medicine, or 

divination, in which this superior knowledge was lorded over men in lower social positions as a 

means of active social distinction. I have not found any comparable examples of complaints 

about “gardeners” not truly understanding how to grow an ideal flower, nor any boasts from 

leisurely “gentlemanly” gardeners about their cabbage being “tastier than any farmer could 

produce!” Instead, perceived deficiencies in the knowledge of “farmers” and “gardeners” are 

contextualized as problems to be rectified for the benefit of state and society. 

  Song and Yuan each produced at least one Book of Farming (Nong shu 農書) which 

illustrate how men presenting as “gentlemen” portrayed their knowledge of agriculture as 

superior to farmers, and how they wished to share that knowledge rather than claim it as an 

exclusive feature of their identity or social role. The Song Book of Farming was composed by 

Chen Fu 陳旉 (1076–1156), who identifies as a “recluse,” and the Yuan Book of Farming was 

written by an official named Wang Zhen 王禎 (1271–1333): these two men of different times 

and ways of living nonetheless invoke the same approach in their works. 

Both Books of Farming reference the “fourfold people” discourse,898 reinforcing the 

notion that “gentlemanly” sorts are socially superior to farmers, but making no attempt to 

 
898 Chen Fu’s chapter on “Suitable Places to Live” (juchu zhi yi 居處之宜) cites the Classic of Poetry to suggest that 
farmers ought to live “in huts in the middle of their fields 中田之廬,” and writes: “Discourses of the State recorded 
Guan Zhong’s [saying that] the fourfold people each reside far from each other and aren’t caused to mix together, 
wanting to focus on their occupation, and not, for the sake of other lines of learning, changing their ambitions.  
《國語》載管仲居四民，各有攸處，不使龐雜，欲其專業，不為異端紛更其志也。” (Chen, Chen Fu Nong 
shu, A.4.) See also: Wang Zhen 王禎, Wang Zhen Nong shu 王禎農書 (Qing Guangxu ershiwunian guangya shuju 
ke wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清光緒二十五年廣雅書局刻武英殿聚珍版叢書本), 18.82. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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associate that superiority with possession of unique agricultural wisdom beyond the abilities of 

other kinds of men. Wang Zhen, for instance, writes: 

But [people’s] endowment of qi differs in its pureness or muddiness. If it is pure then they are 
gentlemen; if it is muddy then they are farmers, artisans, or merchants. Gentlemen thus make 
manifest their humaneness and rightness; farmers thus provide clothing and food; artisans 
thus make tools and utensils; merchants thus travel to buy and sell. These four [categories of 
the] people were all established by Heaven to assist each other. The sages established rules 
and set up morals in order to teach and nourish them, causing all under heaven to wear their 
clothing, eat their food, love their parents, respect their elders. But among those who teach 
them none come before gentlemen; among those who nourish them, none are more important 
than farmers. Gentlemen’s foundations lie in studying, and farmer’s foundations lie in 
plowing. For this reason, gentlemen are highest, farmers are next, and artisans and merchants 
are lowest.  
特其氣禀，有清濁之異。其清者為士，而濁者為農，為工，為商。士以眀其仁義，農

以贍其衣食。工以製其器用，商以通其貨賄。此四民者，皆天之所設以相資焉者。聖

人樹其法度，制其品節，以教而飬之。使天下之人，莫不衣其衣，而食其食。親其

親，而長其長。然其教之者莫先於士。飬之者莫重於農，士之本在學，農之本在耕。

是故士為上，農次之，工商為下。899 
 

Wang does not necessarily adhere strictly to the “fourfold people” classification scheme; 

he himself is writing a book about farming and gardening, and he further notes in a chapter on 

growing fruits and vegetables in a garden plot that “this livelihood of gardening can replace 

plowing. As for gentlemen nourishing the natural, they too can support themselves with this in 

reclusion, and thus be provided with support. 此園夫之業，可以代耕。至於養素之士，亦可

托為隱所，因得供贍。”900 However, unlike Chen, Wang is more explicit about writing for a 

“gentlemanly” audience. In his preface, he clarifies that he is writing his book for fellow 

officials, so that they can teach “farmers” to improve in much the same way that the sages of 

antiquity supposedly did: 

Farming is the great task of All Under Heaven. If a man does not farm, then others may go 
hungry; if a woman does not weave then others may be cold. The ancient sages and wise men, 
in respecting the people’s affairs, first placed weight on farming; they taught the people to 

 
899 Wang, Wang Zhen Nong shu, 1.5-6. 
 
900 Wang, Wang Zhen Nong shu, 7.37. 
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farm and weave, plant, raise livestock, all with utmost detail and comprehensive care. I, 
[Wang] Zhen, a stupid and lowly [person], sought out and collected old sayings into 37 
chapters and 270 sections. Ah! It is complete. Those who are entrusted with the people’s 
affairs, might they obtain something [of use] from this [book]?  
農天下之大命也。一夫不耕，或授之飢，一女不織，或授之寒。古先聖哲敬民事也。

首重農其教民，耕織種植畜養，至纎至悉。禎不揆愚陋捜輯舊聞為集三十有七，為目

二百有七十。嗚呼!備矣。躬任民事者，儻有取於斯與？901 
 
 Unlike Wang, Chen Fu apparently intended his Book of Farming to be of use to both 

officials overseeing agriculture and men farming the land themselves. In his preface, Chen 

appeals to officials who should understand farming in order to aid their constituents:  

But gentlemen-officials all take agriculture and sericulture to be the occupations of the little 
people – what the disciples of Confucius do not study. Many have neglected this [knowledge] 
and no longer know it; some know it but no longer discuss it; some discuss it but no longer 
verify it. I personally plow West Mountain, and my heart-mind knows these matters; I’ve 
written the Book of Farming in three chapters, categorized by contents, laying out these 
affairs and then discussing them.  
然士大夫每以耕桑之事為細民之業，孔門所不學，多忽焉而不復知，或知焉而不復

論，或論焉而不復實。旉躬耕西山，心知其故，撰爲《農書》三卷，區分篇目，條陳

件別而論次之。902 
 

Here, Chen presents farming knowledge as a sort of lost art, neglected by officials who 

must once again learn this in order to correct issues with current farming practices; as a self-

proclaimed “recluse” who farms his own land, Chen positions himself as an ideal candidate to 

offer this knowledge to the “gentlemanly” sort. In his postface, however, Chen takes a 

completely different approach, arguing that ideal farming knowledge came not so much from 

personal experience as from the classical canon: 

…Farming affairs are comprehensively recorded in the classics; the sages sometimes 
responded to the times to establish teachings, sometimes responded to affairs by writing, and 
their prose is scattered among the Six Classics, Hundred Schools, and Histories, broad and 

 
901 Not available in digital edition; see instead: Wang Zhen 王禎, Wang Zhen Nong shu 王禎農書, annotated by Sun 
Xianbin 孫顯斌 and You Xingchao 攸興超 (Changsha shi 長沙市: Hunan kexue jishu chubanshe 湖南科學技術出
版社, 2014), B.927. 
 
902 Bi Song lou cangshu zhi 皕宋樓藏書志, compiled by Liu Xinyuan 陸心源 (Qing Guangxu wan juan lou cang 
ben 清光緖萬卷樓藏本), 42.441. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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vast, not easy to classify into categories and investigate thoroughly. Worthy gentlemen-
officials certainly know this well already, and it is proper that they not await [my] explanation 
in order to know it. But as for farmers and old rustics, they cannot exhaustively know these 
things, and so facing these affairs they cannot be without error.  
。。。農事備載方冊，聖人或因時以設教，因事而為辭，其文散在六籍子史，廣大浩

博，未易倫類而究覽也。 賢士大夫固常熟復之矣，宜不待申明然後知。乃若農夫野
叟，不能盡皆周知，則臨事不能無錯失。903 

 
 Chen then further expands upon his goal of helping “farmers and old rustics” in a later 

colophon, added to the second edition of his book after the first publication apparently messed 

everything up. He was ashamed that his previous edition had “caused experienced farmers and 

gardeners who read and followed this text to disdain it and have no time for it, 使老於農圃而視

效於斯文者，方且嗤鄙不暇，”904 but had nothing to say about the “gentlemanly” sort who 

might have suffered from the use of his book. Nevertheless, it seems that he had all of the above 

in mind as his audience. 

 Chen was particularly conscious of a need to convince his broad audience of his expertise 

in agriculture, recognizing  “trustworthiness” (xin 信) and “utility” (yong 用) as virtues for the 

transmission of knowledge. He wrote in his preface:  

I personally think that the words of lowly people count for little; even if they are able to be 
trustworthy and usable, they cannot necessarily bring others to trust and use them. Only 
humane men and noble men are able to gain the trust of others, making theirs the heart-mind 
of benefiting All Under Heaven. May they be able to promote and expand this, in order to 
circulate it in this time and benefit later generations.  
自念人微言輕，雖能為可信可用，而不能使人必信必用也。惟藉仁人君子，能取信於

人者，以利天下之心為心，庶能推而廣之，以行於此時而利後世。905 
 

 
903 Postface not available in database edition; see instead: Chen Fu 陳敷, Nong shu 農書 (Shanghai 上海: Gushu 
liutong chu 古書流通處, 1921), houxu 後序.1B. 
 
904 Bi Song lou cangshu zhi, 42.441. 
 
905 Ibid. 
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 He also cited the Analects to further convince his readers of his meticulous efforts to 

prepare an authoritative text:  

Confucius said: ‘There are those who act without understanding, but I do not do so. I listen a 
lot and select what is good, then follow it; I see a lot and remember it.’ Although I have seen 
and heard a lot, I certainly select the good and then follow it, and recognize what isn’t good.  
孔子曰，蓋有不知而作者，我無是也。多聞擇其善者而從之，多見而識之，以言聞見

雖多，必擇其善者乃從，而識其不善者也。906 
 
 Part of Chen’s strategy of demonstrating expertise relied upon a postface written by an 

official named Hong Xingzu 洪興祖 (1090–1155), who went out of his way to confirm Chen’s 

identity as a “gentleman” and therefore his book as an authoritative text: 

Layman Chen of West Mountain understands the ins and outs of the Six Classics and Hundred 
Schools, and the studies of Buddhism, Daoism, the Yellow Emperor, and Shennong; he often 
recites them, and his character is as plain to see as the palm of one's hand. Right down to 
minor arts like divination, he is likewise proficient in his abilities; what he is especially 
proficient in is the Changes. He spends his days reading books, not seeking official 
advancement, and wherever he goes, growing medicinal herbs and managing a garden to 
sustain himself. …I’ve obtained his book and read it three times. As for this layman, he can 
[indeed] be called a gentleman! 
西山陳居士，於六經諸子百家之書，釋老氏黃帝神農氏之學，貫穿出入，往往成誦，

如見其人，如指諸掌。下至術數小道，亦精其能，其尤精者易也。平生讀書，不求仕

進，所至卽種藥治圃以自給。。。僕喜其言，取其書讀之三復。曰，如居士者，可謂

士矣！”907 
 
 This postface vouched for Chen as “gentlemanly” by portraying him as proficient in the 

classics and living a reclusive lifestyle, but not necessarily by stating that he had understanding 

of agriculture beyond that which “farmers” or “gardeners” were capable of knowing. Chen’s 

proficiency in the classics manifests itself in his book as a source of distinct agricultural 

knowledge from utopian antiquity, as in the following example from his section on farming 

practices in different terrain: 

 
906 Ibid. 
 
907 Bi Song lou cangshu zhi, 42.442. 
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If [farming] in deep waters and marches, then there are ‘raft farms,’ which use wood bound 
together to make a raised “farm hill” and stick mud to tops of the wooden racks: then [plants] 
can be grown [on top]. This wooden-frame “farm hill” will float following the height of the 
water, and won’t sink. The Rites of Zhou’s so-called “Where marsh grasses grow, grow them 
mangzhong” is [referring to] this [practice]. Mangzhong has two [potential] meanings: Zheng 
says that it is ‘having grain seeds,’ like today’s yellow-green grains; another [source] says that 
[it refers to] waiting until the Grain-in-Beard Festival to plant. Nowadays people divine times 
[to do specific things], and in the peak of summer, the peak of Xiaoman, and the Grain-in-
Beard festival, the high waters have already subsided, so they can plant their yellow-green 
grains on the ‘lake farms.’ So both of these meanings [of mangzhong] are useable. Yellow-
green grains only take 60 or 70 days from seeding to harvest, so [farmers] can avoid worrying 
about flooding [times of the year].  
若深水藪澤，則有葑田，以木縛為田丘，浮系水面，以葑泥附木架上而種藝之。其木

架田丘，隨水高下浮泛，自不渰溺。 《周禮》所謂“澤草所生，種之芒種”是也。芒
種有二義，鄭謂有芒之種，若今之黃綠谷是也；一謂待芒種節過乃種。今人佔候，夏

至小滿至芒種節，則大水已過，然後以黃綠穀種之於湖田。則是有芒之種與芒種節候

二義可並用也。黃綠谷自下種至收刈，不過六七十日，亦以避水溢之患也。 
People in the paddies hold rice seedlings and place them in the earth. [They] use pools to 
gather water and cause it to collect [there], dykes to stop water and prevent its increase, 
irrigation paths to spread water evenly and cause the water’s propensity to be divided [evenly 
throughout the field], crevices to contain water and cause it to [slowly] drain, drains to hasten 
the flow of water and ditches for large [amounts of water]. When one’s system is set up like 
this, it can be called complete. What worries would there still be about flooding? The Classic 
of Poetry says, “Much millet, much rice,” to say that different altitudes [and terrains] each 
have suitable [farming practices]. Although nowadays we cannot exhaustively use the ancient 
system, we can still consider it and imitate it. 
稻人掌稼下地，以瀦畜水，使其聚也；以坊止水，使不溢也；以遂均水，使勢分也；

以列含水，使其去也；以澮寫水，溝之大者也。其製如此，可謂備矣。尚何水溢之患

耶。 《詩》稱“多黍多稌，”以言高下咸得其宜。今雖未能盡如古制，亦可參酌依仿
之也。908 
 

When Chen claims that “farmers” lack knowledge about ideal farming methods, he often 

refers to information gained from the classics or histories; elsewhere, for instance, Chen cites the 

Record of Rites’ description of burning grasses on the ground to serve as a fertilizer and make 

the field arable, and then laments that “nowadays farmers don’t know that this exists. 今農夫不

知有此。”909 Yet, Chen clearly believes that “farmers” can and should know such things, and in 

 
908 Chen, Chen Fu Nong shu, A.2; replicated in Wang, Wang Zhen Nong shu, 7.38. 
 
909 Chen, Chen Fu Nong shu, A.5. 
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his postface and colophon he presents himself as eager to offer it to them. His ideal, therefore, is 

that farmers learn to enact these practices, and that whatever farming knowledge has previously 

been restricted to those with access to the classics and histories should no longer be so restricted. 

 Even though Wang Zhen’s Book of Farming is more specifically intended for an 

audience of officials, he seems to share Chen’s perspective that the farming knowledge in his 

book is to be shared with “farmers,” and not kept separate as a component of “gentlemanly” 

expertise. He occasionally copies Chen Fu’s Book of Farming, stealing Chen’s line about 

modern farmers not knowing of the Record of Rites practice of fertilizing the ground; elsewhere, 

he has similar comments presumably of his own, as when he notes that “farmers” of his day were 

planting taro too close to the surface. However, Wang’s Book of Farming, like Chen’s, does not 

despise or disparage “farmers,” and clearly believes that mistakes to be rectified are not the result 

of the archetypal “farmer” category being what they are, but rather a solvable issue that the 

“gentlemanly” sort can assist them in solving.  

Thus, we may conclude that even though this “gentlemanly” knowledge was not framed 

as being limited to the “gentlemanly” sort, and is never proclaimed inaccessible or unattainable 

to “farmers” in the same way that ideal works of art were deemed impossible for “painting 

artisans” or “music artisans” to produce, it was still a signal of “gentlemanly” identity for men to 

be writing about agricultural practices through the lens of the classical canon. 

 

5.3 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #3: Claim That One “Personally” (zi 自; gong 躬) 
Farms or Gardens 
 

We have already seen examples of men identifying as “gentlemen” who, to varying 

degrees, did their own farming or gardening. While Tao Yuanming is perhaps the most famous 

early figure in this tradition, he was not alone. Cai Yong’s 蔡邕 (132–192) On the Qin (Qin cao 
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琴操) records two songs attributed to Confucius’ disciple Zengzi 曾子: one noting that Zengzi 

had come from “a poor family without employment, and in order to serve his parents, he 

personally plowed with effort, 居貧無業，以事父母，躬耕力作，”910 and the other called 

‘Returning to Plow” (gui geng 歸耕) which Zengzi apparently wrote upon retirement.911 Zhuge 

Liang 諸葛亮 (181–234) wrote: “I originally was a plain-clothed person, and personally plowed 

Nanyang. 臣本布衣，躬耕南陽。”912 Huangfu Mi’s Biographies of Lofty Gentlemen wrote 

about Hu Zhao’s 胡昭 (162–250) reclusion, in which he “found pleasure in personally plowing, 

and contented himself with the classics 躬耕樂道，以經籍自娛;”913 likewise, the biography of 

Lu Tong 陸通 (Warring States) noted that he “personally plowed and ate [his harvest]. 躬耕以為

食。”914 And Tao Yuanming himself wrote about how Xie Duan 謝端 (Jin Dynasty) “around the 

age of 17 or 18 was cautious and reserved, not treading the wrong path 至年十七八，恭謹自

守，不履非法，” and instead of finding a wife he decided to live alone and “exert his strength 

personally plowing, day and night without rest. 躬耕力作，不捨晝夜。”915 

 
910 Cai Yong 蔡邕, Qin cao 琴操 (Qing pinglü guan congshu ben 清平津館叢書本), B.14. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
911 Cai, Qin cao, B.13. 
 
912 Zhuge Liang, Zhuge wuhou wen ji 諸葛武侯文集 (Qing zhengyi tang quanshu ben 清正誼堂全書本), 1.3. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. In another passage he wrote “I personally 
plowed farmland in Nanyang 僕躬耕南陽之畝.” (Zhuge, Zhuge wuhou wen ji, 1.13) 
 
913 Huangfu, Gao shi zhuan, C.28. 
 
914 Huangfu, Gao shi zhuan, A.8. 
 
915 Xie does become an official in the end of the story. Tao Qian 陶潛, Soushen houji 搜神後記 (Ming jin dai mishu 
ben 明津逮秘書本), 5.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 The biographers of Tao Yuanming place him within this tradition: Xiao Tong 蕭統 (501–

531) noted that he “personally plowed to sustain himself [and his family] 躬耕自資;”916 the 

History of the Southern Dynasties (Nanshi 南史) wrote that “the husband [Tao] ploughed ahead, 

and the wife tilled behind 夫耕於前，妻鉏於後;”917 Du Mu 杜牧 (803–852) wrote: “Tao 

‘Chrysanthemum’ planted with his own hands 陶菊手自種;”918 Tao himself wrote: “personally 

plowing is not what I find hard! 躬耕非所艱！”919 Tao was not thought of as unique in this 

regard: the History of the Southern Dynasties, for example, also describes Cai Zun 蔡撙 (467–

523) as follows: 

[He] had a mouth that didn’t speak of money, and when he was in Wuxing [as governor] he 
did not drink from the prefecture’s well; in front of his home he personally planted amaranth 
and purple eggplant, making them his constant meals, and an edict praised his purity. 
口不言錢，及在吳興，不飲郡井，齋前自種白莧紫茄，以為常餌，詔褒其清。920 

 
Tao expanded upon this tradition through the extent to which he wrote about himself 

farming, and his role in the emergence of the “fields and gardens” genre of poetry which 

reflected gentlemanly cultivation of crops. His best known of these poems is “Returning Home 

歸去來兮辭,” in which he presents himself as an impoverished gentleman who could not bear to 

 
916 Xiao Tong’s biography of Tao is recorded in: Tao Qian 陶潛, Jianzhu Tao Yuanming ji 箋注陶淵明集, 
annotated by Li Gonghuan 李公煥 (Sibu cong kan jing Song jin xiang ben 四部叢刊景宋巾箱本), 10.64. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
917 Nanshi 南史, compiled by Li Yanshou 李延夀 (Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本), 75.819. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
918 Quan Tang shi, 522.3587. 
 
919 Tao Qian 陶潛, Tao Yuanming ji 陶淵明集 (Song ke di xiu ben 宋刻遞修本), 3.12. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
920 Nanshi, 29.339. 
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work as an official, and therefore would return to his farm.921 His poem hints at his interest in his 

fields in some lines: “Returning home! The gardens will be full of weeds, how could I not 

return?! 歸去來兮，田園將蕪胡不歸;”922 “The farmers tell me it is now spring, and there will 

be work to do in the western fields. 農人告余以春及，將有事於西疇。”923 However, his later 

“Six Poems on Returning to the Gardens and Fields 歸園田居六首” indicate a more personal 

involvement in farming. Below is an excerpt from the third: 

種豆南山下， Planting beans beneath the southern mountain,  
草盛豆苗稀。 Grasses flourish, but bean sprouts are few.  
晨興理荒穢， Rising at dawn to take care of the overgrown weeds, 
帶月荷鋤歸。 Carrying the moon, I return home with my hoe. 
道狹草木長， The path is narrow, the grasses and trees tall, 
夕露沾我衣。 Evening dew permeates my clothes. 
衣沾不足惜， My soaked clothes aren’t cause for concern, 
但使願無違。 Only let my wish not be violated!924 

 
 Regardless of whether or not Tao really did the work himself, he wrote about personal 

engagement in farming with more detail than those who “personally plowed” had done before 

him. In Song, Su Shi took this a step further in his “Eight Poems on East Slope 東坡八首;” he 

had been exiled from his position at court to the remote Huangzhou, and in his own words: 

Upon reaching my second year in Huangzhou, becoming more destitute by the day, my old 
friend Ma Mengde lamented my lack of food, and asked the prefecture for tens of mu of land 
from an old encampment, to allow me to personally plow it [for sustenance.]  

 
921 This is detailed in his preface, which begins with the claim that “my family is poor; ploughing and planting was 
insufficient for our needs. Young children filled our home, [but] the jar had no stored grain. 余家貧，耕植不足以
自給，幼稚盈室，缾無儲粟。” (Tao, Jianzhu Tao Yuanming ji, 5.37.) Tao uses this to explain his rationale for 
taking another official job, without reference to the forty years of service he already has under his belt, and then 
explains that he could not last in his new position: “Why?! My nature is spontaneous: not what is gained from 
persuasion or encouragement! 何則？質性自然，非矯勵所得！” (Tao, Tao Yuanming ji, 5.24.) 
 
922 Tao, Jianzhu Tao Yuanming ji, 5.35. 
 
923 Tao, Jianzhu Tao Yuanming ji, 5.36. 
 
924 Tao, Jianzhu Tao Yuanming ji, 2.7. 
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余至黃州二年，日以困匱，故人馬正卿哀余乏食，為於郡中請故營地數十畝，使得躬

耕其中。925 
 
 Throughout his eight poems, Su Shi describes the difficult process of making this unused 

land arable once more, clearing the land, finding a water source, starting to plant rice, and 

looking ahead to a future in which his land would have grown trees bearing fruit.926 A select few 

other men like Su wrote about their farming and gardening in great detail, seeing themselves as 

following in the footsteps of Tao Yuanming. Chao Buzhi 晁補之 (1053–1110) made his 

sobriquet “The Master Who Returns Home” (guilai zi 歸來子).927 Hao Jing 郝經 (1223–1275) 

wrote his own poem and preface “Harmonizing with Tao [Yuanming] 和陶詩,” as well as a set 

of “Six Poems on Returning to Fields and Gardens 歸園田居六首,” in which he wrote about 

how he “personally planted today’s autumn chrysanthemums. 自種今秋菊。”928 Chen Fu’s 

introduction to his Book of Farming references Tao Yuanming to legitimize his own engagement 

with farming through reclusion.929 Chen Gao wrote a poem titled “Being a Farmer為農,” in 

which he wrote that he was “swapping for a plow; long ago declining salary, being a farmer and 

toiling for a livelihood 代耕久辭禄，為農乃勞生;” he associated this practice with Tao 

 
925 Su Shi 蘇軾, Shi zhu Su shi 施注蘇詩, annotated by Shi Yuanzhi 施元之 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本), 19.290. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
926 On these poems and their relationship to Tao Yuanming, see Michael Fuller, The Road to East Slope: The 
Development of Su Shi’s Poetice Voice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 272-285. 
 
927 (Chongzhen) Wuxing bei zhi（崇禎）吳興備志, compiled by Dong Sizhang 董斯張 (Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 5.39. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
928 Hao Jing 郝經, Lingchuan ji 陵川集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 6.48. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
929 Not available in digital edition; see instead: Chen Fu, Nong shu, 2A. 
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Yuanming: “Tao Qian was indeed a fulfilled worthy; for 1,000 years people admire his 

reputation. 陶潜信賢達，千載仰其名。”930 

 However, many more extant sources simply refer in passing to “personally plowing” as 

an indicator of “gentlemanly” identity, most often associated with reclusion or retirement from 

officialdom. From Tang onward, increasing numbers of extant texts contained phrases like as 

“personally tilling” (zichu 自鋤) or “personally planting” (zizhong 自種) as descriptors for such 

men, from Du Fu’s 杜甫 “Overgrown plants I wish to personally plow 葵荒欲自鋤”931 to Fan 

Peng’s 范梈 (1272–1330) “the mountain person cherishes bamboo and personally plants [them 

with his] hands. 山人爱竹手自種。”932 Dozens and dozens of men wrote poetic lines citing how 

they “personally” worked their farm or garden;933 Gong Shitai’s “Chant on Studying Gardening” 

 
930 Chen, Bu ji chuan yu ji, 3.20. 
 
931 Du, Du shi jing quan, 16.394. 
 
932 Fan Peng 范梈, Fan Deji shi ji 范德機詩集 (Sibu cong kan jing Yuan chao ben 四部叢刊景元鈔本), 6.51. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
933 A select few examples are offered here, so the reader gets the general idea. Xue Neng 薛能 (817–880) wrote in 
his “Old Gardener’s Hall” (laopu tang 老圃堂) poem: “In the late spring, I personally hoe. 谷雨乾时偶自锄。” 
(Caidiao ji 才調集, compiled by Wei Shu 韋糓 [Sibu cong kan jing Qing Qian Zeng shugu tang jing Song chao ben 
四部叢刊景清錢曾述古堂景宋鈔本], 7.81. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
Han Wei 韓維 (1017–1098) wrote: “Living alone in Yan Hui’s alley; still personally planting and forgetting worries 
獨居顔子巷，還自種忘憂。” (Han Wei 韓維, Nanyang ji 南陽集 [Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清
武英殿聚珍版叢書本], 2.13. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Zhu Dunru 朱敦
儒 (1081–1159) authored the following couplet: “Personally planting white cabbage in the fields, pickling the 
scallions to make a meal. 自種畦中白菜，醃成饔里黃薤。” (Zhu Dunru 朱敦儒, Qiao ge 樵歌 [Qing jiaqing wan 
wei bie cang ben 清嘉慶宛委别藏本], B.11-12. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
Ai Xingfu 艾性夫 (Yuan) wrote: “Old and still wasting time and energy, personally planting aromatics in front of 
the window 老來尚費閒精力，自種窻前辟蠧芸。” (Ai Xingfu 艾性夫, Sheng yu 剩語 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], B.27. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Xie 
Bojing 谢伯景 (998–1054) wrote: “Personally planting yellow flowers, adding to the rustic scenery; encircled by 
tall bamboo, I listen to the autumn sounds. 自種黃花添野景，旋移高竹聽秋聲。” (As recorded in: Ouyang, 
Ouyang Wenzhong gong ji, shihua yi juan 詩話一卷, 910.) Wang Yucheng wrote: “What affairs does the white-
headed official have? Plans to retire from officialdom and personally plant the fields!  白頭郎署成何事，見擬休官
自種田！” (Wang, Xiao xu ji, 10.76). Mei Yaochen claims: “I bought a home at the Wu gate, returning to 
personally plant flowers. 買得吳門宅，歸來自種花。” (Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣, Wan ling ji 宛陵集 [Sibu cong kan 
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(xuepu yin 學圃吟) notes: “Ten days out tilling, ten days plowing; before the tilling and plowing 

are finished, your servant [i.e. me] is already in pain. 十日去耕十日鋤，耕鋤未畢僕已痡。”934 

Zhang Yiwen 張以文 (Jin-Yuan) wrote: “A grass hut, firewood doors, surrounding a small islet; 

in rocky field and old garden I work at personally plowing. 草閣柴扉抱鶴汀，石田老圃事躬

耕。”935 Though uncommon, this phrasing could even be applied to Buddhists or Daoists living 

a secluded life; the monk Wenxiong 文珦 (b. 1210) wrote about his reclusion (pingju 屏居) with 

the line: “mountain fields and mountain fruits, all planted by my own hand 山田與山果，皆吾

手自種;”936 a certain Daoist Yu (Yu daoshi 余道士) living in seclusion was described by Zhang 

Zhu 張翥 (1287–1368) as follows: “the recluse has many abstruse affairs, hoeing the clouds and 

personally planting plums. 隠者多幽事，鉏雲自種梅。”937  

 The elephant in the room has surely been noticed by now: men labeled “farmers” and 

“gardeners” were obviously “personally” plowing and planting, too. Xiong Ke 熊克 (1118–

 
jing Ming wanli Mei shi citing shu 四部叢刊景明萬曆梅氏祠堂本], 22.137. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Xu Jisun 徐集孙 (Southern Song) wrote: “The small garden can be hoed, and I 
personally plant gourds. 小圃堪鋤自種瓜。” (Jianghu xiao ji 江湖小集, edited by Chen Qi 陳起 [Qing wenyuan 
ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 16.114. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Chen Yi 陳鎰 (d. 1456): “In this life I've 
decided to throw myself into plans of leisure, personally planting fields of 100 mu south of the village. 此生已决投
閑計，自種村南百畆田。”  (Chen Yi 陳鎰, Wu xi ji 午溪集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本], 8.39. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
934 Gong, Wan zhai ji, 2.18. 
 
935 Da ya ji 大雅集, edited by Lai Liang 賴良 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 7.45. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
936 Wenxiong 文珦, Qian shan ji 潜山集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 4.28. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
937 Zhang Zhu 張翥, Tui’an shi 蜕菴詩 (Sibu cong ka xubian jing Ming ben 四部叢刊續編景明本), 1.19. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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1194) recognized this in one of his “Encouraging Farming 勸農” poems: “In my field, personally 

planting, happy to be a farmer; not willing to work the plow to offer to an old master 巳田自種

樂為農, 不肯勤耕奉主翁！”938 However, even here, he is referring to himself more than the 

men throughout society who are readily categorized as “farmers.” In 7th–14th century China, the 

use of the word “personally” as a form of emphasis was not applied when describing “farmers” 

or “gardeners,” perhaps because it was taken for granted that they “personally” did the work 

which defined their social role. When the “gentlemanly” sort claimed to “personally” farm or 

garden, they conjured images of idealized reclusion or retirement in which contentment was 

found in simple, rustic living.939 Farmers and gardeners “plowed” and “planted,” but only the 

“gentlemanly” sort “personally plowed,” “personally planted,” or had others do their farming for 

them.940 

 Thus, the phrasing served as an effective means of signaling one’s “gentlemanly” 

identity, enacted primarily through a lifestyle associated with reclusion and retirement. 

 

 
938 (Jiading) Chicheng zhi（嘉定）赤城志, compiled by Chen Qiqing 陳耆卿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書本), 39.273. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
939 A separate but related instance is when the emperor “personally plows” (gong geng 躬耕) to motivate the people; 
this practice is attributed to the sage king Shun 舜, and is found in the Record of Rites, when “the emperor 
personally grabs the plow 天子親載耒耜” and “commands the three dukes, nine high officials, feudal lords, and 
officials, to personally plow the emperor’s field 帥三公、九卿、諸侯、大夫，躬耕帝藉” in a symbolic gesture. 
(Li ji, 5.84.) The Book of Han also notes that the Emperor would “personally plow in order to encourage the 
commoners. 躬耕以勸百姓。” (Hanshu, 24A.259.) 
 
940 A few exceptions deserve brief mention. The divination manual Classic of Efficacious Game Pieces (Lingqi jing 
靈棋經) contains the only direct reference I have found to farmers (or gardeners) personally doing their work: “the 
farmers personally plow, and in their diligence they have success. 農者躬耕, 在勤有成。” (Yan Youming 顔糼明, 
Lingqi jing 靈棋經 [Ming zhengde shiwu nian xu chong kan ben 明正德十五年序重刊本], B.35. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Another exception is found in Sun Simiao, who recommends 
treating warts with beans and suggests that the “afflicted personally plants beans to the south of their home. 病疣人
自種豆於南屋。” (Sun, Qian jin yao fang, 71.596.) Such exceptions serve as testament to the validity of the general 
rule. 
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5.4 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #4: “Studying Farming” (xuejia 學稼) and 
“Studying Gardening” (xuepu 學圃) 
 
 It was certainly possible for a man to take his copy of The Analects out to the garden on a 

sunny day and study it assiduously, taking short breaks to watch grasses bend in the wind; 

however, if 7th–14th century men did this often, they did not write about it. Gardens were 

described either as spaces for agriculture or leisure, but not for careful contemplation of the 

classics. Sima Guang built a “Hall of Reading” (dushu tang 讀書堂) in his “Garden of Solitary 

Joy” in Luoyang, but in his inscription for it, he noted: 

吾愛董仲舒， I cherish Dong Zhongshu, 
窮經守幽獨。 While exhausting the classics, he kept to his solitude.  
所居雖有園， Even though there was a garden where he lived,  
三年不遊目。 For three years his eyes did not wander there.941 

 
 Like the gardens themselves, gardening was sometimes framed as an act in opposition to 

studying: the Song official Chen Jishan 陳繼善 was “not only not fond of studying but also 

refused guests; he would only personally hoe the ground to turn his small garden into arable 

land. 既不嗜學，又杜絕賓客，惟自荷一鋤，理小圃成畦。”942 Wang Zhe 王沂 (jinshi 1315) 

wrote a colophon poem for a painting of grasses and insects, in which he said: “Before my eyes 

 
941 Sima, Wenguo Wenzheng gong wenji, 4.36. Translation adapted slightly from Xiaoshan Yang, Metamorphosis of 
the Private Sphere: Gardens and Objects in Tang-Song Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2003), 
230. 
 
942 Of course, Chen Jishan was mostly considered eccentric for what he planted – pearls. The whole anecdote reads 
as follows: “Chen Jishan as the Administrator of Jiangning asked to retire, he was rich in his resources and had a 
stingy personality, thinking that his villa and forest pond were never good enough [for him]. He wasn't fond of 
studying, and further refused guests, only personally hoeing the ground to turn his small garden into farmland, and 
take over 1,000 real pearls and plant them like he was planting vegetables, then cover them with soil, remember 
where they are and pick them out again until all was as it was before, and he did this for amusement. 陳繼善自江寧
尹拜少傅致仕，富於資產，性鄙屑，別墅林池，未嘗暫適。既不嗜學，又杜絕賓客，惟自荷一鋤，理小圃

成畦，以真珠千餘顆若種蔬狀，布土壤之間，記顆俯拾，周而復始，以此爲樂焉。” (Zheng Wenbao 鄭文寳, 
Nantang jin shi 南唐近事 [Minguo jing Ming baoyan tang miji ben 民國景明寳顔堂秘笈本], 8. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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the ten thousand things all with life force; I desire to abandon my books and become an old 

gardener! 眼前萬物總生意，我欲抛書為老圃！”943 

However, one form of “studying” in a garden did exist, which generally served as a 

signal of one’s “gentlemanly” identity: “studying gardening.” Yang Gongyuan wrote a poem 

called “studying gardening” (xuepu 學圃) in which he contrasted this practice with studying 

books: 

蕭然身世儘寛舒， Leisurely spending a lifetime in great comfort. 
剰有工夫學種蔬。 With extra time and energy to study planting vegetables. 
每汲清泉勤抱甕， Each time, drawing clear spring water holding a water jug.944 
旋鋤荒圃謾攜書。 Hoeing 'round the uncultivated garden and slighting carrying books.945 

 
 Unlike other phrases which served to distinguish a man as “gentlemanly,” “studying 

gardening” had its origins in a distinctly negative comment from The Analects, in which Fan Chi 

樊遲 sought to learn gardening from Confucius:946 

 
943 In this poem, Wang seems mostly to be complimenting the painting, as opposed to expressing a deeper desire to 
truly abandon all his books. Wang Zhe 王沂, Yi bin ji 伊濱集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本), 4.28. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
944 This is a reference to the old man of Hanyin in Zhuangzi, to be discussed on page 350 of this dissertation. 
 
945 Yang, Yequ you sheng hua, A.17. 
 
946 It should be noted here that there are instances in which “studying gardening” is not at all related to The Analects, 
or even specifically to the “gentlemanly” sort, but these are very rare. One example comes from Hu Guyu 胡古愚 
(14th century): “Chinese broccoli. Its leaves are thick like chard, its color is blue-green like indigo, its flavor is rich 
and beautiful. It comes from the north, its roots are large like taro, and can be eaten in medicines. Fujian cuisine 
likewise has this; recently, Fujian people have brought their sons to study the art of gardening [it]. 芥藍。葉厚如莙
薘，色穠翠如藍，味極膄羙。出北地者，根大如芋，可入醬食。閩中食亦有之。近歲閩人携其子藝之學

圃。”  (Hu Guyu 胡古愚, Shu yi pian 樹藝篇 [Ming chunbai zhai chao ben 明純白齋鈔本], 2.89. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) There is also one noteworthy use of the term “gentlemen who 
study gardening” (xuepu zhi shi 學圃之士) in the introduction of Fan Chengda’s 范成大 (1126–1193) Manual on 
Plum Blossoms (meipu 梅譜) which seems more detached from the classical origins of the phrase than the other 
sources discussed here: “Plum blossoms are an exceptional thing under Heaven; regardless of being wise and 
virtuous or dumb and unworthy, there are none who would dare disagree! Gentlemen who study gardening will 
certainly first plant plum blossoms, and not worry about [planting] more [species]. Other flowers, whether having 
them or not, many or few, none is a matter of importance. 梅，天下尤物。無問智賢愚不肖，莫敢有異議。學圃
之士，必先種梅，且不厭多。他花有無多少，皆不繫重輕。” (Fan Chengda 范成大, Fan cun meipu 范村梅譜 
[Song baichuan xuehai ben 宋百川學海本], 1. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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Fan Chi asked about studying farming, and Confucius said: “It would be better to ask an 
experienced farmer than me.” [Fan then] asked about studying gardening. [Confucius] said: 
“It would be better to ask an experienced gardener than me.” Fan Chi left. Confucius said: 
“What a lesser man, that Fan Chi! If the ruler is fond of rites, then people don’t dare not to be 
respectful; if the ruler is fond of rightness, then people don’t dare not to comply; if the ruler is 
fond of trustworthiness, then people don’t dare not to respond emotionally. In this way, the 
people of all four directions will arrive with their children on their backs – what use would 
farming be [for a ruler]?!”  
樊遲請學稼，子曰：“吾不如老農。”請學為圃。曰：“吾不如老圃。”樊遲出。子

曰：“小人哉，樊須也！上好禮，則民莫敢不敬；上好義，則民莫敢不服；上好信，

則民莫敢不用情。夫如是，則四方之民襁負其子而至矣，焉用稼？”947 
 
 Zhang Shi’s 張栻 (1133–1180) commentary on this passage represents one of the 

prominent perspectives on Fan Chi in Song-Yuan China, reiterating that Confucius is not simply 

trying to refer Fan to a different kind of teacher, but berating him for being a lesser man for his 

interests: 

Fan Chi’s meaning behind asking about studying farming and gardening is that he took these 
to be what a ruler should work hard at to take the lead for the people. Confucius’ replied that 
it would be better to ask an experienced farmer or gardener, in order to say that these 
[activities] are not what a noble person should be doing.  
樊遲請學稼圃之意，以為在上者當厪力以先民也。夫子答以不如老農老圃，謂非君子

所當事者也。948 
 
 Despite this phrase used to rebuke Fan Chi, it took on new life among the brushes of men 

from Song China onward, who sought to farm or garden while maintaining “gentlemanly” 

identities: Zhou Tingzhen’s 周霆震 (1292–1379) poem “Recruiting Recluses” (zhao yin 招隠) 

considered “studying gardening” to be a “recluse’s” affair, alongside grasping a qin;949 Wang 

Yun wrote a poem on a “Studying Gardening Pavilion” (xuepu ting 學圃亭) which apparently 

 
947 Lunyu 7.31; Analects 13.4. (For Slingerland’s translation, see: Confucius, Analects, 140-141.) 
 
948 Zhang Shi 张栻, Guisi lunyu jie 癸巳論語解 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 7.68. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
949 Zhou Tingzhen 周霆震, Shi chu ji 石初集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 1.3. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
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was the virtuous reclusion site of a Mr. Cui.950 Some men simply ignored Confucius’ 

condemnation of Fan Chi, but others tried to directly address this passage directly and defend 

“studying gardening” as a noble pursuit, often going so far as to name a pavilion or hall on their 

property “Studying Gardening” as Mr. Cui did. Hu Zhiyu addressed the same case when he 

wrote a “Preface for Poems on Cui Yongfei’s Father’s ‘Studying Gardening Pavilion’ 崔雄飛父

學圃亭詩序” suggesting how some gentlemen could gain renown from giving their buildings 

these names: 

Fan Chi asked about studying gardening, and my master [Confucius] called him a “lesser 
person.” This is something everyone knows. In Luoyang Mr. Cui used this [reference] to 
name his pavilion. Why? Because this was his heart-mind. This isn’t something an obstinately 
opinionated person could understand. Being fond of a name but not practicing it in reality is a 
contradiction that pervades past and present! 
樊遲請學圃，吾夫子謂之小人。此人人之所知也，洛陽崔某，以名其亭，何也？是心

也。又非固執者，之所能知也。好名而不務實，古今之通病也！951 
 

Hu goes on to use the rest of his preface to talk about the importance of “name” (ming 

名) matching “reality” (shi 實), and criticize Cui Yongfei for seeking to obtain “gentlemanly” 

writings to increase his father’s reputation, when his father was apparently content to have names 

like “Studying Gardening” match the reality of his reclusion; Hu hints that Yongfei is ruining his 

father’s reputation by seeking to have his “reputation” (ming 名) exceed reality.  

If a man deliberately associated himself with Fan Chi as a means of presenting himself as 

reclusive, it was likely to be a self-deprecating comment, associated with a kind of aloof 

indifference or lack of concern for fame and fortune. Lu Wengui noted in a poem that “I desire to 

hold to seeking [knowledge of] farming and speaking of mysterious virtue; Do not laugh at Fan 

 
950 Wang, Qiu jian ji, 30.333. 
 
951 Hu, Zishan da quan ji, 8.127. 
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Chi because he [sought to] study gardening! 欲把求田語玄徳，莫因學圃笑樊遲。”952 Zhang 

Yu’s poem “Old Gardener Hall” (laopu tang 老圃堂) closes with the line: “In my life I 

completely neglect honor and shame, my affairs are the same as what Fan Chi asked to study. 餘

生儘可忘榮辱，事與樊遅請學同。”953 Deng Ya wrote: “The immortal guest plays the sheng 

like Zijin;954 the host studies gardening, ashamed to be like Fan Chi 仙客吹笙同子晉，居人學

圃愧樊遲。”955 Xu Youren 許有壬 (1287–1364), writing about his vegetable garden, claimed 

that he was “Personally very willing to study gardening as a lesser person; cherishing this, 

picking vegetables and painting alfalfa. 自甘學圃為小人，愛此菜茹畫苜蓿。”956 

However, there were also men eager to point out that focusing on Confucius’s 

condemnation of Fan Chi, while neglecting other comments he made about farming, was 

problematic. Yao Sui’s 姚燧 (1239–1314) “Record of Studying Farming Pavilion 學稼亭記” 

begins as follows: 

One cannot grab only one of the sayings of Confucius. Those who seek learning from 
[Confucius] cannot grab only one locus [out of context]. Fan Chi asked to study gardening, 
and when he left [Confucius] said: "A lesser person, that Fan Xu [Chi]!" [But] Nan Gongkuo 
asked [Confucius] about Yu and Ji personally farming the land and acquiring All Under 
Heaven [as a result], and when he left, [Confucius] said: "A noble man!" 
孔子之言，不可執一。 求學者由之，不可執一居。樊遲請學稼，出則曰：小人哉！樊
須也。南宮适問禹稷躬稼而有天下，出則曰：君子哉！957 

 
952 Lu, Qiang dong lei gao, 20.223. 
 
953 Zhang, Zhang Guangbi shi ji, 7.84. 
 
954 Zijin is an immortal renowned for playing the sheng.   
 
955 Deng, Yu sun ji, 4.42. 
 
956 Xu Youren 許有壬, Gui tang xiao gao 圭塘小稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), xuji續集.122. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
957 Yao Sui 姚燧, Mu’an ji 牧庵集 (Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本), 9.72. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Some men further associated this phrase with a passage in Zhuangzi, which describes an 

old man in Hanyin 漢陰 who insisted upon drawing water from a well and using a jug to irrigate 

his garden, instead of using fancy irrigation systems; such systems were associated with a 

“scheming heart-mind” (ji xin 機心), impurity,958 an unsettled spirit, and being out of touch with 

the “Way” (dao 道). The old man explains this to a disciple of Confucius, Zigong 子貢, who is 

ashamed to have suggested a “contraption” (xie 械) as an alternative. Yang Weizhen wrote his 

own version of this story959 called the “Biography of the Literary Man who Studies Gardening 

(xuepu wenren zhuan 學圃文人傳), which explains: 

The old man was born with an understanding that surpassed others, and grew up to be 
generous, magnanimous, and elegant; he had the talent to govern all under heaven, and wasn’t 
corrupt in official service. Later in life, he abandoned the clothes and hat of classicism and 
entered Dao[ism], exhaustively researching utmost principle; he further took care of himself 
by the riverside, making his affairs those of an old gardener, holding a water-jug and grasping 
grain-husks, not at all bitter about himself. He built a pavilion in his garden, and named 
himself [Studying Gardening] [after it]. 
丈人生而機悟絕人，長而慷慨偉風度，有治天下之才，而不姦於仕。晚乃棄儒衣冠入

道，研窮至理，又自理於畔，以老圃為事，抱罌握臿不自以為苦，築亭圃中，既以字

之。960 
 

In Yang Weizhen’s version of the story, an unnamed interlocutor arrives and asks about 

why he has named his pavilion “Studying Gardening,” asking:   

Confucius, the Great Sage, once worked as a lowly official looking after the farmlands; 
Zhuangzi, the Great Virtuous person, once worked in a lacquer garden as a lowly official; 
however, I have not yet heard that they took the work of gardeners as their affairs [as opposed 

 
958 Zhuang, Zhuangzi, 12.99. 
 
959 This story is also found in the Biographies of Lofty Gentlemen (Huangfu, Gao shi zhuan, B.9.), as well as in the 
“recluse” section of Imperial Readings of the Taiping Era (Taiping yulan 太平御覽, compiled by Li Fang 李昉 
[Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Song ben 四部叢刊三編景宋本], 509.3088. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
960 Yang Weizhen 楊維楨, Dong weizi wenji 東維子文集 (Sibu cong kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本), 
28.251. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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to the work of oversight officials], like the lesser person Fan [Chi] who was cut off from 
Confucius’ gate.  
孔子大聖，嘗吏乘田，莊周大賢，嘗吏漆園，未聞以老圃為事，如小人之樊而見絕於

聖人之門。961 
 
 The old man angrily responds that officials pursue renown and “waste years of their lives 

without peeking into the garden, nearly losing authenticity 腐滅歲絕不窺於園，幾於喪真;” he 

has avoided these problems by living as a reclusive, gardening life: 

You take me to be a gardener? Allow me to tell you about the Way of gardening. Ordering a 
garden is a model for ordering All Under Heaven. If you have a garden, you grow vegetables 
there, fruits and trees grow there, and the benefits of the earth’s produce will be endless; 
however, if you do not [properly] manage it for a single day, then the benefits will go completely 
to waste: can one not be cautious?! 
汝以予為圃人乎，請告若以圃道也。理圃者，理天下之範也，圃而蔬茹出焉，藥果實焉材

木出焉，凡地產之利無窮屈焉。一日不治，則利盡廢，可不慎乎哉？962 
 
 After hearing gardening be paralleled to managing the state, the interlocutor bows and 

states, “At first, I took you for a gardener, and didn’t realize you were a person of the Way! “始

吾以文人為鋤丁，不知其為有道人也。” Yang Weizhen concludes his version of this tale 

with a postscript in which he states that Fan Chi went against the ideals of classicism in his 

pursuit of “studying farming,” but Yang is not following Fan’s footsteps: he is a “disciple of the 

old man of Hanyin! 漢陰叟之徒！”963 References to this anecdote appear throughout garden 

poems, such as Liu Ban’s line: “The old gardener doesn’t require contrivances [and only] holds 

the water jug; the wild person without affairs assists in cutting the rushes. 老圃不須譏抱罋，野

人無事伴誅茅。”964 This anecdote was also used to counter the notion that “studying 

 
961 Ibid. 
 
962 Ibid. 
 
963 Ibid. 
 
964 Liu, Pengcheng ji, 17.144. 
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gardening” is the affair of a lesser man in Liu Minzhong’s poem “Zhang Jingfu’s (Song) 

Studying Gardening Pavilion 張敬甫學圃亭:” 

古人請學圃， The man of antiquity asked about studying gardening, 
於記有成說。 From being recorded it turned into a saying. 
况君氣方剛， Moreover, Your Honor’s qi is resolute, 
外内如玉雪。 Inside and outside just like jade snow. 
雅知平生負， I know of your lifelong ambition, 
霖雨蘓旱孽。 To be endless rain helping [end] droughts. 
胡暇老圃為， How can you find the time to be an old gardener, 
而事此屑屑。 And work so hard at this affair?965 

 
 In the second half of the poem, Liu adopts Zhang’s voice and writes a poetic response to 

Liu’s question. Zhang notes that “Like the renowned old man of Hanyin, it is better to preserve 

the crudity of holding the jug [than to have a scheming mind] 似聞漢陰翁，寧守抱甕拙;” and 

like Yang Weizhen’s version of the story, “I’ve named this building [Studying Gardening] in 

order to avoid mistakes and regrets 築室以自銘，庶免尤悔熱。”966 Chen Lü 陳旅 (1288–

1343) wrote a similar poem about “Zhang Shanyin’s ‘Studying Gardening’ Hall 山陰張氏學圃

齋” claiming that “I’ve heard that [Zhang] Shanyin is like [the old man of] Hanyin; the old man 

had already abandoned a scheming heart-mind! 聞道山陰似漢陰，丈人早已厭機心！”967 

 Although following Fan Chi meant walking in the footsteps of a lesser man, the reference 

was a sufficient signal to prompt dialogue, allowing the owner of a “Studying Gardening” 

pavilion to reassert his identity in a variety of ways, from adherence to a “recluse” lifestyle to an 

opportunity for officials to express a “gentlemanly” identity distinct from their official role. 

 
965 Liu, Zhong’an ji, 23.272. 
 
966 Ibid. 
 
967 Chen Lü 陳旅, An ya tang ji 安雅堂集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 2.23. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
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Huang Jin 黄溍 (1277–1357) once wrote a “Preface for Poems on ‘Studying Gardening’ 學圃詩

序” in which he talked about the “head of the Hanlin Institute” (hanlin zhuren 翰林主人) Bo 

Wenfu 伯温甫 and his villa in Chang’an, which had a garden to the northeast called “Studying 

Gardening” (xuepu 學圃), in which he grew a variety of vegetables, fruits, flowers, and trees. At 

a banquet, one of Bo’s guests asked:  

In the past, Fan Chi asked to study gardening, and Confucius was graceful in his words of 
refusal, but later severe in his words of reprimand. How could Bo Wenfu esteem it?” I [Huang 
Jin] said: “It is not like that! As for what Fan Chi referred to as ‘studying gardening,’ his 
ambitions lay in gardening. As for what Bo Wenfu’s calls ‘studying gardening,’ his ambitions 
lie in studying. 
或曰：昔樊遲請學為圃，孔子既婉其辭以拒之，復峻其辭以斥之。伯温甫何慕乎？予

曰：不然。樊遲所謂學圃，志在圃也。伯温甫所謂學圃，志在學也！968 
 
 Unlike associations with Tao Yuanming, “personally” gardening, or other signals 

connected to reclusion or retirement, “studying gardening” managed to become an effective 

signal of “gentlemanly” identities despite maintaining its negative association as the pursuit of a 

“lesser man.” Many men embraced this reference to Fan Chi, naming buildings near their 

gardens after his famous request to Confucius, or invoking it in their poetry; when interlocutors 

asked them why, their variety of justifications each, in their own way, affirm the “gentlemanly” 

identity of the building’s owner. Thus, the phrase was an effective indicator of “gentlemanly” 

identity in Song-Yuan China. 

 

 

 

 
968 Huang Jin 黄溍, Jinhua Huang xiansheng wenji 金華黄先生文集 (Yuan chao ben 元鈔本), 18.252. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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5.5 Conclusion 
 

Fields and gardens were important sites for the cultivation of food and identities alike. 

The “gentlemanly” sort interacted with these spaces in a variety of ways: Feng Qi 馮起 (active c. 

990-1014), when he became an official, “rented out his gardens fields” (jiu she pu tian 僦舍圃

田);969 Huang Tingjian’s family’s tea farm produced “Twin Wells” (shuangjing 雙井) white tea, 

which Huang gifted to a variety of gentlemen in his social network.970 Their gardens could be 

public social spaces like the famous gardens of Luoyang in Northern Song described by Li Gefei 

李格非 (c. 1045–1105);971 they could be private leisure spaces as they were for Zhu Changwen 

and Zhang Zi 張鎡 (1153–c. 1221).972 They could be sites to take pleasure in “gentlemanly” 

 
969 Xin diao huang chao lei yuan, 13.85. 
 
970 James Benn, Tea in China: A Religious and Cultural History (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2015), 122. 
Huang Tingjian regularly gifted this tea to friends and acquaintances, and one assumes that the tea farm grew more 
tea than could be enjoyed by Huang’s family and friends alone, but no primary sources state that the tea was ever 
sold commercially. 
 
971 See Li Gefei 李格非, Luoyang Mingyuan ji 洛陽名園記 (Ming gujin yi shi ben 明古今逸史本), passim. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. For an introduction and translation, see: Yang 
Xiaoshan, “Li Gefei’s ‘Luoyang Mingyuan Ji’ (A Record of the Celebrated Gardens of Luoyang): Text and Context, 
Monumenta Serica, Vol. 52 (2004), 221-255.) For another example, Su Shi’s “Record of Peonies” (Mudan ji xu 牡
丹記敘) describes how everyone from Su and the magistrate down to servants and clerks were out enjoying the 
flowers together, with flowers in their hairs (Su, Su Wenzhong gong ji, 24.252-253; as seen in: Egan, The Problem of 
Beauty, 139-140.)  Shao Bowen also discusses the communal celebration of flowers in Luoyang (Shao, Wenjian 
qian lu, 17.77. As seen in: Michael Freeman, “Lo-yang and the Opposition to Wang An-Shih: The Rise of 
Confucian Conservatism, 1068–1086” [Ph.D. Diss., Yale University, 1973], 39-40.) 
 
972 On Zhu Changwen and his garden, see: Stephen West, “Zhu Changwen and His ‘Garden of Joy,’” in The 
Transmission and Interpretation of the Chinese Literary Canon: Papers from the Fourth International Conference 
on Sinology 文學經典的傳播與詮釋: 第四屆國際漢學會議論文集 (Taipei 台北: Zhongyang yanjiu yuan chuban 
中央研究院出版, 2013), 203-253. On Zhang Zi’s garden, see: Chiang Chia-Jung 江佳容, “Study on Garden Poetry 
in Zhang Zi's Nanhuji 張鎡南湖園詩研究” (M.A. Thesis, Guoli Taibei daxue 國立臺北大學, 2018); for Ma Yuan’s 
painting of Zhang Zi’s garden, see Murck, Poetry and Painting in Song China, 240. 
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plants: plum blossoms for Lin Bu 林逋 (967–1028)973 and Fan Chengda,974 bamboo for Fan 

Zhongyan,975 and so on. They could be sites of social networking and mobility: Zhu Chong 朱沖 

was from a family with a criminal history, but was able to open a medicine shop and become 

wealthy; he then “cultivated a garden, and gathered travelling guests [there], causing those who 

came and went to sing his praises. 因修蒔園圃，結遊客，致往來稱譽，” which in turn led to 

Zhu Chong flattering Cai Jing 蔡京 (1047–1126) and receiving office.976 

 For most such men who presented a “gentlemanly” identity while farming or gardening 

for pleasure, that identity was not defined first and foremost through unique planting practices or 

discursive framings of those practices; instead, they more readily presented their identity through 

other signals ranging from their study of the classical canon and employment in the bureaucracy 

to their strong ties with other “gentlemanly” sorts in their social networks. Even for many who 

occupied the “recluse” social role, the extent to which farming or gardening formed a substantial 

part of their identity might be less than drinking alcohol or writing poetry. However, for some 

men, these identity signals within the fields of farming and gardening were at the forefront of 

their self-presentation and self-fashioning. It mattered to men like Fang Yue, Sun Su, and Zheng 

Yu to be accepted as “gentlemen,” and to be able to successfully contextualize their farming or 

gardening as a component of their “gentlemanly” identity. 

 
973 Lin Bu 林逋, Lin Hejing shi ji 林和靖詩集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊景明鈔本), 2.15. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
974 See Fan Chengda, Fan cun meipu, passim. See also : Maggie Bickford, Ink Plum: The Making of a Chinese 
Scholar-Painting Genre (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 11. 
 
975 See Hou Naihui 侯迺慧, Songdai yuan lin jiqi shenghuo wenhua 宋代園林及其生活文化 (Taibei 台北: Sanmin 
shuju 三民書局, 2010), 207.  
 
976 Songshi, 470.4920. 
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 The distinction becomes all the more important when we recognize that, just as there 

could be “gentlemanly” sorts who gardened, there could be “gentlemanly” gardeners, like 

“Straightforward Lü” (Lüzhi 吕直) who worked for Sima Guang: 

Sima Guang operated the Garden of Solitary Joy; his gardener "Straightforward" Lü had a 
simple-minded nature, so Sima had named him "Straightforward." In the springtime people 
visited the garden, and the gardener collected ten strings of cash as "tea money" [from the 
visitors]; on the day the garden closed, he would divide it with the owner. One day he came to 
give it to Sima, and Sima said: "This is your cash, you can take it and go." He tried three 
times to give it to Sima, and Sima [became] angry, so he took the money. When he returned 
[home], he said: "Is it only Duanming [aka Sima Guang] that doesn't cherish cash?" Ten days 
later, Sima saw that there was a new pavilion in his garden; he asked about it, and learned that 
it was built using the ten strings of cash he had previously refused to accept. 
温公營獨樂園，園子吕直性愚，公以直名之。春時人遊園，園子得茶湯錢十千，閉園

日與主人分之。一日来納公，公曰：此自汝錢，可持去。再三欲留，公怒，遂持之。

顧曰：只端明不愛錢者。後十許日，公見園中新創一井亭，問之，乃前不受十千所創

也。977 
 
 Lü has clearly acted in a praiseworthy way by demonstrating disinterest in money; Chen 

Shilong’s 陳世隆 (Yuan) version of this anecdote ends with the exclamation: “I didn’t realize 

that apart from Sima Guang, there was also this kind of person [i.e. uninterested in money]! 不意

君實秀才之外，復有此一等人。”978 And yet, the anecdote seems almost to function as a 

compliment for Sima Guang more than his gardener, treating “this servant” (cipu 此僕)979 and 

his conduct, like the Garden of Solitary Joy itself, as an extension of Sima Guang and a 

reflection of his character. That is not the only anecdote in which Sima Guang gets credit for his 

gardener’s actions: 

Can Liao (Daoqian 道潛 [1043–1106]) went to Luoyang and sojourned in the Garden of 
Solitary Joy; there was earth that was raised high, and unlike the bleak and withering 

 
977 Shiwen lei ju, xuji 9.1585. 
 
978 Chen Shilong 陳世隆, Bei xuan biji 北軒筆記 (Qing zhibuzu congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 1. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
979 Ibid. 
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[condition of other plants] there were more than twenty fungi growing [there]. [Can] Liao 
remarked to the old gardener: "Why don’t you water these to make them perpetually 
luxuriant?” And the gardener said: "Heaven gives birth to numinous things; they do not 
depend upon human effort.” [Can] Liao sighed and said, "This truly is Sima Guang's laborer!" 
參寥如洛游獨樂園，有地高亢，不因枯枿生芝二十餘本。寥謂老圃：“盍潤澤之使長

茂。”圃曰：“天生靈物，不假人力。”寥嘆曰：“真溫公之役也。”980 
 

One imagines that a man who speaks and acts this way while tending to a garden plot 

might not be so readily categorized as a mere “laborer” if Can Liao didn’t know beforehand 

whose garden it was. And yet, in contrast, we have the story of Fan Liao 范寥 (Northern Song), 

“a gentleman of Sichuan” (shu shi 蜀士)981 from the same clan as Fan Zhen 範鎮 (1007–

1088),982 who “when he was a gentleman was magnanimous and chivalrous. 為士時，慷慨好侠

故。”983 He is described in a Huang Tingjian poem as being a “roaming gallant” (youxia 遊俠) 

until “at twenty he began with certainty to be a classicist student. 二十始肯为儒生。”984 Fei 

Gun’s 費衮 (jinshi c.1190–1194) biography of Fan Liao notes: 

[Fan was] talented and unrestrained; at first his family was wealthy, but one month after his 
uncle had divided up their assets, Fan had already used [his] up. Lonely and bored, he wanted 
to take the civil service examinations, [but] someone said: ‘If you don’t regularly practice this 
[curriculum], how will you [pass]?” Fan said: “If I merely go, I’ll be recommended and sent 
up as Sichuan’s second name.” He gave himself more and more to drink, and subsequently 
beat someone to death; thus, he went into exile and changed his name to Hua Danshi,985 and 
subsequently hid in the neighboring prefecture as a garden hand.  

 
980 Chen, Hou shan tan cong, 6.25. 
 
981 Jing kou qi jiu zhuan 京口耆舊傳 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本) 5.40. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
982 Jing kou qi jiu zhuan, 5.43. 
 
983 Zeng, Duxing zazhi, 3.12. 
 
984 Huang, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, 8.53. 
 
985  He seems to have selected this name due to visual similarities between the characters Fan 范 and hua 花. 
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負才豪縱不羈，家始饒給，從其叔分財，一月輒盡之，落寞無聊賴，欲應科舉，人

曰：若素不習此，奈何？範曰：我第往即以成都第二名薦送。益縱酒，遂毆殺人，因

亡命改姓名曰花但石，蓋增損其姓字為廋語，遂匿傍郡為園丁。986 
 
 Given Fan’s status as a wanted man, he tried to stay in hiding; however, as the story goes, 

one day he simply couldn’t take it any more: 

For a long time, his abilities were itching [to be used, until] he couldn’t bear it, and wrote a 
poem on the wall of a pavilion. When the owner saw it, he said in amazement: “It seems as if 
[that man] is no [mere] gardener!” He gifted him half a hu of silver and sent him on his way.  
久之技癢不能忍，書一詩於亭壁，主人見之愕然曰：若非園丁也。贈以白金半笏遣

去。987 
 
 In this situation, Fan Liao’s poem is not interpreted as reason to praise the garden’s 

owner; instead, credit is given to Fan, who is recognized as a “gentleman” and then encouraged 

to leave his “gardener” position; he subsequently worked as a private tutor until he was sent 

away for getting drunk and beating the child he was supposed to teach.988 

 And yet, literacy alone could not be a dividing line between the categories of 

“gentleman” and “gardener” in all cases; Wang Yun’s 王惲 (1227–1304) “Song for Gardener 

Wang” (huagong Wang shi ge 花工王氏歌) reveals how a praiseworthy and literate gardener 

still remained in a socially inferior position: 

城南劉郎携斗酒， South of the city, Mr. Liu carries a dou of wine, 
與客来叅秋澗叟。 Going with his guests to visit Old Man Autumn Stream [Wang Yun]. 
當隅踧縮不敢坐， In the corner, uncomfortably nervous, not daring to sit, 
王姓珪名三十九。 Is Mr. Wang Gui: thirty-nine years-old.  
平生有技真可人， All his life he’s had skill [with gardening], and is truly an agreeable 

person, 
好箇春風接花手。 A good spring wind welcomes the “flower hand” [i.e. gardener]. 
… 

 
986 Fei, Liang xi man zhi, 10.56. 
 
987 Ibid. 
 
988 For the curious, he later ends up working as a secretary for a governor, then proving his knowledge of the Classic 
of Changes and moving south to establish a county school, and so on. (Fei, Liang xi man zhi, 56-57.) 
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王生本出方技家， Mr. Wang was originally from a technical household, 
品味神經無不有。 Appreciating the ‘spirit classics’ – there are none he doesn’t have! 
流芳轉入百花香， This fragrance enters the scents of the hundred flowers, 
豈止槖駝法堪取。 How could [his gardening] stop at Tuotuo’s methods? 
只今家住圃田西， Now his home is west of the garden, 
小橋流水遮髙栁。 A small bridge and flowing waters, concealed by tall willows. 
㑹邀一醉百花堂， Inviting me to get drunk in his “Hundred Flowers Hall,” 
要藉我詩傳不朽。 He wishes through my poem to transmit [his name] “without 

decaying.”989 
 
 Wang Gui is framed as “gentlemanly” here through his literacy and his stated desire for 

his name to be transmitted to future generations through a poem; yet, ultimately, he is not 

accepted as a “gentleman.” Demonstrating “gentlemanly” character as a “gardener” did not 

cause either Wang Gui or Straightforward Lü to be accepted as a “gentleman,” but it worked for 

Zhang Xiaoji 張孝基: 

The Xuchang gentleman Zhang Xiaoji took a wife from a wealthy man in his village. The 
wealthy man’s only son was unworthy, and they had expelled him. The wealthy man became 
sick and died, giving all of his family’s assets to Xiaoji, along with the management of his 
posthumous affairs according to the rites. Some time later, his son was begging in the road; 
Xiaoji saw him and asked him sorrowfully: “Are you able to irrigate gardens?” He replied: 
“To be able to irrigate gardens in order to eat – what fortune!” Xiaoji employed him to irrigate 
the garden, and the son expended all his effort [at this]. Xiaoji marveled at this, and further 
said: “Are you able to manage a storehouse?” The son replied: “To be able to irrigate gardens 
is already beyond my expectations, let alone managing a storehouse! What further fortune!” 
Xiaoji employed him to manage the storehouse, and the son was especially cautious with no 
further faults. Xiaoji, gradually observing him, realized that he had been able to renew 
himself, not returning to his old mindset, thus he took the assets bequeathed by the father and 
returned them to the son. It is like the story of the poor son in the Lotus Sutra! The son 
henceforth managed the family with moral principles, becoming one of the good gentlemen of 
the village. 
許昌士人張孝基娶同裏富人女，富人只一子，不肖，斥逐之。富人病且死，盡以家財

付孝基，與治後事如禮。久之，其子丐於途，孝基見之，惻然謂曰：“汝能灌園

乎？”答曰：“如得灌園以就食，何幸！”孝基使灌園，其子稍自力。孝基怪之，復

謂曰：“汝能管庫乎？”答曰：“得灌園已出望外，況管庫，又何幸也！”孝基使管

 
989 The Zuozhuan notes that writing is one of the means of achieving “immorality,” as one of the “Three 
Immortalities” (san buxiu  三不朽); see: Chunqiu zuozhuan du zhu, 17.323. Wang’s poem may be found in: Wang, 
Qiu jian ji, 10.96.  
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庫，其子頗馴謹，無他過。孝基徐察之，知其能自新，不復有故態，遂以其父所委財

產歸之。此似《法華》窮子之事。其子自此治家勵操，為鄉閭善士。990 
 
 In different social situations, men could be variously categorized or recategorized as 

“gentlemen” or “gardeners,” with “gentlemanly” signals functioning to differing degrees of 

efficacy. Just as bamboo was taken as a metaphor for moral integrity and a staple in 

“gentlemanly” gardens, it was also an important raw material for constructing fences and 

furniture. Tao Yuanming loved “chrysanthemums” (ju 菊),991 but so too did the salt-smuggler 

and rebel Huang Chao 黄巢 (835–884), who saw the destruction of “gentlemanly” clans as a 

personal quest.992 “Gentlemanly” signals were not guarantees that other men would accept 

someone as such and treat them accordingly; however, extant texts suggest that the signals 

developed within the fields of farming and gardening, and discussed in this chapter, were 

generally effective for the men who used them to perform “gentlemanly” identities in 7th–14th 

century China. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
990 Fang Shao 方勺, Bo zhai bian 泊宅編 (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 1983), Vol. 1, 6.76. 
 
991 See Tao Qian, Tao Yuanming ji, 2.4, 3.13, 10.49; on a broader association between Tao and chrysanthemums in 
paintings, see: Bush, The Chinese Literati on Painting, 102. 
 
992 For Huang Chao’s poems on chrysanthemums, see: Quan Tang shi, 733.4985. For his rebellion against the social 
elite, see: Tackett, The Destruction of the Medieval Chinese Aristocracy. 
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Chapter 6: Fishing and Woodcutting 
 

 The coastal border and ample rivers and lakes within the shifting borders of Tang-Yuan 

China offered ample opportunities for fishing, whether for leisure, sustenance, or commercial 

profit. Though fishing was a common activity for the “gentlemanly” sort, it was mostly 

associated with the role of “fisherman” (yufu 漁父; yuren 漁人; yumin 漁民; etc.): Wang Rixiu 

王日休 (12th century) defined the role as someone who “plans to obtain [fish] with the intention 

to sell them, 巧計取之，圖以販賣，” to provide for themselves and their families;993 Zhang Yu 

similarly wrote: “fishing families have no other livelihood; their clothes and food are only [a 

result of their] nets. 漁家無别業, 衣食惟罟網。”994 Fishing was often difficult work, and Ye 

Yin’s葉茵 (b. 1199) poem “The Fishing Families 漁家行” offers a sense of how hard the life of 

men in this social category could be: 

湖濱江滸疏疏村， Lake shores and river banks: sparse, sparse the villages, 
村村漁家長子孫。 Village by village, the fishing families raise their sons and grandsons. 
為魚不管波浪惡， For sake of fish they do not care if waves and tides are bad,  
出未天明歸黃昏。 Going out before it’s light and coming home at dusk. 
得來魚可數，         Coming back with fish easy to count,995 
妻兒相對語。         Their wives and kids are saying to each other: 
甕頭有虀熟，        “The wine jugs do have vegetables fermenting, 
鍋中無米煮。         But in the pot there’s no rice for cooking!” 
昔日魚多江湖寛， In former days, fish abounded in rivers and lakes’ breadth; 
今日江湖半屬官。 Nowadays, the rivers and lakes half belong to the state. 

 
993 This passage is from Wang Rixiu’s王日休 Pure Land Text from Longshu (Longshu jingtu wen 龍舒淨土文) 
from 1160, which offers admonitions for a variety of social roles, including fishermen. It notes that fishermen catch 
and sell fish to care for themselves and their families; however, “the fish in the water also have families… I thus 
[say that] killing is an immeasurable crime, and if they can change their occupation, it would be best 魚在水中，亦
有眷屬… 我乃殺害。其罪無量。若能改業。此為上也。” (Wang Rixiu 王日休, Longshu jingtu wen, 龍舒淨土
文 [Guangxu 9 光緖 9, 1883], 6.10a-b.) 
 
994 Zhang, Guangbi shi ji, 1.5. See also: “A group of fishermen, their livelihood is only on a few small boats.  
 一簇漁家古渡頭，生涯只在幾扁舟。” (Yang, Yequ you sheng hua, A.16.)  
 
995 That is, not very many fish at all. 
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釣筒釣車謾百尺， The fishing rod and fishing reel cover one hundred chi, 
團罟㠶罟空多般。 [But] the round net and sail-shaped net are empty again and again. 
蓋蓑臘雪楊柳岸， A raincoat-coating twelfth-month snow, on willow and poplar banks, 
籠手西風蘆荻灘。 A hands-shackling western wind along the reedy beach. 
差差舴艋千百隻， One impost after another, a thousand and hundred skiffs, 
盡向其中仰衣食。 All heading into their midst [i.e. into the rivers and lakes] in hope of 

clothing and food. 
幾謀脱離江湖歸犂鉏， They almost planned to take their leave of rivers and lakes to return 

to plow and hoe, 
似聞歲惡農家尤費力。 But it seems they’ve heard when harvest is bad the farmers work the 

hardest of all!996 
 
 Ye’s poem focuses on the tribulations of these men, working in winter cold and 

dangerous conditions, spending long days on the boat and barely returning with enough fish. One 

assumes that many were living in poverty or very near it, as was the case for Huang Jia 黃甲, 

whose story is recorded in the Records of the Listener: 

For generations [his family] took fishing as their occupation, and lived on the river. Each day 
he and his wife and child would row their small boat back and forth for several li, netting 
what they could obtain, which was barely enough to provide them with food.  
世世以捕魚為業，家於江上。每日與其妻子棹小舟，往來數里間，網罟所得，僅足以

給食。997 
 
 Men who fished occupationally would sometimes need to personally sell the fish they 

caught: Xing Anguo 邢安国 (Jin) poetically depicted “fishermen selling fish, calling out to 

travelers 漁家賣魚喚行人;”998 Dai Biaoyuan wrote in his “Rhapsody on Observing Fishermen 

觀漁賦:” 

I often hear that fishermen daily fish at the river, then go to the market to sell them, [but] the 
taste is weak and lacks sweetness. What they obtain [in exchange] doesn’t compensate for 
their labors, and is extremely little [in value].  

 
996 Jianghu xiao ji, 42.298. 
 
997 Hong, Yi jian zhi zhi, E9.239. 
 
998 Zhongzhou ji, 9.249. 
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常聞漁人，日漁於河。出市售之，味薄少甘。得不償勞，甚尠而纖。999 
 
 Even in better years with better luck, a higher supply of fish might reduce the price1000 

and therefore the profits earned by fishermen for their work. Only a select few could fish their 

way out of poverty, as a certain Mr. Huang 黃 had done according to his landlord Kong Qi 孔齊 

(Yuan): 

There once was a fisherman surnamed Huang, who at first was poor; his mother died from 
insufficient [resources], and was cremated above the southwest corner of a mountain. He 
fished and lived in that place, and placed [his mother’s] ashes and bones in a stone cave, 
without paying them further heed. Later, a person of arts divined [the area] and said: “This 
mountain, as a place where a mountain dragon stopped for a bit, is a slightly favorable tomb-
site. A pity that it’s not very deep, and will only govern a small wealth.” From that moment 
on, his profits from fishing were twice what they normally were, and for the rest of the year 
his family were well fed and warm; three years later, [things were still] improving daily, thus 
he rented a few dozen mu of land in front of my residence, and made plans to build a home 
and workplace. Subsequently he bought two large boats, and at the end of each [harvest] year, 
after renting them to great families to transport grain to the official granaries, he obtained ten 
strings of cash [from each] and is said to have become wealthy. 
一漁人黃姓者，初貧，而母死於欠，化於山西南角上。蓋捕魚寓於此地者，就瘞灰骨

於石穴之下，弗顧也。後術者相雲：“此山山龍之稍止處小結穴，惜乎不深，只主小富

耳。” 自此捕魚獲利倍常時，歲馀家計溫飽，三載之後日益，遂佃吾家衙前墟田數十

畝，為造屋授業之計。遂買巨舟二隻，每歲終，充賃大家運糧輸官倉之後，得錢十貫

而致富云。1001 
 
 The supernormal thus played a role in Mr. Huang’s eventual success, as it did for the 

Cheng 程 clan of Fuliang county 浮梁縣, who benefited from the auspicious energy of “Goldfish 

Mountain” (jinyu shan 金魚山) according to the The Ming Jiajing-era (1522–1566) Jiangxi 

Provincial Gazetteer (Jiangxi tongzhi 江西通志): 

 
999 Dai, Shan yuan ji, 21.217-218. 
 
1000 Lu You once described “the price of fish was [as low as] dirt; twenty could be purchased for 100 coins, and 
furthermore they were all large fish! 魚賤如土，百錢可飽二十口，又皆巨魚。” (Lu You 陸游, Ru Shu ji 入蜀記 
[Jing chao Song ben 景鈔宋本], 4.24. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1001 Kong Qi 孔齊, Jing zhai zhi zheng zhi ji 靜齋至正直記 (Qing Mao shi chao ben 清毛氏鈔本), 1.14-15. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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The Song [man] Cheng Jie’s (jinshi c. 1056–63) ancestor, [Cheng] Ye, was a fisherman 
beneath [Goldfish Mountain]. There was a strange person who pointed to his bed and said: 
“One day, if you are buried here, your sons and grandsons will become a prominent clan!” 
Later, [Cheng] Jie, his younger brother, and his son were all renowned.  
宋程節，祖葉漁其下。有異人，指其卧榻曰：異日葬此，子孫當為望族。後節與弟及

子，俱顯。1002 
 
 The Qing Gazetteer of Fuliang County (Fuliang xianzhi 浮梁县志) further classifies 

Cheng Ye as an occupational fisherman: “Cheng Jie’s ancestor made fishing his occupation. 程

節之祖業漁。”1003 The anecdote is a rare mention of social mobility for such men, which likely 

only appears in these gazetteers because it demonstrates the efficacy of the incredible geomantic 

energy of a local mountain, as opposed to the hard work of a fisherman slowly accumulating 

enough resources to have his sons prepare for the examinations, and succeed.1004 

 Fisherman of all sorts populated the waterways of 7th–14th century China: some were 

wealthy and some were not; some lived in thatched huts and some in big houses; some were 

struggling and suffering, but others were lucky enough to become comfortable. Though such 

variety can still be found among extant sources, “gentlemanly” writings on fishermen 

overwhelmingly invoke a highly literary archetypal image: an exemplar of idyllic rusticity living 

a mostly leisured life. The repeated portrayal of fishermen as paragons of virtuous, rustic living 

 
1002 (Jiajing) Jiangxi tong zhi（嘉靖）江西通志 (Ming jiajing ke ben 明嘉靖刻本), 8.1209. Airusheng 愛如生
zhongguo fangzhi ku 中國方志庫. 
 
1003 (Kangxi) Fuliang xian zhi (康熙) 浮梁縣志 (Qing Kangxi shi’er nian ke zeng xiu ben 清康煕十二年刻增修本), 
1.141. Airusheng 愛如生 zhongguo fangzhi ku 中國方志庫. Compare this to Guo Fan’s 郭翻 (Eastern Jin) entry in 
the History of Jin: “he didn’t participate in worldly affairs, and only took fishing and hunting as his pleasures. He 
lived in poverty without an occupation, and desired to cultivate farmland. 不交世事，惟以漁釣射獵為娛。居貧無
業，欲墾荒田。” (Jin shu, 94.1174.) To fish without an occupation was, of course, impossible for occupational 
fishermen. 
 
1004 Huang Kuanzhong 黃宽重 speculates that the clan became wealthy through their fishing, such that they were 
able to afford having sons take the necessary time and resources to prepare for the examinations; Cheng Jie went on 
to experience civil service examination success and worked as an official for decades. (Huang Kuanzhong 黃宽重, 
Songdai de jiazu yu shehui 宋代的家族与社会 [Beijing 北京: Guojia tushuguan chubanshe 国家图书馆出版社, 
2009], 213.) 
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so thoroughly overlapped with an accepted form of reclusive living that some men adopted the 

label to express “gentlemanly” identities for themselves. Yet, as was the case with the categories 

“farmer” and “gardener,” gentlemen did not want to be confused for these men of generally 

lower social position, or to actually live the difficult life of a “fisherman.” Thus, men seeking to 

maintain a successful presentation of “gentlemanly” identities while fishing consciously and 

unconsciously invoked signals to ensure that their audience was able to distinguish what kind of 

person was fishing, including: 

1. Associating one’s fishing with a reclusive lifestyle 
2. Demonstrating knowledge of fish and fishing drawn from the classical canon 

 
Following the analysis of “gentlemanly” identity signals relating to fishing, we will look at 

some related signals from the field of woodcutting. 

 

6.1 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Associating One’s Fishing with a Reclusive 
Lifestyle 
 

 The “fisherman” archetype, distinct from the many kinds of occupational fishermen 

discussed above, appeared constantly in the poetry and prose of the “gentlemanly” sort, and was 

in many respects a projection of “gentlemanly” values and fantasies about a comfortable and 

simple rustic life. This archetypal man frequently appears with a di-flute1005 or a bottle of 

 
1005 “Fishermen playing the di” (yu di 漁笛) are components of landscape paintings in: Han Zhuo, Shanshui 
chunquan ji, 6. See also: “Colophon for a Painting of Fishermen Lifting the Fishing Nets 題漁人扳罾圖” which 
references fishermen drunkenly playing the di. (Xie, Gui chao gao, 6.104.) 
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alcohol,1006 and is portrayed at rest on his small “leaf” (ye 葉) of a boat.1007 He may be fishing 

alone,1008 with a group,1009 or with his family.1010 If he must engage in “selling” (mai 賣) his fish, 

it is not for “profit” (li 利) but instead for food, clothing, and of course alcohol;1011 he might 

obtain “money” (qian 錢) for his fish,1012 and might alternatively exchange” (huan 換) his fish 

 
1006 For example: Su Shi’s ci-lyric on “fishermen” similarly focuses on alcohol and adds the feature of rustic 
clothing: “the fisherman is drunk, his rush raincoat dancing; in his drunkenness he seeks the road home. A light boat 
with short oars angling and straightening when used; after awakening he doesn’t know where he is. 漁父醉，蓑衣
舞，醉里卻尋歸路。輕舟短棹任斜橫，醒後不知何處。” (Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, 15.158.)  
 
1007 For example: “Laughing at my boat – a light [little] leaf! 笑我扁舟一葉輕。” (Wang Tinggui 王庭珪, Lu xi ji 
盧溪集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 23.84. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.); Zhang Yong 張詠 also has a poetic line referencing his “leaf-boat 葉舟” in: Zhang 
Yong 張詠, Guai ya ji 乖崖集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 5.18. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1008 For example, the fisherman in a “lone boat” (gu zhou 孤舟) in Ye Yong 葉顒, Qiao yun du chang 樵雲獨唱 
(Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全
書本), 5.44. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1009 For example: Yang Gongwang references a “a group of fishing families 一簇漁家” in: Yang, Yequ you sheng 
hua, A.16. 
 
1010 For example: Dai Fugu 戴復古 (1167–1248) wrote: “the fisherman is drunk, leisurely fishing with his rod. 
Under the willows he calls to his son to firmly tie up the boat. A lofty sleep, with a breeze [in the air] and a moon in 
the sky 漁父醉，釣竿閒。柳下呼兒牢繫船。高眠風月天。” (Jianghu jiao ji, 78.537.) See also Lu Qi’s 盧琦 
(1306-1362) “Colophon on a Fishing Painting” (ti buyu tu 題捕魚圖) which reads: “The bright waters unmoving, 
the sound of the oars slow; the mother on the boat is seated and feeding her son. 水光不動棹聲遲, 阿母舟中坐哺
兒。” (Lu Qi 盧琦, Gui feng ji 圭峰集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], A.38. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
 
1011 For example: Wu Hui’s 吳會 (d. 1388) “Fisherman” (yufu 魚父) poem notes that the old fisherman “obtains fish 
to buy rice and get drunk. 得魚買米酤酒來。” (Wu Hui 吳會, Wu Shushan xiansheng yi ji 吳書山先生遺集 [Qing 
Qianlong keben 清乾隆刻本], 16.47. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1012 For example: “Plenty of wine, but not plenty of money! 博酒不博錢。”) Dong Sigao 董嗣杲, Lu shan ji 廬山
集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 2.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) See also: “Half is leftover money from selling [fish]; half exchanged for wine.半留賣錢半換
酒。” (Jianghu hou ji 江湖後集, compiled by Chen Qi 陳起 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本], 4.35. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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for these items directly.1013 He is not interested in worldly affairs1014 and views the city as a foul 

and filthy place;1015 he is at home and at ease on the waterways where he works, and feels 

“leisurely” (xian 閑) and “joyful” (le 樂) there.1016 This archetypal “fisherman” reflects a 

“gentlemanly” distaste (often merely affected) for commerce; the archetypal characteristics of a 

“recluse” (or retiree),1017 contentment with the bare necessities while living a rustic life, and by 

 
1013 Dai Fugu 戴復古 (1167–1248) described in his first of “Two Ci-Lyrics on Fishermen 漁父詞二首,” gentlemen 
tend to think of fishermen as operating on a barter system disconnected from the cash economy: “The fisherman 
drinks [but] doesn’t require cash. The willow branch [oars], slanted and piercing [the water] – and the brocade-fish 
scales fresh! Exchanging [them] for wine, he returns to his boat. 漁父飲，不須錢。柳枝斜貫錦鱗鮮。換酒卻歸
船。” (Jianghu xiao ji, 78.537.) Hao Jing wrote the line: “a fisherman gave me food and wouldn’t speak of money 
漁人饋我不論錢.” (Hao, Lingchuan ji, 15.122.) 
 
1014 This might take the form of “completely forgetting right and wrong 全忘是與非” as in Du Mu’s “Fisherman” 
(yufu 漁父) poem (Quan Tang shi, 525.3610), “not having a single affair 無一事” (Xiang Anshi 項安世, Ping an 
hui gao 平庵悔稿 [Qing chao ben 清鈔本], 5.29. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.), or “forgetting the world” (wang shi 忘世) (Liu Renben 劉仁本, Yu ting ji 羽庭集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 2.18. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1015 See, for example, Chao Buzhi’s 晁補之 (1053–1110) poem “The Fisherman’s Pride” (yujia ao): 
漁家人言傲，The fisherman, people say, is proud! 
城市未曾到。He hasn't once gone to the city. 
生理自江湖，His way of living comes from the rivers and lakes, 
那知城市道。Why would he know the way of the city?! (Song wen jian, 14.117.) 
Similarly, Wang Yun associated the happiness of fishermen with the freedom of their floating home, but “when 
selling fish, [the fisherman] gets nervous about approaching the city gates, certainly arriving at a place of filth and 
four people 賣魚生怕近城門，肯到紅塵污人處。” (Wang, Qiu jian ji, 7.62.) And as for the court, Hou Kezhong 
侯克中 (d. 1315) wrote: “The fisherman doesn’t know of the court’s nobility; in the five lakes and beautiful places 
he grasps the fishing line. 漁父不知臺閣貴，五湖佳處掌絲綸。” (Hou Kezhong 侯克中, Liang zhai shi ji 艮齋詩
集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 5.20. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中
國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1016 For example: “I approach the fisherman and ask about his leisurely mood. 欲就漁人問閑趣。” (Zhang, Guai ya 
ji, 5.18);  Mao Zhifang 毛直方 wrote: “All one’s life not knowing books or swords; getting drunk and full and 
sharing a leisurely nap. 平生不識書與劍，也得醉飽供閒眠。” (Huang yuan feng ya 皇元風雅, compiled by Jiang 
Yi 蔣易 [Yuan jianyang Zhang shi Hui xi shuyuan keben 元建陽張氏梅溪書院刻本], 12.88. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1017 For example, Linghu Zixian 令狐子先 (Southern Song) returned to his hometown after retiring, where “other 
than farming and fishing, he only wrote texts and played the qin-zither. 耕釣之外，著書彈琴而已。” (Wang, Zhu 
shi, B.13.) 
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extension embodying a sort of moral purity making him ideal company for reclusive 

“gentlemanly” sorts.1018 

This “fisherman” archetype was seen as enviable to many men: Fu Ruojin admired 

fishermen for not needing to travel far from home for work;1019 Wu Shidao’s 吳師道 (1283–

1344) poem on a “Painting of a Fishing Family’s Happiness” (yule tu 漁樂圖) described the 

image of a fisherman fishing with his wife and child before jokingly concluding: “Onlookers are 

envious of the fishing family’s joy, but they don’t speak about the schooling fish, who are indeed 

pitiable! 旁人競羨漁家樂，不道羣魚正可憐！”1020 Du Xunhe 杜荀鶴 (c. 846–c.904) is one 

such envious onlooker in his poem “Playfully Gifted to a Fisherman 戲贈漁家:”   

見君生計羡君閑， When I look at your livelihood, I’m envious of your leisure! 
求食求衣有底難。 Seeking food and seeking clothes, what hardships do you have? 
胡蘆杓酌春濃酒， One ladle of hulu wine: a thickened spring wine! 
舴艋舟流夜漲灘。 Little boats afloat at evening tide by the beach. 

 
1018 For example: Xue Yu 薛嵎 (b. 1212) wrote a poem about going into reclusion after never succeeding in the 
examination system, adding: “I don’t yet permit the gardener to know my name; I’ll first ask the fisherman which 
neighbors are humane. 未許園丁知姓字，先從漁父問仁鄰。” (Jianghu xiao ji, 55.358). The sense that a 
fisherman would know who among the neighbors is humane ties in with the notion that recluses enjoy spending their 
time with fishermen and woodcutters, itself a very literary trope. Wang Jian 王澗 (Jin) wrote: “With a fishing rod, I 
plan to follow the fisherman; I unfurl and display a qin-zither book, and buy a fishing boat! 一竿便擬從漁父，卷置
琴書買釣舟！” (Zhongzhou ji, 4.108); Cheng Jufu 程鉅夫 (1249–1318) was delighted to be “out on the river, each 
day with fishermen as my companions; the airs [of the area] suffuse with the scent of brush and ink. 江行日日侣漁
郎，風味中含翰墨香。” (Cheng Jufu 程鉅夫, Xue lou ji 雪樓集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen 
jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 26.312. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Zhao Bingwen quoted an acquaintance as saying: “Nowadays, woodcutters 
are happy in the mountains and fishermen are happy in the waters. At peace like a mountain, in motion like waters, 
this is the happiness of a wise and humane person! 今夫樵者，樂于山。漁者，樂于水。與夫其静如山，其動如
水，此智仁者之所樂也。” (Zhao, Fushui ji, 13.117.)  
 
1019 生兒寧作漁家子，Having a son, it would be better [for them to be] a fisherman’s son! 
生女莫嫁征夫兒。Having a daughter, don’t let them marry a traveller! 
征夫年年好遠别，The traveler each year is fond of leaving for afar, 
漁家朝暮不相離。But the fishermen day and night don’t leave. (Fu, Fu Yuli shi ji, 8.93.) 
 
1020 While I do read this to be somewhat tongue-in-cheek, it also aligns with Buddhist ideas about the suffering of 
fish at the hands of fishermen: for an example, see footnote 992 on page 361 of this dissertation. (Wu Shidao 吳師
道, Libu ji 禮部集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 9.74. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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却笑漁家最辛苦， Again I laugh at fishing families’ “most bitter toil!” 
聽蟬鞭馬入長安。 Hearing cicadas, I whip my horse to enter Chang’an.1021 

 
 Du laughs at the notion that this “fisherman” role would be difficult; he must whip his 

horse to convince it (and himself) to leave behind the idealized waterways where fishermen live 

and work, to enter the capital. Lu You’s poem “Written on an Autumn Evening on a Boat 秋夜

舟中作” similarly projects the literary archetype onto nearby “fishermen,” and then laments his 

own inability to be like them: 

漁父我所羨， The fisherman’s the one that I admire! 
尚恐不得作。 I only fear I’ll never get to be [one]. 
讀書端自癡， Reading books is my great foolishness, 
遊宦亦何樂。 Roaming in office – what pleasure does it bring?!1022 

 
 The closeness of this literary archetype to reclusive living allowed men performing 

“gentlemanly” identities to express a desire to enact this role as an extension of reclusion, as in 

Dong Sigao’s 董嗣杲 (13th century) “The Fisherman” (yulang 漁郎), which includes the 

following passage: 

爭如打魚人， I strive to be like a man who catches fish, 
心契太古前。 My heart aligned to forebears of high Antiquity. 
萬事絶無想， To a myriad affairs I’d have no thought at all; 
生計歸小船。 For a living I’d repair to a little boat. 
晴逐白鷗去， At clear skies, I’d depart chasing the terns, 
夜傍黄蘆眠。 At evening resort to my dried-grass hut to sleep. 
青莎紉短衣， Nutgrass twisted to make a short jacket, 
備在風雨先。 Prepared before the wind and rain [arrive]. 
得魚不上岸， Catching fish and never going ashore, 
博酒不博錢。 Plenty of wine, but not plenty of money! 
相牽醉妻兒， Drunk, I drag my wife and child along; 
短笛吹空煙。 A bamboo flute plays in the empty mists. 
桃源共楚澤， A Peach-Blossom Spring that shares the marshes of Chu, 
枉為時所憐。 Wrongly the object of pity by my time. 

 
1021 Quan Tang shi, 692.4749. 
 
1022 Lu, Jian nan shi gao, 16.253. 
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行路苦信脚， I walk the roads, straining to follow my feet; 
負載多赬肩。 The load I carry often reddens my shoulders. 
夕陽下西山， The evening sun sets in the western mountains, 
水雲渺無邉。 The water and clouds, without a boundary, blur. 
我欲從之逰， I wish to follow after them to roam, 
浩歌樂其天。 Delighting in Heaven with my flood of song!1023 

 
 In striving to live like a “fisherman,” Dong claims that his heart-mind is in alignment not 

with contemporaneous occupational fishermen, but with forebears of high Antiquity” (taigu qian 

太古前). The men he apparently has in mind are the various renowned mythological and early 

figures who created the template of “gentlemanly” reclusion through fishing, from mythic 

recluses like Chao Fu 巢父 and Xu You 許由 in the times of Yao 堯 and Shun 舜, to Jiang Ziya 

姜子牙 (c. 12th–11th century BCE), Ji Ran 計然 (Spring and Autumn Period), Fan Li 范蠡 

(536BCE–448BCE), Yan Guang 嚴光 (1st century CE), and so on. The stories of these men 

reinforced fishing as a signal of “gentlemanly” reclusion in later centures, allowing men like Ji 

Kang to refuse office in part due to his claimed fondness for fishing,1024 or for Wei Shu 魏舒 

(209–290) to be praised in the Official Histories for “entering mountains and marshes, making 

his affairs fishing and hunting 入山澤，以漁獵為事。”1025 These men, in turn, further justified 

the practice of fishing as a “recluse” activity by serving as allusions and references that appear in 

later poetry and prose, signaling a man’s adherence to their “gentlemanly” lifestyle, as in Ye 

Yong’s 葉顒 (1300–1374) poem “Gifted to a Fisherman” (zeng yufu 贈漁父): 

短笛逐秋風， A short di-flute pursues the autumn winds. 
孤舟釣月中。 A lonely boat, angling in the moonlight. 

 
1023 Dong, Lu shan ji, 2.9. 
 
1024 “[I enjoy] holding the qin-zither and chanting, hunting and fishing in the wilds; but if I am an official governing 
[a place] I will not be able to move freely! 抱琴行吟，弋釣草野，而吏卒守之，不得妄動.” (Ji, Ji Zhongsan ji, 
2.12.) 
 
1025 Jin shu, 41.547. 
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緑蓑烟浪逺， Green straw [clothes], mists and waves in the distance, 
白髪世情空。 White hair, empty of worldly affairs. 
不讓嚴陵操， Don't ask a Yan [Zi]ling to take up office! 
寜貪范蠡功。 Better to covet the merits of Fan Li. 
江山無限好， The rivers and mountains have unlimited good, 
蘋白蓼花紅。 As ferns turn white and smartweed flowers turn red.1026 

 
 When 7th–14th century men like Dong Sigao, Lu You, Zhao Rusui, and Du Xunhe 

expressed this envy, they focused exclusively on aspects of the literary archetype overlapping 

with the “recluse” social role: none expressed envy for men like Mr. Huang for becoming 

wealthy from his fishing work, nor did any men claim a desire to experience firsthand the 

struggle and stress of barely catching or selling enough fish to feed and clothe one’s family. 

 Thus, the label “fisherman” became a frequent reference for the “recluse” role in Tang-

Yuan writings. Du Fu wrote: “Alas! The ancients have already turned to dirt; I only feel that 

gentlemen of ambition are fine being fishermen and woodcutters. 嗚呼古人已糞土，獨覺志士

甘漁樵。”1027 Fang Gan claimed: “In this era, investigating the various renowned gentlemen, in 

fact they’re all anonymous old fishermen! 此時檢㸃諸名士, 却是漁翁無姓名。”1028 Wei 

Qingzhi 魏慶之 (Southern Song) noted the metaphorical usage of “fisherman” in his analysis of 

a poetic stanza by Zheng Gu 鄭谷 (c. 851–c.910): 

“Beach birds fly far in clear weather; fishermen sing leisurely at night.” “Beach birds fly far 
in clear weather” is a metaphor for petty people being used [by the court], and “fishermen” 
are a metaphor for noble men: “night” is imagery for “not bright” and speaks to the gentlemen 
residing in darkness and chaos at court retreating and taking pleasure in the Way. 

 
1026 Ye, Qiao yun du chang, 5.44. 
 
1027 Quan Tang shi, 220.1387. 
 
1028 Quan Tang shi, 650.4454. 
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“沙鳥晴飛遠，漁人夜唱閑。”“沙鳥晴飛遠”喻小人見用，“漁人”比君子，

“夜”，不明之象，言君子處昏亂朝，退而樂道也。1029 
 
 As we have already seen occur with the label “gardener,” men adopted fishing as an 

element of their sobriquets to further demonstrate their “gentlemanly” identities. Some were 

“fishing recluses” (yuyin 漁隱): Hu Zai 胡仔 (1110–c.1170) gave himself the sobriquet “Fishing 

Recluse of Shaoxi” (Shaoxi yuyin 苕溪漁隱);1030 Xu Daozhen 許道真 (Jin) was the “Fishing 

Recluse of Jinjiang” (Jinjiang yuyin 錦江漁隠);1031 in Yuan, Lü Pu wrote about the Old Man of 

Bamboo Creek (Zhuxi sou 竹谿叟), who “is over fifty years-old and not known in the world; he 

is further called the Bamboo Creek Fishing Recluse. Bamboo Creek is his place; being a fishing 

recluse is his ambition. 年過五十，無聞於世，更號竹谿漁隱。竹谿者，其地，漁隱者，其

志也。”1032 This label clearly distinguished these men from occupational fishermen; however, 

most men apparently felt no need to invoke this specific label in their writings, often opting 

instead to share other labels referring to both the “recluse” and occupational “fisherman” 

roles,1033 appropriating the label as in Yelü Zhu’s 耶律鑄 (1221–1285) poem “Mocking the 

 
1029 Shiren yu xie 詩人玉屑, compiled by Wei Qingzhi 魏慶之 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本), 9.97. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1030 See: Hu Zai 胡仔, Shaoxi Yuyin cong hua qianhou ji 苕溪漁隱叢話前後集 (Qing Qianlong keben 清乾隆刻
本.) Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1031 Li, Zhuang jing ji, 5.60. 
 
1032 Lü, Zhu xi gao, B.28. 
 
1033 A notable exception here is “fishermen” (yumin 漁民), which seems to me to not be used to refer to recluses or 
“gentlemanly” fishers. 
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Fisherman 嘲漁父:” “Seemingly to escape the worldly net, instead you schemed up a hook to 

fish for fame! 若為逃世網，却計釣名鈎。”1034 

 Less predictably, this overlap also allowed the label “fisher” (diaoke 釣客, lit. “angling 

guest”), linguistically tied to distinction through the character “guest” (ke 客) and its association 

with being an outsider or a temporary presence, to be poetically applied to occupational 

fishermen. Thus, on one hand, a man like Qin Xi 秦系 (724–810) could use this label in the form 

of his sobriquet “Eastern Sea Fisher” (Donghai diaoke 東海釣客),”1035 and Guo Xiangzheng 郭

祥正 (1035–1113) could demonstrate his reclusive identity with poetic lines about “freeing 

myself and being a farmer and fisher 脫身我作耕釣客;”1036 on the other hand, it was possible 

for Zheng Qiao 鄭樵 (1104–1162) to write about “the fisherman calling out and holding his hat; 

the shepherd boy happily sips his congee 釣客呼持笠，牧童喜啜羮” as parts of the landscape 

around him,1037 or for Fang Qi 房祺 (Jin-Yuan) to describe an evening river crossing with the 

 
1034 This is part of a pair of poems: Yelü also wrote the “Fisherman’s Response” (yufu da 漁父荅), in which the 
fisherman talks about the dangerous of worldly affairs and reputation, and simply blows the di-flute and returns 
home on his boat. 世路披天險, 名聲足是非. 月明風露下, 吹笛放船歸. (Yelü Zhu 耶律鑄, Shuang xi zui yin ji 雙
溪醉隱集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 5.79. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.)  
 
1035 Xin Wenfang 辛文房, Tang caizi zhuan 唐才子傳 (Qing yi cun congshu ben 清佚存叢書本), 3.23-24. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1036 Guo Xiangzheng 郭祥正, Qing shan ji 青山集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
7.52. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1037 Zheng Qiao 鄭樵, Jia ji yi gao 夾漈遺稿 (Qing chao ben 清鈔本), A.3. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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line: “Lifelong laboring at the ferry crossing – the fishers; facing each other in the willow-tree 

shade – the flock of gulls. 老盡津頭垂釣客，柳隂相對白鷗群。”1038 

 Men also associated themselves with the literary “fisherman” archetype through naming 

their buildings. Deng Yougong 鄧幼恭 owned a “Fishing and Woodcutting Old Man’s 

Residence” (Yuqiao weng she 漁樵翁舎) and called himself the “Fishing and Woodcutting Old 

Man” (Yuqiao weng 漁樵翁).1039 Sima Guang’s “Garden of Solitary Joy” had a “fishing hut” 

(diaoyu an 釣魚庵); Sima described this building as “like a fisherman’s hut 如漁人之廬,” and 

added that “when my ambitions and body are [both] exhausted, I cast my fishing rod and catch 

fish. 志倦體疲，則投竿取魚。”1040 Sima clearly had reclusion in mind when envisioning this 

archetype, referencing the fishing recluse Yan Guang 嚴光 (Eastern Han) in his fishing hut’s 

eponymous poem.1041  

Xie Yingfang, who once called himself an “old angling disciple” (lao diaotu 老釣徒),1042 

wrote an “Inscription for Xu Liangfu’s Farming and Fishing Pavilion 題徐良夫畊漁軒” to 

welcome Xu to a life of reclusion and encourage him not to return to officialdom: 

我本耕漁人， I am fundamentally a farming and fishing person, 
喜子與同志。 Happy that you share the same ambitions! 

 
1038 Fang Qi 房祺, Hefen zhu lao shi ji 河汾諸老詩集 (Sibu cong kan jing Yuan chao ben 四部叢刊景元鈔本), 
8.26. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1039 Wang, Jia cun lei gao, 11.51. 
 
1040 Song wen jian, 79.672. Other men likewise created spaces to fish on their private estates, recreating ideals of 
reclusion while remaining in office: when Shi Songzhi 史嵩之 (1189–1257) was Grand Councilor, he had carved 
out part of his private estate for a “Fishing Garden Pond” (Diaoyu yuanchi 釣魚園池)  Songshi, 462.4848. 
 
1041 “I cherish Yan Ziling, with a wool coat, fishing in the rock. 吾愛嚴子陵，羊裘釣石瀨。” (Sima, Wenguo 
Wenzheng gong wenji, 4.36.) 
 
1042 “Fisherman, fisherman, do you know me? I’m also an old angling disciple in the mists and waves! 漁郎漁郎知
我乎，我亦烟波老釣徒。” (Xie, Gui chao gao, 6.104.) 
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子居中吳山水窟， You live in a cave among the mountains and waters of Wu, 
比我延陵更佳致。 Compared to my [home] in Yanling it’s still more beautiful! 
… 
山皆可畊水可漁， The mountains can all be farmed, the waters can be fished. 
無復紛紜嬰世累。 Never again, pell-mell, will you suffer the world’s entanglements! 
朋遊日接慎威儀， Friendly roamers, daily welcomed with careful and grave courtesy, 
酣酒賦詩時適意。 Getting drunk, writing poems with meanings suiting the moment. 
… 
擲去漁竿佐周武,   Dropping the fishing rod to assist King Wu of Zhou [like Jiang Ziya], 
鷹揚之勞亦良苦.   Such powerful martial labors are quite toilsome too! 
當今盛時伊吕多,   Now, in times of flourishing, when Yis and Lüs abound1043 
幽棲正宜安薜蘿.   Recluses are well-suited for ease in rustic homes.1044 

 
 Men in 7th–14th century China thus inherited and reinforced a longstanding literary 

tradition in which fishing and the lifestyle of the literary “fisherman” archetype were considered 

noble through longstanding association with the ideals of reclusion. Those using this path to 

express a “gentlemanly” identity expressed envy for those they saw as enacting this archetypal 

role, and applauded fellow men for adopting various elements of it, from constructing a 

“Fisherman’s Hut” in a private garden to deciding to live a rustic life away from officialdom. 

Even though this categorical overlap never fully bridged the gap between the “gentlemanly” sort 

and a “fisherman who doesn’t understand characters 不識字漁父,”1045 who works everyday on 

the waters to support himself and his family, it nonetheless led to sitautions in the real world in 

which a man might have trouble categorizing a stranger. 

 

 

 

 
1043 Yi Yin 伊尹 and Lü Shang 呂尚 were high ministers of Shang and Zhou respectively. 
 
1044 Xie, Gui chao gao, 6.100. 
 
1045 This aspect of fishermen is rarely emphasized; for an example, see: Kong, Jing zhai zhi zheng zhi ji, 2.30. 
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“Fisherman” or “Recluse”? 

 In the state of Jin, Li Junmin wrote a poem on “The Fan Brothers’ Lazy Nest 樊氏昆仲

懒窠,” discussing their leisured life in nature; around the middle of the poem, he includes the 

following stanza: “Asking [around about] them – they’re neither fishermen nor woodcutters; 

people say that they seem crazy and yet they seem lofty! 問之非漁亦非樵，人言似痴還似

高。”1046 Albeit with some poetic license, Li refers to a very plausible situation in which a man 

might not be immediately certain whether to classify a stranger as a “fisherman” or a “recluse.” 

 Imagine yourself in Tang-Yuan China, traveling among rivers and lakes, admiring the 

landscape while composing poetry and drinking alcohol, when by chance you encounter a man 

with a fishing rod,1047 perhaps in a small boat. How might you determine if this man is an 

occupational “fisherman” or a “recluse”? Which identity signals could you observe? What might 

he say or do to convince you of his identity? 

Visual signals from clothing, often taken as cues of identity or social role, may well not 

be helpful here: a “woven rush coat” (suoyi 蓑衣) or any other form of “rustic clothing” (yefu 野

服) could be worn by men categorized as “fishermen” and “recluses” alike.1048 However, you 

 
1046 Li, Zhuang jing ji, 1.11. 
 
1047 Admittedly, I am starting you off with a fishing rod instead of larger equipment like nets and traps because such 
objects are associated overwhelmingly with occupational fishermen as opposed to the archetypal “recluse.” 
However, the broader practice of “catching fish” (buyu 捕魚), as opposed to “fishing” (diaoyu 釣魚) specifically 
with a fishing rod, could still be an activity of the “fishing recluse” (yuyin 漁隱): See, for example, Wang Ji’s 王寂 
(1128-1194) “Two colophons for Yang Demao’s painting of ‘Autumn River, Catching Fish,’ collected by Yang 
Sunzhi 䟦楊損之所藏楊德懋秋江捕魚圖二首” which talks about a “fishing recluse” in the painting. (Wang Ji 王
寂, Zhuo xuan ji 拙軒集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 3.26. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.)  
 
1048 On this “rustic clothing” being worn by recluses, see page 127 of this dissertation. See also: the “one rush 
raincoat fishing recluse 一蓑漁隠真” in a poem by Chen Fuliang 陳傅良 (1137–1203): Chen Fuliang 陳傅良, Zhi 
zhai wen ji 止齋文集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming Hongzhi ben 四部叢刊景明弘治本), 6.38. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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may still wish to make a judgment based on what you see, as Han Zhuo’s painting manual 

suggests that occupational “fishermen” do not use the same kind of boat as the “gentlemanly” 

sort: 

Speaking of boats: big ones are called zhou, and small ones are called chuan. Fishermen ride 
in ting-boats, and recluses ride in chuan: some have nets inserted and some have loops of silk 
[fishing line]: these are fishermen’s ting. Some [boats] have wooden ‘rooms’ and some have 
sheds or tents: these are pleasure chuan. 
言舟船者：大曰舟，小曰船。漁人乗者為艇，隱逸所乗曰船，或插以網罩，或旋以絲

綸者漁艇也。或為木屋或作棚幕者遊船也。1049 
 
 Unfortunately, this might not suffice either, as some reclusive men were likely to seek out 

ting to emulate the “fisherman” role: Cao Xun wrote: “I’ll plan to look for a ting and imitate the 

fisher-worthies! 擬尋艇子學漁郎！”1050 Wang Mian’s 王冕 (1287–1359) poem “On a Painting 

of a Fishing Recluse in Rivers and Mountains 江山漁隠圖” describes the “recluse” as: “a remote 

man on a small ting, roaming on the river; 幽人小艇江上遊。”1051 Thus, you may want to look 

for some other signal to determine what kind of person you have met while roaming the 

waterways. Han Zhuo offers additional visual signals, in the context of painting, for your 

consideration: 

In painting figures, one ought not to paint the coarse and vulgar; one values purity, elegance, 
remoteness, and leisure. Reclusive and leisurely gentlemen should be painted with a different 
appearance from the old farmers and fishermen living in villages. Closely observe the 
ancients’ [painted] figures in landscapes: they are particularly leisurely and elegant, and there 
are none who are course or bad. In more recent times, people often paint the coarse and 
vulgar, and particularly neglect the manner of the ancients. 

 
1049 Han, Shanshui Chunquan ji, 5. 
 
1050 Cao, Song yin ji, 16.85. 
 
1051 Wang Mian 王冕, Zhu zhai ji 竹齋集 (Qing Guangxu shaowu Xu shi congshu ben 清光緖邵武徐氏叢書本), 
2.13. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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凡畫人物不可麄俗，貴純雅而幽閒。其隱居傲逸之士，當與村居耕叟漁父輩體貌不

同。切觀古之山水中人物，殊為閒雅無有麄惡者。近之所作往往麄俗，殊乏古人之

態。1052 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Han suggests that a certain air of leisureliness and elegance might be used to distinguish 

between the “recluse” and occupational “fisherman” categories; he does not offer visual 

examples to complement this entry, leaving unspecified what it meant to him for a figure to look 

pure, elegant, or leisurely. Ma Yuan 馬遠 (1160–1225), in an originally untitled painting now 

called Fishing Recluse on an Autumn River (Qiu jiang yuyin tu 秋江漁隱圖; figure 6.1), appears 

to convey some of these elements through the man’s restful expression, while a light autumn 

breeze rustles the bamboo and drums up some small waves. He aligns with Han Zhuo’s 

 
1052 Han, Shanshui Chunquan ji, 5. 

Figure 6.1. Ma Yuan 馬遠 (ca. 1160–1225), Fishing 
Recluse on an Autumn River 秋江漁隱圖, handscroll, ink 
and color on paper, 37 x 29cm, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. Image from museum website. 
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prescriptive comments on painting boats, by placing this man in a chuan, and portraying him in a 

“bordered gown” (lanshan 襴衫) which further indicates his “gentlemanly” identity.1053 

 Other men believed themselves able to distinguish a “recluse” from an occupational 

“fisherman” through different observable criteria: 

Fan [Zhongyan] Xiwen was once among rivers and mountains when he saw a fisherman, and 
thought he was a recluse. Fan asked for his name and surname but got no reply; leaving him a 
single quatrain of poetry [the fisherman] departed. I only remember these two lines: “In ten 
years on the river with no one asking, [these] two hands have joined [just] once — this 
morning.”  
范希文嘗於江山，見一漁父，意其隱者也。問姓名不對，留詩一絕而去。獨記其兩句

云：十年江上無人問，兩手今朝一度叉。1054 
 
 Something about “observing” (jian 見) this “fisherman” led Fan Zhongyan to “think” (yi 

意) he should be classified as a “recluse;” his later behavior, refusing to engage with Fan and 

leaving him a poem upon quickly departing (like the Madman of Chu [Chu kuang 楚狂] in the 

Analects), is consistent with the patterns of behavior associated with the “recluse” role, implying 

that Fan was correct in his earlier assumption about the “fisherman.”  An alternate version of this 

story records that Fan “saw a fisherman and thought he had hidden virtue, 見一漁父，意其有德

隱者也，”1055 implying that such virtues were somehow observable in the external appearance 

of a “recluse.” The use of “hidden virtue” in distinguishing a recluse from a fisherman had 

historical precedent: a Spring and Autumn period anecdote tells of Ji Ran “calling himself a 

fisherman” (zi cheng yufu 自稱漁父) and living a reclusive lifestyle when Fan Li encountered 

 
1053 See Leung, “Representing the Literatus,” 37. 
 
1054 He Wei 何薳, Chun zhu ji wen 春渚紀聞 (Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), 7.49. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1055 Shihua zong gui 詩話總龜, compiled by Ruan Yue 阮閲 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉
靖本), 13.85 (Jingju men zhong 警句門中). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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him and realized he had “hidden virtue.”1056 And a similar encounter in the 5th century was 

recorded in the History of the Southern Dynasties: 

There [once] was a fisherman, and no one knew his name or where he came from. Sun Mian 
of Taikang was governor of Xunyang, and [one day at] sunset, he was at leisure on an islet, 
watching a light boat appear and disappear in the waves. Before long the fisherman [on the 
boat] arrived [at the islet]: the consonance of his spirit was unrestrained and aloof, and when 
he lowered his net, he let out a long whistle. [Sun] Mian thought this very strange, and thus 
asked: “Do you have fish to sell?” The fisherman laughed and replied: “My fishing hook has 
no hook, could I possibly have fish to sell?!” Mian thought this ever stranger, and thus he 
lifted his garment and waded into the water saying: “I see that you, sir, are a person of the 
Way, beating the oars through the day, hard at work! I’ve heard that yellow gold and white 
jade discs are highly valued, and the four-horse chariots are honored and influential. These 
days, the kingly Way and “civilization” have reached beyond the seas, and reclusive 
gentlemen all seek out [these] airs. How could you not praise the beauty of these times? How 
could you hide from use [as an official] like this?” The fisherman said: “I am a mad person of 
the mountains and seas. I don’t bother with worldly affairs; I discuss neither lowliness and 
poverty nor honor and wealth!” Thereupon, he sang: “Bamboo fishing pole – long, distant 
waters. Forgetting is a happiness, [as is] wanting to eat fish! Neither Boyi nor Huizhi – just 
somewhat forgetting worries!” Thereupon he leisurely beat his oars and left. 
漁父者，不知姓名，亦不知何許人也。太康孫緬為尋陽太守，落日，逍遙渚際，見一

輕舟，凌波隱顯。俄而漁父至，神韻蕭灑，垂綸長嘯。緬甚異之，乃問：“有魚賣

乎？”漁父笑而答曰：“其釣非釣，寧賣魚者耶？”緬益怪焉，遂褰裳涉水，謂曰：

“竊觀先生有道者也，終朝鼓枻，良足勞止。吾聞：黃金白璧，重利也；駟馬高蓋，

榮勢也。方今王道文明，守在海外，隱淪之士，靡然向風。子胡不贊緝熙之美，何晦

用其若是也？”漁父曰：“仆，山海狂人，不達世務，未辯賤貧，無論榮貴！”乃歌

曰：“竹竿籊々，河水悠悠。相忘為樂，貪餌吞鉤。非夷非惠，聊以忘憂！”於是悠

然鼓棹而去。1057 
 
 In this anecdote, Wang Mian first became suspicious that the “fisherman” might be better 

understood as a “recluse” because he felt the man had an unrestrained and aloof spirit, 

corroborated by a long whistle characteristic of a sort of Daoist archetypal reclusion.1058 When 

they start talking, the fisherman informs Wang that he fishes without a hook, alluding to the story 

 
1056 See: Ma, Wenxian tongkao, 213.3507. 
 
1057 Nanshi, 75.825. 
 
1058 This process is sometimes translated as “transcendental whistling” (changxiao 長嘯); for a classic example, see 
Chenggong Sui’s 成公綏 “Rhapsody on Whistling” (Xiaofu 嘯賦), translated and analyzed in K.E. Brashier, “A 
Poetic Exposition on Heaven and Earth by Chenggong Sui (231-273),” Journal of Chinese Religions, Vol. 24, Issue 
1 (1996), 1-46. 
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of Jiang Ziya, who left the service of Shang to fish with no hook, waiting for the “fish” to come 

to him when ready: this eventually occurs when the future King Wen of Zhou comes across Jiang 

fishing and speaks with him about statecraft, later taking him to court as his new Grand 

Councilor.1059 Wang Mian recognizes the reference and offers this man a position at court, but 

adhering to the conventions of “reclusion,” the man declines and sings himself off. 

 Skipping forward a few centuries, another anecdote of this sort appears in the Song 

History’s second “Recluses” (yinyi 隱逸) chapter: 

The Old Fisherman of Songjiang – no one knows his name and surname. Every day he 
paddled his small boat around Changqiao, back and forth on the waves, slapping the boat and 
drinking wine, drunkenly singing and self-content. In the Shaosheng era (1094–1098), a 
Fujian man named Pan Yu was travelling from the capital to take up office and passed 
through Wujiang when he encountered [the old fisherman] and thought him strange; he raised 
his hands in greeting and asked: “I see your bearing, sir, is certainly not of a fisherman’s sort! 
I beg for an introduction, in order to enlighten my lowly self.” The old man gazed at him and 
said: “You aren’t ordinary: if you truly have this intention, can you come to my small boat for 
a chat?” Yu was pleased and came to the boat; the old man [then] said: “I loathe clamor, and 
reside in leisure, I’ve trodden this path for thirty years. When young I was fond of reciting the 
classics and histories and speaking of the ‘hundred schools,’ but later I saw Buddhist texts, 
and now I’ve discarded it all. I only eat my fill to please myself: what more is there to be 
done?” 
松江漁翁者，不知其姓名。每棹小舟遊長橋，往來波上，扣舷飲酒，酣歌自得。紹聖

中，閩人潘裕自京師調官回，過吳江，遇而異焉，起揖之曰：“予視先生氣貌，固非

漁釣之流，願丐緒言，以發蒙陋。”翁瞪視曰：“君不凡，若誠有意，能過小舟語

乎？”裕欣然過之。翁曰：“吾厭喧煩，處閑曠，遁跡於此三十年矣。幼喜誦經史百

家之言，後觀釋氏書，今皆棄去。唯飽食以嬉，尚何所事？”1060 
 

 Like Wang Mian, Pan Yu realizes that the man he is speaking with is signaling his 

identity as a “recluse,” and thus encourages him to enter officialdom; like this earlier example, 

 
1059 A classic telling of this tale, in which Jiang Ziya is referred to by his other name, Lü Shang 呂尚, can be found 
in: Liu Xiang 劉向, Lie xian zhuan 列仙傳 (Ming zhengtong daozang ben 明正統道藏本), A.3. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1060 Songshi, 458.4809. 
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the Old Fisherman of Songjiang declines and “strikes oars and leaves 鼓枻而去.”1061 Pan, Wang, 

and Fan Zhongyan had all suspected these men should be categorized as “recluses” before 

starting to speak with them: Pan’s assumptions were based on the “bearing” (qimao 氣貌) of the 

Old Fisherman of Songjiang, likely including both his self-contentment (apparently visible in his 

countenance) and his drunken singing. The pattern of first believing a man to be in reclusion 

through visual signals and then receiving confirmation through dialogue is also found in an 

anecdote preserved in the Extensive Records of the Taiping Era: 

On the edge of the Chu River there was a fisherman, overlooking the water on a mat of 
knotted reeds, with only grass clothes, a small boat, and his fishing pole and thread: he had 
nothing else. Sometimes he would exchange his fish for alcohol, and at once he began to 
madly sing and drunkenly dance; even though people laughed at him, he was generally 
unashamed. He also didn't say his name; those who knew him all thought that he was fishing 
as a recluse. Someone asked him: "Your fishing... is it recluse fishing or is it fisherman 
fishing?" And the fisherman said: "In the past, Jiang Ziya's fishing and Yan [Guang] Ziling's 
fishing were written of in the histories, and both were taken to be recluse fishing, but doesn't 
one realize that they didn't fish for fish, but only fished for fame?! Is recluse fishing lofty, or 
is fisherman fishing lofty? As for fisherman fishing, there's only a bright moon, wind in 
harmony with calm waves, obtaining fish to share with the cook: enough for one person, and 
the extras are traded for wine for getting drunk alone. How would one know if this is recluse 
fishing or fisherman fishing?" The questioner sighed deeply and bowed to him. 
楚江邊有一漁者，結茅臨流，唯一草衣小舟綸竿而已，別無所有。時以魚換酒，輒自

狂歌醉舞，人雖笑之，略無慙色，亦不言其姓氏，識者皆以為漁之隱者。或有問之

曰：“君之漁，隱人之漁耶，漁人之漁耶？”漁者曰：“昔姜子牙之漁、嚴子陵之漁，
書於青史，皆以為隱人之漁也，殊不知不釣其魚，釣其名耳。隱人之漁高尚乎，漁人

之漁高尚乎？若以漁人之漁，但有明月，風和浪靜，得魚供庖宰，一身足，餘則易酒

獨醉。又焉知隱人之漁、漁人之漁也。”問者深歎伏之。1062 
 
 As in previous anecdotes, the interlocutor first suspects this man’s reclusion based on his 

visible behavior, and subsequently accepts him as a “recluse” after starting a conversation, this 

time asking if the man does “recluse fishing” (yinren zhi yu 隱人之漁) or “fisherman fishing” 

 
1061 Ibid. 
 
1062 Taiping guangji, 446.2016. 
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(yuren zhi yu 漁人之漁). In answering the interlocutor, the “fisherman” accuses Jiang Ziya and 

Yan Guang of“ fishing” for fame,1063 improperly occupying the “recluse” role while harboring 

hopes of returning to officialdom; he then redefines “fisherman fishing” as an alternate avenue of 

expressing “gentlemanly” identity, focused on contentment in an anonymous, rustic life. 

 Collectively, these anecdotes suggest that the “gentlemanly” sort believed themselves 

able to distinguish between an occupational “fisherman” and a “recluse” by observing their 

behaior and getting a sense of their bearing; sensing an air of elegance, leisure, purity, or even a 

sort of “mad” (kuang 狂) or aloof singing and dancing, these men could approach and start a 

conversation to confirm the accuracy of their first impression. The receipt of a poem, an allusion 

to the “recluse” tradition, a reference to the classical canon, or a “gentlemanly” justification for 

fishing, might all serve as effective means of affirming one’s “gentlemanly” status to the 

interlocutor.  

 

Ambitions That Do Not Reside in Fish” (zhi bu zai yu 志不在魚)1064 

 The Book of Later Han tells the story of two men who conform to the definitions of 

“recluse fishing” and “fisherman fishing” discussed above. When Zheng Jing 鄭敬 (Eastern 

Han) went into reclusion, Yun Hou 惲厚 (Eastern Han) followed him, and they “fished for their 

own pleasure 漁釣自娛” for several weeks. However, as the story goes, “Yun’s ambitions lay in 

 
1063 On this, see also: Yelü Zhu’s poem “Mocking the Fisherman 嘲漁父,” discussed on pages 372-373 of this 
dissertation. 
 
1064 I must note here that Liang Huanhua 梁欢华 has produced an M.A. thesis with this name, analyzing ci-lyrics 
about fishermen from Song China, but I have not managed to gain access to it: Liang Huanhua 梁欢华, “志不在鱼
—宋词渔钓意象研究” (M.A. Thesis, Nanjing shifan daxue 南京师范大学, 2005).  
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governance 惲志在從政,” and he eventually gave Zheng an ultimatum about his fishing in 

reclusion: 

Are you going to follow me [back to office] and be like [the ministers] Yi and Lü? Or are you 
going to be like Chao [Fu] and Xu [You] were to the elders Yao and Shun [and decline to 
serve]?  
子從我為伊呂乎？將為巢許，而父老堯舜乎？1065 

 
 Yun’s framing of the question reveals his awareness of “recluse” fishing as a conscious 

strategy, signalling a “recluse” identity as a means of being selected for officialdom, just as Jiang 

Ziya famously did by fishing without a hook and waiting for “the fish” to come to him. Zheng 

Jing, however, does not seek office and informs Yun: “I’m satisfied [here]. 吾足矣。”1066 

 Zheng and Yun both fished with different “ambitions:” Zheng seeks “self-enjoyment” 

(ziyu 自娛) while Yun seeks officialdom; however, they are alike in that, as later men might 

phrase it, their “ambitions do not reside in fish.” Such ambitions, stated aloud or in text, served 

as a clear signal of “gentlemanly” identity, distinct from the occupational “fishermen” who, one 

assumes, were fishing primarily to catch a lot of fish (or perhaps comparatively valuable fish). 

The “gentlemanly” sort rarely speculated about the “ambitions” of fishermen, but He Guangyuan 

何光遠 (act. Later Shu) did record a story of “the fisherman Zhao Anu, [who was] good at 

catching large fish 有漁人趙阿奴善釣大魚;” with his large hook and rope, he caught fish of at 

least 100 jin in weight. He once told someone: “I hope to catch a 1,000 jin fish, and having 

cleared a man’s lifelong ambition [in this way], [I would] then change occupations. 願釣千斤之

魚豁男子平生之志即改業矣。” In the end, Zhao catches a mythically large fish with golden 

characters written on its back: “Three times to Yangzhou, five times returning to Mahu [River]; 

 
1065 Hou Han shu, 29.398. 
 
1066 Ibid. 
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the 1,000 jin on my body I now return to Zhao Anu! 三曽到揚州，五轉歸馬湖，身上千斤

肉，今還趙阿奴！” “Thus, [Zhao] enlisted in the army, thereupon changing from his fishing 

occupation. 因此従軍遂改釣業。”1067 While fantastical, the story reflects a “gentlemanly” 

sense that an occupational “fisherman’s” ambitions reside in the fish: in this case, in catching the 

biggest one. 

 Compare this to Zhang Zhihe’s 張志和 (732–774) entry in the “Recluses” section of the 

New Tang History. Zhang was educated in the classics, and had worked as a Hanlin Attendant, 

but opted for a life of reclusion after observing a mourning period for a parent, calling himself 

the “Misty Waves Fishing Disciple 自稱煙波釣徒.” He “sat on a leopard-skin mat with palm-

fiber shoes, and each time he cast his fishing line he didn’t put bait [on the hook], as his 

ambitions did not reside in fish, 豹席㯶屩，每垂釣不設餌，志不在魚也，” opting instead to 

spend his time painting landscapes, getting drunk, and playing the di;1068 for this, he was praised 

by Li Deyu 李德裕 (787–850) as “Secluded yet renowned; prominent yet without affairs; 

inexhaustible while unattaining, he is comparable to Yan Guang! 隱而有名，顯而無事，不窮

不達，嚴光之比！”1069 Wang Kekuan’s 汪克寬 (1301–1372) “Preface for Poems on a Painting 

of the He Creek Fisherman Recluse 和溪漁隱圖詩序” interprets Zhang’s fishing as a means of 

seeking office: 

Virtuous men of the past who had not yet attained [in officeholding] would live in seclusion. 
In seeking their ambitions, none did not entrust [themselves to this practice] and stay hidden 
in it. This is the reason that Bu Shi was secluded in herding; Zhu Maichen (d. 115 BCE) was 
secluded in woodcutting; Zheng Zizhen was secluded in plowing; Lü Shang [aka Jiang Ziya], 
Zhuang Guang, and Zhang Zhihe and the like were secluded in fishing. It was never that they 

 
1067 He Guangyuan 何光遠, Jian jie lu 鑒誡録 (Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 10.45. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
1068 Xin Tang shu, 196.1750. 
1069 Ibid. 
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took woodcutting, herding, plowing, and fishing to be pleasurable; it was only that they were 
hiding their talents for assisting the world and entrusting their [reclusive] traces to these 
[activities].  
古之賢者，未逹而隱居。以求志，莫不有所託，而自晦焉。是以卜式隱於牧，朱買臣

隱於樵，鄭子貞隱於耕，呂尚，莊光，張志和之徒隱於釣。初非以樵牧耕釣為可樂，

特藏濟時之器而託跡於是耳。1070 
 

 In most cases, the men fishing as “recluses” are described as simply seeking pleasure or 

contentment. Yao Mian 姚勉 (1216–1262) composed a “Preface for the Collected Songs of the 

Cangzhou Fisherman 滄洲漁唱集序” for a certain Mr. Xiao 蕭先生, noting that “among the 

great joys Under Heaven, none compare to that of the old fisherman! 天下之至樂者，莫漁翁若

也。” Yao describes this joy by blending the ideal of contentment in rusticity with an anecdote 

in Zhuangzi 莊子 in which Zhuangzi discusses with Hui Shi 惠施 (380–305 BCE) how he 

understands the joy of the fish they are observing together:1071 

How could one be worried that fish can’t be obtained? And how could one know of their so-
called happiness? Is not one who is able to know the happiness [of fish] a fisherman of the 
Way? One entrusts one’s inclinations to fishing, but one's ambitions do not reside in fish; one 
entrusts one’s body to the boat, but one’s thoughts do not reside in the hook.  
焉憂魚之不可得，亦安知所謂樂？能樂其樂，其有道而漁者乎？寄興於漁，志不在

魚，寓身於舟，意不在釣。1072 
 
 Yao suggests that “joy” is where Mr. Xiao’s ambitions lie, as opposed to catching plenty 

of fish or the biggest fish; other men’s ambitions moved in more metaphysical directions, as in 

Li Cun’s 李珣 (855–930) “Fisherman Song” (yufu ge 漁父歌): “Caring little for rank and salary, 

admiring the abstruse void; do not say that the fisherman is only after fish! 輕爵祿，慕玄虛，

 
1070 Wang Kekuan 汪克寬, Huan gu ji 環谷集 (Qing Kangxi Wang shi san xiansheng ji 清康熙汪氏三先生集本), 
4.34. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1071 Zhuang, Zhuangzi, 17.131. 
 
1072 Yao Mian 姚勉, Xuepo sheren ji 雪坡舍人集 (Minguo yuzhang congshu ben 民國豫章叢書本), 38.214. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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莫道漁人只為魚。”1073 Gu Ying, who donned the clothing of a classicist, Daoist, and Buddhist 

in the painting chapter of this dissertation, also associated himself with a “recluse” identity 

through fishing: “henceforth, my principle is the fishing line, [but my] elegant ambitions don’t 

reside in fish 于焉理緡釣，雅志不在魚。”1074 Ni Zan wrote the following inscription on a 

“Lone Fisherman on a Spring River Painting 春江獨釣圖:” 

春洲菰蔣綠， On the Spring islet, the water bamboo turns green. 
江水似空虛。 The river waters seem like the void. 
望山以高咏， Gazing at the mountains to sing loudly, 
釣志不在魚。 "Fishing ambitions" do not reside in fish.1075 

 
 Even if it was unclear whether a man’s ambitions lay in fishing for pleasure or his 

eventual selection for office, that ambiguity could still be a sufficient signal for demonstrating 

“gentlemanly” identity in itself. Li Jiben wrote a “Preface for The Old Fisherman’s Poems” 

(Diaoyu weng shi xu 釣魚翁詩序) for “The Old Fisherman” (Diaoyu weng 釣魚翁), noting that 

“rank and salary do not enter his heart-mind; his only taste is for fishing. 爵禄不入其心，惟嗜

魚。” Li goes on to describe two kinds of tastes: one for which there is no ulterior motive, as in 

Bo Ya’s playing of the qin or Liu Ling’s 劉伶 (221–300) drinking alcohol, and a taste with 

ulterior motive like Lü Wang’s 吕望 (aka Jiang Ziya) fishing in the Wei river. Li then explains: 

“Although I can certainly know the Old [Fisherman’s] taste, I cannot know of his ambitions 雖然

 
1073 Quan Tang shi, 29.266. 
 
1074 Yushan mingsheng ji 玉山名勝集, compiled by Gu Ying 顧瑛. (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本), 6.81. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1075 Ni, Qingbi ge yigao, 4.33. 
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翁之嗜吾固得而知之，翁之志吾不得而知之也。”1076 Regardless of which kind of taste 

fishing was for this man, it was still very much a taste as opposed to an occupation, and the two 

potential ambitions justifying this taste were equally demonstrative of “gentlemanly” identity. 

  We may therefore say that men successfully invoked a wide variety of signals to signal 

their “gentlemanly” identities through fishing,1077 by associating the act of fishing with reclusion 

in various ways: attaching the “fisherman” label to a literary archetype overlapping with the 

“recluse” social role, acting in a manner that would appear to the “gentlemanly” sort as elegant, 

leisurely, or aloof; referencing the “recluse” cultural tradition or the classical canon in one’s 

speech; successfully claiming that one’s “ambitions” lay in “gentlemanly” pursuits. In all such 

cases, the fish on the hook (if they were even using a hook) was at best a secondary concern. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1076 Li, Yi shan wen ji, 3.30. Li ends the piece by noting that he once observed the Old Fisherman leisurely fishing 
and drinking with a woodcutter, saying: “I know to fish and that’s it! Other things I have no attainment in. 我知釣魚
而已餘非所及也。” (Ibid.) 
 
1077 Of course, the “gentlemanly” sort could still engage in fishing in other ways, which did not necessarily serve as 
a signal of their “gentlemanly” identities. For instance, fishing offered a very different path to Fan Zhigu 樊知古 in 
the 10th century. In its early years, Song had yet to conquer the Jiangnan region, due in part to the difficulty of 
getting troops across the Yangzi River. However: “[Fan] Zhigu was a Jiangnan man with no love for his locality. He 
was sent up [by his locality] but did not pass the jinshi examinations; thus he planned to submit to the north [i.e. 
Song] by presenting a military [strategy] to the court. He used his fishing rod to ‘fish’ the Caishi River for many 
years, using the fishing wire to measure the width and depth of the river; sometimes [in certain places] when the 
wire was half-submerged, there would be some hidden thing – a wave underneath – that would help it rise [i.e. a 
current]. In his heart-mind, he knew that Jiangnan was to fall [to Song]; thereupon he wrote a plan and presented it 
to Song Taizu. His memorial said: "You can construct [a row of] boats like a bridge, in order to assist the imperial 
army [in crossing]: it will be like walking on level road. 知古，江南人，無鄉里之愛。舉於鄉，不獲第，因謀北
歸，獻伐於朝。以釣竿漁於採石江凡數年，橫長絙量江水之廣深，絙或中沈，陰有物波低助起。心知其國

之亡，遂仗策謁太祖，奏曰：“可造舟為梁，以濟王師，如履坦途。” (Wenying 文瑩, Yuhu qing hua 玉壺清
話 [Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 8.46. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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 6.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: Demonstrating Knowledge of Fish and 
Fishing Drawn from the Classical or Literary Canons 
 
 The “gentlemanly” sort frequently wrote about “fishermen,” but rarely about fish: it 

simply wasn’t where their “ambitions” lay. As such, these men rarely described details relating 

to fishing equipment, species of fish, specific fishing techniques, and other technical aspects of 

the practice of fishing. When such information did appear in “gentlemanly” writings, it rarely 

took the form of a text intending to share information with occupational “fishermen” as the two 

Books of Farming did for “farmers” and “gardeners” in Song and Yuan, nor was it claimed as 

knowledge exclusive to the “gentlemanly” sort. Instead, a subset of the knowledge these men 

possessed about fish and fishing came from sources that are not associated with occupants of the 

archetypal occupational “fisherman” role, and so presenting this knowledge consciously or 

unconsciously reinforced one’s “gentlemanly” identity to others. 

 The classical and literary canons served as both sources of knowledge and justifications 

for sharing knowledge on topics contained within: fish and other aquatic animals appear 

throughout the classics, and the “gentlemanly” sort took any knowledge from these texts as 

authoritative. The “Explaining Fishes” (shiyu 釋魚) chapter of the classic dictionary 

Approaching Elegance (Erya 爾雅) saw fit to include dozens of kinds of fish appearing in the 

classics;1078 in Song, Lu Dian 陸佃 (1042–1102) published his Increased [Approaching] 

Elegance (Piya 埤雅) which added substantial information about each of these kinds of fish, 

expanding “Explaining Fishes” into two chapters and offering a wealth of information about 

different kinds of fish. However, Lu’s goal does not appear to be as broad as that of a regular 

 
1078 Guo Pu 郭璞, Erya 爾雅 (Sibu cong kan jing Song ben 四部叢刊景宋本), C.35-37 (Chapter 16). Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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dictionary; he is conscientious about citing the lines from the Classic of Poetry in which these 

various kinds of fish appear, and seems to be offering such insights about fish for the purpose of 

helping the reader better understand the meaning of the Classic of Poetry, as opposed to 

providing the reader encyclopedic knowledge about fish simply for the sake of sharing 

knowledge.1079 Lu is not alone in this endeavor: centuries earlier, Lu Ji 陸璣 (261–303) had 

compiled a Commentary on the Grasses, Trees, Birds, Beasts, Insects, and Fish of the Mao 

[Edition of the] Book of Odes (Maoshi caomu niaoshou chongyu shu, 毛詩草木鳥獸蟲魚疏), 

which similarly offered information on the various kinds of fish appearing in the Classic of 

Poetry.1080 

 The classical canon sometimes served as a source of legitimacy for men writing about 

subjects that might otherwise be considered lesser or unworthy of attention. Lu Guimeng’s 陸龜

蒙 (d. c. 881) “Record of Crabs” (xie zhi 蟹志) discusses crabs metaphorically, with the ultimate 

goal of criticizing the moral and educational failings of contemporaneous “gentlemen;” it begins 

with a litany of references to crabs in the classics to justify the selection of “crabs” as valid 

subject matter, before moving on to using the behavior of crabs as a comparative critique of men 

who do not follow the words of the sages.1081 This metaphorical application of aquatic 

 
1079 Lu Dian 陸佃, Piya 埤雅 (Ming Chenghua ke Jiajing chong xiu ben 明成化刻嘉靖重修本), 1.1-2.12. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1080 Lu Ji 陸璣, Maoshi caomu niaoshou chongyu shu 毛詩草木鳥獸蟲魚疏 (Ming Tang Song congshu ben 明唐宋
叢書本), passim. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1081 “Crabs are a small sort of aquatic creature. That they are in the insect family is documented: it is found in the 
Classic of Rites and recorded in Discourses of the State, in Yang Xiong's 揚雄 (53 BCE–8 CE) Classic of Supreme 
Mystery (tai yuan jing 太玄), the Wei-Jin period Spring and Autumn [Annals] (Wei Jin Chunqiu 魏晉春秋), 
‘Encouraging Studying’ (quanxue 勸學) and so on. Checking its form in the Classic of Changes, it is of the ‘shell’ 
variety: like turtles, soft-shelled turtles, and others with hard exteriors, it belongs to the ‘Heaven’ trigram. Is it what 
the Duke of Zhou referred to as ‘sideways-walkers?’ It is included among medical and culinary texts, and diffuses 
out into the 'lesser treatises’ (xiaoshuo, 小說).  蟹，水族之微者。其為蟲也有籍，見於《禮經》，載於《國
語》、揚雄《太玄》、《魏晉春秋》、《勸學》等篇。考於《易》象，為介類，與龜鱉剛其外者皆乾之屬
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knowledge is also found in Wang Yun’s “Song of Catching Fish 捕魚歌,” which describes what 

appears to be a real fishing technique: using nets held by two fishing boats stretched across a 

river from one side to the other, that are then slowly brought together to trip the fish; this serves 

as a metaphor for a ruler treating the populace too harshly.1082 

 
也。周公所謂傍行者歟。參於藥録食疏，蔓延乎小說。” (Quan Tang wen, 801.8401-8402). Once Lu has 
demonstrated the presence of crabs in these various works, he moves on to provide the sort of anecdotal “seen and 
heard” knowledge commonly found in “notebook” writings; he cites people in Jingdong who describe a particular 
phenomenon occurring during the crab migration season: “when the grain paddies are ready to be gathered, [the 
crabs] usually grab an ear [of grain] and turn to their leader, and then follow where [the leader] goes 稻之登也，率
執一穗以朝其魁，然後從其所之.” Lu then discusses the crabs’ journey from the rivers to the sea, noting that “as 
they enter the sea, their bodies become increasingly large 既入於海，形質益大.” In the final third of his essay, Lu 
reveals his true purpose for writing about crabs: “Alas! With an ear of grain following their leader – does that not 
approach duty? In leaving their low, moist [caves] and going to the rivers and the sea, they start from insignificance 
to apply themselves to becoming notable – does this not approach wisdom? Today’s scholars begin by obtaining the 
lesser theories of the hundred schools, and don’t know the Way of Mencius, Xunzi, and Master Yang. Some know 
it, but they don’t pursue the sages’ words, and seek [only] the main points. Why? The lesser theories of the hundred 
schools are the low, moist [caves]; as for Mencius, Xunzi, and Yangzi, they are the 'waterways entering the sea!’ 
The six classics are the sea of the Sages. Suppose one cannot abandon the low, moist [caves] and seek out the 
waterways entering the sea, and from those waterways reach the sea; thus, wisdom of men can be found instead in 
water vermin, is that not depressing?! This is the reason I have written about crabs. 嗚乎！穗而朝其魁，不近於義
耶？舍沮洳而之江海，自微而務著，不近於智耶？今之學者，始得百家小說，而不知孟軻荀楊氏之道。或

知之，又不汲汲於聖人之言，求大中之要，何也？百家小說，沮洳也。孟軻荀楊氏，聖人之瀆也。六籍

者，聖人之海也。苟不能舍沮洳而求瀆，由瀆而至於海，是人之智反出水蟲下，能不悲夫？吾是以誌夫

蟹。” (Quan Tang wen, 801.8402.) 
 
1082 塢西溪水深及篙， The water of Wuxi Creek is as deep as the punting-pole, 
漁戶曉集拖輕舠。 The fishing families at dawn gather and drag their light dao-boats. 
縱橫張網截兩涘， Criss-crossed long nets block off the two riverbanks. 
挺叉遠混驚銀魛。 Harpoons, distant and mingling, startle the silver fish. 
柳陰潛涔深且密， In the willow-tree shade, submerged deep and in secret, 
大魚小魚爭遁逃。 The big fish and small fish struggle to flee. 
須臾合網環深碧， In a flash, the nets surround the deep blue-green [waters], 
薄摻提綱從掇拾。 With ease, they are caught in the net and plucked from it. 
小魚骨罣半死生， Small fish hanging by their bones, half-dead. 
口頰噞喁無足惜。 Mouths gasping – they aren't given sufficient pity. 
… 
漁郎回艇催歸急， The fishermen’s circling ting-boats urgently return home, 
幾處金盤待鮮食。 Almost at the gold plate, awaiting a meal of fresh fish! 
網罟設兮水不深， The nets are set up where the water isn’t deep, 
役物而君戒貪得。 Making use of this labor, the Ruler [should] guard against covetousness. 
古人數罟不入池， The ancients’ many nets did not enter ponds, 
以時漁捕須盈尺。 And at the right time fish were caught that must have been of ample size. 
今人古道棄如泥， Today’s people have discarded the ancient Way like mud, 
竭澤焚丘意方畢。 Exhausting the waters and burning the hills, thinking they can completely [catch all the fish and 

hunt all the fleeing animals]. 
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 Poems and prose, whether invoking knowledge about fish or fishing metaphorically or 

simply to add color to a depiction of a lyrical landscape, were not only reflections of 

“gentlemanly” understandings of these subjects, but also sources of understanding. Han Yu’s 

poem “Angling Alone” (du diao 獨釣) talks about fishing in a small garden pond behind his 

home; among his poetic comments about winding vines and scattered sunlight through the trees, 

he wrote: “The feather submerges, and I know I it is the sudden movement from a [fish] biting; 

the fishing line is thin, and I realize this makes things difficult! 羽沉知食駛，緡細覺產

難。”1083 What serves as poetic flavor and dramatic tension for Han Yu’s poem later becomes a 

source of technical knowledge in Zhuang Chao’s 莊綽 (b. 1078) Chicken Ribs Collection (Jilei 

bian 雞肋編): 

Halfway along the fishing line one ties up a reed stalk, called a “float” (fuzi 浮子). If you see 
it submerge, then you’ll know there’s a fish on the hook. Han [Yu] Tuizhi’s fishing poem 
said: “The feather submerges, and I know I it is the sudden movement from a [fish] biting,” so 
in Tang floats were probably made of feathers. 
釣絲之半，系以荻梗，謂之浮子。視其沒則知魚之中鉤。韓退之釣魚詩云：“羽沉知

食駛。”則唐世蓋浮以羽也。1084 
 
 Whereas Lu Dian’s Increased [Approaching] Elegance drew legitimacy from the Classic 

of Poetry (and the Erya itself) in disseminating knowledge about specific kinds of fish from 

outside the classical or literary canon, men like Zhuang Chao used the canons themselves as 

authoritative sources of information. The technical knowledge they contained could be strung 

 
野人有樂在濠梁，The rustic [Zhuangzi] was content in Haoliang [observing fishes’ happiness], 
澤畔行吟三嘆息。Chanting at the edge of the pond [like Qu Yuan], I sigh thrice. (Wang, Qiu jian ji, 6.56.) 
 
1083 Quan Tang shi, 344.2299. 
 
1084 Zhuang, Ji lei bian, B.27. 
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together into a comprehensive collection, as Fu Gong 傅肱 (Northern Song) did in his Manual 

on Crabs (xie pu 蟹譜) from 1059, explaining in his preface: 

Crabs are things that, although not considered noble as a sacrifice [like cows or sheep], are 
[still] seen in the classics, referenced in biographies, written about in philosophy and history, 
attended to in the songs of recluses, sung by the poets, and variously appearing in anecdote 
writings: all [these sources] purposefully speak of them. Thus, I’ve added [to these] with what 
I’ve seen and heard nowadays, and ordered them to make a manual. 
蟹之為物，雖非登俎之貴，然見於經，引於傳，著於子史，志於隠逸歌，詠於詩人，

雜岀於小説，皆有意謂焉。故因益以今之所見聞，次而譜之。1085 
 
 Fu’s manual is divided into two main sections, with the first listing various references to 

crabs in the classical canon, including citations from the Classic of Changes, the Rites of Zhou 

(Zhouli 周禮), Approaching Elegance, Xunzi, the Book of Jin, Bao Puzi 包朴子, and many more. 

His second section offers a collection of additional references to gentlemanly poetry and prose 

alongside Fu’s own anecdotes about topics like “crab households” (xie hu 蟹戶), or the “crab 

wave” (xie lang 蟹浪) technique of using fire to force crabs out of their hiding spots in a great, 

disordered “wave,” and so on: these entries read like “notebook” (biji 筆記) entries of what Fu 

has seen and heard.1086 

 
1085 As preserved in: Qing chuan xie lu 晴川蟹録, compiled by Sun Zhilu 孫之騄 (Qing Yongzheng ke qing chuan 
ba shi ben 清雍正刻晴川八識本), 3.19-20. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1086 Notebook entries are another context in which the “gentlemanly” sort share knowledge about fish, ranging from 
fish recipes in Duan Chengshi’s 段成式 (800–863) Miscellaneous Morsels from Youyang (Youyang zazu 酉陽雜俎; 
(Duan Chengshi 段成式, Youyang zazu 酉陽雜俎 [Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本], passim. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0) to Shen Kuo’s description of cormorant fishing 
in Brush Talks from the Dream Brook (Mengxi bitan 夢溪筆談) (Shen, Mengxi bitan, 16.67.) In such notebooks, it 
is uncommon to find more than a handful of anecdotes on fish or fishing; Fan Chengda’s 范成大 (1126-1193) 
“Record of Insects and Fish” (zhi chong yu 志蟲魚) in his Record of the Southern Regions Inspector (Guihai yuheng 
zhi 桂海虞衡志) has only fifteen one-to-two sentence entries on fish and insects, justified by the claim that there are 
simply too many fish and insects to bother with: “Insects and fish are small things; those beyond and near the seas, 
how could their kind be comprehensively [recorded]? I record one in ten thousand of what I’ve seen and heard. 蟲魚
微物，外薄於海者，其類庸可既哉？錄偶見聞者萬一。” (Fan Chengda 范成大, Guihai yuheng zhi 桂海虞衡志 
[Qing zhibuzu congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本], 10. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
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 In Southern Song, Gao Sisun 髙似孫 (1158–1231) expanded upon Fu’s work in An 

Outline on Crab [Writings] (Xie lüe 蟹畧), compiling even more crab facts and crab references, 

drawing together lines from the classics and from poetry from renowned men which describe 

everything from buying crabs to cooking crabs.1087 Gao’s first chapter, for instance, lists each 

part of the crab, from its “two claws” (er ao 二螯) to its “natural flavor” (xingwei 性味), and 

follows each with literary citations. Under the heading “two claws,” for instance, one finds a 

series of citations including the following line from Xunzi: “a crab has six legs and two claws. 蟹

六跪二螯。”1088 This line is excised from a larger passage in Xunzi which attempts to 

metaphorically praise “singlemindedness” (xinyi 心一) and criticize “impetuous heart-minds” 

(xinzao 心躁);1089 without its original context, however, the reader of Gao’s “two claws” entry is 

simply left with a classical source for the knowledge that crabs do, indeed, have six legs and two 

claws. 

  Outsiders to “gentlemanly” culture might think it odd that Gao Sisun felt it important to 

cite this line from Xunzi as a way of informing his reader about crustaceans’ appendages: a 

picture or straightforward description would surely have been as effective, if not more so. Yet 

the classics had real authority within “gentlemanly” communities, and citing their words granted 

a more authoritative voice to participants in “gentlemanly” discourse, written or spoken, across a 

wide spectrum of subjects and circumstances. Take, for instance, the following anecdote about a 

 
1087 On only two occasions does Gao cite a gazetteer, the Gazetteer of Wuxing (Wuxing zhi 吳興志), which serves as 
a subtle reminder that there were other kinds of sources beyond the classics and the poetry and prose in 
“gentlemanly” literary collections. (Gao Sisun 髙似孫, Xie lüe 蟹畧 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本], 2.8, 2.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1088 Gao, Xie lüe, 1.3. 
 
1089 See Xun, Xunzi, 1.3 (Airusheng Zhongguo jiben guji ku). For Hutton’s translation, see: Xun, Xunzi, 1.4. 
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banquet at which Zhang Quhua 張去華 (938-1006) makes a snide remark to some other guests 

about southerners’ fondness for fish. Put yourself in the shoes of the host, Liu Ji 劉吉 (10th 

century), and think for a moment about what you might say or do to diffuse the situation: Ask 

Zhang to apologize? Passive-aggressively ridicule northerners’ fondness for something else in 

response? Politely imply that Zhang has had enough to drink already? Whatever your solution 

may be, it probably isn’t to unleash an onslaught of classical references to eating fish: 

When Liu Ji was governing Jingdong the river dykes broke. At that time, Zhang Quhua was 
employed as transport commissioner, and came to the river on an inspection tour; they had a 
banquet, with dozens of seated guests, and chopped carp for a meal. Quhua looked at four 
[nearby] seated guests and said: "Southerners live by the waterways, and many take fish to be 
a food, not particularly loathing its fishy [smell]." Thinking his intent was to belittle the 
gentlemen from the south, [Liu] Ji indignantly replied: "The transport commissioner was a top 
scorer in the presented scholar examinations, but unexpectedly he doesn't read books: how 
can he be so manifest [in the world] with his limited studies?! The Book of Documents says: 
Yu throughout the nine provinces [saw] there were fish and turtles, and caused the people to 
eat them; [also], “The Huai barbarians brought pearls and fish.”1090 The Book of Changes' 
entry for Gou 姤 reads: “the second nine [undivided] shows a bag with fish;” further in the 
latter Xi[ci] 繫[辭] chapter it says: “Fu Xi [invented nets and strings] for hunting and fishing; 
this was probably derived from the Li 離 [trigram].”1091 The Rites of Zhou’s “People” chapter 
says: “The fishermen, in accordance with the [proper] time, construct weirs [for fishing], 
distinguish between the fish, and provide the best quality food to the King.”1092 The Classic of 
Poetry contains [the poems] “Excellent Fish” (jiayu 嘉魚), “Fish and Grasses” (yucao 魚藻), 
and “Nine Nets” (jiu yu 九罭); the Minor Odes’  (xiaoya 小雅) [poem “Sixth Month” (liuyue 
六月)] states: “roasting turtles and chopped carp” and “Zhang Zhong is filial and 
friendly!”1093 The Discourses of the State (Guoyu 國語) says: “Can it be that if you want to 
eat fish, it certainly will be river carp?” It further says: “Who can cook fish? Fill the pot with 

 
1090 Shang shu 尚書, compiled by Kong Anguo 孔安國 (Sibu cong kan jing Song ben四部叢刊景宋本), 3.26. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1091 Yijing ben yi 易經本意, compiled by He Zhigao 何志高 (Qing Guangxu shibanian ke xixia jing yi ben 清道光
十八年刻西夏經義本), 2.55, 4.133. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1092 Zhou li dingyi 周禮訂義, compiled by Wang Yuzhi 王與之 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本), 32.472. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1093 Shijing bai shu 詩經稗疏, compiled by Wang Fuzhi 王夫之 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本), 2.38. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
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water!”1094 The Book of Rites says: “When the waters are flooded, don’t present fish and 
turtles [as offerings].” “[Fish and turtles] are not to be killed nor eaten in the marketplace.” 
“Those that live in the mountains do not use fish or turtles in their rites.” In the third month, 
“the emperor rides in a boad and presents sturgeon in the ancestral shrine.” In the beginning 
of autumn, “the emperor eats rice and fish; when eating fish, the bones [should be] 
removed.”1095 Of Confucius, a person of Lu, it is said: "if the fish was off, he did not eat 
it."1096 Zhao Dun 趙盾 (d. 601 BCE), a Jin person, had fish for his dinner. Tian Wen 田文 (d. 
279 BCE), a Qi person, served fish to all of his respected guests. Zichan 子產 (d. 522 BCE), a 
Zheng person, was offered raw fish by others. Zigong, another Zheng person, dipped his 
fingers into the cauldron with [cooked] soft-shell turtle [inside].1097 Gongfu Wenbo, a Lu 
person, was serving [small] turtles among the delicacies; the guest was angry [about their 
size] and left.  The Great Shun fished in the Thunder Marsh; Lü Wang [aka Jiang Ziya] fished 
at the shore of the Wei River; why do [fish-eaters] need to be southerners?! Moreover, 
nowadays high officials’ splendid food, the ancestral altar's prepared objects: all are offered 
this product [i.e. fish]; travelling merchants buy and sell it, villagers eat it, and it benefits the 
people by feeding them broadly. How could one speak lightly of it?" Quhua was embarrassed, 
and couldn't reply to these words.1098 
劉吉護治京東河決，時張去華任轉運使，巡視河上，方會食，坐客數十人，鱠鯉為

饌。去華顧謂四坐曰：“南人住水鄉，多以魚為食，殊不厭其腥也。”意若輕鄙南

士。吉奮然對曰：“運使舉進士狀元，曾不讀書，何自彰其寡學？《尚書》：禹決九

川，有魚鼇，使民鮮食，‘淮夷蠙珠暨魚。’《易》姤之九二‘庖有魚’，又下繫

‘庖犧氏以畋以漁，蓋取諸離。’《周官‧漁人》：‘掌以時為梁，辨魚物，供王膳
羞。’ 《詩》載《嘉魚》、《魚藻》、《九罭》之篇，《小雅》雲‘庖鼇膾䤚’，
‘張仲孝友’。《國風》云：‘豈其食魚，必河之魴？’又曰：‘維能烹魚？溉之釜

鬵。’《戴記》云：‘小潦降，不獻魚鼇。不中殺，不鬻於市。居山者，不以魚鼇為

禮。’‘三月，天子乘舟，薦鮪於寢廟。孟秋，天子食稻與魚。又食魚者，去乙。’

孔子，魯人，云：魚餒不食。趙盾，晉人，魚飱。田文，齊人，其上客皆食有魚。子

產，鄭人，而人獻生魚。子公，亦鄭人，解黿染指於鼎。公父文伯，魯人，羞鼈致客

怒而出。大舜漁於雷澤，呂望釣於渭濱，又何必皆南州之人？況今太官之盛饌，宗祊

 
1094 These lines appear to be from the Classic of Poetry, and not the Discourses of the State. See: Shijing feng yuan 
詩經逢原, compiled by Hu Wenying 胡文英 (Qing Qianlong ke ben 清乾隆刻本), 5.97, 5.101. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1095 Liji 4.78, 5.88, 8.166. 
 
1096 Lunyu 5.23; Analects 10.8. 
 
1097 Chunqiu zuozhuan du zhu, 10.187.  
 
1098 One does wonder if maybe Zhang Quhua had no response simply because he didn’t want to encourage Liu Ji to 
start listing more examples of fish in the classical canon; I can now say with confidence that Liu has merely 
scratched the surface. 
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之備物，皆薦是品，而商旅販鬻，閭閻啖食，其濟民食廣矣。何談之容易？”去華色

沮，不能酬其言。1099 
 
 Among “gentlemanly” communities, the authority of the classical canon was not merely 

wielded for examination essays, political memorials, philosophical arguments, and the like; the 

power of their words could also be used to settle arguments at the dinner table. 

 We may thus say that reliance on the classical or literary canons as authoritative sources 

of knowledge about either fish or fishing, as was the case for farming in the Song and Yuan 

Books of Farming, served as a more passive signal of “gentlemanly” identity, not directly 

invoked relative to occupational “fisherman” to claim superior knowledge, but passively assuring 

participants in a conversation or readers of a text that the speaker (or writer) was a “gentlemanly” 

sort. 

 

6.3 The Right Kind of “Fisherman” 
 

 Though the “gentlemanly” sort in 7th–14th China were generally enamored by the 

archetypal literary “fisherman” social role and envious of his idealized moral life of contented, 

rustic living, the realities of life as an occupational “fisherman” were not always so alluring. Lu 

You, who we earlier saw write poetry in which he professed to envy “fishermen,”1100 eventually 

recanted this claim in a later poem titled “Winter Night in Jingmen 荊門冬夜,” in which he 

described the weather being so cold that the sculls of the fishing boats had frost on them: 

 
1099 Yang Yi 楊億, Yang Wengong tan yuan 楊文公談苑 (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版
社, 1993), 140-141 (“Liu Ji Discusses Eating Fish” [Liu Ji lun shi yu 劉吉論食魚]). 
1100 See page 369 of this dissertation. 
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“Experiencing crises and knowing dangers, all my life I’ve mistakenly envied the fisherman! 歷

盡風波知險阻，平生錯羨捕魚郎。”1101 

 Beyond the lyrical world of poetry, prose, and paintings, there was still a social need to 

demonstrate what kind of “fisherman” someone (and sometimes oneself) was. Men successfully 

presenting themselves as “recluses” were treated differently by others with “gentlemanly” 

identities: upon learning that that a “fisherman” identified as a “recluse,” the interlocutor in the 

Extensive Records of the Taiping Era anecdote sighs deeply and bows to him; Pan Yu, deciding 

that the old man with whom he is speaking is a “recluse,” expresses happiness at the opportunity 

to join him on his boat for a chat. 

 In addition to these social benefits, it is clear that categorization as an occupational 

“fisherman” gave a man fewer institutional benefits when dealing with the state. The Extended 

Continuation to the Comprehensive Mirror to Aid in Government (Xu zizhi tongjian changbian, 

續資治通鑑長編) records a story in which: 

In Shangyou County in Nan’an Military Prefecture, the monk Faduan was angered by a 
fisherman seeking money for the fish he sold [to Faduan]; [Faduan] thereupon caused the 
monk Shougong to kill his monastery’s dog, and falsely tell the officials that the fisherman 
had stolen it. The county dispatched clerks to arrest the fisherman and his father, tying them 
up and bringing them to the [monastery] courtyard, and Shougong had them beaten to death. 
He further bribed the county official to gather some elder security [men] and seize the 
fisherman’s two younger brothers, who were also killed. They further used a blade to harm 
the fisherman’s mother.  
南安軍上猶縣僧法端忿漁人索賣漁直，遂令僧守肱殺其院狗，即白官誣漁人盜去。縣

遣里胥捕漁者並父，系送院中，守肱毆殺之。又賂縣典集耆保，掩捕漁者二弟，並殺

之。又以刃傷漁者母。1102 
 

 
1101 Lu, Jian nan shi gao, 2.25-26. 
 
1102 Xu zizhi tongjian changbian, 87.1012. 
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 Later, a higher-ranking official examined the case, and after learning the truth, he had the 

monks Faduan and Shougong killed; he pardoned those who spoke the truth about the situation. 

Wang Changji 王長吉 recorded this story and sent it to the court, adding:  

Now, the fisherman’s family had three brothers who fished for their livelihood, and raised 
infant children; now, four men were killed, and three [other family members] were injured. 
Examining this case, it is truly a great calamity! 
今體量漁者本家兄弟三人，以捕漁為業，餘皆乳抱，今四人遭殺，三人被傷，察其事

狀，最為巨蠹。1103 
 
 One cannot help but compare the severity of the official response to a stolen dog, bribery 

notwithstanding, with a similar case in which a student in a Changzhou school is accused of 

stealing a dog from a monastery, cooking it, and then eating it. The magistrate (shou 守) asked 

the student to compose a poem about his actions, and the student responded with the following 

poetic admission of guilt: 

僧實無義， The monk truly lacks propriety; 
狗誠可偷。 The dog indeed ought to have been stolen. 
罷佛宮之夜吠， Stopping its night-time barking in the Buddhist temple, 
充儒館之晨羞。 Serving as morning meal in the Classicist building. 
摶飯引來, 猶掉續貂之尾； Rolling a rice ball to draw [the dog] to me, still wagging its  

“official hat” tail;1104 
索綯牽去, 難囘顧兔之頭。 Twisting the rope as I led [the dog] away, making it hard for the  

dog to turn its head towards a rabbit.1105 
 
 The final line of the student’s poem vaguely suggests regret for his actions, but the 

overall tone is playful mockery, and the magistrate simply laughed and released the student 

without punishment.1106 The treatment received by this student is profoundly preferable to the 

 
1103 Ibid. 
 
1104 Here, the student is referring to the use of dog fur to make official hats, which normally should use mink or 
sable; a “dog fur” official hat not only represents lower quality but also too many officials. 
 
1105 Fei, Liang xi man zhi, 10.60. 
 
1106 Ibid. 
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treatment of the occupational “fisherman” (falsely) accused of the lesser crime of stealing a dog 

without eating it, to say nothing of the unfortunate fate that befell the fisherman’s family. 

 Whether on trial or on a small boat among rivers and lakes, there were clear benefits to 

successfully enacting a “gentlemanly” identity through fishing. Men thus actively and passively 

invoked signals to ensure that, even if they wished to avoid socializing with others, they would 

still be viewed and respected as a “gentleman.” As was the case in other fields, this did not mean 

that such signals would always be accepted; a “fisherman” in an anecdote may be interpreted as a 

literary archetype like Wheelwright Bian or Butcher Ding in Zhuangzi, in which a character isn’t 

actually meant to be interpreted as a “recluse” but shared wisdom otherwise associated with 

“recluse” or “gentlemanly” identity.1107 And beyond such stories, men from the Zhang 張 family 

 
 
1107 Gao Sisun wrote a “Rhapsody on Songjiang Crab Huts” (Songjiang xieshe fu 松江蟹舍賦) which plays with the 
overlap between “fisherman” and “recluse” by telling the story of Fan Li leaving the Yue court to live as a recluse, 
and entering the state of Wu, where he sees many fishermen catching crabs. After casually suggesting that there 
might be a relationship between the troubles of the Wu state and the excess of crabs, an “Wu person” (wuren 吳人) 
approaches him saying that neither good times nor bad are the fault of the crabs, and: “It's only that we Wu people 
take fishing to be a pleasure, setting up our crab-traps, all attaining out ambitions on the riverways. 惟我吳人，以
漁為娛，施勤於簄簖，皆得志於江途。” He offers to drink and eat crabs with Fan Li, who claims to be detached 
from the 10,000 things and therefore eating crabs would not make him happy. In response the Wu person recognizes 
Fan Li as a “lofty” (gao 高) person who can be content as an archetypal recluse, happy among fishermen and 
woodcutters, with food to eat and alcohol to drink, and beautiful natural scenery. Hearing this, Fan Li declares, 
“Your business – how could it be taking crabbing as a livelihood?! If you’ve not been granted wisdom from the Wei 
river, then you’ve surely cultivated [as an] immortal from the mountains and marshes! I’m deeply pleased by your 
words, with hidden Dao in their foolishness. 君子者事，豈以蟹為業者歟？非渭水之遺智，必山澤之修癯，深
樂其言，藏道於愚。” After they share a meal, the Wu person, now labeled the “Old Crabber” (xie weng 蟹翁), 
sings two songs as he speeds off in his boat, the first on the pleasures of the scenery and ending with “Holding wine 
to respond to Heaven, for a while singing to myself, singing ‘til the moon sets, ah, what worries are there?! 把酒答
天聊自歌，歌月落兮愁如何？” The second song talks about how rare people like Fan Li are, and how wonderful 
the crabs are, and notes that “Wise people are happy, ah, and happy people are wise 智者樂兮樂者哲!” While Fan 
Li is clearly intended to be understood as a recluse, the status of the Old Crabber is actually a bit less clear in this 
literary context: literary inventions of his sort are very much in line with the sort of fishermen that might be in 
dialogue with gentlemen in literary contexts to share their deep wisdom gained from their life as a fisherman, as 
opposed to revealing themselves to be a reclusive gentleman, as in Shao Yong’s “Dialogue between a Fisherman 
and a Woodcutter” (yuqiao wendui 漁樵問對; Shao Yong 邵雍, Shao Yong ji 邵雍集 [Beijing 北京: Zhonghua 
shuju 中華書局, 2010], 552-566.) In this respect, the “fisherman” literary archetype functions a bit like 
Wheelwright Bian or Butcher Ding in Zhuangzi, in which the characters aren’t actually meant to be interpreted as 
recluses, though they share much in common with the recluse social role. (Gao, Xie lüe, 4.20-22.) 
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of “farmers” and “fishermen” demonstrate that successfully enacting “gentlemanly” moral values 

like filiality and fraternity was not always enough to cause someone to be categorized as a 

“gentleman:” 

A certain Zhang Cheng of Yang Village in Yunzhou’s Xucheng County, whose family has, 
leading up to Cheng, lived together undivided for six generations, with 117 people in all: 
inside and outside [the home] there is no idle talk, and their clothing doesn’t distinguish 
[between family members’ status]. At dawn, the elders sit at the front of the hall, guiding the 
younger generations and allotting them tasks [for the day]: none are not diligent. The Zhang 
clan for generations have been farmers: they don’t read books, and they plow the fields and 
catch fish for their livelihood; they have no accumulated [wealth], but they are all able to be 
filial and fraternal, with friendly relations through six generations and roughly two hundred 
years. One hundred [and seventeen] of them without one even slightly different [by lacking 
good conduct]: this can be praised! 
鄆州須城縣楊村民張誠者，其家自綰至誠，六代同居，凡一百一十七口，內外無閒

言，衣裳無常主。旦日，家長坐堂上，率子弟而分職事，無不勤。張氏世為農者，不

讀書，耕田捕魚為業，無蓄積，而能人人孝悌，友順六世，幾二百年，百口無一口小

異，亦可尚也 。1108 
 
 We may thus conclude that identity markers within the field of fishing worked to varying 

degrees to broadcast one’s “gentlemanly” identity; some of the men seen as living a reclusive 

lifestyle might readily be categorized as occupational “fishermen” by other men not paying close 

enough attention to the “leisurely” expression on their face, or by men who did not use these 

same criteria to make decisions about social categorization. However, these signals appear 

generally effective at portraying someone as the right kind of fisherman in 7th–14th century 

China. 

 
 
6.4 Woodcutters 
 

 The mountains and forests of Tang-Yuan China were home to multitudes of men 

categorized as “woodcutters” (qiao 樵; qiaofu, 樵夫 qiaozhe 樵者, etc.), whose archetypal role 

 
1108 Wang, Shengshui yan tan lu, 4.18. 
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was defined by waking up early early to chop wood with “hatchets” (fu 斧), sometimes in “cold, 

wet clothes” (han ru yi 寒濡衣),1109 and then bringing their wood to the marketplace to sell or 

exchange for food and other necessities. They might live alongside fishermen in small villages or 

meet in the marketplace, but their paths diverged between waterways and “woodcutters’ trails” 

(qiao jing 樵徑); they were easily distinguished by the nature of their work and the tools of their 

trades. While traveling such trails, the “gentlemanly” sort had occasion to speak with these 

men,1110 and perhaps even share a temporary shelter or a meal;1111 however, these encounters 

seem not to have engendered any empathy (or anthropological curiosity) that might encourage 

the development of a literary condition rich with detail about the lives, persepctives, or even 

names, of “woodcutters.” 

 Instead, men broadly constructed and reinforced an archetypal image of a “woodcutter” 

so similar to that of the archetypal “fisherman” that they often presented the two as a poetic pair: 

“fishermen and woodcutters” (yuqiao 漁樵);1112 men like Gao Shi 高适 (704–765), Liu Yun劉

 
1109 For an example, see Xu Qiao’s徐僑 (1160–1237) “On Woodcutters” (qiaofu xing 樵夫行): Xu Qiao 徐僑, Yi 
zhai bie lu 毅齋别録 (Qing Jiaqing wan wei bie cang shu 清嘉慶宛委别藏本), 2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1110 For example: The following poetic line by the monk Wenxiong reveals the potential for running into 
woodcutters on the road: “I cherish talking with the woodcutting guest about abstruse affairs; not realizing that the 
road home became lit by the slanting rays of sunset. 愛同樵客言幽事, 不覺歸途暮景斜。” (Wenxiong, Qian shan 
ji, 10.72.) Wen Tianxiang wrote: “I first followed three woodcutters for five days, and then the following morning 
arrived at the Jia residence 予初五日随三樵夫，黎明至賈家庒。” (Wen, Wen shan ji, 13.298.) 
 
1111 Wen Tianxiang once wrote about spending the night at an old shrine during his travels, sharing space with 
woodcutters and begging for some food from them. The preface notes: “I and others [with me] were extremely 
hungry; the woodcutters were eating and we at once begged for their leftovers. 予等饑甚，樵者飲食輙乞其餘。” 
(Wen, Wen shan ji, 13.298.) 
 
1112 For another example of the pairing of “fishermen and woodcutters” in poems, see: Liu Bingzhong 劉秉忠, Cang 
chun ji 藏春集 (Ming keben 明刻本), 2.19. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. The 
pairing is also quite common in paintings: see “A colophon on a Painting of Inquiring of the Fishermen and 
Woodcutters 題漁樵問荅啚” (Jie, Wen’an ji, 5.44); “Painting of Fishermen and Woodcutters Chatting 漁樵共話圖” 
(Lu, Gui feng ji, A.2.); “A Painting of Inquiring of the Fishermen and Woodcutters 漁樵問答啚” (Lü Buyong 呂不
用, De yue gao 得月稿 [Qing chao ben 清鈔本], 6.40. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
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因 (1249–1293), and Chen Fu 陳孚 (1259–1309) could even invoke both roles at the same time 

to associate themselves with idealized rustic living, claiming: “I am fundamentally of the 

fishermen and woodcutters 我本漁樵.”1113 Like the archetypal “fisherman” role they were paired 

with, the “woodcutter” role involved living in small huts,1114 playing di, and living carefree lives 

surrounded by nature; they represented a natural world far from officialdom and the clamor of 

urban life,1115 and were sometimes associated with a kind of profound wisdom associated with 

nature and natural living or some form of moral purity.1116 

 
V7.0.); “A Colophon on Xiong Tianle’s Painting of Asking of Fishermen and Woodcutters 跋熊天樂所畫漁樵問道
圖,” (He Zhong 何中, Zhifei tang gao 知非堂稿 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 9.78. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1113 Gao Shi wrote the following lines in a poem expressing his desire to return to a more reclusive life after holding 
office: “I was originally a fisher and woodcutter in the wilds of Mengzhu; my life from that point was carefree; I can 
only madly sing in the grasses and marshes; how could I endure the troubles of being in office?! 我本渔樵孟诸野， 
一生自是悠悠者。乍可狂歌草澤中，寧堪作吏風塵下。” (Quan Tang shi, 213.1316.) Chen Fu 陳孚 (1259-
1309) wrote: “I am of the fishermen and woodcutters, by the side of the East Sea; feet stepping high in the clouds, 
singing while hitting the side of the boat. 我本漁樵東海邊，脚踏雲頭歌扣舷。” (Chen Fu 陳孚, Chen 
Gangzhong shi ji 陳剛中詩集 [Ming chao ben 明鈔本], 3.35. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1114 Such huts might sometimes be labeled “woodcutter huts” (qiao she 樵舍), as in: Deng, Yu sun ji, 9.59. 
 
1115 For example: Cai Songnian 蔡松年 (1105–1159) wrote: “fishermen and woodcutters… accompany me as 
leisured guests 樵漁。。。伴我為閒客。” (Cai Songnian 蔡松年, Ming xiu ji zhu 明秀集注, annotated by Wei 
Daoming 魏道明 [Jin keben 金刻本], 1.18. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Mei 
Yaochen wrote: “The woodcutting guest doesn’t know of nobility; what can he do but surrender firewood to the 
cooking stove? 樵客不知貴，柰何薪㸑屈。” (Mei, Wan ling ji, 28.172.) Xu Ji 徐積 (1028–1103) wrote:  
玉堂金户不肯居，The Jade Hall and Golden Home are not where I am willing to reside, 
肯來南郭㝷樵夫。I’m certainly willing to come to Nanguo and seek out the woodcutters! 
樵夫所識山與水，What woodcutters know is mountains and waters, 
除此如何論竒偉。Apart from this, how could they discuss exceptional magnificence?! (Xu Ji 徐積, Jie xiao ji 節
孝集 [Ming Jiajing sishisi nian keben 明嘉靖四十四年刻本], 3.31. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1116 A classic example comes in the form of Shao Yong’s “Dialogue between a Fisherman and Woodcutter” (Shao 
Yong, Shao Yong ji, 552-566). For some other examples, see: “I cherish your fisherman- and woodcutter-friends, 
hardworking to care for their parents! 愛汝漁樵友，殷勤爲養親。” (Hua Youwu 華幼武, Huang yang ji 黄楊集 
[Ming Wanli sishi liu nian hua wu lun keben 明萬曆四十六年華五倫刻本], C.26. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Xu Ji wrote in “Seeing off Qin Cao 送秦漕:” “I still have the woodcutters 
come to teach me; their woodcutters’ songs narrate the modesty of the ancients! 猶使樵夫來教我，樵歌為述古人
謙。” (Xu, Jie xiao ji, 18.94.) 
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 Thus, the archetypal “woodcutter” role was an enviable role in some men’s eyes: Ge 

Tianmin 葛天民 (Southern Song) claimed: “Yet I envy the old fishermen and woodcutters; 

though they are poor, they don’t have an affair [in the world!] 却羨魚樵叟，雖貧一事無;”1117 

Yuan Haowen similarly ends his “Stone Gate” (shimen 石門) poem with the lines: “Dragging a 

staff, walking and singing, I envy the old woodcutter; In this lifetime, how can I plan to follow 

you?! 曵杖行歌羨樵叟，此生何計得隨君？”1118 Yang Gongwang’s “Studying the 

Woodcutter” (xueqiao 學樵) begins as follows: 

因嫌蹤跡混塵囂， Due to my dislike for the presence of chaos and clamor, 
腰斧髙歌去採樵。 Hatchet at my waist – a loud song – I’m off to gather firewood! 
欲效買臣無貴骨， I wish to be like [Zhu] Maichen without noble bones; 
何如王質有仙標。 [Or] how about Wang Zhi and his Immortal's bearing?!1119 

 
 Yang’s poem refers first to Zhu Maichen 朱買臣 (d. 115 BCE), associated with 

woodcutting prior to eventually being recommended for office and becoming a prominent 

official,1120 and then to Wang Zhi 王質 (Western Jin), known as a “recluse” who was chopping 

wood on a mountain when he chanced upon two “immortals” (xianren 仙人) playing weiqi 圍棋, 

and eventually returned from the mountain to find that over one hundred years had passed.1121 

 
1117 Jianghu xiao ji, 67.454. 
 
1118 Quan Jin shi 全金詩, edited by Guo Yuanyu 郭元釪 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本), 56.689. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1119 Yang, Yequ you sheng hua, A.17. 
 
1120 On Zhu Maichen, see: Han shu, 64A.974. 
 
1121 Chen Baoguang 陳葆光, San dong qun xian lu 三洞群仙録 (Ming Zhengtong dao cang ben 明正統道藏本), 
6.52. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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When Yang Gongwang envisions himself off gathering firewood, he doesn’t think of himself as 

an occupational “woodcutter” gathering wood to sell in the marketplace, but as a “recluse.” 

 As was the case with the label “fisherman,” the label “woodcutter” became adopted by 

that the “gentlemanly” sort to refer to themselves in literary fashion, as well as the men 

inhabiting the occupational role. A “woodcutting guest” (qiaoke 樵客) might refer to the 

“gentlemanly” sort1122 or an occupational “woodcutter.”1123 These labels could also be applied to 

the buildings owned by “gentlemanly” sorts: Deng Yougong 鄧幼恭 (13th century) named 

himself and his hut the “Old Fisherman and Woodcutter” (yuqiao weng 漁樵翁), as he did not 

“seek reputation at court or compete for profits in the marketplace. 爭名於朝爭利於市。”1124 

Gong Shitai’s “A Record of the Xiang Mountain Woodcutter Hut 象山樵舍記” notes that 

renowned gentlemen of the past had lived and studied on Xiang Mountain, and “now the county 

gentleman Cheng Bolai’s father has built a hut [for him] to study in, and personally inscribed its 

face with the [name]: Xiang Mountain Woodcutter Hut 今縣士程伯來父築屋讀書，其中自署

其顔曰：象山樵舍。” The name of Cheng’s “woodcutter hut” refers more to rustic living than 

to chopping wood; the same may be said of Zhu Shanzhi’s 朱善之 reclusion as a “woodcutter,” 

as depicted in the following poem by Song Xi 宋禧 (Southern Song-Yuan): 

昔日會稽朱太守， In the past in Kuaiji [he was called] Governor Zhu, 

 
1122 See, for instance, Zhao Chang’s 趙昌 (11th century) sobriquet “Jiannan Woodcutting Guest” (Jiannan qiaoke 劍
南樵客) (Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, 97.2547.) 
 
1123 See, for instance, Chao Shuozhi 晁説之 (1059–1129): “The woodcutting guest in the morning comes to the 
market, the farmer in the evening pounds [his grain]. 樵客曉來市，田家夜半舂。” (Chao Shuozhi 晁説之, Song 
shan wen ji 嵩山文集 [Sibu cong kan xubian jing jiu chao ben 四部叢刊續編景舊鈔本], 9.145. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) Or Mei Yaochen’s “The woodcutting guest doesn’t know of 
nobility, What can he do but surrender firewood to the cooking stove? 樵客不知貴，柰何薪㸑屈。”  (Mei, Wan 
ling ji, 28.172.) 
 
1124 Wang, Jia cun lei gao, 11.51. 
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至今孫子住山隂。 Until today, his grandsons and sons still live in Shanyin. 
家聲不耻為樵者， The family reputation isn’t shamed by his being a woodcutter [now]; 
書卷還存濟世心。 Books and scrolls still present, [along with] a heart-mind for assisting the 

world. 
山入雲寒㸔虎跡， Where the mountains enter cold clouds, one sees tiger tracks; 
屋連夏木聴鶯吟。 Home connected to the summer trees, listening to the calls of orioles. 
逄時衣繡非難事， Encountering [the right] times and wearing official garb is not without its 

difficulties; 
苦學何愁嵗月侵。 Studying hard, what worries are there of the encroaching years and 

months?1125 
 
 Song’s poem emphasizes that the Zhu family reputation isn’t shamed by his label as a 

“woodcutter” in retirement, hinting that others might be embarrassed to be labeled alongside men 

in a lowly social position. However, Song is clear about Zhu’s identity, and that Zhu is not really 

chopping wood occupationally: he was an official prior to retirement, his family remains 

prominent in Shanyin, and he spends his retirement surrounded by books, scrolls, and beautiful 

natural scenery. The title of the poem, “Rhapsody on Zhu Shanzhi Living in Reclusion as a 

Woodcutter Recluse of Three Mountains 為山隂朱善之賦三山樵隠,” invokes the label 

“woodcutter recluse” (qiaoyin 樵隱) as yet another clear symbol of Zhu’s “gentlemanly” 

identity,1126 further assuring the reader that his being a “woodcutter” is nothing to be ashamed of.  

 “Woodcutter recluse,” like the label “fisherman recluse,” offered the clearest indicator of 

“gentlemanly” identity among social labels related to woodcutting. The label encompassed a 

spectrum of men, from retired officials like Zhu Shanzhi to members of prominent clans like 

Wang Shizhang 汪士章 (14th century)1127 or the “Old Woodcutter Recluse” (Qiaoyin weng 樵隱

 
1125 Song Xi 宋禧, Yong’an ji 庸庵集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 7.42. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1126 Ibid. 
 
1127 Li Qi wrote about Wang Shizhang as being called the “Lang Mountain Woodcutter Recluse” (Langshan qiaoyin 
閬山樵隱) in the prose piece “Lang Mountain Woodcutter Recluse’s Poems 閬山樵隱詩” (Li, Yunyang ji, 1.2); he 
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翁) of the Xie 謝 family,1128 as well as less prominent men like the Woodcutter Recluse Mr. Wu 

樵隱吳君” for whom Liu Minzhong inscribed an“ Evening Fragrance Hall” (Wan xiang tang 晚

香堂) with a poem about this “remote person dearly loving chrysanthemums and planting them. 

幽人酷愛菊種菊。”1129 Military men like Yu Jie 余玠 (1199–1253) could also use the label as a 

sobriquet.1130 The label was undoubtedly meaningful for these men who never chopped wood for 

a living, but was likely all the more meaningful for those who did: Wen Tianxiang, who wrote 

about traveling alongside woodcutters and even sharing shelter or a meal with them, wrote a 

poem “Gifted to Woodcutter Recluse Yang Yingyan, Discussing Fate 贈楊樵隱應炎談命,” in 

which he implies that Yang actually did chop and sell wood; after referencing several famous 

“recluses” who also served as officials at one point, Wen’s poem continues as follows: 

是數公者， These various [aforementioned] lords, 
俱以隱名。 All were famed for reclusion. 
木石一跡， A track among trees and rocks, 
霄淵異情。 A strange feeling in the vast firmament.  
九華山人， The mountain man of Jiuhua, 
賣樵江湖。 Sells wood by the rivers and lakes. 
請算世間， Please calculate, in this world, 
幾種樵夫。 How many kinds of “woodcutters” there are!1131 

 
 Wen Tianxiang invites the reader of this poem to consider that even among woodcutters 

selling their wood for a living there might still be men best labeled “recluses” like Yang 

 
also wrote a “Preface for the Wang Family Genealogy 汪氏族譜序” in which he praised the prominent Wang 
family, in particular his friend Wang Shizhang (Li, Yunyang ji, 4.35.) 
 
1128 Wang, Huan gu ji, 5.43. 
 
1129 Liu, Zhong’an ji, 21.229.  
 
1130 Liu Yiqing 劉一清, Qiantang yishi 錢塘遺事 (Qing Guangxu ke wu lin chang gu cong bian ben 清光緖刻武林
掌故叢編本), 3.13. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1131 Wen, Wen shan ji, 1.6-7. 
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Yingyan; Feng Zhi’s 馮贄 (Tang) Miscellaneous Records of Cloud Immortal (Yunxian zaji 雲仙

雜記) also contains a short anecdote about one such “recluse:” 

Lang Yong was in reclusion in Xichang, and gathered firewood for a livelihood. He 
sometimes carried it into the capital, and when people bought it, he would say: “I am the 
recluse of Xichang, and I am a man of wine. Now I present you with what you lack [i.e. 
firewood], and you bestow upon me what I am fond of [i.e. wine].” 
郎詠隱西昌，採樵為業。或擔至都中，人買之，則曰：“我西昌逸士，酒中人也。今

獻公所闕，公當惠我所好。”1132 
 
 The idea that such “recluses” did exist among the other men of low position woodcutting 

occupationally motivated some men like Hong Yanzu 洪焱祖 (1262–1328), wandering around 

mountains and forests, to “suddenly encounter an old woodcutter and suspect he is an immortal. 

忽遇樵叟疑其仙。”1133 In such moments, it became important to be able to distinguish what 

kind of person was doing the woodcutting. 

 Just as in the field of fishing, a “recluse” might be distinguished in woodcutting through 

claims about the contents of their heart-minds. Xie Lingyun 謝靈運 (385–433) wrote: “The 

woodcutter and the recluse are both in the mountains, but the matters whence they come [into the 

mountains] are not the same. 樵隱俱在山，由來事不同。”1134 Centuries later, Ma Ling 馬令 

(Northern Song) expanded upon this notion in his biographical entry on Zheng Yuansu 鄭元素 

in his Book of Southern Tang (Nan Tang shu 南唐書): 

 
1132 Feng Zhi 馮贄, Yunxian zaji 雲仙雜記 (Sibu cong kan xubian jing Ming ben 四部叢刊續編景明本), 3.13. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1133 Hong Yanzu 洪焱祖, Xing ting zhai gao 杏庭摘稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
8. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1134 Hu Ziming’s 胡孑明 commentary on this line as follows: “The recluse is in the mountains, the woodcutter is 
also in the mountains; though they are both in the mountains, the reason they are in the mountains is different. 胡孑
明有言：‘隱者在山，樵者亦在山，在山則同，所以在山則異。’” (The poem and commentary are found in: 
Wen xuan 文選, compiled by Xiao Tong 蕭統 and annotated by Li Shan 李善 [He ke ben 胡刻本], 30.696. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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Alas! [Working] this livelihood but not having previously cultivated oneself, one will 
naturally be in the same group as vulgar sorts. This so-called reclusion is merely the business 
of woodcutters and herdsmen – it’s not what I call reclusion! Thus, reclusion and classicism 
emerge from the same place; even if one exchanges places [with the other] they will both be 
the same. Some say: Jiang Luosun and Shen Bin once worked as officials, yet they are 
categorized among recluses. Liu Dong and Shi Xubai were once in reclusion, yet they are 
categorized among classicists. Why?! I say: [Shen] Bin and [Jiang] Luosun’s ambitions were 
in reclusion, but officialdom was unavoidable for them.  [Liu] Dong and [Shi] Xubai’s 
ambitions were in officialdom, but reclusion was unavoidable for them. In what did they set 
their hearts? They each still simply attained their ambitions. 
嗚呼！業不素修，自群鹿豕。斯謂之隱者，樵夫牧子之事爾；非吾所謂隱也。故隱士

儒術出處雖異易地則皆然。或曰：江蘿孫沈彬嘗仕矣，而列於隱士。劉洞史虛白嘗隱

矣，而列於儒術。何哉？曰：彬與蘿孫志於隱而仕不得已焉。洞與虛白志於仕而隱不

得已焉？予何容心乎？亦各成其志而已。1135 
 
 In this passage, Ma Ling argues that classicism and reclusion share a fundamental point 

of origin in self-cultivation; whether seeking office or not, it is “cultivation” (xiu 修) that 

distinguishes a man as “gentlemanly.” His argument resonates with Xie Lingyun, as he believes 

that the reason a man lives a reclusive lifestyle is tied to “ambitions” not shared by vulgar sorts. 

Wang Cao 汪藻 (1079–1154) offers a similar perspective on the matter in his “Record of a Small 

Blue-Green Hall 翠微堂記:” 

As for the pleasures of mountains and forests, there are many gentlemen-officials who know 
and can enjoy them, yet none are able to have [such pleasures]. Those that can have [such 
pleasures] are generally woodcutters, old rustics, and people living among streams and 
valleys, but they don’t know the reason behind such pleasures. Only lofty men and recluses, 
personally content on lonely beaches, living [in nature] for a long time without turning back, 
can be satisfied in obtaining them [such pleasures]. 
山林之樂，士大夫知其可樂者多矣，而莫能有。其有焉者，率樵夫野叟川居谷汲之人，

而又不知其所以為樂。惟高人逸士自甘於寂寞之濱，長往而不顧者為足以得之。1136 
 
 Wang notes that most officials are too busy with work to enjoy nature, and the 

occupational “woodcutters” who live there are ignorant of the true joy to be found in nature: only 

 
1135 Nan Tang shu, 15.62. 
 
1136 Wang Cao 汪藻, Fu xi ji 浮溪集 (Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本), 18.128. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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a man living as a “recluse” could truly experience such pleasures. He notes that there have been 

countless men of this sort since Han, including Tao Yuanming, Xie Lingyun, and Wang Wei, 

and that such men are able to exhaust “the flavor of mountains and forests” (shanshui zhi qu 山

水之趣). Wang then goes on to note that his ancestor had “studied in order to govern his heart-

mind and cultivate his nature 學所以治心養性者,” and had built this Small Blue-Green Hall to 

invite guests to drink and forget about the competitive world and find pleasure in nature, as Tao 

Yuanming had done.1137  

 Men apparently felt that it was not hard to discern whether someone woodcutting in the 

forest was “gentlemanly” or not; few anecdotes imply any real confusion about how best to 

categorize such men. The closest one gets is a story about Zhong Fang 种放 (955–1015): the 

“recluses” section of the Song History notes that his father had passed the jinshi examination and 

worked as an official, and Zhong began his studies at a young age, following his father around 

the area of Mt. Song 嵩 and Mt. Hua 華 and developing an “interest in mountains and forests 山

林意.” When his father passed away, Zhong and his mother went into reclusion together in the 

Zhongnan mountains, where he lived in a small grass hut, and “by means of lecturing made a 

living; many students studied from him, and his salary from lecturing was used to care for his 

mother. 以講習為業，從學者眾，得束脩以養母。”1138 

 Chao Gongwu 晁公武 (1101–1180) tells an anecdote about Zhong’s time in the 

mountains, and his meeting with the renowned Daoist Chen Tuan 陳摶 (872–989, supposedly): 

[Zhong Fang] had heard about [Chen] Tuan’s airs, and went to see him. [Zhong] Fang acted 
the woodcutter, and bowed at the foot of [Chen Tuan’s] courtyard; [Chen Tuan] pulled him up 
and said: “How could you be a woodcutter?! In twenty years, you ought to become a 

 
1137 Ibid. 
 
1138 Songshi, 457.4795. 
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prominent official renowned Under Heaven!” [Zhong] Fang said: “I conduct myself with Dao 
and rightness; office and salary are not what I desire!” [Chen] Tuan laughed and said: “One’s 
being noble or lowly is nothing but fate. A noble person cannot become lowly, and a lowly 
person likewise cannot become noble. Your “appearance” (guxiang 骨相) is suitable; 
although you hide in the mountains and forests, I’m afraid you cannot be at rest [there]. 
Someday you’ll know that.” In the time of [Song] Taizong, [Zhong] was summoned but 
didn’t go; in the time of [Song] Zhenzong, he was summoned to be Left Remonstrator; hand 
in hand [with Chen] they ascended the Dragon Diagram Hall and discussed state affairs. He 
was successively promoted to the rank of Vice Minister in the Ministry of Works.  
聞陳搏之風徃見之。放作樵夫拜庭下，搏挽之而上，曰：“君豈樵者耶？二十年當為

顯官名聞天下。”放曰：“放為道義，官禄非所願也。”搏笑曰：“人之貴賤，莫不

有命。貴者不可為賤，亦猶賤者之不可為貴也。君骨相當爾，雖晦迹山林，恐不能

安。異日當自知之。”太宗時召之不起，真宗時召為左司諫，携其手登龍圖閣，論天

下事，累遷工部侍郎。1139 
 
 In this anecdote, Zhong Fang decides to “act the woodcutter” (zuo qiaofu 作樵夫) for his 

meeting with Chen Tuan; however, this guise is seen through immediately, as Chen declares 

based on Zhong’s “appearance” (guxiang 骨相) that he is no mere occupational “woodcutter.” 

This method of appraisal, a form of physiognomy, is consonant with the “gentlemanly” sort 

suspecting that various men were “recluses” based on visual signals ranging from their elegant to 

their leisurely or pure appearance. Zhong Fang’s identity as a “gentleman” later became a 

reference which could be used to indicate someone else’s “gentlemanly” identity in a similar 

situation: He Zhong 何中 (Yuan) wrote the following line in a poem “Gifted to the Revered 

Teacher Chen Xuyi 贈陳虚一尊師:” “The guest is like Zhong Fang: how could he be a 

woodcutter?! The teacher seems like Mi Ming: not a mortal man. 客如种放豈樵者，師似彌明

非世人。”1140 Zhang Yanghao 張養浩 (1270–1329) wrote nine poems about his “Cloud Estate” 

(Yun zhuang 雲莊), which he associated with reclusion; the sixth poem reads as follows: 

 
1139 Chao Gongwu 晁公武, Jun zhai dushu zhi 郡齋讀書志 (Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Song chunyou ben 四部叢
刊三編景宋淳祐本), 5B.168-169. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1140 He, Zhifei tang gao, 5.45. 
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我愛雲莊好， I cherish Cloud Estate’s goodness, 
絶無聲利塵。 With absolutely none of the chaotic sounds of clamoring for renown. 
林篁清耳目， In the bamboo grove, cleaning out ears and eyes, 
編簡肅心神。 In the books, rectifying heart-mind and spirit. 
种放非樵客， Zhong Fang was not a woodcutting guest! 
焦先豈野人。 How could Jiao Xian (Warring States)1141 [merely] be a wild man?! 
此心幸無屈， This heart-mind is fortunate not to be crooked, 
烏用更求神。 What use is there in further seeking out spirits?1142 

 
 As much as the literary, archetypal “woodcutter” role was considered praiseworthy for its 

close association with reclusive lifestyles, there remained a consistent understanding that the 

“gentlemanly” sort who borrowed this label as a means of signaling their identity as “recluses” 

were not really of the same sort as the men in lower positions who chopped wood 

occupationally: such was the strength of these signals that even men like Yang Yingyan who did 

sell wood for a living could still retain his distinct “gentlemanly” identity while doing so, at least 

in the eyes of Wen Tianxiang. As with the label “fisherman,” a key distinction lay in the heart-

minds of these men – their cultivation, their reason for living among mountains and forests, and 

their distinct pleasure derived from living there – and the notion that the contents of their heart-

minds, revealed in their words or reflected in their external appearance, could successfully signal 

that they were the right kind of woodcutter. 

 

 

 

 
1141 Jiao Xian is known for becoming “wild” after suffering the horrors of war, living like an animal for at least one 
year by not wearing clothes, not speaking to others, and sleeping on the ground; he eventually started acting more 
like an archetypal “recluse.” (Huangfu, Gao shi zhuan, C.28.) 
 
1142 Zhang Yanghao 張養浩, Gui tian lei gao 歸田類稿 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本), 18.125. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Chapter 7: Playing Weiqi 圍棋 
 

 Throughout 7th–14th century China, the board game weiqi (also known by its Japanese 

name: go) was claimed by the “gentlemanly” sort as their own, though the game was historically 

enjoyed by many different kinds of people of varying identities and social positions. Its material 

requirements are easily acquired: a grid-lined board (which could just as easily be drawn on 

paper),1143 a stack of white pieces (called stones) for one player, and a stack of black stones for 

the other. The objective of the game is also straightforward: the two players take turns placing 

their stones down on the intersection points of the board, slowly attempting to build encircling 

walls around space on the board until one of them has captured a majority of the territory. Some 

rules exist to ensure that the game does not persist as a stalemate, to limit the placement and 

removal of pieces, and so on; however, the general consensus shared by worldwide players of the 

past and present is that the rules are easy to learn, and the real challenge lies in the complexity of 

strategy, given individual creativity and the high number of potential moves available to players 

in any given game. 

 Although different individuals and groups appear to have all followed the same rules 

when playing weiqi, the broader ways in which they engaged with it different considerably, from 

casual play in private settings to competitive “gambling” (du 賭) or high-stakes playing for 

prizes in front of audiences. In contrast to these latter modes of weiqi play, two distinct 

“gentlemanly” identities were constructed through weiqi: one which viewed weiqi as an immoral 

and pernicious art of vice, and another which viewed weiqi as a virtuous leisure activity befitting 

occupants of the “gentlemanly” social role. Individuals and groups adhering to either of these 

 
1143 Quan Tang shi, 32.445. 
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two positions developed their own sets of identity signals by engaging with (or distancing 

themselves from) the game, and in doing so distinguishing them from occupational players and 

the men they viewed as immoral for gambling on the game or playing it while neglecting their 

responsibilities, causing harm to themselves and others. 

 Before reviewing these identity signals, let us first review the cultural of competitive 

weiqi playing at court and throughout society, which serves as a foil for both of the 

“gentlemanly” approaches to the game. 

 

7.1 Competitive Weiqi Culture and Its “Non-Gentlemanly” Participants 
 

 The market for competitive weiqi play was already established in Tang China, at the very 

least in the capital of Chang’an. The Supplement to the Tang State History (Tangguo shibu 唐國

史補) notes that from the Zhenyuan era 貞元 (785–805) on, many men in the capital “indulged” 

(chi 侈) in weiqi, though it offers no further details about where or how these men engaged with 

the game.1144 Bai Juyi’s “Twenty Poems on Early Spring” (He chun shen ershi shou 和春深二十

首)1145 includes one on “six sticks and weiqi households” (boyi jia 博弈家) which describes a 

kind of place that men might go to indulge in weiqi or another game called “six sticks” — or, as 

it turns out, a number of other games: 

何處春深好， Where is a good place in early spring? 
春深博弈家。 Early spring in the six sticks and weiqi households! 

 
1144 Li Zhao 李肇, Tangguo shibu 唐國史補 (Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本), C.26. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1145 Each poem discusses the experience of spring in different kinds of households from rich to poor, officeholders to 
recluses, families marrying off daughters and families accepting a daughter-in-law, etc. 
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一先爭破眼， One move in advance, competing over the broken "eye,"1146 
六聚鬥成花。 Six [sticks] gathered, competing to complete a "flower."1147 
鼓應投壺馬， Drumming in response to the pitch-pot horse,1148 
兵衝象戲車。 [Chess] soldiers rush the xiangxi-chess chariots!1149 
彈棋局上事， [Among] the “crossbow-bolt chess” board's affairs 
最妙是長斜。 The most wondrous is the long slanting [shot]!1150 

 
 What Bai describes as a “household” in Tang resonates with the weiqi  “ shops” (si 肆) 

found in Song-Yuan China, owned and operated by occupational players sometimes labeled 

“weiqi artisans” (qigong 棋工) as spaces for competitive and recreational play, purchasing board 

games, and even learning to play them.1151 The richest extant description of the kinds of people 

who played weiqi for their livelihood, and sometimes owned and operated such shops, comes 

from an anecdote in the Record of the Listener about a “village boy” (cun tong 村童) from 

Caizhou 蔡州 who was “capable at weiqi, without a [worthy] opponent in [his] village 能棋，里

中無敵.” His parents wished him to marry, but he strongly declined, explaining: “Our family is 

lowly, and the woman I would marry wouldn’t surpass [the status of] a farmer’s daughter; that’s 

not what I want. I should take my skill [at weiqi] and roam around, and perhaps I will encounter 

beauty, thus satisfying my life’s ambitions. 吾門戶卑微，所娶不過農家女，非所願 也。兒當

 
1146 If a player is able to create an “eye” in weiqi, it cannot be broken and is secure territory. In this line, Bai Juyi 
seems to refer to one player attempting to complete the “eye” shape (four pieces with an empty space between, 
creating a hollow square or diamond shape) while the other attempts to prevent its creation. 
 
1147 Unfortunately, the rules of “six sticks” from Tang are no longer extant. 
 
1148 The “horse” may be a scoring marker or symbol. 
 
1149 “Soldier” and “cart” are both game pieces on the xiangxi board. 
 
1150 Danqi is played on a board like the weiqi grid, and is almost like a game of marbles in which one is using one’s 
pieces to “take shots” at the other side. 
 
1151 See, for example, the anecdote on pages 430-431 of this dissertation. 
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挾藝出遊，庶幾有美遇，以償平生之志。”1152 He first went to Bianjing 汴京 (modern-day 

Kaifeng), and those who saw him play understood him to be peerless; he continued competing 

until he reached Yan 燕 (the area near modern-day Beijing). 

At that time, “Yan was the capital of the caitiffs” (Yan wei ludu 燕為虜都). There was “a 

weiqi National Hand was a woman named Wayperson of Wondrous Contemplation 棋國手乃一

女子妙觀道人,” who had a weiqi “shop” (si 肆) there. The boy visited her shop daily, and 

“whenever he saw that there was a mistake [in her weiqi game], he invariably pointed it out 見有

誤處，必指示.” Fearing sneers from the crowd, she admonished the boy and refused to see him 

again. This angered the boy, who rented a place opposite her store and set up a sign reading: 

“The Runan1153 Little Wayman’s ‘Hand-Chatting’ [aka weiqi playing] will offer the best players 

under Heaven a one-piece advantage! 汝南小道人手談，奉饒天下最高手一先。” Wondrous 

Contemplation, not yet daring to face him, selected her best disciple to play against the boy; 

when the disciple lost even with a three-piece advantage, he returned to his teacher and claimed 

“The visitor’s art is extremely lofty; I’m afraid [my] teacher too must yield the mat to him [to 

pay respects]. 客藝甚高，恐師亦須避席。”1154 

 This attracted the attention of “aficionados” (haoshizhe 好事者) who wished to see a 

match between the two, thus they “gathered 200,000 cash and set a date for the match in a 

monastery building. 共率錢二百千，約某日會戰於僧舍。” Wondrous Contemplation sent a 

 
1152 Not in digital edition; see instead: Hong Mai 洪邁, Yi jian zhi 夷堅志 (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 
2006), Vol. 4, 1728. 
 
1153 Runan is a county which includes the prefectural seat of Caizhou; it thus refers to the boy’s place of origin. 
 
1154 Hong, Yi jian zhi, Vol 4., 1728-1729. 
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messenger to the boy in advance, hoping to rig the game and compensate the boy financially if 

he allowed her to win two out of three games. The boy replied: “I don’t perform my art for lack 

of money – that’s not what I desire. But I acutely wish to admire her countenance; if she could 

allow me the pleasure of going to her bed, that would be fine. 吾行藝元不乏錢，非所望，然切

慕其顏色，能容我通袵席之歡乃可。” Wondrous Contemplation apparently had no choice but 

to act as if she were going along with this, and when they met for their match, the boy did allow 

her to win two of the three games; however, she compensated him only with money, and refused 

his other request. 

It happened that some imperial clansmen were banqueting nearby, and “called the boy 

over to play a game of weiqi [for them] 呼童弈戲,” asking him how good Wondrous 

Contemplation was. The boy confidently replied that she was not that good: 

Thereupon they also called [her] before them, and ordered [the two players] to wager 100,000 
cash. The boy searched in his chest and brought out five liang of gold and said: “I can wager 
this.” Wondrous Contemplation Wayperson declined on account of not having gold, and the 
boy cupped his hands made a statement to the honorable guests, saying: “If she wins then 
she’ll have the gold; if I win, I beg to obtain [her as a] wife.” The seated guests all smiled 
widely, and at once voiced their approval saying: “Good!” Wondrous Contemplation was 
ashamed, distressed, and at a loss: thus she lost repeatedly. She retreated, and again would not 
keep to the agreement; the boy thus sued her according to Yan custom, and summoned the 
various princes to give witness. In the end he gained her as his wife, just as had been his 
original ambition.  
於是亦呼至前，令賭百千。童探懷出金五兩曰：“可賭此。”妙觀以無金辭，童拱白座

上曰：“如彼勝則得金，某勝乞得妻。”坐客皆大笑，同聲贊之曰：“好！”妙觀慚窘

失措，遂連敗。既退，復背約。童以詞訴於燕風，引諸王為證，卒得女為妻，竟如初

志。1155 
 
 This story offers a wealth of information about occupational weiqi players. It reveals that 

they might come from anywhere, including small villages and lowly social backgrounds, as 

weiqi was not restricted to high-status social groups. It demonstrates that whether weiqi players 

 
1155 Hong, Yi jian zhi, Vol. 4, 1729. 
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travelled from place to place or remained stationed in shops, it was possible for them to earn 

considerable wealth and prestige by winning games. And it shows how important reputation was 

for the maintenance of their livelihood: both Wondrous Contemplation Wayperson and the boy 

relied on reputation to drum up interest and prizes from spectators. Despite not having been in 

Yan a long time, the boy was able to grab the attention of “aficionados” and a prize of 200,000 

cash by putting up a sign claiming his superior weiqi skill; Wondrous Contemplation Wayperson 

sought to rig the match in her favor, offering money to the boy in exchange for a guarantee that 

she could preserve her reputation. This reputation was likely also useful for attracting students. 

 Also revealed in this anecdote is that monasteries could be sites of competitive weiqi 

play. Just as the boy and Wondrous Contemplation Wayperson played their matches in a 

Buddhist monastery, so too did many men labeled “National Hands” (guoshou 國手) for their 

demonstrated weiqi abilities, such as Wang Jue 王珏, Sun Shen 孫侁, Jin Shiming 晉士明 (all 

Northern Song), and more. The Song weiqi manual Collection for Pure Happiness and 

Forgetting Worries (Wangyou qingle ji 忘憂清樂集) records diagrams of games played by these 

men in Daoist temples, Buddhist monasteries, and imperial estates like the Jade Forest Garden 

(qiong lin yuan 瓊林苑) and the Bright-Gold Pond (jinming chi 金明池).1156 Games might also 

occur in teahouses; Hong Hao 洪皓 (1088–1155) once wrote:  

In Yanjing teahouses they set up ‘double six’ boards,1157 sometimes five sometimes six, or 
even as many as ten or more, with players crowding the boards. As for the southerners’ 
teahouses, in [those] they set up weiqi equipment. 
燕京茶肆設雙陸局，或五或六，多至十餘，博者蹴局。如南人茶肆中置棋具也。1158 

 
1156 Li Yimin 李逸民, Wangyou qingle ji 忘憂清樂集. (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju ying yin 中華書局影印, 
1982), 13a-22b. 
 
1157 A dice game played on a board. 
 
1158 Hong Hao 洪皓, Song mo jiwen 松漠記聞 (Ming Gushi wen fang xiaoshuo ben 明顧氏文房小説本), B.11. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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 Inns were another space for occupational weiqi players to show off their skill, in 

particular for those who travelled around to gain reputation. He Wei 何薳 (1077–1145) recorded 

an anecdote about a “National Hand” named Liu Zhongfu 劉仲甫 (Northern Song) who stayed at 

an inn in Qiantang (Hangzhou) on his way to the capital. Those who saw him were not certain of 

his identity: the innkeeper himself only knew that “[Liu] Zhongfu stays at the inn, leaves to roam 

the marketplace, and returns each night, knocking on the door [of my inn]. I have never known 

what class of person he is. 仲甫舍館既定，即出市遊，每至夜分方扣戶而歸，初不知為何等

人也。” Liu Zhongfu later presented himself as an occupational weiqi player when he set up a 

banner stating: “‘The weiqi traveler from Jiangnan Liu Zhongfu, respectfully presenting as the 

weiqi leader of All Under Heaven, offers three hundred pieces of silver servingware,’ meaning 

that he would use this as a prize for defeating him. 江南碁客劉仲甫，奉饒天下碁先。并出銀

盆酒器等三百星，云以此償博負也。” “Aficionados” had been responsible for setting up the 

match between Wondrous Contemplation Wayperson and the young weiqi player in Yan; in this 

case, “local strongmen” (tuhao 土豪) gathered other weiqi players to see which one would play 

the big match against Liu Zhongfu.1159 

 He’s description of Liu’s big match emphasizes the importance of performativity among 

players who made weiqi their livelihood, as a component of the spectacle they offered their 

audiences. When Liu’s opponent believed he was going to win, he arrogantly proclaimed “black 

will certainly win! 黑當贏籌矣！” And a little over twenty moves later, when Liu was 

victorious, he made the following announcement to the crowd:  

I, Zhongfu, am a person from Jiangnan, who as a child was fond of this art [i.e. weiqi], and 
immediately seemed to understand it. Through the praise of others, I was brought to attain 

 
1159 He, Chun zhu ji wen, 2.12. 
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[the status of] National Hand. In the following years, people have repeatedly urged me 
onward, wanting to recommend me for appointment as a Hanlin Attendant [in the capital], but 
my heart desired to come to the great city of Qiantang [first], where lofty men and virtuous 
gentlemen are numerous, and which weiqi players call the “first hurdle.” If I was fortunate 
enough to win [here], then I could advance [to the capital and the Hanlin Institute]. I have 
stopped here for ten days, and each day I have observed weiqi gatherings and renowned 
players’ taking on the game, and have thoroughly seen their levels of skill. It was for this 
reason that I dared to put up the banner – it was not done out of arrogance.  
仲甫江南人，少好此伎，忽似有解，因人推譽，致達國手，年來數為人相迫，欲薦補

翰林祗應, 而心念錢塘一都會，高人勝士精此者衆，碁人謂之一關。仲甫之藝，若幸有
一著之勝，則可前進。凡駐此旬日矣，日就碁會觀諸名手對奕，盡見品次矣。故敢出

此標示，非狂僭也。1160 
 
 Liu then proclaimed to the crowd that if anyone could point out the key stone that 

allowed him to win the match, he would return home and never try to be renowned for weiqi 

again. No one could figure it out, and when Liu pointed out the key stone, which had only 

become useful twenty moves later, the crowd was amazed, offering him gifts and treating him as 

an honored guest. This aspect of Liu’s performance was as much a part of his reputation as his 

ability to win games: Cai Tao, for instance, noted that: 

As for Liu Zhongfu’s weiqi, gentleman-officials particularly compare it to the National Hand 
Wang Jixin of the Kaiyuan era (713–741) of Tang, but [Liu] Zhongfu is particularly 
outstanding, superior by two Dao to Jixin. However, [though Liu] Zhongfu is also conceited 
about his art [he is] able to hide his [character] flaws, thus noble gentlemen are pleased by his 
character. 
劉仲甫棋，士大夫特以較唐開元國手王積薪，而仲甫尤出積薪上兩道，但仲甫亦自挾

數術，能彌縫，士君子故喜其為人。1161 
 
 Cai’s description notes that Liu Zhongfu is considered “gentlemanly” by some for his 

ability to hide his flaws when presenting his character and conduct in front of others; however, 

he is not labeled a “gentleman” as a result. This continued to be true upon his employment as a 

Weiqi Attendant (qi daizhao 棋待詔); while living at the capital, in addition to taking on a 

 
1160 He, Chun zhu ji wen, 2.13. 
 
1161 Cai, Tie wei shan congtan, 6.66. 
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disciple of his own, Liu was able to supplement his income by teaching weiqi to various noble 

families in Kaifeng.1162 

Little is known about the background of most of the men (and at least one woman) who 

held the title Weiqi Attendant in Tang or Song,1163 but it is clear that, as was the case with 

Painting Attendants and Qin Attendants, at least some men holding this position presented 

themselves as “gentlemanly” to varying degrees. Wang Shuwen 王叔文 (753–806) was 

originally “[summoned as an] Attendant for his weiqi; he had a rough understanding of letters, 

and was fond of discussing principle and the Way以棋待詔，粗知書，好言理道;”1164 Lin 

Dong’s 林駧 (Northern Song) encyclopedia notes that “[Wang] Shuwen was originally a weiqi 

artisan 叔文本棊工”1165 who later received this promotion. The Thirteen Chapter Classic of 

Weiqi (Qijing shisan pian 棋經十三篇) is attributed to the Northern Song Weiqi Attendant 

 
1162 The following anecdote by Chen Guan 陳瓘 (1057–1124) was told to Chen Yuan 陳淵 (1067–1145), who 
recorded it because he thought it carried a good moral about proper study habits; it is the only extant source which 
speaks about Liu Zhongfu’s weiqi teaching: “[Chen Guan, sobriquet] Lezhai, once said: Hou Xiaogong is good at 
weiqi; his innate talents were fundamentally lofty without having studied. When he first arrived at the capital, he 
was given a three-point advantage by Sun Shen and Li Boxiang; after one or two years he hadn’t advanced any 
further, and was impoverished and facing difficulties. He exerted himself in following Liu Zhongfu [as a disciple], 
and carried weiqi gear for him [when Liu] visited various noble families to teach weiqi: in this way he made a living. 
Among [Liu’s] students were some who started with a nine-point advantage, and remained so for one year until they 
learned the lessons [taught to beginners]. [Hou] Xiaogong always watched from the side, and [Liu Zhongfu] didn’t 
mind. 了齋嘗言：侯孝恭善奕碁，天性本高，無待於學。初來京師，為孫侁、李伯祥饒三路，蓋一二年不復
進，客食貧困。憤而從劉仲甫，為攜碁具，徧詣諸公貴家教奕，以此為餬口計。有從學者，以饒九路為

始。如是一年教成，孝恭常旁睨，亦不介意。” (Chen Yuan 陳淵, Mo tang ji 默堂集 [Sibu cong kan san bian 
jing Song chao ben 四部叢刊三編景宋鈔本], 19.162. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0.) 
 
1163 Zhou Mi’s Old Affairs of Wulin records the names of several expectant officials who performed board games at 
the Southern Song court, not only distinguishing between specialists in weiqi and in chess 象棋, but also noting the 
presence of a woman, “Aunt Shen” (Shen Gugu 沈姑姑) among the expectant officials: (Zhou, Wulin jiushi, 6.68.) 
 
1164 Jiu Tang Shu, 135.1868. For his “attendant” title, see: Jiu Tang shu, 140.1914. For more about these weiqi 
attendants, see: Huang Jun 黃俊. Yi ren zhuan 弈人傳 (Changsha 長沙: Yuelu shu she 岳麓書社, 1985). 
 
1165 Lin Jiong 林駉, Yuanliu zhi lun源流至論 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), houji 後
集 5.268. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Zhang Ni 張擬; as will be discussed later, it is a foundational text among the men who view 

weiqi as a “gentlemanly” art of virtue. The Southern Song Weiqi Attendant Li Yimin 李逸民 

associated himself with reclusion (his name literally means “recluse”),1166 and demonstrated 

“gentlemanly” knowledge in his weiqi manual Collection for Pure Happiness and Forgetting 

Worries (Wangyou qingle ji 忘憂清樂集).1167 As was the case with Painting Attendants and Qin 

Attendants, it was possible for these men to be promoted into other bureaucratic offices: 

Emperor Xiaozong (r. 1162–1189) “summoned the National Hand Zhao E as a gongfeng-

Attendant 供奉; because of this opportunity, his office reached [the level of] Master of Military 

Merit and Military Administrator in Zhexi Circuit. 詔國手趙鄂供奉，由是遭際，官至武功大

夫浙西路鈐。”1168 

 Again, as was the case with the titles Painting Attendant and Qin Attendant, the title 

Weiqi Attendant did not on its own serve as an effective signal of “gentlemanly” identity for the 

men who held it; unlike these former Attendant positions, an extant anecdote about a Weiqi 

Attendant (yuqian zhiying 御前祇應) named Shen Zhicai 沈之才 suggests that the title may have 

sometimes been detrimental to the successful presentation of “gentlemanly” identity. One day, 

while Shen was playing a weiqi game against Emperor Gaozong 高宗 (r. 1127–1129), the 

 
1166 “The Collection of Pure Happiness and Forgetting Worries, in one juan, authored by the Qin Attendant Li 
Yimin 忘憂清樂集一卷，棊待詔李逸民撰集。” (Chen Zhensun 陳振孫, Zhi zhai shu lu jieti 直齋書録解題 
[Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本], 14.216. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1167 Literacy, however, may not be sufficient on its own to indicate gentlemanly status: Liu Zhongfu authored a short 
weiqi treatise entitled “The Secrets of Weiqi” (qi jue 棋訣), but he appears not to be viewed by the “gentlemanly” 
sort as one of them, as will be discussed later in this chapter. His treatise is preserved in: Yan Defu 嚴德甫 and Yan 
Tianzhang 晏天章, Xuan xuan qi jing 玄玄棋經, translations by Chen Xianhui 陳憲輝 (Taibei 台北: Shijie wenwu 
chubanshe 世界文物出版社, 2002), 31-34. 
 
1168 Zhang Duanyi 張端義, Gui’er ji 貴耳集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), A.4. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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emperor told him: “You must be careful! 切須子細!” Shen replied by referring to a line from the 

Classic of Documents (Shang shu 尚書): “I’ll keep that in mind. 念茲在茲。” Upon hearing 

this, “the emperor angrily said: ‘[you are of] the arts’ sort, and still dare cite the classics to me?!’ 

He ordered the inner court to have him beaten with the bamboo rod twenty times and expel him. 

上怒云:‘伎藝之徒，廼敢對朕引經邪？’命內侍省打竹箆二十逐出。”1169 While his 

reference to the classics may otherwise have served as a demonstration of “gentlemanly” 

identity, Emperor Gaozong’s angry response to the line indicates that in this situation Shen was 

not categorized as a “gentleman,” and was punished as an occupational weiqi player. 

 We may thus describe the occupational weiqi players inhabiting this competitive weiqi 

culture as men (and sometimes women) from a variety of social backgrounds, whose livelihood 

was tied to the prestige accrued through winning games (or the successful demonstration of skill 

prior to losing). This reputation for weiqi ability helped Liu Zhongfu find success and fame, the 

boy from Caizhou win high-stakes wagers and eventually a marriage, “weiqi artisans” in drawing 

patrons to their shops, and “National Hands” in finding students to teach, whether as disciples or 

as a clientele of high-status families; in Tang-Song China; it further provided players with the 

opportunity to become Weiqi Attendants at court. 

 Some of these men could present themselves as “gentlemanly,” from Liu Zhongfu and 

Shen Zhicai to Zhang Ni, whose approach to weiqi in his Thirteen Chapter Classic became a true 

classic among men seeking to enact their own “gentlemanly” identities through weiqi. However, 

none of these men are ever labeled “gentlemen,” and are understood as occupying a distinct 

social role within the field of playing weiqi. 

 
1169 Wang, Hui chen lu, hou lu yuhua 後録餘話 1.174. 
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7.2 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signals in the Culture of Esteeming Weiqi 
 

 In Northern Song, Xu Xuan 徐鉉 (916–991) compiled and presented to the emperor his 

“Weiqi Meanings, Arrayed” (weiqi yilie 圍棋義例), which contained thirty-two key words of 

weiqi terminology. These covered a variety of situations and moves likely to occur during 

regular gameplay: connecting one stone to another (xing 行); trapping a stone between two 

others (jia 夾); breaking an opponent’s eye-shape (dian 點); causing the opponent to lose their 

eye-shape (le 勒); placing a stone which prevents the opponent from connecting theirs together 

(nian 粘), and so on.1170 This specialist terminology reappeared as chapter eleven of the 

Thirteen-Chapter Classic of Weiqi roughly one century later, which in turn was included in both 

of the extant Song-Yuan weiqi manuals, making it readily available for the “gentlemanly” sort to 

study and use, whether in development of their own strategies or in discussing others’ play. 

 However, “gentlemanly” writings make no use of this specialist terminology to describe 

the games they played or observed; even Xu Xuan, obviously familiar with it, does not use it in 

the course of his several references to weiqi throughout his Collected Works of Mr. Xu (Xu gong 

wenji 徐公文集).1171 When the “gentlemanly” sort engaged in weiqi as players or observers, 

their experience of the game differed significantly from the occupational players seeking prestige 

for winning games, just as it differed from that of gamblers seeking to earn a fortune.1172 

 
1170 Xu Xuan 徐鉉, “weiqi yilie 圍棋義例,” in Shuo fu 說郛, compiled by Tao Jiucheng陶九成 [Tao Zongyi 陶宗
儀] (Wan wei shan tang 宛委山堂, Qing Shunzhi 4 xu 淸順治 4序), Vol. 102, 45A-47B. Hathitrust. 
 
1171 There are sixteen appearances of qi 棋, and one of yi 奕, which refer to weiqi; none of these texts invoke the 
technical terminology from his “Weiqi Meanings, Arrayed.” (Xu Xuan 徐鉉, Xu wen gong ji 徐公文集 [Sibu cong 
kan jing Huang Pilie jiao Song ben 四部叢刊景黄丕烈校宋本], passim. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1172 We will see examples of these gamblers in the subsequent section on “gentlemanly” identity signals in the 
culture of disdaining weiqi. 
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“Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #1: Demonstrating a “Gentlemanly” Understanding of Weiqi 

 Shao Yong’s 紹雍 (1012–1077) “Great Chant on Observing Weiqi” (guan qi da yin 觀棋

大吟) is one of the longest extant premodern Chinese poems, with almost as many lines (360) as 

there are points of intersection on the weiqi board (361). His poem includes many of the core 

components of a “gentlemanly” understanding of weiqi, but is most prominently an example of 

how the “gentlemanly” sort saw the patterns of the cosmos in their weiqi boards. Chen Zu-yan’s 

study of this poem argues that Shao’s epistemological methodology is reflected in it, as he first 

discusses what he sees with his eyes, then a series of historical analogies, and finally the 

processes of universal “principle” (li 理) he observes in the game, as exemplified in the 

following lines: 

消長天旋運， Waxing and waning, the sky turns, 
陰陽道範圍。 Yin and yang, the Way’s scope. 
兇吉人變化， Misfortune and fortune the vicissitudes of man, 
動靜事樞機。 Movement and stillness the pivots of affairs. 
… 
同道道亦得， By joining with the Way, the Way is attained. 
先天天弗違。 Through anticipating Heaven, Heaven is not violated. 
窮理以盡性， Exhaust principle in order to exhaust one’s nature, 
放言而遣辭。 Speak freely and send [forth] your words!1173 

 
 Shao’s observation of cosmological principles in weiqi is linked both to the gameplay he 

observes and to the stones and grid-lined weiqi board itself, which can look rather similar to 

cosmological and divination diagrams. Such revelations did not first emerge in Tang-Yuan 

China; Ban Gu’s 班固 (32–92) “On the Aims of Weiqi” (yi zhi 弈旨), reprinted in the Yuan 

weiqi manual Mystery of Mysteries, had already expressed these cosmological associations 

 
1173 This translation is altered slightly from Chen’s. See: Zu-yan Chen, “Shao Yong's (1011–77) "Great Chant on 
Observing "Weiqi": An Archetype of Neo-Confucian Poetry,” Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 126, 
No. 2 (Apr.-Jun., 2006), 215-216. 
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centuries earlier: “Weiqi has white and black [stones], divided like yin and yang; placed together 

on display [on the board], they are like the astrological patterns! 棋有白黑，陰陽分也；駢羅列

布，效天文也！”1174 The Classic of Weiqi (Qijing 棋經) uncovered at Dunhuang, dating to the 

10th century at the latest, begins its fourth chapter by making similar cosmological associations: 

“weiqi stones are round to model Heaven; the weiqi board is square to be of the category of 

Earth. There are 3611175 ‘routes’ [i.e. points of intersection on the grid], thus the number of 

degrees of a sidereal round. 棋子圓以法天，棋局方以類地。棋有三百一十六道，故周天之

度數。”1176 And the Thirteen Chapter Classic devotes its very first chapter to the cosmological 

principles paralleled by or inherent in the weiqi board: 

The numbers of the ten thousand things all arise from one. The points of intersection on the 
board have three hundred and sixty-one. One is the master of engendering [the five phases], 
and the four corners [of the weiqi board] revolve around it. Three hundred and sixty pieces 
[represent] the number of days. [The board is] divided into four [quadrants], like the four 
seasons. Each quadrant has ninety points of intersection, which represents the days [in each 
season]. The outer layer has seventy-two points of intersection, which represents the weeks. 
There are three hundred and sixty pieces, half white and half black, modelled on yin and yang. 
The board’s lined pathways are called ping, and the spaces between them are called guai. The 
board is square and still, the pieces are round and dynamic. From ancient times until today, 
the weiqi board has never had the same final configuration. The Zuozhuan says: “Each day is 
new.” Therefore, one should think deeply and consider the essential, in order to seek the 
causes of victory and defeat, and then one may arrive at a place that has never yet been 
arrived at. 
夫萬物之數，從一而起。局之路，三百六十有一。一者，生數之主，據其極而運四方

也。三百六十，以象周天之數。分而為四，以象四時。隅各九十路，以象其日。外周

七二路，以象其候。枯棋三百六十，白黑相半，以法陰陽。局之線道，謂之枰。線道

 
1174 Dong Han wen ji 東漢文紀, compiled by Mei Dingzuo 梅鼎祚 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本), 10.189. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1175 The text has “316,” but I have emended what is certainly scribal error, since of course the 19x19 board contains 
361 points of intersection. 
 
1176 Cheng Enyuan 成恩元, Dunhuang qijing jianzheng 敦煌棋经笺证 (Chengdu 成都: Shurong qijing chubanshe 
蜀蓉棋经出版社), 308. 
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之間，謂之罫。局方而靜，棋圓而動。自古及今，弈者無同局。《傳》曰：“日日

新。”故宜用意深而存慮精，以求其勝負之由，則至其所未至矣。1177 
 
 Such connections with the cosmos were believed to be no coincidence, but the intended 

design of weiqi’s designers: the mythical sage kings. Already in the pre-Qin historical text The 

Era’s Origins (Shiben 世本) one finds the claim that Yao 堯 invented weiqi;1178 the late 3rd 

century Record of Extensive Matters (bowu zhi 博物志) explains: “Yao invented weiqi in order 

to instruct his son Dan Zhu. Some say that Shun, because of his son’s foolishness, made weiqi in 

order to teach him. 堯造圍碁，以教子丹朱。或云舜以子商均愚，故作圍碁以教之也。”1179 

This was sometimes associated specifically with military knowledge:1180 Pi Rixiu’s 皮日休 

(838–883) “Origins of Weiqi” (yuan yi 原奕) began by stating that people of his day generally 

believed that “Yao taught Dan Zhu to go on [military] campaigns, and Dan Zhu made this 

[game], which certainly has Dao in it. 堯教丹朱征，丹朱作為是。信固有其道焉。”1181 In 

other cases, gentlemen associated this origin story with Yao and Shun’s teaching an 

understanding of the cosmos, as in Yu Ji’s preface to the Yuan weiqi manual Mystery of 

Mysteries: The Classic of Weiqi (Xuan xuan qijing 玄玄棋經): 

 
1177 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (2002), 16. 
 
1178 As seen in: Zu-yan Chen, “The Art of Black and White: Wei-ch’i in Chinese Poetry,” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society, Vol. 117, No. 4 (Oct. - Dec. 1997), 643. 
 
1179 Shiwen lei ju, 42.587.  
 
1180 For example: Huan Tan claimed that “in the world there is the game of weiqi, and some say that it is of a 
common nature with military strategy. 世有圍棋之戲，或言是兵法之類也。” (Huan, Xin lun jiao zhu, 4.25); the 
opening line of Ma Rong’s 馬融 (79-166) “Rhapsody on Weiqi” (weiqi fu 圍棋賦), which notes that “Strategizing 
and observing weiqi, ah, the methods are like using troops! 略觀圍棋兮法如用兵” (Wen xuan buyi 文選補遺, 
compiled by Chen Renzi 陳仁子 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 32.558. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1181 Quan Tang wen, 798.8366. 
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In the past, Yao and Shun created weiqi in order to educate their sons. …the structure of weiqi 
possesses the square and round forms of Heaven and Earth, the principles of yin and yang’s 
movement and stillness, the order of the heavenly bodies, the machinations of change in the 
winds and clouds, the power of life in spring and death in autumn, and the inner and outer 
forces of mountains and rivers. This Dao of rising and falling, the flourishing and waning of 
human affairs, there is nothing not contained in this! Only men of attainment are able to hold 
to it through humaneness, enact it through rightness, order it through ritual, and understand it 
through wisdom. How can neglect [weiqi] for the ordinary other arts?! 
昔者，堯、舜造圍棋以教其子。。。夫棋之制也，有天地方圓之象，有陰陽動靜之

理，有星辰分佈之序，有風雷變化之機，有春秋生殺之權，有山河表裏之勢，此道之

升降，人事之盛衰，莫不寓是。惟達者為能守之以仁，行之以義，秩之以禮，明之以

智，夫烏可以尋常他藝忽之哉。1182 
 
 By creating an art possessing the principles, structure, and forces of the cosmos, the sages 

succeeded in inventing a game that could be used by “men of attainment” for the purposes of 

cultivation or roaming among the arts. Even if one did not believe that weiqi could assist in self-

cultivation, this general understanding of weiqi let it serve easily as a metaphor for anything and 

everything within the cosmos, as Song Bai 宋白 (936–1012) observed in his “Preface on Weiqi” 

(yiqi xu 弈棋序):1183 

Toss-pot, six sticks, and weiqi are all ancient: in texts, Confucius referenced them. In the case 
of weiqi, it neither adds to one’s study and cultivation nor assists in moral transformation; 
however, observing its disposition, one can use [weiqi] as a metaphor for great things: this is 
the reason the sage [Confucius] preserved it. Observing this board of mediocre wood, though 
it is small, one sees the foundations of flourishing and decay; [observing] the three hundred 
withered weiqi [stones], though they are miniscule, one knows the allotments of success and 
failure.  

 
1182 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (2002), 10-11. 
 
1183 Later, looking back upon centuries of “gentlemanly” weiqi, Li Dongyang 李東陽 (1447–1516) once cited Su 
Shi’s claim that there was pleasure to be found in weiqi whether one won or lost the match, and then added: “People 
who attain this [understanding] can participate in conversations about weiqi. Those who are good at using metaphors 
to describe the world will certainly use weiqi [to do so]; rare will be the things that do not fit [when one] uses weiqi 
to observe the world. 人之達於是者，可與言弈也。世之善喻世者，必以弈，以弈觀世，鮮有不合者也。” (Li 
Dongyang李東陽, Huai lu tang ji 懷麓堂集 [Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本], 36.330. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
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投壺博弈，皆古也。有文，仲尼所稱。弈之事，下無益於學植，上無裨於化源。然觀

其指歸，可以喻大者也，故聖人存之。觀夫散木一枰，小則小矣，於以見興亡之基；

枯棋三百，微則微矣，於以知成敗之數。1184 
 

This metaphorical understanding of weiqi was multidirectional. It could be used to 

describe the game and its gameplay, as in the countless “observing weiqi” poems that include 

references to renowned military and political events and persons from history. The middle 

section of Shao Yong’s lengthy poem includes dozens of such references;1185 Liu Yuxi described 

a weiqi board as “first thinking of piles of morning-sky stars; then seeing attacks from late-

autumn soldiers 初疑磊落曙天星，次見搏擊三秋兵;”1186 Fan Zhongyan wrote of a weiqi 

game:  

入險漢鈄危， Entering difficult terrain, the southwest direction is in danger; 
奇兵翻背水。 In a surprise tactic he turns [his troops’] backs to the river. 
勢應不可隳， The position should be impenetrable; 
關河常表裏。 The pass and the river are constantly connected.1187 

 
 The “gentlemanly” sort saw the cosmos and human affairs in their weiqi games, and saw 

weiqi games in the cosmos and human affairs. The following exchange from Northern Song 

demonstrates how weiqi served as a metaphor for understanding others: 

Xie Shizhi (1021–1097) told Liu Gongfu (c. 1023–1089): “In Wang Anshi’s understanding of 
others, he is able to understand average people and above; from average people on down, 
there are some he cannot understand, due to his nature and demeanor being only lofty.” 
Gongfu said: “You are fond of weiqi, please allow me to use weiqi as a metaphor. Li 
Chong’en is the best weiqi player Under Heaven; as for Chong’en’s opponents, he 
understands them whether they are below him severalfold or hundreds-fold: are there any 
[players] that Chong’en doesn’t understand?” [I, Lu Youren] comment: Gongfu indeed has 
the correct theory, but Shizhi’s words are not without perspicacity. 

 
1184 Song wen jian, 85.719-729. 
 
1185 See lines 72-142 of the poem as translated and annotated in Chen, “Shao Yong's (1011–77) "Great Chant on 
Observing ‘Weiqi’,” 203-207. 
 
1186 Quan Tang shi, 356.2394. 
 
1187 Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹, Fan Wenzheng gong wen ji 范文正公文集 (Sibu cong kan jing Ming fan yuan keben 四
部叢刊景明翻元刊本), 1.8. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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謝師直謂劉貢父曰：“王介甫之知人也，能知中人以上者。自中人以下，或不能知，

由其性韻獨高而然。”貢父曰：“子好奕棋，請以奕為喻。李重恩天下之善奕者也，

與重恩敵者，知之下於重恩或倍蓰或什百，重恩有不知者乎？”按：貢父固是正論，

然師直之語未為無見。1188 
 
 The connections between weiqi and cosmological principles, the sociopolitical sphere, 

and even the classical canon at times, formed a lexicon with which the “gentlemanly” sort 

discussed weiqi completely apart from the gameplay vocabulary preserved in some weiqi 

manuals and explained by Xu Xuan. This alternative discourse reflected a “gentlemanly” 

understanding of the game, distinguishing those who used it from other kinds of weiqi players 

who, instead of seeing a famous historical battle or a metaphor for human relationships, were 

focused on countering an opponent’s strategy on the board or placing a stone where it might 

become useful twenty turns later.  

In some cases, more than merely serving as metaphor, these associations between weiqi 

and abstract cosmological principles were understood to affect “gentlemanly” gameplay, as in 

the following anecdote in which Lu Xiangshan 陸象山 (1139–1193) bests a “weiqi artisan:” 

When Lu Xiangshan was young, he often sat in the Lin’an (Hangzhou) marketplace shop to 
watch weiqi; he did this for several days, [and then] the weiqi artisan said: “Sir, you come 
daily to watch [weiqi games]; you must be a ‘lofty hand!’ I hope to seek instruction from you 
[while playing] a game.”  [Lu] Xiangshan said: “Not yet.” Three days later he came to buy a 
weiqi board [on a scroll] and then returned home to hang it up. He lay down in his room and 
gazed up at it for two days, [until he] suddenly understood it and said: “This is [just like] 
calculating with the [astrological] River Diagram!” Thereupon he went to play against the 
weiqi artisan, who lost two games in a row. He thus rose and bowed, saying: “I am the best 
weiqi hand in Lin’an, and those who come to play [against me] are given a one-stone 
advantage. Now you, sir, on the contrary, give me the one-stone advantage! You are without a 
[worthy] opponent Under Heaven!” [Lu] Xiangshan smiled and left. His intelligence 
surpassed others in this way!  
陸象山少年時，常坐臨安市肆觀棊。如是者累日，棊工曰：官人日日來看，必是高

手。願求教一局。象山曰：未也。三日後却來乃買棊局一副，歸而懸之。室中臥而仰

視之者，兩日忽悟：曰此河圖數也。遂往與棋工對棋工連負二局，乃起謝曰：某是臨

 
1188 Guo Yi 郭翼, Xuelü zhai biji 雪履齋筆記 (Qing han hai ben 清函海本), 2. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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安第一手棋，凡來着者皆饒一先。今官人之棊，反饒得某一先！天下無敵手矣！象山

笑而去。其聰明過人如此。1189 
 
 Though it is not clear precisely how cosmological knowledge was used strategically on 

the board, this anecdote suggests that there could be, beyond discursive metaphors, specific ways 

in which the “gentlemanly” sort played and observed weiqi games differently from other kinds of 

players. Let us turn our attention to those now. 

 
 
“Gentlemanly” Identity Signal #2: Playing and Observing Weiqi in “Gentlemanly” Fashion 
 
Pure wine cups – elegant interest – the flavor of leisurely weiqi; cup after cup – simple and 
peaceful – playing one game after another! 
清尊雅趣閒棊味，盞盞冲和局局新。1190 
  –  Mi Shu 密璹 (Jin)  
 
 Though weiqi served as a reflection of cosmological principles and an art of the sages, it 

was not incorporated in middle period educational curricula, but instead treated as a 

complementary activity like painting or playing the qin, seen as a worthy use of free time to be 

enjoyed with high-status friends1191 and perhaps with alcohol.1192“ Leisurely weiqi” (xian qi 閑

 
1189 Luo Dajing 羅大經, He lin yu lu 鶴林玉露 (Ming keben 明刻本), 1.5. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1190 Zhongzhou ji, 5.152. 
 
1191 Given that a minimum of two players are required for weiqi, having a friend present was more of a necessity 
than for similar “gentlemanly” arts like the qin or painting. These friends are in in almost all cases a fellow 
“gentleman,” a Buddhist, or a Daoist priest; for one notable exception to this general rule, see pages 456-458 of this 
dissertation. 
 
1192 See, for example, Yuan Zhen’s 元稹 (779–831) lines: “Remove the vulgar, particularly through constant 
regulation. Latent skill will be greatly enacted. Returning to purity, I rely on alcohol; Moving to wisdom, I rely on 
weiqi. 脫俗殊常調，潛工大有為。還醇憑酎酒，運智托圍棋。” (Quan Tang shi, 405.2704.) Zhang Shou 張守 
(Northern Song) also has a poetic line beginning with “leisurely weiqi and a few drinks, recalling former days. 閒棋
小酌懷疇昔。” (Tiantai ji 天台集, compiled by Li Geng 李庚, Lin Sizang 林思蒧, and Lin Biaomin 林表民 [Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本], 
xuji 續集 1.101. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.)  
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棋) might occasionally be enjoyed by a Daoist priest or Buddhist monk, but was most commonly 

associated with the “gentlemanly” sort in poetry and paintings.1193 Weiqi had been both a leisure 

activity and a reflection of the cosmos since at least Han China, Ban Gu’s 班固 (32–92) “On the 

Aims of Weiqi” (yi zhi 弈旨) cited the Analects to express the pleasure that weiqi could offer: “It 

can go as far as exertion to the point of forgetting to eat, and enjoyment to the point of forgetting 

one’s worries. 至於發憤忘食，樂以忘憂。”1194 This sentiment was echoed centuries later in 

the title of Li Yimin’s weiqi manual: Collection for Pure Happiness and Forgetting Worries. 

Playing weiqi as a leisure activity, the “gentlemanly” sort enacted a distinct set of 

behaviors focused on obtaining pleasure and contentment while adhering to gentlemanly morals, 

aesthetic preferences, and praiseworthy mental states. Names for the game like “shade-sitting” 

(zuoyin 坐隱) and “hand-chatting” (shou tan 手談) reflect these elements, with the latter name 

referring to to the use of one’s hands to silently “speak” with the other player through the 

placement of pieces. First coined in the 4th century,1195 these labels were used by Yan Zhitui to 

characterize weiqi as an “elegant game” (yaxi 雅戲);1196 Tang Taizong wrote: “hand-chatting is a 

symbol of ancient beauty; shade-sitting is an escape to former greatness手談標昔美，坐隱逸前

 
1193 Unfortunately, few paintings of weiqi games from Tang-Yuan China are extant; one appears later in this 
subsection. The Xuanhe Catalogue of Paintings has many listed paintings of weiqi games from different eras, two of 
which specifically include “leisurely” (xian, 閒) in the title: Lu Jin 陸瑾 (10th century) and Wu Yuanyu 吳元瑜 
(Northern Song) both painted a Painting of Leisurely Weiqi at the Water Pavilion (shuige xian qi tu 水閣閒碁圖) 
(Xuanhe huapu, 11.49, 19.90). Li Junmin also wrote “On a Painting of the Four Hoaryheads Playing Weiqi 四皓奕
棋圖” (Li, Zhuang jing ji, 5.58.). I have yet to find any indication that Tang-Yuan weiqi paintings ever portrayed 
occupational weiqi players. 
 
1194 Dong Han wen ji, 10.189. 
 
1195 “Wang Zhonglang took weiqi to be ‘shade-sitting,’ while Zhigong took weiqi to be ‘hand-chatting’ 王中郎以圍
棊是坐隱，支公以圍棊為手談。” (Liu Yiqing, Shishuo xinyu, 21.163.) 
 
1196 “Weiqi is called ‘hand-chatting’ and ‘shade-sitting,’ and is quite an elegant game 圍棋有手談、坐隱之目，頗
為雅戲。” (Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.44.) 
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良;”1197 Huang Tingjian offers a similar stanza: “shade-sitting, I wonder at the joy of cliffs and 

caves; hand-chatting is better than speaking with vulgar people! 坐隱不知巖穴樂，手談勝與俗

人言！”1198  

The pleasures of this kind of weiqi were famously expressed by Su Shi in his poem 

“Observing a Weiqi [Game] 觀棋.” In his preface, Su states that he “never understood weiqi 素

不解棊,” before describing how he first became interested in the game while wandering around 

the grounds of Mount Lu’s White Crane Temple; amidst the trees and the sounds of flowing 

water he heard weiqi stones being placed on a board, and found the sound pleasing.1199 Thus: “[I] 

naturally wished to study [weiqi], but in the end [I] didn’t understand it 自爾欲學，然終不解

也.” Su concludes his preface by stating that his son surpassed his weiqi abilities, and he takes 

additional pleasure from sitting to the side and watching his son’s games.1200 He concludes his 

poem with the following stanzas: 

勝固欣然， In victory there is certainly happiness; 
敗亦可喜。 In defeat there can also be joy. 

 
1197 Tang Taizong 唐太宗, Tang Taizong quan ji jiaozhu 唐太宗全集校注, annotated by Wu Yun 吳云 (Tianjin 天
津: Tianjin guji chubanshe 天津古籍出版社, 2004), 103. 
 
1198 Huang, Shangu wai ji, 7.81. 
 
1199 Focusing on the sounds of weiqi stones as a source of pleasure is not unique to Su: Wang Yucheng praised the 
acoustics of his bamboo pavilion (zhulou 竹樓) by claiming that it was suitable for playing the qin, reciting poems, 
and it was “suitable for weiqi, with the ding-ding sounds of the stones. 宜圍棋，子聲丁丁然。” (Song wen jian, 
77.656.) Bai Juyi also focused on the sounds of weiqi in a peaceful place in a poem about two monks playing in 
nature: “Light shines through the bamboo, but no one is seen; sometimes one hears the sounds of weiqi stones 映竹
無人見, 時聞下子聲.” (Quan Tang shi, 455.3110.) 
 
1200 “I never understood weiqi. Once, while roaming by myself at Mount Lu’s White Crane Temple, I saw that the 
people inside were all resting with their doors closed; I alone heard the sounds of weiqi stones between the old pines 
and flowing waters, pleased by these [sounds], I naturally wished to study it, but in the end, I didn’t understand it. 
My son surpassed my rough ability, the magistrate Zhang Zhong daily follows him and plays, and I sit in the corner, 
all day long, yet I’m not bothered [by the passage of time]. 予素不解棊。嘗獨遊廬山白鶴觀，觀中人皆闔戶晝
寢，獨聞棊聲於古松流水之閒，意欣然喜之，自爾欲學，然終不解也。兒子過乃粗能者，儋守張中日從之

戲，予亦隅坐，竟日不以為厭也。” (Su, Su Wenzhong gong quanji, houji 後集 6.461.) 
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優哉游哉， Leisurely and carefree, 
聊復爾耳。 For the time being.1201 

 
These poetic lines stand in stark contrast to the prestige culture of occupational weiqi 

players, and the gamblers pursuing profits from the game. Su’s poem proved influential for later 

men who could portray their allegiance to these leisurely values by referencing him: Chen Mi’s 

“Observing Weiqi 觀棋” poem ends by claiming: “Weighing victory or defeat: why must one 

compare? In being happy in defeat, there's no one like Old [Su Dong]po! 錙銖勝負何湏較，喜

敗無人似老坡;”1202 in Ming, Li Dongyang李東陽 (1447–1516) wrote about Su as being just 

one of the ancients who was not “skilled at weiqi but could still obtain great pleasure from it. 不

工於弈者，乃得弈之樂為深。”1203 However, the notion that winning and losing were not so 

important is not unique to Su; Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021–1086) focused on the ephemerality of 

victory in his poem “Weiqi” (qi 棋):  

莫將戲事擾真情， Don’t for the sake of a matter of play disturb true emotions! 
且可隨緣道我贏。 It’s fine to follow fate and let the Way [determine] my victory.  
戰罷兩奩分白黑， When the battle is over, two boxes sort out the white and black [stones], 
一枰何處有虧成。 On the whole board, where then is failure or success?1204 

 
Wang acknowledges that, though winning is preferable to the alternative, in the end the 

stones go back into their boxes, and the board is as empty as it was before the game began, 

making victory or defeat a temporary state. Chen Yan 陳巖 (c. 1240–1299) seems to go one step 

 
1201 Ibid. 
 
1202 Chen, Longtu Chen gong wen ji, 4.38. 
 
1203 Su Shi was among the ancients who were not good at weiqi. He said: “In victory there is certainly happiness, but 
in defeat there can also be happiness.” From this we know that those who are not skilled at weiqi can still obtain 
great pleasure from it. 古之不善弈者曰蘇子瞻，其言曰：勝固欣然，敗亦可喜。用是知不工於弈者，乃得弈
之樂為深。(Li, Huai lu tang, 36.330.) 
 
1204 Wang, Linchuan ji, 26.131. 
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further in his poem “Axe Handle Ridge” (fu ke ling 斧柯岭), which refers to the old story of a 

woodcutting “recluse” who spent so much time in the mountains watching immortals play weiqi 

that his axe handle rotted away. For Chen, the ability to move beyond victory and defeat was 

essentially transcendent: 

偶爾觀棋忽爛柯， Chancing to watch weiqi, not noticing my rotting axe handle, 
豈知勝負是如何？ How could I know what victory or defeat is like? 
歸來笑問人間事， Returning, I laugh as I ask about the mortal realm‘s affairs, 
恰是人間勝負多。 It’s just in the mortal realm that there’s so much victory and defeat!1205 

 
This disinterest in winning, adopted as a component of “gentlemanly” identity in weiqi 

playing, was understood as a distinct phenomenon from a “gentlemanly” understanding of weiqi. 

Hu Zi 胡仔 (1110–1170) once compared the famous lines of Su Shi’s weiqi poem with a stanza 

from Liu Yuxi on how weiqi reflected the cosmos and military affairs,1206 and concluded that Liu 

was “certainly loftier at hand-chatting 必髙於手談也;” “[Su] Dongpo never understood weiqi, 

and didn’t delve into this flavor [of the game]. 蓋東坡素不解碁，不究此味也。”1207 This 

“flavor” of the game – understanding it as a sagely art and a reflection of the cosmos – is 

apparently what made men like Liu Yuxi or Lu Xiangshan good at weiqi. 

To play weiqi in a “gentlemanly” fashion also involved adherence to other moral 

standards broadly accepted as ideals in Tang-Yuan China.1208 Chapter nine of the Northern Song 

 
1205 Chen Yan 陳巖, Jiu hua shi ji九華詩集 (Minguo Song ren ji ben 民國宋人集本), 3. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1206 For a translated couplet from Liu’s poem, see page 429 of this dissertation. 
 
1207 As seen in: Shiren yu xie, 15.158.  
 
1208 Some earlier texts were less focused on morality: Ma Rong’s “Rhapsody on Weiqi” seems to condone deceit as 
an aspect of the art of war: “Luring the opponent to advance, ah, often to his grave; abandoning stones [as bait] to be 
eaten, ah, losing three soldiers to preserve seven! 誘敵先行兮往往一窒，損蹇委食兮三將七卒！” (Wenxuan 
buyi, 32.558.) The opening chapter of the Dunhuang Classic of Weiqi adopts a similar perspective: “It is like two 
generals scheming: where there is opportunity one takes it. The ancients said: ‘Do not take sincerity as an [absolute] 
good, one must be deceitful in order to be capable.’ While thinking about the Southeast, pretend to go Northwest.  
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Thirteen Chapter Classic, “On the Incorrect and the Correct” (xie zheng 斜正), sought to argue 

against the “gentlemanly” culture which interpreted weiqi as a immoral and pernicious game: 

Some say: “Weiqi takes change and deceit as its affairs, and uses ‘plunder ’and ‘kill ’as its 
terminology: how could it not be a Way of deceit?” I say: “Not so!” The Classic of Changes 
says: “The army goes forth based on regulations, otherwise it harbors ill-fortune.” Soldiers 
fundamentally do not esteem deceit; scheming words and deceitful acts are the doctrines of 
the Horizontal and Vertical [Alliance] of the Warring States. Although weiqi is a lesser Way, 
in essence it is like [the art of] war. Thus, there are numerous weiqi ranks, and those who play 
weiqi are not all the same. Those who obtain a low rank play without consideration; their 
movements are ‘change and deceit.’ Some use their hands to [cover] their positions with 
shadows; some speak and thus reveal their machinations. Those who obtain a high rank are 
different from this. They all think deeply and broadly, responding to forms [on the board] and 
using adaptation [to circumstances]. Their spirit roams within the board, and their thoughts lie 
in what comes before the stone [is placed]. They plan for victory in not [revealing] signs [of 
their plan], and defeat [the opponent’s] moves before they have [moved]. How could they be 
[the sort with] excessive false words, [or] dancing hands?! The Zuozhuan says: “Be upright 
and not treacherous.” Is this not what [I] speak of? 
或曰：“棋以變詐為務，劫殺為名，豈非詭道耶？”予曰：“不然。《易》云：‘師

出以律，否藏兇。’兵本不尚詐，謀言詭行者，乃戰國縱橫之說。棋雖小道，實與兵

合。故棋之品甚繁，而弈之者不一。得品之下者，舉無思慮，動則變詐。或用手以影

其勢，或發言以洩其機。得品之上者，則異於是。皆沉思而遠慮，因形而用權。神游

局內，意在子先。圖勝於無朕，滅行於未然。豈假言辭喋喋，手勢翩翩者哉？《傳》

曰：‘正而不譎。’其是之謂歟？”1209 
 
 The Thirteen Chapter Classic thus argues that superior weiqi gameplay is not based on 

deceit, but instead on careful thought and upright action. It places a distinct emphasis on the 

player’s cultivation and conduct of as key elements of successful weiqi play; chapter eight, for 

instance, discusses the importance of emotional states as follows, beginning with a playful 

rephrasing of the “Record of Music” line about the process of stimulus-response generating 

emotional reactions: 

 
喻兩將相謀，有便而取。古人云：“不以實心為善，還須巧詐為能.”或意在東南，或詐行西北。” (Cheng 
Enyuan, Dunhuang qijing jianzheng, 305.) 
 
1209 Yan Defu 嚴德甫 and Yan Tianzhang 晏天章, Xuan xuan qi jing 玄玄棋經 (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai wenhua 
chubanshe 上海文化出版社, 1996), 10-11. 
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When people are still, their emotions are difficult to observe; when they move in response to 
things, then one can distinguish their emotions.1210 Applying this to weiqi, victory and defeat 
can certainly be proven before they are obtained. One who holds to seriousness and 
moderation will usually win; one who changes easily and is covetous will usually lose. One 
who protects himself without competing will usually win; one who occupies himself with 
killing and has no regard [to anything else] will usually lose. Those who respond to losing by 
pondering will have their positions advance; those who win battles and are arrogant will have 
their positions lose ground. Whoever seeks his own fault and does not seek the fault of others 
will increase; he who attacks his opponent and doesn’t know of his opponents’ attacks will 
diminish. 
人生而靜，其情難見；感物而動，然後可辨。推之於棋，勝敗可得而先驗。持重而廉

者多得，輕易而貪者多喪。不爭而自保者多勝，務殺而不顧者多敗。因敗而思者，其

勢進；戰勝而驕者，其勢退。求己弊不求人之弊者，益；攻其敵而不知敵之攻己者，

損。1211 
 
 Players are advised to adhere to gentlemanly virtues of cautious and modest action; they 

are warned not to be covetous; they are advised to tend to their own flaws rather than those of 

others. This understanding is also seen in the writings of Han Yuanji 韓元吉 (1118–c. 1187), 

who used the metaphor of weiqi players in his “Discussion on the State of Wei” (Wei lun 魏論): 

In weiqi players’ placing their pieces, if their ambitions lie in their opponent they will 
certainly be confused; if their ambitions lie in themselves then they will certainly know 
clearly. Among the forms of victory and defeat, none cannot first be observed in weiqi; those 
that cannot be known can certainly [first] be observed in weiqi and then known.  
奕者之鬬棋也，志在于敵則必亂，志在于己則必審。其勝與敗之形，莫不先見而奕

者，有不能知也。必觀于奕者，而後知之。1212 
 
 The Thirteen Chapter Classic further emphasizes this in its sixth chapter, “Knowing 

Oneself” (zi zhi 自知); the general notion is that one prioritizes an understanding of one’s 

strengths and weaknesses over those of one’s opponent: 

The wise can see what has not yet sprouted; the foolish are blind to what has already 
happened. Thus, victory lies in knowing what will harm oneself and figuring out what will 

 
1210 A slight rephrasing from “responding to things and moving 感於物而動,” in: Li ji, 11.218. 
 
1211 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (1996), 9-10. 
 
1212 Han Yuanji 韓元吉, Nanjian jiayi gao 南澗甲乙稿 (Qing wuying dian zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版
叢書本), 17.223. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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benefit the other. Victory Iies in knowing what one can fight and what one cannot. … Laozi 
says: “Knowing oneself is being enlightened.” 
夫智者見於未萌，愚者暗於成事。故知己之害而圖彼之利者，勝。知可以戰不可以戰

者，勝。。。《老子》曰：“自知者明。”1213 
 
 Ironically, despite dedicating a chapter to the thirty-two key terms of weiqi gameplay, the 

Thirteen Chapter Classic doesn’t thread these terms through its other chapters to develop 

explanations of strategy or gameplay; instead, the reader mostly finds strategic platitudes and 

quotations from the classics, which collectively equate good weiqi strategy with knowing oneself 

(and one’s opponent second), cultivating oneself, and properly conducting oneself at the weiqi 

board without seeking to be deceitful or otherwise improper. Only in chapter thirteen, 

“Miscellaneous Sayings” (zashuo 雜說), does one find a handful of sentences directly relating to 

weiqi gameplay, which invoke weiqi terminology; for example: “if you encounter [your 

opponent’s] zhuo,1214 play more yue;1215 if you encounter [your opponent’s] za,1216 play more 

zhan.1217 逢綽多約，遇拶多粘。”1218 Nevertheless, even in this chapter, one continues to find 

advice on proper conduct alongside strategic advice: “Don’t speak [arrogantly] if you win, don’t 

talk [resentfully] if you lose. The noble man has an air of modesty and magnanimity; the lesser 

 
1213 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (1996), 8-9. 
 
1214 Advancing by placing stones in a diagonal line to quickly move into one’s opponent’s territory. 
 
1215 Placing one’s stone near the advancing stones of the enemy to prevent them from moving further into your 
territory. 
 
1216 Playing a piece with only one “freedom” available, meaning that it can be taken by the opponent on their next 
turn. 
 
1217 Placing a piece in the gap between two of one’s stones, thus creating a line of three stones. 
 
1218 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (1996), 14. 
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man shows anger in his countenance. 勝不言，敗不語。振廉讓之風者，君子也；起忿怒之

色者，小人也。”1219 

 Some of the gameplay wisdom in the Thirteen Chapter Classic may not reflect ideal 

strategy for victory. One of chapter thirteen’s claims is that “stones on the sides are not as good 

as in the corners, and [stones] in the corners are not as good as in the middle. 夫棋邊不如角，

角不如腹。”1220 Chapter four also notes: “A lofty [player] resides in the middle [of the board], 

an inferior [player] resides along the sides, and a middling [player] occupies the corners: this is a 

constant of weiqi players 高者在腹，下者在邊，中者占角，此棋家之常然。”1221 While there 

is certainly more territory available for capture in the middle of the board, this is not necessarily 

the best strategy, as each game may play out very differently: there are times when this will work 

to a player’s advantage, and other times when taking a corner could be more advantageous than 

continuing to fight for territory in the middle. However, the literary canon contains precedent for 

preferring the middle of the board, as Huan Tan’s New Discourses had stated that only the lowest 

of weiqi players focus on the sides and corners, implying a preference for the middle: 

The superior [player] places weiqi stones distant and sparsely, in order to encircle and thus 
attack [the opponent], producing many roads to victory. The middling [player] concentrates 
on cutting off the opponent in key locations in order to fight and seek advantages, thus 
winning and losing is uncertain, and one must calculate to be certain. The lowest [player] 
defends the sides and corners, quickly making eye-shapes in order to survive in small 
territories: however, this is certainly inferior.  

 
1219 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (1996), 15. 
 
1220 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (1996), 14. 
 
1221 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (1996), 7. I am not familiar with any weiqi player who would readily agree with 
the notion that focusing on the middle of the board is the best strategy: there are times when it will work to a 
player’s advantage, and times when taking a corner can prove more advantageous, depending on how a particular 
weiqi game plays out.  
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上者遠棋疏張置，以會圍，因而伐之，成多得道之勝。中者，則務相絕遮要，以爭便

求利，故勝負狐疑，須計數而定。下者，則守邊隅，趨作目，以自生於小地，然亦必

不如 。1222 
 
 The stated mindset with which one played a game of weiqi could also indicate a 

“gentlemanly” identity. Song Bai’s “Preface on Weiqi” treats high weiqi rank as the opposite of 

laziness:  

Don’t say one’s rank is lofty and make one’s ambitions lazy: laziness is almost lowliness. 
Don’t say that one’s position [on the board] is great and make one’s heart-mind arrogant: 
arrogance is almost weakness.  
無謂品高而怠其志，怠即將卑。無謂勢大而驕其心，驕即將羸。1223 

 
Such moral standards were considered when applying weiqi ranks to the “gentlemanly” 

sort, as revealed in the following anecdote about Wang Anshi: 

Duke Jing’s [Wang Anshi] weiqi rank was particularly low: each time he played a game 
against someone, he wouldn’t think carefully, and quickly responded with casual [moves]; 
when he realized that he was about to lose his position, he would gather [his stones from the 
board] and tell his opponent: “My original plan was to soothe my nature and forget my 
worries, but on the contrary my thinking is pained and my spirit is strained: it would be better 
to stop [playing].” He once played against Ye Zhiyuan, and in a “Poem Gifted to Zhiyuan” he 
said: “About to succeed – suddenly, disaster! Cut off – suddenly, connected!” From this we 
know that [Wang Anshi’s] weiqi [rank] wasn’t particularly high. 
荊公棋品殊下，每與人對局，未嘗致思，隨手疾應，覺其勢將敗，便斂之，謂人曰：

“本圖適性忘慮，反苦思勞神，不如且已。”與葉致遠敵手，嘗《贈致遠詩》云：

“垂成忽破壞，中斷俄連接。”是知公棋不甚高。1224 
 
 Wang Anshi displays improper conduct not only by removing his stones from the board 

when he feels the game is not going his way, but also by not paying attention to the game. He 

doesn‘t think about his moves, and in his “Poem Gifted to Zhiyuan,” he seems surprised both 

when the game goes his way and when it doesn’t. Wang is not alone in failing to live up to the 

 
1222 Huan, Huan Tan Xin lun jiao zhu, 4.25-26. 
 
1223 Song wen jian, 85.720. 
 
1224 As seen in: Shiren yu xie, 17.179. 
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lofty moral standards applied to the game of weiqi: a Southern Song collection recorded a self-

deprecating joke by Liu Yin 劉岑 (d. 1167) about his inability to hold to pure weiqi standards: 

Liu Yin, zi Jigao, reached the official status of Vice Director. In the time of Gaozong he was 
summoned to be a retainer; [but] when he had not yet attained [official status] he was 
extremely poor, and used the “Diagram of Official Promotions” as his entrée [accompanying 
a bowl of rice]. When he was starving, he would use water to wash his rice, giving it a toss 
and then raising his ladle [to drink the starchy water]: in this way he lived in purity and 
poverty. He once said: “I’ve never once done the work of a lesser man, but when playing 
weiqi I cannot but be a lesser man.” 
劉岑，字季高，官至侍郎。高宗時召從臣，未達時貧甚，用選官圖為下飯，飢時以水

沃飯，一擲舉一匙，如此苦淡。常云：不曾為小人事，下棋時未能不為小人也。1225 
 
 Acting like a “lesser man” in one’s weiqi play did not disqualify a man from successfully 

performing a “gentlemanly” identity, but was nonetheless looked down upon by at least some 

men, especially outside the context of a self-depricating joke. Such moral standards and idealized 

ways of play were also applied to weiqi observers; Xie Yingfang’s 謝應芳 (1295–1392) prose 

piece on a “Painting of Observing a Weiqi [Game]” (guanyi tu 觀奕圗) compares weiqi 

observers to officials assisting a ruler, and thus justifies how important it is for observers to be as 

mindful as the players:  

In this world, it’s said that those watching weiqi are always loftier than the gentlemen 
[playing] on opposite sides of the board. I say: Not so! Observing others’s strengths and 
weaknesses in wisdom is likewise connected to whether or not one uses their heart-mind [to 
focus] to the utmost. Now, I observe this painting of two weiqi players: their air and 
temperament are lofty and elegant, and both appear at ease in their weiqi game. Sitting beside 
them is an onlooker concentrating deeply on the weiqi board, as if his essential thought is 
“entering spirit.” Some can judge defeat or victory with a single glance, but it is not easy [for 
them] to explain it to others.1226 I’m familiar with his appearance: it is like Chen Ping [when 
he] worried about the various members of the Lü clan: living at ease, he was pondering 
deeply, and didn’t see when Mr. Lu came in and sat down. Ah! In this age, those who govern 
the state seek assistants to help at their side, making policies for [times of] peace and peril, 

 
1225 Zhang, Gui’er ji, B.20. 
 
1226 Compare this to chapter eight of the Thirteen Chapter Classic, in which one may predict victory or defeat 
through examining mental states. (Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi Jing [1996], 9-10). See also chapter two, in which the 
ability to predict who will win is based on a player’s ability to “calculate” (suan, 算). (Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi 
jing [1996], 6.) 
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calculating success or defeat – is this not using one’s heart-mind [to concentrate] like the 
weiqi observer? Holding the scroll, I sigh thrice and thus inscribe it; later observers may be 
moved by [my words]. 
世謂：觀碁者恒髙于當局之士。予曰：不然！頋其人智有優劣，亦係乎用心之至與未

至。今觀是圗寫對奕者二人，其風度閑雅，皆若聊尔于奕。坐而旁觀者一人，則注目

碁局凝然，若精思入神。或一着可以决勝負而未易語人者。熟視其状殆猶陳平患諸吕

燕居深念不見陸生入坐時也。吁！世之當國者旁求叅佐與之，策安危，計成敗，亦有

用心如觀奕者乎？撫卷三嘆因題，其末庶覧者或有感焉。 1227 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To some extent, these ideals do reflect a degree of weiqi ability: after all, deep 

concentration and an ability to predict a winner to imply a degree of understanding of weiqi 

 
1227 Xie, Gui chao gao, 18.326. 

Figure 7.1. Detail of Zhou Wenju 周文矩 (10th century), Painting of Playing Weiqi [in 
front of a] Double Screen 重屏會棋圖, handscroll, ink and color on paper, 40.3 x 
70.5cm, Palace Museum, Beijing. Image from museum website. Both the “gentlemanly” 
players and observers are portrayed as concentrating deeply on the game. 
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gameplay beyond abstract platitudes. The “gentlemanly” sort did have access to this kind of 

knowledge: even if they did not own copies of the two extant weiqi manuals with instructional 

diagrams – Collection for Pure Happiness and Forgetting Worries and Mystery of Mysteries – 

they may still have taken lessons from a “National Hand” or owned one of the many other 

manuals no longer extant. A Song expression proclaimed: “good weiqi players don’t use 

manuals, but the weiqi players of the world cannot be without manuals. 善奕者，不以譜，而天

下之奕者，不可以無譜。”1228 The Book of Sui (Sui shu 隨書),1229 New Book of Tang,1230 and 

Tao Zongyi’s Southern Village Record of Dropping the Plow (Nancun chuogeng lu 南村輟耕錄) 

all list names of no-longer extant weiqi (or xiangqi) manuals, several of which seem to have 

targeted a “gentlemanly” audience on the basis of their titles: The Collection of Understanding 

the Profound (Tong xuan ji 通玄集), The Collection of Pure and Distant (Qingyuan ji, 清逺集), 

The Expanded Collection of Understanding the Distant (Zengguang tongyuan ji 増廣通遠集), 

and so on.1231 

  However, this knowledge was not incorporated as a significant component of 

“gentlemanly” weiqi culture. Though the “gentlemanly” sort had access to the thirty-two key 

weiqi terms, they did not use them in their “Observing Weiqi” poems or their prose descriptions 

of gameplay. They had access to weiqi diagrams of games by renowned “National Hands” like 

 
1228 Qun shu hui yuan jie jiang gang 群書會元截江網 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
16.187. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1229 Titles include Weiqi Positions (qi shi 棋勢), Weiqi Methods (qi fa 棋法), and so on: Sui shu 隨書, compiled by 
Wei Zheng 魏徵 (Qing Qianlong wu ying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本), 34.531-532. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1230 The titles in the footnote above, and more, are also found in: Xin Tang shu, 59.667. 
 
1231 Listed under “qi pu 棋譜,” in: Nancun chuogeng lu, 28.224. 
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Liu Zhongfu and Sun Shen, but they never wrote about adopting the strategies or play-styles of 

these occupational players, nor did anyone compliment a fellow “gentleman” by stating that he 

played just like a Liu or a Sun. Instead, informed by an understanding of weiqi as an art of the 

sages and a reflection of the cosmos, the “gentlemanly” sort developed their own distinct ways of 

playing and observing (and talking about) the game, informed by the metaphors they associated 

with the weiqi board and the morals they espoused away from it. To play or observe weiqi in 

“gentlemanly” fashion might involve sitting quietly in a peaceful place, in a state of mindfulness, 

not trying to engage in deceit or trickery to win the game, playing to one’s own strengths and in 

accordance with one’s own ambitions instead of thinking too much about one’s opponent. Then, 

to a lesser extent, it involved specific gameplay preferences such as seeking advantages in the 

middle more than the corners of the board, trying to create large eye-shapes and straight lines of 

stones as opposed to diagonal lines, and so on. However, in this “gentlemanly” weiqi culture, 

these techniques were not used to achieve great victories; more importantly, one had to behave as 

if winning or losing was of relatively minor importance – what mattered most was how one 

played the game. 

 
 
7.3 “Gentlemanly” Identity Signals in the Culture of Disdaining Weiqi 
 

 Though many men who adhered to the wisdom and ideals of the classical canon enjoyed 

the game of weiqi, the classical canon did not. The Analects does not include weiqi among its 

“six arts” (liu yi 六藝) befitting a proper “noble man,” and mentions the game only briefly: 

[Confucius] said: People who spend the whole day eating and don’t apply their heart-minds 
are difficult! Are there not “six sticks” (liubo 六博) and weiqi players? [At least] being one of 
those is better than doing nothing!  
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子曰: “飽食終日，無所用心難矣哉！不有博弈者乎，為之猶賢乎已。”1232 
 
 Centuries of commentaries broadly agree that this was not an endorsement of the game. 

He Yan 何晏 (190–249) believed that “If one eats one’s fill and has no other work, then one will 

invariably think of doing wrong, 若飽食而無事，則必思為非法，” and if one is “able to have 

weiqi in order to aid in digestion throughout the day, that’s still better than having no other 

affairs. 能有棊奕以消食終日，則猶勝無事。”1233 Yan Zhitui cited this line to remind his 

descendants that: 

…the Sage didn’t use six sticks or weiqi to teach; however, students cannot be constantly 
focused [on their studies], and sometimes if they are tired, they might play [weiqi]: this is still 
better than eating their fill and falling asleep, or sitting upright motionless. As for the Prince 
of Wu considering [these games] to be of no benefit, he commanded Wei Zhao to discuss 
them [in “On Six Sticks and Weiqi” (boyi lun 博弈論)]. Men like Wang Xiao 王肅 (195–
265), Ge Hong 葛洪 (283–343), and Tao Kan 陶侃 (259–334) didn’t permit [themselves] 
observe or touch [the games]: this demonstrates their diligent ambitions. If [you, my 
descendants,] are able to do this, it would be excellent. 
。。。聖人不用博奕為教， 但以學者不可常精，時有疲倦，則倘為之，猶勝飽食昏
睡，兀然端坐耳。至如吳太子以為無益，命韋昭論之。王肅、葛洪、陶侃之徒，不許

目觀手執，此並勤篤之志也。能爾為佳。1234 
 

This understanding of the Analects persisted among later classicists: Yang Shi 楊時 

(1053–1135) emphasized that although such games were better than doing nothing, “six sticks 

and weiqi are not what is appropriate for a true gentleman to do 博奕，非君子之所宜為;”1235 

Xie Liangzuo 謝良左 (1059–1103) explained that “the harms of six sticks and weiqi stop at the 

 
1232 Lunyu, 9.45; Analects 17.22 (Translation adapted from Confucius, Analects, 210.)  
 
1233 Lunyu yi shu 論語義疏, compiled by Huang Kan 皇侃 (Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本), 
9.224. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1234 Yan, Yanshi jiaxun, B.44 (Chapter 19). Translation adapted from: Yan, Family Instructions for the Yan Clan and 
Other Works by Yan Zhitui (531-590s), 435. 
 
1235 Lun Meng jing yi 論孟精義, compiled by Zhu Xi 朱熹 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本), 9a.318. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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games [themselves] 博奕之害，則止於博奕而已，” whereas an unapplied heart-mind leads to 

evil.1236 Zhang Shi explained the passage as follows: 

Six sticks and weiqi are certainly not what is appropriate to do. However, is it not better to 
play those games and have one’s heart-mind focused on them than to be scattered to who 
knows what extreme? The passage may be summed up by saying that not applying one’s 
heart-mind and developing evil [ways] is to be feared. It is not to instruct people in six sticks 
and weiqi. 
博奕固非所宜為。然其為之而意專乎此，比之放越而莫知其極者，猶為愈焉？此章大

抵言，無所用心，則長惡為可畏耳。非教人以博奕也。1237 
 
 Mencius follows the Analects in associating weiqi with the focus and application of one’s 

heart-mind in a parable about two students of the “lesser art” (xiaoshu 小數) of weiqi. The first 

student is attentive to his instructor’s teachings, while the second’s heart-mind is distracted by 

the thought of going hunting: thus, the first student is to be considered superior. However, 

beyond this metaphorical usage, Mencius remains disdainful of weiqi, including it and“six sticks 

among a list of five unfilial things: 

Mencius said: “In this world there are five things that are called unfilial: the first is laziness 
with one’s four limbs and not paying attention to the care of one’s parents; the second is 
[playing] six sticks and weiqi, being fond of wine, and not paying attention to the care of 
one’s parents; the third is being fond of goods and property, being selfish with one’s wife and 
children, and not paying attention to the care of one’s parents; the fourth is following the 
desires of one’s eyes and ears, making one’s parents ashamed; the fifth is fondness for 
bravery and fighting, putting one’s parents in danger. 
孟子曰：世俗所謂不孝者五：惰其四支，不顧父母之養，一不孝也；博弈好飲酒，不

顧父母之養，二不孝也；好貨財，私妻子，不顧父母之養，三不孝也；從耳目之欲，

以為父母戮，四不孝也；好勇鬥很，以危父母，五不孝也。1238 
 
 While the “gentlemanly” culture of esteeming weiqi adopted the importance of applying 

one’s heart-mind as a praiseworthy mode of gameplay, the culture of disdaining weiqi instead 

 
1236 Ibid. 
 
1237 Zhang, Guisi Lunyu jie, 9.97. 
 
1238 Meng, Mengzi, 8.69 (4B.30). For Van Norden’s translation, see: Mencius, Mengzi, 113. 
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interpreted the game as a distraction from activities considered to be a better use of one’s 

attention, such as caring for one’s parents. While a distracted heart-mind was universally 

accepted as better than an evil one, it was nonetheless a problem for the canon and its 

commentators. Wei Zhao 韋曜 (204–273) expanded upon these harms in his essay “On Six 

Sticks and Weiqi” (boyi lun 博弈論), in which he argued that the “gentleman” ought to aspire to 

make a name for himself through meritorious deeds, diligent study of the classical canon, loyal 

service to the state, filiality, and fraternity: these ideals should be pursued without leisure or 

rest.1239 Games like weiqi were, at best, distractions from the pursuit of such ideals; at worst, they 

caused the neglect of social and political responsibilities, the degradation of trustworthiness and 

humaneness, and even the loss of the clothes off one’s back when one gambles and loses.1240 Wei 

 
1239 “Gentlemen are ashamed if they have not established meritorious acts in their times, and have not made a name 
for themselves as they approach the end of their lives. Therefore [Confucius] said: ‘Learn as if you will never catch 
up, and as if you feared losing what you already attained.’  Thus, ancient gentlemen of ambition feared that as the 
years went by, their reputations would not be established. They exerted great effort in their exercises, and from 
waking in the morning to sleeping at night, they had no leisure or rest. With the passing of years and months, they 
accumulated [learning] through their daily efforts; like Ning Yue’s diligence, and Dong Sheng’s sincerity, they 
gradually soaked in the deep pool of virtue and rightness, and perched upon the domain of Dao and the arts. 
Moreover, [even] with Xi Bo’s sagacity and Duke Ji’s talent, there were still daily labors [to be undertaken]; thus, 
the Dao of Zhou could flourish, and their names will be passed down for 100 million years. [Even they exerted 
themselves each day], how much more so ministers and commoners: can they cease [their labour]?! 蓋君子恥當年
而功不立，疾沒世而名不稱，故曰：“學如不及，猶恐失之”。是以古之志士，悼年齒之流邁，而懼名稱

之不建也。勉精厲操，晨興夜寐，不遑寧息。經之以歲月，累之以日力。若寗越之勤，董生之篤，漸漬德

義之淵，棲遲道藝之域。且以西伯之聖，姬公之才，猶有日昃待旦之勞，故能隆興周道，垂名億載。況在

臣庶，而可以已乎？ 
Observing ancient and modern gentlemen of merit and renown, [it is clear that they] all accumulated extraordinary 
steps, labored their spirit and body, broadened [their minds] and thought diligently; in daily life they didn’t neglect 
their occupations, and their difficulties didn’t change their essence. This is the reason that when Bu Shi established 
ambitions in farming and husbandry, and Huang Ba received Dao while in prison, they ended up having the good 
fortune of [obtaining] honor and renown, and therefore a reputation which does not decay. Thus, Shan Fu was 
diligent from dawn to dusk, and Wu Han didn’t leave the public gate: how could they have sojourned idly [and 
abandoned their labors]? 歷觀古今功名之士，皆有積累殊異之跡，勞神苦體，契闊勤思，平居不惰其業，窮
困不易其素。是以卜式立志於耕牧，而黃霸受道於囹圄，終有榮顯之福，以成不朽之名。故山甫勤於夙

夜，而吳漢不離公門，豈有遊惰哉？” (Wen xuan, 52.1161-1162. My translation of Wei Zhao’s essay is adapted 
from Paolo Zanon, “The Opposition of the Literati to the Game of Weiqi in Ancient China,” Asian and African 
Studies, Vol. 5, No. 1 (1996), 73-76.) 
 
1240 “Many people of the current generation do not focus on the arts of the Classics; they are fond of playing six 
sticks and weiqi, they abandon their affairs and occupations, forget to rest and to eat, and spend the whole day 
[playing board games]: when the sunlight is exhausted, they continue by lamplight. When they face the board in 
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then concludes: “supposing the gentlemen of this generation were to transfer the effort [they put 

into] six sticks and weiqi and use it to study the Classic of Poetry and the Book of Documents, 

this would be to have the ambition of [Confucius ’disciples] Yan [Hui] and Min [Sun], 假令世

士，移博弈之力用之於詩書，是有顏閔之志也，” thus “establishing [proper] merit and 

renown and keeping lowliness at a distance. 功名立而鄙賤遠矣。” His essay takes the harms of 

weiqi beyond what is described in the Analects and Mencius, noting that it can corrupt a person’s 

proper character and even lead to destitution through excessive gambling.1241 

 Centuries later, Liu Yuxi’s “On Calligraphy” (lun shu 論書) reminded his readers that 

weiqi was not among the six arts, and lamented that his contemporaries cared more about such 

board games than about the proper art of calligraphy: 

 
competition, and it is not yet decided who the stronger player is, they concentrate completely, [until] their spirits are 
confused and their bodies are weary, human affairs are damaged and not repaired, guests are neglected and not 
welcomed, and even when there is the offering of a sacrificial ox or the music of Shao and Xia, they do not have 
time [away from board games] to be present. It reaches the point that some gamble their clothes and possessions, 
and as the game progresses, their notions of honor and shame slacken, and their ruthless and angry aspect comes 
forth. Thus [the player’s] ambitions do not go beyond the game-board, and his focus does not surpass its squares. 
[But] in defeating the opponent there is no reward of enfeoffment or title, and in gaining territory [on the board] 
there is no reality of accumulating land. [The game’s] skills are not among the Six Arts, and its usefulness is not in 
governing the state. Those who establish themselves do not ascend via these arts, and those selected for office do not 
follow this Dao. If one searches for [the art or Dao of weiqi and six sticks] in the army, one will not find it in the 
rules of Sunzi or Wu Qi; if one examines [these arts] within the [broader] Dao and arts, it will not be [what is 
taught] at Confucius’s gate; if one takes’“change and deceit’ as one’s focus, then one denies the work of being loyal 
and trustworthy; if one takes 'robbing and killing’ as a [source of] renown, then one denies the meaning of 
humaneness. And in the end there is no benefit to wasting days and abandoning occupations. So, what is the 
difference between [board games] and setting up some wood to hit and some stones to throw? Moreover, in a 
gentleman’s residing at home he exerts himself to advance his cultivation; in his presence at court, he expends his 
life to render up loyalty; serving and still [finding some time to] eat dinner: how can there be free time for excessive 
indulgence in six sticks and weiqi? This being so, it is therefore establishing acts of filiality and friendship that 
manifest a reputation for uprightness and purity. 今世之人，多不務經術，好翫博弈，廢事棄業，忘寢與食，窮
日盡明，繼以脂燭。當其臨局交爭，雌雄未決，專精銳意，神迷體倦，人事曠而不脩，賓旅闕而不接，雖

有太牢之饌，韶夏之樂，不暇存也。至或賭及衣物，徙棋易行，廉恥之意弛，而忿戾之色發。然其所志不

出一枰之上，所務不過方罫之間；勝敵無封爵之賞，獲地無兼土之實。技非六藝，用非經國。立身者不階

其術，徵選者不由其道。求之於戰陣，則非孫吳之倫也；考之於道藝，則非孔氏之門也；以變詐為務，則

非忠信之事也；以劫殺為名，則非仁者之意也。而空妨日廢業，終無補益。是何異設木而擊之，置石而投

之哉！且君子之居室也，勤身以致養；其在朝也，竭命以納忠；臨事且猶旰食，而何暇博弈之足躭？夫

然，故孝友之行立，貞純之名章也。” (Wen xuan, 52.1162-1163.) 
 
1241 Wen xuan, 52.1163. 
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The Record of Rites says: "Gentlemen rely on virtue and roam among the arts." What is 
virtue? It can be called "attainment," "cleverness," and "filiality." What are the arts? Rituals, 
music, archery, charioteering, calligraphy, and calculation. This being so, then the arts reside 
in the rear of the three virtues, yet gentlemen certainly roam among them. Calligraphy resides 
above calculation as one of the six arts. The Analects says: “People who spend the whole day 
eating, and don’t apply their heart-minds, are difficult! Are there not six sticks and weiqi 
players? [At least] being one of those is better than doing nothing!” I’ve observed that among 
people nowadays, if someone slanders them by saying “your calligraphy resides in the lowest 
rank,” they will certainly smile contentedly or be arrogantly disdainful, [thus ignoring the 
insult]. If they are slandered by the words: “Your woshou-lancing and weiqi reside in the 
lowest rank,” they will certainly be red-faced with shame or have an angered countenance. 
For this reason, people dare to reproach others in the six arts, but don’t dare to reproach others 
in six sticks! Alas!!  
《禮》曰：“士依於德，遊於藝。”德者何？曰至、曰敏、曰孝之謂。藝者何？禮、
樂、射、御、書、數之謂。是則藝居三德之後，而士必遊之也；書居數之上，而六藝

之一也。《語》曰：“飽食終日，無所用心，難矣哉！不有博弈者乎？爲之猶賢乎

已。”是則博奕不得列於藝，差愈於飽食無所用心耳。吾觀今之人，適有面詆之曰：

“子書居下品矣！”其人必逌爾而笑，或謷然不屑。有詆之曰：“子握槊奕棋居下品
矣！”其人必赧顔而愧，或艴然而色。是故敢以六藝斥人，不敢以六博斥人。嗟乎！
1242 

 
 Liu Yuxi is not necessarily against the playing of weiqi, but wishes that the 

“gentlemanly” sort would instead give precedence to calligraphy as one of the six arts of the 

Analects. Pi Rixiu 皮日休 (838–883), on the other hand, wished to define the “gentlemanly” role 

through the absence of weiqi play; his essay on the “Origins of Weiqi” (yuan yi 原奕) was 

written in response to a widespread belief that the sage king Yao had invented weiqi to educate 

his son. He aimed to convince gentlemen that this could not be true, as weiqi was a harmful and 

pernicious game: 

If someone is asked about the origins of weiqi, they will say: “Yao taught Dan Zhu to go on 
military campaigns, [then] Dan Zhu made this [game], and it certainly has Dao in it.” I, 
Master Pi, say: “The art of weiqi is as follows: insofar as my opponent’s plan fails, then my 
plan excels him. Insofar as my wisdom is deficient, my opponent takes advantage of it. This is 
to do harm. Desiring to benefit the inner, I must first attack the outer; desiring to gain the 
distant, I must first attack the nearby. This is to deceive. In a winning position, if you do not 
have city walls and moats, then boiling metal will be poured on. In a losing position, if you do 
not have weapons and armor, then you will have to retreat from it. Victory not yielding to 

 
1242 Quan Tang wen, 607.6122. 
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defeat, and defeat not yielding to victory: this is struggle. Keeping this and avoiding that, 
gaining this and losing that, as with Su Qin’s vertical alliance and Chen Zhen’s lobbying 
different rulers: this is doing falsely. If this is how it is, then if you do not do harm you will be 
defeated, if you do not deceive you will perish, if you do not struggle you will fail, if you do 
not do falsely you will be confounded: this is inevitably so for weiqi. Even Yi Qiu’s 
recommendations would surely follow these words. 
問奕之原於或人，或人曰：“堯教丹朱征，丹朱作為是。信固有其道焉。”皮子曰：

“夫奕之為藝也，彼謀既失，我謀先之。我智既虧，彼智乘之。害也。欲利其內，必

先攻外。欲取其遠，必先攻近。詐也。勝之勢，不城池而金湯焉。負之勢，不兵甲而

奔北焉。勝不讓負，負不讓勝，爭也。存此免彼，得彼失此，如蘇秦之合從，陳軫之

遊說，偽也。若然者，不害則敗，不詐則亡，不爭則失，不偽則亂，是奕之必然也。

雖奕秋洊出，必用吾言焉。 
I once discussed this [as follows]: For Yao, being humane, right, in accordance with the rites, 
wise, and trustworthy was his nature, like living things’ invariably being able to use their 
hands and feet and to rely on their eyes and ears. How could [he create] a mere trifle with 
small plans and lesser wisdom used to compete over victory and defeat? In Yao’s era, the 
three Miao tribes were not pacified by Yao’s humaneness; the Miao were stubborn, and Yao’s 
soldiers flashed (their weapons) at them, like a hunter trying to kill an owl in the daytime, or a 
fisherman trying to cook the eggs of the Kun fish. Yao couldn’t bear to use soldiers, and 
commanded Shun (to solve the problem). Shun couldn’t bear to attack, and (instead) spread 
civilizing virtue. Later, there were Miao who modelled themselves on this virtue. There were 
Miao who were stubborn, but he still didn’t use soldiers: how could [Yao] have a heart of 
harming and deceitfulness, wisdom about competing and falseness, and then use the arts of 
war to teach his son to invade other states? The origins of weiqi certainly arise from the 
Warring States period, when there was a Dao of harm, deceitfulness, fighting, and falseness, 
which certainly arose from the Horizontal and Vertical alliances. Who could say that it was 
Yao [who created weiqi]?! Who could say that it was Yao?! 
嚐試論之。夫堯之有仁義禮智信，性也，如生者必能用手足任耳目者矣，豈區區出纖

謀小智以著其術用爭勝負哉？堯之世，三苗不服，以堯之仁，苗之慢，堯兵而熠之。

由羅人殺鵂留鶹，漁人烹鯤鮞者矣。堯不忍加兵，而以命舜。舜不忍伐，而敷之文

德。然後有苗格焉。以有苗之慢，尚不加兵。豈以害詐之心，爭偽之智，用於戰法，

教其子以伐國哉？則奕之始作，必起自戰國，有害詐爭偽之道，當從橫者流之作矣。

豈曰堯哉？豈曰堯哉 ？”1243 
 
 Pi argues that because of the harms which arise from conflict, and the deceitful strategies 

inherent to weiqi gameplay, it could not have been invented by a great sage king, and instead 

must have been the creation of the immoral and deceitful alliances of the Warring States period. 

 
1243 Quan Tang wen, 798.8366. My translation is adapted from Zanon, “The Opposition of the Literati to the Game 
of Weiqi in Ancient China,” 76-77. 
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Pi’s argument persisted through the centuries; in Yuan, Yu Ji’s preface to the weiqi manual 

Mystery of Mysteries began as a defense against this perspective on weiqi: 

In the past, Yao and Shun created weiqi in order to educate their sons: some people doubt this, 
thinking that with regard to [their sons] Dan Zhu and Shang Jun’s stupidity, the sages ought to 
have taught them the Dao of humaneness, rightness, ritual, and wisdom. How could they have 
made a tool of crooked leisure – an art of opportunistic trickery – which would increase their 
[sons’] stupidity? In my own unworthy view it is not so. 
昔者，堯、舜造圍棋以教其子，或者疑之，以為丹朱、商均之愚， 聖人宜教之仁義禮
智之道，豈為傲閒之具、變詐之術，以宜其愚哉？餘竊意不然。1244 
 

  Yu Ji adhered to the “gentlemanly” culture of esteeming weiqi, and wrote his preface to 

counter ongoing claims that weiqi was an “art of opportunistic trickery.” To this end, his preface 

includes an anecdote in which he sought to assure the emperor that weiqi was a noble art, 

contrary to the view of Wei Zhao, Pi Rixiu, and even Yu’s own ancestor: 

During the Tianli period (1328–1330), I once served in the Hanlin Academy as an editor in 
the Kuizhang Pavilion. When the former emperor took time away from the ten thousand 
affairs of state, he roamed and played in the arena of the myriad arts, and summoned the 
state’s famous weiqi masters to attend upon the imperial left and right, happily marveling [at 
the games]. The emperor turned to me and said, “In the past, Lu Yuan (426–479) of your own 
family once said to Emperor Mingdi of Song (r. 466–472): ‘weiqi is not something a ruler 
[should be] fond of.’ Is this truly so?” I declined [to agree], saying: “Since the sages in 
antiquity created tools with the essentials in their spirit, [therefore] there have been none that 
are not beneficial when put into practice. Thus, Confucius [said that] playing weiqi is better 
than doing nothing, and Mencius [said that] weiqi is an art which you will not master unless 
you concentrate your mind with utmost ambition.” 
余在天歷之間，常侍翰林侍讀奎章。先皇帝以萬機之暇，游衍眾藝之場，詔國師以名

弈侍御左右，幸而奇之。頋語臣集昔卿家虞愿，嘗與宋明帝言：弈非人主所好，其信

然耶。臣謝曰：自古聖人制器精義入神，非有無益之習也。故孔子以弈為為之擾賢乎

己，孟子以弈之為數為不專心致志則不得。1245 
 
 Yu has very tactfully altered the classics in making his argument, removing the word 

“lesser” (xiao 小) from the original Mencius categorization of weiqi as a “lesser art,” and 

removing the first half of the Analects passage so that the second half reads a bit more favorably. 

 
1244 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (2002), 10. 
 
1245 Yan and Yan, Xuan xuan qi jing (2002), 11-12. 
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In this respect, Mystery of Mysteries attempted to argue against the ongoing “gentlemanly” 

culture of disdaining weiqi. 

 Men who presented a “gentlemanly” identity through their contempt or dislike of weiqi 

did so to varying degrees. Zhu Xi, for instance, notes that when the Analects claimed that playing 

six sticks and weiqi was better than nothing, “this isn’t wanting [one] to open a starting-point to 

playing six sticks and weiqi – guard against such thoughts very closely! 此不欲啟博奕之端，防

慮甚密！”1246 Zhu has little to say about weiqi beyond his classical commentaries; like Mencius, 

he is content to use weiqi as a metaphor1247 but does not clearly condone playing the game. He 

praises Hu Anguo 胡安國 (1074–1138) in a “Draft Obituary” (xingzhuang lüe 行狀略) for 

abandoning the game in favor of superior pursuits: 

From the time of his youth, he already had interests surpassing the mundane. After passing the 
examinations, at the banquet of co-graduates he drank to excess; from then until the end of his 
life he was never drunk again. He had once been fond of weiqi, [but] his late mother criticized 
him saying: “Is being number one a moral achievement, in the end?” From then on he never 
again played weiqi. When he was an education official in the capital, his colleagues often 
encouraged him to purchase concubines; after doing this a few times he sighed and said, “My 
wife is devoting herself to my care 1,000 li away!” Thereupon he hastened to quiet such 
discussion, and also for the rest of his life never again purchased a concubine. 
自幼少時，巳有出塵之趣。登科後，同年宴集飲酒過量，是後終身不復醉。嘗好奕

棋，先令人責之曰：“得一第徳業竟耶？”是後不復奕。為學官京師，同僚多勸之買

妾，事既集慨然歎曰：“吾親待養千里之外。”曾是以為急遽寢其議，亦終身不復買

妾也。1248 
 
 Zhu notes that Hu’s mother criticized his interest in weiqi, as seeking to be number one – 

the point of the game according to its rules – is not a virtuous thing. Zhu associates this incident 

 
1246 Zhu, Hui’an ji, 44.925. 
 
1247 For an example of Zhu Xi using “a national hand making a move in weiqi 國手下棋一著,” see: Zhuzi yulei, 
109.1782. 
 
1248 Zhu Xi 朱熹, Yi Luo yuan yuan lu 伊洛淵源録 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 
13.92. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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with Hu’s abandonment of two other major vices: drinking to excess, and the (excessive) 

purchase of concubines. However, even Zhu was willing to slightly bend his otherwise strict 

view of weiqi as a lesser art; in his funerary inscription for Zhao Ji 趙基 (d. 1179), he notes: 

Late in life, he further obtained some leisure and comfort, and thus he did not again ask of the 
family affairs and used weiqi and wine to make himself content, dying after a long life. Alas! 
This indeed can be considered [a life] without regret.  
公晚更得閒適，因不復問家事顓，用棊酒自娯，而老夀以没。嗚呼！是亦可以無憾 
也。1249 

 
The acceptance of weiqi as a tolerable leisure activity after one has retired is also found in Zhao 

Bingwen’s funerary inscription for Left Minister (zuocheng 左丞) Zhang 張 of Jin; after his 

retirement, “he amused himself daily with weiqi and alcohol; but his heart which worried about 

the state [still] sometimes took form in his countenance. 日以棊酒自適，然憂國之心，時形于

辭色。”1250 

 For those who generally viewed weiqi as harmful but accepted others‘ enjoyment of it, its 

danger as a distraction from important matters and a degradation of moral values was tied to 

indulgence. The Supplement to the History of Tang notes that the problem of indulgence was not 

unique to weiqi: 

Among the customs of Chang’an, from the Zhenyuan period (785–805) onward, there was 
indulgence in recreation and feasting; after that, there were some people who indulged in 
calligraphy and painting, six sticks, weiqi, divination, and medicine: each [activity] had its 
own harms  
長安風俗，自貞元侈于遊宴，其後或侈于書法圖畫，或侈于博奕，或侈于卜祝，或侈

于服食，各有所蔽也。”1251  
 

 
1249 Zhu, Hui’an ji, 91.2023. 
 
1250 Zhao, Fushui ji, 12.112. 
 
1251 Li, Tangguo shibu, C.26. 
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Excessive weiqi playing was perceived as a character weakness; however, some agency 

was also granted to the game itself, whose dangerous allure to players was comparable to the 

seductive powers of fox spirits. Zhu Yu’s 朱彧 (Northern Song) Agreeable Conversations of 

Pingzhou (Pingzhou ketan 萍洲可談) explains: 

Ye Tao (1050–1110) was fond of weiqi, and [Wang Anshi] Jiefu wrote a poem to reprimand 
him, but in the end, he wasn’t willing to stop. Weiqi leads to many abandoned tasks, 
regardless of one’s noble or lowly [status]; those who are become addicted to it all lose their 
livelihoods; thus, Tang people called the weiqi board a “wooden wild fox,” saying that it 
charms and hoodwinks people like a fox [spirit].  
葉濤好弈棋，介甫作詩切責之，終不肯已。弈者多廢事，不論貴賤，嗜之率皆失業，

故唐人目棋枰為“木野狐”，言其媚惑人如狐也。1252 
 
 Wang Anshi was a weiqi player himself; for Ye’s playing to have merited reprimand 

from Wang, it must have gone pretty far.1253 Such excesses were sometimes tied to gambling, as 

in Wei Zhao’s 3rd century essay or in Wang Yi’s 王毅 (1303–1354) “Essay Encouraging Farmers 

勸農文,” which attempted to speak directly to farmers and warn them that “no one should 

 
1252 Zhu’s text goes on to note that the harms of excess also stemmed from tea drinking, as after the Xining era 
(1068-1077) tea prohibitions became increasingly strict and many people fell afoul of these regulations, leading 
people to call tea baskets “grass tigers” (cao dachong 草大蟲), “saying that they hurt people like tigers. 言其傷人如
虎也。” (Zhu Yu 朱彧. Pingzhou ketan 萍洲可談. (Beijing 北京: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局, 1985), 28. In Ming, 
Shen Defu 沈得符 (1578-1642) similarly associated the dangerous allure of weiqi with tea tasting as problems 
among Northern Song officialdom: “When Northern Song (960–1127) was flourishing, gentleman-officials indulged 
in tea tasting, and some were obsessed with ‘chatting with hands,’ thus endless [numbers of them] abandoned their 
official responsibilities and were dismissed from their positions. People of the time called tea baskets ‘grass tigers’ 
and weiqi boards ‘wooden wild foxes.’ 北宋全盛時，士大夫耽於水厄，或溺於手談，因廢職業被白簡去位者
不絶，時人因目茶籠曰草大蟲，楸枰曰木野狐。” (Shen Defu 沈得符, Wanli ye huo bian 萬曆野獲編 [Qing 
Daoguang qinian Yao shi tongzhi ba nian bu xiu ben 清道光七年姚氏刻同治八年補修本], 24.466. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) As seen in: He Yunpo 何云波, Weiqi yu Zhongguo wenhua 
圍棋與中國文化 (Beijing 北京: Ren min chu ban she 人民出版社, 2001), 112. 
 
1253 Wang Anshi actually wrote positively about weiqi in: “Using Previous Rhymes to Play: Gifted to Lecturer Ye 
Zhiyuan [Tao] 用前韻戲贈葉致遠直講;” perhaps something changed over time, causing Ye Tao to become too 
fond of weiqi from Wang’s point of view. (Wang, Linchuan ji, 2.8-9.) 
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‘study’ gambling; people who play six sticks and weiqi will certainly render their homes desolate 

and miserable. 莫學賭博.。博奕之人，家必蕭索。”1254 

A similar warning against the excesses of weiqi gambling appears in Hong Mai’s Record 

of the Listener: Fan Duanzhi 范端智 is described as a “plain-clothed” man whose brother was an 

official; Fan was known among gentleman-officials for his “weiqi rank” (qipin 棋品), and spent 

his time at Preceptor Yang’s residence playing weiqi with young concubines. He wagered a 

small sum each game, and always managed to win. But one day Preceptor Yang told him, “I’ve 

heard that your household is very poor, and these small winnings aren’t enough to manage 

affairs. I want to offer 3,000 gold coins as a wager on tomorrow’s game of weiqi with a 

concubine; if you can win, you’ll have a more comfortable life. 聞君家苦貧，小小有獲無濟於

事，吾欲捐金幣三千緡，用明日為某妾一局之資，君能取勝，立可小康。” Fan was so 

happy that he couldn’t sleep that night. The next day, the weiqi game took place, and just as Fan 

was about to win, he started overthinking his moves and made a mistake which cost him the 

game. He left empty-handed. Thus readers of this story are reminded that “one cannot take 

excessive pleasure in wealth that is not one’s lot. People who are fond of profits and forget 

rightness should reflect upon this. 非分財物，不容妄享。好利忘義之徒，可以內省也。”1255 

 For men performing “gentlemanly” identities through the disdain of weiqi as an immoral 

and damaging art, the true damages caused by weiqi gambling or excessive weiqi play were not 

 
1254 Wang demonstrates his intentions to speak directly to farmers in the opening of his essay: “My heart encourages 
farmers; this is indeed difficult [to do] with this essay. Farmers don’t understand [prose], and in vain will be 
confused! Now I write this essay with four-character lines, simple and understandable, so that all can be educated! 
予心勸農，實難其文。農人不曉，徒爾云云。今作此文，四字爲句。淺近明白，庻可開喻。” (Wang Yi 王
毅, Mune zhai wenji 木訥齋文集 [Qing Qianlong ershiba nian keben 清乾隆二十八年刻本], 2.11. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1255 Hong, Yi jian zhi zhi, H1.392. 
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so much the potential loss of money or resources, but the degradation of moral character: people 

ought not become fond of profit and forget rightness. Given the importance of these values as 

core components of “gentlemanly” identity, the disdain of weiqi for moral reasons became as 

strong a signal of “gentlemanly” identity as the enjoyment and esteem of it was for other men, 

who saw weiqi as a valuable avenue for better understanding and expressing these same morals. 

 

 

7.4 Conclusion 
 

 Unlike the fields of painting, music, medicine, divination, farming, gardening, fishing, 

and woodcutting, the signals of “gentlemanly” identity in the field of playing weiqi were 

apparently effective only for men who also possessed a variety of other signals with which to 

successfully perform their identity in different social situations. There was not a subset of 

occupational weiqi players who were categorized as “gentlemen,” even though some were 

clearly able to present themselves as “gentlemanly” and receive some benefits from doing so, 

whether in the form of employment at court as a Weiqi Attendant or in the form of obtaining 

students from noble families to teach. Nor was there any apparent anxiety over confusing the 

“gentlemanly” sort for a “weiqi artisan” or even a gambler with low social position. 

 Take, for instance, the story of Zhu Buyi 祝不疑 (Northern Song), who is temporarily 

treated like an occupational weiqi player in the following anecdote in which he plays against Liu 

Zhongfu: 

Among the gentleman-officials’ weiqi [players] of recent eras, none surpassed Zhu Buyi of 
Sanqu. At the beginning of the Shaosheng era (1094–1098), Buyi was going to take the civil 
service examinations, and when he reached the capital, a local took him to a monastery to 
watch a gathering of National Hands: [Liu] Zhongfu was among them. The crowd requested 
that Buyi and Zhongfu play a game, and Zhu asked to receive pieces. Zhongfu said: 
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“Gentleman-officials without high rank are not able to attain that: the [two] opponents should 
strive for preeminence.” He had no choice but to accept [making the] first move, and on 
reaching the end game, Buyi lost by three points. Buyi said: “This [shows] I should have 
received pieces [in advance.]” And Zhongfu replied: I’ve observed your weiqi, sir; if you 
were to distribute [pieces] in advance, I would be unable to surpass [you]; I would simply not 
[even] finish my moves. If it were like the previous game, even if five pieces could be 
yielded, how could the first move [be yielded] too?” Buyi looked down and smiled; thus they 
alternated first move with each other. After playing a few more than thirty stones, Zhongfu 
clasped his hands and said: “I dare to ask: What is your surname, Sir, and which locale [are 
you from]?” The crowd replied saying that he was Li Ziming, head official of Xinzhou. Liu 
Zhongfu said: “I, Zhongfu, though lowly in my art, have filled a vacancy in the Hanlin 
[Institute as Attandant]. Though I don’t leave the capital gates, I know the given names and 
surnames of all the famous weiqi [players] in the world. In recent years, I’ve only heard about 
Elder Zhu Buyi of Quzhou, of lofty reputation and rank; people say that this autumn he has 
received his prefecture’s recommendation to come for the examination at the Southern 
Department.” The crowd replied that this was indeed the case, [thus revealing Buyi’s 
identity.] Zhongfu sighed three times in admiration, and said: “A gentleman without false 
reputation!” Later, although he visited several times, he never spoke of weiqi again. He 
probably knew that he was no match [for Buyi], and feared earning shame as a National 
Hand. 
近世士大夫棋，無出三衢祝不疑之右者。紹聖初，不疑以計偕赴禮部試，至都為里人

拉至寺庭，觀國手棋集，仲甫在焉。眾請不疑與仲甫就局，祝請受子。仲甫曰：“士

大夫非高品不復能至此，對手且當爭先。”不得已受先，逮至終局，而不疑敗三路。

不疑曰：“此可受子矣。”仲甫曰：“吾觀官人之棋，若初分布，仲甫不能加也，但

未盡著耳。若如前局，雖五子可饒，況先手乎。”不疑俯笑，因與分先。始下三十餘

子，仲甫拱手曰：“敢率請官人姓氏與鄉里否？”眾以信州李子明長官為對。劉仲甫

曰：“仲甫賤藝，備乏翰林。雖不出國門，而天下名棋，無不知其名氏者。數年來，

獨聞衢州祝不疑先輩，名品高著，人傳今秋被州薦來試南省，若審其人，則仲甫今日

適有客集，不獲終局，當俟朝夕，親詣行館，盡藝祗應也。”眾以實對。仲甫再三嘆

服曰：“名下無虛士也。”後雖數相訪，竟不復以棋為言。蓋知不敵，恐貽國手之羞

也。1256 
 
 Though Zhu Buyi was treated like an occupational player by the crowd bringing him to 

play against Liu Zhongfu, and he even acted like an occupational player by agreeing to play 

competitively in front of an audience of more than just his friends or acquaintances, there was 

apparently never any sense that he actually was an occupational player. The narrator of the 

anecdote opens with a reminder to the reader that he is of the “gentlemanly” sort, on his way to 

 
1256 He, Chun zhu ji wen, 2.13-14. 
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take the examinations, and long before Liu Zhongfu realized who Zhu was – before their game 

even began – he had labeled Zhu a “gentleman-official.” 

 We may thus say that the signals of “gentlemanly” identity in weiqi primarily served to 

distinguish between two different cultures and their distinct perspectives on weiqi: though both 

agreed that an ideal leisure activity would complement the study of the classical canon, its moral 

ideals, and its cosmological principles, they disagreed bitterly about whether or not weiqi ought 

to qualify as one such activity. “Gentlemanly” identities, though clearly constructed in contrast 

to occupational players and gamblers with their own values and approaches to the game, were 

invoked discursively primarily to demonstrate what kind of “gentleman” one was, as opposed to 

whether or not one should be categorized as a “gentleman” at all. 

 Nonetheless, it is clear that such discursive identity markers could be used effectively in 

some circumstances by men whose livelihood was connected at least partially to playing weiqi. 

Liu Zhongfu benefited from being seen as “gentlemanly,” as this likely helped him obtain 

students from noble families; Zhang Ni and Shen Zhicai likely obtained their Weiqi Attendant 

title because, like the Painting Attendants and Qin Attendants, it was important for men close to 

the emperor and court to be able to act with propriety: the Thirteen Chapter Classic in particular 

demonstrates Zhang Ni’s familiarity with the classical canon and its moral ideals.  

In the physiognomy chapter of this dissertation, we already met Hua Renzhong, who we 

return to now because he “uses his physiognomizing and weiqi to roam among the gentry. 以相

與奕逰縉紳間。” Someone criticized him by saying: “These two [activities] are a lowly skill 

among skills and a lesser art among arts. You are a scholar: how could you have these interests?!

夫二者於工為賎工，於技為小技，子書生也，而胡此焉嗜？” And Hua responded: “You 

merely know that my arts are lesser, but don’t yet know of the wondrousness of my methods; 
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moreover, you likewise recognize that their origins lie in classicism! 子徒知吾技之小，而未知

吾法之妙也，且子亦識其所自起乎洙泗！” His words on weiqi are as follows: 

[…As for weiqi], dividing and establishing [the board] by drawing on a jing-shaped [grid], it 
was the [Yellow Emperor surnamed] Xiong that started this; [as to] the horizontal and vertical 
spaces, [his official] Cangjie completed it. The carts and the soldiers take advantage, on 
display like the Horizontal and Vertical Alliance; entering, they can defend; retreating, they 
can attack.1257 In Guanzhong was the fundamental power, and by controlling Rongyang, 
Xiang Ji was defeated; entering Luoyang and fighting, cutting off food to starve Liang: Wu 
and Chu were also lost by these means. Is this not the way of weiqi? Therefore, my weiqi, is it 
not close to this [art of war]? Attacking and being distant, this strategy is certainly prioritizing 
the middle and later the four corners,1258 focusing on the overall situation without considering 
peripheral [issues], considering important the big successes and not fighting for smaller 
victories. Using my methods one can resist enemies: not only expel enemies, but you can 
trample them! My [physiognomy and weiqi] methods’ wondrousness are like this, [yet] you 
considered them lowly and lesser: is that not strange?” The listener was startled, and said: 
“The ancient person [Cook Ding] because of his dividing up an ox obtained the methods of 
nurturing life, [Guo Tuotuo] because of planting trees obtained the methods of nurturing life. 
Now I have obtained these secrets from you, and I will treasure them, and tell them to the 
outstanding [people] of the present age! 
“。。。分立畫井，有熊始之，經野溝封，倉籙成之。車徒卒乘，羅布從衡，入可以

守，出可以徵。關中為基力，扼榮陽而項籍以亡，入洛鳴鼓，委梁絕餉，而呉楚以

䘮。此非奕法歟？故吾之奕也不邇之，攻而遠，是圖必先其中而後四隅，㩀其全勢而

偏仄弗計，要其大成而小胜勿爭。推吾之法可以御敵，不惟禦敵，可以䠞敵，吾法之

妙若此。子方賎而小之，不亦異乎 ？”聞者撫然曰：“昔之人因解牛而得養生法，因
種樹而得養人法。今吾於子獲此二訣，姑珍藏之，將以語當世之傑。”1259 

 
 Hua is fortunate in that his interlocutor has already labeled him a “scholar,” so his weiqi 

discourse does not have to do as much heavy-lifting to demonstrate his “gentlemanly” identity. 

He does, however, wield it deftly and reinforce his identity by asserting that weiqi was a creation 

of the sages (the Yellow Emperor in this case), and encompassed the abstract principles of the art 

 
1257 This is an unusual passage, as Hua is clearly using xiangqi terminology: che 車 and zu 卒 are both names of 
pieces on the board, which actually can move to retreat or attack, unlike weiqi stones which are stuck where they’re 
placed unless captured. But even though qi 棋 can sometimes refer to either weiqi or xiangqi, I have never seen a 
case of yi 奕 referring to any game but weiqi. It thus seems that Hua is applying a xiangqi strategy to weiqi, perhaps 
metaphorically.  
 
1258 Following up on the previous footnote, here we have a clear example of weiqi strategy, as opposed to xiangqi. 
 
1259 Zhen, Xishan wen ji, 28.369. 
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of war; he further claims to prioritize the center of the board in his gameplay, which is associated 

with superior players in both Huan Tan’s New Discourses and the Thirteen Chapter Classic, but 

is not necessarily a superior strategy. His words thus reflect his adherence to the “gentlemanly” 

culture of esteeming weiqi, which impresses his interlocutor and reinforces his identity to those 

present as well as to later readers of the anecdote. 

 We may thus conclude that both “gentlemanly” cultures of esteeming and disdaining 

weiqi contained identity markers sufficient at the very least to signal that a man was 

“gentlemanly” to some degree, but unlike other fields discussed in this dissertation, neither 

playing nor discussing weiqi in certain ways were interpreted as strong enough signals on their 

own to allow those who made a living through weiqi to successfully present themselves as 

“gentlemen.”  
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Conclusion  
 

 After exploring the fields of painting, music, medicine, divination, farming, gardening, 

fishing, woodcutting, and playing weiqi – and meeting many of their participants in 7th–14th 

century China – we may return to the question of what it meant to be a “gentleman” in middle 

period China. 

 The current paradigm invoked by historians of middle period China understands 

“gentlemen” as broadly constituting an elite social stratum, with members defined by the 

characteristics of examination participation, officeholding, descent from “gentlemanly” 

patrilines, study of the classical canon, avocational literary and intellectual endeavors, and 

participation in certain marriage, kinship, or friendship networks. We have, to be sure, met many 

men who regularly fit quite comfortably within the boundaries of this definition; we have also 

seen how throughout the 7th–14th centuries many such men attempted to define themselves and 

their relationship to the label “gentleman” in new ways, tied to specific discourses and modes of 

engagement with a variety of arts and leisure activities. Alongside them, we have met men in 

much lower social positions, described as possessing few to none of the characteristics modern 

scholars associate with “gentlemen” as an elite stratum, who were nonetheless categorized as 

“gentlemen” by some contemporaries just as readily and willingly as high-ranking officials were. 

And we have also met men – “artisans,” “entertainers,” “physiognomists,” Buddhists, Weiqi 

Attendants, and so on – who successfully demonstrated possession of “gentlemanly” 

characteristics and conduct, but who ultimately were not categorized as “gentlemen” by those 

who wrote about their demonstration of these attributes.  

Approaching the issue from the perspective of identity theory can provide us with the 

necessary tools to understand why and how men with shockingly different levels of wealth, 
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power, and prestige were nonetheless understood to be “gentlemen” by at least some 

contemporaries. Identity theory allows us first to recognize certain norms and predictable 

patterns of behavior as constituting archetypal “gentlemanly” social roles that men could occupy, 

act out, and internalize, while also acknowledging that the meanings associated with those roles 

were only one part of a broader process of identity construction and performance. This broader 

process included many signals for demonstrating belonging to certain “gentlemanly” 

communities (who defined themselves in different ways), and even unique characteristics that 

individuals associated with the social label applied to themselves or others. These repertories of 

meanings, developed and enacted by individuals and groups through reference to the past and 

through comparison or contrast with other contemporaneous social groups and categories, served 

as building blocks in the construction and performance of “gentlemanly” identities in 7th–14th 

century China. The successful performance of a “gentlemanly” identity was rewarded with 

varying degrees of social esteem, social approval, and acceptance as a member of a community 

with shared values, as well as validation of one’s sense of self and place in society; for 

occupational practitioners of certain arts, it could further grant access to new clients and patrons 

whose various forms of remuneration supported their livelihood. 

 The paradigmatic understanding of “gentlemen” as an elite social stratum, viewed 

through the lens of Bourdieu’s forms of capital,1260 associates being a “gentleman” in these 

centuries most strongly with social and cultural capital: social capital held through marriage, 

kinship, and friendship networks; cultural capital accrued through education in the classical 

canon, participation in the civil service examination system, or through demonstrated 

 
1260 See: Pierre Bourdieu, Forms of Capital, Vol. 3, Lectures at the Collège de France, 1983-84, edited by Patrick 
Champagne and Julien Duval with the collaboration of Franck Poupeu and Marie-Christine Revière, translated by 
Peter Collier (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2021). 
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engagement in literary or intellectual endeavors. However, if one focuses instead on the 

performance of “gentlemanly” identities in a variety of social situations, the most essential form 

of capital appears to be the one which is also the least discussed: symbolic capital. The 

representations of “gentlemanly” values or forms of knowledge, whether through language (i.e. 

discourse), physical objects (e.g. clothing), or demonstrated modes of engagement in different 

fields (e.g. the way one practices physiognomy or plays weiqi), served as symbols of 

“gentlemanly” identity perceived positively by others, including (and perhaps especially) a 

majority of men occupying the elite stratum of middle period society. And in contrast, symbolic 

properties associated with categories like “artisan” or “vulgar physician,” discussed at length 

throughout this dissertation, were stigmatized and discriminated against. 

 In the overall calculus of positive and negative dimensions, a man in a fishing boat may 

be categorized as a “recluse” before ever even opening his mouth to speak, in an almost magical 

way; an itinerant portrait painter might be labeled a “painting gentleman” for a perceived ability 

to convey metaphysical elements in his work; a marketplace physician may be accepted as a 

“gentleman” by demonstrating a disinterest in profit. Insofar as symbolic capital is recognized as 

a form of authority or competence in certain fields of action, for occupational practitioners of 

painting, music, medicine, divination, and to a lesser extent weiqi, it was fungible: exchangeable 

for economic capital for services subsequently rendered, for social capital through the building of 

weak or strong ties with clients, and for cultural capital when such men were granted access to 

education or the examination system. Each chapter of this dissertation has highlighted various 

examples of men who, though clearly remaining in low social positions, are nonetheless viewed 

and treated differently for their successful performance of a “gentlemanly” identity, or 

denigrated for failing to live up to such standards. 
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 The variables involved in determining how best to categorize someone increased in 

number over the course of the 7th–14th centuries, as the social world experienced significant 

developments which motivated the expansion of accepted signals of “gentlemanly” identity. 

There was an increasing degree of urbanization, bringing different categories of people closer 

together and creating both communication and conflict. The expansion of government schools 

and private academies made education more available than it had been. Middle period China 

witnessed a diversification of both culture and economy (and a related increase in the division of 

labor), as more social categories and ways of being emerged; in the process, society fractured 

into more and more subgroups. We have seen how the “fourfold people” classification scheme 

was invoked as a conservative lament, reacting to an increasingly complex social world, and 

wishing for the utopian ideal of four segregated social categories.1261 

 The expansion of the repertory of “gentlemanly” identity signals thus occurred alongside 

a series of macro-level social changes, shaping a society in which it was increasingly difficult for 

people to categorize each other. The “fourfold people” scheme insisted that the “gentlemanly” 

sort were reading while the “farmers” were farming, but Hu Yin 胡寅 (1098–1156) reported that 

in Jianning, “five or six out of every ten households read and farm. 讀且耕者，十家而五

六，”1262 without labeling what kind of households these were. Ye Mengde described a state of 

affairs in Raozhou in which even the “vulgar sorts” were able to teach the classics to their 

children:  

In Raozhou, since the end of the Yuanfeng era (1085), when Zhu Tianxi passed the child 
prodigy examinations and obtained office, the vulgar sorts all competed to admire him. No 

 
1261 This classification scheme was discussed on pages 30-34 of this dissertation. 
 
1262 Hu Yin 胡寅, Feiran ji 斐然集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本), 21.276. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
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matter the child, all were made roughly able to recite texts, and from five or six years old 
were subsequently taught the Five Classics. By sitting them in wicker baskets suspended from 
treetops, they cut off their looking and listening (i.e. left them nothing to do but study). Their 
teachers determined prices in advance – how much it would cost to complete one classic – 
and worked them hard night and day. The [child prodigy] examination has not been used for 
some time, though it was somewhat revived after the Zhenghe era (1118), thus people 
occasionally passed it. People say that Raozhou produced a child prodigy, but among children 
who did not have his nature, there were those overworked to the point of death: many more 
than actually passed [the exam]. 
饒州自元豐末，朱天錫以神童得官，俚俗爭慕之。小兒不問如何，粗能唸書，自五六

歲即以次教之五經。以竹籃坐之木杪，絕其視聽。教者預為價，終一經償錢若干，晝

夜苦之。中間此科久廢，政和後稍复，於是亦有偶中者。流俗因言饒州出神童，然兒

非其質，苦之以至死者，蓋多於中也。1263 
 
 Examples like these demonstrate that economic capital allowed for families from a 

variety of social backgrounds to provide their children with the necessary educational resources 

to present oneself as “gentlemanly.” While this was undoubtedly threatening to some men who 

wished to maintain a strong symbolic boundary between “gentlemanly” communities and 

everyone else, there was also a newfound acceptance of upward social mobility in Song, as in 

Ouyang Xiu’s examination essay which emphasized that the purpose of the examinations was to 

obtain “gentlemen” of “talent” and proper “conduct” regardless of social background.1264 

Symbolic capital, in the form of demonstrated “talent” and “conduct,” could get one’s foot in the 

door; the examination system in Song was largely open to any man who could be vouched for as 

“gentlemanly,” usually by a “gentlemanly” teacher, a local official, or a “family guarantee 

certificate” (jiabaozhuang 家保狀) attesting to the family’s collective “gentlemanly” identity. As 

an institution, the examinations were therefore responsible for confirming a categorization made 

by a man already respected as a “gentleman,” as opposed to conferring the “gentlemanly” 

category upon only those who pass. 

 
1263 Ye, Bishu lu hua, A.28. 
 
1264 As discussed on page 34 of this dissertation. 
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 Outside the context of examinations, symbolic capital remained essential in allowing men 

in lower social positions the potential for mobility into a new “gentlemanly” social role, as in Shi 

Decao’s 施德操 (12th century) description of Zhang Sishu’s 張思叔 (c. 1071–c. 1108) process of 

becoming “gentlemanly:” 

Zhang Sishu is a lofty disciple of Cheng Yi. He was originally a wineseller, and he was fond 
of composing poems; although he arranged common words in composing them, they would 
always have fine principle [in them]. Xie Xiandao saw his poems and thought them unusual, 
thus he summoned him and met with him. Upon his arrival, his eyebrows and forehead were 
[seen to be] out of the ordinary, and Xiandao asked him: “Why don’t you read books?” Sishu 
replied: “I am a lowly person, how could I dare to read books?” Xiandao said: “In reading 
books everyone has their allotted [fate]; looking at your eyebrows and forehead, you seem 
like someone [who could be] on my path.” Sishu thus asked: “What should I read?” Xiandao 
said: “Read the Analects.” Thereupon he returned home, bought the Analects, and read it; 
after reading it he saw Xiandao [again] and said: “I’ve read the Analects… now what?” 
[Xiandao] said: “Go see Master Cheng [Yi].” Sishu said: “What class of person am I, to dare 
to visit the gate of Master Cheng?” Xiandao said: “The disciples approaching the Master’s 
gate aren’t [judged as] noble or lowly, high or low: if they merely have ambitions for 
learning, he accepts them.” 
張思叔，伊川高弟也。本一酒家保，喜為詩，雖拾俗語為之，往往有理致。謝顯道見

其詩而異之，遂召其人與相見。至則眉宇果不凡，顯道即謂之曰：“何不讀書去？”

思叔曰：“某下賤人，何敢讀書？”顯道曰：“讀書人人有分，觀子眉宇，當是吾道

中人。”思叔遂問曰：“讀何書？”曰：“讀《論語》。”遂歸買《論語》讀之，讀

畢乃見顯道曰：“某讀《論語》畢，奈何？”曰：“見程先生。”思叔曰：“某何等

人，敢造程先生門！”顯道曰：“弟往先生之門無貴賤高下，但有志於學者即受之

耳。”1265 
 
 Xie Xiandao does not categorize Zhang Sishu as a “gentleman,” but his knack for poetry 

adhering to certain norms and something about his eyebrows and forehead were interpreted as 

“gentlemanly” attributes; Xie thus aided Zhang in exchanging this symbolic capital for cultural 

and social capital, leading to Zhang becoming Cheng Yi’s disciple at thirty years of age.1266 

 
1265 Shi Decao 施德操, Bei chuang zhi guo lu 北窗炙輠録 (Qing ke qi jin zhai congshu ben 清刻奇晋齋叢書本) 
A.9. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1266 “Zhang Sishu at 30 years old met Cheng Yi 張思叔三十歲方見伊川.” (Cheng and Cheng, Er Cheng wai shu, 
12.48.) 
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Other texts are less direct about Zhang’s early life; Wang Pin 王蘋 (1082–1153) merely 

wrote:  

Zhang Sishu’s family were farmers in Shou’an for generations. Sishu from a young age was 
already unhappy as the son of a farming family. He changed his occupation three times, and 
then started to roam the schools.  
張思叔，世為夀安農夫。思叔自幼已不樂為農家子。凡三易業，始遊庠序。1267 

 
  When men of low social position like Zhang Sishu succeeded in joining a “gentlemanly” 

community, details about their background or original livelihood were often omitted from 

biographical writings thereafter, unless they came from “farming” families, as “farmers” were 

respected as the foundation of the state. As a result, we cannot know the full extent to which men 

previously labelled “artisan” successfully occupied a “gentlemanly” role, though examples 

scattered throughout this dissertation reveal that this did occur. Ouyang Shoudao 歐陽守道 

(1208–1272), reflecting upon this, lamented: 

In the past gentlemen emerged from among the farmers, [and] the qi and customs of farmers 
were pure and honest; later gentlemen came miscellaneously from among artisans, merchants, 
and different categories, even going so low as to have come from petty clerks and vagrants.  
古之士由農出，農之氣習淳良，後之士雜出於工商異類矣，又降而下有出於吏胥游末

矣。1268 
 
 Even for some “gentlemanly” sorts that were more accepting of men previously placed in 

“non-gentlemanly” categories, there was a sense that it would be better not to discuss their “non-

gentlemanly” pasts – at least, not in writing intended for posterity. An anecdote about Hu Dan 胡

旦 (955–1034) reveals how the “gentlemanly” sort grappled with the issue of writing the 

biographies of such men: 

 
1267 Wang Pin 王蘋, Wang Zhuozuo ji 王著作集 (Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本), 2.10. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1268 Ouyang, Xuan zhai wen ji, 5.33. 
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Hu Dan’s writing was precise and beautiful, and was praised by all in his time. In his later 
years he suffered an eye illness, and closed his gates to live in leisure. One day, the 
Historiography Institute shared comments they had written for a noble person’s biography – 
this person was [previously] lowly and had once worked as a butcher of pigs. The 
Historiography Institute thought that if they hid this [and didn’t write it] then it wouldn’t be 
an accurate record, and if they did write it, it would be difficult to put into words. An official 
met with [Hu] Dan, who said: “Why not say, ‘As a youth he once held a knife in order to 
carve,’ which demonstrates his ambitions for governing all under heaven.” All sighed in 
admiration. 
胡旦文辭敏麗，見推一時。晚年病目，閉門閑居。一日，史館共議作一貴侯傳，其人

少賤，嘗屠豕豬。史官以為諱之即非實錄，書之即難為辭。相與見旦，旦曰：“何不

曰某少嘗操刀以割，示有宰天下之志。”莫不嘆服。1269 
 
 Hu Dan’s clever use of a phrase from the Zuozhuan, in which “holding a knife in order to 

carve” meant acting decisively with regard to government affairs,1270 ultimately does not appear 

in the final draft of any official history, so we do not know who it was that formerly worked as a 

butcher of pigs. We do know, at least, that more men successfully transitioned into an archetypal 

“gentlemanly” social role and identity than extant texts will ever tell us. 

 We also know that many men of “gentlemanly” family background sought alternative 

livelihoods, which placed them at risk of losing their “gentlemanly” identities and the various 

resources associated with its successful performance. Lu You’s family instructions had declared 

that if one could not be a “gentleman,” one should instead be a “farmer;”1271 Chen Xiang 陳襄 

(1017–1080) wrote about families split between these social categories: 

In this generation, Pucheng is understood to be a difficult place to govern, as there are many 
great clans residing there. Those who are employed [as officials] at court number many 
hundreds, and those who marry in [to the families] on the path to officialdom are twice as 
many. Among their sons and younger brothers, I don’t know how many become gentlemen 
and how many become farmers.  

 
1269 Wang, Shengshui yan tan lu, 4.19. 
 
1270 For the origin of the phrase, see: Chunqiu zuozhuan du zhu, 19.369 (31st year of Duke Xiang). 
 
1271 As described on page 35 of this dissertation. 
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世以浦城為難治者，數大族在焉。其仕於朝者累百，而姻婭在宦途者倍之。子弟為士

為農，不知其數也。1272 
 
 Farming, of course, was respected as a pure, rustic livelihood, which served as the 

foundation of the state; the categories “merchant” and “artisan” were less respected in traditional 

discourse. Yet, You Jiuyan 游九言 (1142–1206) was surprisingly willing to describe his 

extended family as occupying these roles: 

Although no one would wait before seeking meritorious achievement, among the branches of 
my clan spread in the four directions, those who study certainly all esteem [and enact] the 
conduct of noble gentlemen. Those who are farmers, “arts workers” (yi 藝), or merchants, are 
all good people. 
雖然功業固無待求也，使吾宗人散居四方，其從學也，皆慕為士君子之行。其農耕藝

賈也，皆為善人。1273 
 

This complicated social world thus engendered considerable anxieties among men who 

wished to be accepted as “gentlemen” while engaging in actions and activities – occupationally 

or avocationally – that were traditionally associated with social categories that they continued to 

perceive as inferior, if not outright deride and disdain. Each new social situation or interaction 

required new calculations about the identity of different participants; throughout this dissertation, 

we have not seen certainty about “gentlemanly” identity and its adherents, but rather doubt and 

disagreement. Memorials remonstrating against certain men from “non-gentlemanly” arts 

backgrounds advancing “too far” at court reveal that other “gentlemanly” groups were clearly 

supporting the advancement of these men; texts gifted to occupational arts practitioners attesting 

to their “gentlemanly” identities can be read as responses to a background chorus of voices 

doubting or denying that such men qualified as “gentlemen” – thus the need to vouch for them. 

 
1272 Chen Xiang 陳襄, Gu ling ji 古靈集 (Song keben 宋刻本), 25.179. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
1273 You Jiuyan 游九言, Mo zhai yi gao 默齋遺稿 (Minguo Song ren ji ben 民國宋人集本), B.12. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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There was even a degree of contention (and therefore anxiety) among men firmly 

enmeshed in the elite social stratum, who nonetheless became a little too good in their field – a 

little too close to an occupational specialist’s facility – and might be misconstrued as “artisans” 

or mistreated as a result. No one was perfectly safe and secure in their possession and 

presentation of a “gentlemanly” identity, though some cases were clearly more debatable than 

others. 

There were stakes involved which made this debate worth having: whether one engaged 

in the arts as a leisurely form of self-expression or as a livelihood, one was still involved to some 

degree in a competition for limited resources within the field, ranging from money to prestige. A 

concentration of various forms of capital in the hands of a predominantly “gentlemanly” elite 

social stratum meant that various resources were more readily available to men who were able to 

appeal to this social stratum by demonstrating adherence to its ideals, values, and tastes.  

This motivated the emergence of many new signals and strategies for presenting 

“gentlemanly” identities (or, at least, “gentlemanly” attributes) over the course of 7th–14th 

century China; we have seen how many of these signals were constructed directly in opposition 

to the archetypal symbolic properties associated with other social categories or roles like 

“artisan.” These new identity signals both created and reflected a newly blossoming form of 

social snobbery, in which the “gentlemanly” sort began to construct identities for themselves in 

fields of action shared by social categories they disrespected and denigrated. 

 

The Discourse of “Gentlemanly” Expertise 

  Prior to the 7th century, if a man presenting as “gentlemanly” were ever to compare 

himself to an “artisan,” it would almost certainly be in the context of what he did, as in the 
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“fourfold people” classification scheme. But around the 9th–13th centuries in particular, this 

began to change, as men became increasingly interested (or at least more vocal about their 

interest) in a variety of arts, and also began more actively to contrast their own practice and 

appreciation of these arts with the practice and (ostensibly cruder) appreciation of which 

“artisans” and other men in low social positions were capable. In the process, they expanded the 

repertory of “gentlemanly” identity signals, distinguishing themselves and others not by what 

they did, but by how they did it. However, they did not simply stop there, articulating 

“gentlemanly” practices as different but equally good; they claimed that their practices were 

better, and based these claims on specific understandings of what constituted “better.” In doing 

so, they created a new discourse of social snobbery, redefining what it meant to possess and 

present a “gentlemanly” identity. 

 From a Foucauldian perspective, this might best be described as the result of a process of 

problematizing these various fields of action and, through the process of formulating and 

articulating ideals and issues within these fields, consciously and unconsciously determining 

what constituted expertise.1274 The “gentlemanly” sort interpreted these various fields through 

the lens of classicism, through specific norms and moral codes, and with stated preferences for 

certain artistic tastes; thus they claimed expertise over the fields of painting, music, medicine, 

divination, and to a lesser extent weiqi through their social authority, ethical values, aesthetic 

judgments, cultural norms, and abstract knowledge about the workings of the cosmos and the 

ineffable “Way” (Dao 道). The discourse of “gentlemanly” expertise, commonly seen in the 

writings of those who engaged in the arts as leisure activities, became a tool for claiming 

superiority over “artisans” and asserting one’s “gentlemanly” identity through those claims. Men 

 
1274 Michel Foucault, “Polemics, Politics and Problemizations,” in The Foucault Reader, edited by Paul Rabinow 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), 388-390.  
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deemed to lack “gentlemanly” expertise were categorically derided for their lack of classicist 

morals or understandings; for values deemed vulgar (e.g. earning a profit); for artistic processes 

failing to account for abstruse understandings of the cosmos; for focusing on superficial beauty 

or ornamentation and lacking “virtue,” “spirit,” “resonance,” “purity,” “loftiness,” and so on.  

The pages of this dissertation are populated not only by cultural heroes who legitimized 

“gentlemanly” participation in various fields traditionally understood to be the domains of 

ostensibly inferior social categories, but also by cultural entrepreneurs who offered new and 

influential opinions on proper “gentlemanly” engagement in them, from Sun Simiao in medicine 

to Zhang Yanyuan in painting. Perhaps the greatest tastemaker of them all was Su Shi, whose 

arguments and perspectives on just about everything were taken by many as authoritative, 

whether as the final word on a subject or as a foundational claim with which to disagree. Su was 

clearly responsible for popularizing (and possibly coining) the label “gentlemanly painting” in 

contrast to the work of “artisan painters;” he expanded the range of acceptable ci-lyric poetic 

styles by incorporating shi-poem techniques and more masculine-coded themes and 

phrasings;1275 his famously tall hat was mimicked by many;1276 his pharmaceutical writing was 

known (and criticized) by other medical practitioners;1277 his fondness for the Huangzhou 

practice of slowly cooking cheap cuts of pork is forever enshrined as “Dongpo Pork” (dongpo 

rou 東坡肉).1278 His influence was such that Shen Zouzhe 沈作喆 (jinshi 1135) feared that Su 

 
1275 Lap Lam, “Elevation and Expurgation: Elite Strategies in Enhancing the Reputation of Ci,” Chinese Literature: 
Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR), Vol. 24 (Dec. 2002), 16-17. 
 
1276 For an example, see footnote 509 on page 196 of this dissertation. 
 
1277 Leung, “Medical Learning from the Song to the Ming,” 377. 
 
1278 See the classic “Ode to Pork” (zhurou song 豬肉頌) in: Su, Su Wenzhong gong quan ji, xuji 10.1261. 
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Shi’s half-baked justification for eating-chickens-while-Buddhist1279 was causing people to kill 

unnecessarily;1280 Xue Jixuan credited his understanding of proper music to a conversation with 

Su Shi that he had in a dream.1281 

We may therefore say that the flourishing of this new form of social snobbery was the 

result of both a series of social changes and the influence of individual discourse producers and 

cultural entrepreneurs; the discourse of “gentlemanly” expertise solidified in meso-level 

“gentlemanly” communities affected by both macro- and micro-level forces. We have seen that 

different individuals and communities adopted this discourse to varying degrees. Some men 

chose never to learn an art, and others abandoned their art after experiencing humiliation or 

shame; but by the 12th–14th centuries, most “gentlemen” engaging in the arts could readily 

invoke this discourse to maintain their “gentlemanly” identities through their arts. 

The discourse was somewhat circular in nature: the “gentlemanly” sort was identified 

through certain modes of engagement with the arts, and certain modes of engagement with the 

arts identified a man as the “gentlemanly” sort. As a result, the identity signals constituting the 

discourse simultaneously tightened the symbolic boundaries of social distinction between 

 
1279 “[Su] Dongpo studied Buddhism, but he was gluttonous and could not avoid meat. In Huizhou, he was killing 
chickens night and day. He found their flavor pleasant, but further worried that this was a sin; thus, every month he 
would turn for two days to [Buddhist] scriptures, to ‘save’ the chickens he had killed that month. His comment [on 
this practice] was: ‘In this world there are no chickens that cannot be killed; without exception, they all die 
[eventually].’ 東坡學佛，而口饞不能戒肉。至惠州，尤終日殺鷄。旣甘其味，又虞致罪。故每月爲轉兩日
經，救㧞當月所殺鷄命。其疏云：世無不殺之鷄，均爲一死。” The implication is that it is better for a chicken 
to die and have a guilt-ridden Su Shi pray for their salvation, than it is for a chicken to die without any form of 
Buddhist rite or prayer. The full anecdote is only extant in a Ming source, but the following footnote demonstrates 
that it was certainly known in Song times as well. (Yuan Zhongdao 袁中道, Kexue zhai ji 珂雪齋集 [Ming Wanli si 
shi liu nian keben 明萬曆四十六年刻本], qian ji 前集 20.383. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0.) 
 
1280 “[Su] Dongpo said: “In this world there are no chickens which cannot be killed.” This phrase is excessive. It 
causes an idiotic and vulgar fondness for killing, taking the desire for delicious food as a pretext for much killing! 東
坡云：“世無不殺之雞，”斯言過矣。使愚俗之嗜殺，以縱口腹之欲者，藉此而多殺。” (Shen, Yu jian, 
7.34.) 
 
1281 See page 171 of this dissertation, and the additional context in footnote 450 on the same page. 
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“gentlemanly” sorts and others participating in these same arts and activities, and provided new 

avenues for a broader spectrum of men to successfully demonstrate “gentlemanly” identities. A 

man of low social position in the 7th century or earlier, whose livelihood was earned through 

painting, playing the qin, practicing divination, and so on, would have had few avenues of 

successfully performing a “gentlemanly” identity: in select cases he might be interpreted as a 

“recluse,” but for the most part he would be classified as an “artisan” or some other “non-

gentlemanly” category. Ironically, the snobbish discourse of “gentlemanly” expertise actually 

made it possible for more people earning a livelihood in various arts to be accepted as 

“gentlemen,” by connecting symbolic capital to the demonstration or depiction of a broader 

number of practices. 

Thus, over the course of middle period China, the discourse of “gentlemanly” expertise 

became one of the forces expanding the patterns of behavior associated with the archetypal 

“recluse” social role; from the 12th century onward, it served as a valuable tool for legitimizing 

new kinds of “gentlemen” like the “classicist physician,” “qin gentleman,” and “painting 

gentleman.” By serving both as a tool for sharpening discerning eyes and as a signal for those 

eyes to recognize, it not only helped fashion a “gentlemanly” clientele that actively sought the 

ostensibly-superior artistic products, medical treatments, divinations, and so on, of men like 

themselves, but also gave producers and practitioners a means of successfully demonstrating 

“gentlemanly” identities to these clients and communities.  

 This discourse most prominently appeared within the fields of painting, music, medicine, 

and divination; we saw it also to a lesser degree in the context of playing weiqi. We have 

additionally seen “gentlemanly” expertise manifest in an altered form within the field of farming, 

as farming knowledge drawn from the classical canon was not meant to remain exclusive to the 
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“gentlemanly” sort; “gentlemanly” fishermen and woodcutters are similarly described as having 

a certain kind of expertise, in the form of their ostensibly-distinct ability to appreciate a rustic 

life. We may thus say that many of the identity signals granted symbolic capital through the 

discourse of “gentlemanly” expertise were transcontextual, applicable across multiple fields of 

action, including some not discussed in this dissertation. For an extreme example, we may look 

to the field of sculpting, in which “gentlemanly” participation is apparently so rare that I have yet 

to encounter a work of scholarship that even entertains the possibility that the “gentlemanly” sort 

in middle period China would ever personally sculpt something. But when someone like Wang 

Runqing 王潤卿 (Southern Song) does turn to occupational sculpting, he can nonetheless 

maintain a “gentlemanly” identity through the same sorts of identity markers seen throughout 

this dissertation, here expressed judiciously by Jia Xuanweng in a text titled “On an Image of 

Confucius Sculpted from Clay 塑夫子像説:” 

Hejian is a county of ancient culture and relics. Those who are gentlemen [there] assiduously 
cultivate themselves and do not seek renown, often secluding [themselves] among farmers, 
artisans, and merchants. During the day they manage their work, and during the night they 
study books and histories; if they have free time then they gather together to instruct [each 
other], and therefore their qi and appearance [i.e. inner and outer] are amiable and they 
possess the airs of classicists. Wang Runqing is one such person. Runqing is skilled in 
sculpting; his art is the best in Heshuo. In Ying[zhou 州], Bao[ding 定], Qing[he 河], and 
Cang[zhou 州] prefectures and in large counties, when there were new schools established 
and [they] needed an image to be made of our sagely ancestor (i.e. Confucius), [they] would 
invariably get Runqing to do it, and gentlemanly opinion would thus be satisfied. [This is 
because] his ambitions and concerns are upright and prudent, so he was thought of highly by 
others; he is different from the vulgar artisans hastening eagerly after profit. 
河間，古文物郡。為士者，篤意内修，不求聞達，往往隱於農工商賈之間。晝治其

業，夜課書史，暇則相與聚而講習，故其氣象藹然，有儒生之風。王潤卿其人也。潤

卿工於塑藝冠河朔。瀛保清滄大州鉅邑，有興學校，像吾先聖賢者必得潤卿為之。士

論乃愜。盖其志慮端慤有以取重於人異乎俗工汲汲趨利者矣。 
I have observed Buddhist and Daoist temples, with tall and magnificent ridgepoles and rooms, 
and brilliant gold and jade; the woodworkers managed their craft, the artisans made their 
abilities dazzle: none do not make brilliance flourish and ornament the strange statues, 
causing observers’ hearts to be moved and eyes to be startled. They compete to cast gold, 
coins, millet, and silk upon the ground [in worship], in order to accumulate abundance of 
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wealth, status, and extravagant food. But Runqing, all year long, still took making [clay] 
statues of Confucius as his affair; he followed established standards and didn’t make [excess] 
ornamented beauty or seeking extra profit his business: without having a [proper] center, how 
could [he and his work] be self-contained like this?1282 
吾嘗觀於浮屠老子之宫，棟宇翬飛，金碧焜燿，梓人程其技，工人炫其能，莫不盛光

景飾竒怪，使觀者動心駭目。争投金錢粟帛於地，以此累貲肥身聨騎結駟而鼎食者多

矣。而潤卿窮年，猶像吾先聖賢以為事，動循規制，不事靡麗，不求贏餘，非夫中有

所存，豈能若此充? 潤卿之此心可以求道於藝乎，何有哉？1283 
 
 Jia Xuanweng then turns his attention to a different, unnamed “gentlemanly” sculptor of 

Confucian statues, hoping to encourage him with the story of Wang Runqing. He encourages the 

other sculptor to portray the posture and expressions of these statues as solemn and respectful, 

since the disciples of Confucius learned not only by listening to his words, but also by observing 

his countenance, movements, and so on. Jia then concludes by encouraging this sculptor to 

continue down this path: 

Following in the disciples’ footsteps, the heart-mind of rightness and principle naturally 
comes into existence: without realizing it is so, it is so. Adding to that with the achievements 
[obtained from] self-cultivation: does this not approach the Way? How could you [merely] be 
nickel-and-diming1284 and comparing who’s better and who’s worse with the many artisans?! 
You [should be] encouraged by this!! 
從於門人户屨之列，義理之心油然而生，有莫知其然而然者。加以存養之功，庶㡬近

道夫? 豈與衆工論錙銖、較優劣乎？子其勉之！1285 
 

 
1282 Francesca Zhao has suggested an excellent reading of this passage, by noting that Buddhist sculptures were 
sometimes made with hollow interiors, so that they could be filled with donations of money, silk, sutras, and so on, 
as a form of worship and relationship building between temple, donor, and faith. Jia Xuanweng is likely referencing 
the hollow interior of Buddhist sculptures when he compliments Wang Runqing’s statue of Confucius for having 
substance in it; the compliment overlaps with Wang Runqing himself, who must have substance in order to produce 
such a successful statue. 
 
1283 Jia, Ze tang ji, 3.31-32. 
 
1284 Zi 錙 and zhu 銖 are small units for measuring weight (and also money), with six zhu equal to one zi, and four zi 
equal to one liang 两 (or “tael”); here, discussing zi and zhu seems not to refer to a technical discussion of the details 
involved in crafting an ideal sculpture, but instead to the desire to haggle over small sums of money and bicker over 
minor details (as in the modern expression “zizhu bijiao 錙銖必較”). 
 
1285 Jia, Ze tang ji, 3.32. 
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 Jia Xuanweng’s invocation of signals ranging from reclusion to classicist morality, and 

such idealized modes of conduct as disinterest in profit and self-cultivation, collectively portray 

these two sculptors as “gentlemen” superior in their art to the “vulgar artisans” who practice it 

alongside them. One can see how this discourse could be applied to any number of fields of 

action. Yet, chapters five and six have shown that the “gentlemanly” sort did not make such 

claims of superiority in all fields: there are no extant claims to be able to grow better vegetables 

than gardeners, or catch bigger fish than fishermen. But men did consciously and unconsciously 

rely upon a series of identity markers that, for example, kept “fishermen’s fishing” and “recluse 

fishing” separate. And a man with sufficient symbolic capital to present such identity signals 

successfully could be treated with respect as a “recluse.” Even the smallest of signals, like the 

claim that a man was “personally” farming, could still serve as a successful expression of 

“gentlemanly” identity. 

 The efficacy of such signals was ultimately situational, dependent upon the knowledge 

and assumptions possessed by different participants, which affected the calculus of symbolic 

properties affecting categorization practices. Thus the same man might be categorized as a 

“gentleman” by one person and as an “artisan” by another; a man who saw himself as 

“gentlemanly” may feel humiliated when mislabeled or mistreated by others; a strong identity 

marker like examination success might be overwhelmed by another (like working as an 

“entertainer” at court); a man formerly occupying an “artisan” social role might be welcomed 

into one “gentlemanly” group at court, but ultimately have his promotion blocked by another. 

There were surely other elements not preserved in extant texts yet used to judge and categorize 

such men; however, enough elements are preserved to demonstrate that certain identity signals 
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carried enough symbolic capital to be effective in different fields of action or social contexts, as 

discussed throughout the dissertation. 

 

Closing Thoughts 

 My goal in writing this dissertation has been to contribute to an ongoing conversation 

about what it meant to be a “gentleman” in 7th–14th century China, by setting aside the 

paradigmatic understanding of “gentlemen” as an elite social stratum, and drawing upon identity 

theory as an alternative lens through which to understand the ways in which different men used 

the label “gentleman” as a means of constructing, maintaining, and presenting their sense of self 

and place in society. Emic categories played a critical role in constituting social reality; focusing 

on the ways in which identities connected to these categories were created and performed, and 

examining the expansion of these categories through the emergence of new identity signals, can 

therefore offer valuable insight into how individuals and groups made decisions of inclusion or 

exclusion, provided or denied access to resources, developed and reinforced behavioral norms 

and idealized values, and so on. We can thus enrich our understandings of both the social forces 

shaping middle period society, and the individuals and groups who populated it. 

 Though some elements of the archetypal “gentlemanly” social role remained consistent 

for centuries, there was always change: different times, places, groups, and individuals 

constructed new meanings and means of performing “gentlemanly” identities in 7th–14th century 

China, each with varying degrees of efficacy in different historical moments and social 

situations. As a result, men occupying a very wide spectrum of social positions might be labeled 

“gentleman” by their contemporaries, from those in the highest of offices to those in the lowliest 

of dilapidated huts; from those whose livelihood followed a more conventional or archetypal 
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path but who chose to express “gentlemanly” identities through their leisurely engagement in 

various arts and activities, to those who made a livelihood out of practicing the same arts and 

activities in “gentlemanly” ways. As Liu Qi had phrased it back in the 13th century: “each 

follows their passions, and [each] has their determined lot [in life] – how could these men all 

[leave] the same footprints?!”1286 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1286 Liu Qi, Gui qian zhi, 12.78. A translation of this passage may be found on page 23 of this dissertation. 
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quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Lü 陳旅. An ya tang ji 安雅堂集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Mi 陳密. Longtu Chen gong wen ji 龍圖陳公文集. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Ruqi 陳汝錡. Gan lu yuan duan shu 甘露園短書. Ming Wanli ke Qing Kangxi chongxiu 
ben 明萬曆刻清康熙重修本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Shan 陳善. Men shi xin hua 捫蝨新話. Min guo jiao ke ru xue jingwu ben 民國校刻儒學

警悟本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Shidao 陳師道. Hou shan tan cong 後山談叢. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Shilong 陳世隆. Bei xuan biji 北軒筆記. Qing zhibuzu congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Shunyu 陳舜俞. Du guan ji 都官集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Tai 陳泰. Suo’an yi ji 所安遺集. Hanfen lou miji jing jiu chao ben 涵芬樓秘笈景舊鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Tuan 陳搏. He Luo zhen shu 河洛眞數. Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Wenwei 陳文蔚. Kezhai ji 克齋集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
Chen Xiang 陳襄. Gu ling ji 古靈集. Song keben 宋刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Yan 陳巖. Jiu hua shi ji九華詩集. Minguo Song ren ji ben 民國宋人集本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Yang 陳暘. Yue shu 樂書. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Chen Yi 陳鎰. Wu xi ji 午溪集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Yu 陳郁. Cang yi hua yu 藏一話腴. Min guo shi yuan congshu ben 民國適園叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Yuan 陳淵. Mo tang ji 默堂集. Sibu cong kan san bian jing Song chao ben 四部叢刊三編
景宋鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Yuyi 陳與義. Jian zhai ji 簡齋集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚
珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Zao 陳造. Jianghu chang weng ji 江湖長翁集. Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chen Zhensun 陳振孫. Zhi zhai shu lu jieti 直齋書録解題. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban 
congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Cheng Dachang 程大昌. Yan fan lu 演繁露. Qing xue jin tao yuan ben 清學津討原本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Cheng Jiong 程迥. Yijing zheng ben shu 醫經正本書. Qing wanli juan lou congshu ben 清十萬
卷樓叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Cheng Jufu 程鉅夫. Xue lou ji 雪樓集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Cheng Tinggui 成廷圭. Ju zhu xuan shi ji 居竹軒詩集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Cheng Yi 程顥 and Cheng Hao 程頤, Er Cheng wai shu 二程外書. Ming Hongzhi Chen Xuan 
keben 明弘治陳宣刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Cheng Yi 程顥 and Cheng Hao 程頤. Er Cheng wen ji 二程文集. Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Chengdu wenlei 成都文類. Edited by Cheng Yusun 程遇孫. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu 
pei Qing wen jin ge siku quan shu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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(Jiading) Chicheng zhi（嘉定）赤城志. Compiled by Chen Qiqing 陳耆卿. Qing wenyuan ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Chu xue ji 初學記. Compiled by Xu Jian 徐堅. Qing Guangxu Kong shi sanshisan wan juan tang 
ben 清光緒孔氏三十三萬卷堂本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Chunqiu zhuan li zheng 春秋傳禮徵. Compiled by Zhu Dashao 朱大韶. Minguo shi yuan 
congshu ben 民國適園叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Chunqiu zuozhuan du zhu 春秋左傳杜注, Annotated by Yao Peiqian 姚培謙. Qing Qianlong 
shiyi nian Lu shi xiao yulin keben 清乾隆十一年陸氏小鬱林刻本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ci Lü 詞律. Compiled by Wan Shu 萬樹. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Da ya ji 大雅集. Edited by Lai Liang 賴良. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Dai Biaoyuan 戴表元. Shan yuan ji 剡源集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Dai Liang 戴良. Jia ling shan fang ji 九靈山房集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming zhengzhi ben 四部
叢刊景明正統本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Duan Chengshi 段成式. Youyang zazu 酉陽雜俎. Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Deng Chun 鄧椿. Hua ji 畫繼. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Deng Wenyuan 鄧文元. Ba xi ji 巴西集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Deng Ya 鄧雅. Yu sun ji 玉笥集. Qing chao ben 清鈔本 Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Dong Han wen ji 東漢文紀. Compiled by Mei Dingzuo 梅鼎祚. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Dong Ji 董汲. Jiao qi zhifa zong yao 脚氣治法總要. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Dong Sigao 董嗣杲. Lu shan ji 廬山集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Dong Yu 董逌. Guangchuan huaba 廣川畫跋. Qing shiwan juan lou congshu ben 清十萬卷樓
叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Dou Hanqing 竇漢卿. Chuang yang jing yan quan shu 瘡瘍經驗全書. Ming longqing da xi tang 
keben 明隆慶大酉堂刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Du Fu 杜甫. Du shi jing quan 杜詩鏡銓. Qing Qianlong wushiqi nian yang hu jiu bo shan fang 
ke ben 清乾隆五十七年陽湖九柏山房刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Duan Keji 段克己. Er miao ji  二妙集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Chengda 范成大. Fan cun meipu 范村梅譜. Song baichuan xuehai ben 宋百川學海本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Chengda 范成大. Guihai yuheng zhi 桂海虞衡志. Qing zhibuzu congshu ben 清知不足齋
叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Chengda 范成大. Shihu jushi shi ji 石湖居士詩集. Sibu cong kan jing Qing airu tang ben 四
部叢刊景清愛汝堂本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Chuyi 范處義. Shi bu zhuan 詩補傳. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Gongcheng 范公偁. Guo ting lu 過庭録. Ming bai hai ben 明稗海本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Peng 范梈. Fan Deji shi ji 范德機詩集. Sibu cong kan jing Yuan chao ben 四部叢刊景元
鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fan Zhen 范鎭,.Dong zhai ji shi 東齋記事. Qing shou shan ge congshu ben 清守山閣叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹. Fan Wenzheng gong wen ji 范文正公文集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming fan 
yuan keben 四部叢刊景明翻元刊本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Fang Dazong 方大琮. Tie’an ji 鐵庵集. Ming Zhengde banian fang liang jie keben 明正德八年
方良節刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fang Hui 方回. Tong jiang xu ji 桐江續集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fang Hui 方回. Huangyuan fengya 皇元風雅. Yuan jianyang Zhang shi meixi shu yuan keben 
元建陽張氏梅溪書院刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fang Qi 房祺. Hefen zhu lao shi ji 河汾諸老詩集. Sibu cong kan jing Yuan chao ben 四部叢刊
景元鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fang Xun 方熏. Shan jing ju hua lun 山靜居畫論. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋
叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fang Yue 方岳. Qiu ya ji 秋崖集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fei Gun 費衮. Liang xi man zhi 梁溪漫志. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Feng Zhi 馮贄. Yunxian zaji 雲仙雜記. Sibu cong kan xubian jing Ming ben 四部叢刊續編景明
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fu Guang 輔廣. Shi tongzi wen 詩童子問. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fu Ruojin 傅若金. Fu Yuli shi ji 傅與礪詩集. Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Fu Ruojin 傅若金. Fu Yuli wen ji 傅與礪文集. Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
(Kangxi) Fuliang xian zhi (康熙) 浮梁縣志. Qing Kangxi shi’er nian ke zeng xiu ben 清康煕十
二年刻增修本. Airusheng 愛如生 zhongguo fangzhi ku 中國方志庫. 
 
Gao Sisun 高似孫. (Jiading 嘉定) Shan lu 剡録. Qing daoguang banian keben 清道光八年刻
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Gao Sisun 髙似孫. Xie lüe 蟹畧. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ge Hong 葛洪. Shenxian zhuan 神仙傳. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ge Lifang 葛立方. Yunyu yangqiu 韻語陽秋. Song keben 宋刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Gong Kui 貢奎. Yulin ji 雲林集. Ming Hongzhi sannian fan ji keben 明弘治三年范吉刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Gong Mingzhi 龔明之. Zhong Wu jiwen 中吳紀聞. Qing Zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋
叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Gong Shitai 貢師泰. Wan zhai ji 玩齋集. Ming Jiajing keben 明嘉靖刻本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Gong Xingzhi貢性之. Nanhu ji 南湖集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Gu Ying 顧瑛. Yu shan pu gao 玉山璞稿. Qing jiaqing wanwei bie zang ben wenyuan ge si ku 
bu 清嘉慶宛委别藏本文淵閣四庫補. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Guan Zhong 管仲. Guanzi 管子, compiled and annotated by Fang Xuanling 房玄龄. Sibu cong 
kan jing Song ben 四部叢刊景宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Guo Pu 郭璞. Erya 爾雅. Sibu cong kan jing Song ben 四部叢刊景宋本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛. Tuhua jianwen zhi 圖畫見聞志. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Guo Tuochi 郭橐馳. Zhongshu shu 種樹書. Ming yimen guang du ben 明夷門廣牘本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Guo Xiangzheng 郭祥正. Qing shan ji 青山集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四
庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Guo Yi 郭翼. Xuelü zhai biji 雪履齋筆記. Qing han hai ben 清函海本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Guo Yong 郭雍. Shanghan bu wang lun 傷寒補亡論. Qing daoguang xin taiping xuan keben 清
道光心太平軒刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Guoyu Weishi Jie 國語韋氏解. Annotated by Wei Zhao 韋昭. Shili ju congshu jing Song ben 士
禮居叢書景宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Han Qi 韓琦. Anyang ji 安陽集. Ming Zhengde jiunian Zhang Shilong keben 明正德九年張士
隆刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Han Wei 韓維. Nanyang ji 南陽集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍
版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Han Yanzhi 韓彦直. Ju lu 橘録. Song baichuan xue hai ben 宋百川學海本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Han Yu 韓愈. Changji xiansheng wenji 昌黎先生文集. Song Shu ben 宋蜀本. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Han yuan xin shu ji 翰苑新書集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
Han Yuanji 韓元吉. Nanjian jiayi gao 南澗甲乙稿. Qing wuying dian zhen ban congshu ben 清
武英殿聚珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Han Zhuo 韓拙. Shanshui chunquan ji 山水純全集. Qing han hai ben 清函海本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hanshu 漢書, compiled by Ban Gu 班固. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本
. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hao Jing 郝經. Lingchuan ji 陵川集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
He Guangyuan 何光遠. Jian jie lu 鑒誡録. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
He Menggui 何夢桂. Qian zhai ji 潜齋集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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He Wei 何薳. Chun zhu ji wen 春渚紀聞. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
He Zhong 何中. Zhifei tang gao 知非堂稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hong Hao 洪皓. Song mo jiwen 松漠記聞. Ming Gushi wen fang xiaoshuo ben 明顧氏文房小
説本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hong Mai 洪邁. Yi jian zhi 夷堅志. Qing shiwan juan lou congshu ben 清十萬卷樓叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hong Mai 洪邁. Yi jian zhi zhi 夷堅支志. Qing jing Song chao ben 清景宋鈔本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hong Yanzu 洪焱祖. Xing ting zhai gao 杏庭摘稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hou Han shu 後漢書. Edited by Fan Ye 范曄. Bai na ben jing Song shaoxi keben 百衲本景宋紹
熙刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hou Kezhong 侯克中. Liang zhai shi ji 艮齋詩集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Bingwen 胡炳文. Yun feng ji 雲峰集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Guyu 胡古愚. Shu yi pian 樹藝篇. Ming chunbai zhai chao ben 明純白齋鈔本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Xingjian 胡行簡. Chu yin ji 樗隱集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Yin 胡寅. Feiran ji 斐然集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Zai 胡仔. Shaoxi Yuyin cong hua qianhou ji 苕溪漁隱叢話前後集. Qing Qianlong keben 清
乾隆刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Zhirou 胡知柔. Xiang tai shou mo 象臺首末. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Hu Zhiyu 胡祗遹. Zishan da quan ji 紫山大全集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing 
wenjin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hu Zhongyin 胡仲弓. Weihang man you gao 葦航漫遊稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hua shi hui yao 畫史會要. Compiled by Zhu Mouyin 朱謀垔. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hua Youwu 華幼武. Huang yang ji 黄楊集. Ming Wanli sishi liu nian hua wu lun keben 明萬曆
四十六年華五倫刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Hua Zhen 華鎭. Yunxi jushi ji 雲溪居士集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huan Kuan 桓寛. Yan tie lun 鹽鐵論. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉靖
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Jie 黄玠. Bianshan xiaoyin yin lu 弁山小隱吟録. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Jin 黄溍. Jinhua Huang xiansheng wenji 金華黄先生文集. Yuan chao ben 元鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Shu 黄樞. Houpu Huang xiansheng cun ji 後圃黄先生存集. Ming Jiajing keben 明嘉靖
刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Tao 黃滔. Huang yu shi ji 黄御史集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅. Shangu wai ji 山谷外集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Xiufu 黃休復. Mao ting ke hua 茅亭客話. Qing Guangxu linglang mi shi congshu ben 清
光緖琳琅秘室叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang yuan feng ya 皇元風雅. Compiled by Jiang Yi 蔣易. Yuan jianyang Zhang shi Hui xi 
shuyuan keben 元建陽張氏梅溪書院刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Zhen 黃震. Huang shi ri chao 黄氏日鈔. Yuan hou zhiyuan keben 元後至元刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Hui Hong 惠洪. Shimen wenzi chan 石門文字禪. Sibu cong kan jing Ming jing shan si ben 四部
叢刊景明徑山寺本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Chang 黄裳. Yan shan ji 演山集. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅. Shangu bieji 山谷別集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Tingjian 黃庭堅. Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji 豫章黄先生文集. Sibu cong kan jing 
Song qiandao kan ben 四部叢刊景宋乾道刊本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huang Zhongyuan 黄仲元. Siru ji 四如集. Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Ming Jiajing keben 四部
叢刊三編景明嘉靖刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Huangfu Mi皇甫謐. Gao shi zhuan 高士傳. Ming gujin yi shi ben 明古今逸史本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ji Kang 嵇康. Ji Zhongsan ji 嵇中散集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉
靖本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ji Yougong 計有功. Tang shi ji shi 唐詩紀事. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing ben 四部叢刊景
明嘉靖本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jia Xuanweng 家鉉翁. Ze tang ji 則堂集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jianghu hou ji 江湖後集. Compiled by Chen Qi 陳起. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jianghu xiao ji 江湖小集. Edited by Chen Qi 陳起. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing 
wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
(Jiajing) Jiangxi tong zhi（嘉靖）江西通志. Ming Jiajing ke ben 明嘉靖刻本. Airusheng 愛如
生 zhongguo fangzhi ku 中國方志庫. 
 
(Yongzheng) Jiangxi tong zhi (雍正）江西通志. Compiled by Xie Minxiu 謝旻修. Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Jie Xisi 揭傒斯. Wen’an ji 文安集. Sibu cong kan jing chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jing kou qi jiu zhuan 京口耆舊傳. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jinshi 金史. Edited by Tuotuo 脱脱. Baina ben jing yin Yuan zhizheng kan ben 百衲本景印元
至正刊本). Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jin shu 晉書. Edited by Fang Xuanling 房玄齡. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英
殿刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Jiu Tang shu 舊唐書. Compiled by Liu Xu 劉昫. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武
英殿刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ju Jian 居簡. Bei jian wen ji 北磵文集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ke Jiusi 柯九思. Dan qiu sheng ji 丹邱生集. Qing Guangxu sanshisi nian ke feng shi keben 清
光緖三十四年柯逢時刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Kong Wenzhong 孔文仲. Qingjiang san Kong ji 清江三孔集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Kong Qi 孔齊. Jing zhai zhi zheng zhi ji 靜齋至正直記. Qing Mao shi chao ben 清毛氏鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
(Jiatai) Kuaiji zhi（嘉泰）會稽志. Compiled by Shi Su 施宿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lei shuo 類説. Compiled by Zeng Gao 曾慥. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Changling 李昌齡. Taishang ganying pian 太上感應篇. Ming zhengzhi daozang ben 明正統
道藏本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Cun 李存. Si’an ji 俟庵集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Dongyang李東陽. Huai lu tang ji 懷麓堂集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Li Fu 李復. Jue shui ji 潏水集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Gang 李綱. Liang xi ji 梁溪集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Gefei 李格非. Luoyang Mingyuan ji 洛陽名園記. Ming gujin yi shi ben 明古今逸史本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Guang 李光. Zhuang jian ji 莊簡集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Gou 李覯. Zhijiang Li xiansheng wen ji 直講李先生文集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming chenghua 
ben 四部叢刊景明成化本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li ji 禮記. Commentary by Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 and annotations by Lu Deming 陸德明. Sibu cong 
kan jing Song ben 四部叢刊景宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Jiben 李繼本. Yi shan wen ji 一山文集. Qing kangxi chao ben 清康熙鈔本. Airusheng 愛如
生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Junmin 李俊民. Zhuang jing ji 莊靖集. Jiu chao ben舊鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Kan 李衎. Zhupu 竹譜. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Lü 李吕. Tan xuan ji 澹軒集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Maoying 李昴英. Wen xi ji 文溪集. Qing yue shisan jia ji ben 清粤十三家集本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Peng 李彭. Rishe yuan ji 日涉園集. Minguo yuzhang congshu ben 民國豫章叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Qi 李祁. Yunyang ji 雲陽集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Li Xin 李新. Kua ao ji 跨鼇集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Xinchuan 李心傳. Jianyan yilai chaoye zaji  建炎以來朝野雜記. Qing wuying dian ju zhen 
ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Zhao 李肇. Tangguo shibu 唐國史補. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Zengbai 李曾伯. Ke zhai za gao 可齋雜稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四
庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Zhi 李廌. Shiyou tan ji 師友談記. Song baichuan xue hai ben 宋百川學海本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Li Zhiyi 李之儀. Guxi jushi ji 姑溪居士集. Qing weyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lidai mingyi mengqiu 歷代名醫蒙求. Edited by Zhou Shouzhong 周守忠. Song keben 宋刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lie Yukou 列禦寇. Liezi 列子, annotated by Zhang Zhan 張湛. Sibu cong kan jing bei Song ben 
四部叢刊景北宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lin Bu 林逋. Lin Hejing shi ji 林和靖詩集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊景明鈔
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lin Jiong 林駉. Yuanliu zhi lun源流至論. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lin Xiyi 林希逸. Luzhai xuji 鬳齋續集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lin Zhiqi 林之奇. Shangshu quan jie 尚書全解. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Ban 劉攽. Pengcheng ji 彭城集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍
版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Bingzhong 劉秉忠. Cang chun ji 藏春集. Ming keben 明刻本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Liu Chang 劉敞. Gongshi ji 公是集. Qingwen yuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Chenweng 劉辰翁. Xuxi ji 須溪集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu E 劉鶚. Wei shi ji 惟實集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Fang 劉昉. Youyou xin shu 幼幼新書. Ming Wanli Chen Fuduan keben 明萬曆陳履端刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Kezhuang 劉克莊. Hou cun ji 後村集. Sibu cong kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢刊景舊鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Minzhong 劉敏中. Zhong’an ji 中菴集. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Renben 劉仁本. Yu ting ji 羽庭集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Shen 劉詵. Gui yin wen ji 桂隱文集. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Qi 劉祁. Gui qian zhi 歸潜志. Qing wuying dian juzhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版
叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Wansu 劉完素. Shanghan zhi ge fang 傷寒直格方. Ming gujin yi tongzheng mai quan shu 
ben 明古今醫統正脈全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Wansu 劉完素. Suwen bing ji qi yi bao ming ji 素問病機氣宜保命集. Ming gujin yi 
tongzheng pai quan shu ben 明古今醫統正脈全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Wenshu 劉温舒. Suwen ru shi yunqi lun ao 素問入式運氣論奥. Minguo yu yuan congshu 
ben 民國芋園叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Xueji 劉學箕. Fangshi xian jushi xiao gao 方是閑居士小稿. Yuan zhizheng ke ben 元至正
刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Liu Xiang 劉向. Gu lie nü zhuan 古列女傳. Sibu cong kan jing Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Xiang 劉向. Lie xian zhuan 列仙傳. Ming zhengtong daozang ben 明正統道藏本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Xiang 劉向. Shuoyuan 説苑. Sibu cong kan jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊景明鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu yi zhi yi lu 六藝之一録. Compiled by Ni Tao 倪濤. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Yin 劉因. Jingxiu xiansheng wenji 靜修先生文集. Sibu cong kan jing Yuan ben 四部叢刊
景元本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Yiqing 劉義慶. Shishuo xinyu 世說新語. Subu cong kan jing Ming Yuan shi Jiaqu tang ben 
四部叢刊景明袁氏嘉趣堂本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Liu Yiqing 劉一清. Qiantang yishi 錢塘遺事. Qing Guangxu ke wu lin chang gu cong bian ben 
清光緖刻武林掌故叢編本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Yueshen 劉岳申. Shen zhai ji 申齋集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Zai 劉宰. Man tang wen ji 漫塘文集. Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Liu Zhi 劉摯. Zhong zhai ji 忠肅集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lou Yue 樓鑰. Gong kui ji 攻媿集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍
版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lü Benzhong 吕本中. Dong lai shi ji 東萊詩集. Sibu cong kan xubian jing Song ben 四部叢刊
續編景宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lü Buwei 吕不韋. Lü shi chunqiu 呂氏春秋, annotated by Gao You 高誘. Sibu cong kan jing 
Ming kan ben 四部叢刊景明刊本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
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Lü Buyong 呂不用. De yue gao 得月稿. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lü Cheng 吕誠. Lai he ting shi 來鶴亭詩. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu Dian 陸佃. Piya 埤雅. Ming Chenghua ke Jiajing chong xiu ben 明成化刻嘉靖重修本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu Ji 陸璣. Maoshi caomu niaoshou chongyu shu 毛詩草木鳥獸蟲魚疏. Ming Tang Song 
congshu ben 明唐宋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵. Xiangshan ji 象山集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉
靖本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lü Pu 呂浦. Zhu xi gao 竹溪稿. Min guo xu jin hua congshu ben 民國續金華叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu Qi 盧琦. Gui feng ji 圭峰集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu Wengui 陸文圭. Qiang dong lei gao 牆東類稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu You 陆游. Fang weng jiaxun 放翁家訓 Qing zhibuzu zhai cong shu ben 清知不足齋叢書本
), 5. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu You 陸遊. Jian nan shi gao 劍南詩稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin 
ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu You 陸游. Lao xue’an biji 老學庵筆記. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu You 陸游. Ru Shu ji 入蜀記. Jing chao Song ben 景鈔宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu You 陸游. Wei nan wen ji 渭南文集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming huo zi ben 四部叢刊景明活
字本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lu Youren 陸友仁. Wu zhong jiushi 吳中舊事. Qing mo hai jin hu ben 清墨海金壺本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Lun Meng jing yi 論孟精義. Compiled by Zhu Xi 朱熹. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lun qu 論曲. Compiled by Zang Maoxun 臧懋循. Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lunyu 論語. Edited and annotated by He Yan 何晏. Sibu congkan jing riben zhengping ben 四部
叢刊景日本正平本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Lunyu yi shu 論語義疏. Compiled by Huang Kan 皇侃. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不
足齋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Luo Dajing 羅大經. He lin yu lu 鶴林玉露. Ming keben 明刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ma Duanlin 馬端臨. Wenxian tongkao 文獻通考. Qing Zhejiang shuju ben 清浙江書局本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ma Yongqing 馬永卿. Lan Zhenzi 嬾眞子. Ming bai hai ben 明稗海本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ma Zuchang 馬祖常. Shi tian wen ji 石田文集. Yuan zhiyuan wunian Yangzhou lu ruxue keben 
元至元五年揚州路儒學刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Mao shi 毛詩. Commentary by Mao Heng 毛亨, additional commentary by Zheng Xuan 鄭玄
annotation by Lu Deming 陸德明. Sibu cong kan jing Song ben 四部叢刊景宋本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣. Wan ling ji 宛陵集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Wanli Mei shi citing shu 四
部叢刊景明萬曆梅氏祠堂本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Meng Ke 孟軻. Mengzi 孟子, compiled by Zhao Qi 趙岐. Sibu congkan jing Song dazi ben 四部
叢刊景宋大字本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Mou Yan 牟巘. Ling yang ji 陵陽集. Minguo wuxing congshu ben 民國吳興叢書本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Mi Fu 米芾. Hua shi 畫史. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Min shi lu 閩詩録. Compiled by Zheng Jie 鄭傑. Qing xuantong sannian keben 清宣統三年刻
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ming gong shu pan Qingming ji 名公書判清明集. Edited by Zhang Siwei 張四維. Ming 
longqing sannian sheng shi xuan keben 明隆慶三年盛時選刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Nan Tang shu 南唐書. Compiled by Ma Ling 馬令. Qing Jiaqing mo hai jin hu ben 清嘉慶墨海
金壺本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Nancun chuogeng lu 南村輟耕録. Compiled by Tao Zongyi 陶宗儀. Sibu cong kan san bian jing 
Yuan ben 四部叢刊三編景元本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Nanshi 南史. Compiled by Li Yanshou 李延夀. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英
殿刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ni Zan 倪瓚. Qingbi ge yigao 清閟閣遺稿. Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ouyang Shoudao 歐陽守道. Xuan zhai wen ji 巽齋文集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修. Ouyang Wenzhong gong ji 歐陽文忠公集. Sibu cong kan jing Yuan ben 四
部叢刊景元本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ouyang Xuan 歐陽玄. Guizhai wen ji 圭齋文集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming chenghua ben 四部叢
刊景明成化本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Pang Anshi 龐安時. Shanghan zongbing lun 傷寒總病論. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Peiwen zhai shuhua pu 佩文齋書畫譜. Compiled by Sun Yueban 孫岳頒. Qing wenyuan ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Peng Ruli 彭汝礪. Poyang ji 鄱陽集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Pu Daoyuan 蒲道源. Xianju cong gao 閑居叢稿. Yuan zhizheng keben 元至正刻本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Qian jia shi xuan 千家詩選. Edited by Liu Kezhuang 劉克莊. Qing Jiaqing wan wei bie zang 
ben 清嘉慶宛委别藏本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Qian Ruoshui 錢若水. Taizong Huangdi shi lu 太宗皇帝實録. Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Song 
chao ben 四部叢刊三編景宋鈔本舊鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Qian Yi 錢易. Nanbu xin shu 南部新書. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Qing chuan xie lu 晴川蟹録. Compiled by Sun Zhilu 孫之騄. Qing Yongzheng ke qing chuan ba 
shi ben 清雍正刻晴川八識本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Quan Jin shi 全金詩. Edited by Guo Yuanyu 郭元釪. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Quan Tang shi 全唐詩. Compiled by Cao Bin 曹寅. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Quan Tang wen 全唐文. Compiled by Dong Gao 董誥. Qing Jiaqing neifu keben 清嘉慶內府刻
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Qun shu hui yuan jie jiang gang 群書會元截江網. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ruan Yi 阮逸. Huangyou xin yue tuji 皇祐新樂圖記. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shang shu 尚書. Compiled by Kong Anguo 孔安國. Sibu cong kan jing Song ben四部叢刊景
宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shao Bo 邵博. Wenjian hou lu 聞見後録. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shao Bowen 邵伯温. Wenjian qian lu 聞見前録. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shao Yong 邵雍, Huang ji jing shi shu 皇極經世書, Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Shen Defu 沈得符. Wanli ye huo bian 萬曆野獲編. Qing Daoguang qinian Yao shi tongzhi ba 
nian bu xiu ben 清道光七年姚氏刻同治八年補修本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shen Gou 沈遘. Xi xi ji 西溪集. Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Ming fan Song keben 四部叢刊三
編景明翻宋刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shen Kuo 沈括. Mengxi bitan 夢溪筆談. Sibu congkan xu bian jingming ben 四部叢刊續編景
明本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shen Zuozhe 沈作喆. Yu jian 寓簡. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sheng hua ji 聲畫集. Edited by Sun Shaoyuan 孫紹遠. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文
淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sheng Ruzi 盛如梓. Shu zhai lao xue cong tan 庶齋老學叢談. Qing zhibuzu zhai cong tan shu 
ben 清知不足齋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shi Daxin 釋大訢. Pu shi ji 蒲室集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shi Decao 施德操. Bei chuang zhi guo lu 北窗炙輠録. Qing ke qi jin zhai congshu ben 清刻奇
晋齋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shi gu tang shuhua hui kao 式古堂書畫彙考, compiled by Bian Yongyu 卞永譽. Qing wenyuan 
ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基
本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shihua zong gui 詩話總龜. Compiled by Ruan Yue 阮閲. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing ben 
四部叢刊景明嘉靖本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shijing bai shu 詩經稗疏. Compiled by Wang Fuzhi 王夫之. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shijing feng yuan 詩經逢原. Compiled by Hu Wenying 胡文英. Qing Qianlong ke ben 清乾隆
刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shilin guangji 詩林廣記. Compiled by Cai Zhengsun 蔡正孫. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shiwen lei ju 事文類聚. Compiled by Zhu Mu 祝穆. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Shu zhong guang ji 蜀中廣記. Edited by Cao Xuequan 曹學佺. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shuxu zhinan 書叙指南. Compiled by Ren Guang 任廣. Qing meihai jinhu ben 清墨海金壼本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sima Guang 司馬光. Sushui ji wen 涑水記聞. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武
英殿聚珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sima Guang 司馬光. Wenguo Wenzheng gong wenji 温國文正公文集. Subu cong kan jing Song 
Shaoxing ben 四部叢刊景宋紹興本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Sima Qian 司馬遷. Shi ji 史記. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song bai jia shi cun 宋百家詩存. Compiled by Cao Tingdong 曹庭棟. Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Song Boren 宋伯仁. Meihua xi shen pu 梅花喜神譜. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足
齋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song huiyao ji gao 宋會要輯稿. Edited by Xu Song 徐松. Gao ben稿本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song Jiong 宋褧. Yan shi ji 燕石集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song Lian 宋濂. Song xue shi quan ji 宋學士全集. Yongkang 永康: Tuibu zhai cang ban 退補
齋藏版, 1874. Hathitrust.  
 
Songshi. Edited by Tuotuo 脱脱. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Songshi xin bian 宋史新編. Compiled by Ke Weiqi 柯維騏. Ming Jiajing sishisan nian Du 
Qingjiang keben 明嘉靖四十三年杜晴江刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song shi ji shi 宋詩紀事. Compiled by Li E 厲鶚. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Song shi shi yi 宋詩拾遺. Edited by Chen Shilong 陳世隆. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song wen jian 宋文鑒. Edited by Lü Zuqian 呂祖謙. Sibu congkan jing Song kan ben 四部叢刊
景宋刊本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0.  
 
Song Xi 宋禧. Yong’an ji 庸庵集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song Xiang 宋祁. Jing wen ji 景文集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚
珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Song yimin lu 宋遺民録. Compiled by Cheng Minzheng 程敏政. Ming Jiajing ernian zhi simian 
Cheng Wei deng keben 明嘉靖二年至四年程威等刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji 
ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Su Shi 蘇軾. Su wenzhong gong quan ji 蘇文忠公全集. Mingcheng huaben 明成化本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Su Shi 蘇軾. Shi zhu Su shi 施注蘇詩. Annotated by Shi Yuanzhi 施元之. Qing wenyuan ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Su Tianjue 蘇天爵. Zixi wen gao 滋溪文稿. Minguo shi yuan ye shuben 民國適園叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Su Zhou 蘇籀. Luancheng yi yan 欒城遺言. Qing yueya tang cong shu ben 清粤雅堂叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sui shu 隨書. Compiled by Wei Zheng 魏徵. Qing Qianlong wu ying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿
刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sun Di 孫覿. Hongqing jushi ji 鴻慶居士集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sun Simiao 孫思邈. Qian jin yi fang 千金翼方. Yuan dade mei xi shuyuan ben 元大德梅溪書
院本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Sun Simiao 孫思邈. Qian jin yao fang 千金要方. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Taihe zhengyin pu 太和正音譜. Compiled by Zhu Quan 朱權. China: s.n., wu yin 戊寅 i.e. 
1458. Hathitrust. 
 
Taiping Guangji 太平廣記. Compiled by Li Fang 李昉. Minguo jing Ming Jiajing tan kai keben 
民國景明嘉靖談愷刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Taiping yulan 太平御覽. Compiled by Li Fang 李昉. Sibu cong kan sanbian jing Song ben 四部
叢刊三編景宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tang Hou 湯垕. Hua jian 畫鑒. Ming Wanli Cheng shi cong keben 明萬曆程氏叢刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tang liu dian 唐六典. Compiled by Li Linfu 李林甫. Ming keben 明刻本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tang wen cui 唐文粹. Compiled by Yao Xuan 姚鉉. Sibu cong kan jing Yuan fan Song xiaozi 
ben 四部叢刊景元翻宋小字本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Tao Gu 陶穀. Qing yi lu 清異録. Minguo jing Ming bao yan tang miji ben 民國景明寳顔堂秘
笈本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tao Qian 陶潛. Jianzhu Tao Yuanming ji 箋注陶淵明集. Annotated by Li Gonghuan 李公煥. 
Sibu cong kan jing Song jin xiang ben 四部叢刊景宋巾箱本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tao Qian 陶潛. Soushen houji 搜神後記. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tao Qian 陶潛. Tao Yuanming ji 陶淵明集. Song ke di xiu ben 宋刻遞修本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Tong Shu 同恕. Ju’an ji 榘庵集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Anshi 王安石. Linchuan ji 臨川集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Jiajing ben 四部叢刊景明嘉
靖本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Anshi 王安石. Wang Jing gong shi zhu 王荊公詩注, annotated by Li Bi 李壁. Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Wang Bizhi 王闢之. Shengshui yan tan lu 澠水燕談録. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不
足齋叢書本, 2.11. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Cao 汪藻. Fu xi ji 浮溪集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版
叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Cheng 王稱. Dongdu shilüe 東都事略. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四
庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Dechen 王得臣. Zhu shi 麈史. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang E 王鶚. Runan yishi 汝南遺事. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Feng 王逢. Wu xi ji 梧溪集. Qing zhibuzu congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Gui 王珪. Tai ding yang sheng zhu lun 泰定養生主論. Ming Zhengde keben 明正德刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Gui 王珪. Huayang ji 華陽集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Haogu 王好古. Yi lei yuan rong 醫壘元戎. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Ji 王寂. Liaodong xingbu zhi 遼東行部志. Qing Guangxu Ding shi zhu shu tang chao ben 
清光緖丁氏竹書堂鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Ji 王寂. Zhuo xuan ji 拙軒集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Li 王禮. Linyuan wen ji 麟原文集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Kekuan 汪克寬. Huan gu ji 環谷集. Qing Kangxi Wang shi san xiansheng ji 清康熙汪氏
三先生集本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Mian 王冕. Zhu zhai ji 竹齋集. Qing Guangxu shaowu Xu shi congshu ben 清光緖邵武
徐氏叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Wang Mingqing. Hui chen lu 揮塵録. Sibu cong kan jing Song chao ben 四部叢刊景宋鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Mingqing 王明清. Yu zhao xin zhi 玉照新志. Ming Shen Shilong deng keben 明沈士龍
等刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Pin 王蘋. Wang Zhuozuo ji 王著作集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Tinggui 王庭珪. Lu xi ji 盧溪集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Wei 王維. Wang youcheng ji jianzhu 王右丞集箋注, annotated by Zhao Diancheng 趙殿
成. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Xishan 王義山. Jia cun lei gao 稼村類稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing 
wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Xu 王旭. Lan xuan ji 蘭軒集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quan shu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Yi 王毅. Mune zhai wenji 木訥齋文集. Qing Qianlong ershiba nian keben 清乾隆二十八
年刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Yi 王沂. Yi bin ji 伊濱集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Yong 王栐. Yan yi yi mou lu 燕翼貽謀録. Ming lidai xiao shi ben 明歷代小史本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Yucheng 王禹偁. Xiao xu ji 小畜集. Sibu cong kan jing Song ben pei Lü Wutang chao 
ben 四部叢刊景宋本配吕無黨鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Yun 王惲. Qiu jian ji 秋澗集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Hongzhi ben 四部叢刊景明弘治
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Wang Zhen 王禎. Wang Zhen Nong shu 王禎農書. Qing Guangxu ershiwunian guangya shuju 
ke wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清光緒二十五年廣雅書局刻武英殿聚珍版叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wang Zhen 汪珍. Wanling qunying ji 宛陵群英集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wei Hu 韋糓. Cai diao ji 才調集. Sibu cong kan jing Qing Qian Zengshu tu tang jing Song chao 
ben 四部叢刊景清錢曾述古堂景宋鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本
古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Shiren yu xie 詩人玉屑, compiled by Wei Qingzhi 魏慶之. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wei Shou 魏收. Wei shu 魏書. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wei Su 危素. Wei xueshi quan ji 危學士全集. Qing Qianlong ershisan nian keben 清乾隆二十
三年刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wei Yilin 危亦林. Shi yi de xiao fang 世醫得效方. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wen Rengui 聞人規. Douzhen lun 痘疹論. Ming Jiajing keben 明嘉靖刻本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wen Tianxiang 文天祥. Wen shan ji 文山集. Sibu cong kan Ming ben 四部叢刊景明本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wen xuan 文選. Compiled by Xiao Tong 蕭統, annotated by Li Shan 李善. He ke ben 胡刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wen xuan buyi 文選補遺. Compiled by Chen Renzi 陳仁子. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 
清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wenxiong 文珦. Qian shan ji 潜山集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wenying 文瑩. Yuhu qing hua 玉壺清話. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Cheng 吳澄. Wu Wenzheng ji 吳文正集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Wu Hai 吳海. Wen guo zhai ji 聞過齋集. Minguo jiaye tang congshu ben 民國嘉業堂叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Hui 吳會. Wu Shushan xiansheng yi ji 吳書山先生遺集. Qing Qianlong keben 清乾隆刻本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
(Shaoding) Wu jun zhi（紹定）吳郡志. Compiled by Fan Chengda 范成大. Ze shi ju congshu 
jing Song keben 擇是居叢書景宋刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古
籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Longhan 吴龙翰. Gu mei yi gao 古梅遺稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四
庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Shidao 吳師道. Libu ji 禮部集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Zhen 吳鎮. Meihua daoren yimo 梅花道人遺墨. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei 
Qing wenjin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Zeli 吳則禮. Beihu ji 北湖集. Hanfen lou miji ben 涵芬樓秘笈本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wu Zimu 吳自牧. Mengliang lu 夢梁録. Qing xue jin tao yuan ben 清學津討原本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
(Chongzhen) Wuxing bei zhi（崇禎）吳興備志. Compiled by Dong Sizhang 董斯張. Qing 
wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku
中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Wuxing yi wen bu 吳興藝文補. Edited by Dong Sizhang 董斯張. Ming chongzhen liu nian 
keben 明崇禎六年刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xia Song 夏竦. Wen Zhuang ji 文莊集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xia Tingzhi 夏庭芝, Qinglou ji 青樓集. Ming chao shuo ji ben 明鈔説集本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xia Wenyan 夏文彦. Tuhui baojian 圖繪寳鑒. Yuan zhizheng keben 元至正刻本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Xiang Anshi 項安世. Ping an hui gao 平庵悔稿. Qing chao ben 清鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xiao’er weisheng zong wei lun fang 小兒衛生總微論方. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清
文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xie Yingfang 謝應芳. Gui chao gao 龜巢稿. Sibu cong kan sanbian jing chao ben 四部叢刊三
編景鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xin diao huang chao lei yuan 新雕皇朝類苑. Edited by Jiang Shaolu 江少虞. Riben yuanhe 
qinian huo zi yin ben 日本元和七年活字印本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xin Tang shu 新唐書. Compiled by Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修. Qing Qianlong wuying dian ke ben 清
乾隆武英殿刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xin Wenfang 辛文房. Tang caizi zhuan 唐才子傳. Qing yi cun congshu ben 清佚存叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xin wudai shi 新五代史. Edited by Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修. Qing Qianlong wuying ke ben 清乾隆
武英殿刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xiong He 熊禾. Wu xuan ji 勿軒集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xiong Penglai 熊朋來. Se pu 瑟譜. Qing zhi hai ben 清指海本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Ji 徐積. Jie xiao ji 節孝集. Ming Jiajing sishisi nian keben 明嘉靖四十四年刻本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Lun 許綸. She zhai ji 涉齋集. Minguo jing xiang lou congshu ben 民國敬鄉樓叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Luqing 徐鹿卿. Qingzheng cun gao 清正存稿. Ming Wanli keben 明萬曆刻本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Qiao 徐僑. Yi zhai bie lu 毅齋别録. Qing Jiaqing wan wei bie cang shu 清嘉慶宛委别藏本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Xu Shuwei 許叔微. Lei zheng pu ji benshi fang xuji 類證普濟本事方續集. Riben xiangbao shu 
lin xiang jing ba san lang keben (Nihon kyōho shorin Mukai Hachisaburō koku hon) 日本享保

書林向井八三郎刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Shuwei 許叔微. Zhujie shanghan fa wei lun 注解傷寒發微論. Qing shiwan juan lou 
congshu ben 清十萬卷樓叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Xu Xuan 徐鉉, “weiqi yilie 圍棋義例,” in Shuo fu 說郛, compiled by Tao Jiucheng陶九成 [Tao 
Zongyi陶宗儀] (Wan wei shan tang 宛委山堂, Qing Shunzhi 4 xu 淸順治 4序), Vol. 102, 45A-
47B. Hathitrust. 
 
Xu Xuan 徐鉉. Xu wen gong ji 徐公文集. Sibu cong kan jing Huang Pilie jiao Song ben 四部叢
刊景黄丕烈校宋本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Youren 許有壬. Gui tang xiao gao 圭塘小稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing 
wen jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu Zizhi tongjian 續資治通鑑. Compiled by Bi Yuan 畢沅. Qing jiaqing liunian di keben 清嘉
慶六年遞刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xu zizhi tongjian changbian 續資治通鑒長編. Compiled by Li Tao 李燾. Qing wenyuan ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Xuanhe huapu 宣和畫譜. Ming jin mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xuanhe shupu 宣和書譜. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xue Jixuan 薛季宣. Lang yu ji 浪語集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xue lin 學林. Compiled by Wang Guanguo 王觀國. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 
清武英殿聚珍版叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Xue Yu 薛嵎. Yun quan shi 雲泉詩. Ji gu ge jing Song chao ben 汲古閣景宋鈔本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Xun Kuang 荀況. Xunzi 荀子, compiled and annotated by Yang Jing 楊倞. Qing baojing tang 
congshu ben 清抱經堂叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Yan Youming 顔糼明. Lingqi jing 靈棋經. Ming Zhengde shiwu nian xu chong kan ben 明正德
十五年序重刊本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yan Zhitui 顏之推. Yanshi jiaxun 顔氏家訓. Sibu cong kan Ming keben 四部叢刊景明本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Gongyuan 楊公遠. Yequ you sheng hua 野趣有聲畫. Qing chao ben  清鈔本. Airusheng 
愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Hongdao 楊宏道. Xiao heng ji小亨集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Shiying楊士瀛. Renzhai zhi zhi 仁齋直指. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣
四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Wanli 楊萬里. Cheng zhai ji 誠齋集. Sibu cong kan jing Song xie ben 四部叢刊景宋寫本
. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Weizhen 楊維楨. Dong weizi wenji 東維子文集. Sibu cong kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢
刊景舊鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Weizhen 楊維楨. Yuefu bu 樂府補. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Weizhen 楊維禎. Dongwei zi wenji 東維子文集. Sibu cong kan jing jiu chao ben 四部叢
刊景舊鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Yi 楊億. Wuyi xin ji 武夷新集. Ming ke ben 明刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yao Mian 姚勉. Xuepo sheren ji 雪坡舍人集. Minguo yuzhang congshu ben 民國豫章叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yao Sui 姚燧. Mu’an ji 牧庵集. Qing wuying dian ju zhen ban congshu ben 清武英殿聚珍版叢
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yao Zui 姚最. Xu huapin 續畫品. Ming jin dai mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Ye Mengde 葉夢得. Bishu lu hua 避暑録話. Ming jin mishu ben 明津逮秘書本. Airusheng 愛
如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ye Shaoweng 葉紹翁. Sichao wen jian lu 四朝聞見録. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不
足齋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ye Tinggui 葉廷珪. Hai lu sui shi 海録碎事. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫
全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Ye Yong 葉顒. Qiao yun du chang 樵雲獨唱. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen 
jin ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yelü Chucai 耶律楚材. Zhanran jushi ji 湛然居士集. Sibu cong kan jing Yuan chao ben 四部叢
刊景元鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yelü Zhu 耶律鑄. Shuang xi zui yin ji 雙溪醉隱集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵
閣四庫全書本]. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yin Tun 尹焞. Hejing ji 和靖集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wenjin ge siku 
quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben 
guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yijing ben yi 易經本意. Compiled by He Zhigao 何志高. Qing Guangxu shibanian ke xixia jing 
yi ben 清道光十八年刻西夏經義本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍
庫 V7.0. 
 
Yongle dadian xiwen san zhong 永樂大典戲文三種. Chao ben 鈔本. Airusheng 愛如生
Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
You Jiuyan 游九言. Mo zhai yi gao 默齋遺稿. Min guo Song ren ji ben 民國宋人集本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yu hai 玉海. Compiled by Wang Yinglin 王應麟. Qing Guangxu jiunian zhejiang shuju kan ben 
清光緒九年浙江書局刊本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yu Ji 虞集. Dao yuan yi gao 道園遺稿. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu bu pei Qing wen jin ge 
siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書補配清文津閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo 
jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yushan mingsheng ji 玉山名勝集. Compiled by Gu Ying 顧瑛. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
ben 清文淵閣四庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Yu Wenbao 俞文豹. Chui lian lu wai ji 吹劍録外集. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足
齋叢書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yu Yan 俞琰. Shu zhai ye hua 書齋夜話. Qing jiaqing wanwei bie cang ben 清嘉慶宛委别藏
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuan Cai. Yuanshi jiaxun 袁氏世範. Qing zhibuzu zhai cong shu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuan dianzhang 元典章. Yuan ke ben 元刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國
基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuan Haowen 元好問. Yi shan ji 遺山集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming Hongzhi ben 四部叢刊景明
弘治本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuan Mingshan 元明善. Qing he ji 清河集. Qing Guangxu ke ou xiang ling shi ben 清光緖刻藕
香零拾本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuanshi 元史. Edited by Song Lian 宋濂. Qing Qianlong wuying dian keben 清乾隆武英殿刻
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuan Shuoyou 袁説友. Dong tang ji 東塘集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四
庫全書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yuan Zhongdao 袁中道. Kexue zhai ji 珂雪齋集. Ming Wanli si shi liu nian keben 明萬曆四十
六年刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yang Yu 楊瑀. Shanju xin hua 山居新話. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢書本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Yue Ke岳珂. Ting shi 桯史. Sibu cong kan xubian jing Yuan ben 四部叢刊續編景元本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Zang Maoxun 臧懋循. Fubao tang wen xuan 負苞堂文選. Ming tianqi yuan nian Zang Erbing 
keben 明天啓元年臧爾炳刻本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫
V7.0. 
 
Zeng Gong 曾鞏. Long ping ji 隆平集. Qing wenyuan ge siku quanshu ben 清文淵閣四庫全書
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Zeng Gong 曾鞏. Yuanfeng lei gao 元豐類稿. Sibu congkan jing yuan ben 四部叢刊景元本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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Zeng Minxing 曾敏行. Duxing zazhi 獨醒雜志. Qing zhibuzu zhai congshu ben 清知不足齋叢
書本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Zeng Shirong 曾世榮, Huo you kou yi 活幼口議. Riben wenzheng chao ben 日本文正鈔本. 
Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
 
Zhao Bingwen 趙秉文. Fushui ji 滏水集. Sibu cong kan jing Ming chao ben 四部叢刊景明鈔
本. Airusheng 愛如生 Zhongguo jiben guji ku中國基本古籍庫 V7.0. 
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